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HISTORY OF RATIONALISM.

INTRODUCTION.

RATIONALISM DEFINEDITS OHABACTEE AS A SKEPTICAL
DEVELOPMENT.

RATIONALISM is the most recent, but not the least

violent and insidious, of all the developments of skep-
ticism. We purpose to show its historical position, and

to present, as faithfully as possible, its antagonism to

evangelical Christianity. The guardians of the interests

of the church cannot excuse themselves from effort

toward the eradication of this error by saying that it

is one which will soon decay by the force of its natural

autumn. Posterity will not hesitate to charge us with

gross negligence it* we fail to appreciate the magnitude
of Rationalism, and only deal with it as the growth of

a day. "We have half conquered an enemy when w^-
have gained a fall knowledge of his strength.

There was a time when Rationalism was a theme

of interest to the Protestant church of Germany alone.

But tliat day is now past. Having well nigh run its

race in the land of Luther, it has crossed the Rhine

into EVa&ce and the Netherlands, invaded England, and
I
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now threatens the integrity of the domain of Anglo*

Saxon theology. Thus it has assumed an importance

which should not be overlooked by British and Ameri-

can thinkers who love those dearly-bought treasures

of truth that they have received as a sacred legacy from

the martyTS and reformers of the English church. The

recent writings of the exegetical Rationalists of Eng-
land are sufficient to induce us to gather up our armor

and adjust it for immediate defence. Delay will entail

evil. The reason why skepticism has wrought such

fearful ravages at various stages during the career of

the church has been the tardiness of the church in

watching the sure and steady approach, and then in

underrating the real strength of her adversary. The

present History will be written for the specific purpose
of awakening an interest in the danger that now threat-

ens us. We have no ambition to deal with the pant,

farther than to enable it to minister to the immediate

demands of the present. We all belong to this genera-
tion

;
it calls for our energies ;

it has its great wants
;

and we shall be held justly responsible if we neglect
to contribute our share toward the progress of our con-

temporaries.

The three principles which have influenced ua to

undertake a discussion of the present theme and of

the truth of which we are profoundly convinced arc

the following :

I. THAT IKKCDELITT PBESENTS A SYSTEMATIC AKB

HAEMOOTOUS HisTOBT. Our customary view of error ia,

that its history is disjointed, rendered so by tlu* ardent,

but unsteady, labors of the doubters of all periods nince

the origin of Christianity. We have ignored the MB-

torical movement of skepticism. Even the storms have

their mysterious laws. The work of Satan is never
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planless. He adapts his measures to the new dangers
that arise to threaten his dominion. The analogy be-

tween the Rationalism of to-day and the infidelity of

past ages is so striking that we can with difficulty rec-

ognize the interval of centuries. We see the new faces,

but the foes are old. Rationalism has repeatedly varied

its method of attack
;
but if we folL>w the inarches of

its whole campaign we shall find that the enemy which

stands at our fortress-gate with the JSssays and He-

views and Notes on Pentateuch and Joskua in hand, is

the same one that assailed Protestant Germany with the

Accommodation-theory and the Wolferibiittel Fragments.
II. A HISTORY OP A MISCHIEVOUS TENDENCY IS TBDE

VEEY BEST METHOD FOB ITS REFUTATION AISTD ExTIR-

PATIOST. We can learn the full character of the good or

evil of any abstract principle only by seeing its practical

workings. The tree is known by its fruits. Rational-

ism may be of evil character, but we must see the re-

sults it has produced, the great overthrow of faith it

has effected, and its influence upon the pulpit and press

of the countries invaded by it, before we can compre-
hend the vastness of our danger. An enumeration of

the evil doings of a public enemy is the best plan to

forestall his future misdeeds. We are not to judge
Rationalism by its professions. The question is not,

What does it wish ? At what does it aim ? or, What is

its creed ? But the true way to measure, understand,

and judge it,
is by answering the inquiry, What Jias it

done ? Its work must determine its character. This

work has been most injurious to the faith and life of

the church, and its deeds must therefore be its con-

demnation. There are those who say,
" Tell us nothing

about skepticism; we know too much about it already.
11

Would it be a prudent request, if, before penetrating
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the jungles of Asia, we should say,
"
Tell us nothing of

the habits of the lion
"

; or, before visiting a malarious

region of Africa, we should beg of the physician not to

inform us of the prevalent fever and its appropriate

remedy? Forewarned is forearmed. We are sur-

rounded by Rationalism in many phases ;
it comes to

us in the periodical and the closely-printed volume.

Even children are reading it in some shape or other.

Shall we know its danger; then we must know its

deeds.

III. OF KATIOKALISM IT MAT BE AFPIEMED, AS OF ALL

THE PHASES OF IKFIDELITY, THAT IT is TNTOT UJT ITS RESULTS

A3ST UNMIXED EviL, SINCE GrOD OVERRULES ITS WoilK FOK

THE PURIFICATION AND PROGEESS OF ins CHURCH, A
nation is never so pure as when emerging from tho

sevenfold-heated furnace. It was not before MaiiMseh

was caught among thorns, bound with fetters, and cur-

ried to Babylon, that he "besought the Lord liin God,
and humbled himself greatly before the God of his

fathers
;

" nor was it before this humiliation that tho

Lord "
brought him again to Jerusalem into his king-

dom." The whole history of religious error slxowH that

the church is cold, formal, and controversial before tho

visitation of skepticism. When eveiy power is in full

exercise, infidelity stands aloofl God haw so provided
for his people that he has even caused bhc deluHiou by
which they have suffered to contribute great benefits but

little anticipated by the deluded or the deluderw them-

selves. The intellectual labors of the German Ration-

alists have already shed an incalculable degree of light
on the sacred boots, and upon almost every branch of

theology. But thus has God ever caused the wrath of

man to praise him*

Taking this view of the indirect benefits resulting



from skepticism, we cannot lament, without an admix-

ture of solace, that the path of Truth has always been

rough. The Master, who declared himself " The Truth,"

premonished us by his own life that his doctrines were

not destined to pervade the mind and heart of our race

without encountering violent blows, and passing

through whole winters of frost and storm. Many
things attending the origin and planting of Christianity

gave omen of antagonism to its claims in coming gener-
ations. Nor could it be expected that the unsanctified

reason of man would accept as the only worthy guide
of faith and life what Judaism, Paganism, and Phi-

losophy had long since decidedly rejected. But the

spirit of Christianity is so totally at variance with that

of the world that it is vain to expect harmony between

them. Truth, however, will not suffer on that account
;

and when the issues appear it will shine all the brighter

for the fires through which it has passed. The country
where Rationalism has exerted its first and chief influ-

ence is Germany, than which no nation of modern times

has been more prospered or passed through deeper
affliction. At one time she was the leader of religious

liberty and truth, not only in Europe, but throughout
the world. She was thirty years fighting the battles

of Protestantism, but the end of the long conflict found

her victorious. Since that day, however, she has lost

her prestige of adherence to evangelical Christianity ;

and her representative theologians and thinkers have

distorted the Bible which she was the very first to

unseal. We rejoice that her condition is more hope-

ful to-day than it was twenty-five years ago ;
but re-

covery is not easy from a century-night of cold, re-

pulsive Eationalism. As a large number of those

stupendous battles that have decided the political
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and territorial condition of Europe have "been fought

on the narrow soil of Belgium, so has Germany been

for ages the contested field on which were deter-

mined the great doctrinal and ecclesiastical questions

of the European continent and of the world. Happily,
the result has generally been favorable; and let no

friend of evangelical truth fear that Rationalism will

not meet its merited fate.

We must not imagine that, because the term na-

tionalism has been frequently employed within the last

few years, it is of very recent origin either as a word

or skeptical type. The Aristotelian Humanists of

Helmstedt were called nationalists in the beginning
of the seventeenth century, and Comenius applied the

same epithet to the Socinians in 1G88,
1

It wan a com-

mon word in England two hundred yearn ago. JSTor

was it imported into the English language from the

German, either in a theological or a philosophical mmm*.

There was a sect of Kationalists, in the time of the Com-

monwealth, who called themselves such exactly on the

same grounds as their successors have done in iwenl

years. Some one writing the news from London under

date of October 14, 1646, say: "There is a new et

sprung up among them [the Presbyterian** and Inde-

pendents], and these are the llationalwtx, and what
their reason dictates tliem in church or xMto xt<m<lx for

good until they le convinced with lotted* But Ration-

alists, in fact if not in name, existed on the Continent

long anterior to this date. The Anti-IVinilarianH, and

Bodin, and Pucci were rigid disciples of Ileanon
;
and

fcheir tenets harmonize with those of a later day,
8

1
Thohok, Herzog's Real-Encyclopadie. Art. Jfatiowlimw*

Trench, Study of Words, p. 14T.
1 As a fair specimen of the extent to which philological criticism in often
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In order to arrive at a proper definition of Rational-

ism we should consult those authors who have given
no little attention to this department of theological in-

quiry. Nor would we be impartial if we adduced the

language of one class to the exclusion of the other. We
shall hear alike from the friends and adversaries of the

whole movement, and endeavor to draw a proper con*

elusion from their united testimony. It was Selden's

advice to the students of ecclesiastical history, "to

study the exaggerated statements of Baronius on the

one side, and of the Magdeburg Centuriators on the

other, and be their own judges." Fortunately enough
for a proper understanding of Rationalism, there is no

such diversity of statement presented by our authori-

oarried by some of our German friends, when advocating a doubtful cause,

we quote a paragraph in point from Dr. Ruckert's work, D&r Rationalis-

mus, one of the latest and feeblest apologies for neological thought :

" What is Rationalism? "We must try to get the meaning from the term

itself. And what sort of a term is it ? Barbarous enough ! Its root is

ratio, but it is directly from rationale that the word in question is derived.

Now this word is good enough in itself, for it signifies what is conform-

able to reason, that which possesses the attributes and methods of reason.

Man is a rational animal, and it id his rationality that distinguishes him

from all other animals. So much for this part of the word Rationalism.

Now for the barbarous part of it, the rism. This termination belongs to

another language, the Greek -i<r/z<fr, and is derived from a verbal ending

which cannot be expressed in Latin, namely i&w. Now if we examine

certain intransitive verbs, such as wdifav, Xa/ccoWfeiv, fapaifav, arrt/afeu/,

wo shall find their common peculiarity is that the persons meant are not

the real persons which ihe words seem to- signify, but only act in their ca-

pacity. Not a real Mede ^dif ;
no true Spartan \aK<ovici

;
and so of

all the rest. But those Greeks who would rather belong to- the Medes than

be freemen, act like Medes, would prefer to be under Median rule /*ijdi-

{w<nv* This -urp6s is a termination from this class of verbs, and is employ-

ed in reproach and not in praise. Hence Rationalist is a term of contempt,

and means not one who is really reasonable, "but would like to passfor such."

Of course the Doctor concludes that the word is a most flagrant and un-

righteous misnomer; but we accept his philology and return him our

thanks for his etymological study.
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ties. On the contrary, we shall perceive an unexpected
and gratifying harmony.

In Wegscheider's Institutions Dogmatic, a work

which for nearly half a century has stood as an ac-

knowledged and highly respected authority on the sys-

tematic theology of the Rationalists, we read language
to this effect : "Since that doctrine (of supernaturalisiu)

is encumbered with various difficulties, every day made

more manifest by the advances of learning, especially

historical, physical, and philosophical, there have boon

amongst more recent theologians aud philosophers not

a few who, in various ways, departing from it, thought
it right to admit, even in the investigation and explana-

tion of divine things, not only that formal uso of human
reason which regards only the method of expounding

dogmas, but also the material use, by which the Habject-

matter of the particular doctrines is submitted to inquiry,

"Thus arose that of which the generic name IB

Rationalism, or that law or rule of thinking, intimatoly
united with the cultivation of talent and mind, by
which we think that as well in examining and judging
of all things presented to us in life and the range of

universal learning, as in those matters of most grave

importance which relate to religion and moralf^wo niunt

follow strenuously the norm of reason rightly applied,

as of the highest faculty of the mind
;
which luw of

thinking and perceiving, if it bo applied to prove any

positive religion (theological Rationalism) layw it down
as an axiom that religion is revealed to men in no other

manner than that which is agreeable both to the nature

of things and to reason, as the witness and interpreter

of divine providence; and teaches that tho Hubjoet*

matter of every supposed supernatural revelation, IH to

be examined and judged according to the ideas
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ing religion and morality, which, we have formed in the

mind by the help of reason. . . . Whosoever, there-

fore, despising that supremacy of human reason, main-

tains that the authority of a revelation, said to have

been communicated to certain men in a supernatural

manner, is such that it must be obeyed by all means,
without any doubt, that man takes away and over-

turns from the foundation the true nature and dignity
of man, at the same time cherishes the most pernicious

laziness and sloth, or stirs up the depraved errors of

fanaticism. . . . As to that which is said to be

above reason, the truth of which can by no means be

understood, there is no possible way open to the human
mind to demonstrate or affirm it; wherefore to acknowl-

edge or affirm that which is thought to be above rea-

son is rightly said to be against reason and contrary

to it.

"The persuasion concerning the supernatural and

miraculous, and at the same time immediate, revelation

of God, cannot be reconciled with the idea of God

eternal, always consistent with himself, omnipotent,

omniscient, and most wise, by whose power, operative

through all eternity and exerted in perfect harmony
with the highest wisdom, we rightly teach that the

whole nature of things exists and is preserved, . . .

This being so, it seems that the natural revelation or

manifestation of God, made by the works of nature, is

the only one which can be rightly defended, (and this

may be divided into universal or common, ancf particu-

lar or singular. The universal indeed is affected by the

natural faculties of the mind, and other helps of the

universal nature of things, by which man is led to con-

ceive and cultivate the knowledge of divine things.

That we call pa/rticula/r and mediate, in a sense different
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from the elder writers, which is contained in the com-

pass of things happening according to nature, by which,

God being the author, some men are excited above

others to attain the principles of true religion, and to

impart with signal success those things, accommodated

indeed to the desires of their countrymen, and sanc-

tioned by some particular form of religious instruction.

A revelation of this kind consists as well in singular

gifts of genius and mind, with which the messenger,

and, as it were, its interpreter, is perceived to bo fur-

nished, as in illustrious proofs of divine providence,

conspicuous in his external life. But the more agreoubly
to the will of that same God he uses these helps to bo

ascribed to God, and full of a certain divine fervor, and

excelling in zeal for virtue and piety, the more he scat-

ters the seeds of a doctrine truly divine, i. &, true in

itself, and worthy of God, and to bo propagated by
suitable institutions, the more truly will he flourish

amongst other men with the authority of a divine

teacher or ambassador. For as our mind partakes of

the divine nature and disposition (2 Peter i. 4), m
without the favor and help of the Deity it is not car.

ried out to a more true species of religion.

"But whatever narrations especially accommodated

to a certain age, and relating miracles and mysteries, are

united with the history and subject-matter of revelation

of this kind, these ought to be referred to the imtuntl

sources and true nature of human knowledge. By how
much the more clearly the author of the Christian

religion, not without the help of Deity, exhibited to men,

the idea of reason imbued with true religion, ao as to

represent as it were an apcmgasma of the divine reason,

or the divine spirit, by so much the more diligently

ought man to strive to approach as nearly as possible
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to form that archetype in the mind, and to study to imi-

tate it in life and manners to the utmost of his ability.

Behold here the intimate and eternal union and agree-

ment of Christianity with Rationalism."

Staudlin, at first a Rationalist, but in later life more

inclined to supernaturalism, says :

" I do not now look

to the various meanings in which the word Rationalism

has been used. I understand by it here only generally
the opinion that mankind are led by their reason and

especially by the natural powers of their mind and

soul, and by the observation of nature which surrounds

them, to a true knowledge of divine and sensible things,

and that reason has the highest authority and right of

decision in matters of faith and morality, so that an

edifice of faith and morals built on this foundation shall

be called Rationalism. It still remains undecided

whether this system declares that a supernatural revela-

tion is impossible and ought to be rejected. That no-

tion rather lies in the word Naturalism, which however

is sometimes used as synonymous with Rationalism.

It has been well said that Naturalism is distinguished

from Rationalism by rejecting all and every revelation

of God, especially any extraordinary one through cer-

tain men. This, however, is not the case with many

persons called Naturalistsboth by themselves and others.

Supernaturalism consists in general in the conviction

that Grod has revealed himself supernaturally and im-

mediately. Wha;t is revealed might perhaps be discov-

ered by natural methods, but either not at all or very
late by those to whom it is revealed. It may also be

something which man could never have known by nat-

ural methods; and then arises the question, whether

man is capable of such a revelation. The notion of a

miracle cannot well be separated from such a revelation,
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whether it happens out of, on, or in men. What is

revealed may belong to the order of nature, but an

order higher and unknown to us, which we could never

have known without miracles, and cannot bring under

the law of nature." *

Professor Hahn, in speaking of the work just refer,

red to, and of the subject in general, makes the follow-

ing remarks :

" In very recent times, during which

Rationalism has excited so much attention, two persons

especially, Bretschneider and Staudlin, have endeavored

to point out the historical use of the word, but both

have failed. It is .therefore worth while to examine

the matter afresh. With respect to the nationalists,

they give out nationalism as a very different matter

from Naturalism. Eohr, the author of the Letters on,

Rationalism, chooses to understand by Naturalism only

Materialism; and Wegscheidor, only Pantheism. In.

this way those persons who have been usually reckoned

the heads of the Naturalists
; namely, Herbert, Tincliil,

and others
;
will be entirely separated from them, for

they were far removed from Pantheism or Materialism.

Bretschneider, who has set on foot the best inquiry on

this point, says that the word Rationalism lius beet)

confused with the word Naturalism since the appear-
ance of the Kantian philosophy, and that it was intro-

duced into- theology by Keiiihard and Gabler. Au
accurate examination respecting 'these wcmlu gives the

following results : The word Naturalism arose first in

the sixteenth century, and was spread in the ftoventoontli.

Et was understood to include those who allowed no
other knowledge of religion except the natural, which
man could shape out of his own etrengtli, and conse-

quently excluded aU supernatural revelation* As to

pp.
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the different forms of Naturalism, theologians say there

are three
;
the first, which they call Pelagianism, and

which considers human dispositions and notions as

perfectly pure and clear by themselves, and the religious

knowledge derived from them as sufficiently explicit.

A grosser kind denies all particular revelation; and the

grossest of all considers the world as God. As to Ra-

tionalism, this word was used in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries by those who considered reason as

the source and norm of faith. Amos Conienius seems

first to have used this word in 1661, and it never had

a good sense. In the eighteenth century it was applied
to those who were in earlier times called by the name
of Naturalist." 1

Of all writers on the subject of Rationalism we give
the palm of excellence to the devout and learned Hugh
James Rose, of Cambridge University. As far as we
know he was the first to expose to the English-speaking
world the sad state to which this form of skepticism

had reduced Germany. Having visited that country in

1824, he delivered four discourses on the subject before

the university, which were afterward published under

the title of the State of Protestantism m Germany.
Thus far, in spite of the new works which may have

appeared, this account of Rationalism has not been

superseded. We shall have occasion more than once to

refer to its interesting pages. Of Rationalism he says :

" The word has been used in Germany in various

senses, and has been made to embrace alike those who

positively reject all revelation and those who profess to

receive it. I am inclined, however, to believe that the

distinction between Naturalists and Rationalists is not

quite so wide, either, as it would appear to be at first

3 De IfationalimA : A Disputation at Leipzig.
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sight, or as one of them assuredly wishes it to appear.

For if I receive a system, be it of religion, of morals, or

of politics, only so far as it approve itself to my reason,

whatever be the authority that presents it to me
?
it is

idle to say that I receive the system out of any respect

to that authority. I receive it onkj because my reason

approves it, and I should of course do so if an authority

of far inferior value were to present the system to me.

This is what that division of Rationalists, which pro-

fesses to receive Christianity and at the same time to

make reason the supreme arbiter in matters of faith, has

done. Their system, in a word, is this : they assume

certain general principles, which they
4 maintain to bo

the necessary deductions of reason from an extended

and unprejudiced contemplation of the natural and

moral order of things, and to be in themselves im-

mutable and universal. Consequently anything which,
on however good authority, may be advanced in ap-

parent opposition to them must either be rejected UH

unworthy of rational belief, or at least explained away,
till it is made to accord with the assumed principles,

and the truth or falsehood of all doctrines proponed in

to be decided according to their agreement or disagree-

ment with those principles.' When Christianity, thon,

is presented to them, they inquire what there is in it

which agrees with their assumed principle^ and whatno*

ever does so agree, they receive as true. But whatever

is true comes from God, and consequently all of Chriif

tianity which they admit to be true, they hold to bo

divine.
ut Those who are generally termed Ratioiwlwta/

says Dr. Bretschneider,
' admit universally, in Chrifr

tianity, a divine, benevolent, and positive appointment
for the good of mankind, and Jesus

as^a Messenger of
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divine Providence, "believing that the true and everlast

ing word of God is contained in the Holy Scripture,
and that by the same the welfare of mankind will be

obtained and extended. But they deny therein a

supernatural and miraculous working of God, and con-

sider the object of Christianity to be that of introducing
into the world such a religion as reason can compre-
hend

;
and they distinguish the essential from the un-

essential, and what is local and temporary from 'that

which is universal and permanent in Christianity.'

There is, however, a third class of divines, which in fact

differs very little from this, though very widely in pro-

fession. They affect to allow
c a revealing operation of

God,' but establish on internal proofs rather than on

miracles the divine nature of Christianity. , They allow

that revelation may contain much out of the power of

reason to explain, but say that it should assert nothing

contrary to reason, but rather what may be proved by

ity
This sounds better, but they who are acquainted

"with the writings of the persons thus described, know
that by establishing Christianity on internal proofs,

they only mean the accepting those doctrines which

they like, and which seem to them reasonable, and that

though they allow in theory that revelation may con-

tain what are technically called much above reason, yet

in practice they reject the positive doctrines of Chris-

tianity (I mean especially the doctrines of the Trinity,

the Atonement, the Mediation and Intercession of our

Lord, Original Sin, and Justification by Faith), because

they allege that those doctrines are contrary to reason.

The difference between them and the others is therefore

simply this, that while the others set no limits at all to

the powers of reason in matters of faith, they set such

a limit in theory but not in practice, and consequently
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cannot justly demand to be separated from the

others." 1

One of the ablest advocates of Supernaturalism

among English divines is the late Dr. A. McOaul, of

London. He joins issue successfully with the Ration-

alists. We quote a specimen of his method of argu-

ment. His definition of Rationalism is beautifully

lucid and logical. He says :

" This doctrine then plainly denies the existence and

the possibility of a supernatural and immediate revela-

tion from the Almighty, and maintains that to claim

supreme authority for any supposed supernatural reli-

gion is degrading to the dignity and the nature of man.

It enters into direct conflict with the statements of tlio

Old Testament writers, who clearly and unmistakably
assert the existence of a divine communication which is

called
' The law of the Lord,' "The law of his mouth,'

'The testimony of God,' 'The saying of God,
7 'The

word of the Lord,'
' The word that gooth forth out of

his mouth,' 'The judgment of the Lord,' 'The command
ment of the Lord.'

" Now it is not intended to strain the allunion to

the mouth or lips of the Lord beyond that which the

figure may fairly bear. But the expression doen cer-

tainly mean that there is some direct, immediate,, and

therefore supernatural communicatkm from the grout

Creator of all things. The writers who uned theme ex-

pressions did not mean that as reason in given by (Jod,

so whatever reason may excogitate in the word of God,

They would not have used these exj>reHions concerning
Truth that may be found in heathen writers They
believed and recorded that God had manifested lumnelf

audibly to the ears, and visibly to the eyes of men*

1 StaU ofProtestantism in Germany, pp. XXH-XXVI,
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They did not therefore told the doctrine that super-
natural revelation is impossible, or derogatory to reason

or inconsistent with the nature and attributes of Him
who is eternal.

" It is almost needless to refer to instances. God

spake with Adam, with Cain, with Isfoah. In the latter

case the communication led to such actions, and was

followed by such results, that without rejecting the his-

tory altogether, there can be no doubt of a miraculous

communication. Noah knew of the coming flood

built an ark for himself and a multitude of animals

prepared food was saved with his family, while the

world perished floated for months on the waters, and

when he came* out, had again a manifestation of the

Deity. So Abraham, so Moses, not now to recount any
more. Indeed the writer referred to does not deny
this. He admits that in Scripture the knowledge of

divine things is referred immediately to the Revelation

of God, and that though the modes of this Revelation

are various, they appear often to overstep the laws and

course of nature. He enumerates as modes of revela-

tion, Epiphanies of God himself, of angels heavenly
voices dreams afflatus, or the Holy Spirit.

" How then does he reconcile this with his denial

of all supernatural revelation, or show that these Epi-

phanies of God and angels, were mere developments of

reason ? He does not try to reconcile them at all. He

simply rejects them as false. He comes directly into

collision with the credibility and veracity of the Scrip-

ture narratives, and therefore leaves us no alternative

but to disbelieve the Bible as fabulous, or to reject

'Rationalism as inconsistent with our rule of faith. This

system not only generally denies the possibility of

supernatural revelation, but asserts that all the particu-
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lax narratives of all such communications from God are

incredible
; nothing "better than ghost stories or fairy

tales
; equally unworthy of God and man, the offspring

of an ignorant and unenlightened age and nation, and

therefore rejected by these men of reason and science.

How this differs from the doctrine of Deists and open

Dpposers of Christianity, it is difficult to conceive, ex-

sept that it seems to be rather worse. Even Boling-

broke admits supernatural Revelation to be possible,

Tom Paine himself says,
* Revelation when applied to

religion means something immediately coinnxunicated

from God to man. No one will deny or dispute the

power of the Almighty to make such a communicatioi)

if he pleases,' Spinoza asserts that the u
Israelites heard

a true voice at the delivery of the ten commandments
that God spoke face to face with Moses

;
and generally

that God can communicate immediately with men, auc

that though natural science is divine, yet its propagutoft
cannot be called prophets.' That the Rationalist view of

revelation is contrary to the popular belief of Ohrwtituu

generally, and of Christian churches and divines partic

ularly, there can be no doubt. It is intended BC

to be.
" The Rationalist professes to believe that all tlu

knowledge of truth at which man arrives is owin# t<

the original wisdom, will, and power of the Almighty
in giving man a certain intellectual constitution, to b<

unfolded by the circumstances of liuuum history mi<

necessities that therefore moral and religious truth

such as the Rationalists acknowledge, in till to b<

ascribed to the purposes and power and efficacy of the

Great Spirit, acting upon that which is material ant

compound.
M
Why, then, should it be impossible for the Creator
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to shorten tlie process, to help man in Ms painful and

often unsuccessful search after truth, and to make
known th$t which exists in the Divine mind and pur-

pose ? To say that he cannot, is in fact to depose him
from the throne of omnipotence, and to bring us back

either to two eternal independent principles, incapable
of all communication, or to drive us to Pantheism. If

there ever was a period in duration in which God could

act upon matter, or endue infinite intelligences with the

means and capability of knowledge, he can do so still."
l

M. Saintes, who has investigated the history of this

subject more thoroughly than any other writer, says of

the significations and limits of Rationalism :

" I myself at first imagined that it signified the wise

and constant exercise of reason on religious subjects,

but in studying the matter historically I soon found

that it is the same with this word as with many others

which, having lost their original meaning, now express

an idea directly contrary to that which their etymology
seems to indicate. It is indisputably true that God, in

granting reason to man, has not forbidden its exercise.

As religion, the queen of all minds, possesses indestruc-

tible rights over them, so has human reason also rights

which cannot be disputed. Kant has justly said, The

faith which should oppose itself to reason could not

longer exist. With this view we form an idea of Ra-

tionalism similar to that conceived by the great Leib-

nitz, which, with our present ideas of truth, we cannot

regard as unreasonable. But this right of human

reaaon to examine and discuss differs widely from its

self-constitution as supreme judge on religious matters,

tod from the wish to submit God and conscience to its

own tribunal, which it declares to be infallible. This,

1
Thought* on Rationalism, pp. 28-92.
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however, has been the case in modern times when Phi*

losophy has openly avowed itself the enemy of Chris-

tianity, and when those who were terrified by its rash

demands have sought to confound them by the devices

of Rationalism thus hastening to ruin the edifice which

they aspired to restore. . . . Rationalism must not,

therefore, be understood to signify the use which theo-

logians have made of reason in matters of faith. Did

the reader thus interpret it he would mistake our aim.

He would be deceived as to the character of the labors

which it is our wish to describe. He would attribute

to the author of this history intentions which he could

not entertain, and religious opinions which his respect for

human reason would compel him to disavow. The

apostles of the gospel continually appeal to the reason

of their hearers, and Christ himself argues the increas-

ing exercise of the eye of the soul, as he calls conscience,

in judging of the truth which he announces Matt. vi.

23. For a good conscience is always bettor disposed to

rise to the knowledge of the truth
;
while one heavy

laden and harassed is exceedingly prone to receive dog-
mas without properly understanding their import,
because it feels their truth through the consolation**

which they offer. In no a e of Christianity haw there

arisen a serious discussion on thin flubject, though the

extravagant pretensions of Rationalism liuve provoked
some exaggerations which can never prevail over tlio

ancient Christian system. That system by no memw
forbade the exercise of human intelligence in religious

matters, though it employed a superior ami only infa 1

lible reason the divine reason, the -doctrinal exproBHioiA
of which is found in the books which all Christian**

have hitherto considered divine, and whose authenticity
and truth cannot be disputed without overturning that
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Christianity, which has been professed during eighteen
centuries. But modern Rationalism has done more
than assert the right of exercising reason ; it has pre-
tended that to this faculty alone belongs the privilege
of deciding on man's religious belief and his moral

duty ;
and that

if, from long custom, any respect is still

due to revelation, it should only receive it when it is

not opposed to the judgments of reason. But if this

reason were sufficient for mankind, why should divine

revelation be in any, case opposed to it ?

a Rationalism is not a systematic incredulity as to

religious truths. Far from being so. it makes preten-

sions of developing the religious feelings to the highest

degree ;
and there is in the writings of its most distin-

guished disciples something which arouses even the

most lethargic minds. But it is far from attaining its

end
;
for although it constitutes itself the supreme judge

of Christianity, it does not really adopt one of the lead-

ing doctrines of that religion which alone has power
over the moral nature of man. Its influence, if we ob-

serve it closely, extends only over his feelings ;
it fails

to penetrate into the depths of his being ;
and can we

forget that one of its essential characteristics is to wage

deadly war against the supernatural element which

abounds in the Bible, and which Rationalism would

wholly eradicate ? An enlightened Supernaturalist will

then very willingly confess that Naturalism may be

professed with a semblance of reason and in good faith,

and he can even consider it as a system of philosophy

wherein are to be found fewer philosophical elements

than in any other. But simple good sense forbids him

to imagine it possible to profess Rationalism and at the

same time to retain the name of Christian,"
l

1 Jfhtoire du nationalisms, pp. 1-6.
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The most recent defence of Rationalism is by Mr.

Lecky.
1 He has written in great calmness, taken great

pains to generalize his investigations, and followed

closely in the steps of the late Mr. Buckle, in his frag-

ment of the History of Civilization. But his argu-

ment is false. According to Mr. Lecky, human reason

is the only factor of history. The agency of the Holy

Spirit is ignored. Elaborate creeds and liturgical ser-

vices are a barrier to the mind's progress, because they
shackle the intellect by impure traditions. Rationalism

is the only relief of these later times.
'"

Its central con-

ception," says our author, "is the elevation of conscience

into a position of supreme authority as the religious

organ, a verifying faculty discriminating between truth

and error. It regards Christianity as designed to pre-

side over the moral development of mankind, as a con-

ception which was to become more and more sublimated

and spiritualized as the human mind panned into now

phases, and was able to bear the splendor of a more

unclouded light. Religion it believes to bo no excep-

tion to the general law of progress, but rather tlio high-

est form of its manifestation, and its earlier syHtcniH but

the necessary steps of an imperfect development. In

its eyes the moral element of Christianity is an tho wim

in heaven, and dogmatic systems are a the cloudn that

intercept and temper the exceeding brightness of itf

rays. The insect, whose existence is but for a luoimmtj

might well imagine that these were indued eternal, thai

their majestic columns could never fail, and that then

luminous folds were the very source and centre of light
And yet they shift and vary with each changing breeze

they blend and separate ; they assume new formn and

1
History of the JRise and Influence of tfie tfpvrit of Rationalim h

Europe. By W.E, E. Leoky, K A. 2 vols. Longmans, London, 18615,
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exhibit new dimensions
;
as the sun that is above them

waxes more glorious in its power, they are permeated
and at last absorbed by its increasing splendor ; they

recede, and wither, and disappear, and the eye ranges
far beyond the sphere they had occupied into the in-

finity of glory that is before them. . . . Eationalism

is a system which would unite in one sublime synthesis

all the past forms of human belief, which accepts with

triumphant alacrity each new development of science,

having no stereotyped standard to defend, and which

represents the human mind as pursuing on the highest

subjects a path of continual progress toward the fullest

and most transcendent knowledge of the Deity. . . .

It clusters around a series of essentially Christian concep-

tions equality, fraternity, the suppression of war, the

elevation of the poor, the love of truth, and the diffu-

sion of liberty. It revolves around the ideal of Chris-

tianity, and represents its spirit without its dogmatic

system and its supernatural narratives. From loth of
these it unhesitatingly recoils, while deriving all it&

strength and nourishmentfrom Christian ethics? V"*''

The present age, if we hearken to Mr. Lecky, is

purely Rationalistic, because purely progressive. The

world has emerged from its blindness and ignorance by
the innate force of the mind. Reason, the great ma-

gician, has uplifted its wand
;
and lo, the creatures of

night disappear ! It has dispelled the foolish old no-

tions of magic, witchcraft, and niirades. It has over-

'come the spirit of persecution, the childish conception

'of original sin, and the doctrine of eternal punishment.
It has put an end to bull-baiting, cock-fighting, and all

the lower forms of vicious pleasure. It has secularized

1

Hi&tory of the Rise and 8pirit of Rationalism in J$wrop6) vol. L,

pp. 388-186.
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politics, overthrown the notion of the divine right of

kings, and now creates and fosters all the industrial

developments of the age. Protestantism is excellent

when allied to Eationalism
;
but when opposed to it, it

is no better than any other conglomeration of creeds

and liturgies.
There is no such thing as a fixed notion

of God and Providence. The conceptions of man on

these subjects will change with the progress of the race.

Human reason, therefore, and not revelation, is the sole

arbiter of truth.

Thus Mr. Lecky places himself beside his prede-

cessors in ignoring the agency of the Holy Spirit, either

in giving inspired truth to the world, or in educating
the church.

From the foregoing authorities it is very apparent
that the Eationalists do not deny the special features

of skepticism with which their opponents charge them.

They admit frankly that they give the precedence to

Reason, when the alternative is Reason or Hovolution,

instead of adopting a positive creed from tho principle,

that, if we would ascertain the character of Revelation,

we must begin our inquiry by examining tho doctrines

it contains, and then by comparing thorn with our no-

tions of what a Revelation ought to be. TluiK the ca-

pricious dictates of reason are made to decide the quality
of revealed truth. Besides, wherever a mynteriouH ac-

count is contained in a book which in the main in ac-

cepted, such mystery is cast out as altogether unlikely,

probably the poetic version of some early legend. A
miracle is recounted

;
one of the best attested of all

" It could never have happened," the Rationalists say,
"
for Nature has made it impossible."
There have been several classes of RationaliBts.

Some were men of very worthy character
; and, save in
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their opinions, were entitled to the high respect of their

generation. Semler lived a beautiM life; and his

glowing utterance on his daughter's death exhibited

not only a father's love, but a Christian's faith, Bret-

schneider, himself a Rationalist, gives the following
classification of his confreres :

The first class consider Revelation a superstition,
and Jesus either an enthusiast or a deceiver. Tos.

this class belong Wiinsch and Paalzow, but no divine.

The second class do not allow that there was any
divine operation in Christianity in any way, and
refer the origin of Christianity to mere natural causes.

They make the life of Christ a mere romance, and him.

self a member of secret associations
;
and consider the

Scriptures as < mly human writings in which the word of

God is not to be found. To this class belong Bahrdt,

Reimarus, and Venturini (the last two not divines), and

Brennecke. The third class comprise the persons

usually called Rationalists. They acknowledge in

Christianity an institution divine, beneficent, and for

the good of the world
;
and Jesus as a messenger of

God
;
and they think that in Scripture is found a true

and eternal word of God, only they deny (my &ttper~

qatwt'dl and miraculous working of God, and make the

object of Christianity to be the introduction of religion

into the world, its preservation, and extension. They

distinguish between what is essential and non-essential

in Christianity, between what is local and temporal, and

what is universal. That is to say, they allow that there

is good in Christianity that all that is good comes from

God
;
but miracles, inspiration, everything immediately

coming from God, they wholly disbelieve. Among this

class are Kant, Steinbart, Krug, as philosophers ; and,

as divines, W. A. Teller, Loffler, Thiess, Henke, J. E. 0.
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Schmidt, De Wette, Paulus, Wegscheider, and Rohr,

The fowth class go a little higher. They consider the

Bible and Christianity as a divine revelation in a higher

sense than the Rationalists. They assume a revealing

operation of God distinguishable from his common

providence; carefully distinguish the periods of this

divine direction
;
found the divinity of Christianity more

on its internal evidence than on miracles ; but enpecially

separate church belief fixxm the doctrines of Scripture ;

reform it according to the sentiments of the Divine

"Word
;
and require that Reason should try Revelation,

and that Eevelation should contain nothing against,

though it may well have much above, Reason. Doder-

lein, Morus, Reinhard, Ammon, Schott, Niemeyer, Bret-

Schneider, and others, belong to this class.

The t>nly objection to this classification is the one

urged by Rose
; namely, that only a few of the theo-

logical writers would appear to have been violent Ra-

tionalists, while the larger class would seem to havo

held the moderate opinions which BrotRulmcidcr him*

self professes to adopt. The contrary is the fact, iu-

any one at all acquainted with the numbor of thoologi
cal writers of the period in question can determine

The spirit of the Rationalistic literature of the time was

decidedly violent and destructive.

In glancing at some of the general caiwos whiol

have made Rationalism so successful in ite hold upon
the popular mind, we find that it hot* poHHChwod many
advantages over almost any other form of HkeptieLsm
that has appeared during the history of the church.

Prominent among these causes were ite multipliod
filiations with the church. It had thus a fine van-

^e-ground on which to wage deadly war agamnt the

and doctrines of the Bible, The firwt
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of Christianity came from without
;
and they dealt their

heaviest blows with a deep and thorough conviction

that the whole system they were combating was

abso]utely false, absurd, and base. And, in fact, maay
later enemies of Revelation have come from without the

pale of Christianity. But the great Coryphaei of R&,

tionalism have sprung from the very bosom of thqj

church, were educated under her maternal care
; and, at'

the same time that they were endeavoring to demolish

the superstructure of divine inspiration, they were, in

the eyes of the people, its strongest pillars, the accred-

ited spiritual guides of the land, teaching in the most

famed universities of the Continent, and preaching in

churches which had been hallowed by the struggles

$nd triumphs of the Reformation,

German Protestantism ^cannot complain *that Jla-

tionalism was the work of acknowledged foes
;
but is

hound to confess, with confusion of face, that it has

been produced by he^yown sons; and that English
Deism and French A|5gg*sm were welcomed, and trans-
' i > a\ i *fr)j , ,fc. frMyniRi irrtrT, rtw /

muted into far more insidious and destructive agencies

than they had ever been at home. The Rationalists

did not discard the Bible, but professed the strongest

attachment to it. They ever boasted that their sole

object was the defence and elevation of it.
u Because

we love it," they said,
" we are putting ourselves to all

this trouble of elucidating it. It grieves us beyond
measure to see how it has been suffering from the

vagaries of weak minds. We are going to place it in

the hands of impartial Reason
;

so that, for once at

least, it may become plain to the masses. We will call

in all the languages and sciences to aid us in exhuming
its long-buried treasures, in order that the wayfaring

man, though a fool, may appropriate them. And as to
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the church, who would say aught against our venerable

mother? We love her dearly. "We confess, indeed,

that we love the green fields and gray mountain-rocks

better than her Sabbath services
;
nor do we have much

respect for her Sabbath at all. But we cherish her

memories, and are proud of her glory. Yet the people

do not understand her mysteries well enough. They
do not love her as much as we do. Therefore we will

stir them up to the performance of long-neglected du-

ties. They ignorantly cling too proudly to her forms

and confessions. But we will aid them to behold her

in a better light. We know the true path of her pros-

perity, for do you not see that we have been bora and

bred within her dear fold ? Let everybody follow us.

We will bring you into light." Had outspoken enemies

of the chftrch and inspiration, though doubly gifted and

multiplied in number, set themselves to the same de-

structive work that engaged the labors of these so-called

friends, they could not have inflicted half the injury.

They had razed to the ground tower after tower of the

popular faith before their designs were discovered. And
yet we must do them the credit to say that they did

not intend to do the harm that they eventually accom-

plished. But human agencies achieve their legitimate
results without regard to the motives that give thorn

impulse. No doubt, many a nationalist, an lie looked

back from his death-bed on the ruin to which he had

contributed, trembled with astonishment at the jpoigcm*

ous fruit of his labors. Christ beheld a brooder field

than we can see, when he said,
" A matx'B foes shall be

they of his own household."

This religious exterior has been a powerful auxiliary
to the growth of Eationalism. In the earlier stages of

its history, every utterance regarding the authenticity
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of any books of Scripture was carefully guarded. The
boldest stroke that this species of skepticism has made
has been a recent one, Strauss' Life of Jesus ; but

that work was only the outgrowth of long doubt, and
the honest, frank expression of what a certain class of

Rationalists had been burning to say for a century.

Parents who sent their sons to the university to listen

to such men as Semler, Thomasius, and Paulus, had not

the remotest idea that institutions of such renown for

learning and religion were at that very time the hotbeds

of rank infidelity. Even the State cabinets that con-

trolled the professorial chairs could not believe for a

long time that men who had been chosen to teach

theology were spending all their power in corrupting
the religious sentiment of the land. Large congrega-
tions were sometimes startled with strange announce-

ments from their pastors, to the effect that the supposed
miraculous dividing of the Red Sea was only occasioned

by certain natural forces of wind and tide
;
that all the

rest of the Old Testament miracles were pure myths ;

and that many parts of the New Testament were writ-

ten at a later time and by other authors than those

whose names are usually associated with them. " Het-
,

erodoxy," was whispered. But the reply was,
"
Better

have heterodoxy than these miserable disputes on Elec-

tion and the Lord's Supper, to which we have been

compelled to listen almost ever since Luther laid his

body down to die." Fledgling theologians would come

home from the university, and read aloud to the family-

group the notes of lectures which they had heard during

the last semester. The aged pair, looking up in wonder,

would say,
" The good and great doctors of our Ref-

ormation never taught such things as these." But their

sons would answer,
"
Oh, the world has grown much
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wiser since their day. New discoveries in philosophy

and science have opened new avenues of truth, and our

eyes are blessed that we see, and our ears that we hear.

Just wait until we get into the pulpit, and we will set

the people to thinking in a new way," Tims the

enemy was sowing tares while the church was dream-

ing of a plenteous harvest.
"

Rationalism was very adroit in its initial step**. Its

method of betrayal was, Judas-like, to wit in friendly

intercourse beside its victim, and afterwards, when the

fulness of malevolent inspiration, had come, to give the

fatal kiss in the presence of enemies. The people did

not know the ills they were about to suffer until de-

liverance was well-nigh hopeless. Had Rationalism

begun by laying down its platform and planning the

work of proof, the forces of the opposition might have

been organized. But it commenced without a platform,

and worked long without one. The systematic theol-

ogy of Bretschneider would by no means bo accepted

by the entire class of Rationalistic divines To get a

fair conception of what has been the aggregate Hentimeut

of the whole class, one must wander through hundreds of

volumes of exegesis, history, philosophy, utid romance
;

and these covering a space of many yearn. Even when

you hold up your treasure, and cry
" Eureka !

w
your

shrewd opponent will coolly say that you have given a

false interpretation, and have drawn wrong concluwoiiH,
that his masters never claimed such an alwurdityjj

Rationalism looked upon Revelation afl a tottering <&di-

fice, and set itself busily at work to destroy the entire

superstructure. But sometimes it is the Bummuding
vines and trees that shake in the autumn storm, and

not the building itself; and often beneath the worm-
eaten bark there is a great oaken heart, whiel> so
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arm is strong enough and no axe sufficiently keen to

cleave.

Rationalism has been striving to destroy a house

which was built upon a rock
;
and if it fell not, the

fault lay not in the absence of ingenuity and strength
of attack, but in the undecayed material and deeply-

grounded solidity of the structure.

We are not blind to the extenuating circumstances

that are adduced for Rationalism. The motives of its

founders seemed pure enough, ipr these men held their

life-task to be the purification of faith from the miscon-

ceptions of inspiration, and the deliverance of the

church from the thraldom of stiff formularies. Some
of their successors held that their labors were only

philosophical, and hence could not affect theology.

They all claimed relationship with the Reformers, and

with the good and great of all ages. Bretschneidei

says that Luther talked of miracles as only fit for the

ignorant ancTvulgar, as apples and pears are for children.

Jfoxilus tries to prove the great Saxon a Rationalist

by the following circumstance. The Elector of Bran-

denburg having asked Luther if it were true that

he had said he should not stop unless convinced from

Scripture, received this reply :

"
Yes, my lord, unless

I am convinced by clear and evident reasons !
"

It was

a favorite view of the Rationalists that the Reformation

had been produced by Reason asserting her rights ;
and

it was then an easy step to take, when they claimed as

much right to use Reason within the domain of Prot-

estantism as their fathers possessed when within the

Dale of Catholicism.

But there were wide points of difference between

he Reformers and Rationalists. The former would

eturn to the spirit and letter of the Word of God,
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while the latter did not hesitate to depaifc from both.

The former accepted the Bible as it is, making Faith

its interpreter ;
the latter would only construe its utter-

ances as Reason would dictate.

With the Eeformers there was a conflict between

the Bible and the Roman church, but harmony between

Reason and the Bible
;
hence these two homogeneous

elements should be united and the rebellious one for-

ever discarded. But with the Rationalists there was
an irreconcilable difference between Reason and Reve-

lation, and the latter must be moulded into whatever

shape the former chose to mark out. The Reformers

celebrated the reunion of both
;
but the Rationalists

never rested as long as there was any hope of putting
asunder those whom they believed God had never

joined together. But the later Rationalists, least of all,

could claim consanguinity with the Reformers. How
could they who banished miracles from the Scriptures
and reduced Christ to a much lower personality than

even the Ebionites declared him to be, dare to range
themselves in the circle of the honored ones who had

unsealed the long-locked treasures of inspiration, and

leclared that Christ, instead of being an inferior Socra-

tes, was divine, and the only worthy mediator between

Grod and man? After we accept every reaflonablo

apology for this destructive skepticism there will still

be found a large balance against it There are four con-

siderations which must always be borne in mind when
sve would decide on the character of any development; ,

>f religious doubt and innovation, 1. The necmityfor
%& origin and development; 2. Itspoint of attach / 3,

The qpvrit with which it conducts itu warfare ; and 4.

The success which it achieve.

Let us see how Rationalism stands the test of tltCHO
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criteria. It must be confessed that the German Prot-

estant church, "both the Lutheran and Reformed, called

loudly for reinvigoration. But it was Faith, not Rea-

son, that could furnish the remedy. The Pietistic in-

fluence was gaining ground and fast achieving a good
work

;
but it was reprobated by the idolaters of Rea

son, and the tender plant was touched by the fatal frost

Had Pietism, with all its extravagances, been fostered'

by the intellect of the pulpits and universities it would
have accomplished the same work for Germany in the

seventeenth that the Wesleys and Whitefield wrought
in England in the eighteenth century. There was no

call for Rationalism, though its literary contributions

to the church and the times will eventually be highly
useful

; but they were ill-timed in that season of remark-

able religious doubt. It was the warmth of the heart,

and not the cold logic of the intellect that could rejuve-

nate the church.

Nor do we find the position of Rationalism to be

any better when we call to mind that it really ac-

knowledges no hallowed ground. It attacked the most

endeared doctrines of our faith, and applied its enginery

to those very parts of our citadel which we would be

most likely to defend the longest. Had it contented

itself with the mere discussion of minor points, with

here and there a quibble about a miracle or a prophecy,

we could excuse many of its vagaries on the score of

enthusiasm. But its premiss was, "We will accept

nothing between the two lids of this Book if our Rear

son cannot fathom it." Hence, all truth, every book

of the Bible, even the sacraments of the church, came

in for their share of discussion and pruning. In this

respect Rationalism takes rank as one of the most coi>

rupt tendencies of infidelity which appears anywhere
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upon the page of ecclesiastical history. But do we find

its spirit mild and amiable ? Some of the nationalists

were naturally men of admirable temperament, but this

was no effect of their faith. The most lamentable fea-

ture of this whole system was the ruthless character of

its warfare. The professions of love for the Scriptures

and the church, which we so often meet with in the

writings of the early Rationalistic divines, were soon laid

aside. The demon of destruction presided over the

storm. And the work of ruin was rapid, by forced

marches and through devious paths, in the true mili-

tary style. When the hour of fight came there was no

swerving. Men full of the spirit of a bad cause will

sometimes fight as valiantly as others for a good one
;

but it is then that God determines the victor. The

evangelical Christians of Protestant Germany saw their

banner captured by their foes. And it was their foes

who gave the first fire
;
but they will not be so fortunate

in the last encounter. We challenge Deism and cvou

Atheism itself, to fdrnish proof of a more malignant

antipathy to some of the cardinal doctrincH of the com-

mon faith of Christendom than nationalism lias pro-

duced in certain ones of its exponents, and which we
shall strive to expose in future pages of this work.

Some of the Kationalists were John-like in all they did,

save when they discussed the holy truths of inspiration*

Then they were possessed by the evil spirit. Nowhuro
can we find a more deplorable example of the disaHtnwn

effects of a false creed on the human character. It in

an infallible law of our nature that tlw mind, not loss

than the body, becomes depraved by an impure diet.

Many persons have been permanently injured by
reading the JSnefe uber dm JRationalumm, and other
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works which Eationalism has published against the

doctrines of Revelation.

As far as the completeness and speed of the work
of Eationalism are concerned we shall find that it ranks

with the most rapid and destructive errors that have

ever risen in conflict with the church. Instead of striv-

ing to build up a land that had so long been cursed

with the blight of Papacy, and had not yet been re-

deemed a full century, this evil brought its quota of

poison into the university, the pulpit, and the house-

hold circle. Nor did it cease, as we shall see, until it

corrupted nearly all the land for several generations.

To-day the humblest peasant who steps on our shore at

Castle Garden will stare in wonder as you speak of the

final judgment, the immortality of the soul, and the

authenticity of the Scriptures. Naturalism could not

live thus long in Italy, nor Deism in England, nor th#

blind Atheism of the Encyclopaedists in Francef neitTier

in either land was the work of destruction so complete.

But the church has proved herself able to depose

many corruptions of Tier faith; yet this attack upon Tier

faith she has still to vanquish thoroughly. It is not

works on the evidences of Christianity that she needs

for the consummation of her great aim
;
and we trust

that, by the divine blessing, the inquiry into the va-

garies of Season upon which we are now
Nentering will

not be without its effect upon the young mind of

America. Our task is simply to lift the finger of warn-

ing against the increasing influx of Rationalistic ten-

dencies from France and England ;
which lands had

first received them from Germany. One of our great dan-

gers lies in permitting Keason to take our premises and

build her own conclusions upon them. There is an in-

timate union between theology and philosophv: and
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anything less than the pursuit and cultivation of a

sound philosophy will endanger our theology. Tenny-
son gives a beautiful word of advice when he says :

u Hold thou the good : define it well :

For fear divine Philosophy
Should push beyond her mark, and be

Procuress to the Lords of Hell."
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OONTEOYERSIAL PERIOD SUCCEEDING THE EEFOEMATIOK.

A WOBK of such magnitude as the Reformation could

not easily be consummated in one generation. The
real severance from the Eornan Catholic church was
effected "by Luther and Melanchthon

;
but these men

did not live long enough to give the symmetry and

polish to their wort which it really needed. Unfor-

tunately, their successors failed to perform the necessary
task. But lofty as our ideas of the Reformation should

be, we must not be blind to the fact that German
Protestantism bears sad evidences of early mismanage-
ment. To-day, the Sabbath in Prussia, Baden, and all the

Protestant nationalities is hardly distinguishable from

that of Bavaria, Austria, Belgium, or France. But a

few bold words from Martin Luther on the sanctity of

that day, as the Scriptures declare it, would have made
it as holy in Germany as it now is in England and the

United States. Another error, not so great in itself as

in the evils it induced, was the concessions which Prot-

estantism granted to the civil magistrate. The friendly

and heroic part which the Elector of Saxony took in

the labors of the Reformers, made it a matter of defer-

ence to vest much ecclesiastical authority in the civil

head. But when, in later years, this confidence was

abused, it was not so easy to alter the conditions of <
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power. We see in tMs very fact one of the underlying

causes of the great Eationalistic defection. The indi-

vidual conscience was allowed almost no freedom at

certain periods. The slightest deviation from the mere

expression of doctrine was visited with severe penalty.

Strigel was imprisoned ; Hardenlberg was deposed and

"banished
;
Peucer doomed to ten years' imprisonment ;

Cracau put to death on the slightest pretences ;
and

Hulber was deposed and expatriated for a mere varia

tion in stating the Lutheran doctrine that none are

excluded from salvation.
1

There were several causes which contributed to the

intemperate controversies that sprang up immediately
after the Eeformation. The Reformers were involved

in serious disputes among themselves. Had Luther*

and Zwinglius never uttered the word Con&wwtQW*

tiation they would have gained multitudes to the

cause they both loved so dearly. Many other ques-

tions, which unfortunately occupied so much public

attention, caused minute divisions among those who
should have stood firm and united in that plastic period
of the great movement. But it is to the numerous con-

fessions of faith that we must attribute most of those

controversies. Perhaps the grave character of the maa-,*

ter-points at issue with Eomanism demanded thcao

closely-succeeding expressions of doctrinal opinion ;
but

we question if the advantage was not much less than

the outlay. First of all came Melanchthon's celebrated

Augsburg Confession, in 1530.. The Koman Outliolics

replied by their Confutation, which, in turn, was an-

swered by Melanchthon in the Apology of tlw Cowfex
sion. Luther followed in 1536-37 with IUB Articled

of Smakald, and still later by his two Catechisms. In

1

Pusey, Historical Inquiry, pp. 10, 17.
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1577 came the Formula Concordi<%, and in 1580 the

symbolical canon entitled Liber Concordice.

Amid this mass of doctrinal opinion in which many
conflicting points were easy enough to find, it was no

small task to know what to accept The air was filled

with the sounds of strife. Those who had fought so

steadfastly against Papacy were now turning their

weapons in deadly strife against each other.

The very names by which C^rch^,Hi^tQjy has

recorded the memory of these strifes indicate the real

littleness of many of the points in question. The An-*

tmomian Controversy originated with John Agricola

during Luther's life-time. Agricola, in many severe

expressions, contended against the utility of the Law
;

though Mosheim thinks he intended to say nothing
more than that the ten laws of Moses were intended

chiefly for the Jews, and that Christians are warranted

in laying them aside. The Adiaphoristic Controversy
was caused by the difference between the moderate views

of Melanchthon and the more rigid doctrines of the

orthodox Lutherans. We have next the controversy

between George Major and Nicolas Amsdorf, as to

whether good works are necessary to salvation, or

whether they possess a dangerous tendency. The

8ynergistio Controversy considered the relations of

divine grace and human liberty. The dispute between

Victorin Strigel and Matthias Flacius was on the na-

ture of Original Sin. Then we have the Osiandric

Controversy, on the relation of justification to sanctifi-

cation
;
and the Orypto-CaJmnistic Controversy, con-

cerning the Lord's Supper, which extended through the

Palatinate to Bremen and through Saxony. The

Formula Covicordice thus sums up the Lutheran contro-

versies : 1. Against the Antinomians insisting on the
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preacMng of the law. 2. Justification as a declarative

act, against Osiander; good works are its fruits. 3*

Synergism is disavowed, "but the difficulty left indefinite.

4. Adiaphora are admitted, but in times of trial de-

clared to be important. 5. Consubstantiation, and

ubiquity of Christ's body.
The Reformed or Calvinistic church was likewise

engaged in doctrinal disputation, but there was more

internal unity. Hence, while Calvinism was rooting

itself in England, Scotland, and Holland, Lutheranism

was spending itself in internal strife.

The Syncretistic Controversy was remarkable on

account of. the great men who engaged in it and the

noble purpose which caused it. It arose from an at-

tempt to reconcile all the disputants under the Apostles'

Creed.

,<Gre<)rge Calixtus was the chief actor in the move-

ment. He was a most cultivated theologian. But, like

so many of his fellow countrymen, whose merits hnvo

not yet been appreciated by the English-speaking people,

he is little known to our readers of ecclesiastical his-

tory. He applied himself first to the study of the

Church Fathers, poring over their voluminous produc-
tions with all the zeal of an enthusiast. Ho wan eajjfer

to gain an insight into contemporaneous theology as it

was believed and practised by all the sects, lie con-

cluded that he could gain his object only "by travel and

personal observation. Consequently, ho commenced a

tour through Belgium, England, Franco, and various

parts of Germany. Nor did he hasten from one place
to another, but continued a length of time, in order to

become imbued with the local spirit, make the ac-

quaintance of the most illustrious mon, hold conversa-

tions with, them, and commit his thoughts to writing
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On his return he commenced the labors of a professor
of theology at Helmstedt Thus, few men ever brought
to their aid i^ore extensive acquirements than Calixtus.

Besides the advantages he derived from his travels, he

was possessed of strong and brilliant natural talents.

He was bold and striking in his style; had great

originality of conception, and remarkable logical acute-

ness. Yet he received but little justice from his gener-
ation

;
for almost everything he wrote was made the

theme of mad disputes and violent abuse.

The controversies of the period made a profound

impression on the mind of Calixtus. The anger and

personality with which they were conducted were

sufficient proof to him of the little service they were

able to contribute to either the improvemeirt of

theology or the religious growth of the people. To
reconcile the various sects was the dream of his whole

life. Referring to his early desires in this direction, he

thus wrote in later years :

" I was cogitating methods,
even at that early age, for mitigating the feuds and dis-

sensions of Christians. . . . One thing, however,

is clear, that if men's minds were not bound by preju-

dices, they would remit a great deal of rigor."
x Those

were sincere words, too, which he said on beholding
the rg^or of sectarianism :

"
If I may but help towards

^Ehe healing 6f our schisms, I will shrink from no cares

and no night-watchings ;
no effort and no dangers;;

. nay, I will never spare either my life or my
1

blood, if so be I may purchase the peace of the church.

For nothing can ever be laid upon^me so heavy but!

that I would undertake it, not only with readiness, but1

also with gladness." The abuses of preaching, then

prevalent, were also a theme of intense sorrow to him.

1
fttapoiwm Moguntims Thcologia, p. 129.
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What some of them were may be easily gathered from

a passage in his course of lectures on the Four Evangel-
ists to the students of Helmstedt. "

It is evident," he

says, "that in every interpretation the chief heed is to bo

given to the literal sense. In every address to the

people this must be made the principal point so to

explain the text of Scripture that men may understand

what the Holy Spirit chiefly and primarily intends to

teach by it. Inasmuch, too, as the language is ad-

dressed to the people, it is the part of prudence to de-

cide what words may suit their capacity. We should

strive to state the fact on the doctrine itself in words as

fitting and simple as possible, and (omitting all con-

troversial subtleties) to prove the truth as far as it is

necessary for salvation to be known, by a few words

of Scripture : few, that they may not escape the

memory of the hearers
;
evident and convincing, lest the

proofs seem doubtful, and the minds of the more intelli-

gent be left in suspense and be disturbed to their very

exceeding harm. The words of the Fathers (if used by

way of evidence) should be used sparingly and witii

caution
;
lest the ignorant should confound the ApoHtlef*

and Prophets with the Fathers, and persuade themwelveB

that all have equal authority. For it is to bo borne

in mind that sermons are preached not so much for tho

benefit of the learned as for the sake of tho people

generally; that they may be rightly instructed in tho

doctrine of salvation and of Christian moruk In tlio

meantime we must do our best to satisfy all; that the

simple be not left without needful teaching ;
the more

acute find no want of force and argument ;
nor the

learned charge the preacher with a pride of knowledge
foreign to the occasion and not always thorough*

1' *

1 Cone. Evxmg*, in Henke, vol. I, p. 274, aoto*
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In his first controversial work, Chief Points of the

Christian Religion^ Calixtus gave expression to many
solid thoughts, which subsequently produced an abun-

dant harvest. His Theological Apparatus was written

for young ministers, and designed to meet the imme-

diate necessities of the times. But it is to his great

work, the Desire and Effortfor Ecclesiastical Concord,
that we must turn to find the true man spending his

greatest power toward the unification of Christiana.

In terms of communion, he contends, we must distin-

guish between what is, and what is not, essential to

salvation. In all that relates to the Christian mysteries
we must content ourselves with the quod and not dis-

pute about the quo modo. In stating these mysteries

we should use the simplest language. There is a nat

ural brotherhood of men, and this should bind them

together in matters of religion. We must love all

men, even idolaters, in order to save them. The Jews

and Mohammedans stand nearer to us than they, and

we should cherish affection also for them. Those who
ire most closely united to us are all who believe that

ihey can be saved only by the merits of Christ. All

who thus recognize the saving power of Christ are

nembers of his body, brothers and sisters with him.

WG should live, therefore, as members of one family,

though adhering to different sects.

But we must not be neutral Every one should

join the church to which his own conscientious convic-

ions would lead him. Yet when we do this, we must

ove all who think differently. Those who have been

nartyrs for the Christian faith were in the right path ;

ve cannot do better than to follow them in love and

loctrine. The outpouring of the Spirit would be
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meagre indeed if the church existed for the stringeht

Lutherans alone.
1

But the intense desire of Calixtus to unite the

various Christian bodies was poorly rewarded by the

sympathy of his contemporaries. He was charged with

religious indifference because he looked with mildness

on those who differed from him. Though a strict

Lutheran, he was accused of secretly favoring the Re-

formed church
;
and Arianism and Judaism were im-

puted to him, because he thought that the doctrine of

the Trinity was not revealed with equal clearness in the

Old and New Testaments ! When he affirmed thaftE&

Bpithets Lutheran, Reformed, and Romanist should not

destroy the idea of Christian in each, he was foully vili-

fied for opening the gate of heaven to the abandoned

of all the earth. A friendly man said that ho was "
t

good and venerable theologian," and for this utterance

the offender was subjected to a heavy fine. The frioiidi

of Calixtus were termed by one individual "blood

hounds and perjurers." Another declared that " he

tuned his lyre to Judaizers and Aiianizers and Ro-

manizers and Calvinizers, and that he showed a spirit

so coarse and shameless that never the like had boon

before." Still another compared him to Julian the

Apostate.

But previous controversies and the everancmiHiTig

points of divergence had so estranged the difforotit

churches that the labors of Calixtua to unite thorn

proved unavailing. His influence was Icasoned bocaune

of the disputes into which his bold undertaking led

him. But he quickened national thought, turner! the-

ologians to looking deeper into the Scriptures than

had been the practice since the Reformation, and

1

Dowdrng, Life md Gorretpondenct of Cattatti*, pp. 313-815,
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listed the difference between the essential and non*

essential in matters of faith. The cause of his failure

to unite the discordant church was his fearless attack

on popular error. But his disappointment detracts

nothing from the grandeur of his work
;
and his name

is one which will not be denied its meed of praise when

theological peace is once more restored to Germany.
No generation can duly value a character whose life

is not in consonance with the prevailing spirit of that

generation. As the military hero must not expect his

greenest laurels in time of peace, and as the sage must

not dream of praise in an uncultivated period, so must

such men as George Calixtus wait for a coming day
whose untainted atmosphere will be in harmony with

their own pure life and thoughts.
The spirituality of the German church having

suJlered materially from the controversies of which we
have spoken, the beneficial results of the Eeformation

were greatly endangered by them. The German version

of the Bible had been an incalculable blessing to

the masses; and the commentaries written by the

Reformers and their immediate successors gave prom-
ise of a wide-spread Scriptural knowledge. But

the religious disputes distracted the mind from this

necessary department of thought, and neutralized much

of the good which would otherwise have been lasting.

The danger in which the Protestant church now stood

was great. Sectarian strife, formalism, neglect of the

high functions of the pastorate, and other flagrant evils

of the day, made the devout and far-seeing tremble for

the cause which had engaged the great minds of the

Reformation era. What could be done ? A steady and

gigantic effort was necessary to be made or the great

Reformation would die by its own hand. Happily
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there were men, though somewhat removed at first from

public observation, whom God was intending to employ
as conservative agents. Often in the history of the

church^ when there has been no prospect of success and

progress, and when the votaries of error seemed every-

where triumphant, God was secretly preparing the in

struinentality which, Joseph-like, would in due time

perform the work of preservation and restoration.

There have been pessimists who were ever ready to

cry :

"
Lord, they have killed thy prophets, and digged

down thine altars
;
and I am left alone, and they seek

my life." But when the hour of crisis came, God's an-

swer was heard :

" I have reserved to myself seven

thousand men who have not bowed the knee to Baal."

This was true at the present period, for there wore a

few men whose services were destined to be of great
value to the Protestantism of Europe.

We mention first of all the prince of mystics, Jacob

Boehrne, shoemaker of Gorlitz. Gieseler chooses to

stigmatize him with "
contempt of all Christianity of

the letter and of all scientific theology ;

" but men can

only be measured^by the standard of their age. Did

they serve their generation well ? If so, we grunt thorn

all honor for their work. Let Boehme bo tested by
this method, and we do not fear the result. Wo are

not unmindful of many of his absurd notions, of the

fanaticism of his followers for which he it* not in the

least chargeable and of the many extravagances scat-

tered through his twenty-eight treatises. But that he

intended well, served his church and his Master, led

thousands to self-examination, taught his nation that

controversy was not the path to success or immortality,
his whole career proves beyond confutation.

His life, from beginning to end, is a marvel He
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was "born of poor peasant parentage in 1575
; and, after

being taught to read and write, was apprenticed to

a shoemaker. His time was divided between reading
Ms Bible, going to church, making shoes, and taking
'care of the cow. But in that boy's heart there were

as deep a conscientiousness, imperturbable patience,

purity of soul, and love of God as can be found in a

like period of spiritual dearth. Having reproved his

master one day, he was dispatched on his apprentice-

pilgrimage somewhat sooner than he had anticipated.
It has been truthfully said of him that his characteristic

lay in his pneumatic realism. His was ecstacy of the

loftiest type ;
but with him it was something almost

tangible, real,, and akin to actual life. A late author,

the lamented Vaughan, thus fancies him :

" Behold him

early in his study, with bolted door. The boy must

see to the shop to-day, no sublunary care of awl or

leather, customers and groschen, must check the rushing
flood of thought. The sunshine streams in emblem, to

his high-raised phantasy, of a more glorious light. As
he writes, the thin cheeks are flushed, the gray eye

kindles, the whole frame is damp, and trembling with

excitement. Sheet after sheet is covered. The head-

long pen, too precipitate for caligraphy, for punctuation,

for spelling, for syntax, dashes on. The lines which

darken down the waiting page are, to the writer, fur-

rows, into which heaven is raining a driven shower of

celestial seed. On the chapters thus fiercely written the

eye of the modern, student rests, cool and critical, wearily

scanning paragraphs, digressive as Juliet's nurse, and

protesting, with contracting eyebrow, that this easy

writing is abominably hard to read."
l

He was four times in ecstacy. He writes of him*

1 Sown with the Mystics, yol. 2, p. 67.
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self:
" I have never desired to know anything of divine

mystery ;
much less have I wished to seek or find it.

I sought only the heart of Jesus Christ, that there

I might hide myself from the anger of God and the

grasp of the devil. And I have besought God to grant

me his grace and Holy Spirit, that he would lead me
and take from me everything that would tend to

alienate me from him
;
that I might lose my own will

in his, and that I might be his child in his son Jesus

Christ. While in this earnest seeking and longing, the

door has opened before me, so that I have seen and

learned more in a quarter of an hour than I could have

gained in many years at great schools. . . . "When

I think why it is that I write as I do, I learn that my
spirit is set on fire of this spirit about which I write.

If I TC ould set down other things, I cannot do it : a

living fire seems to be kindled up within me. I have

prayed God many hundreds of times, weeping, that if

my knowledge did not contribute to his honor and the

improvement of my brethren, he would take it away
from me, and hold me only in his love. But I found

that my weeping only made the inner fire burn all the

more
;
and it has been in such ecstacy and knowledge

that I have composed my works."

The Aurora was his greatest production. Ilin ex-

treme modesty forbade the publication of it
;
and it

was first discovered accidentally in manuscript by a

nobleman who was visiting him. Of the literary char-

acter of his works Schlegel says :
Ct
If we consider him

merely as a poet, and in comparison with other Chris-

tian poets who have attempted the same supernatural
themes such as Klopstock, Milton, or even Dante,
we shall find that in fulness of emotion and depth of

imagination he almost surpasses them. And in poetic
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expression and single beauties lie does not stand a whit

behind them. The great intellectual wealth of the

German language has rarely been revealed to such an

extent in any age as in this writer. His power of

imagery flowed from an inexhaustible fountain," His

last words declared the inward life of the man,
" O Lord

of Sabaoth save me according to thy pleasure ! thou

crucified Lord Jesus Christ, have mercy on me, and

take me to thy kingdom! Now I am going into

Paradise !

"

John Arndt was not the subtle mystic that Boehme

was, and his writings are subjected to fewer misappre-
hensions. The service he rendered the church and

the cause of truth was important ;
and his influence is

still felt upon the practical life of the German people.

While yet young he no sooner became awakened to his

spiritual condition then he saw the great religious de-

fects of his day. He first yielded to the prevalent pas-

sion for the study of chemistry and medicine; but,

throxigh a severe illness, he was subsequently led to

give himself to the service of God, But few works

have obtained the celebrity which his True Ofi'^ticmity

has enjoyed, not only while its author lived, but at

eveiy period since that time. He was induced to write

it on account of the controversial and formal spirit

which petrified the church. In a letter to Duke Au-

gustus, in 1621, he thus explained his motives :

" I have

first endeavored to withdraw the minds of students and

preachers from this disputation and contentious theol-

ogy which threatens to bring upon us once more the

evil of a scholastic theology. Another reason that has

impelled me to this course is my strong desire to incline

dead Christians to become fruitful. A third one is to-

lead people from the study of human theory and science
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to the real exercise of faith and devotion. A fourth

reason is to show what that true Christian Hfe is which

harmonizes with vital faith and what that is which

Paul meant when he said,
c
I live; yet not I, but Christ

liveth in me.'
"

Immediately after the publication of the True

Christianity it found a hearty welcome. The learned

and ignorant took equal pleasure in its living thoughts.

Next to the Bible and Kempis' Imitation of Christ, it

has been circulated more widely on the Continent than

any other book. It was translated into all the Eu-

ropean languages, and missionaries rendered it into

heathen tongues. The Roman Catholics received it,

and claimed it as one of their treasures. When Pro-

fessor Anton visited the Jesuit Library at Madrid, in

168T, he inquired for the best ascetical writer. The
librarian produced a copy of Arndt's True Chrititian.itjfa

which, though without preface or introduction, had this

simple expression on the first page :
" Thi$ look is more

edifying than all otlwrs?

The spirit with which Arndt wrote all his works wiw

calm and heavenly. Pie possessed that beautiful Mo-

ravian type of character which defied pewocutiou by
its submission, love, tenderness, and energy. In referring
to his many enemies he wrote on one occasion,

u
I am

delighted to suffer, and I would endure a thousand

times more, sooner than bury my talent." lie waa

somewhat ascetical in temperament, but he differed from

all that class of thinkers by the clearness of his appre-
ciation of the wants of his time and his unwearied' ef-

forts to meet them successfully. He did not escape
the censure of mysticism ;

for that was more than

any devout spirit in that age could expect Some of

the moat learned took umbrage at his ardent senti*
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ments and bitter complaint at the impiety of his

times. The opposition to him was well organized, and

continued long after his death. Even at the end of

the seventeenth century we find various writers re-

plying to his celebrated work. But all the blows of

his adversaries have only tended to deepen the love of

the people for his name and writings. It is not an un-

frequent occurrence for minds in Germany, even at

the present day, to be led to accept the truths of the

Gospel by the reading of the True Christianity. What
Thomas a Kempis was to the pre-Reformation age,

Fenelon to France, and Jeremy Taylor to England,
John Arndt has been to the Protestant countries of the

Continent for the last three centuries. Superintend-
ent Wagner only gave expression to the world's real

conviction when he wrote of him: " Vw placidus, ccm-

diduSj pfob$ et doctus?

A personal friend and spiritual son of Arndt, John

Gerhard, followed closely in his footsteps. He was

possessed of the same general characteristics which

we have traced in connection with the two preceding
names. His love was boundless, his spirit unruffled, his

piety deep and lasting. He was more serviceable in

some respects to the interests of the orthodox church

than any other theologian of that time. Lite Arndt

he had been inclined to the study of medicine, but a

dangerous sickness turned his mind to religious contem-

plation and to the study of theology. His mental ca-

pacities hatl been cast in a great mould. He grasped

whatever he undertook with gigantic comprehension,

His attainments were so rapid that at the age of

twenty-four he received the degree of doctor of di-

vinity ; and, somewhat later, was the most famous and

admired of all the professors of the university of
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Jena. His influence was such that princes placed

themselves before him for his counsel, and the highest

ecclesiastical tribunals deemed themselves honored in

receiving a share of his attention. His works embrace

the departments of exegesis, doctrine, and practical re-

ligion.

But it was chiefly the two former branches of the-

ology that engaged his attention. In his HJxegetical
<

Explication of Particular Passages he accomplished an

important service for the church. He introduced all
'

the leading doctrines of inspiration into this work, and

discussed the merits of contemporary controversy in
'

connection with them. He explained those almost in-

definable terms which had been so variously employed

by the schoolmen, and summed up the literature on the

points in question. His style was prolix but his con-

clusions carried great weight with them. As a wpeci-

men of his tedious method, he begins his discussion of

original sin with the questions,
"
Is there Hiich a thing

as original sin ? Then, what is it? What is its sub-

ject? How is it continued?" Many other inquiries

are made in the same manner, but it is only after a hun-

dred pages have been passed over that he givon hiw own
definition of it. But we should not smile at such lati-

tude of style when we remember the litorary standard

of those times. The German language was then in its

plastic state
;
and by fur the greater portion of writers

had been much more interested in gaining points than

rounding periods. It is almost a hopeless tank to wade

through the ridiculously lengthy terms of the seven-

teenth century. But it may be said, in their defence,
that the method of verbose composition was not with-

out some appearance of utility. The intelligence of the

reader could not be relied upon to such an extent as
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now, and the eager eyes of so many opponents made it

necessary to guard every word of importance witli a

wall of sentences.

"We have now to mention a fourth actor in the great
drama of these dangerous times, John Valentine Andrea.

His mind was not of the serious tone that marked the

other writers of whom we have spoken. That he look-

ed deeply, calmly, and wisely into the surrounding
evils no one can doubt. Every work he wrote estab-

lished this fact. But the method which he adopted to

cure them was of a totally different order from that

employed by others. His personal history bears all the

evidences of romance. He was the son of a poor

widow, who, having spent all her property to give him

an education, found her boy at the conclusion of his

studies desirous of making the usual academic tour.

She has but a pittance left, so she puts into his hand

twelve kreutzer, and a rusty old coin, as a pocketpiece.

Her eyes follow him until they are blinded in a flood of

tears. Years pass on and Valentine comes home, hav-

ing travelled, by dint of self-denial and perseverance,

over the most interesting portions of the Continent.

He returns to the fatherland and settles quietly down.

,as an orthodox Lutheran pastor.

It is now that the evils of his generation loom up
before him in terrible blackness. He attacks them

by satire. He sits down and writes a little book, ded-

icated to all the great men of Europe, and entitled,

The Discovery of the Brotherhood of the Honorable

Orckr of the Holy Gross. This work aims to show that

there had once lived a certain Christian Eosenkranz.

He was a man of remarkable learning, and communi-

cated his knowledge to eight disciples, who lived with

him, in a house called the Temple of the Holy Ghost.
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This building has come to light, and behold the uncor-

rupted body of Rosenkranz, who has been dead a hun-

dred and twenty years ! The various disciples whom
he left, and who are scattered throughout Germany,
claim to be true Protestants, and call upon all men to

help them in their efforts to promote learning and re-

ligion They possess great secrets and the world ought
to know them. They are perfectly at home in bottling

the elixir of life, and have been in possession of the

philosopher's stone a long time. Their great object

is to benefit their fellow creatures. Who will follow

them?

Such was the burden of Andrea's little book. The

consequence was, it set all Germany on fire. People
never dreamed for a moment that it was a burlesque ou

the times. Thousands left their labor to follow tho ad-

vice of the earnest disciples of Rosenkranz. On seeing

that he had caused some mischief, Andrea wrote book

after book affirming that his previous one ou Oliristiun

Rosenkranz was a pure fiction intended to teach a use-

ful lesson. But nobody believed him
;
the people were

sure that they could not be so sadly deceived. Tim

first work was the only one that was heartily received
;

and multitudes ran mad after the fabulous knowledge
of the famous master and his imaginary disciples. But
when the land awoke to the real idea of Andrea, tho

reaction was tremeadous. Perhaps no satire, not even

the Law Stultitice of Erasmus, created such a fury of

excitement as this
;
seldom has one been followed with

more astounding and beneficial results. Wo say lentifi*

rial from purpose ;
for Andrea succeeded in attracting

ihd popular mind from its old halite of contwvey&y.
This was his great service. As a man he was of unex-

ceptionable life and ardent sympathies. He passed
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peacefully to his rest after uttering the words,
"
It i

our joy that our names are written in the Book of Life.'

Thus were these devoted men performing theii

great mission of improving the life of the Church. W*
shall soon see how low the current of that life was, and

how great the burden placed upon them. Each one

had his special endowment, and was eminently quali

fied to contribute to a more healthy religious tone

throughout the Protestant lands. But, after all, their

work was only preparative. The culmination of their

labors was, in later years, the great Pietistic Reform
;

and they marked out the path along which Spener

subsequently passed. Theirs was a great part in the

drama of providence ;
but their achievements would

have accomplished no permanent advantage had they
not been succeeded by the triumphs of the Father of

Pietism, It has sometimes been a noticeable part of the

divine plan in our great struggles with the powers of

darkness, that, when the heroes of truth fall at their

post, the contest does not need to rage long before

others, with hearts of equal fervor and weapons more

brightly polished, take their places in the advancing
lines. "What wonder, then, that, by and by, the moun-

tains echo back the shouts of victory !



CHAPTER II.

RELIGIOUS CONDITION OF THE PROTESTANT OHUROH AT THE
PEACE OF WESTPHALIA 1648.

THEOLOGICAL STRIFE was the precursor of the all-de-

vastating Tliirty Years' War. The forces had been long
at work before the fearful carnage began. The princi-

ples involved were of such moment that, whatever

power took part in the struggle, did so with all the

energy with which it was endowed. The Emperor Ku-

dolphll. had, in 1609, guaranteed to Bohemia the lib-

erty of Protestantism, but his successor, Matthias, vio-

lated the pledge by preventing the erection of a Protest-

ant church edifice. The imperial councillors were cast

out of the window; the priests driven off; and the

Elector Frederick V. of the Palatinate, chosen King of

Bohemia. But the Protestants were overcome. Ferdi-

nand II. tore up the imperial pledge ;
led back the

priests into authority, and expelled the Protestant clorgy.
Certain concessions having been previously made to the

Prptestants, Ferdinand II. issued in 1629 his infamous

Edict of Restitution, by which the Protestants were to

deliver up 'all the monasteries confiscated after the

Treaty of Passau. Oalvinists were excluded from the

Peace; and the Catholic States were granted uncondi-

tional liberty to suppress Protestantism in their heredi-

tary countries,
1 The fearful carnage commenced in bit*

1
Kurtz, Chwrch History, vol. 11, p. 1T7.
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ter earnestness. "No war was ever carried on with more

desperation ;
none can be found more repulsive in bru-

tality, or more beautiful in fortitude and sublime in

bravery. Great sanguinary contests often receive their

appellation from the influences that produce them, or the

nations conducting them ;
but this one, extending from

1618 to 1648, combined all these elements to such an

extent that the historian finds it most convenient to de-

nominate it by the period of its duration. It was the

bloody mould in which the continent of Europe received

its modern shape. It extended, with but slight excep-

tions, over the entire extent of Germany. Some por-

tions of that singularly picturesque country were per-

mitted to hope for immunity from its devastations
; but,

by and by, they too were visited
;
and all that re-

mained were a decimated population and smoking
ruins.

Pastoral work was necessarily neglected. Large
sections of the country were deprived of all spiritual

cultivation and oversight. The children were deprived

of both their natural protectors and those guardians

whom the church had provided for them. Out of ten

hundred and forty-six pastors in Wurtemberg, for ex-

ample, only three hundred and thirty were left by the

ravages of war. Food could hardly be provided for the

Seminary students, few as these were; for nearly all the

young men had been compelled to yield to the repeated

conscriptions. The princes themselves were in many
cases driven from their jurisdiction; and when the

prince was gone the church was usually disorganized.

Duke Eberhard of Wurtemberg and many of the

Rhenish rulers were compelled to seek- an asylum in

Strasbnrg. The Margrave of Baden-Durlacli was a ref-
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ugee to Switzerland; Dukes Adolpli Frederic I. and

John II. of Mecklenburg fled to Lubeck.1

The desolation caused by this protracted war baffles

all description. No writer has been competent for it.

Schiller found it a task to which even his fervid

imagination and glowing diction could not measure.

Wherever it went it left destruction in its path. The

population of Bohemia was reduced from three millions

to seven hundred and eighty thousand. Only a fiftieth

part of the inhabitants of the Rhine-lands were left

alive. Saxony lost nine hundred thousand of her citi-

zen* within the brief space of two years. The city of

Augsburg could number only eighteen thousand out of

her enterprising population of eighty thousand. In

1646 alone, Bavaria saw more than one hundred of her

thriving towns laid in ashes; while little Ilosse lost

seventeen cities, forty-seven castles, and four hundred

towns.

The cruelty which characterized some of the partici-

pants in this war may be conceived from the awful wcoue

of the siege of Magdeburg; a picture for which, ways

Schiller,
u
History has no speech, and Poetry no pencil."

" Neither childhood, nor age," another author afliims,
u nor sex, nor rank, nor beauty were able to disarm the

conqueror's wrath. Wives were mishandled in the anus

of their husbands, daughters at the feet of their fathers.

Women were found beheaded in a church, whilst the

troopers amused themselves by throwing infants into

the flames, or by spearing sucklings at thoir mothers'

breasts.
4 Come again in an hour,' was Tilly's only re-

ply when some of his officers (utterly horrified at what

1
TLolnok, Das KirtfiUche Leben ties Siefaehnten JaMwnforts. Ertfa

AbtJwilung. For much information in the present chapter we are greatly-

indebted to this valuable repository.
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they saw) besought him to put a hand upon this hath of

blood :

4 Come again in an hour and I will, see what I

can do. The soldier must have something for his labor

and risk.' "With unchecked fury did these horrors go
forward, till smoke and flame set bounds to plunder.
The city had been fired in several places ;

and a gale

spread the flames with rampant speed. In less than

twelve hours the town lay in ashes
;
two churches, and

some few huts excepted. Scarcely had the rage of the

fire slackened, when the troops returned again to grope
for plunder. Horrible was the scene which now pre-

sented itself. Living men crept out from under

corpses ;
lost children, shrieking, sought their parents ;

infants were sucking the dead breasts of their mothers.

More than six thousand bodies were thrown into the

Elbe, before the streets could be made passable ;
whilst

an infinitely larger number were consumed by the fire.

Thirty thousand persons are supposed to have per-

ished.
5 ' *

At the outset of the war, and at many times during
its continuance, the Protestants fought with but little

apparent prospect of success. But their heroic zeal con-

tinued unabated until it was crowned with triumph.

The peace of Westphalia, which concluded the protract-

ed struggle, secured the abolition of the oppressive De-

cree of 1G35
; granted legal rights to the Protestant

churches
;
established Lutheranism in Central Germany,

Norway, Denmark, Sweden, and Livonia; recognized

the Swiss and Dutch Republics ; and, under certain con-

ditions, allowed future changes of religion by princes

and people.
2

The religious effect of the first few years of this san-

1
Dowding, Life and Correspondence of Oalfotus, pp. 158-154.

" &. & Smith, .
., History of Church, of Christ in Chronological

Tables, pp, 66-61.
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guinary period was beneficial. There were indications

of more seriousness in common life, and a deeper love

of truth among the thinking circles. The people mani-

fested a disposition to trust in the Divine arm for de-

liverance from their sorrows
;
and this new confidence

developed itself particularly in benefactions for the im-

poverished and young. But as the war progressed and

peace seemed farther off with every new year, the heart

of the people relaxed into coldness, distrust, and des-

peration. Thus, dark as was the picture of religious

life before the outbreak of hostilities, it was darker still

during their progress and at their close. So literally

was this the case that Kahnis declares its tor mination to

have been the beginning of the reign of seeulurism.

He says: "Up to the period of the Thirty Years' War

religion was the chief moving power of the time. The>

question regarding the confession prevailed over every-

thing, and even secular questions, that they might ox-

cite interest and be carried, were compelled to clothe

themselves in the garb of
religion.

But the result of

Ehe Thirty Years' War was indifference, not only to the

3onfession, but to religion in general. Ever since that

period secular interests decidedly occupy the foreground.,
and the leading power of Europe is.Jfriincu,

7 ' 1

^ It shall now be our business to inquire into that

dwarfed vitality which Kahnis elevates so high us to de-

nominate- "religion." We believe that, in all the course

of ecclesiastical history on the Continent, no period of

equal intelligence is marked by the same degree of re-

ligious coldness and petrifaction. Theology WUH a spe-

cial sufferer. The most useful departments were neg-

lected, while the least essential were raised to superla-
tive importance. Andrea places the following language^

"**"
" - * -

1

Efatory of Q&rwicm Protestantism, p. 21.
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wa
1

K* aeglect of the study of church history, in the

JQ?'> ith of Truth :

u
History, since she is exiled with me,

re^idilj consents to he silent and laughs at the expe-
rience <xf those who, because they can but relate their

exploits from the A. B. C. school to the Professor's chair,

that
is, from the rod to the sceptre, dream that they are

in possession of a compendium of the whole world.

Hence their city is to them a compendium of the world,
their class book a library, their school a monarchy, their

doctor's cap a diadem, their rod of office a lictor's staff,

each scholastic rule an anathema : in short everything

appears to them exaggerated. Oh ! the hapless human

learning that is shut up in these scholastic Athens, that

whatever offences may everywhere besides be committed

by ignorance, all the severest punishments are in store

for these alone to overwhelm it."

Again, in his Cfiristianopolis, or ideal Christian state,

he says:
u Since the inhabitants of Christianopolis value

the church above everything else in this world, they are

occupied in her history more than in any other. For since

this is the ark which contains those who are to be saved,

they prefer to busy themselves about it more than about

all the waters of the deluge. They relate then by what

immense mercy of God this soul flock was brought to-

gether, received into covenant, formed by laws enforced

by his word; by what weak instruments it was ex-

tended, by what mighty engines attacked, by what man-

ifest aid defended
;
what blood and prayers its safety

had cost
;
amid what anger of Satan the standard of

the Cross triumphed ;
how easily the tares spring up ;

how often its light is contracted to a narrow space ;
what

great eclipses, and how very great and thick an one it

suffered under Antichrist
;
how it has sometimes emerged

from desperate circumstances, and especially in this our
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age tinder the mighty Luther; with what defilement and

spots it is often stained
;
how much it is conversant with

the flesh. Many other such things they have in store
;

as also its periodical changes, and the harmonious vicis-

situdes of
1

its seasons. They diligently impress them

on the youth that they may learn to trust in God, to

mistrust the flesh, to despise the threats of the world, to

endure the darkness of this age. And this is right?

however others may not even dissemble their neglect of

ecclesiastical history ;
for how little any knowledge of

it is now required even from ecclesiastics, or how, where

it is found, it is sold cheap in comparison with a syllo-

gism or two it does not belong to this place to discuss

more at length."

The existing state of impiety may be inferred from

the low estimate of childhood. The Roman Catholic

Church of that day was not so careful of the indoctri-

nation of the young as she is at the present time.

Mathesius says that in the twenty-five yeans he spent
within her fold he had seen no case in which the

catechism had been elucidated, and that he had not once

heard it explained from the pulpit. Luther took groat

pains to have children and the lowest classes trained in

the elements of religious knowledge. His express lan-

guage, in reference to the catechetical instruction of the

young and ignorant was,
a
lt is not merely enough that

they should be taught and counselled, but care must be

taken that, in the answers returned, every sentence

must be evidently understood." But like so many other

lessons of the great Reformer, this was not remembered

by his successors
;
and in course of time all that the

youth and laboring classes could boast in favor of their

doctrinal training was a smattering of contemporary
controversy. There were sermons and expository loo-
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tares intended for children
;
but they were often at unsea-

sonable hour's, and of such insufferable dryness as to tax

the mind and patience of maturity. A certain author,
in a catalogue of this class of literature, enumerates

fifteen hundredand ninety catechetical sermons for the

yoimg that were directed solely against the Calvinists !

No one is better able to inform us, however, of the

low state of religious training than he who labored

most for its improvement. .JSpsaeifs language, though,
written in reference to the melancholy prostration.'

which his own eyes beheld, applies equally well to th a

very time of which we speak :

"If one were to say that catechizing and the Chris*

tian instruction of youth is one of the principal, most

important, and most necessary of our duties, and not

of less value than preaching, would he not be contra-

dicted or even laughed at by many uninstructed preach-

ers, or by others ignorant of their duty, who seek only
their own honor

;
as if such care were too small and

contemptible for an office instituted for more important

employment ? Yet such is but the real truth. Mean-

time this duty is by many considered so ridiculous that

there are preachers who think it (Jegrading to their dig-

nity to undertake it, or even see that it is diligently

and faithfully performed by those appointed to it. It

is no credit to our evangelical churches that catechetical

instruction has been so little or not at all thought of in

so many places ; though even Luther recommended it

so strongly, and gave us so many admirable writings to

promote it But now it either does not exist at all, or is

performed negligently, and thrown almost entirely upon
schools and schoolmasters*

" These duties should not have been left to school-

masters; for these are almost wholly unfit to discharge
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them on account of their own meagre attainments, But

preachers should recollect that the souls of the youth
are intrusted to them, and that they must give an ac-

count of them. They should therefore submit to this

as well as to the other duties of their office. It is not

indeed anywhere prescribed who among them should

perform these duties. In places where there are several

clergymen, and the pastors and superintendents are

laden with so many other occupations that they cannot

perform this duty, we cannot object to its being left for

the deacons, or for others who may have more time for

it. In large churches able catechists might be appointed.

Superintendents, however, and theologians in high office

would not do amiss if they would sometimes counte-

nance this exercise by their presence, and even now and

then perform it themselves in order to encourage others.

If there were some who would voluntarily com i nonce it

themselves, it would not le interpreted ill,
w* tlumght be-

low their dignity.
" I have become acquainted with the character of

most instructors of youth, and I find that their mil aim

is not to lead the soul of youth to God, but their pay

also, that they are chiefly not fit to impart a correct

knowledge of God since they do not possess it them-

selves. And indeed there are very many who hnve not

a knowledge even of the letter of that which Ls or is not

to be believed
;
much less do they comprehend thor-

oughly and spiritually what is the will of God in faith

and its fruits. Catechizing is as necessary to the church

as any other religious agency can be."

We have also the important authority of Oalixtue

on the sad condition of the education of the young
" The chief cause and origin of the decay of learning,'

says he, "now tending to- extinction, (which may Goc
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avert !) I hold for my own part, to be this : that the

younger children are not well grounded in the minor

schools. Foundations ought to be laid there, which

might afterwards support the whole weight of solid

learning and true erudition. The children ought to

learn from genuine authors the Greek and Latin lan-

guages; the Keys (as they are) of those treasures

which preceding ages have laid up for our use. And

they ought so to learn, as to be able to appreciate the

thoughts of others (specially of the best authors), and

to express their own in suitable and perspicuous words.

. . . But now, in many places, we see the reverse of

all this. Before they can speak (passing by preposte-

rously, the matters essential to ultimate success), the

boys are made to proceed, or rather leap, to higher sub-

jects; 'real' subjects, as we have learned to call them.

Pedagogues of this stamp seem to themselves learned,

whilst they are teaching what they have never them-

selves mastered
;
and what their scholars neither under-

stand, nor at their age can understand. In the mean

time the writings of those good authors, who, by all

past ages, have been recognized as masters of literature

and style, are struck out of their hands, and they (the

schoolmasters) substitute their own comments
; disput-

ing in a circle of children about Anti-Christ anjLj&e-''

dpctnue. ,of pj^iestux^iQi^"
*

The theological literature of these times was volumi-

nous and -confused. A work on an unimportant subject

would occupy a dozen volumes, and then the writer

would give his finishing touches with the apology that

he fead not done justice to his theme. No nation pub-

lishes to such an extent as Protestant Germany in the

nineteenth century ;
but one cannot be adequately con-

1 Oratwnes Select, Henke, vol. I, pp. 285-286.
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vinced of the extent of the literary activity of her the-

ologians of the former half of the seventeenth century

without loitering among the alcoves of her antiquarian

bookstores of the present day. The dusty tomes tes-

tify, by their multitude and care, to the character of

the ecclesiastical age that gave them birth. The Ger-

mans do not sell their old books to the paper merchants

because they are old. It is sacrilege to convert the

printed sheet back again to pulp. The libraries of

the universities are located in those portions of the

city where land is cheap; the catalogue is a small

library of itself. The Leipzig Fair keeps much of this

long-printed literature before the world. It changes

hands, migrates to Tubingen, Halle, or some other

book-loving place ; passes through a generation of

owners, and turns up in some other spot, but little the

worse for wear. The peasant is found at the book auc-

tion
;
the professor considers it a white day when a re-

plenished purse and the sale of an old library arc si-

multaneous facts. And when the hour arrives, the prep-
arations are sometimes of the most comfortable and

leisure-inviting character. We once attended an auction

in picturesque old Brunswick which continued throe

days; and coffee, beer, sandwiches and other refresh-

ments were freely enjoyed at frequent intervals by nearly
all present Every one had along breathing spell when
the auctioneer, or any one of his numerous secretaries

sipped his coffee and replenished his pipe.

We cannot affirm that there was as much a defi

ciency of talent or learning at the time of which w<

speak, as there was of an humble, subdued religitw

spirit, and of clearness of conception, all of which ar<

equally necessary to give a high tone to theologica

writing and thinking. Dr. Pusey says of the thoolc
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gians, that
"
they were highly learned but deficient in sci-

entific spirit, freedom from prejudice, destitute of compre-
hensive and discriminating views, without which mere

knowledge is useless." An illustration is furnished in JQ#*

lov's mammoth production, entitled, Systerna locorwm
-^^^^^^..JE:^,^ , .,,

\ m

' y
t

Ifieologworum e sacra pot^ss^mum scrvptwra eta/ntigm-

fate, nee non adv&rsariorum confe$$ionedoctrinam,pra-
ia et controv&rsiarum

jfidei, cwn veterum twm inprimis
recentiorum p&rtractationem luou,lentam exMbens. The

author tried faithfully to redeem his pledge ;
and though

he asserted that he had aimed at conciseness, his work only
terminated with the twelfth quarto volume ! The subject

of the first part was the nature of Theology, Religion,
Divine Inspiration, Holy Scriptures, and the articles of

Faith. He defined Theology to be, that practical

skill in the knowledge of true religion, as drawn from

divine revelation, which is calculated to lead man after

the fall through faith to eternal life. One of the im-

portant questions propounded is :

u Are the Calvinists to be considered heretics, and
-^ . L

gtort^mi IUMII-..^*.-""-'.!, *"" ** ,#"' * A
~

not teach /erym dangeroi^ errpps^
" Of course

an affirmative reply is returned with cogent reasooa

therefor. At the end of this part there is a prolix re-

cital of the many errors of George Oalixtus and his

followers. Calov conformed to the causal method of

composition. There were two systems of arrangement

in vogue, the causal and defining. Under the former

were grouped the cause principales, et minus princi-

pales, instrumentaleSi efficientes, materiales, formales,

finales. Under the latter, a definition was prefixed

to each article, which comprised the whole doc-

trine of the church and all the opposed heresies. This-

was then redundantly illustrated until the subject was

supposed to be exhausted, Schertzer, in his docfrinal
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work, begins with a definition of Christ, and occu-

pies three quarto pages with one sentence. We ven-

ture only its commencement: "Christ is God-man;

God and man, born of his heavenly Father and his

virgin mother
;
and Christ is according to his humanity

the natural son of God, constant in his unity to one

person, his divine and human nature impeccable." The

favorite class-book of those times was Koenig's Tlieolp-

gia positiva acroamatica synoptice tractata; and it does

but partial justice to this work to say that in dryness

and meagreness it almost defies a parallel.

There was a lamentable decrease of exegetical works

f<md lectures toward the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury. The Reformation was the signal for Scriptural

study ;
and the Reformers declared the word of God to

be the origin of their gigantic movement. All the

ordinances of the early Lutheran Church were in strict

keeping with this principle. The Elector Augustus, in

his church order of 1580, established professors solely

for the elucidation of the Scriptures. He appointed two

to lecture on the Old Testament, one on the Pentateuch

and the other on the prophets ;
and two on the New

Testament. His command was, that they should all

read the Scriptures, as far as they could, in the same

languages in which the prophets and apostles had writ-

ten. Many of the universities had no other professors
of theology than exegetical lecturers. The languages
of the Bible were diligently studied, and. great progress
was made in their scientific understanding.

But after the rise of the long and exciting controver*

sies of which we have spoken, the death-blow was given
to Scriptural interpretation. The method of theologi-
cal study was to spend the first year in learning what

is orthodox The second was occupied in obtaining a
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knowledge of controversies
;
the third was devoted to

the Scriptures, a more intimate knowledge of contro-

versial literature, and the scholastics. One day in the

week was spent with the Fathers, Church Councils, and
moral theology. The later years were chiefly consumed
in controversial practice, as a preparation for

the^gj^a*-

areryi^ Francke as truthfully described these times as

his own when he said : "Youths are sent to the univer-

sities with a moderate knowledge of Latin
;
but of

Greek and especially of Hebrew they have next to

none. And it would even then have been well, if what

had been neglected before had been made up in the uni-

versities. There, however, most are borne, as by a tor-

rent, with the multitude
; they flock to logical, metar

physical, ethical, polemical, physical, pneumatical lec-

tures and what not
; treating least of all those things

whose benefit is most permanent in their future office,

especially deferring, and at last neglecting, the study of

the sacred languages."
} But while there were many evidences of religious

torpor there were none more marked and unmistakable

than the preaching of that time. The pulpit being an

invariable index of the state of the national heart, it

was not less the case during the present period. The

preaching was of the most formal and methodical tex-

ture. It assumed a rhetorical and poetical appearance ;

the people calling it the Italian style. Petrarch had

given shape to Italian thought, and through his influ-

ence Germany became sated with poetic imagery and

overwrought fancy. Sagittarius founded a stipend for

the preaching of a yearly sermon in 'the University

Church " which should be more a practical illustration

of Christian doctrine than of lofty speech? Emblem-

atical sermons were sometimes delivered in lengthy

series.
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Christopher Sunday descanted on the Perpetual

Heart-Calendar, treating of genera and species, and di-

viding his themes into "Remarkable, Historical, and

Annual events, Particular numbers, and the amounts of

Roman currency, the Four Seasons, the Seven Planets,

the Twelve Heavenly signs, and many aspects and use-

ful directions." All these, this divine claimed, are to be

found in the Gospel as in a perpetual calendar of the

heart. Another preacher adopted as his theme for a

funeral sermon, The Secret of Roses and Flowers.

.Daniel Keck preached a discourse in 1642 from Romans

viii. 18, calling his subject
" The Apostolic Syllogism,"

dividing it into subject, predicate, and conclusion. The

subject, suffering, was again divided into wicked, volun*

tary, stolid and righteous ; and these further classed into

natural, civil and spiritual suffering

A sermon on Zaccheus from the words, He was little

of stature, claims for its theme,
" The stature and size

of Zaccheus." The first division is, he ; the second,

was; third, small stature. Application first, The text

teaches us the variety of God's works
; second, it coi\-

soles the poor; third, it teaches us to make amends for

our personal defects by virtue, Tholuck well asks;

who would imagine that the author of this sermon was

the minstrel of
" When the early sun arises,"

" Oh
Jesus, all thy bleeding wounds," and so many other

deeply earnest Christian songs which have touched the

.hearts of many generations, the 1 immortal Hermann
von Koben ? A pastor of Wernigerode preached from

Matthew x. 30. His divisions were, 1 : Our hair its

origin, style, form and natural circumstances. 2 : On,

the right use of the human hair. 3,; The memories,

admonition, warning and consolation that have come
from the human hair. 4 : How hair can be used in a
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Christian way ! A Brunswick pastor commenced hia

Sabbath discourse on one occasion with the words, "A
preacher must have three things ;

a good conscience, a

good bite, and a good Jciss;
" wherefore his transition was

made to the theme under consideration:
u an increase

of my salary" But it is needless to continue illustra-

tions of the almost universal dearth of preaching. One

hardly knows whether to laugh at its absurdity or weep
over its prostitution.

Andrea's caustic pen revelled in satire at the de

preciation of this important agency of good. Some of

his ideas are by no means ill-timed in the present cen-

tury. In the Dialogue of the Pulpit Orator he thus

g-r\nci Ira *

A. Tell me earnestly, I pray you, what you find

wanting in my present sermon.

B. One thing only, but that a main point.

A. It cannot be in the arrangement ?

B. It was, I believe, according to all the rules of

the methods.

A. Then the pronunciation was defective ?

B. You must speak as God has made you ; only you
must not be an imitator.

A. Then the action was wrong ?

B. About that I am indifferent, if it be only quiet

and not gesticulatory.

A. My sermon must have been much too long \

B. If a sermon be good it cam!t be too long : a bad

one always is.

A. Certainly I did not produce illustrations enough?
B. You could not have meant to empty a basket of

quotations.

A. Then I spoke too slow ?

1 We use Dr. E. B. Pusey's version of Andrea's -words*
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B. Ha ! In the pulpit we must teach, not talk too

volubly.

A. I should have spoken louder too ?

B. I like the voice of man, not the braying of

an ass.

A. Should I not have used more subtle distinctions ?

B. You were there to instruct the ignorant, not to

dispute with heretics.

A, Do then explain yourself more fully.

B. Hear me : you said,
" I think much, very much,"

which was good, but it only flowed through you as

through a pipe.

A. Indeed!

B. Thus, much contracted the taste of the pipe and

savored accordingly.

A. No good compliment, this.

B. It is the best I can make. For when you only
cast forth good and wholesome doctrines, and show

nothing of them expressed in your life and manners,
are you not placed out of yourself to speak one thing
and think another? You make us believe that your

holy words are only practised solemn words, without

any real feeling, just as poets make bridal songs and fu-

neral dirges whenever called upon. You have many
passages of Scripture in readiness; but they do not

exhort, strengthen and instruct you, though others die

with joy at hearing the divine word.

A. You are sevei*e upon me.

B. It is not often the case that the worst men

preach the best. I wish but one thing : that for the

future you should say nothing but what you express in

action by your example, or at least realize by serious

endeavors after obedience to God.

A. This is harsh enough.
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B. It is incomparably harsher, however, to openly
contradict oneself before God both in words and works,
and to convert the divine service into an empty clatter

of words.

A. You speak truly.

B. Arid it is just as true, believe me, that a simple,

plain sermon, exhibited and sealed by your life, is more

valuable than a thousand clever declamations.

This want of consistency between the profession of

the clergy and their daily life is indeed a dark picture,

"While we would not forget that there were noble ex-

ceptions to all the examples of declension that we have

adduced, and that there were also exemplary illustra-

tions of ministerial devotion amid all the deformity of

these times, we must maintain that the ministerial spirit

which characterized this period was not merely cold

and indifferent, but wicked, and to a great extent aban-

doned.

The scenes of clerical immorality are enough to

chill one's blood even at the distance of more than two '

centuries. The preachers were not licensed to preach
until they had been graduated through a course of

study extending from five to ten years. According to

the judgment of the Lutheran Church, they must be

fitted intellectually for exercising the functions of their

office. But after settlement over the churches of the

land, their conduct furnishes a sad proof that their in-

tellectual qualifications were utterly barren without the

more important adjunct of spiritual regeneration. They
were not converted men, as the sequel will plainly

Bhow. The salary allowed them was usually small;

and this is the apology pleaded for them by their

friends
;
but scanty salaries are the outgrowth of scanty

ministerial piety. The people, in no age of the world,
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have refused a proper and sufficient support to a zealous,

God-fearing ministry.

A Church Order of 1600 reads thus :
" Since we

have received information that servants of the church

(clergy) and schoolmasters, the parochial teachers, are

guilty of whoredom and fornication, we command that

if they are notoriously guilty they shall be suspended.

We learn, too, that some of the village pastors do not

possess the Bible. We command that they shall get a

Bible and Concordance. Those whom we formerly sus-

pended shall remain so until they give proof of a reforma-

tion." A pastor Pfeifer of Neukirchen and Lassau lived

five unhappy years with his congregation ;
and from

mere private prejudice refused the sacrament of the

Lord's Supper to the sick and dying. On communion-

day he overturned the baskets of the fish-venders
;
was

wounded for his conduct
;
and then went into his church

to the performance of his ministerial duties. lie did

not scruple to administer the elements with his bloody
hands. Pastor Johansen of , Detzboll wrote in his

Church Record in 1647, the following: "The persons
whom I will name have persecuted me in my office,

but God delivered me miraculously out of their hands*

J. Dirksen struck me down with a pitchfork: I was

taken home as dead but recovered again ;
some years

afterwards he was struck dead, and died in the street,

J. Volkwartsen struck me with my own spade. Subse-

quently he was killed by his brother. Where his soul

went, God only knows- P. Peusen was on the point
of stabbing me through, but M. Payens saved me. A.

Frese committed adultery with my wife, and followed

me with a loaded rifle. D. Momsen broke two of my
right ribs : he apologized afterwards for his offence. I

forgave him. O Jesus, protect me and thy poor Chris-
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tianity, that I may praise thee in eternity !

" A church

made the following charges against its pastor: I. He
called certain people

" scoundrels" from the pulpit ;
to

which the offender pleaded "guilty." II. He had grown
so angry in his sermon that he afterwards forgot the

Lord's Prayer. He urged that "
this had happened

some time ago." III. When some women went out af-

ter the sermon, he called after them, and told them that

if they would not stop to receive the blessing they
would have his curse

;

" not guilty." IV. He had co-

habited with a servant girl, and an illegitimate child

was born
;

" others do the same thing." V. He forgot
the cup at the communion

;

" that happened long ago."

VI. He said to the officer, "All are devils who want me
to go to Messing ;

" u that is true."

There were sad evidences of the same immorality in

University life. Melanchthon's prophecy had proved too

true :
" We have seen already how religion has been put

in peril by the irruption of barbarism, and I am very
much afraid that this will happen again? At a Dispu-

tation in the University of Wittenberg, the Chancellor

addressed a disputant with such epithets as
u
Hear, thou

hog ! thou hound ! thou fool ! or whatever thou art,

thou. stolid ass !

" Another prominent personage of

Wittenberg, in a Disputation, became so enraged at hear-

ingMelanchthon addressed as authority against him, that

he pulled down the great Eeformer's picture which

hung near him, and trampled it under his feet. One

Professor was so deeply in debt that he could not pay

his creditors,
"

if every hair on his head were a ducat.';

Another was "
in bed with seven wounds received in a

fall when he was coming home drunk." Some read

their newspapers at church-service. Nor did tha

wives and daughters of the Professors lead any better
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life. They were guilty of deeds of the grossest immo-

rality, such indeed as would disgrace a less enlightened

people than the Germans at that period.
1

The great moral decline of the clergy was confined

^aiefly to the Lutheran church. The Reformed was ear

nest, pious, and aggressive. At this very time it was

endeavoring to spread the leaven of the Gospel througl

other lands. It was, during the whole period, the con

servative power of Protestantism. As might be ex

pected, it suffered somewhat from the declension of

Lutheranism
;
but it stood manfully up to the crisis, anc

met the issues with an heroic spirit. When the Romai
Catholics saw these excesses of the Lutherans, and wit

nessed the return to their fold of many Protestants wh<

had become disgusted with the vices of their brethren

they rejoiced greatly, and used every available naeani

to bring back more of their erring friends.

We must remember, however, that it was the clerg;

and not the laity, who were the agents of the grea
declension. The theologians had submerged the lam

in fruitless controversy ; they hesitated not to commi

open sin when occasion demanded it
; they negloctc(

the youth of the whole country ;
the ignorant pea?

antry were not blessed with even the crumbs of truth

the pulpit was perverted to a cathedra for the dcclauu

tion of the hyperbolical rhetoric that a corrupt tast

had imported from Spain and Italy : the Apocryph
was the all-important part of the Bible; and the privat

1 1602 : Der Frau G-erlach (Prof, Theol.) Toohter 1st in (Jesclirei, <lut

sie mit einem kinde gelie. 1618 : Dr. ITapprecht'fl Tochtor hut ihro Junj

frauschaft verloren. 162&: Dr. Magirus klagt class soinoFniu dio Dionstb*

tenihm nioht zur Disposition stelle, mit den, Mmentia niolit zufrioden so

immer Qitete einlade, nnd viel herum laufe. Frau Magirus klagt ilitc

Ehemann des Ehebruolis an. Tholuok, Deuteefa Uhw&rtit&ten* Vol. '.

pp. 145-148. Also Dowding, Life and Corr&pondtnce of OaUxtw, pj
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life of the clergy was corrupt and odious to the Chris-

tian conscience. What wonder that the piety of the

people suffered a similar decline ? Let the ministry be

steadfast, and the masses will never swerve: The result

in the present case was, that the latter gradually be-

came imbued with the same impiety that they had

learned, to their sorrow, of the former.

Glancing first at the cultivated circles, we find a

practical indifference well nigh akin to skepticism be-

ginning to prevail among the noble and wealthy. The
deference which the Reformers paid to the princes led

the latter to a too free exercise of their power, and

there are numberless instances of their despotic usur-

pations. They claimed supreme control over the re-

ligious interests of their jurisdiction, and came into fre-

quent conflict with the ecclesiastical tribunals. They
maintained a tolerable show of religion, however, consid-

ering it a matter of prime importance to have the ser-

vices of chaplains, and to give due public prominence to

doctrinal questions. Their courts were most generally

irreligious, and sometimes notoriously corrupt.

Walther, the court chaplain of Ulrich II. of East

Friesland, wrote in 1637 a letter from which we take

the following words :
" I would much rather be silent

concerning my sore misfortune, which I am here under-

going than, by speaking, to make the wounds of my
heart break out afresh. These infernal courtiers, among
whom I am compelled to live against my will, doubt

those truths which even the heathen have learned to be-

lieve." A writer of 1630 describes three classes of

skeptics among the nobility of Hamburg ; frret,
those

who believe that religion is nothing but a mere fiction,

invented to keep the masses within restraint ; secotid,

those who give preference to no faith, but think that all
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religions have a germ of trutli; and third, thooc
VYJU^

confessing that there must be one true religion, are un-

able to decide whether it is papal, Calvinist, or Luther

an
;
and consequently believe nothing at all.

This classification might be applied to the whole of

Protestant Germany, as far as the higher classes ar

concerned. They exhibited a growing taste for an

tiquity ; and, with them, there was but a slight differ

ence between the sublime utterances of inspiration anc

the masterpieces of pagan genius. We find in a cate

chism of that time that the proverbs of Cato and th<

Miami Publicvni constitute an authorized appendix.
A practical infidelity, bearing the name of Epicu

reanism, prevailed even before the war
;
and it becann

more decided and injurious as the war progressed. Th<

highest idea of religion was adherence to creed. Prince

who even thought themselves devoted and earnest, ha(

no experimental knowledge of regeneration ;
and ii

this, as we have shown, they were but little surpasse<

by the clergy themselves. Orthodoxy was the ain

and pride of those religionists. Hear the dying test

mony of John Christian Koenig, in 1664: "My dea

Confessor, since I observe that tbe good Lord is abou

to take me out of this world, I want it understood that

remain unchanged and firm to the Augsburg Confession

I will live by it and die true to it. It is well know
that I have directed my teaching according to i1

truths. I die the avowed enemy of all innovation an

Syncretistic error I
"

The licentiousness of life, not less than of faith, w*

deplorable in the German courts. Dancing was carrie

to great excess and indecorum
;
and though there wei

edicts issued against it during the Thirty Years' Wa
the cuatom seems to have undergone but little abat
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ment. Drunkenness was very common, and even the

highest dignitaries set but a sorry example in this

respect. The Court of Ludwig of .Wiirtemberg estab

lished six glasses of wine as the minimum evidence of

good breeding; one to quench the thirst; the seconc

for the King's health
;
the third for those present ;

the

fourth for the feast-giver and his wife
;
the fifth for the

permanence of the government, and the last for absent

friends. (jThe example of all nations proves that when
the nobility thus indulge themselves, and become the

devotees of passion and luxury, they do not need te

wait long^fpr imitators^among the lower and poorer

classes. The poor looked to the rich and their rulers

as standards of fashion and religion. They esteemed i1

not less an honor than a privilege to follow in the foot-

steps of their acknowledged chiefs. The governing and

the governed stood but a short distance from each

other, both in faith and in morals.

There was great display and extravagance in the

ordinary ceremonies of matrimony and baptism. It

was quite common for the wedding festival to last

three days, and the baptismal feast two days. The

expenses were not at all justified by the means of

the feast makers
;
for the humblest mechanics indulged

themselves to an excessive extent. Even funeral occa-

sions were made to subserve the dissipating spirit of
iV/Mir ** " >,**! W t *4t r *** >*"*/*,*,

these times
; they were the signal for hilarity and feast*

ing. Distant friends were invited to be present; and

the whole scene was at once repulsive to a healthy

taste and pure religion. A writer from the very midst

of the Thirty Years' War gives us the following item :

" The number of courses served at funerals frequently

amounted to as many as two hundred and thirty-four,

tables were furnished with expensive luxuries and
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costly wines, and the people gave themselves up to

feasting and rioting until far into the night." The com-

mon people became more habituated to drinking strong

liquors. New breweries arose in various localities, and

drunkenness became a wide-spread evil. In 1600, the

city of Zwickau numbered only ten thousand inhabi-

tants
;
but it could claim thirty-four breweries to supply

them with beer. During the war, in 1631, that num-

ber rose to seventy.

But it is needless to particularize the phases of pop-
ular immorality as they existed in the time of which

we speak. It is enough to say that all classes be-

trayed a growing disgust at religion and a gradual de-

cline in morals. The danger was imminent that the

great work of the Reformation would be in vain, and

that it would soon come to ruin.

Every department of ecclesiastical authority having
become disarranged and weakened, there must now b
a reawakening, or the labors of Luther and his cotidju

tors will be swept away. The popular mind should be

deflected from controversy, and become united, at leasl

on some points of faith and theory. The pulpit need*

a thorough regeneration, and the Gospel should read

the masses by a natural and earnest method. The uui

versity system calls for reorganization, and a rigid ecu

sorship exercised upon the teachings of the professors

Childhood must be no longer neglected, and the illitc

rate must become indoctrinated into the elements oi

Scriptural truth. The prevalent social evils should re

ceive severe rebuke from the private Christian and tlv

public teacher. Calixtus, Boehme, Arndt and Gerhar<

have done nobly, but they have pursued paths so totall;

divergent that their labors have not produced all th

good effects of a united work. Their efforts were pr<
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paratory, but not homogeneous ;
and what is now

needed to make their writings and example permanently

effective, is a plan for infusing new life into the church.

Then there must be inflexible system and heroic deter-

mination for the consummation of such a plan.

When the demand became most imperative, the

great want was supplied. Let all the records of prov-
idential supply and guidance be studiously searched,

and we believe that Pietism the great movement

which we are now about to trace will take its place

among them as one of the clearest, most decided, and

most triumphant.
6



CHAPTER III.

PIETISM AKD ITS MISSION.

IF any apology can be offered in defence of tie

ecclesiastical evils already recounted, it will be, that tlie

fearful devastations of the long warfare had wrought the

public mind into a feverish and unnatural state. We
must not, therefore, pass that cold criticism upon the

Church and her representatives to which they would
be justly entitled, had they been guilty of the same

vices during a time of profound peace and material

prosperity.
The philosophy of this whole period of occlesiawtical

history may be summed up in a sentence : The numer-

ous theological controversies, and the pastoral neglect
of the people, before the war, had uniitted both tho

clergy and the masses for deriving from it that deep

penitence and thorough reconsecratipn which a sea-

son of great national affliction should have engen-
dered. The moral excesses apparent during this time

had beexjt produced by causes long anterior to it.

Hence, when the protracted time of carnage and the

destruction of property did come, there was no prepara-
tion of mind or heart to derive improvement from it

Had some provision been made, had t oology not

abounded in idle disputes, and had the moral education
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of the masses been faithfully cared for, instead of the

evils which have been so reluctantly related, there

would have been a lengthy succession of glowing in-

stances of devout piety. And Protestantism, instead

of emerging from the conflict with only equal rights
before the law, would have possessed a sanctified heart,

and a vigorous, truth-seeking mind.

Time was now needed to gather up the instruction

taught by those pillaged towns, slain citizens, and

broken social and ecclesiastical systems. A few years

passed by, when the lessons began to be learned, and

signs of rejuvenation appeared. After Spener had com-

menced his reformatory labors, he expressly and repeat-

edly declared that he did not originate, but only gave

expression to, a spirit of religious earnestness that had

already arisen in various quarters. To him belongs the

honor of cultivating and guiding these reassured hearts

who had derived most improvement from the Thirty
Years' War. Pietism, the fruit of their union, became

a triumph under the leadership of Spener.

But who were these persons who^Becanie aroused

to a sense of the exigencies of the times, and saw that

the danger which threatened the kingdom of God in

Germany was now scarcely less than when Tilly was

leading his maddened hordes through the fail* fields

and over the ruins of those once happy towns ? Some

of the clergy were the first to indicate new life. They

preached with more unction, and addressed themselves

to the immediate demands of the parish, especially to

provide for the orphans and widows of those who had

fallen in battle. Certain ministers who had spent their

youth in vain theological wrangling, preached sermons

which contained better matter than redundant metar

phor and classical quotations. Muller and Scriver serve
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as fitting illustrations of the improvement. They
avoided the extended analytical and rhetorical methods

long in use, and adopted the more practical system of

earnest appeal and exhortation.

The clergy needed not to wait long Ibefore behold-

ing the fruit of their labors. For a better spirit mani-

fested itself also among the lower classes. A singular

interest arose in sacred music. Not only in those ven-

erable Gothic Cathedrals, so long the glory of the Ro-

man Catholic Church, but in the field and the work-

shop there could be heard the melodies of Luther,

Sachs, and Paul Gerhard. Young men appeared in

numbers, offering themselves as candidates for the min-

istry. But let it not be supposed that these encourag-

ing signs were universal. While the eye of faith could

read the most decided lessons of hope, the religious

dearth was still wide-spread. Nor was it uulikoly that

in a short time it would triumph over all the efforts lor

new life. When Spener rose to a position of promi-
nence and influence, he saw, as no one else was able to

see, the real danger to the cause of truth
;
and those

affecting descriptions which we find among his writings,

revealing the real wants of the latter half of the seven-

teenth century, show how keenly his own heart hud

become impressed by them. ^

It was very evident that the Lutheran Church'

would require a long period for self-purification, if

indeed she could achieve it at all. The shorter and
more effectual way would be to operate individually

upon the popular mind. And does not the entire his-

tory of the Church prove that reform has originated

from no concerted action of the body needing reforma-

tion, but from the solemn conviction and persevering
efforts of some single mind, which, working first alone,
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has afterward won to its assistance many others ? Its

work then reacted upon the parent organization in

such way that the latter became animated with new

power.
The enemies of Pietism made the same objection to

*> i /*V'M*V 't^^
"

it that all the opponents of reform have ever made
:<

u This is very good in itself, but do you not see that itj

is not the Church that is working ? We would love to

see the cause of truth advanced and our torpid Church

invigorated with the old Reformation-life
;

but we
would rather see the whole matter done in a perfectly

systematic, and legitimate way. Now this Pietism has

some good features about it, but it acts in its own name.

We do not like this absurd fancy of eccle&iolce in ecde-

sia ; but we prefer the Church to act as the Church,
and for its own purposes." Thus reasoned the enemies

of Pietism, who claimed as heartily as any of their con-

temporaries that they were strict adherents of truth and

warm supporters of spiritual life. But their reasoning,

however baseless, found favor
;
and the Church gradu-

ally came to look upon Pietism not as a handmaid,
but as an adversary.

But we must first learn what Pietism proposed to

do before we can appreciate its historical importance.

Dorner holds, with a large number of others, that this

new tendency was a necessary stage in the develop-

ment of Protestantism, a supplement of the Reforma-

tion. Though laughed at for two centuries by the

Clturchists on the one hand, and by the Rationalists on

tie other, it has to-day a firmer hold upon the respect

of those who know its history best than at any former

period. What if Arnold, and Peterson and his wife,

did indulge in great extravagances? Have not the

same unpleasant things occurred in the Church at other
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times ? Yet, because not classed tinder any sectarian

name, there has been but a transient estimate placed

upon them, and criticism has been merciless. Is not

every good institution subject to perversion at any
time ? We believe Dorner to be correct, and that Spe-

ner was the veritable successor of Luthei and Melanch-,

thon. A recent author, who has shown a singular

facility in grouping historical period? and discovering
their great significance, says :

" Pietism went back from

the cold faith of the seventeenth century to the living

faith of the Reformation. But just because this return

was vital and produced by the agency of the Holy

Spirit, it could not be termed a literal return. We
must not forget that the orthodoxy of the seventeenth

century was only the extreme elaboration of an error,

the beginning of which we find as far back as Luther'*

time, and which became more and more a power in tluj

Church through the influence of Melanchthon. It waF

this : Mistaking the faith by which we believe for the

faith which is believed. The principle of the Tlofonna

tion was justification by feith, not the doctrine of fait!

and justification. In reply to the Catholics it wai

deemed sufficient to show that this was the true doc

trine which points out the way of salvation to man
And the great danger lay in mistaking faith itself fo

the doctrine of faith. Therefore, in the coiitrovorHie

concerning justifying faith, we find that faith grtwhwill;

came to be considered in relation fco ita doctrinal aftpcot

more than in connection with the personal, practical

and experimental knowledge of men. In thin vitn

Pietism is an elaboration of the faith of the sixteeut

century Without being heterodox, Spen<?

even expressed himself in the most decided manner i

favor of the doctrines of the Church, He would mak
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faitli consist less in the dogmatism of the head than in

the motions of the heart
;
he would bring the doctrine

away from the angry disputes of the schools and incor-

porate it into practical life. He was thoroughly united

with the Reformers as to the real signification of justi-

fying faith, but these contraries which were sought to

be reestablished he rejected...... From Spener's
view a new phase of spiritual life began to pervade the

heart. The orthodoxy of the State Church had been

accustomed to consider all baptized persons as true

believers if only they had been educated in wholesome

doctrines. There was a general denial of that living^

conscious, self-faith which was vital in Luther, and had

transformed the world. The land, because it was fur-

nished with the gospel and the sacraments, was consid-

ered an evangelical country* The contrast between

mere worldly and spiritual life, between the living anc

dead members of the Church, was practically abolished

though there still remained a theoretical distinction

between the visible and invisible Church. As to the

world outside the pale of the Church, the Jews and

Heathen, there was no thought whatever. Men be-

lieved they had done their whole duty when they had

roundly combated the other Christian Churches.

Thus lived the State Church in quiet confidence of

its own safety and pure doctrine at the time when the

nation was recovering from the devastations of the

Thirty Years' War. 'In the times succeeding the

Reformation,' says a "Wiirtemberg pastor of the past

century,
' the greater portion of the common people

trusted that they would certainly be saved if they

believed correct doctrines
;
if one is neither a Roman

Catholic, nor a Calvinist, and confesses his opposition,
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he cannot possibly miss heaven; holiness is not so

necessary after all'
1? *

The enemies of Pietism have confounded it with

Mysticism. There are undoubted points in common,
but Pietism was aggressive instead of contemplative ;

it was practical rather than theoretical. Both systems
made purity of life essential, but Mysticism could not

guard against mental disease, while Pietism enjoyed a

long season of healthful life. The latter was far too

much engaged in relieving immediate and pressing

wants to fall into the gross errors which mark almost

the entire career of the former. Pietism was mystical
in so far as it made purity of heart essential to salvar

tion
;
but it was the very antipodes of Mysticism when

organized and operating against a languid and torpid
Church with such weapons as Spener and his coadju-

tors employed. Boehme and Spener wore world-wide

apart in many respects ;
but in purity of heart they

were beautifully in unison. .

Pietism commenced upon the principle that the

Church was corrupt ;
that the ministry were generally

guilty of gross neglect ;
and that the people wore

cursed with spiritual death. It proponed aw a theo-

logical means of improvement: I, That the scliolftHtic'1

theology, which reigned in the academies, and was com-

posed of the intricate and disputable doctrines and

obscure and unusual forms of expression, nhould be

totally abolished. II. T]ia^j>olemical ^vnjjly; which

comprehended the controversiesT subsist;ing between

Christians of different communions, should be less

eagerly studied and less frequently treated, though not

1 Anberlon: Die G&ttlwhe Offenlwrung, vol. I., pp, 27&-281. The sec-

ond volume of this important work has been completed, out the gifted au-

thor has just died. His book must tfierefore take its place in the catalogue
of brilliant but hopeless fragments.
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entirely neglected. III. That^all mixture of philoso-

phy fliidjiuman science with divine wisdom was to be
most carefully avoided -"that is, that pagan philosophy
and classical learning should be kept distinct from, and

by no means supersede, ]BiT?Jial theology. But, IV.

That, on the contrary, all those students who were

designed for the ministry should be kept accustomed

from their early youth to the perusal and study of the

Holj^criptwes^ and be taught a plain system of theol-

ogy drawn from these unerring sources of truth. V.

That the whole course of their education should be so

directed as to render them useful in life, by the practi-

cal power of their doctrine, and the commanding influ-

ence of their example.
1

T^e_fojade^"0f -Pietism,,Philip Jacob Spener>i(^as
in many respects the most remarkable man of his cen-

tury. He was only thirteen years old at the close of

the Thirty Years' War. His educational advantages
were great ;

and after completing his theological studies

at Strasburg, where he enjoyed the society and instruc-

tion of the younger Buxtorf, he made the customary
tour of the universities. He visited Basle, Tubingen,

Freiburg, Geneva, and Lyons ; spending three years be-

fore his return home. From a child he was noted for

his taciturn, peaceful, confiding disposition ;
and when

he reached manhood these same qualities increased

in strength and beauty. His studies had led him some-

what from the course of theology at least certain

branches of it and he became greatly fascinated with

heraldry. But gradually he identified himself with

pastoral life, and into its wants and duties he entered

with great enthusiasm. He was for a short time public

preacher in Strasburg, but on removing from that city

1
Watson, Theolog. Diet. Art. Protestant Pietists.
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he assumed the same office in Frankfoi*t-on-tlie-Main.

Here the field opened fairly before him, and, confident

of success, he began the work of reform.

The instruction of children in the doctrines of Chris-

tianity, as we have already said, had been sadly neg-

lected, because the pastors of the church had committed

the task to less competent hands. Spener determined

that he would assume complete control of the matter

himself, and, if possible, teach the children during the

week without any cooperation. His labors proved a

great success
;
and his reform in catechetical instruction,

not only in Frankfort, but thence into many parts of

Germany, eventuated in one of the chief triumphs of

his life. But he had further noticed that the customary

preaching was much above the capacity, and uusuited

to the wants, of the masses. He resolved upon a simple

and perspicuous style of discourse, such as the common
mind could comprehend. But, seeing that this was not

enough, he organized weekly meetings of his hearers, to

which they were cordially invited. There he introduced

the themes of the previous Sabbath, explained any diili

cult points that were not fully underntood, and enlarged
on the plain themes of the gospel. These meeting*
were the Collegia Pietati^ or Solwols of D&votion^'wliid

gave the first occasion for the reproachful epithet of

Pietism. They brought upon their founder much op

position and odium, but were destined to produce ai

abundant harvest throughout the land. Spener enter

tained young men at his own house, and prepare

them, by careful instruction and his own godly example
for great ministerial usefulness. These, too, were imr

tured in the collegia, and there they learned how t<

deal with the uneducated mind and to meet the grea
1

wants of the people. The meetings were, at the outset
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scantily attended, but they increased so much in interest

that, first his own dwelling, and then his church, became

crowded to their utmost capacity.

In 1675 Spener published his great work, Pia De-

sideria. Here he laid down his platform : That the word

of God should be brought home to the popular heart ;

that laymen, when capable and pious, should act as

preachers, thus becoming a valuable ally of the ministry ;

that deep love andpracticalpiety are a necessity to every

preaclier ; that kindness, moderation, and an effort to

convince should be observed toward theological opponents;
that great efforts should be made to have worthy and

divinely-called young men properly instructed for the

ministry ; and that all preachers should urge upon tTie

people the importance offaith and itsfruits. This book

was the foundation of Spener's greatest influence and also

of the strongest opposition with which he met. As

long as he taught in private he escaped all general an-

tagonism ;
but on the publication of his work he be-

came the mark of envy, formalism, and high-churchism.

After he was invited to Dresden in 1686, the state

church indicated a decided disapprobation of his meas-

ures. He incurred the displeasure of the Elector by
his fearless preaching and novel course of educating the

young. His teaching of the masses drew upon him the

charge that " a court-preacher was invited to Dresden,

but behold, nothing but a school teacher !

" He deemed

it his duty to accept the invitation of Frederic of Bran-

denburg to make Berlin his residence, where, in 1705,

he ended his days, after a life of remarkable usefulness

but of unusual strife.

It would be a pleasure to linger a while in the

beautiful scenes which Spener
7
s life affords us. En-

dowed with the most childlike nature, he was never-
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heless a lion in contest. And yet who will find any
Bitterness in his words; where does he wax angry

igainst his opponent ? He did not shun contro-

versy, because his mission demanded it
;
but no man

oved peace more than Spener. His mind was always
jalni

;
and it was his lifelong aim to

" do no sin," His

snemies, among whom we must not forget i hat he had

i Schelwig, a Carpzov, an Alberti, and a whole Witten-

berg Faculty, never denied his amiable disposition ;

and it was one of his expressions in late life that "
all

the attacks of his enemies had never afflicted him with

but one sleepless night.
1'

It was his personal character

that went almost as far as his various writings to infuse

practical piety into the church. He was respected by
the great and good throughout the land. Crowned

heads from distant parts of the Continent wrote to him,

asking his advice on ecclesiastical questions. He waa

one of those men who, like Luther, Wesley, and others,

was not blind to the great service of an extensive cor-

respondence. He answered six hundred and twenty-
two letters during one year, and at the end of that time

there lay three hundred unanswered upon his table.

His activity in composition knew no bounds. For

many years of his life he was a member of the Consis-

tory, and was engaged in its sessions from eight o'clock

in the morning until seven in the evening. But still

he found time, according to Canstein, to pxiblinh seven

folio volumes, sixty-three quartos, seven octavos, and

forty-six duodecimos
;
besides very many introductions

and prefaces to the works of friends and admirers, and

republications of practical books suited to the times and

the cause he was serving. After liis death IUR enemies

did all in their power to cast reproach upon his name,

They even maligned Ms moral character, which had
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hitherto stood above reproach. It was a grave question
at the hostile universities whether the term Beatus

Spener could be used of him. Professor Teck, of Ko-

stock, published a work On the Happiness of those who
die in the Lord, in which he decided that heaven will

open its gates sometimes to the extremely impious who
die without any external mark of repentance, and also

to those who die in gross sin
;
but not to such a man as

Spener.

The University of Hallewas founded for the avowed

purpose of promoting personal piety, Scriptural knowl-

edge, and practical preaching throughout the land. It

had already been a place of instruction, but not of theo-

logical training. The theological faculty was composed
of Francke, Anton, and Breithaupt. These men were

deeply imbued with the fervid zeal of Spener, and set

themselves to work to improve and continue what he

had inaugurated. The field was ample, but the task

was arduous. While Spener lived at Dresden, Francke,

who taught at Leipsic, enjoyed a brief personal inter-

course with him, and became thoroughly animated with

his spirit. On his return to Leipsic, he commenced

exegetical lectures on various parts of .the Bible, and

instituted Collegia, Pietatis for such students as felt

disposed to attend them. So great was the increase of

attendance, both at the lectures and also at the meet-

ings, that Francke was suspended and Pietism for-

bidden. It was, therefore, with a wounded and injured

spirit that he availed himself of the privilege afforded

in the new seat of 'learning.

Francke was naturally an impulsive man, and his

ardent temperament led him sometimes into unintended

vagaries. An extravagance of his once caused Spener

to remark, that
"
his friends gave him more trouble than
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all Ms enemies." But lie was, not more erroneous than

most men of the same type of character
;
and there is

not a real moral or intellectual blemish upon his repu-

tation. His aim was fixed when he commenced to teach

at Halle; and he prosecuted it with undivided assiduity

until the close of his useful life. The story of his con-

version is beautifully told in his own language. Like

Chalmers, he was a minister to others before his own

heart was changed. He was about to preach from the

words,
" But these are written, that ye might believe

that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God
;
and that -be-

lieving ye might have life through his name." He says :

u
My whole former life came before my eyes just us one

sees a whole city from a lofty spire. At first it seemed

as if I could number all my sins
;
but soon there opened

the great fountain of them my own blind unbelief,

which had so long deceived me
;
1 was terrified with

my lost condition, and wondered if God were merciful

enough to bless me. I kneeled down and prayed. All

doubt vanished
;
I was assured in my own heart of the

grace of God in Christ. Now I know him, not uloue as

my God but as my Father. All melancholy and unrest

vanished, and I was so overcome with joy, that from the

fullness of my heart I could praise my Snvuwr. With

great sorrow I had kneeled; but witli wonderful

ecstacy I had risen up. It seemed to me as if my whole

previous life had been a deep fcdeep, as if 1 hnd only
been dreaming, and now for the first time had wuked up.

I was convinced that the whole world, with all its tempo-
ral joy, could not kindle up such pleasure in my broaat."

A few days afterwards he preached from the same

text as before. The sermon was the first real one

that he had preached. Henceforth his heart was in the

work for which God had chosen him.
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He preached in Halle statedly, for, in addition to the

duties of the professor's chair, he was pastor of a church.

His ministrations in the pulpit became extremely popu-
lar and attractive. Naturally eloquent, he won the

masses to his ministry; and "by his forcible presentation
of truth he molded them into his own methods of faith

and thought. Nor was he less zealous or successful in

his theological lectures. He commenced them in 1698,

by a course on the Introduction to the Old Testament,

concluding with a second one on the New Testament.

In 1712, he published his Hermeneutical Lectures,

containing his comments on sections and books of Scrip-

ture, particularly on the Psalms and the Gospel of John.

In his early life he had observed the dearth of lectures

on the Scriptures ;
and he accordingly applied himself

to remedy the evil. His principles of instruction were,

firstj that the student be converted before he be trained

for the ministry, otherwise his theology would be merely
a sacred phUosophy--^M^^7^ de rebus saeris ; SGG-

ond, that he be thoroughly taught in the Bible, for
" a

theologian is born in the Scriptures." His Method of

Theological Study produced a profound impression, and

was the means of regenerating the prevailing system
of theological instruction at the universities.

But Francke is chiefly known to the present gener-

ation by his foundation of the Orphan House at Halle.

This institution was the outgrowth of his truly practical

and beneficent character
;
and from his day to the pres-

ent, it has stood a monument of his strong faith and

great humanity. Its origin was entirely providential.

It was already a custom in Halle for the poor to con-

vene every week at a stated time, and receive the alms

which had been contributed for their support. Francke

saw their weekly gatherings, and resolved to improve
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the occasion by religious teaching. But their children

were also ignorant, and there was no hope that the

parents would be able to educate them. So he resolved

to do something also in this direction, and secured some

money for this purpose. But yet the parents did not

thus apply it
; whereupon he placed a box in his own

dwelling, that all who visited him might contribute.

He knew that then he would have the personal distri-

bution of such funds. During three months one person

deposited four thalers and sixteen groschen; when

Francke exclaimed,
" That is a noble thing something

good must be established with this money I will found

a school." Two thalers were spent for twenty-seven
books

;
but the children brought back only four out of

the whole number that they had taken home. New
books were bought, and henceforth it was required that

they be left in the room. At first Francke's own study
was the book depository and school-room; but in a

short time his pupils so greatly increased that he

hired adjacent accommodations. Voluntary contribu-

tions came in freely ;
new buildings were erected, and

teachers provided ;
and before the death of the founder,

the enterprise had grown into a mammoth iiwtitution,

celebrated throughout Europe, and scattering the weeds

of truth into all lands.
1

It became a living proof that

Pietism was not only able to combat the religious errors

1
Sohmid, GmUchte des Pietismua, pp. 200-203. ITow greatly this

movement was favored by Providence, may bo soon from tho Koport

presented to King Frederick William I, shortly after Franoko 1

B (loath :

1. The Normal School with 82 scholars and *TO tcachcrw
;

2. Tho Latin

School of the Orphan House, with 3 Inspectors, 82 teachers, 400 scholars,

and 10 servants
;

8. The German Citizens' school, with 4 Inspectors, 102

Teachers, 1T25 Boys and Girls
;
4 Orphan Children, 134, and 10 ovorneers ;

6. Number accommodated at the tables, 251 students, 8000 poor children ;

6. Furniture, Apothecary, Bookstore, employing 58 persons ; 7. Institution

for women unable to work.
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of the times but also to grapple with the grave wants

of common life. Is not that a good and safe theology,

which, in addition to teaching truth, can also clothe the

naked and feed the hungry ? Tranche's prayer, so often

offered in some secluded corner of the field or the woods,
was answered even before his departure from labor to

reward
;

"
Lord, give me children as plenteous as the

dew of the morning ;
as the sand upon the sea-shore ;

as the stars in the heavens
;
so numerous that I cannot

number them !

"

The theological instruction of Francke and his co-

adjutors in the University of Halle was very influential.

During the first thirty years of its history six thousand

and thirty-four theologians were trained within its

walls, not to speak of the multitudes who received a

thorough academic and religious instruction in the

Orphan ...... HpiiaL... The Oriental Theological College,

established in connection with the University, promoted
the study of Biblical languages, and originated the first

critical edition of the Hebrew Bible. Moreover, it

tofche Jews and Mohammedans.

From Halle streams of the new life flowed out until

there were traces of reawakening throughout Europe.

First, the larger cities gave signs of returning faithj

and the universities which were most bitter against

Spener were influenced by the power of the teachings

of his immediate successors. Switzerland was one of

the first countries to adopt Pietism. Ziirich, Basle

Berne, and all the larger towns received it with glad

Bess. It penetrated as far east as the provinces border

ing on the Baltic Sea, and as far North as Denmark

Norway, and Sweden. Many of the Continental courts

welcomed it, and Orphan Houses, after the model of

Francke's, became the fashion of the day. The Ee
7
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formed church was influenced and impelled "by it, and

even England and the Netherlands indicated a strong

sympathy for its practical and evangelical features. No

higher tribute can Tbe paid it than that of Tholuck, who

avers,
"
that the Protestant church of Germany lias never

possessed so many zealous Christian ministers and lay-

men as in the firstforty years of the eighteenth century?
There are two names intimately connected with

Pietism in its better days, which it would be improper
to pass over. Arnold, the historian of Pietism, and

Thomasius, the eminent jurist. They were both alike

dangerous to the very cause they sought to befriend.

The former, in his History of Churches and Heretics,

took such decided ground against the existing church

system that he was fairly charged with being a Separa-

tist. He attached but little importance to dogmatics,

despised orthodoxy, and inveighed against the church

as if she were the veriest pest in the land. While a

student at Wittenberg he applied himself to the study
of Mysticism, and now claimed that its incorporation

with Pietism was the only salvation of Christianity.

He held that great sins had existed in the church ever

since the days of the Apostles, the first century being
the only period when it enjoyed comparative purity.

Thomasius, very naturally, held Arnold iu high esteem,

and lauded his services in the following language:
u
lle

is the only man, or at least the first, who has avoided

the follies into which others have fallen, and discov.

ered and fully exposed the errors which have been

especially committed by the Englishman Cave
;
ho has

ir.a'mtamed that the Church of Christ, with respect to

life and conduct, had begun to fall into decay imme-

diately after the ascension of our Saviour, and still

more after the death of the Apostles, and that this
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degeneracy h^id enormously increased since the age of

Constantine the Great." 1

TChoraasips, though not personally connected with

Pietism, gave it all his influence. He was Director of

the University of Halle, and defended the Pietists from

the standpoint of statesmanship. He believed Pietism

the only means of uprooting the long-existing corrup-
tions of education, society, and religion. He opposed
the custom of teaching and lecturing in Latin, warmly

advocating the use of French, and subsequently of Ger-

man. He wished to cultivate the German spirit, and

spared no pains to accomplish his purpose. While yet
a teacher at Leipzig he announced a course of lectures

to be delivered in the German language. The outcry
was great against him ;

but he persevered, and hence-

forth delivered all his lectures in his mother tongue.
Since his time the use of Latin, as a colloquial, has

gradually decreased, and at the present day the German

is the chief language employed at the universities.

Thomasius was also the first to combat the system of

prosecutions for witchcraft, $nd the application of tor-

ture in criminal trials. He was a thorough and indefati-

gable reformer. His name was a tower of strength in

his generation ;
and he left a vivid impress upon the

German mind of the eighteenth century. He published

many works, some of which were directed against the

ministry because of their neglect of duty.

A new generation of professors arose in Halle.

C. B. Michaelis, the younger IVancke, Freilinghausen,

the elder Knapp, Callenberg, and Baurngarten, took the

place of their more vigorous predecessors. It is de-

plorable to see how Pietism now began to lose its first

power and earnest spirit. The persistent inquiry into

1
Schmid, Geschichte des Pietimw, pp. 475-486.
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scriptural truth passed over into a tacit acquiescence of

the understanding. Reliance was placed on the convic-

tions, more than on the fruits of study. Spener had

Iblended the emotions of the mind and heart, reason and

faith, harmoniously ;
but the later Pietists cast off the

former and Tblindly followed the latter. Hence they
soon found themselves indulging in superstition, and

repeating many of the errors of some of the most de-

luded Mystics. Science was frowned upon, because

of its supposed conflict with the letter of Scripture.

The language of Spener and Francke, which was full

of practical earnestness, came into disuse. Definitions

became loose and vague. The Collegia, which had done

so much good, now grew formin^VoIcT^and disputatious.

The missions, which had begun very auspiciously, dwin-

dled from want of means and men. External life be-

came pharisaical. Great weight was attached to long

prayers. A Duke of Coburg required the masters of

schools to utter a long prayer in his presence, as a test

of fitness for advancement. Pietism grew mystical,

ascetic, and superstitious. Some of its advocates and

votaries made great pretensions to holiness and unusual

gifts. This had a tendency to bring the system into

disrepute in certain quarters, though the good influences

that it had exerted still existed and increased. It

might disappear, but the good achieved by it would

live after it. But a strong effort was made by Frederic

William L to maintain its prominence and weight.
From 1729 to 1736, he continued his edict that no Luther-

an theologian should be appointed in a Prussian pulpit
who had not studied at least two years in Halle, and re-

ceived from the faculty a testimonial of his state of grace.

But when he was succeeded by Frederic IL, commonly
called Frederic the Great, that University no longer en-
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joyed the royal patronage, and Halle, instead of being
the school of practical .piety and scriptural study, de-

generated into a seminary of Rationalism.

It was charged against the Pietists that they wrote

but little. Writing was not their mission. It was

theirs to act, to reform the practical life and faith of the

people, not to waste all their strength in a war of

books. They wrote what they needed to carry out

their lofty aim
;
and this was, perhaps, sufficient. They

did lack profundity of thought ; but, let it be remem-

bered that their work was restorative, not initial.

Pietism, though it ceased its aggressive power after

Francke and Thomasius, was destined to exert a repro-

ductive power long afterwards. From their day to the

present, whenever there has arisen a great religious

want, the heart of the people has been directed towards

this same agency as a ground of hope. Whatever be

said against it, it cannot be denied that it has succeeded

in finding a safe lodgment in the affections of the evan-

gelical portion of the German church.

Witness Bengel, who was a Pietist of the Spener
school. He was warmly devoted to the spread of prac-

tical truth and a correct understanding of the Bible.

Kahnis says of him :

" We might indeed call conscien-

tiousness the fundamental virtue of Bengel. Whatever

lie utters, be it in science, or life, is more mature, more

well-weighed, more pithy, more consecrated than most

of what his verbose age has uttered. In the great he

saw the little, in the little the great." In the present

centiuy the church has had recourse to Pietism as its

only relief from a devastating Kationalism. Not the

Pietism of Spener and Francke, we acknowledge, but

the same general current belonging to both. Its organ

was the Evcvngelical Church 6to$6,inl827',
and among
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the celebrities who attached themselves to it we find

the names of Heinroth, von Meyer, Schubert, von Rau-

mer, Steffens, Schnorr, and Olivier.

Pietism lacked a homogeneous race of teachers.

Here lay the secret of its overthrow. Had the founders

been succeeded by men of much the same spirit, and

equally strong intellect, its existence would have been

guaranteed, as far as anything religious can be promised
in a country where there is a state church to control

the individual conscience. The great mistake of Luther-

anisni was in failing to adopt it as its child. The skepti-

cal germ which soon afterwards took root, gave evidence

that it could prove its overthrow for a time, at least :

but the evils of Rationalism were partially anticipated

by the practical teachings of the Pietists. Rationalisir

in Germany, without Pietism as its forerunner, woulc

have been fatal for centuries. But the relation of these

tendencies, so plainly seen in the ecclesiastical history
of Germany, is one of long standing. From the days
of Neo-Platonism to the present they have existed, the

good to balance the evil, Faith to limit Reason. They
have been called by different names

;
but Christianity

could little afford to do without it or its equivalent, in

the past ;
and the Church of the Future will still cling

as tenaciously and fondly to it or to its representative.



CHAPTER IV.

THE POPTJLAB PHILOSOPHY OF WOLFF SKEPTICAL TEN-
DENCIES FEOM ABROAD.

THE struggle between the Pietists and the Orthodox
subsided on the appearance of "Wolffs demonstrative

philosophy. The church was glad enough to offer the

friendly hand to Pietism when she saw her faith threat-

ened by this ruthless foe ; and if the followers of Spener
had refused to accept it, their success would have been
far more probable. Leibnitz was the father of Wolffs

system. Descartes had protested against any external

authority for the first principles of belief. Leibnitz and

Spinoza followed him, though in different directions.1

Leibnitz had no system in reality, and it is only from

certain well-known views on particular points that we
can infer his general direction of opinion. He sought
to prove the conformity of reason with a belief in reve-

lation on the principle that two truths cannot contradic*

each other. His doctrine of monads and preestablishea

harmony was opposed to the scriptural and ecclesiasti-

cal doctrine of creation, inasmuch as by the assumption
of the existence of atoms the Creator was thrown too

much in the shade.2 He wrote his Theodicee for the

benefit of learned and theological circles, and both as a

1
Farrar, Critical History of Free Thought, p. 214.

9
Hagenbach, History of Doctrine*^ vol. 2, p. S40.
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statesman and author lie acquired great celebrity for

Ids vast acquirements and discriminating mind.

But the philosophy of Leibnitz was confined to the

learned
;
and had it been left solely to itself, it is prob-

able that it would never have attracted great attention

or possessed much importance in the history of thought.
But Wolff, who studied all his works with the greatest

care, deduced from them certain summaries of argu-

ment, which, with such others of his own as he felt dis-

posed to incorporate with them, he published and

taught. Whatever censure we may cast upon Wolff,

we cannot ignore his good intentions. Even before his

birth, he had been consecrated by his father to the

service of God
;
and when he was old enough to mani-

fest his own taste, he showed a strong predilection for

theological study. He says of himself :

"
Having been

devoted to the study of theology by a vow, I also had

chosen it for myself; and my intention lias all along
been to serve God in the ministry, even when I was

already professor at Halle, until at length against my
will I was led away from it, God having arranged cir-

cumstances in such a manner that I could not carry out

tljds intention. )But having lived in my native place,"

BreslaupSmSng the Catholics, and having perceived
from my very childhood the zeal of the Lutherans and

Roman Catholics against one another, the idea was

always agitating my mind, whether it would not be

possible so distinctly to show the truth in theology that

it would not admit of any contradiction. When after-

wards I learned that the mathematicians were so sure

of their ground that every one must acknowledge it to

be true, I was anxious to study mathematics, for ths

sake of the method, in order to give diligence to reduce

theology to incontrovertible certainty," These words
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explain Wolffs whole system. He would make doctrine

so plain by mathematical demonstration that it must

be accepted. But the poison of his theory lay in the

assumption that what could not be mathematically
demonstrated was either not true or not fit to be taught.
He sets out with the principle that the human intellect

is capable of knowing truth. He divides his philosophy
into two parts : first, the theoretical : second, the prac-
tical. The former he subdivides into logic, metaphysics/
and physics ;

the latter into morals, natural right, and

politics. He admits a revelation, and proves its possi-

bility by maintaining that God can do whatever he

wishes. But this revelation must have signs in itself,

by which it may be known. First. It must contain

something necessary for man to know, which he cannot

learn in any other way. Second. The things revealed

must not be opposed to the divine perfections, and they
must not be self-contradictory : a thing is above reason

and contrary to reason when opposed to these prin-

ciples. Third. A divine revelation can contain neither

anything which contradicts reason and experience, nor

anything which may be learned from them, for God is

omniscient, he knows the general as well as the partic-

ular, and he cannot be deceived. Necessary truths are

those the contrary of which is impossible ;
accidental

truths, those of which the contrary is impossible only

tinder certain conditions. Now, revelation could not

contradict necessary truths
;
but it may appear to con-

tradict those which are accidental. Geometrical truths

are necessary ;
and therefore revelation could not oppose

them
;
but as accidental truths refer to the changes of

natural things, it follows that these may be apparently

contradicted by revelation; though if we search

minutely, we shall at last be able to lift the veil from
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the contradictions. Fourth. Revelation cannot com-

mand anything contrary to tile laws of the nature of

existence and of the mind, for whatever is opposed to

the laws of nature is equally opposed to those of reason,

Fifth. When it can be proved that he who declares that

he has received a divine revelation has airived at his

knowledge by the natural use of his mental powers,
then his declaration cannot be considered true. Sixth.

In a revelation all things ought to be expressed in such

words, or by such signs, that he who is the object of it

can clearly recognize the divine action. For God knows

all possible symbolical means of knowledge, and does

nothing without a purpose.

These views Wolff taught from his university-chair

in Halle, and disseminated throughout the laud in pub-
lications under various titles. He aimed to reach not

only the young theologians and all who wore likely to

wield a great public influence, but to so popularize his

system that the unthinking masses might become his

followers. He succeeded. Even Roman Catholics em-

braced his tenets, and he was accustomed to way, with

evident satisfaction, that his text-books were used at

Ingolstadt, Vienna, and Rome. The glaring defect of

his philosophy was his application of the formal logical

process to theology. He reduced the examination of

truth to a purely mechanical operation. The e fleet was

soon seen. When his students began to fill the pulpits

the people heard cold and stately logic, extended defini-

tions, and frequent mathematical phrases. Think of

the clergy feeding their flocks on such food us the fol-

lowing :

" God a being who supports all the world at

one time ;"
" PreestabUshed harmony the eternal union

of things )"
" Hatio sufficiens the sufficient ground /

"

with many other arid definitions of the same class,
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One preacher, in explaining the eighth chapter of Mat-

thew, thought it necessary, when noticing the fact of

Jesus descending the mountain, to define the term

mountain by declaring it to be " a very elevated place ;

"

and, when discoursing on Jesus stretching forth his

hand and touching the leper, to affirm that " the hand
is one of the members of the body." It is astonishing
how quickly the popular principles and teachings
of the followers of Wolff began to supplant Pietism.

In the university and the pulpit there were sad and

numerous evidences of decline. Perhaps no system of

philosophy has ever penetrated the masses as did this of

"Wolff; for no one has been more favored with cham-

pions who aimed to indoctrinate the unthinking. Old

terms, which had been used by the first Lutherans and

Reformed in common, and by the Pietists with such

effectiveness, were now abandoned for the modern

ones of these innovators. Everything that had age
on its side was rejected because of its age. Even the

titles of books were fraught with copious definitions.

The Wertheim translation of the Old Testament was

published under the extended name of "The Dwine

Writing-? before the time of Jesus, the Messiah. The

First JPart, containing the Laws of the Isi*ads" The

Wolffian adepts wrote for Moabites, Modhs ; for the

Apostle Peter, Peter the Ambassador.

Wolff's life was full of incident. The first publica-

tions he issued after bis appointment to the math-

ematical professorship were on subjects within Hi

appropriate sphere of instruction. Here he first ac

quired his fondamental principle of mathematical de

monstration applied to theology, and henceforth his mine

was bent on philosophical and theological themes. W<
are reminded of the same process of mental action ii
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Bishop Colenso. In a late catalogue of his works,
we have counted twelve mathematical text-boots.

These are at least an index of his attachment to

mathematical demonstration
;
and it is not surprising

that an ill-regulated mind should fall into Wolff's error

of applying the same method to the Scriptures. The

Bishop's works find their exact prototype in the " Rear

sonahle Tliouglita of God? "Natural Theology? and

"Moral Philosophy." of Christian Wolff. The mathe-

matical professor at Halle was not long in exposing his

views
;
and on more than one occasion gave umbrage

to his Pietistic associates. His offence reached its

climax when he delivered a public discourse on the

Morals of Confucius, which he applauded most enthu

siastically. The Rector of the university, Fran eke, re-

quested the use of the manuscript, which the author

refused to grant. Influence was brought to bear against
Wolff at court

;
and when it was represented that if his

teachings were propagated any further they woxild pro-

duce defection in the army, Frederic William I. indued a

decree of deposition from his chair, and banishment from

his dominions within forty-eight hours, on penalty of

death. This occurred in 1^23. After Frederic the

Great ascended the throne, and began to countenance

the increasing skeptical tendencies of the day, ho re-

called him, in 1Y40, to his former position, lie was re-

ceived, it is true, with some enthusiasm, but his success

as a lecturer and preacher had passed its aeitith Of
his reception at Halle after his long absence ho thus

writes, with no little sense of self-gratulation :
" A great

multitude of students rode out of the city to moot me,
in order to invite me formally. They were attended

by six glittering postillions. All the villagers along
the roadside came out of their towns, and anxiously
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awaited my arrival. "When we reached Halle, all the

streets and market-places were filled with an immense
concourse of people, and I celebrated my jubilee amidst

a universal jubilee. In the street, opposite the house

which I had rented as my place of residence, there was

gathered a band of music, which received me and my
attendants with joyous strains. The press of the mul-

titude was so great that I could hardly descend from

my carriage and find my way to my rooms. My arrival

was announced on the same evening to the professors

and all the dignitaries of the city. On the following

day they called upon me, and gave me warm greetings
of welcome and esteem. Among all the rest I was re-

ceived and welcomed by Dr. Lange, who wished me the

greatest success, and assured me of his friendship ;
of

course I promised to visit him in return."

Verily this was an epoch in theological history^

It proves how thoroughly the Wolffian philosophy had

impregnated the common classes. They had learned its

principles thoroughly, and the lapse of more than a cen-

tury has not fully disabused them of its errors. The phi-

losophy of Kant was the first to supplant the Wolfian

in learned circles
;
but Kant has had no such popular

interpreter as Wolff was of Leibnitz, and hence his influ-

ence, though deep where prevalent^ was felt in a more

limited sphere. Wolff cannot be termed a Rationalist

in the common acceptation of the term, though his doc-

trines contributed to the growth of neological thinking.

Had he been theologian alone, and applied his prin-

ciples to the interpretation of Scripture, he would have

done much of ff^TTllfiT^...y
ftr^ It was, therefore, the

latter and not the former whom we would denominate

the father of Rationalism. Moreover, Wolff manifested

a strict obeservance of the ecclesiastical institutions of
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Is day, and always professed the warmest attachment

> the church, which was anything but the fact, as

$ as the followers of Semler are concerned. Wolff

Tote on a circular announcing some university celebra-

on the following words, which indicate the habit

f his life :

" I see, and would like to be present. Yet

3 1 have purposed to partake of the Lord's Supper on

ae same day I do not know whether I shall be able to

e present, inasmuch as I should not like to change my
itention

; yet I will consider the matter with my min-

ster. Signed, Christian Wolff, 1717."

Of the relations of the Wolffian philosophy to
thej

heology of one century ago, and of its general Ration-'

Jistic bearing, Mr. Farrar says, "The system soon

)ecame universally dominant. Its orderly method

>ossessed the fascination which belongs to any encyclo-

)sedic view of human knowledge. It coincided, too,

*rith the tone of the age. Really opposed, as Carte;

lianism has been in France, to^e^i^oIa^rciRiSTwhich

jtill reigned, its dogmatic form nevertheless , boro such
> !< .....imnnulHiWr.i'. .....ml I

n<i*'H*'"^'
MM**4ip.it* < " .*I*>KM

^

tm

3xternal similarity to it that it fell in with the old liter-

TKe evil effects which it subsequently pro-

duced in reference to religion were due only to the

point of view which it ultimately induced. Like

Locke's work on the reasonableness of Christianity, i1

stimulated intellectual speculation concerning revela

tion. By suggesting attempts to deduce d priori tin

necessary character of religious truths, it turned men'

attention more than ever away from spiritual religioi

to theology. The attempt to demonstrate everything
caused dogmas to be viewed apart from their practice

aspect ;
and men being compelled to discard the prc

vious method of drawing philosophy out of Scriptun
an independent philosophy was created, arid Scriptur
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compared with, its discoveries. Philosophy no longer
relied on Scripture, bat Scripture rested on philosophy.

Dogmatic theology was made a part of metaphysical

philosophy. This was the mode in which Wolffs phi-

losophy ministered indirectly to the creation of the dis-

position to make scriptural dogmas submit to reason,

which was denominated Rationalism. The empire of

it was undisputed during the whole of the middle part
of the century, until it was expelled, toward the close,

by the partial introduction of Locke's philosophy, and

of the system of Kant, as well as by the growth of

classical erudition, and of a native literature."
1

"Wolff was succeeded by a school of no ordinary

ability. But his disciples did not strictly follow him
;

they went not only the length that he did, but much
further. Their thinking and literary labor circled

about inspiration. It was evident that they were intent

upon solving the problem and handing the doctrine

over to the world as entitled to respect and unalterable.

Baujngartgn^was the connecting link bgtween the Piet-

ism of Spener and the Rationalism of Semler. He
was the successor of Wolff in the university-chair of

Halle, and, as such, the eyes of the people were turned

toward him. His acquirements were versatile, for he

studied every subject of theology with poetic enthusiasm.

Nor was he a superficial student merely ;
and his oppo-

nents well knew that in him they had found no mean

adept in philosophy, theology, hermeneutics and ecclesias-

tical history. His writings bear a strong impress of Ulu

minism, but he contributed most to the formation of

Rationalistic theology by training Semler for his greaj
**" *'*'*' ** * *rvjA

r raninimai i "yfri*< f.

destructive mission. He acknowled-gecTthe presence of

the Holy Spirit in Scripture, but reduced inspiration t<

1
Critical History ofFree Though^ pp. 215-216.
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an influence which Grod exercises over the mental facut

ties. Both he and Tollner declared that the Spirit had

permitted each writer to compose according to the pe-

culiar powers of his mind, and to arrange facts accord-

ing to his own comprehension of them.

Tollner was a follower of Baumgarten. He was not
' M - ' "* ~ * "" "" " '

-.
f ^ ^^ ^ *<****"

*^*^"*"**' ' "

intent upon any innovating theories as much as he was

desirous to harmonize the old ecclesiastical system with

the new philosophy. He had some views in common
with "Wolff; but he totally differed from him in his con-

ception of mathematical demonstration of theology, and

maintained that theology cannot be mathematically

demonstrated, but that its integrity and worth depend

solely upon historical testimony. Does the Christian

system liave the auffionty of history for its defence ?

If so, it will stand the test of universal opposition ;

but, if not, it will fall of its own weight. The ten-

dency of his deductions was negative, and hence we
rank him as no ordinary agent toward the growth of

historic doubt, # Here we behold the germ of such

thinking as developed in Strauss' Life of Je&iM in the

present century. Tollner held that Scripture is com-

posed of two senses, the natural and revealed.
.
That

which is natural is subject to criticism
;
but the reveal-

ed or spiritual light is always clearer, and does not call

for much inquiry. There may be differences between

the two, but there can be no contradiction.
" The revela-

tion in Scripture," he says,
"

is a greater and more per-

fect means of salvation. Both the natural light and

revelation lead the man who follows them to salvation,

Scripture only more $o?

The historian cannot fail to observe a systematic and

steadfast development of skepticism in the lands south

and west of Germany. Many causes contributed to its
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growth in Italy, whose prestige in war, extensive and
still increasing commerce, and ambitious and gifted

rulers, were a powerful stimulus to vigorous thought.
The classics became the favorite study, and all the

writings of the ancients were seized with avidity,
to yield, as far as they might, their treasure of philoso-

phy, history and poetry. Leo X. was notoriously skep-

tical, and, as much from sympathy as pride, surrounded

himself with the leading spirits of the literature of

the times. "With him morality was no recommenda-

tion. Two tendencies took positive form, as the result

of the literary tastes of the court and thinking classes :

first,
a return to heathenism, produced by the study of

the classics
;
and second, a species of pantheism, produced

by philosophy.
"We now come to the Deism of England, which not

only succeeded in corrupting the spiritual life of France,

but became directly incorporated into the theology ofi

G-ermany. It was the so-called philosophy of common

sense. The most thorough German writer on the

'subject, JLiechler, has well defined it,
"
The^elevafcion

of natural religion to be the standard and rule of all

positive religion, an elevation which is supported by
free examination by means of thinking." It started

on the principle that reason is the source and meas-

ure of truth
;
and therefore discarded, as its Rational-

istic offspring in Germany, whatever was miraculous or

supernatural in Christianity. There was much earnest-

ness in some of its champions ;
nor was there any ab-

sence of warm attachment to the morality and religious

influence of the Scriptures. Thus it differed widely from

the flippancy and frivolity of the Deists of France.

"We cannot, however, consider Lord Herbert's serious

reflections on the publication of his chief work as a fair

8
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specimen of the tone of his coadjutors. They wen

mostly inferior to him in this respect, though it woulc

not be safe to say that their influence on the public

mind of England was less baneful than his. Having
finished his book, Traotatus de Veritate, he hesitated be

fore committing it to the press.
tc Thus filled," he says

" with doubts, I was on a bright summer day sitting ir

my room
; my window to the south was open ;

the stu

shone brightly ;
not a breeze, was stirring. I took mj

book on Truth into my hand, threw myself on m)

knees, and prayed devoutly in the words,
c O thou one

God, thou Author of this light which now shines upor

me, thou Giver of all inward light, I implore thce, ac

cording to thine infinite mercy to pardon my request

which is greater than a sinner should make. I am noi

sufficiently convinced whether I may publish this bool

or not. If its publication shall be for thy glory, I be

seech thee to give me a sign from Heaven, If not, ]

will suppress it.' I had scarcely finished these wordt

when a loud, and yet at the same time a gontle soum"

came from heaven, not like any 'sound on earth. Thi
comforted me in such a manner, and gave me such f

satisfaction, that I considered my prayer as having beet

heard."

Deism in England began with the predominance

given to nature by Bacon. Locke contributed greatl}

to fts formation by discarding the proof of Chrwtianitj

by miracles and supernatural observations, but claimec

that nature is of itself sufficient to touch it. Hence

man can draw all necessary faith from nature. Lor,c

Herbert, of Cherbury, held that education is inconsistenl

with true religion, sinceTthe earliest pagan times mani

fested a higher state of morality than later periods of cul

ture and refinement. Hobbes considered religion only
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a sort of police force, useful solely as an agent of the

State to keep the people within bounds.

Shaftesbury, the disciple and follower of Locke, ad-

dressed himself by his style to the higher classes. He
cultivated the acquaintance of the rising leaders of

skepticism in France and Holland, and continued

through life on terms of cordial intimacy with Bayle,
Le Clerc, and others of kindred spirit. He was relent-

less in his attacks on -revealed religion. His hostility

may be inferred from the fact that Voltaire termed

him even too bitter an opponent of Christianity.

Warburton says,
" Mr. Pope told me that, to his knowl-

edge, Tlie Ghwacteristics have done more harm to re-

vealed religion in England than all the other works

of infidelity together." Collins contributed more, than
* *^ ~ajM -Trrr" n i i i *,* - ' ' '

any other ajathoi: -to.Jihe-,r4s^~o, Deism in France. He

appIieST" himself to the overthrow of all faith. Ig-

noring prophecy, he held that nothing in the Old

Testament has any other than a typical or allegorical

bearing upon the New Testament.

Wollaston's creed was the pursuit of happiness by
the practice'of reason and truth. He was the epicurean

of the system which he adopted, and sought to prove
that religion is wholly independent of faith. He first

published a brief outline of his views in a limited num-

ber of copies, but afterwards prepared a new and en-

larged edition. Twenty thousand copies were sold, and

six other editions found a ready sale between 1724 and

1738. Woolston strove to bring the miracles of Christ

into contempt. Mandeville and Morgan, contemporaries

ofWoolston, wrote against the state religion. Of ChubVs

views we can gather sufficiently from his three princi-

ples : First. That Christ requires of men that, with all

their heart and all their soul, they should follow the
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eternal and unchangeable precepts of natural morality.

Second. That men, if they transgress the laws of moral-

ity, must give proofs of true and genuine repentance,

because without such repentance, forgiveness or pardon
is impossible. Third. In order more deeply to impress

these principles upon the minds of men, and give them

a greater influence upon their course of action, Jesus

Christ has announced to mankind, that God hath ap-

pointed a day wherein he will judge the world in

righteousness, and acquit and condemn, reward or pun-

ish, according as their conduct has been guided by the

precepts which he has laid down. With Bolingbroke's

name closes the succession of the elder school of Eng-
lish Deists. He wrote against the antiquity of faith,

showing bitter hostility to the Old Testament. His aim,

in addition to this antagonism to revelation, was to found

a selfish philosophy.

Many of the works by these writers were ill-writ-

ten and lacked depth of thought. Some were, how-

ever, masterpieces of original thinking and writing.

The style of Mandeville, for example, has been

eulogized extravagantly both by Hazlitt and Lord

Macaulay.
It cannot be expected that a movement so extensive

as this, and participated in by the leading literary met)

of the day would be without its influence abroad. Its

first effect was to elicit great opposition ;
and numerous

replies poured in from every quarter. Toland's Chris

tianity Not Mysterious was combated in the year
1760 by fifty-four rejoinders in England, Franco and

G-ermany. Up to the same period, TindaPs Christianity
as Old as the World was greeted with one hundred and

six opponents. The Germans repulsed those tendencies

bravely at first, and among others was the gifted and
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versatile Mosheim, who delivered public lectures against
the influx of Deistical speculations. But gradually
translations were made, and the Germans were soon

able to read those works for themselves. All the

Deists were rendered into their language, and some

were honored with many translators. True, there

were replies from the theologians of England imme-

diately upon the appearance of the works of the lead-

ing Deists; but many of them were very feeble, the

puny blows doing more harm than good. When these

rejoinders came to be translated they had almost as de-

leterious an influence as if they had been panegyrics in-

stead of well-meant thrusts. John Pye Smith says,

"Translations were made of our Deistical writers of

that time, and of a large number of vindications of

Christianity which were published by some English di-

vines of note in reply to Collins, Tindal, Morgan and their

tribe
;
and which, in addition to their insipid and un-

impassioned character, involved so much of timid apology
and unchristian concession that they rather aided than

obstructed the progress of infidelity." Through the 5

fluence of Baumgarten and others Deism now gained

great favor in Germany. Toland was personally wel-

comed, flattered and honored at the very court that of

Frederic William L which had banished Wolf, and

made adherence to his doctrines a bar to all preferment.,

There ^r$a a speedy, adoption of English Deism by

France,' though the French had manifested stron&jafc

lacEment to gkepticism as far back as ttie Jllustrious

reign of J$njp,Xiyn whosacourt had dictated religion

and jiterature to EOTO^eJ IlTwas in 1688 that Le

Vasser wrote :
"
People only speak of reason, good taste.

the force of intellect, of the advantage of those who

put themselves above the prejudices of education and
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of the society in which they were born Pyrrhonism
is now the fashion above everything else. People think

that the legitimate exercise of the niind consists in not

believing rashly, and in knowing how to doubt many

things. What can be more intolerable and humiliating
than to see onr pretended great men boast themselves

of believing nothing, and of calling those people simple

and credulous who have not perhaps examined the first

proofs of religion ?
" The condition of things was no

better in the reign of Louis XV., nor indeed at any time

during the eighteenth century. It could not be ex

pected that Rousseau would overpaint the picture ; yet
in his La NowveUe Helo'ise we find this language :

" No

disputing is here heard that is, in the literary coteries-

no epigrams are made
; they reason, but not in the stiff

professional tone
; you find fine jokes without puns, wit

witli reason, principles with freaks, sharp satire and

delicate flattery with serious rules of morality. They

speak of everything in order that every one may have

to say something, but they never exhaust tho questions

raised; from the dread of getting tedious they bring
them forth only occasionally, shorten them hastily, and

never allow a dispute to arise. Every one informs

himself, enjoys himself, and ^departs from the others

pleased. But Avhat is it that is learned from these in-

teresting conversations? One loam* to dtferul with

spirit the cause of untruth, to shake with philosophy all

tJw principles of virtue, to gloss over with fine sylloyivms
onds passions a/nd prejudices in order to give a modern

shape to wrot\ When any one speaks, it in to a certain

extent his dress, not himself, that has an opinion ;
and

the speaker will change it as often as he will change
Ms profession. Give him a tie-wig to-day, to-morrow a

uniform, and the day after a mitre, and you will have
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him defend, in succession, tlie laws, despotism, and the

Inquisition. There is one kind of reason for the lawyer,
another for the financier, and a third for the soldier.

Thus, no one ever says what he thinks, but what, on

account of his interest, he would make others believe
;

and his zeal for truth is only a mask for selfishness."

J^isj?mJ:hLb.asibS iip.on wJaichVoltaire; and Rousseau
built in France. What wonder that the one with his

pungent sarcasm, popular style and display of philoso-

phy, and the other with his morbid sentimentalism,

should become the real monarchs not only of their own

land, but of cultivated circles throughout the Con-

tinent? There was not the slightest sympathy be-

tween these two men, for they hated each, other cor-

dially, and each was jealous of the other's fame and

genius. Voltaire said one day to Eousseau, who was

showing him an Ode Addressed to Posterity,
" This is

a letter which will never reach the place of its address.'*

At another time, Voltaire having read a satire of his

own composition to Eousseau, the latter advised him

to
"
suppress it lest it should be imagined that he had

lost his abilities- and preserved only his virulence."

But Voltaire was inordinately ambitious
;
he longed to

rise to fame, as on the wings of the eagle.
" How un-

worthy, and how dull of appreciation is sluggish France,"

thought he. For her rewards he had toiled, and

thought, and racked his brain for years. But she was

stern, and would not honor him. He therefore became

disgusted with his native land, and set out for England,

whose scientific and theological literature had already

fired his mind. George I. and the Princess of Wales,

afterward Queen Caroline, distinguished him by their

attentions, and relieved his poverty by securing large

subscriptions to his works. It was here that he com-
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menced to lay up a princely fortune
;
but it was not

until the close of Ms long and stirring life that lie for-

swore his miserly habits. He found in the deistical lit-

erature of England everything that could suit his taste

and ambition.
"
Here," reasoned he to himself,

"
I find

what I never dreamed of before. France would not

tolerate these thoughts if her own sons had given birth

to them; but this is England, and we Frenchmen ie-

spect the thinkkg of the English mind. I will not

translate much, but I will go to work with hearty

earnestness, and reproduce in French literature what I

find worthy of it in these free-thinking masters. May
be, after all, I shall become a .great man." The plan
succeeded. Voltaire, on his return, became more oat-

spoken in his infidelity. His star ascended; and he

ruled, not by original but by borrowed lustre.

Frederic the Great of Prussia was captivated by the

skeptical and literary celebrity of Voltaire. The latter

was not long back again in France before his wolfish

sensitiveness imagined that all the literary men of his

country had entered into a cabal to deprive him of his

fame and hurl him from the throne of his literary au-

thority. He was therefore ready to be caught -by the

most tempting bait
;
and when Frederic offered him a

pension of twenty-two thousand livres,it was more than

the miserly plagiarist could resist. Of his reception by
the king he thus speaks in his usual stylo : "I sot out

for Potsdam in June, 1750, Astolpha did not meet a

kinder reception in the palace of Alcuia. To be lodged
in the same apartments that Marshal Saxe had occu-

pied, to have the royal cooks at my command when I

chose to dine alone, and the royal coachman when I

had an inclination to ride, were trifling favors. Our

suppers were very agreeable. If I am not deceived I
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think we had. nmcli wit The king was witty, and

gave occasion of wit to others
;
and what is still more

extraordinary, I never foundmyself so much at my ease;

I worked two hours a day with his majesty ;
corrected

his works
;
and never failed highly to praise whatever

was worthy of praise, though I rejected the dross. I

gave him details of all that was necessary in rhetoric

and criticism for his use : he profited by my advice,

and his genius assisted him more effectually than my
lessons."

But matters did not move on a great while thus

harmoniously, for Voltaire, becoming complicated in

personal difficulties with greater favorites of Frederic,

received the frown of the man he had so much flat-

tered, and whose purse had been enriching his coffers.

The skeptic returned to France, wrote other works, set-

tled near the romantic shore of Lake Greneva, and re-

turned honored, great, and feasted to Paris. Indulging
in unaccustomed excesses, his frail and aged body sank

beneath the weight. But Frederic and Voltaire main-

tained a correspondence many years after the flatterer's

disgrace. Full of trouble, haunted by dreams of conspir-

acy and of poverty, successful in achieving more evil

than usually falls to the lot of a single mind, Voltaire

passed from the society of men to the presence of God.

It has been truthfully said of him in proof of his incon-

sistency, that he was a free thinker at London, a Carte-

sian at Versailles, a Christian at Nancy, and an infidel

at Berlin.

Rousseau sought to establish the proposition tha

the progress of scientific education has always involve*

the decay of moral education. With Lord Herbert h

held that barbarism has ever been the condition

greatest moral power. A sentiment from his
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furnishes the key to his creed :

"
Everything is good

when it comes forth from the hand of the Creator;

everything degenerates under man's hand. In the state

in which things now are, a man who from the moment
of his birth would live among others, would, if left to

himself, be most disfigured. Prejudices, authority, con-

straint, example, all social institutions which now de-

press us, would choke nature in him, and nothing
would be put in its stead. He would resemble a young
tree which, growing up accidentally in the street, would

soon pine away inconsequence of the passers-by push-

ing it from all sides, and bending it in all directions."

Rousseau wrote with great earnestness, and possessed
the faculty of inspiring his readers with an enthusiastic

admiration of his theories. His romances misled many
thousands, and were the most popular productions of

his times. Though he and Voltaire were the exponents
of French Peisni,lEey"were greatly aided in the dis-

semination of skeptical doctrines by Diderot, (TAlem-

bert, Hclvetius, d'Argent, de la Mettrie, and others.

Bayle, in his Dictionary, appealed to the learned circles;

and, not content to give only historical iacts, lie ven-

tured upon the origination or reproduction of those new

skeptical opinions which captivated unthinking multi-

tudes. ,
>

- -
'

-

,.
,. , ,, ,

The Deism J?f France was now^a coadjutor wiUi.tliat

of England in the devastation of GennSHjy' The throne

of FredericJX was the ex}wn^ th<j

hollow creed., The military successes of that king gav
him an authority that few monarchs have been able tc

wield, while his well-known literary tante and capacity

enlisted the admiration, of men of culture throughout
the Continent. Born o bear the sword, he Burprisec

his subjects by the same felicity in the use of the pen
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and tlie man who could leave to his successors a treas-

ury with a surplus of seventy-two millions of thalers, an

army of two hundred and twenty thousand men, a

kingdom increased by twenty-nine thousand square

miles, and a people grown since his accession from two
millions to thrice that number, was not a Mng who
could be without great moral weight among his own.

subjects. And it was known that he was a skeptic, forj

he made no secret of it. No traces of the old Pietisir

of his harsh father were visible in the son. Gathering
aroundTESoTsuiihlbien as Voltaire, La Mettrie, Mauper-
tuis, and others whom his gold could attach to him, he

was the same king in faith and literature that he was in

politics. Claiming to be a Deist, it is probable that he

was a very liberal one. It is more than likely that he

was truthful in his description of himself when he wrote

to d'Alernbert that he had never lived under the same

roof with religion. He claimed for, his meanest sub-

jects the right to serve God ia their own way; but

all the power of his example was at work in^drawing
the "pebple' from the old faith. He hesitated not to

^ - . >
' "

^M.-m_*. ,.,,. .

supplant evangelical professors and pastors by free-

thinkers, and at any time to bring ridicule on any

religious fact or custom. That thin-visaged man in top

boots and cocked hat, surrounded by his infidels and

his dogs at Sans Souci, dictated faith to Berlin and to

Europe. He would have no one within the sunshine

of royalty whom he could not use as he wished
;
and

just as soon as Voltaire would be himself he became

disgraced. But Frederic lived to see the day when in-

subordination sprang up in his army, and in many de-

partments of public life. It came from the abnegation

of evangelical faith. And it is no wonder that when

the old king saw the disastrous effects of his own
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theories upon Ms subjects, lie said lie would willing-

ly give Ids best battle to place Ms people where lie

found them at his father's death. But the seed had

been sown, and Prussia was destined to be only a part
of the harvest-field of tares.



CHAPTER Y.

EMLER A2SD THE DESTRUCTIVE SCHOOL.

17501810.

THE foreign influences Toeing fairly introduced, it now
remained to be seen what course tlie German church

would adopt respecting them. The process of incorpo-
ration was rapid. A remarkable activity of mind was
observable in the theological world, and men of great

learning and keen intellect began to apply the deduc-

tions of foreign naturalism to the sacred oracles. No
one can claim that the interpretation of the Scriptures
rested at this time on a pure and solid basis

;
and it is

therefore not remarkable that those men who had no

special predilection for the doctrine of inspiration should

silently submit to the views of the orthodox believers

of their time. The divine origin of Hebrew points and

accents was rigidly contended for
;
and Michaelis only

fell in with the accustomed current when, in his early

life, he wrote a work in their defence. The theory that

Brrors of transcription might possibly have crept into

the text, was totally rejected. JSTo such thing could, by
any contingency, occur. The fable of Aristeas was still

considered worthy a place in the canon. The sanctity

of the Hebrew language, and other Rabbinical notions,

were defended. Christ was discovered in every book
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of the Old Testament
;
the perfect purity of the Greek

of the New Testament was held
;
and fabulous accounts

of early martyrs and miraculous legends were elevated

to the same standard of authority with the gospels.

What wonder, then, that when such absurdities were

entertained by the evangelical portion of the church the

temptation of others to skepticism was so great ? Men
like Ernesti could not resist the enticement to combat

such a state of criticism
;
and he gave himself to the

task with all the ardor of his nature.

He was the classic scholar of his day. The purity
VJL his diction and the fertility of his authorship gained
him a hearing among the educated and refined. His

word became law. In his case, as with many others of

his countrymen both before and after him, his theologi-

cal tastes gave him far more authority than his merely

linguistic and literary attainments could have gained
for him. Pie was distinguished as a preacher not less

than as a scholar. Enamored with the old classic times,

the atmosphere of Greece in her glory of taste and cul-

ture, and of Eome in her lustre of victory and law made
him impatient of the dull theology of his day. He
lived not in Germany, but in the temples and bowers

of paganism. His Latinity was scarcely inferior to the

flowing utterances of his heathen masters. He edited

many classical works, and succeeded in regenerating the

humanistic studies of Europe. For this all honor be

given him
;
but he did not rest here. Ho examined

the New Testament with the critic's scalpel, and applied
the principles of ordinary interpretation to the word of

(3rod. He held that Moses should receive no bettor

treatment than Cicero or Tacitus, Logos was reason

arid wisdom in the Greek writings ; why should it mean

Christ or the Word when we find it in the goHpel of
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John? Regeneration need not be surrounded with a

saintly halo
;

it is absurd to suppose that it can mean

any more than reception into a religious society. The

Holy Spirit does not communicate divine influences, but

certain praiseworthy qualities. Unity with the Father

is mere unity of disposition or will. The Old-Testa-

ment is very good in its way, but it certainly cannot

be intended for all mankind
;
since many parts can have

no salutary influence whatever on the heart and life.

It might be of some use to the Jews, but since we are

so far beyond them it is quite out of place for us.

Both Grrotius and Wetstein^ had been the fore-

*^nners of Ernesti in this method of interpretation.

What he wrought against the New Testament had its

sounterpart in the ~migehigf-effected by Johr^ David

Michaelis
t against the,,CU4- This theologian was pro-

?

oundly learned in the Oriental, languages, but he wasJ *iW t
*"" *?* *- - O O 4

i reckless and irreverent critic. He made light of many
>f the occurrences of the Old Testament, and whenever

;he students applauded one of his obscene jokes, he was

dckled into childishness. He made no claim to an

experimental acquaintance with the operations of the

Eoly Spirit, and used his position as theological profes-

sor and lecturer only as the stepping-stone to money
ind fame. He would make Moses a very good sort of

statesman, but took care to cast censure upon him

whenever the feeblest occasion was offered. Still he

lid not go so far as to cause great offense to his Jewish

"eaders, who were very numerous at that time, for that

svould have endangered the pecuniary profits from his

books. He lectured on every subject that came in his

^ay, and discussed from his chair natural science,

politics, agriculture, and horse-breeding, with as much

respecl and reverence as the song of Moses or the ufr
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terances of Isaiah. He carried Ernesti's principles a

step farther than that scholar had done. He held that

it is necessary not only to understand the situation and

circumstances of the writer and people at the time and

place in which the books were written, and the language
and history of the time, "but all things connected with

their moral and physical character. The critic must

also be conversant with everything relating to those na-

tions with whom the Jews associated, and know just

how far the latter received their opinions and customs

from abroad.

;
There have been few men who have shown greater

boldness in assaulting the Christian faith than Sem-

ler, the father of the destructive school of Katioualism.

Reared in the lap of the sternest Pietism, he found

himself a student at Halle pursuing his theological cur-

riculum. He was one of the charmed disciples at

Baumgarten's feet, but it was reserved for the pupil to

accomplish far more than the master had over antici-

pated. Gradually the old faith claimed him only by a

slight hold
;
and when, while yet a student, he drew

the subtle distinction betAvcen theology ami religion,

he, in tluat act, gave the parting hand to evangelical

faith. Then step by step lie descended, until lie looked

at the oracles of God with no more credence in their

inspiration and divine claims than his master before

him. In his turn ite became professor ;
and tluit was

a dark day for Geriuany and Protestantinm when lie

read his first lecture to his auditory, lie studied the

Scriptures while laboring under the conviction that

people worship the Bible instead of the univernal

Father; and he seemed to ay within himself: "I will

destroy this vain idolatry, if it take bread from my
wife and children : if life be lost in the effort." So he
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set himself to work with, a will. He was in a difficulty

concerning the want of understanding as to the number
of sacred Looks. He consulted the Jews of Palestine,
and they replied

"
twentydfour ;

" he went to the Alex-

andrians, and they answered " a greater number than

that
;

" and to the Samaritans, who stoutly held "
that

only the five booksj> -Moses have a just claim to divine

authority." With such difference of opinion among
those who ought to know all about the Holy Scrip-

tures, Semler, confounded and defiant, esteemed him-

self a judge on his individual responsibility. He con-

sequently began to examine the merits of each part.

And first of all, he must determine what is the proof
of the inspiration of a book. This he decided to be the

inward conviction of our mind that what it conveys to

us is truth. Certainly, reason cannot be sunk so low

as to discard its functions of judgment. And did nol

Christ use his natural faculties ? Letting reajaon, there

fore, be umpire, he concluded that the books of Chron

icles, Ruth, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther,,and the Song of

Solomon must be rejected ;
that Joshua, Judges, the

books of Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, are doubtful al

best
;
that the Proverbs of Solomon may be Ids or the

joint production of a number of tolerably gifted men ;

and that the Pentateuch, and especially Genesis, is a

mere collection of legendary fragments. The New Tes-

tament has some good qualities, which are wanting ii]

the Old
;
but there are parts of it positively injurious

to the church. The Apocalypse of John, for example,
can only be held by every calm critic as the work of a

wild fanatic. As to the gospels, their authenticity and

integrity are very doubtful, and that of John is the

only one in any wise adapted to the present state of the

world ;
since he alone is free from the Jewish spirit,

9
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The general epistles were written solely for tie unifica-

tion of the struggling parties into which the early
church had unfortunately split.

We now come to the famous Accommodation-Tlieon
tf^

Christ and his apostles taught doctrines of such nature

and by such method as were compatible with the pecu-
liarities of their condition. They adapted themselves

to the barbarism and coexistent prejudices of the peo-

ple ;
and hence we can only reconcile much that they

taught by their disposition to cater to the corrupt taste

of their time. The Jews already possessed many no-

tions which it would not be policy in Christ to annihi-

late; hence, said/Sender, he redotlied them, and gave
them a slight admixture of truth. Thus he reduced

Christ's utterances concerning angels, the second coming
of the Messialythe last Judgment, demons, resurrection

of the dead, and inspiration of the Scripture, to so

many aocommodations to prevailing carom. Scmler had

some indistinct faith in these revealed truth*), but the

stress which Christ laid upon them was, in las opinion,

a mere stroke of policy. This theory ho had been ma-

turing for some time, and he first made it public in the

preface to Ids Pwa$Jw
taM& of the Mpwtle to ilw Jtomans,

Another distinction which Sender drew in connec-

tion with his new method of eritieiHm, and somewhat

allied to the details of liiB accomfriodatkm-tlieoiy, was

between the local and temporary, the permanent and

eternal, in the Scriptures. A large portion of the Bible,

lie held, is only ephemeral, and wa never intended to

be anything else. There was a local intorent in the

accounts of the writers
;
but after the change of govern-,

ment, or the lapse of a generation or two, they had no

further application to mankind* Nor do they now meet*

the wants of the world
; they are only the obsolete
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machinery of a superseded civilization. Semler bitterly

complained of Ernesti by charging him with failing to

fix the time and locality of the circumstances of the

Scriptures. A few specimens will show how the latter

strove to meet the great want. The coming of our Lord

Jesus, 1 Cor. i. 7, is only the dawn of a temporal king-
dom

;

" Christ is a stumbling-block to the Jews," be-

cause he would not throw off thejJRomanyoke^as his

countrymen had fondly hoped ;
the "ApoiSCe

7

? determi-

nation " to know nothing but Jesus Christ crucified,"

meant that he knew nothing whatever of the second

coming of Christ
;
"the Spirit searching the deep things

of God " leads us to know that we can understand the

dark things of the Prophets ;

*' the creature which is

made subject to vanity
'*

is the Roman world still pur-

suing its idolatry: the demoniacs are mad men-whoms
^m^moHf^^L 4.**.'. f -^,rfw^-

:
-- y^/t^fci^w

it was cmly necessary to bind in order to render per-

fectly harmless. With such a system of interpretation

as this, no one who adopted it could pretend to assigr

for himself a limit to his skepticism. Whatever defied

the critic's acumen or the believer's spiritual grasp was

unraveled on the principle that it was local and tern

porary. Surely Rationalism was making a bold strofo

for supremacy, and it had the rare fortune of possessing

a man of Sender's versatile taste and boldness of utter

ance.

la one aspect he cameJi&io Jharmony with the Eng
'

emwwas.

noderateT He maintained that, they had done mor<

harm; but it was only the best of then

ivhom he really admired. He silently repudiated th

volatile French school, the learned Bayle being the onl;

one of the number whom he mentioned with any d<

of satisfaction. The view by which^ he came irrt
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nearest relation to the free-thinkers of England was,
tliat tlie Bible is but the republication of the religion

of nature. He held that the world had been taught

religion long before the Scriptures were written ; though
he confessed that in them we find it more clearly stated

and more rigidly enjoined than anywhere else. Among
the mass of natural teachings in the Bible we occasion-

ally come across a modicum of eternal truth
;
but the

seeker is very seldom rewarded with a real gem of per-

manent value. The Jews were grossly ignorant of

all important spiritual light. Their chief idea of

Jehovah was that he was their national God
;
and their

religion was purely one of circumstances and ceremonies.

Moses had some idea of the soul's immortality, but his

countrymen were not so highly favored as himself.

The Messiah of the Old Testament was a very vague

personage ;
and indistinct indeed must have been the

Jewish idea of a coming Redeemer.

But it was not here that Sender won his greatest

victories. His chief triumph was againwt the
liwtoyv}

and doctrinal authority of the church. His mind hacf

been thoroughly imbued with a disgust at what wns

ancient and revered. He appeared to <le.Hpio the antiqui-

ties of the church simply because they were antiquities.,

What was new and fresh, was, with him, worthy of
j

unbounded admiration and Hpoecly adoption. IIi&

prejudice against the Fathers may have been imbibed

in part from the Reformers; but, however derived, Iris!

distaste and censure knew no bounds All the early

Christian writers, he believed, were brimful of imper-
fections. Tertullian was fanciful, and Augustfoe cap-

tiouR. Sc persistent were his efforts agaiimt the tradi-

tional authority of the church that they endangered the

very foundations of German Protestantism, One would
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have thought him at times exhausted of strength ;
"but

no sooner did the thinking public recover from one

surprise than it was startled by another attack. The
church reeled beneath his invasion of her doctrinal and;

historical authority. But there was a limit to her pa-
tience. To call those heroic standard-bearers of her

early faith fanatics and visionaries was quite too much
for her to endure.

It now remained to be seen whether Sender's bold-

ness would overleap itself, or prove the ruin of the re-

ligious spirit of the Continent for generations. The

result, whatever it might be, was soon to be decided.

For such views as he was propagating throughout the

Protestant church of Germany could not fail to determine

sp.eedily the drift of the public sentiment of his day.
Bis work, though destructive, was in conflict with

the pure beauty of his private life. And here we look

at him as one of the enigmas of human biography.
True to his tenet that a man's public teachings need not

influence his personal living, he was at once a teacher

of skepticism and an example of piety. His Mo-

ravian oingin and Pietistic training he could never for-

get ;
nor do we believe he attempted it No doubt the

asperity that he witnessed at Halle did much to repel

him from the harsher side of Pietism. When he heard

his room-mate praying aloud three hours a day upon
his knees; and when he was advised to lay aside

all extensive studies, because he would never be con-

verted while pursuing them, he began to question

whether intellectual progress were compatible with deep

piety. The conclusion at which he arrived was against

the intellectuality of the creed of Spener, but in favor

of the spiritual purity of the life of his disciples,

Through Sender's entire career "we can find traces of
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that devoted spirit which had shined so brightly in his

early youth, and which, in late life, he was not ashamed

to confess.
" There was no corner in the whole house/

1

said he,
" where I did not kneel, and pray, and weep

alone that God might, out of his infinite mercy, paidon

my sins. I felt that I was under the bondage of the

law. Moravian songs seemed to be of very little help
to me. I examined myself carefully to see whether or

not I clung to any sin either consciously or ignorantly.

I reproached myself several times for only giving one

penny to the poor-collection when I had several pence
in my pocket. My father would give me more the next

time to make up my deficiency, and this was a great

delight to me. It is now one of the pleasantest mem-

ories of my university-life that I used to give pieces of

money to the poor."

His domestic life was very beautiful. He did not

remain alone in his study, where most literary men love

to be. But wherever his children were playing, or his

wife knitting or spinning, he was most happy to pursue
his studies and write his books. lie givew the follow-

ing picture :
" We had the children continually about

us, when they were not under the care of tlicir teachers.

Then we would have them read, or in turn sing a

Psalm or a hymn, or learn some passage from a good
book. We sang with them, and asked them questions

in what they had been studying. They know Gcllert's

songs by rote. There was nothing but peace and con-

tentment in our circle. The servants never saw or

heard anything unpleasant Every little disturbance

was hushed at once
;
and all the family felt the power

of my wife ia our household arrangements ;
and our

reciprocal love was apparent to every one. I put all the

money matters into her hands
;
she paid the debts and
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received tlie revenue. Thus passed on twenty years of

beautiful uniformity-, and parents and children felt that

we were dearer to each other than was all the world

besides. "We all met faithfully our duties to each other.

But little had then been written on domestic training,

yet we created our ideas from the pure fountain of re-

ligion ;
and though we were deprived of much of the

glitter of human life, we enjoyed its necessities and its

beauty."
When such ties unite a family we are not surprised

at the spirit with which death is met by a carefully

nurtured child. The account is from Sender's own pen.

His daughter, then twenty-one years of age, was on her

death-bed, hastening to join her mother, who but

shortly before had been borne from the threshold.

"About nine o'clock," wrote the bereaved father, "I

again pronounced the benediction upon her. With a

breaking heart I lay down to sleep a little. She sent

for me, and addressed me thus :

' Pardon me, my dear

father, I am so needy ;
and do help me to die with that

faith and determination which your Christian daughter
should possess.' My heart took courage, and I spoke
to her ofthe glories of the heavenly world which would

soon break upon her. She sang snatches of sweet songs,

following which I said but little. When I addressed

her,
' My dear daughter, you will soon rejoin your noble

mother,' she answered,
l

Oh, yes, and what rapture will

I 'enjoy !

' I fell down at her bedside, and again com-

mitted her soul to the almighty and enduring care of

God. Then just before I went to my lecture I went to

see her again : I asked her if she still remembered the

hymn,
; Thou art mine, because I hold thee

;

' when she

said,
*Oh yes,' and repeated the verse,

' Lord my
refuge, Fountain of my Joys.'

c

Yes, eternal,' I added*.
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I left her, thinking that she might last considerably

longer. But I was suddenly called from my lecture,

when I again committed her grand spirit to God who

gave it, and closed her eyes myself. My bitter grief

now subsided into calm affliction, and a sweet acquiea*

cence with the wise will of God. Now I know what

the real joy is of having seen a child die so calmly, and

of feeling that I had some share in the training that

could end so triumphantly- And I still publicly thank

those of her teachers who have contributed to the form-

ation of her character. Therefore, when some would

in our days advocate an unchristian education, I can

speak with the light of experience, when I earnestly

recommend to all pious and provident parents to give
their children a good Christian training. Thus Chris-

tian-like and beautifully have Christian-trained people
been dying these many centuries."

It is astonishing that a man could live as purely
and devotedly as Semler, and yet make the gulf

so wide between private faith and public instruc-

tion. We attribute no evil intention to him in his

theological labors; these were the refmlt of his own
mental defects. He was a careless writer, and not a

close thinker. He read history loosely, and the philos-

ophy of the Christian system was unpcrceived and un-

appreciated by him. He looked at single defects, and

magnified them to such an extent that they obncured

whole mines of truth and virtue. Having conceived a

vague idea of his theme, he wrote hurriedly upon it.

He was impelled by his previous notions and the ex-

citement of thehour. He had a very retentive memory,
but it was no aid to correct reasoning. When he saw

one evil of the Fathers, a mistake of the church, or a

defect in her doctrine, he generalized it until he believed
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error to be the rule instead of the exception. It has

been said that, toward the close of his life, he regretted
his theological instructions

;
but in a conversation two

days before his death he betrayed the same skeptical
views that had distinguished his life. His method of

skeptical-historical criticism was the poison which, hav-

ing been once 'introduced into the literature and pulpits
of the church, produced wide-spread and long-seated

yan<

/ Seroler was not the founder of a school, for he ad-

i&nced no elaborate system and possessed no organizing

power. Great as were the results of his labors, no one

was more surprised at them than himself. Two or

three immediate disciples, who had heard him lecture,

were enamored of his theories, but as they were men
of moderate capacity their activity produced no perma-
nent effect upon the public mind. It was in another

respect that he was mighty. Some of his contem-

poraries who taught in other universities seized upon
his tenets and began to propagate them vigorously.

They made great capital out of them for themselves.

Semler invaded and overthrew what
'

was left of the

popular faith in inspiration after the labors of Wolf

but here he i^jroed^/His adherents and imitators com

"pa^hceS with his abnegation of inspiration, and made H

the preparatory step for their attempted annihilatior

of revelationits^EXSoon'the theological press teemed

with blasphemous publications against the Scriptures

and men of all the schools of learning gave themselves

to the work of instruction. Gottingen, Jena, Helm

stedt, and EVankfort-on-the-Oder were no longer school

of prophets, but of Eationalists

Griesbach pursued his skeptical investigations fo

the "SteblisEiment of natural religion and others aide-
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him in Ms undertaking. But the men of this class

were not the principal agents of the complete ruin

of the religious vitality of the people. We turn to

Edelmann and Bahrdt, two of the most decided ene-

mies of Christianity who have appeared in these later

centuries.

The former Was the "better man, but his career

brought discredit on private virtue and public morality.

In the early part of his life he was blameless, but he

subsequently betrayed all the personal weakness which

his skepticism tended to engender. We get a fair por-

trait of him from the pen of one of his countrymen,
Kahnis ;

" What Edelmann wished was nothing new,"

jtfrites this author;
"
after the manner of all adherents

of Illuminism, he wished to reduce all positive religions

to natural religion. The positive heathenish religions

stand, to him, on a level with Judaism and Christianity.

He is more just toward heathenism than toward Juda-

ism, and more just toward Judaism than toward Chris-

tianity. Everything positive in religion iw, as such,

superstition. Christ was a mere man, whose chief merit

consists in the struggle against superstition. What he

taught, and what lie was unxicms for, no one, however,

may attempt to learn from the New Testament writings,

inasmuch as these were forged as late as the time of

Constantino. All which the church teaches of his

divinity, of his merits, of the gracious influence of the

Holy Spirit, is absurd. There is no rule of truth but

reason, and it manifests its truttis directly by a peculiar

sense. Whatever this sense says is true. It is this

sense which perceives the world. The reality of every-

thing which, exists is God. In the proper sense there

can, therefore, not exist any atheist, because every one

who admits the reality of the world admits also the
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reality of God. God is not a person least of all are

there tliree persons in God. If God "be the substance

in all the phenomena, then it follows of itself that God
cannot be thought of without the world, and hence that

the world has no more had an origin than it wil] have

an end. One may call the world the body of God, the

shadow of God, the son of God. The spirit of God is

in all that exists. It is ridiculous to ascribe inspiration

to special persons only ; every one ought to be a Christ,

a prophet, an inspired man. The human spirit, being
a breath of God, does not perish ;

our spirit, separated
from its body by death, enters into a connection with

some other body. Thus Edelmann taught a kind of

metempsychosis. What he taught had been thoroughly
and ingeniously said in France and England ; but from

a German theologian, and that with such eloquent

coarseness, with such a mastery in expatiating in bias-

phemy, such things were unheard of. But as yet the

faith of the church was a power in Germany !

"

From Edelmann the transition is easy to the reckless

and vicious Bahrdt^ This man stands among the first of

those who liave brought dishonor upon the sacred voca-

tion. What Jeffreys is to the judicial history of England,

Bahrdt is to the religious history of German Protestant-

ism. Whatever he touched was disgraced by the vile-

ness of his heart and the satanic daring of his mind.

He heard theological lectures. Thinking that in this field

he could infuse most venom and reap a greater harvest

of gold "than in any other, he stripped for the under-

taking. While a mere youth he gained, by his tricky

management^ professor's chair. He blasphemed to his

auditors by day, while at night he surrendered himself

to the corruptions of the gambling-room, the beer-cellai

and the house of prostitution. The slave of passion and
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of doubt,he was, of all his contemporaries, the most loud-

spoken against the claims of God's truth, and adherence

to the canons of the church. His mind was quick, ac-

tive, and penetrating. Seizing the pen, he invaded the

sanctity of every doctrine that stood in the way of his

corrupt theories. He took up the Bible with sacrile-

gious purpose, and made it the plaything of his vicious

heart. He sneered at what was revered by the church

and the good men of past ages, with the kind of levity

that should greet the recital of the stories of Sinlad

the Sailor and the Wonderful Lamp.
He published many works, the aim of all being to

infuse into the masses a contempt of the received Scrip-

tures. He issued a travesty of the New Testament un-

der the title of TJie New Testament, or TTie NeweM In-

structions from God through Jesus and 1m A'imiles.

He did just what he pleased with the miracles and words

of Christ. He would convert dialogue into parable,

and make any passage, however grave in import, min-

ister to his unsanctified purpose. He banished Ruch cx-

preasions as 'kingdom of God," holiness,' 'flanctification,'
*

Saviour/ 'Redeemer,
7 (

way of salvation,
7 '

Holy Gluxst,'
' name of Jesus,' and all other terms that could leave

the impression of inspiration and divine presence.

But corrupt as the church was, it was not ready for

this fearful leap ;
therefore Bahrdt received a torrent of

abuse. Banished and hunted by opposition, he gained

many adherents from the force of the very arrows dis-

charged against him. Ho had fallen from the height of

faith which he occupied when he went to GicBRcn, a fact

which he refers to in his autobiography :
a I came to

Giessen/' says he,
"
as yet very orthodox. My belief in

the divinity of the Scriptures, in the direct mission of

Jesus, in his miraculous history, in the Trinity, in the
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gifts of grace, in natural corruption, in justification of

the sinner by laying hold of the merits of Christ, and

especially in the whole theory of satisfaction, seemed
to be immovable. It was only the manner in which

three persons were to be in one God, which had engaged

my reason. I had only explained to myself a little bet-

ter the work of the Holy Spirit, so as not to exclude

man's activity. I had limited a little the idea of origi-

nal sin
;
and in the doctrine of the atonement and justi-

fication, I had endeavored to uphold the value of vir

tue, and had cleared myself from the error that God, ii

his grace, shonld not pay any regard at all to hnmat

virtuous zeal. That iu the doctrine of the Lord's Sup

per I was more Reformed than Lutheran, will be sup-

posed as a matter of course."

But in due time he dropped these points of belief,

one by one, until he indulged in all the illicit extrava-

gances of the radical skeptics of France. The opposi-

tion he met with was a sore rebuke, but it failed to cure

him. He set out for a journey to England and Holland

with but three florins in his purse, and he suffered much

by the way. He came home again only to find new

edicts against him. On arriving at Halle, where he had

once been honored, he was met with the following re

pulse from the faculty, at whose head stood Semler, th<

father of his doubt :
" Our vocation demands not onlj

that we should prevent the dissemination of directly ir

religious opinions, but also that we should watch ove

the doctrines which are contained in Holy Scripture

and, in conformity with it, in the Augsburg Confession

of Faith?

He labored as an educator, preacher, professor, an

author. He made all his enterprises subservient to the

dearest object of his life, money. He wrote plain
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books for the masses, and bis writings were perused alike

in palace and cottage. While a resident in Halle he

established an inn in the suburbs of the city where his

depraved nature was permitted to indulge in those

nameless liberties unbecoming, not only the theologian,
but the rational man. His liaison with the servant-girl
in his employ made his wife an object of public pity ,

and we can easily understand his injustice to the latter

when he tells us himself that he had never loved with

passion. His death was of a piece with his life. Hav-

ing been a public frequenter of brothels and the asso-

ciate of the loosest company, he died like the libertine.

He was taken off by syphilis.

It is not necessary to enlarge upon the lesson of

JBahrdt's lifp. He was the German crystallisation of

all the worst elements of French skepticism. Ho be-

gan his work with an evil purpose, and never sought tho

wisdom of God who promises to give liberally to all

who ask him. The infamy of his life was soon for-

gotten, and only his teachings remained to corrupt tho

young and injure the mature of the land. While hk
love of money controlled his matrimonial alliances and

literary labors, his hatred of revealed religion dis-

torted his whole moral and intellectual nature. He is.

illustrative of the certain doom which awaits the man

who commits himself to the sole guidance of his doubts,

Semler's moral life was in spite of erroneous opinions ;

Bahrdt's was in conformity with them. And what the

latter was in his career and death is the best comment

$$i can be written on the natural effect of nationalism*

Would that he had been the only warning ;
but lie had

his followers when his creed became the fashion of the

German church. The depth of his infamy is only a|*

gravatedby the holy sphere in which, lie wrought fear
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ful "havoc upon tte succeeding generation. The Old

Play says truly :

" That sin does ten times aggravate itself.

That is committed in an holy place ;

An evil deed done by authority

Is sin and subornation
;
deck an ape

In tissue, and the beauty of the robe

Adds but the greater scorn unto the beast;

The poison shows worst in a golden cup ;

Dark night seems darker by the lightning's flash ;

Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds ;

And every glory that inclines to sin,

The shame is trebled "by the opposite."
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OOKTRIB QTIOKS OF LITERATURE AND PHILOSOPHY.

THE views of Semler, possessing great power of

fascination, soon gained popular strength. As a result,

the strictly literary tastes of the people took a theo-

logical turn and the Bible became the theme of every

aspirant to authorship. As no system had yet been ad-

vanced by the nationalists, there was wide range for

doctrinal and exegetical discussion. The devoted Pie-

tists, who were now in the background, looked on in

amazement as they trembled for the pi 11urn of faith.

They know not what to do. Many of their number
had proved themselves fatuities aud brought odium

upon the revered names of Bpenor and Franoko. Their

enemies were traveling in foreign lands, ransacking the

libraries of other tonguea to bring home the poisonous
seeds of doubt. At homo, the University was the

training school of ungoverned criticism. History,

science, literature, arid philology were only priced ac-

cording to the measure of strength they possessed to

combat the great claims of the orthodox church. Be-

sides, the nationalists seemed to be impartial inquirers.

They set themselves to understand the Scriptural
lands and languages, while their progress in recent

Biblical literature gained for them the respect of many
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who, though less learned, were more evangelical. The
masses have always paid homage to learning, and in

this case, it was the attainments of the Illuminists which

gave them a standing denied to the friends of the Bible.

The times were all astir with the evidences of mental

progression. There was now a resurrection of Eu-

ropean activity. Look whither you will, there was no-

where either the spirit of sleep or of sloth. The
science of government, the beauties of aesthetic cul-

ture, the discoveries of the material world, and the

long-sealed mysteries of philology, were each the centre

of a host of admirers and votaries. As in the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries Europe arose from the

torpidity of the Middle Ages, so did the eighteenth

century witness a new revival from the darkness and

sluggishness of Continental Protestantism. There ap-

peared to be a universal repudiation of old methods,
and a new civilization was now the aim of eveiy class of

literary adventurers. Semler had struck the key-note of

human pride. He had so flattered his race by saying
that the Bible was not so sacred as to be exempt from

criticism, that his contemporaries would not willingly

let his words fall to the ground. The temptation was

too strong to be resisted, and soon the Scriptures became

a carcass around which the vultures of Germany gather-

ed to satisfy the cravings of their wanton hunger. We
do not say that the destructionists desired to injure the

faith of the people, or to cast odium upon the pages

that Luther and Melanchthon had unfolded to the Ger-

man heart. But believing as they did that the popular

respect for the Bible was sheer Bibliolatry, and that

therefore the dignity of reason was compromised, they

bestirred themselves to show every weak point in the

faith of the church. They hastened to expose the de~

10
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fects of the Scriptures with as much frankness as they
would brand a sentence in Cicero or Seneca to be the

interpolation of an impostor.

In no nation has theology, as a science, absorbed

more literary talent and labor than in Germany. Iu

America and Great Britain the theologian is the

patron of his own department of thought. But in

Germany, poets, romancists, and scientific men write

almost as many works connected with religious ques-

tions as on topics within their own chosen vocation.

The Teuton considers himself a born theologian. So

it was after the announcement of the destructive theo-

ries of Semler. All classes of thinkers invited them-

selves to discuss the Scriptures arid their claims with as

much freedom as if God had told them it was the true

aim of their life.

What was the consequence ? Semler, having left so

much room for doubt, and Laving rather indicated a di-

rection than supplied a plan, a great number of men

adopted the accommodation-theory and each one built

his own edifice upon it. But the conclusions arrived at

by them were very unlike, and generally incongru-
ous. And such a result was vory natural

; for, all

claiming the unrestricted use of reason, the issue of

their thinking was the work of the individual mind.

No two intellects are perfectly similar. Sot a number

of men. to write upon a given subject and they will cm-

ploy a different style, give expression to diverse

thoughts, and perhaps reach antipodal conclusions. So

when these writers against inspiration plied the pen,

and burdened the press with their prolix effusions, there

was no harmony in their thoughts. In one opinion they
were firmly united, (hat tJw B'ible i$ a human look

Bat how much of it was authentic
; what was history
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and what myth ;
what poetry and what incident

;
these

and a thousand kindred points divided the Eationalists

into almost as many classes as there were individuals.

There were two principal tendencies which gave
a permanence and efficiency to Rationalism quite be-

yond the expectation of its most sanguine friends and

admirers. One was literary^ and inaugurated by Less-

ing ;
the other purely philosophical, and conducted by

Kant
The literary despotism at Berlin was one of the

most remarkable in the annals of periodical literature.

We refer to the Universal German Library, under the

control of Nicolai. Its avowed aim was to laud every
Rationalistic book to the skies, but to reproach every

evangelical publication as unworthy the support, or

even the notice, of rational beings. Its appliances for

gaining knowledge were extensive, and it commanded a

survey of the literature of England, Holland, France,

and Italy. "Whatever appeared in these lands received

its immediate attention, and was reproached or magni-

fied according to its relations to the skeptical creed of

Nicolai and his co-laborers. Commencing in 1^65, it ran

a career of power and prosperity such as but few serials

have ever enjoyed. It terminated its existence in 1792^

having inflicted incalculable evil upon the popular esti-

mate of the vital doctrines of Christianity. Being the

great organ of the Rationalists, it sat in judgment upon
the sublime truths of our holy faith. "With all the

rage of an infuriated lion it pounced upon every literary

production or practical movement that had a tendency

to restore the old landmarks. Its influence was fell

throughout Germany and the Continent. Every uni

versity and gymnasium listened to it as an oracle, whil<

its power was felt even in the pot-houses and humbles
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cottages. Berlin was completely under its sway, and

Berliner was a synonym of Rationalist. Oetinger

wrote a curious passage in a volume of sermons, pub-

lished in 1Y77, in which he descants On those things of
which the people of JBerUn know nothing \ "They know

nothing of the Lord of glory ; they are sick of these

shallow-pated Liebnitzians
; they wish to know nothing

of the promises of Grod
; they have nothing to do with

the salutations of the seven spirits ; they form a me-

chanical divinity after their own notion. The Berliners

know nothing of man so far as he is a subject of divine

grace ; nothing of angels or devils, nothing of what sin

is, nothing of eating and drinking the flesh and blood

of Christ, and still less of the communion of saints, and

that the spirit can be communicated by the laying on

of hands. They know nothing of the truth that bap-
tism and the Lord's Supper are agents for a spiritual

union with Christ
; they know nothing of heaven and

hell; nothing of the interval before the resurrection,

Neither do they wish to know anything save what may
harmonize with their own depraved views. But the

time will come when Jesus will show them how they
should have confessed him before the world." This

was Berlin, and Berlin was Germany.
The position of Rationalism during the last quarter

of the eighteenth century was surrounded with circum-

stances of the most conflicting nature. Had it been ad-

vocated by a few more such ribald characters as Bahrdt

its career would soon have been terminated from

the mere want of respectability. But had it assumed a

more serious phase and become the proteg^ of such

pious men as Seinler was at heart, there would have

been no limit to the damage it might inflict upon the

cause of Protestantism. And there were indications
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favorable to either result. However, by some plan of

fiendish malice, skepticism received all the support it

could ask from the learned, the powerful, and the am-

bitious. Here and there around the horizon could be

seen some rising literary star that, for the hour, excited

universal attention. His labor was to impugn the con-

tents of the Scriptures and insinuate against the moral

purity of the writers themselves. Another candidate

for theological glory appeared, and reproached the style

of the inspired record. A third came vauntingly for-

ward with his geographical discoveries and scientific

data, and reared the accommodation-theory so many
more stories higher than Semler had left it that it al-

most threatened to fall of its own weight. Strange
that the poetic Muse should lend her inspiration to such

unholy purposes ;
but in the poetry of that day there

was but little of the Christian element, and he need not

be greatly skilled in classic verse who concludes that

the loftiest poetry of Eationalism was as thoroughly
heathen as the dramas of Euripides or Plautus.

Immediately before the appearance of the Wolfen-

Mttel Fragments by Lessing, there was the significant

lull before the storm. A single editorial in some re-

ligious periodical might decide the fate of Eationalism.

In a few years more it might lie outside the lecture-halls

and renowned churches as thoroughly discarded as a

cast-off garment. Or it might rise to new power and

bend all opposition before it. Every one seemed to be

waiting to see what would come next. Would it be the

hoarse thunder and 'the glare of lightning ;
or would

the clouds be rent and the clear sky be seen through
the widening rifts ?

Lessing: touched a chord which vibrated throughout
the land. While in charge of the celebrated Library at
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Wolfenbiittel he met with a manuscript production of

Keimarus, tearing tlie title of Vindication of the Ra-

tional Worshipers of Grod. It can still be found in

the Town Library of Hamburg. Between 1774 and

1778, Lessing issued seven Fragments from this work
;

and the result was, that Germany was electrified by the

boldness and importance of the views there advanced.

They cannot be considered the private opinions of Less-

ing, for in many places he appends notes stating his

opposition to them. But he heartily approved the sub-

stance of the work, though his object in the publication

of the Fragments was more to feel the public pulse

than to instill theological doctrines into the minds of the

people. Reimarus had been a doubter like many others

of his countrymen. He committed his mental phases to

paper, though he thought that it was not yet time to

issue them for public notice. The Fragments pub-
lished by Lessing contain the gist of his entire work,
and contributed far more to the growth of skepticism
than a larger production would probably have done.

The historical evidences of Christianity and of the doc-

trine of inspiration, according to the Fragments, are clad

in such a garb of superstition that they do not merit

the credence of sensible men. The confessions framed

at different periods of the history of the church have

savored far more of human weakness than of divine

knowledge. They bear but slight traces of Biblical

truth. The Trinity is incomprehensible, and the he*irt

should not feel bound to lean upon what Reason can-

not fathom. Nearly all the Old Testament history is

a string of legends and myths which an advanced age
should indignantly reject. Christ never really intended

to establish a permanent religion; the work of his

apostles was something unanticipated by himself. His
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design was to restore Judaism to its former state,

throw off the Roman yoke, and declare himself king.
His public entry into Jerusalem was designed to be

his installation as a temporal king ;
but he failed in his

dependence upon popular support, and, instead of at-

taining a throne, he died on the cross* Belief in Scrip-

tural records is perfectly natural to the Christian, for he

has imbibed it from education and training. Reason is

forestalled in the ordinary education of children
; they

are baptized before they are old enough to exercise

their own reasoning faculties. Faith in Scripture testi-

mony is really of no greater value than the belief of the

Mohammedan or Jew in their oracles, unless Reason be

permitted to occupy the seat of judgment.
We have said that the excitement raised by the

publication of the Fragments was intense. There was
in them more calmness of expression, and more apparent
effort for truthful conclusions than many of the pre-

viously published works of the Rationalists had indi-

cated. By and by, there sprang up a decided opposi-

tion to the work of Lessing ;
and from all quarters of

the German church there came earnest and vigorous

replies. It was surprising that there remained so much

tenacity for the old faith. Lessing received the censure

of many of the best and wisest men of his time ;
his

publication of the Fragments was claimed to be a curse

to the cause of truth. But he had accomplished what

he wished, while his success was far beyond his expec-

tation. He found that a large portion of his country-

men were not willing to cast loose from the old moor-

ings of the Protestant teachings, and that, whatever

the previous indications were, there was yet a deep
undercurrent of attachment to the time-honored confes-

sions of the church.
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The movement employed by Lessing to find out

what the people really believed is one of the shrewdest

literary tricks on record. Without committing himself

to what he issued, and watching carefully the effect of

the Fragments, he began to publish his own views with

no little assurance that he would prove successful. He
learned that the Wolfian philosophy was becoming

effete, and so he raised the cry, loud and clear, against

its longer existence. He violently opposed the obliter-

ation of all dependence upon the historical proofs of

Christianity, and claimed that, in the matter of religion,

the heart has a work not less than the reason. His

principle was : overthrow this historical basis, and you

endanger the whole edifice. He inflicted great injury

upon the inflated, pompous Popular Philosophy, for he

exposed its emptiness as but few were able to do. He

opposed, with all the force of his rare satirical and logi-

cal power, the attempt of the Eationalists to substitute

the intuitons of Keason for the dictates of the heart

,and for the promptings of faith.
" What else," he asks,

"
is this modern theology when compared with ortho-

doxy, than filthy water with clear water? With

orthodoxy we had, thanks to God, pretty much settled
;

between it and philosophy a barrier had been erected,

behind which each of these could walk in its own way
without molesting the other. But what is it that they
are now doing? They pull down this barrier, and,
under the pretext of making us rational Ok^tiau^
they make us most irrational philosopher In this we

agree that* our old religious system is false, but I should

not like to say with you [he is writing to his brother]
that it is a patch-work, got up by jugglers and semi-

philosophers. I do not know of anything in the world
in which human ingenuity had more shown and exor
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cised itself than in it. A patch-work by jugglers and

semi-philosophers is that religious system which they
would put in the place of the old one, and, in doing so,

would pretend to more rational philosophythan the old

one claims."

It was difficult to tell what Lessing believed. His

publication of the views of a doubter was of itself a

proof that he agreed, to some extent at least, with them.

This we must grant as a concession to his honesty and

common sense. And when assailed by Gotze and others

for thus attacking the faith of the church, he replied

that, even if the Fragmentists were right, Christianity

was not thereby endangered.
1 He rejected the letter,

but reserved the spirit of the Scriptures. With him,

the letter is not the spirit and the Bible is not religion.

Consequently, objections against the letter, as well as

against the Bible, are not precisely objections against

the spirit and religion. For the Bible evidently con-

tains more than belongs to religion, and it is a mere

supposition, that, in this additional matter which it

contains, it must be equally infallible. Moreover, reli-

gion existed before there was a Bible. Christianity

existed before evangelists and apostles had written.

However much, therefore, may depeni upon those

Scriptures, it is not possible that the whole truth of the

Christian religion should depend upon them. Since

there existed a period in which it was so far spread,

in which it had already taken hold of so many souls,

and in which, nevertheless, not one letter was written

of that which has come down to us, it must be possible

also 'that everything which evangelists and prophets
have written might be lost again, and yet the religion

taught by them, stand. The Christian religion is not \

1 Kalmis : History of German Protestantism, pp. 145-165.
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true because Evangelists and apostles tauglit it
;

but

they taught it lecwuse it was true. It is from their in-

;ernal truth that all written documents must be ex-

plained, and all these written documents cannot give

it internal truth when it has none. The Christian

religion is distinguished from the religion of Christ;

the latter, being a life immediately implanted and main-

tained in our heart, manifests itself in love, and can

neither stand nor fall with the Gospel. The truths of

religion have nothing to do with the facts of history.

With such opinions as these, expressed in great

clearness and conciseness, who can fail to perceive that

their tendency was to overthrow the traditional faith

of the church in large portions of the Bible ? Who is

to be the judge of what is to be retained and what

rejected ? Indeed, if Lessing be right, the entire Scrip-

ture record might be abolished without doing vio-

lence to religion. The effect of his writings was de-

cidedly skeptical. His view of Christianity was merely

sesthetical, and only so far as the Bible was an agent
of popular elevation, did he seem to consider it valuable.

He did not dispute the facts of Scripture history be-

cause of the various accounts given of thorn by the in-

spired writers. Variety of testimony was no ground
for the total overthrow of the thing testified. lie re-

tained the history of the resurrection in spite of the

different versions of it.
"
Who," he asks,

" has ever

ventured to draw the same inference in profane history?
If Livy, Polybius, Dionysius, and Tacitus relate the

very same event, it may be the very same battle, the

very same siege, each one differing so much in the de-

tails that those of the one completely give the lie to

those of the other, has any one, for that reason, ever

denied the event itself in which they agree ?
"
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We may examine the entire circle of Lessing's

literary productions, and we stall see, scattered here

and there through them, sentiments which, taken singly,

would have a very beneficial effect upon the popular
faith in inspiration and the historical testimony of the

Scriptures. But, unhappily, these were overshadowed

by others of a conflicting nature, and though he did not

array himself as a champion of Eationalism, he proved
himself one of the strongest promoters of its reign. He
considered his age torpid and sluggish. It was his de-

sire to awaken it. And he did succeed in giving to the

chaotic times in which he lived that literary direction

which we now look back upon as the starting-point of

recent German literature. The chief evil that he in-

flicted was due to the position in which he placed him-

self as the combatant of the avowed Mends of inspira-

tion. He was honest in his love of truth, but he loved

the search for it more than the attainment. The key
to his whole life may be found in his own words :

" If

God should hold in his right hand all truth, and in his

left the ever-active impulse and love of search after

truth, although accompanied with the condition that

I should ever err, and should say,
' Choose !

' I would

choose the left with humility, and say,
'

Give, Father !

Pure truth belongs to thee alone !

' "

The revolution which Lessing wrought in literature

was only equaled by that achieved by Kant in the

domain of philosophy,

It has been one of the historical features of German

theology that it has ever affiliated with philosophy.

The mathematical method of Wolf has been a severe

blow to orthodoxy, and it was but partially counter-

acted by the work of Pietism. But the influence of

that copyist of Leibnitz is only of a piece with the im-
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pression made upon theology and faith by every respect-

able innovation in philosophy. But Kant threw all

others in the shade. He was the agent of a change in

philosophical thinking, which was destined not only to

reform the old systems of Germany, but to wield a

universal power over modern thought. He had looked

to England for his masters, and succeeded in gaining a

thorough acquaintance with the grave skepticism of

Hume and kindred minds. He shut himself up in his

native Konigsberg, and, in all his life, never traveled

more than thirty miles therefrom. He had the memory
of a pious Christian mother ever present to him, and no

one can conjecture the probable influence that her ex-

ample exerted upon his mental processes. The astute

philosopher wrote of her with the deepest feeling of his

nature when he said,
" My mother was an amiable,

sensitive, pious, and devoted woman, who taught her

children the fear of God by her godly teachings and

spotless life. She often led me outside the city, and

showed me the works of God
;
she pointed me with

devout feelings to the omnipotence, wisdom, and good-
ness of God

;
and inspired my heart with a deep rever-

ence for the Creator of all things. I shall never forget

my mother, for it was she who planted and strength-

ened my first germ of goodness ;
she opened my heart

to the impressions of nature
;

she awakened and ad-

vanced my conceptions ;
and it has been her instruc-

tions that have exerted a permanent and wholesome
influence upon my life."

First an undergraduate and afterward a professor in

the University of Konigsberg, Kant quietly matured
his principles, and was in no haste to communicate them
to the world. He delivered his philosophy to his

Btudents in the form of lectures, and was extremely
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careful not to publish it until lie was sure tliat his mind
had arrived at its final conclusions. A student named

Hippel, who had enjoyed his intimacy, was the first to

give publicity to his opinions. He employed the

medium of a novel. He forestalled their real author,

and Kant was compelled to explain the matter openly
as a breach of faith. Gradually the lecture-hall at

Konigsberg became fall of hearers, who, in a little

time, could gain admittance only with difficulty. The

professor of philosophy was a magnet that drew to that

bleak northern city students from all parts of the Con-

tinent. Finally the opportune moment arrived. Hav-

ing written, rewritten, altered, and abridged until he

looked upon his work as beyond his power of improve-

ment, he now deemed his convictions permanently
formed. So the Critique of Pure ~Etea$on entered upon
its career of victory. The literary and thinking world

had learned but a little of it in Hippel's book
;
and

now there seemed to be no inclination to probe the con-

cise language of the master's work, for the task ap-

peared greater than the fruits would justify. This hesi-

tancy was a glaring testimony to the loose thinking and

careless literary habits of those days. But the haste

with which Kant prosecuted the authorship of his work,

apart from the thoughts employed in its elaboration

into a system, furnishes some ground of apology for the

failure of the public to fathom it.
" I wrote," he says

in a letter to Moses Mendelssohn,
"
this product of at

least twelve years of diligent reflection within a period

of from four to five months, paying indeed the greatest

attention to the contents, but unable, borne away, as it

were, upon the wings of thought, to bestow that care

upon the style which might have promoted a readier

meaning on the part of the reader."
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Several years now pass by, and the great work is

still neglected. Perhaps it is false, or mayhap it is ill-

timed. Finally Schulze hits upon the difficulty when

he conjectures that, if men only knew what was in the

book they would not only read it, but be ravished with

its contents. Thereupon he issues his Elucidations of
Kanfs Critique of Pure Reason. Now people begin

to open their eyes. The work of Schulze is read by

everybody, and in turn it serves as an introduction to

the work of Kant. Soon the universities and reading

circles demand it, and the whole land is suddenly trans-

formed into a race of philosophers. The popularity of

the work is boundless. It is written in a style adapt-

ed only to systematic thinkers
;
but no matter, it be-

comes a fashion to read it. It is the topic in stage-

coaches and drawing rooms. Failure to have perused
Kant's book is a mark of ignorance which receives re<

buke on every hand. In self-defense every one feels

bound to read it, if the continued respect of friends can

reasonably be expected. The work itself is interlarded

with new terminology and pruned expressions that be-

tray the constant impress of the author's inind. So, in

a short time, writers on the various sciences employ
these very terms as at once the best vehicle for the con-

veyance of their thoughts and for accession to popu-

larity. It has its opponents in Hamann, Jacobi, Kei-

marus, Tiedemann, and others
; yet he is a bold spirit

who dares to attack this object of universal favor. But
the opposition is insufficient, and the Critique of Pure
Reason is too strong for these hastily-conceived re-

joinders. Every department of inquiry is powerfully
affected by it. Religion, logic, metaphysics, law, psy-

chology, aesthetics, and education are alike molded by
its plastic touch. Holland and all the north of Europe
are vocal with its praises.
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And now we may ask, why such favor shown to-

ward this new apparition ? Let us delay a moment and

examine the hard-wrought thoughts of this bachelor-son

of an obscure saddler. Kant had been profoundly dis-

gusted with the want of harmony in philosophical spec-

ulations. The disagreements that he saw in his own
time were but the continuation of what, he had learned

from history, was the fact in the days of the heathen

sages. Following close upon the footsteps of Hume,
he asked :

" How far can human reason go ? Where is

its limit ?
" His Critique was the answer. He showed

that, if the loose methods of thought were to be con-

tinued, philosophy, instead of being the hand-maid of

religion, would be unworthy the attention of the most

unlettered man. Hence he would recall reason from its

lofty flights, and direct its attention solely to self-con-

sciousness. Only by studying the powers of the mind

as a datum, he held, can any positive results be gained.

Using his own illustration of his work, he would do

for philosophy what Copernicus had done for astronomy
reverse metaphysics by referring classes of ideas to

inner, which before had been referred to outer, causes.

He granted that, for some things, man's reason is

sufficient. The existence of God, the doctrine of original

sin, and the soul's immortality need no Scripture to

reveal them. They are intuitive subjects of knowledge.

But these truths are extremely limited; man needs

what nature has not given him. Kant's distinction be-

tween practical and speculative reason was in favor of

the former, since its aim was wisdom. But speculative

reason is often exerted for its own gratification. Hence

its results are frequently useless and ephemeral His

grand conclusion is, that no object can be known to us

except in proportion as it is apprehended by our per-
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eeptions, and definable Toy our faculties of cognition

consequently we know nothing, per se, but only by

appearances. Our knowledge of real objects is limited

by experience.

Witt regard to the general character of the critical

system of Kant, an acute author says :

"
It confined

itself to a contemplation of the phenomena of conscious-

ness, and attempted to ascertain by analysis, not of our

conceptions but of the faculties of the soul, certain in-

variable and necessary principles of knowledge; pro-

ceeding to define their usage, and to form an estimate

of them collectively with reference to theirformal char-

acter
;
inwhich investigation the distinctions and defini-

tions of those faculties adopted by the school of Wolf
were presumed to be valid. It exalted the human, mind

by making it the centre of its system ;
but at the same

time confined and restricted it by means of the conse-

quences deduced. It discouraged also the spirit of dog-
matic speculation, and the ambition of demonstrating
all things by means of mere intellectual ideas, making
the faculties of acquiring knowledge the measure of

things capable of being known, and assigning the pre-

eminence to practical Reason rather than to speculation,

in virtue of its end wisdom
;
which is the highest that

reason can aspire to, because to act virtuously is a

universal and unlimited, but to acquire knowledge only
a conditional, duty. It had the effect of mitigating the

dogmatical and speculative tendencies of the mind, and
the extravagant attempt to prove everything by meann
of conceptions of the understanding. It proscribed mys-
ticism and circumscribed the provinces of science and
belief. It taught men to discriminate and appreciate
the grounds, the tendency, the defects, and partial views,
aa well as the excellencies of other systems ;

at the
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time that it embodied a lively principle for awak-

ening and strengthening the interest attaching to gen-
line philosophical research. It afforded to philosophy
i firm and steady centre of action in the unchangeable
lature of the human mind. In general it may be ob-

served that the theory of Kant constructed little
;
and

*ather tended to destroy the structures of an empty
logmatism of the understanding and prepare, by means
>f self-knowledge, the way for a better state of philo-

sophical science
; seeking in reason itself the principles

>n which to distinguish the several parts of the phi-

osophy."
*

Kant had but little to say concerning the positive

,ruths of Christianity. He respected the character of

Dhrist, and spoke reverently of the church and her doc-

Tines. Morality, with him, was developed into religion,

lot religion into morality. The so-called revelation was

>nly the mythical copy of the moral law already im-

planted in our nature. He believed in a universal re-

igion. Everything peculiar and won by struggle
should be given up ;

all strife of opinions should cease

it once. Kant designed, in the main, to curb the illicit

exercise of Reason, but his failure to indorse the great

loctrines of our faith, because revealed, threw him on

:he side of the Rationalists. His adoption of God's

existence, the soul's immortality, human freedom, and

>riginal sin, was not due to his belief in these doctrines

is revealed, but as intuitive. He gradually became a

levotee to his own method of thinking, &nd it was his

dm not to teach what but Jww to think. He often told

lis students that he had no intention or desire to teach

jhem philosophy, but how to philosophize. It was

through Kant that the terms Rationalist, one who-

1
Temxemann, Manual of History of Philosophy, pp. 40T-408.

11
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declares natural religion alone to "be morally necessary,

though lie may admit revelation, Natiwalist one who
denies the reality of a supernatural divine revelation,

and Sijup^rnaturalist one who considers the "belief in

revelation a necessary element in religion, came into use,

and Rationalism and Supernaturalism became the prin-

cipal division of theological schools,
1

As Descartes had broken up the scholastic philoso-

phy by considering man apart from his experience, so

Kant now gave the death-blow to the philosophy of

Protestant Germany by looking at the mind apart

from its speculations.
" The moral effect of his philos-

ophy," says Mr. Farrar,
" was to expel the French

Materialism and Illuminism, and to give depth to the

moral perceptions ;
its religious effect was to strengthen

the appeal to reason and the moral judgment as the

test of religious truth
;
to render miraculous communi-

cation of moral instruction useless, if not absurd
;
and

to reawaken the attempt which had been laid aside

since the "Wolfian philosophy of endeavoring to find a

philosophy of religion."
2

Among the antagonists of Kant, Jacobi was perhaps
the most powerful. He was not content that, in these

metaphysical speculations, reason should reign supreme.
His belief was that feeling was of as much importance
as the deductions of the intellect He mastered the

various systems of philosophy and rejected them, Kant's

among the rest, as unfit for the acceptance and pursuit
of responsible beings. The two principles which fur-

nish the key to his views were that religion lies in the*

feeling, and that this feeling, which exists in every
man's heart, is not reflected, but original. His dissatis-

1

Appleton's Am. Oydopatdw--Article German Theology,
*
>0nitical History of Free Thought, p. 280*
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faction with all systems induced him to term himself the

TTnpTiilosophical, aad it was* with utter disgust that

he was led to declare the foundation of all speculative

philosophy to be only a great cavity, in which we look

in vain, as down into an awful abyss. With him, as

with Coleridge, Faith begins where Reason ends.

The two bright stars after Kant were Fifihte and

Schelling. The former commenced with the system of

the great Konigfeberg teacher, and developed it on the

negative side, contending that the whole material world

has no existence apart from ourselves, and that it only

appears to us in conformity with certain laws of ourmind.

He aimed to found a system which might illustrate, by
a single principle, the material and formal properties

of all science
;
establish the unity of plan which the crit-

ical system had failed to maintain
;
and solve that most

difficult^ all problems regarding the connection be-

tween our conceptions and their objects. His views of

God are the most glaring detect of his sytsem. He con-

tended that we cannot attribute to the Deity intelli-

gence or personality without making him a finite being
like ourselves

;
that it is a species of profanation to con-

ceive of him as a separate essence, since such a concep-

tion implies the existence of a sensible being limited by

space and time
;
that we cannot impute to him even

existence without compounding him with sensible na-

tures; that no satisfactory explanation has yet been

given of the manner in which the creation of the world

could be effected by God ;
that the idea and expectation

of happiness is a delusion ;
and that, when we form our

notions of the Deity in accordance with such imagina-

tions, we only worship the idol of our own passions,

the prince of this world.1

1
Tennemann, Manual of Jlistory of PMosophy, pp. 439-480.
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Schellmg was a man of ardent, sanguine tempera-

ment, and it was his natural proclivities that gave rise

to his system of philosophy. He attributes a real ex-

istence to the material as well as to the immaterial

world, but permits it a different mode of existence.

He makes history a necessity. This natural philosophy

conveys to us no knowledge of God, and the little it

does reveal appears opposed to religion. What God per-

forms takes place because it must be. Schelling created

two opposite and parallel philosophic sciences, the

transcendental philosophy and the philosophy of nature.

He was a pantheist in identifying the Deity with nature,

and in making Him subject to laws. He clothed his ideas

in the beautiful fancies of his own vivid imagination,

and in him we find the poet, not giving forth verses from

his lyre, but delivering philosophical oracles.

"What Schleiermacher was to theology Hegel became

to philosophy. He was the turning-point from doubt

and fruitless theories to a more positive and settled sys-

tem of thinking. He was, when young, a decided Ra-

tionalist
;
and his Life of Christ, though yet unpub-

lished, is said by one who has seen it to be a represen-

tation of the Messiah as a divine man, in whom all is

pure and sublime, and who made himself remarkable

chiefly by his triumphs over vice, falsehood, hatred and

the servile spirit of his age. He endeavored to explain

the reason for Christianity in the world. He longed foi

a positive religion. His philosophy is reducible to a

philosophy of nature, which has quite a different mean-

ing from that of Schelling, for, with Hegel, it is only the

expression of the passage to another being ;
and to the

philosophy of the mind, which considers thought reflect*

ing itself on itself, and showing itself by the mind in the

sciences of law and morality, in the state, history, reli-
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-

gion, and the arts. The religion which is deduced from

this system may be said to consist of the objective ex-

istence of the infinite mind in the finite, for mind is only
for mind

; consequently God exists only in being thought
of and in thinking. In the philosophy of nature Intel,

ligence and God are lost in objective nature. Hegel al-

lows them a distinct and separate existence, but refers

them to a common principle which, according to him, is

the absolute idea, or God. In this case, objective nature

is only the absolute idea going out of itself, individuali-

zing itself, and giving itself limits, though it is infinite.

Thus the intelligence of all men, and external nature,

are only manifestations of the absolute idea. It is a

mournful tribute that M. Saintes pays to his memory
when he says, as the sum of his labors, that u he per-

verted all the Christian opinions which he attempted to

restore." As little flattering is M. Quinet's testimony,

that
" he saw in Christianity no more than an idea, the

religious worth of which is independent of the testimonies

of history."

This was indeed a race of thinkers who have been

equaled in strength in but few periods of history*

Coming in regular succession, their systems sprang from

Kant's philosophy, and constituted the growth of his

wonderful achievement. They tended to withdraw the

flippant spirit of criticism to a more serious and modest

path of inquiry, and to make men look more at their own

weakness than at their greatness. But what a mass of

subtleties do we have to pass through to get at the sub-

stance of their speculations I

'

There is something so

unsatisfactory in the study of them, that we find relief

only in the knowledge that the Bible contains the true

basis of all sound thinking on the great themes con-

nected with the well-being and destiny of man. The
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plainest statements of the word of God are more val-

uable than all these vaporings about the non-^0, the

Ideal) and Self-hood. Simplicity is bliss.

"Yon cottager who weaves at her own door

Pillow and bobbins, all her little store,

Content though mean, and cheerful if not gay,

Shuffling her threads about the live long day,

Just earns a scanty pittance, and at night

Lies down secure, her heait and pocket light ;

She for her humble sphere by nature
fit,

Has little understanding and no wit
;

Eeceives no praise, but though her lot be such,

Toilsome and indigent, she renders much
;

Just knows and knows no more, her Bible true
,

And in that charter reads with sparkling eyes

Her title to a treasure in the skies."

But yet we grant to these men the meed of having
meant well, and of reforming the philosophy and litera-

ture of their times. The immediate effect of their

views was decidedly in favor of Rationalism, because

they almost uniformly deny the absolute authority of

the Scriptures. They grant too much to reason. While

Kant would drive the truant mind back to self-contem

plation, he terminates by giving to reason a value and

dignity so great that it becomes entitled to decide upon
matters of faith. Their theories, spun out at such

length and concluding in so little satisfaction, mako us

rejoice that we have not to depend upon philosophy for

guidance in matters of either the intellect or heart.

They thought independently of the Bible, and here lies

the ground of all failure to obtain positive results in

metaphysics. The Scriptures furnish everything noble

and real, and when philosophy aims to supply a sub-

stitute for them it always labors in vain,

We wonder at the tropic luxuriance of Schelling's

thoughts, but we are soon convinced of their little prac-
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tical purpose when we recall the fact that he considered

the revelation of the gospel as no more than one of the

accidents of the eternal revelation of God in nature and

in history. If Schelling and all these strong minds had

commenced their investigations with the word of God
as their basis, there is no telling how far they might
have ministered to an immediate and thorough revival of

faith. But failing to do this, their work has been more

doubtful and tardy. It is a very plain fact that the

church cannot look to any other than to a Christian

philosophy for the conservation or regeneration of her

torpid powers. Never has she been thoroughly bene-

fited by the immediate agency of any other system.

There is one way, however, in which speculative

philosophy has indirectly proved the aid of religion. It

has strengthened and quickened the mental action of the

people, and they have throligh its agency, been able to

look with clearer ken upon the truths of Scripture.

However, after it has reached the goal of its task, we
see so little that is truly valuable and worth preserving,

that we are compelled to fall back upon the Christian

revelation as our only chart on the troubled sea of met-

aphysical discussion. When we look at the field opened
for thought in the word of God we find it ample and

safe. It would be well for every young mind about en-

tering upon the uncertain mazes of philosophical

speculation, to ponder deeply over these golden words

from Isaac Taylor's Satwrday Evening :
" That portion

of Heavenly Wisdom which, under such circumstances,

survives and is cherished, will be just the first articles of

belief, the Saving Kudiments of Spiritual Life. Of

these the Head of the church himself takes care lest

faith should utterly disappear from the earth. But be-

side the inestimable jewel of elementary knowledge
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the price of which can never be told does there not

rest within the folds of the Inspired Book an inex-

haustible store, which the industry of man, piously di-

rected, ought to elicit
;
but which if men neglect it, the

Lord will not force upon their notice ? It is this hidden

treasure which should animate the ambition of vigorous
and devout minds. From such at second hand, the body
of the faithful are to receive it, if at all

;
and if not so

obtained for them, and dealt out by their teachers,

nothing will be more meager, unfixed, almost infantile,

than fc

the faith of Christians.'
5



CHAPTER VJL

THE REIGN OF THE WEIMAR CmOLE- REVOLUTION IN
EDUCATION AND HYMNOLOGY.

THE systems of the great philosophical minds whom
we have contemplated were remarkable for their har-

mony. As we now look back upon them we do not see

shapeless and unfitting fragments, but a superstructure
of rare symmetry and grace. Jacobi was the leaven of

improvement, and it was the mission of that devout

man to continue to some extent the habit of respectful

regard for God's word among intelligent circles of

society. All who were unwilling to become votaries of

reason were * his careful readers and enthusiastic ad-

mirers.

What we thus see developed in philosophy was

equally manifest in regard to literature. There arose,

as if by the enchanter's wand, a group of literary

giants at Weimar, an insignificant town on the outskirts

of the Thuringian Forest, who wielded an influence

which was destined to be felt in coming ages. Through
a combination of circumstances, Weimar became their

common home. It grew into a modern Parnassus, and

to this day bears the name of the German Athens.

Karl August, imitating the example of Augustus

Caesar, gathered around him as numerous and powerful
a cluster of literary men as his scanty revenue would
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allow. He paid "but little regard to their theological

differences
;

all that he cared for was their possession of

the truly literary spirit. His little principality, of

which this was the capital, could not possibly be ele-

vated into either a second or third rate power. All

hope of great influence being cut off in this direction,

he secured the presence of those chiefs of letters who

gave him a name and a power secured to but few in

any age. The town of "Weimar possesses a calm rustic

beauty by which the traveler cannot fail to be im-

pressed. You see only a few traces of architectural

taste, but the memory of the departed worthies who

once walked the winding streets is now the glory of

the place. There, the church where Herder preached
now stands

;
near by, the slab that covers the dust of

Wieland
; yonder, the humble cottage of Schiller, with

the room just as it was when the mute minstrel was

borne from it to his home in the earth; across the

brook is Goethe's country villa
;
and back in the grove,

the table whereon he wrote. There is a quiet sadness in

the whole town, as if nothing were left but the mere

recollection of what it once was. How different the

picture sixty years ago, when all the literary world

looked thither for the last oracle from one of these

high-priests of poesy 1 Book-publishers went there to

make proposals for the editorship of magazines, or for

some other new literary entei prise. Napoleon himself

craved an audience with Goethe, and it is the strongest

grudge held by the Germans against the master of their

literature that the oppressor of the fatherland was not

denied his request. Young men went to Weimar from

all parts of Europe to kiss the hand of these great
transformers of aesthetic taste. There was not a sover-

eign within the pale of civilization who did not envy
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Karl August's treasures. The story of the literary

achievements, of the Platonic friendships, and of the

evening entertaiments of Weimar, forms one of the

most remarkable chapters in the whole history of letters.

The name of Herder demands our prominent notice

because of its intimate connection with the theological
movement we have been tracing. He was eminently

adapted to his times. Perfectly at home with his gen-

eration, he looked upon his contemporaries as brethren,
and aroused himself manfully to serve them in every in-

terest. We notice in all his works a careful study to

meet the emergency then pressing upon society. We
will not say that Herder wrote every work just as it

should have been, and that he was evangelical through-
out. This he was not, but he was greatly in advance

of his predecessors. Amid the labyrinth of philosoph-
ical speculations it is interesting and refreshing to meet

with an author who, though endowed with the mind of

a philosopher, was content to pass for a poet, or even

for an essayist. His was a mind of rare versatility.

What he was not capable of putting his hand to scarce-

ly deserved the name of study. In philosophy, practi-

cal religion, literature, church history, education and ex-

egesis he labored with almost equal success. He was

the instrument of God, not to raise each of the crushed

elements of Christian power to a lofty vitality, but to

contribute to thk moderate elevation of nearly eveiy

one of them. It might be expected that his later wri-

tings would not abound in such hearty tributes to

devout religious, life as we find so glowingly expressed

in his earlier productions. The atmosphere of Weimar

favored a perverted growth. The personal acquaintance

of the men who surrounded him increased his literary

power but did not make his religion more fervent and
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powerful. His training had been in the old purify*

ing furnace of Pietism. His father had been a rare

specimen of that class of devout householders, who,
back in the days of Spener and Francke, were the real

glory of the German people. Young Herder was ac-

customed to family worship every day, when the hard

duties of temporal life were forgotten by those engaged
in singing, in the leisurely reading of the Scriptures, and

in prayer. One of the first books that had fallen

under his notice was Arndt's " True Christianity"
It was this work that inspired him with that re-

spect for religion which never left him in subse-

quent life.

Herder's creed was the improvement of man. He

expressed it in one word, humanity. But by this term

he meant more than most men conceive in whole vol-

umes. With him, it was that development and elevation

of the race for which every true man should labor. We
do not come into this life with a perfect humanity ;

but

we have the germ of
it,

and therefore we should con-

tribute to its growth with unceasing energy. We are

born with a divine element within us, and it is for the ma-

turity of this personal gift that all great and good men,
such as lawgivers, discoverers, philosophers, poets,

artists and every truly noble friend of his race, have

striven, in the education of children, by the various in-

stitutions designed to foster their individual taste. To

beautify humanity is the great problem ofhumanity. It

must be done
;
man must be elevated by one long and

unwearied effort, or he will relax* into barbarism.

Christianity presents . us, in the purest way, with the

purest humanity.
Herder was greatly interested in the poetic features

of the Bible. His work on Hebrew Poesy is full ot
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Lis warm attacliment to the inspired pictures of early
oriental life and history. "Whatever divested the Scrip-
tures of this eastern glow received his outright indig-
nation. He censured Michaelis for having criticised all

the heart out of the time-honored and God-given record.

He compared the critical labors of the Rationalists to

squeezing a lemon; and the Bible that they would

give, he said,
" was nothing save a juiceless rind." He

totally rejected the scientific reading of the Bible for

common purposes ;
and maintained, with great ardor,

that the more simple and human our reading of God's

word is, the nearer do we approach God's will. We
must make use of our own thoughts, and we must

imagine living scenes, with the inspired words as our

thought-outlines. The whole policy of the new class

of critics, he believed, was a thoroughly mistaken one.

Instead of discarding the pictorial Biblical beauties, as

they did with a few hasty dashes of the pen, he would

elevate them to a loftier status, and lead the rising gen-

eration to imbibe their spirit as a useful element for

later life. In his opinion, many of the Rationalists had

not the keen insight into the marvelous beauty of the

Bible which all should possess who would undertake

to elucidate its language and doctrines, They were,

therefore, not competent to decide upon it. The only

proper method of studying the Scriptures for the in-

struction of others is by the exercise of a fine poetic

sentiment. Hence the best poet makes the best exegete.

This reminds us of Schiller's idea of historiography.

Schiller said that, in his writing of history, he did not

intend to feel continually hampered by the sequence of

events, but that he would write as his own imagination

approved. High above facts would he place aesthetic

taste. A beautiful fancy ! But heaven be praised that
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all historians are not Schillers, and that all commenta-

tors are not Herders.

From this representation of Herder's tenacity for the

records of inspiration, and particularly for the Mosaic

accounts, one would be led to infer that his attachment

was due solely to his lofty views of the supernatural

origin of these revelations. But we cannot think this

was the fact. A careful estimate of his underlying

sympathies leads us to conclude that he loved the

Bible, not because it was inspired, as much as because

it was the highest, earliest, and simplest embodiment of

poetry, for it traces out those things in our history

which we are most interested in knowing. The poetic

beauty of the Scriptures entranced him. Had each

chapter of our canon been written in stately prose,

Herder would have been one of its coldest admirers.

He ransacked the myths and legends of various nations,

and dwelt upon the stories of giants and demi-gods with

scarcely less enthusiasm than if discoursing on the

building of Babel or on the gift of the law on Sinai,

Herder disliked the theories of Kant with cordial aver-

sion. Of course the Konigsberg sage had nothing in

common with the Weimar rhapsodist. Had Herder

only given a prominence to his belief in the fact of in<

spiration equally with an admiration of the method of

it,
his service to the cause of practical religion would

have been incalculable. Yet, in his views of the person
of Christ, he was far in advance of the times. He con-

ceived Christ not as a mere innovating teacher, but as

the great centre of faith. His belief in the sufficiency

of the atonement stands out in bold contrast with the

barren faith of his Weimar associates, who had such

lofty ideas of human excellence that they thought man
needed only one thing more to complete his perfection,
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Ms emergence from ignorance into taste and knowl-

edge. But Herder could see an abyss of depravity in

the heart along with the germ of excellence. He held

that Christ alone was able to annihilate the former and

develop the latter. He believed that the first three

evangelists gave the human side of Christ's character,

and that it was John who revealed his divinity. With
these four accounts before us we cannot be at a loss to

form a sound opinion on the mission of the Messiah.

He came to seek and save the lost. What he accom-

plished could have been effected by no other agency.
Herder's own words are :

" Jesus must be looked upon
as the first real fountain of purity, freedom, and salva-

tion to the world." Of the Lord's Supper he said, on

his entrance upon his pastoral duties at Weimar,
" The

Lord's Supper should not be a mere word and picture,

but a fact and truth. We should taste and see what

joys God has prepared for us in Jesus Christ when we
have intercourse with him at his own table. In every
event and accident of life we should feel that we are

his brethren and are sitting at one table, and that,

when we refresh ourselves at the festival of our Saviour,

we are resting in the will and love of the great King
of the world as in the bosom of the Father. The high,

still joy of Christ, and the spirit which prevails in the

eternal kingdom of heaven should speak out from our-

selves, influence others, and testify of our own love." It

is a lamentable reflection, however, that Herder's lofty

views of the mission of Christ, which had been formed

in the paternal home, were, in common with many other

evangelical views, doomed to an unhappy obscuration

upon the advance of his later years by frequent inter-

course with more skeptical minds.

One of the chief services rendered the church by
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Herder was Ms persistent attempt to elevate the pas-

toral office to its original and proper dignity. He held

that the pastor of the church should not be solely at

learned critic but the minister of the common people.

In his day, the pastor was considered the mere instru-

ment of the state, a sort of theological policeman ;
a

degradation which Herder could hardly permit himself

to think of without violent indignation. In his Letters

on the Study of Theology, published in 1780, and in

subsequent smaller worts, he sought to evoke a gener-

ation of theologians who, being imbued with Ms own
ideas of humanity, would betake themselves to the edi-

fication of the humble mind. He would eject scholasti-

cism from the study of the Bible, and show to his read-

ers that simplicity of inquiry is the safest way to happy
results. He would place the modern pastor, both in his

relations to the cause of humanity and in the respect

awarded him by the world, close beside the patriarch
and prophet of other days. And that man, in his opin-

ion, was not worthy the name of pastor who could neg-
lect the individual requirements of the soul. Accord-

ing to Herder, the theologian should be trained from

childhood into the knowledge of the Bible and of prac-

tical religion. Youths should have ever before them
the example of pious parents, who were bringing them

up with a profound conviction of the doctrines of di

vine truth. To choose theology for a profession from

mercenary aims would preclude all possibility of pastoral
usefulness.

" Let prayer and reading the Bible be your

morning and evening food," was his advice to a young
preacher. Some of the most eloquent words from his

pen were written against the customary moral preaching
which so much afflicted him. "

Why don't you come
down from your pulpits," he asks,

"
for they cannot be
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of any advantage to you in preaching such things ?

What is the use of all these Gothic churches, altars, and
such matters? No, indeed! Religion, true religion,
must return to the exercise of its original functions, or a

preacher will become the most indefinite, idle, and in-

different thing on earth. Teachers of religion, true ser-

vants of God's word, what have you to do in our cen-

tury ? The harvest is plenteous, but the laborers are

few. Pray the Lord of the harvest that he will send

out laborers who -will be something more than bare

teachers of wisdom and virtue. More than this, Help
yourselves !

"

The counsel given by Herder to others was practised
first by himself. He lived among critical minds, who

spurned humble pastoral work, but he felt it his duty,
and therefore discharged it to the best of his ability.

His preaching was richly lucid, and not directed to the

most intelligent portion of his auditors. He took up
a plain truth and strove to make it plainer. Yet, while

the masses were most benefited by his simplicity of

pulpit conversation, those giffced men who thought wifch

him arose from their seats profoundly impressed with

the dignity and value of the gospel, A witty writer

of the time, Sturz, gives an account of Herder's preach-

ing that throws some light upon the manner in which

the plain, earnest exposition of God's word always

affected the indifferent auditor. "You should have

seen," says this man,
" how every rustling sound was

hushed and each curious glance was chained upon him

in a very few minutes. We were as still as a Moravian

congregation. All hearts opened themselves spontane-

ously ; every eye hung upon him and wept unwonted

tears. Deep sighs escaped from every breast. My
dear friend, nobody preaches like him. Else religion

12
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would be to every one just what it should "be, the most

valuable and reliable Mend of men. He explained the

gospel of the day without fanaticism, yet with a grand

simplicity which needed not to ransack the world for

its wisdom, its figures of speech, or its scholastic arts.

It was no religious study, hurled in its three divisions

at the heart of stony sinners
;
nor was it what some

would call a current article of pulpit manufacture. It

was no cold, heathen, moral lecture, which sought noth-

ing but Socrates in the Bible, and would therefore teach

that we can do without both Christ and the Scriptures.

But he preached the faith which works by love, the

same which was first preached by the God of love, the

Mnd which teaches to suffer and bear and hope, and

which, by its rest and contentment, rewards bountifully
and independently of all the joys and sorrows of the

world. It seems to me that the scholars of the apostles

must have preached thus, for they did not tie them-

selves down to the hard dogmatics of their faith, and

therefore did not play with technical terms, as children

with their counting pennies." William von Humboldt
said of Herder's sermons that they were "

very attrac-

tive: one always found them too short, and wished

them of double length." Schiller spoke of his sermons

as plain, natural, and adapted to the common life, and

adds that Herder's preaching was
" more pleasing to him

than any other pulpit exercise to which he had ever

listened."

Herder was the great theological writer of Weimar,
and as such, his impression upon theology and religion
in general was decided. Though he opposed the Kant-

ian philosophy, because of its petrifying tendency, his

antagonism was counteracted by others of the Weimar
<jelebrities. Goethe and Schiller eclipsed all other
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names in their department of thought, and were the

culmination of the new type of literature. Herder

might preach, but it was only to a comparatively small

world. Goethe and Schiller were, on all points of lit-

erature, the oracles of Europe. Like Kant, they

stamped their own impress upon theology,which at that

day was plastic and weak beyond all conception. Tin-

der the Konigsberg thinker it became a great philo-

sophical system as cold as Mont Blanc. Then came

Poetry and Komance, which, though they could give a

fresh glow to the face, had no power to breathe life into

the prostrate form.

Schiller shares with Goethe the loftiest niche in the

pantheon of German literature. But the former is more

beloved than the latter, for the reason that his country-

men think that he had more soul. Schiller endeared

himself to his land because of his ardent aspirations to

political freedom. The poet of freedom is long-lived,

and France will no sooner forget her B&ranger, nor

America her Whittier, than the German fatherland will

become oblivious of Schiller. Like Herder, Schiller had

been trained carefully in household religion. In his

earliest outbursts of religious feeling there prevailed that

ardent and devout spirit which, had it been fostered by
a healthy popular taste, might have matured into some-

thing so transcendently brilliant and usefol, that the

writer of The Robbers would have proved one of the

reformers of his people. If his education had reaped its

appropriate harvest, his probable bearing upon the re-

generation of Germany can be but faintly imagined by
the aid of Klopstock's example. These were the sincere

thoughts of^Schiller's over-burdened soul when, one

Sabbath in 1777, he addressed himself to the Deity:
" God of truth, Father of light. I look to theewith the
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first rays of tlie morning sun, and I bow before thee.

Thou seest me, O God ! Thou seest from afar every

pulsation of my praying heart. Thou knowest well my
earnest desire for truth. Heavy doubt often veils my
soul in night ;

thou knowest how anxious my heart is

within me, and how it goes out for heavenly light. Oh

yes ! A friendly ray has often fallen from thee upon

my shadowed soul. I saw the awful abyss on whose

brink I was trembling, and I have thanked the kind

hand that drew me back in safety. Still be with me,

my God and Father, for these are days when fools stalk

about and say,
c there is no God.' Thou hast given me

my birth, my Creator, in these days when supersti-

tion rages at my right hand and skepticism scoffs at my
left. So I often stand and quake in the storm

;
and

oh, how often would the bending reed break if thou

didst not prevent it
; thou, the mighty Preserver of all

thy creatures and Father of all who seek thee.
" What am I without truth, without her leadership

through life's labyrinths? A wanderer through the

wilderness, overtaken by the night, with no friendly

hand to lead me and no guiding star to show me the

path. Doubt, uncertainty, skepticism! You begin
with anguish and you end with despair. But Truth,
thou leadest us safely through life, bearest the torch

before us in the dark vale of death, and bringest us

home to heaven, where thou wast born. my God,

keep my heart in peace, in that holy rest during which

Truth loves best to visit us. The sun refuses to reflect

itself in the stormy sea, but it is down into its calm

mirror-like flood that it beams its face. Even thus keep

my heart at peace, O God, that it may be fit to know
thee and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent

;
for this

alone is the truth which strengthens the heart and ele-
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rates the soul If I have truth then I have Christ
; if

I have Christ, then have I God
;
and if I have God,

then I have everything. And could I ever permit my-
self to be robbed of this precious gem, this heaven-

reaching blessing by the wisdom of this world, which
is foolishness in thy sight ? No. He who hates truth

I will call my enemy, but he who seeks it with simple
heart I will embrace as my brother and my friend.

"The bell rings that calls me to the sanctuary.
I hasten thither to make good my confession," to

strengthen myself in the truth, and to prepare myself
for death and eternity. O lead me in such a path, my
Father, and so open my heart to the impressions of

truth that I may be strong enough to make it known
to my fellow men. They know that thou art their

God and Father, and that thou didst send Jesus thy

Son, and the Holy Spirit who was to testify of the

truth. They can therefore have strength for every grief

of this life, and for the sorrows of death a bright hope
of a happy immortality.

"
Now, my God, thou canst take everything from

me, yea every earthly joy and blessing ;
but leave me

truth, and I have joy and blessing enoughj
"

It was the young Schiller who wrote these ecstatic

svords at a time when he contemplated entering the

ministry. A few years passed by, and all was changed.

Ee grew into a, sincere admirer, we might say wor-

shiper, of the heathen faith. He complained that all

the life and spirit were taken out of the Bible by the

Rationalists, but he did nothing to remedy their error.

tie became absorbed in the spirit of classic times. The

antiquity of Greece was far dearer to him than tliat of

Palestine, and his poetic fancy was excited to a greater

tension by the tales of heathen deities than by the his-
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tones of the Bilble. He was a devotee of Kant, and Ms

poetry was largely made up of that philosopher's meta-

physics. Yet, in Schiller's hand, abstractions became

living pictures. He knew how to speak clearly, and

his popularity is evidence to the fact that his generations
of readers have plainly understood him.

"While Schiller represented Kant in verse, Goethe

did the same thing with Schelling's philosophy. The

influence of the latter poet on religion was very perni-

cious. He expressed himself favorably of the Bible,

"but he claimed that it could only educate the people up
to a little higher stage of intelligence and taste. He
was intensely egotistic, and totally indifferent to all

religious belief. His false idolatry of art and his enthu-

siasm arrayed for heathendom, in all the beautiful

charms of the most seductive poetry, had a tendency fatal

to the cause of Christianity and to all public and private

virtue.
1 He expressed himself sometimes as very favor-

able toward the Roman Catholic worship, and the ad-

herents of that faith quote his words of approbation
with evident pride. In his Autobiography he pays some

high compliments to the seven sacraments of the Ro-

manists. He made several visits to the beautiful little

Catholic church dedicated to St. Roch, situated just

above Bingen on the Rhine. He presented it with an

altar-piece, and on one occasion said,
" Whenever I enter

this church I always wish I were a
m
Catholic priest.'

7

But G-oethe's love and admiration of Catholicism were

due rather to his attachment to the old works of art

than to that particular system of faith and worship.
The Romish church was the conservator of the art-

triumphs of the Middle Ages. She laid great store by
her paintings and statuary, and had been the patroness

1 Mohler's Symboltem ; Memoir of Author.
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of the arts ever since the /wealth of noblemen and kings

began to be poured into her lap. Goethe loved her

because she loved art. The key to this only evidence

of religious principle lies in his own words, as he once

expressed himself on contemplating a painting of the

old jSrerman school.
" Down to the period of the Ref-

ormation," he said,
" a spirit of indescribable sweetness,

solace, and hope seems to live and breathe in all these

paintings everything in them seems to announce the

kingdom of heaven. But since the Reformation, some-

fking painful, desolate, almost evil characterizes worlcs

of art / and, instead of faith, skepticism is often trans-

parent.^

Our plan precludes an estimate of Goethe's literary

achievements. But the influence of his productions on

theology was, in the main, as destructive as if he had

written nothing but uncompromising Rationalism. He
was the head of the Weimar family, He had a cool,

careful judgment. Schiller was excitable and impulsive ;

but Goethe was always stoical, regarding holy things

as convenient for the more rapid advance of civilization,

but not absolutely necessary for the salvation of the

soul. He directed the literature of Europe. In popu-

larity Schiller was his peer, yet in real power over the

minds and lives of others no one was a match for

Goethe. Other men at "Weimar, such as Wieland,

Knebel, and Jean J?anl, were admired, but Goethe was

the cynosure of all eyes. He was always thinking what

next to write, and when he issued a new play, poem,
or romance, a sensation was made wherever the German

and French tongues were spoken.

Contemporaneously with these literary influences,

which greatly increased the power and prestige of

Rationalism, there was a gradual transformation of the
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training and instruction of the children of Germany.
A thorough infusion of doubt into the minds of the

youth of the land was all that was now needed to com-

plete the sovereignty of skepticism.

It cannot be disputed that there were serious de-

fects in the educational system already prevalent. The
Latin schools instituted by Melanchthon were still in

existence, but they had become mere machines. Chil-

dren were compelled to commit the dryest details to

memory. The most useless exercises were elevated to

great importance, and years were spent in the study
of manybranches that could be of no possible benefit in

either the professions or the trades. The primary schools

were equally defective. There was no such thing as the

pleasant, developing influence of the mature over the

young mind. The same defect had already contributed

to the spread of Rationalism, but the Rationalists were

now shrewd enough to seize upon this very evil and

use it as an instrument of strength and expansion.

Basedow was the first innovator in education, and,

glaring as his faults were, he succeeded in effecting

radical changes in the entire circle of youthful training.

Sprang from a degraded class, addicted to vulgar habits,

and dissipated beyond the countenance of good society,

this man educated himself, and then set himself up as

a fit agent for the reformation of German education.1

He undertook, by his publication of the PMlaletlvy, and

of the Theoretical System of Sowid Reason, to in-

fuse new spirit into the university method of instruc-

tion. But he had taken too large a measure of his own

powers, and therefore made but little impression upon
the circle to which he had addressed himself* But,
with that restless determination which distinguished

1
Sohlosser, History of the Eightemth OeniMry^ vol. 2, pp, 88-41.
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him through, life, he began to appeal to the younger
mind, and contended boldly for the freedom of children

from their common and long-standing restraints.

From 1763 to 1770 Basedow deluged the whole

land with his books on education
; and, uniting his ap.

peals for educational reform with strictures upon the

validity of the Scriptures, he incurred the sore displeas
ure of Gotze, WinHer and others of their class. They
replied to him, but he was always ready-witted, and
the press groaned under his repeated and sometimes rib-

ald rejoinders. He told the nation, in an Address to

the Friends of Humanity, that the old excesses would

soon be done away with, since he was about to publish a

work and commence an educational institution which

would rid the children of the shackles of customary in-

struction. He solicited subscriptions for the issue of his

elementary book, as it would require numerous plates,

and be attended with other unusual expenses. His

manifesto was freely circulated. Replies soon came to

him, with liberal subscriptions from all parts of Europe.

Princes and people became infatuated with his great

plans and wrote him their warm approval. They re-

mitted large contributions for his assistance, A speci-

men of his GhilcFs Book appeared, and all classes were

pleased with it. Whatever he promised was accepted

with avidity, because his promises were at once so flat-

tering and exaggerated. Schlegel and other educators

tried in vain to make the multitude believe that the

vulgar mountebank could never fulfill their expectations.

Basedow proposed to parents, that if they would

observe his system, all languages and subjects, gram*

mar, history, and every other study could be learned, not

in the tread-mill style, but as an amusement ;
that mo-

rality and religion, both Jewish and Christian, Catholic
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as well as Protestant, could be easily taught ;
that all the

old bonds of education were henceforth to be broken
;

and that every great difficulty would hereafter be a pas-

time. Finally a part of the elementary work appeared.

But one plan creating the necessity for another, he soon

found himself immersed in the conception of a great

philosophical school, in which not only children but also

teachers were to be trained for the application of his

new system to the appalling wants of the people.

Every family became possessor of the elementary book,
and all eyes were turned toward the PTiilantTiropium

]\- Dessau. Compared with Basedow's wishes, this

was but a fragment of an institution. But upon its

existence depended the solution of his lauded prob-
lems.

Just at this time Germany was stirred by the

reading of Rousseau's works on popular education.

Neither in Switzerland nor France had they effected

the purpose for which they were written, but among
the Germans their success wag complete. Many per-

sons, earnestly favoring Rousseau's doctrine of freedom

from all conventional restraints in families, desired even

his Idyls of Life to be introduced into the schools.

Basedow and Rousseau thought in harmony ;
recom-

mended that nature, not discipline, should be our guide
in education

;
and that only those stories should be

taught, of the utility of which the children are them-

selves conscious. Subscriptions came in profusely, and

the PTiilcmthropiwn in Dessau commenced its existence,

It was opened without pupils on the twenty-seventh of

December, 1774, and in the following year it was at-

tended by only fifteen. It threatened to decline, but

rallied again ;
and in 1776 a great public examination

was held. Then Basedow retired from its curatorship
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but, returning once more, his institution suffered under
bis care, and finally met with total extinction. The

great bubble of his plans burst. People awoke to their

mistake, and many of his dupes began to confess that,

after all, the old system of education was the best that

had been devised.

But there were men who had lighted their torches

at Basedow's flame. Some who had been temporary in.

mates of his Phfl&nthropium went to work with great

perseverance to write juvenile books. Though the in-

stitution had tumbled to ruin, and public notice began
to be turned from it, the excitement of the popular
mind on the training of youth had been so intense that

the subject could not soon cease to receive attention.

For this reason, the writers of books for children found

a large circle to read them, and become impressed by
them. Herder had called attention to the subject of

education in some of his most eloquent periods. He
contended zealously for the development of the young
mind. His own words were,

" that it should be the

chief aim of the teacher to imbue the child with liv-

ing ideas of everything that he sees, says, or enjoys,

in order to give him a proper position in his world, and

continue the enjoyment of it through every day of his

life."
r
Jeau Paul, in his Levana, or the Doctrine of

Education, called attention to the necessity of the per-

sonal training of children by their parents in opposition

to the old stiff method which, instead of quickening, only

stupefied the intellect. Campe and Salzmann had

been students in Basedow's Phil/mthropiwni, and sub-

sequently each of them commenced a similar institution,

but of more humble pretensions. Yet it was not so

much as practical educators as by their writings, that they

were instrumental in effecting a powerful impression
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upon the young mind of Germany. Campe's Children^

Library had a fascinating influence upon children. It

encouraged their literary taste to the exclusion of re-

ligious development. The author advocated morality,

"but only that which is taught by the common dictates

of nature. He stoutly rejected the old Catechism of

Luther as unfit to be drilled into a youthful mind, and,

unhappily, he found many sympathizers. His Robinson

the Younger was to the Germans what Robinson Cru*

soe was, and still is, to the English-speaking world, and

from the time that the children read its wonderful

stories they looked with disgust upon the less exciting

histories of the Bible. From 17T5 to 1785 it captivated

every boy and girl who could collect groschen enough
to buy a copy. When they had ceased reading it they
were filled with the idea that they were naturally per-

fect.

Pestalozzi belongs rather to the present than

to the last century, but he stands highest in the

catalogue of the educational reformers who arose dur-

ing the meridian strength of Rationalism. He -was

a Swiss by birth. In 1798 he went to Stanz and la-

bored for the amelioration of the orphan children whose

parents had fallen in the French wars.1 His idea was,

to make the school an educating family, into which the

ease and pleasure of home should be introduced. He,
(too, believed in man's natural goodness, and held that

true education is not so much the infusion of what is

foreign to, as the educing of what is native in the child.

But he warmly encouraged youthful acquaintance with

the Bible, and said that the history of Christ is an in-

dispensable ingredient in the education of every young
mind. But while these few men, both by their active

1 Kaknis : German Protestantism, p. 216.
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life and facile pen, contributed their "share to the im-

provement of the youth of Germany, there was a large
class of writers for the young, whose productions be-

came as plentiful as autumn leaves. Some were sen-

timental, having imbibed their spirit from Siegwart,
La NowoeUe Hel&ise, and similar works. Yonng men
and women became dreamers, and children of every
social condition were converted into premature thinkers

on love, romance, and suicide- Whoever could wield

a pen thought himself fit to write a book for children.

There has never been a period in the whole current of

history when the youthful mind was more thorough-

ly and suddenly revolutionized. The result was very
disastrous. Education, in its true import, was no longer

pursued, and the books most read were of such nature

as to destroy all fondness for the study of the Bible, all

careful preparation for meeting the great duties of

coming maturity, and every impression of man's incapa-

city for the achievement of his own salvation.

The teachers in the common institutions of learning

having now become imbued with serious doubts con-

cerning the divine authority of the Scriptures, their

pupils suffered keenly from the same blight. In

many schools and gymnasia miracles were treated with

contempt. Epitomes of the Scriptures on a philosoph-

ical plan were introduced. Ammon, in one of his

works, tells the young people that the books of the Old

Testament have no divine worth or character for us, ex-

cept so far as they agree with the spirit of the gospel.

As to the New Testament, much must be figuratively un-

derstood, since many things have no immediate relation

ETonf"iimeSr "Christ is a mere man. Dinter was a vo-

luminous writer on theological subjects, and in his

books tells children of imperfect notions of former
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times as to God, angels, and miracles. He gives teach-

ers directions how to conduct themselves cleverly in

such matters, and afterwards, in agreement with the

principles he recommends, he lays down plans of cate-

chising. For example, there are to be two ways of cat-

echizing about Jonah
;
one before an audience not suffi-

ciently enlightened, and where all remains in its old

state
;
another for places which have more light. In

the prophecies concerning the Messiah a double expla-

nation is given for the same reason. One is the old or-

thodox way, the other a more probable neological plan.

A clever teacher is to choose for himself
;
a dull one

may ask the parish clergyman how far he may go.

As a fair specimen of the kind of Biblical instruc-

tion then imparted to the children of Germany, we

may adduce the example of Becker's Universal Histo-
r^foT the Young. A second edition was issued in

Berlin in 1806. Speaking of the person and char-

acter of Christ, the author says,
" Jesus probably got

the first notion of his undertaking from being a friend

of John, and going often to his father's, who was a

priest ;
and from the Gospel it appears that the sight of

feasts and of the crowd of worshipers had a great ef-

fect upon him. It is doubtful whether Jesus and John

were sent into Egypt for their education, or were taught

by the Essenes, and then sent into Palestine as am-

bassadors of that sect, with secret support and accord-

ing to arranged plan. . . . The indications of the

Messiah in the Old T'estament had produced great effect

on Jesus and John who were both hot-heads, such as

destiny raises for some great purpose. We are in

danger, therefore, of judging them unjustly, especially

?rom the great mixture of high and low, clear and ob-

scure in them."
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Becker had the modesty to say that he would not

undertake to fix the character of Jesus, "but merely col-

lect the fragments of it from his wretcTied biographers.
The friends had great mutual esteem, but John saw in

Jesus a higher spirit than his own. Both had the

same hatred of the priests, their pride and hypocrisy ;

both thought the Mosaic law no longer fit for the time,

and that the notion of a national God was the source of

all the evil in Judea. After long meditation they de-

cided that Jesus must be the Messiah
;
and John found

the part of a precursor fixed for himself. Christ, partly

from his power of attraction, and partly from the hope
of future power, made his disciples depend blindly on

him. It was only with great caution that he could un-

dertake his great work of destroying the priests. The

people wer^jdividad into sects
;
and the characteristics

of his plan were, his choice of the lowest people, and

his withdrawing himself frequently from public view,

that the priests might not nip his plan in the bud. As
all the prophets had worked miracles, and many were

expected from the Messiah, he too was obliged, accord-

ing to Becker, to undertake them or renounce his hopes.

"No doubt he performed miracles
;
for the power of the

mind on the body is such that we need not doubt his

curing the melancholy and the nervous. As to the mi-

raculous meals, raising the dead, curing the blind and

deaf, these things must be attributed to the calculation

of his historians
;
and we need not hesitate to do so

after observing such tangible fabrications as Christ's

walking on the sea, his blasting the fig tree, devils driven

into the swine, and virtue going out of himself. In the

story of Lazarns we cannot help suspecting some secret

concert. Christ did perform some uncontested miracles,

however and there was in his manner that inexpressible
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something which makes greatness irresistible. The

mystic obscurity thrown over his future kingdom, the

many parables he used, and his assured manner of

speaking of future things, begot reverence. The pru-

dence of his judgment and the strictness of his life are

praiseworthy. He could pursue the destruction of old

usages but very slowly ;
first he allowed the neglect of

the Sabbath, and at last made open war with the

priests,
" on whom Tie lanced all ike thunder of a Cice-

ronian eloquence?

"John's death," continues this model writer for

youth,
" made Christ very timid. He got away into

the desert and ordered his followers not to call him

Messiah in public. In his last journey to Jerusalem,

the multitude protected him by day, and he escaped by

night. His answers, made to several questions at this

time, for example, John viii. 3, are still admired. He had

always suspected Judas
;
and as he had a presentiment

that he would come to a bad end, he became very

uneasy, and yet was able to exhort his disciples. He
did not really die on the cross. "Whenever recognized

by his disciples afterwards, he went away directly, and

came back unexpectedly and for a short time. At last

he disappeared quickly, and let himself be seen no

more. This end, like that of Lycurgus, produced many
followers. By degrees alj the tales of the crucifixion.

were extended and a Christian mythology .erected."
*

,**** M t t l* ,?,, r *>#*
'9*+"*

Becker was not more extreme in his inculcation of

doctrine than many others. JE^en, ,&senius, in the

preface to his Hebrew JReadmg Book, tells the students

of the Bible that Gren. i. 2, 8, contains the description
of the origin of the earth by a sage of antiquity;
that the narrator has a very imperfect knowedge of na-

1
Eose, State of Protestantism m G&rmmy, pp. 178-181.
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tore, though his description is sublime, that he can

hardly be the first inventor of the description, as the

principal outlines of it and even the six works of cre-

ation are to be found in other religions of the East
;
and

that probably he only accommodates the general tradi-

tion of the East to the national opinion^ of the He-

brews, a remark which applies especial^ crib-

ing a mystic origin to the Sabbath, a festivafpeculiar
to the Jews.

Such was the kind of theology in which the German

youth were trained during a period extending through
the latter part of the eighteenth and the beginning of

the nineteenth centuries. It is no matter of astonish-

ment, then, that when those children became adults

they were rigid Rationalists from the mere force of

training. ^^^^^^^9.
We now come to one of the most inexcusable deeds

with which Eationalism stands charged "We refer to

the general destruction or alteration of the time-honored

German hymns.
Both the great branches of the Protestant church had

alwajs highly prized their rich, hymns, of which there

were eightj^hLOua^nd in existence. Some of the finest

lyrics orany tongue were among the number. The

sacred songs now used in our American churches are

not solely of English origin, or of our own production ;

but many of the sweetest of them are free versions

from the German hymnists. The Rationalists, not

being content with their present laurels, began in great

earnestness to despoil the hymn-books of the Protestant

church, of everything savoring of inspiration or of any
of the vital doctrines already rejected They looked

upon those songs of devotion as composed during the

iron age of truth, and therefore unfit to be sung by the
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congregations whose lot Lad been cast in tlie golden

period. Should these verses continue to be sung by
the church, they would remain a strong tie holding
the masses to the pitiable days of effete orthodoxy.
The Rationalists reasoned correctly, for, in Germany,
music is a power which has at times defied the au-

thority of popes and kings. It was, therefore, with a

gprt of savage satisfaction that these destroyers of truth

began the wort of denuding those earnest and evan-

gelical hymns of all their vigor and nationality for the

purpose of placing in their stead cold and heartless

moral verses.

JKlogstpck commenced the work of alteration, though
with a good intention, by remodeling twenty-nine old

church hymns. Cramer and Schlegel followed in his

steps. Soon the devout and animating songs of Gdlert,

Bach, and their brother minstrels were despoiled of

[the spirit that had ever made them dear to the popu-

jlar
heart and familiar to the common ear. By and by,

jpverybody who could make a tolerable rhyme seized

feome of the .master-pieces of hyrnnology, and set them

up on stiff philosophical stilts. New hymn books were

introduced into many of the churches, and the people ,

sang Rationalism. General superintendents, consistorial

counselors, and court preachers, rivaled each other in

preparing a new volume of religious songs for the terri-

tory under their charge. Individual towns and churches

had their own selections. Some portions of Germany,

especially Wiirtemberg, refused awhile to give up the

old hymns, and certain writers of the sterling character

of the poet Schubert, raised a loud and indignant voice

against the *^flfcHifidjgg^^ * &
* But they could ac

complish nothing, and the old hymns suffered that fear-

ful mortality which the Rationalists had by this tim(
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become so able to inflict on almost everything of value.

It is a lamentable scene to see those reckless doubters

sit down with scalpel in hand to dissect as pure and in-

spiring hymns as are to be found in the devotional

literature of any nation. For a good sacred song is

only complete just as its author finishes it. If an au-

thorized hymn committee attempt to alter it, they fill

it at once with icicles. They can no more improve it

by emendations than they can improve a rose by the

use of a penknife. Each clipping or puncture destroys

some natural charm.

But the music accompanying the hymns was doomed

to a like fate. The old chorals, which had been linger,

ing in those renowned gothic temples ever since the

days of Luther, were so altered as to stand upon the

same footing with the hymns themselves. All senti-

ment was extracted, as quite out of place, and sublimity

was made to give way to a more temperate and stoical

standard. In due time the Eationalists effected their pur-

pose. Secular music was introduced into the .sanx*-

tuary; an operatic overtop generally welcomed the

people into church, and a march or a waltz dismissed

them. Sacred music was no longer cultivated as an ele-

mentjjL jdevoiioji. The oratorios and cantata of the

theatre and beer-garden were the Sabbath accompani-

ments of the sermon. The masses consequently began
to sing less

;
and the period of coldest skepticism in

Germany, like similar conditions in other lands, was the

season when the congregations, the common people, and

the children sang least and most drowsily.

We now behold Protestant Germany in the foil

possession
of a shrewd, powerful," and. aggressive system

of infidelity. The most thorough student of church his-

tory must conclude that no other kind of skepti-
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cism Las received more aid from external sources.

Eveiything that appeared on the surface of the times

contributed its mite toward the spiritual petrification

of the masses. Hamann, Oetinger, Keinhard, Lavater,
and Storr were insufficient for the great task of coun-

teraction, while Rationalism could count its strong
men "by the score and hundred. Literature, philosophy,

history, education, and sacred music were so influenced

by increasing indifference and doubt that when the

people awoke to their condition they found themselves

in a strange latitude and on a dangerous coast. But

they thought themselves safe. They could not see how
each new feature in politics, literature, and theology
was affecting them in a remarkable manner

;
and how

so many influences from opposite quarters could con-

tribute to the same terrible result, the total overthrow

of evangelical faith.



CHAPTER VIII.

DOCTRINES OF RATIONALISM IK THE DAT OP ITS
STRENGTH.

THE church. BOW presented a most deplorable

aspect. Philosophy had come, with its high-sounding

terminology, and invaded the hallowed precincts of

Scriptural truth. Literature, with its captivating notes,
had well-nigh destroyed what was left of the old Pie-

tistic fervor. The songs of the church were no longer

images of beauty, but ghastly, repulsive skeletons. The

professor's chair was but little better than a heathen

tripod. The pulpit became the rostrum where the

shepherdless masses were entertained with vague essays
on such general terms as righteousness, human dignity,

light, progress, truth, and right. The peasantry re-

ceived frequent and labored instructions on the raising
of cattle,' bees, and fruit. The poets of the day were

publicly recited in the temples where the Reformers

had preached. Wieland, Herder, Schiller, and Goethe

became more familiar to the popular congregations than

Moses, David, Paul, or even Christ. By this time we

might reasonably expect the harvest from SsmlQE's, Ac,

vorite theories. There was no school as yet by which

he worked upon the public mind, but the greater portion
of theologians caught up scrap-thoughts from his opin-

ions and now dealt them out in magnified proportions
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to the masses who, like their Athenian predecessors,
were ever anxious to learn what was new. That so

many influences as we have seen in force should com-

pletely subdue orthodoxy is not wonderful, when we
consider first the minds that originated them, and

then the dull and frigid condition of the church.

But, as the fruit of these influences, there was nc

common system of theology adopted by the Rationalists,

The reason is obvious. Rationalism was not an organ

ism, and therefore it could have no acknowledged creed

Its adherents were powerful and numerous scouting

parties, whose aim was to harass the flanks of th<

enemy, and who were at liberty, when occasion re*

quired, to divide, subdivide, take any road, or attack at

any point likely to contribute to the common victory.

One writer came before the public, and threw doubt

on some portions of the Scriptures. He was followed

by another who, while conceding the orthodox view of

those very passages, would discard other parts, even

whole books, as plainly incredible. A third discussed

the character and mission of Christ, and imputed a cer-

tain class of motives to him. A fourth attributed to

him totally different, if not contradictory, impulses.

There is no one book, therefore, in which we find an

undisputed Rationalistic system, for the work that may
represent one circle will give but a meagre and false

view of another. Besides, what the most of the Ra-

tionalists might agree upon at one stage of the develop-

ment of their skepticism, would be rejected by othersi

living a few years after them. The only means, there-

fore, by which we are enabled to arrive at some under-

standing concerning their opinions is to fix upon the

time of their meridian strength, and then to hear what

their representative men of that period say of the truths

OJL revelation.
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"Nortt it cannot be doubted that Rationalism was most

powerful after tlie decided impression made upon theol-

ogy by the philosophical direction commenced by Kant,
and by that of literature inaugurated by Leasing and
followed by the Weimar poets. We are consequently
under the necessity of hearing the statements of ac-

knowledged Kationalists who flourished during this

time, and, out of the chaos, arrive at the most probable
and general views entertained by the peopla
We shall see that the scene of spiritual desolation

was repulsive enough to make every servant of Christ

wish, with Wordsworth,

"I'd rather be

A pagan, suckled in a creed outworn ;

So might I standing on this pleasant lea,

Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn

Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea,

Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn,"

All religion was held by the Rationalists

to ^Vniere morality, IbT'any such thing as conver-

sionf they were agreed that it could be only a wort of

the imagination. All the regeneration at which we

may reasonably expect to arrive is an inclination to

obey the dictates of reason. He who follows the teach-

ings of his own intellect cannot go astray, for this is

the light that lighteth every man that cometh into the

world. The Scriptures give a high coloring to religion,

and represent it as necessary ;
but those writings are

not as reliable as the innate revelation which every son

of Reason enjoys.

.
EXISTENCE OF GOD. With tihis view of religion in

general, all the other vital doctrines of Christianity

suffered an equal depredation. The existence of jSrod

"hut the Droof is impossible. His person
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ality cannot "be affirmed
;

it is confounded with tlae soul

of the world. Of course, the doctrine of the Trinity
cannot be accepted; for reason sheds no light suffi-

ciently clear to establish it. A high dignitary of the

church, Cannabich, wrote a book in positive denial of

the Trinity, original sin, justification, satisfaction of

Christ, baptism, and the Lord's Supper. As for the

Trinity, the early Christians had no such tenet, and it

was never concocted until after the lapse of several

centuries of the Christian era. Both philosophy and

nature are as capable of establishing the evidence of

God's existence as the Scriptures themselves. The idea

we have of God is due to prejudice and education.

The mass of the Rationalists said, with Lichtenberg,
that instead of God making man after his image, man
had made God after his human image.

DOCTBESTE OF jtasECBA^io^ The Eationalists were

fond of reasoning by analogy, and they used that

method of argument freely in their discussions on the

inspiration of the Scriptures. God never pursues the

plan of operating immediately upon nature. His laws

are the mediate measures by which he communicates

with man. Gravitation is an instrument he employs
for the control of the material world. Thus, in some'

way, does God impress upon man's mind all that he

wishes to reveal, without any necessity of direct inspire

tion. The doctrine was, therefore, rejected because

there was no need of it,
and from this step it was easy

to assume the position that there is no inspiration.

This the Eationalists did assume. " Grant inspiration,"

said they,
" and you bind us down to the belief that all

the contents of the Scriptures are true. You force us"

to believe what our reason does not comprehend. The
doctrine of inspiration opens the floodgate for the be-
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lief of a mass of mythical stuff which we will no more

grant to be historically true titan Niebuhr will admit

tlie validity of tlie legends of early Rome." The poets
of every land have enjoyed a sort of rhapsody when in

their highest flights. This rhapsody or ecstasy is all

that these idolaters of reason will concede. Boeder

.lein's views of inspiration were much more elevated

than those held by many of his confreres ; but he too

speaks of poetical excitement, and draws a line of dis-

tinction between the inspired and uninspired parts of

Scripture. But Ammon represents this subject better

than Doderlein. It was his opinion that the idea of a

mediate divine instruction is applicable to all human

knowledge. He rejects the notion peculiar to revelation*

Inspiration cannot for a moment be accepted as an im-

mediate divine impression, because it would compromise
the supremacy of reason, and destroy man's intellectual

and moral liberty. The diversity of style perceptible

in the writers of the Scriptures is a proof that they
were not influenced by immediate inspiration. "These

writers themselves," say the Rationalists, "never claimed

such extraordinary functions as those with which or-

thodox believers would now clothe them."

, Tollner, a theological professor in Prankfort-on-the-

Oder, wrote very folly on inspiration, and his work

was held in great repute by many of the Rationalists,

who were inclined to superoaturalisirL He held that

the wiH, tlie matter, the words, and the order of both

the matter and the words, might be objects of inspira-

tion. But there are several degrees of inspiration*

Some books were written without inspiration of any

kind, and were only confirmed by Goi In the Old

Testament, Moses might have been directed to a choice 1

of subjects, and his memory might have been strength-
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ened. So of the Psalms and Prophecies. There is no

such thing as inspiration of the historical books. It

cannot be determined what degree was employed in the

New Testament In the Acts there was nothing more

than natural inspiration. Luke and Mark were ap*

proved by the apostles, hence their writings may be

received. Morus held that inspiration was sometimes

only the inducing to write
;
sometimes an admonition

to do so
;
sometimes revelation

;
and sometimes only a

guarding from error.
1

Granting the Rationalistic de-

nial of inspiration, we have no solid ground for any

portion of the Bible. We find, therefore, that after this

view had become prevalent the popular mind attached

no importance to God's revealed will. Interpolations
were imagined at every point of difficulty. Schrockh

gives a sketch of the deplorable state of opinion on
j.n-

spiration, when he says,
"
Inspiration was given up

interpolations in Scripture were believed to exist. In

the oldest and partly in more recent history, instead of

historical facts these writers saw only allegories, myth, (

philosophical principles, and national history. Where

appearances of God and the angels, or their immediate

agency, are related, nothing was seen but Jewish images
or dreams. The explanation of all biblical books was

pursued on new principles. The Bong of Solomon was

not mystical The Revelations contained no prophecy
of the fortunes of the church."

Bitter indeed must have been the emotions of the

devout Christian on seeing the departure of inspiration
from the opinions of the theological leaders of that day.

Infinitely more exquisite must have been his pain than

was that of the poet, who, sighing for the haunted and

-credulous days of olden time, said :

1
Rose, State of Protestantism in Germany. N"otes on Oh. iv.
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" The intelligible forms of ancient poets,

The fair hnmanities of old religions,

The power, the beauty, and the majesty,
That had their haunts in dale or piny mountain,
Or forest, by slow stream, or pebbly spring,

Or chasms and watery depths : all these have vanished."

.CEEBIBILITT OF THE SCBXPTTTRES. Sehenkel affirms

that Rationalism consists in giving up all the historical

characteristics of Christianity and of Christian truths,

and in the reduction of religion to the universal con-

clusions of reason and morality. The accuracy of this

definition is very perceptible when we consider the

wantonness of the assaults of the Rationalists upon the

Scriptures as the canon of faith and practice* This

period was marked by desperate attempts to overthrow

the early history of all countries, and to convict his-

torians of stating as fact what was only vague tradition.

As the Bible was alleged by the supernaturalists to be

the oldest historic record, great paiirs were taken to dis-

sipate the mist from its accounts of supposed verities.

The writers of the Scriptures, the friends of Rationalism

held, were only men like ourselves. They had our

prejudices and as great infirmities as we have. They
were as subject to deception and trickery, and as fall

of political and sectarian rancor as partisans in these

times. All through the Old Testament we find traces

of biased judgment, Jewish national pride, sectional

enmity, sectarian superstition, and rabbinical ignorance.

It is but little better in the New Testament, for the

disciples of Christ and the writers of the gospels were

as susceptible of error and bigotry as their predecessors.
1

The writers of the Scriptures were utterly destitute

>f any such great designs as the orthodox attribute to

1 Von Ammon: JBiblkehe Theologi*
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them. They had no intention of writing for posterity,
and were the mere chroniclers of what they had heard

from others and seen for themselves. The Bible is, like

the essays of Seneca, an excellent book for elevating
the people by its moral tone. As a revelation of God's

will it only takes its place beside others which God
had previously made, and has been making in a nat-

ural way, ever since.
1 All ages and nations have their

communications of knowledge, and the setting forth

of any truth in a clearer light is a revelation.
2 There

are many steps necessary for the education of the race

and for its intellectual and moral development. The

Scriptures are a very good aid to such a great consum-

mation.3 But they are fall of errors, which we must

leave for the supremacy of pure Reason to dissipate

forever.
4

We cannot forbear to give Wegscheider's testimony
on the scanty measure of Scriptural credibility and au-

thority in his own words. u But whatever narrations,"

he says,
"
especially accommodated to a certain age and

relating miracles and mysteries, are united with the

history and subject-matter of revelation of this kind,

these ought to be referred to the natural sources and

true nature of human knowledge. By how much the

more clearly the author of the Christian religion, not

without the help of Deity, exhibited to men the ideas

of reason imbued with true religion, so as to represent,

as it were, a reflection of the divine reason, or the divine

spirit, by so much the more diligently ought man to strive

to approach as nearly as possible to form that archetype
in the mind, and to study to imitate it in life and man-

1
Dau'b.

* Herder. 'Leasing: MwscTwngescTMht. Rosenmflller :

Btufenfolge der QottUchen Offiribcvrungen.
*
Wegscheider : Institutions

Dogmatics.
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ners to tlie utmost of Ms ability. Behold here the in-

timate and eternal nnion and agreement of Christianity
with Rationalism. . . . The various modes of su-

pernatural revelation mentioned in many places of the

sacred books, are to be referred altogether to the no-

tions and mythical narrations of every civilized people ;

and this following the suggestion of the Holy Scripture

itself, and therefore to be attributed, as any events in the

nature of things, to the laws of nature known to us

As to theophanies, the sight of the infinite Deity is ex-

pressly denied : John i. 18 1 John iv. 12 1 Tim. vi.

16, Angelophanies, which the Jews of a later date

substituted for the appearances of G-od himself, like the

narrations of the appearances of demons found amongst

many nations, are plainly destitute of certain historic

proofs ;
and the names, species, and commissions attrib-

uted to angels in the sacred books, plainly betray their

Jewish origin. The business transacted by angels on

earth is little worthy of such ministers. . . . The

persuasion concerning the truth of that supernatural

revelation, which rests on the testimony of the sacred

volume of the Old and New Testaments, like every

opinion of the kind, labors under what is commonly
called a petitio principii"

The Bible is, in fact, of no more authority and en-

titled to no farther credence than any other book. It

is not worth more, as an historical record, than an old

chronicle of Indian, Greek, or Roman legends.
1 The

evangelists did not get their accounts of the doings of

Christ from observation, but from a primitive document

written in the Aramaic language. The gospels were

not intentional deceptions ;
but that they are as well

the work of error as of wisdom, no candid interpreter
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can deny. The life of Christ which they contain is but

an innocent supplement to the Metamorphoses of Ovid.1

Tittmann went so far as to affirm that the Scripture
writers were so ignorant that they could not represent

things as they really happened. Of course he excludes

their capacity for inspiration.

DOQXRINE OF THE F-AXk OP MAN. While some Ra-

tionalistic writers conceded that Moses was the author

of the w^ole or parts of the Pentateuch, his version of

the origin of sin w^ universally rejected. The tempta-
tion "by the serpent was, with them, one of the most im-

proba^Jejn.jths ever drawn up from the earliest tradi

tions of nations. Whether Moses wrote much or little

of the books attributed to him, his sources of knowl-

edge were monuments a,nd tales which he saw and

heard about him. It is likely that he derived his idea

of the fall of man from some hieroglyphic representation

which he happened somewhere to see. As for the en-

trance of the serpent into Paradise, it is just as improb'
able as the rabbinical notion that the serpent of Eden

had many feet. In the opinion of some, the whole nar-

rative is only an ^allegory,
or

" a poetical description of

the transition of man from a more brutish creature into

humanity, from the baby-wagon of instinct into the

government of reason, from the guardianship of nature

into the condition of freedom," 2
JBaadred to this theory

is Ammon's
;
that at first man obeyed instinct only, and

that his desire to eat the forbidden fruit was the long-

ing of his mind to understand truth. But the great

injury which, these men thought they had visited on

this doctrine was their assumption that man had not

^fallen, and that instead of being worse than he once

was, he is every year growing purer and holier than at

Paulus : Erityobt Oorrmentwr fiber das Neue Testament. * Kant,
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any previous stage of Ms history. This was flattering
to their inflated pride, and their wish "became father to

their creed. With Eichhorn, the nairative of the fall

was only a description of Adam's thoughts.

JM&gAqij^. It was no surprise to the wise disciples

of Reason that there should "be found numerous records

of miracles in the Bible. It was just what might b<

expected from such writers in that gray morning of an-

tiquity. The first chroniclers seized upon tradition;

and their successors, seeing how well their fathers had

succeeded, merely imitated them by catching up new

ones, or enlarging upon the old account. By a sort of

infection, therefore, we find what purports to be a reve-

lation. Whatever harmony there is, was the result of

an aim which was not lost sight of for a moment. Na-

ture was the first teacher; and though she was compe-

tent, we have been poor disciples. She is instructing us

all the time, though we have listened less to her than to

the other auditors who sit about us. Liqljteiaberg says

in poetical language, that " When m/Hxconsiders Nature

the teacher, and poor men the pupils, we listen to a lec-

ture and we have the principles and the knowledge to

understand it. But we listen far more to the applause
of our fellow-students than to the discourse of the

teacher. We interlard the lecture by speeches to the

one who sits next us
;
we supply what has been poorly

heard by us; and enlarge it by our own mistakes of or-

thography and sentiment."

No branch of Scriptural faith attracted more of the

,vrath and irony of the Rationalists than miracles,

fhey"saw how important their service was to the au-

thority of the Bible, and therefore bent all their ener-

gies for their overthrow. They denied their possibility

in the strongest terms, averring that they degrade the
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character of Grod, and violate that noble nature of tlie

human mind, which is necessarily bound to the most

certain laws of experience, and can discern no positive

marks of supernatural agency.
1 The miracles of the

New Testament receive no better treatment than those

of the Old. In every case they have no foundation in

history. Various reasons are assigned for their presence

in the Bible
;
in some cases they are only 'legends of

mythologic days; in others, the pure fancy of the

writer ;
and in others, hyperbolical descriptions of natu-

ral occurrences. Thus, while there was a diversity of

opinion concerning the narratives, there was perfect

union as to the purely natural character of the events.

We may particularize, in order to present more

clearly the Rationalistic method of interpreting mira-

cles. When Korah, Dathan and Abiram, with their felr

low-unfortunates, were swallowed up, they only suf-

fered what many others have done since, destruction

by a natural earthquake. This was the opinion of

JMichaelis. Others, more ingenious, thought that Moses

had taken care to undermine privately the whole

of the ground on which the tents of the sinners

were
; and, therefore, it was not surprising, either that

they fell into the cavity, or that Moses should know
this would be their fate. Eichhorn held that the three

offenders; with their property, were burned by the

order of Moses. Dinter explained Jacob's struggle
with an angel by relating a recent dream. His broth-

er having lately died, Dinter dreamed soon after

that a man, with a little peep-show, presented to his

view all sorts of pictures, and at length showed Mm
his dead brother. The vision said, "To show you
that I am really your brother, I will print a blue

1 "Wegseheider : Institutiones Dogmatics.
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mark on your finger." The dreamer awoke and

found not a blue mark bnt a pain which lasted

some days. This profound exegete then asks,
" Gould

not something similar have happened in Jacob's case ?

E^en the less lively occidentalist sometimes relates as

real what only happened in his mind. Why should

we be surprised at a similar occurrence in the warmer

fancy of the Eastern man ?
"

But of all the critics of miracles we must give the

palm to Paulus. Let us hear how he accounts for

Ee tri~6ute-money in the mouth of the fish.
a What

sort of a miracle," he asks,
ct
is that we find here ? I

will not say a miracle of about sixteen or twenty

groschen, for the greatness of the value does not make
the greatness of the miracle. But it may be observed,

that, as Jesus generally received support from many
persons, in the same way as the Kabbis frequently

lived from such donations; as so many pious women

provided for the wants of Jesus
;
and as the claim did

not occur at any remote place, but at Capernaum,
where Christ had friends

;
a miracle for about a thaler

would certainly have been superfluous. But it would

not only have been superfluous and paltry, it would

have taught this principle ;
that Peter, even when he

could have remedied his necessities easily in other ways,

might and ought to reckon on a miracidons interference

of the Deity, & notion which would entirely contradict

the fundamental principle of Jesus, or the interference

of the Deity. There is nothing of a miraculous ap-

pearance in this narrative, nor was there to Peter him-

self. Had there been, the fiery Peter would not have

been cold-blooded at such a miracle, but would have ex-

pressed himself as in Luke v, 8. There is nothing more

meant here, than that Christ designed to give a moral

14
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lesson
; namely, that we should not give offence to onr

brethren, if we can avoid it by trifling circumstances.

Hence, Christ said to him in substance,
'

Though there

is no real occasion for us to pay the tribute, yet as we

may be reckoned enemies of the temple, and may not

be attended to when we wish to teach what is good,

why should not you, who are a fisherman, and can easily

do it, go and get enough to pay the demand ? Go then

to the sea, cast your hook and take up the first and best

fish. Peter must, therefore, have caught either so many
fish as would*be worth a stater at Capernaum, or one large

and fine enough to have been valued at that sum. The

opening of the fish's mouth might have different objects,

which must be fixed by the context. Certainly, if it

hang long, it will be less salable. Therefore the

sooner it is taken to market, the more probable will be

a good price for it."

Paulus and Ammon coincide in the following inter-

pretation of one of the miracles of the loaves and

fishes. There were always large caravans traveling

near the time of the feasts, and they carried a plenty of

meat and drinks on camels and in baskets. Now it is

not according to Eastern hospitality to see your friends

near you when you are eating, without asking them
to join you. All that Jesus meant by saying they
were without food was, that they had not a regular
meal

;
and that therefore he collected them, arranged

them in parties, and set those who had food the example
of giving to those who had none, by doing so himself

with the small portion which he had. As long as eating
was going on, Christ made the twelve go about with

their baskets and give what they had to all who wished

it. The baskets were not entirely emptied, nor was any
one left hungry ;

otherwise the needy would have ap>
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plied to the stock of the Apostles. Jesus, pleased to

have done so much with so little, desired them to collect

what there was in the different baskets into one.

Our wise critic, the daring Paulus, finds as little

difficulty in explaining away the miracle of Christ walk-

ing on the sea. When Christ saw that the wind was

contrary, he did not wish to sustain the inconvenience of

such a voyage ;
but walked along the shore and resolved

to pass the disciples, as the wind was against them. From
the state of the weather they coasted slowly along,
and when they saw him walking on the land they were

frightened. On their calling out, Christ desired Peter,

who was a good swimmer, to swim to the shore and as-

certain that it was he. Peter ran around to the proper
side of the ship and jumped into the sea. When he

was frightened by the violence of the waves, Christ

who was standing on the shore, put out his hand and

caught him. The boat put to land and they both got in !

Such was the common method of explaining miracles.

The Rationalists were so opposed to the idea of the super-

natural, that each was accounted for in some other than

the Scriptural way. Many volumes were written on

this subject alone, until the people became thoroughly
imbued with the opinion that the Scriptures are nothing
more than a well-intended and exhaustive Jewish rny-

thologfe. It became a mark of superstition to credit a

^miraculous event, and the few who still adhered to this

pillar of the Christian faith found themselves pitied by
the learned and derided by their equals.

PBOPHECY. The adventurous men who could deal

thus with miracles would not be supposed to be more

lenient to the
jgroghecies^of

the Scriptures. We, there-

fore, observe the same skepticaTrejecHoifof the proph-

ets. We have not dwelt at length upon the particu]#r
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books which received their thrusts, for this would be

quite too lengthy a task for the present volume. It is

probable, however, that there is not a book of Scrip-

ture, or even a chapter, which these men would have

remain just as we find it in the canon. "
Something must

be done with it," they argued,
" no matter what it is.

It is older or later than we have been , accustomed to

think. It was, of course, written by some one else than

the accredited author."

A large share of these criticisms centered on the

works of the prophets, for it was one of the most per-

sistent efforts of nationalism to destroy popular faith in

them. Ammon discoursed boldly against them and at-

tempted to convert every prophetic expression into a

natural remark. He held that Christ himself directly

renounced the power to prophesy, Mat. xxiv. 36
;
Acts

i. 7; and that there are no prophecies of his in the New
Testament. Prophecies are recorded in the Bible as

uttered by men of doubtful character. Many of them

are obscure, and were never fulfilled. Others were

made after the events, and all were reckoned imperfect

by the Apostles. These accusations apply to all the

prophecies of the Old and New Testaments. The ar-

gument for them needs whatever excuse it can find, in

the delirium of the prophets who were transported out

of their sobriety, in the double sense in which they are

quoted in the New Testament, or in the remarkable va-

riety of interpretation. In fact, there is a moral ob-

jection to them, to say nothing of their historical charac-

ter. They would favor fatalism, take away human free-

dom, and be irreconcilable with the Divine perfection.

What Christ said concerning the destruction of Jerusa-

lem is not a prophecy, because not stated with sufficient

clearness. Jesus followed the style of interpretation
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found in the Talmudic and Rabbinical writings, and

transferred to himself many things in the Old Testa-

ment, which really referred to future changes in the

state of the Jews. He used the Jewish ideas of a

Messiah to further his own notions of founding a spirit-

ual kingdom. The prophecies in the Old Testament

merely give a poetical dress to affairs occurring in the

prophet's or the poet's life time.1 Even the prophets
made but little if any claim to the great gift ascribed

to them. They were good politicians who had made a

study of their subject ; and, from the mere force of nat-

ural shrewdness and long experience, could see coming
events, Paulus argued at length against Christ's proph-

ecy of his own resurrection. His first proof is that the

apostles did not so understand him, as is clear from the

women seeking to embalm him
;
and from the apostles

not believing at first the story of his resurrection. Then

Christ had no notion of returning shortly. He would

not have thought it necessary to cheer his disciples as he

did before his death if he could have prophesied that

in three days he should join them again. All the prom-
ises of meeting again refer to his joining them in a fu-

ture life. Wegsch eider adds that Christ, though he re-

proaches his disciples with their want of faith, does not

allude to their distrust of any prophecy of his
;
and

that the phrase three days is often used of what will

soon happen. jSpherer^a ^clergyman of Hesse-Darmstadt,

represented the prophets of the Old Testament as

so manv Indian jugglers, who made use of the pre-
, , i -j mn.if < t . J> . u ' > f> " * **** *3O v ' *

tended inspiration of Moses and of the revelations of

the prophets to deceive the people. He treated those

who still have any regard for the prophecies of the New
Testament as enthusiasts and simpletons ;

called all the

1 EicliIioni: Die EelrhiBchen Propheten*
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predictions respecting the person of the Messiah, non-

sense
;
accused the prophets of being cunning deceivers

;

and said that the belief of those prophets has preserved

incredulity on the earth.

THE PERSON OF CHRIST. The historical method of

interpretation was applied by the disciples of Reason

to the Gospel narratives of the character and atonement

of Christ. The various circumstances surrounding the

writers, the prejudices probably actuating them/the cus-

toms they witnessed, and their ignorance and consequent

impressibility by a stronger mind, were all taken into

the account. The Rationalists, therefore, place Christ

before us as we would naturally expect him to appear
after taking everything into consideration. They do

not show him to us as he is,
but as the nature of the case

would lead us to expect him to be. There were many
who charged him with unworthy motives and national

prejudices. ^ Rsimarus accused him of rebellious, ambi-

tious, and political views. "
Afterward," says Sfca<JKn,

came out writings enough in Germany in which Christ

pas said to have performed his miracles by secret arts

6r by delusions. All proofs of the truth and divinity

of his religion were taken away. He was exhibited

either as a deceiver or self-deceiving enthusiast
;
and

every possible objection to Christian morality as well

as to the form of Christian worship was violently

urged. Among the writers of these works were even

theologians and preachers ! What could be the conse-

quence, except that they who still held somewhat to

Christianity should set it forth as pure Rationalism, and

that others should endeavor to extinguish it, and to in-

troduce a pure religion of reason quite independent of

Christianity and separated from it."

An anonymous publication appeared in 1825,
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entitled Vinditice Sacrce Novi Test-amenti Scriptua-
,

- "i -. JL

rum, in which Christ was declared to have deceived'

himself! Thereupon the Christians were obliged to

elevate their founder's mean condition by wonderful

Stories. The first myth is concerning John the

Baptist Then follow the wonderful stories of Christ's

birth, the advent of the wise men, the baptism,

temptation, death, resurrection and ascension of Christ.

There are doubts and difficulties connected with the

resurrection, and though the apostles constantly as-

sert its truth, the probable story is that the follow-

ers of Jesus, enraged at his death, gave it out that,

being taken from the power of the wicked, he lived

with (rod and enjoyed the reward of his virtue.

They represented the life of their master to themselves

and others in the most glowing colors, and so by de-

grees, said that he was still living, raised from the dead,

and rewarded. Then all these things were told and be-

lieved, and it was not easy to contradict them or even

examine their value.

Paulus affirmed that Christ did not really die
"^"tmmm\ ifcu

, .,..-- * -- *

but suffered, a fainting fit. JSstolt conjectured that

he retreated after his supposed death to some place

known only to his disciples. According to Henke^
Christ was a remarkable teacher, distinguished and

instructed by Grod. Inspiration was what Cicero

ascribes to the poets ;
the doctrine of the Trinity came

from Platonism
;
the name " Son of God J1

is metaphori-

cal, and describes not the nature but the qualities of

Christ ;
and personality is ascribed to the Holy Grhost

through a prosopopoeia not uncommon in the New Testa-

ment. The chief service of Christ was his doctrine.

As a Divine Messenger it was his "business to bring for-

ward new and pure religion adapted to the wants of all
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mankind, and to give an example of it. His death was

necessary to prove Ms confidence in Ms own doctrines,

and to present an illustration of perfected virtue.

Wegscheider took the position tliat Clirist was one of

those characters raised up by God at various periods of

history to repress vice and encourage virtue. All no-

tions of Ms glorification, however, are groundless, and

the atonement is a mere speculation of the orthodox.

One of the most popular and direct of all the wri-

ters on the opinions of the Rationalists was Rphr, the

author of the jBriefe uber 'den Rationalismus. He
dwells at length upon nearly all the opinions we
have mentioned, but his portrait of Christ demands

more than a passing notice. He assumes a position^ not

very lofty, it is true, but yet much more favorable than

some of the authorities to which we have referred-

Christ had a great mission, and he felt that a heavy
burden was upon him. Still he was only a great ge-

nius, the blossom of his age and generation, and unsur-

passed in wisdom by any one before or after him. His

origin, culture, deeds and experience, are yet veiled,

and the accounts we have of him are so distorted by
rhapsody that we cannot reach a clear conception of

him. He had a rare acquaintance with mankind, and

studied the Old Testament carefully. He possessed a

large measure of tact, imagination, judgment, wisdom,
and power. His wisdom was the product of unbiased

reason, a sound heart, and freedom from scholastic preju-
dices. He knew how to seize upon the best means for

the attainment of his human purposes. He embraced in

his plan a universal religion, and to this he made all

things minister. All his doctrines were borrowed from

the Old Testament; and the most admirable can be
found as far back as the time of Moses. He performed
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no miracles
;
but they seemed miracles to the eye-wit-

nesses. He uttered no real prophecies, but his mind
was so full of the fature that some of his predictions
came to pass because of the natural foresight possessed

by him. His cures are all attributable to his skill as a

physician, for every Jew of that day had some medical

knowledge. His apostles propagated Christianity be-

cause of the influence wrought upon them by their mas-

ter. Fortunately for his fame, Paul published him far

and wide. Had it not been for that apostle, Christianity
would never have gone further than Palestine. There

is nothing more remarkable in the spread of this re-

ligion than in that of Mohammedanism, which has

made such great inroads upon'^fa&ia, Egypt, Northern

Africa, and Spain. Rohr, however, reaches the climax

of skeptical praise when he says of Christ that he was

a u Eationalist of pure, clear, sound reason
;

free from

prejudice, of ready perceptions, great love of truth, and

warm sympathies, an exalted picture of intellectual and

moral greatness. Who would not bow before thee ?"

The Rationalists made each act of Christ the sub-

ject of extended remark. "Whenever they came to a

serious difficulty they boldly attempted its solution by
a few dashes of their unscrupulous pen. We may
take the temptation in the wilderness as an example.

One writer says that Christ, after his baptism, went

into the wilderness full of the conviction that he had

been called to a great work. He was hungry ;
and the

thought came to him whether or not he was able to

change the stones into bread. Then the conviction arose

that his authority was not great enough to enchain the

affections of the people. He wondered if (rod would

not support him if he fell
;
but Reason answered,

" God
will not sustain you if you disobey the laws of nature.

7*
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Then, standing on the top of a mountain, he conceived

the idea of possessing the surrounding lands, and of

placing himself at the head of the people to over-

throw the Roman power. The whole affair was a

mere individual conflict.

From what we have now said, the opinions of the

Bationalists on all points of Christian doctrine become

apparent. The sacraments are only symbols of an in-

visible truth. Baptism is merely a sign of the purity

with which a Christian ought to live. The Lord's Sup-

per is but a memorial of the death of Jesus, and unites

us with him only morally. The church is a human in-

stitution, whose teachings may be very distinct from the

will of G-od. It gives therefore only relative aid. The

future judgment is only a Eabbinical vision. Every
one receives retribution for his faults in this life

;
and

there is no eternity save that of Grod, in whom all beings

are absorbed.1

By this barren creed all foundation for a holy life

was taken away. The people, believing such absurdi-

ties, were transported from a period which is declared

by the word of God to be blessed by the "
dispensation

of the Spirit
"
to a cold age in which the excellence of

the intellect was measured by the ingenuity of its

thrusts at the Scriptures, and in which the highest piety
was the strictest obedience to the dictates of natural

reason. The inspired advice given to the seekers of wis-

dom was travestied and made to read,
"
If any of you

lack wisdom, let him ask of Reason that giveth to all

men liberally and upbraideth not
;
and it shall be given

him." The Christian of that day had but little to

minister to his spiritual growth. All the endeared in-

1 Yon Ammon. Quoted from his Magazine in Saintes' JBfotofce du

Jfationalisme.
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stitutions of his church were palsied by the strong arm

of the Rationalists, who had nothing to put in theii

place. Their time was spent in destruction. They
would pull all things down and erect nothing positive

and useful The doctrines which they professed to be

lieve were mere negatives, the sheer denial of some

thing already in existence.



CHAPTER IX.

EENOVATIOK INAUGURATED BT SOHLED3BMAOHEB.

THE commencement of the nineteenth century found

the German people in a state of almost hopeless de-

pression. They saw their territory laid waste by the

victorious Napoleon, and their thrones occupied by ru-

lers of Gallic or Italian preferences. They had striven

very sluggishly to stem the current of national subjec-

tion and humiliation. The star of France being in the

ascendant, the Rhine was no longer their friendly ally

and western limit No stage in the history of a people
is more gloomy and calls more loudly for sympathy than

when national prestige is gone, and dignities usurped by
foreign conquerors. Though the apathy of despair is a

theme more becoming the poet than the historian, we
find a vivid description of the sadness and desolation

produced by the French domination given by one who

deeply felt the disgrace of his country. This writer

says:
"The Divine Nemesis now stretched forth her hand

against devoted Germany, and chastened her rulers and

her people for the sins and transgressions of many
generations. Like those wild sons of the desert, whom
in the seventh century, heaven let loose to punish the
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degenerate Christians of tlie East, the new Islamite

hordes of revolutionary France were permitted by Di-

vine Providence to spread through Germany, as through
almost every country in Europe, terror and desolation.

" What shall I say of the endless evils that accompa-
nied and followed the march of her armies, the desolation

of provinces, the plunder of cities, the spoliation of church

property, the desecration of altars, the proscription of

the virtuous, the exaltation of the unworthy members
of society, the horrid mummeries of irreligion practised
in many of the conquered cities, the degradation of life

and the profanation of death. Such were the calamities

that marked the course of these devastating hosts. And

yet the evils inflicted by Jacobin Ranee were less intense

and less permanent than those exercised by her legisla-

tion. In politics the expulsion of the ecclesiastical elec-

tors, who, though they had sometimes given in to the false

spirit of the age, had ever been the mildest and most

benevolent of rulers
;
the proscription of a nobility that

had ever lived in the kindliest relations with its ten-

antry ;
and on the ruins of old aristocratic and muni-

cipal institutions that had long guarded and sustained

popular freedom, a coarse, leveling tyranny, sometimes

democratic, sometimes imperial, established; in the

church the oppression of the priesthood, a heartless reli-

gious indifferentism, undignified even by attempts at

philosophic speculation, propagated and encouraged ;
and

through the poisoned channels of education the taint of

infidelity transmitted to generations yet unborn. Such

were the evils that followed the establishment of the

French domination in the conquered provinces of

Germany. Doubtless, through the all-wise dispensa-

tions of that Providence who bringeth good out of evil,

this fearful revolution has partly become, and will yet
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further become, the occasion of the moral and social

regeneration of Europe."
*

The patriot saw his country degraded, but the

Christian wept for his absent faith. Rationalism was

strongest when national humiliation was deepest.

'These formed a fitting twinship. It is a scathing

comment on the influence of skepticism upon a people

that, in general, the highest feeling of nationality is co-

existent with the devoutest piety. It is the very nature

of infidelity to deaden the emotions of patriotism, and

that country can hardly expect to prove successful if it

engage in war while its citizens are imbued with reli-

gious doubt. If lands are conquered, it knows not how
to govern them; if defeated, skepticism affords but

little comfort in the night of disaster. We do not at-

tach a fictitious importance to Rationalismwhen we say
that it was the prime agent which prevented the Ger-

mans from the struggle of self-liberation, and that the

victory of Waterloo and the Congress of Vienna would

never have been needed had those people remained

faithful to the precedents furnished by the Reformers.

When Fichte was in his old age, and had completed
his system of philosophy, he published his Addresses

to the G-ermcm People. Political writing was a new
field for him, and yet, whoever will take the pains to

study the fruits of his thinking, will easily perceive
that the spirit animating the Addresses was the same
which pervaded his entire philosophy. He saw the

degradation of his country. Though at a time of life

when youthful fervor is supposed to have passed away,
he became inflamed with indignation at the insolence

of the conqueror and the apathy of his countrymen, and
addressed himself to the consciousness of the people by

1 Hdhler's Symbol/bm^ Memoir of Author.
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calling upon them to arise, and reclotlie themselves

with, their old historic strength. His voice was not

disregarded. The result proved that those who had

thought him in his dotage, and only indulging its

loquacity, were much mistaken. He wrote that enthu-

siastic appeal with a great aim. He had spent the most
of his life in other fields, but posterity will never fail to

honor those who, whatever their habits of thinking

may have been, for once at least have the sagacity to

see the wants of their times, and possess the still higher
wisdom of meeting them. Fichte died in 1814

;
but it

was at a time when, Simeon-like, he could congratulate
himself upon the prospects of humanity. He still felt

the rich glow of youth when, in his last days, he could

say :

" The morning light has broken, and already gilds

the mountain-tops, and gives promise of the great com-

ing day."

After independence had been achieved and the

downfall of Napoleon had become a fact, there ap-

peared evidences of new evangelical life. When the

German soldiers recrossed the river which their ancestors

had loved to call
" Father Rhine," and felt themselves

the proud possessors of free soil, not only they, but all

their countrymen living in the Protestant principalities,

manifested a decided dissatisfaction with that skepti-

cism which had paralyzed them. Moreover, the memory
that France had been the chief agent in introducing

Rationalism was not likely to diminish their hatred of

all infidelity. The masses breathed more freely, but

they were still imbued with serious error. Restoration

was the watchword in politics ;
but it was soon trans-

ferred to the domain of religion and theology.

But great as was the influence of the wars of free-

dom in bringing back the German heart to an intense
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desire for a more elevated nationality, we must not be

unmindful of the great theological forces which were

preparing for a thorough religious renovation.

They met in Schleiennacher. When quite young
he was placed, first at Niesky and afterward at Barby,
in the care of the Moravians. It was among these de-

vout people that he became inspired with that enthu-

siastic love of inner religious feeling which characterized

his entire career. The traces of Moravian piety are per-

ceptible in all his writings. His own words concern-

ing his early training are very touching.
"
Piety," says

he,
" was the maternal bosom, in the sacred shade of

which my youth was passed, and which prepared me for

the yet unknown scenes of the world. In piety my
spirit breathed before I found my peculiar station in

science and the affairs of life
;

it aided me when I began
to examine into the faith of my fathers, and to purify

my thoughts and feelings from all alloy ;
it remained

with me when the God and immortality of my child-

hood disappeared from my doubting sight ;
it guided

me in active life
;

it enabled me to keep my character

duly balanced between my faults and virtues
; through

its means I have experienced friendship and love."

He became a student at Halle, and thence removed

to Berlin, where he was appointed chaplain to the

House of Charity. While in that metropolis he had

rare opportunities for the study of his times. He saw
that the indifference and doubt which centered in the

court and the university, controlled the leaders of theol-

ogy, literature, and statesmanship. He drew his philos-

ophy largely from Jacobi, exhibiting with that thinker

his dissatisfaction at the existing condition of meta,-

physics and theology. Schleiermacher could, not look

upon the dearth around him without the deepest emo-
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tion. He asked himself if there was no remedy for tlie

wide-spread evil. The seat of the disease appeared to

him to be the false deification of reason in particular ;

and the general mistake of making religion dependent

upon external bases instead of upon the heart and con-

sciousness of man. His conclusion was that both the

friends and enemies of Rationalism were mistaken, and

that religion consists not in knowledge but in feeling.

It was in 1799 that hewrote hisDiscourses on Religion
addressed to its Cultivated Despisers. Striking at the

principal existing evil, which was indifference, he aimed

to show the only method for the eradication of them all.

The late Mr. Vaughan, in speaking of the position
of this work, says :

" In these, essays Schleiermacher

meets the Rationalist objector on his own ground. In

what aspect, he asks, have you considered religion that

you so despise it ? Have you looked on its outward man-

ifestations only ? These the peculiarities of an age or a

nation may modify. You should have looked deeper.

That which constitutes the religious life has escaped

you. Your criticism has dissected a dead creed. That

scalpel will never detect a soul. Or will you aver that

you have indeed looked upon religion in its inward

reality ? Then you must acknowledge that the idea of

religion is inherent in human nature, that it is a great

necessity of our kind. Your quarrel lies in this case,

not with religion itself, but with the corruptions of it.

In the name of humanity you are called on to examine

closely, to appreciate-duly what has been already done

towards the emancipation of the true anjl eternal which

lies beneath these forms, to assist in what may yet

remain. Schleiermacher separates the province of reli-

gion from those of action and of knowledge. Religioa
is not morality, it is not science. Its seat is found ac-

15
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cordingly in the third element of our nature the feel-

ing. Its essential is a right state of the heart. To de-

grade religion to the position of a mere purveyor of

motive to morality is not more dishonorable to the

ethics which must ask than to the religion which will

render such assistance. , . . The feeling Schleier-

macher advocates, is not the fanaticism of the ignorant
or the visionary emotion of the idle. It is not an aim-

less reverie shrinking morbidly from the light of clear

and definite thought. Feeling, in its sound condition,

affects both our conception and our will, leads to knowl-

edge and to action. Neither knowledge nor morality
are in themselves the measure of a man's religiousness.

Yet religion is requisite to true wisdom and morality

inseparable from true religion. He points out the hurt-

fulness of a union between church and state. With in-

dignant eloquence he descants on the evils which have

befallen the church since first the hem of the priestly

robe swept the marble of the imperial palace."
*

Religion being subjective, according to Schleier-

macher, there can be interminable varieties of it. As
we look at the universe in numerous lights, and thereby
derive different impressions, so do we acquire a diversity
of conceptions of religion. Hence it has had many forms

among the nations of the earth. There is in each breast

a religion derived from the object of intellectual or

spiritual vision. Christianity is the great sum resulting
from the antagonism of the finite and the infinite, the

human and divine. The fall and redemption, separation
and reunion,.are the great elements from which we
behold Christianity arise. Of all kinds of religion this

alone can claim universal adaptation and rightful su-

premacy. Christ was the revelator of a system more
1
Essay* and Bemaiw. Vol. 1, pp. 61-62.
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advanced than Polytheism or Judaism. Only by view-

ing his religion in the simple light in which he places
it can the mind find safety in its attempts to seek for a

basis of faith. But, important as Christianity is, it will

avail but little unless it become the heai*t-property of

the theoretical believer.

The Discourses produced a deep impression. They
inspired the class to whom they had been directed with

what it needed most of all, a sense of dependence. One
could not read them and close the volume without won-

dering how reason could be deified and the feeling of,

the heart ignored. There were multitudes of the edu-

cated and cultivated throughout the land who, having
become unfriendly to Christianity through the persist-

ence of the Rationalists, were equally indisposed to be

satisfied with a mere destructive theology. Something

positive was what they wanted
;

hence the great ser-

vice of Schleiermacher in directing them to Christianity

as the great sun in the heavens, and then to the heart

as the organ able to behold the light. His labor was

inestimably valuable. His utterances were fall of the

enthusiasm of youth, and, years later, he became so dis-

satisfied with the work, that he said it hadgrown strange

even to himself. As if over-careful of his reputation, to

a subsequent edition he appended large explanatory

notes in order to harmonize his recent with his former

views. It would have been more becoming the mature

man to leave those earnest appeals to reap their own

reward. The times had changed; and the necessity

which had first called forth his appeal to the idolaters

of doubt was sufficient apology. Schleiermacher wrote

other works, of which he and his disciples were much

prouder ;
but we doubt if he ever issued one more be-

fitting the class addressed, or followed with more bene-
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ficial results. Since Ms pen lias been stopped Iby death,

those very discourses have led many a skeptic in from

the cold storm "which beat about him, and given him a

place at the warm, cheerful fireside of Christian faith.

Severe censure has been cast upon them because of their

traces of Spinoza, It is enough to reply that their author,

in the fourth edition, repudiated every word savoring
of Pantheism. Of books, as of men, it is best to form

an estimate according to the purpose creating them, and

the moral results following them. Neander, who could

well observe the influence of the Discourses^ gives his

testimony in the following language :

" Those who at

that time belonged to the rising generation will remem-

ber with what power this book influenced the minds of

the young, being written in all the vigor of youthful

enthusiasm, and bearing witness to the neglected, unde-

niable religious element in human nature. That which

constitutes the peculiar characteristic of religion,

namely, that it is an independent element in human na-

ture, had fallen into oblivion by a one-sided rational or

speculative tendency, or a one-sided disposition to absorb

it in ethics. Schleiermacher had touched a note which,

especially in the minds of youth, was sure to send forth

its melody over the land. Men were led back into

the depth of their heart, to perceive here a divine draw-

ing which, when once called forth, might lead them

beyond that which the author of this impulse had ex-

pressed with distinct consciousness."

In the year following the publication of the Dis-

cowrses on JZeUgion, Schleiermacher issued his Mono-

logues. Here he gave the keynote to the century.

While, only the year before, he would "cultivate the

feeling of dependence and turn the mind inward, in the

Monologues he would lead man to a knowledge of his
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own power, and show tow far Ms individuality can go
upon its mission of success. Here he lauds inde-

pendence. Hence the latter work exerted the same

kind of influence which attended Fichte's Addresses,
and it had no small share in the reawakening of the,

people to their innate power. There might appear an

antagonism between these two works of Schleiermacher,

but, while the Discourses were the exposition of his

religious views, the Monologues were merely the annun-

ciation of his moral opinions subsequently developed in

his System of Christian Ethics. The latter production
was not destitute of enthusiasm. In fact, the Jfono-

logues^ cultivating the spirit of independence, were far

more capable of arousing and invigorating the mind and

heart. The author would have no one blind to the

native strength secreted in every breast, nor fail to cul-

tivate sympathy and love through every period of life.

The consciousness should be a world in itself; not even

seeking an external support, but satisfied with its own

introspection ;
not watching the storm without, but sat-

isfied with surveying the gilded halls of its own castle-

home. Thus there becomes, instead of old age, con-

tinuous youth. This was his own pure experience.
"
For," said he,

" to the consciousness of inner freedom,

and acting in accordance with it, correspond eternal

yputh and joy. This I have got hold of, and shall never

give it up again ;
and with a smile I thus see vanishing

the light of mine eyes, and white hairs springing up

among my fair locks. Whatever may happen, nothing

shall grieve my heart
;
the pulse of my inner life shall

remain fresh until I die."

A strong evidence that the German people were

learning well the lessons now impressed upon them, was

the increasing fondness for tjie institutions of purer
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times and a growing taste for history. The mind found

no comfort in the present, and it was therefore driven

back upon the past for solace. Poets began to start up,

clothed with the spirit of independence, and singing of

bygone days in such a way that they were understood

as saying,
" Now you see what our fathers did

;
how

they believed and fought ; go you and do likewise."

This new race sprang from the Eomantic School, led

by Tieck, Schlegel, and others
;
but while it possessed

that enthusiastic admiration of the past which these

men indulged, their literary- offspring exhibited a more

earnest Christian faith. It was in that day of distress

that Uhland first poured forth his notes of awakening ;

that Korner sounded the bugle-call of freedom; that

Eilckert molded sonnets stronger than bullets; and

Kerner sighed for a world where there is no war, and

no rumors of war.

Thus, when liberation came, no one class could

claim to be the sole agent of its accomplishment. But

it is certain that if the religious spirit of the people
had not been appealed to and aroused, all literary and

aesthetic efforts would have been in vain. It was the

religious consciousness of the masses east of the Rhine

which, being thoroughly awakened, drew the sword,
and gained the victory of Waterloo. If we view that

great crisis in European history in any light whatever,
we cannot resist the conviction that its importance in

the sphere of religion was equally great with its politi-

cal magnitude.
The King of Prussia, Frederic William III., began

the work of ecclesiastical reconstruction. There were

three questions of great delicacy, but of prime importance,
which he attempted to solve

;
the constitution of the

Protestant church; the improvement of liturgical forms;
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and the union of tlie tfro Protestant confessions.

"Whatever course the king might adopt could not fail

to make many enemies. But he belonged to a line of

princes who had been aiming at the unity of the church

for more than two centuries, and who, with the single

exception of Frederic II., had endeavored to preserve

popular faith in the Scriptures. Preparations were

being made for the three hundredth anniversary jubilee
of the Reformation. The ]and being now redeemed, it

was hoped that the occasion would inspire all hearts

with confidence in the future of both state and church.

The king deemed it a most favorable opportunity to

bring the two branches of the Protestant church to-

gether, not by one coming over to the territory of the

other, but by mutual compromise, by the rejection of

the terms Lutheran and Kefonned, and by the assump-
tion of a new denominational name.

There was really no reason why the two confessions

should not be united, for it was very plain that the

adherents of both were not rigid in their attachment.

The Calvinists were no longer tenaciously devoted to

their founder's views of absolute predestination, while

the Lutherans, having departed from the doctrine of the

real presence in the Lord's Supper, had adopted the

Zwinglian theory. The rigid authority of the sym-
bolical books was but loosely held by Lutherans and

Calvinists. Frederic William III., seeing that the sep-

aration was more imaginary than real, wrote a letter on

the second of May, 181T, to Bishop Sack and Provost

Hanstein, in which he said :

" I expect proposals from

you concerning the union of the two confessions, which

are in fact so similar
;
and as to the easiest method of

effecting the same." On the twenty-seventh day of the

same month he addressed a circular to all ecclesiastical
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functionaries witHn his dominions, calling upon them

to exert their influence for tlie union of the two

churches, and to give notice that the approaching jubilee

would be the signal for it to take place. The thirty-

first of October was the anniversary, and the plan was

so far successful that in many places the people and

ministry of both confessions met on that day for divine

worship and partook of the Lord's Supper together.

The fruit of the movement was highly satisfactory to

the Prussian King. Very soon after the anniversary of

the Reformation, the terms iMtfieran and Reformed
were stricken from official documents, and the united

State Church was henceforth known as the Evangelical
Church.

Beyond the limits of Prussia the Union gave rise to

animated discussion
;
but within the space of five years

it was effected in Nassau, Rhenish Bavaria, the Palati-

nate, Rhenish Hesse, and Dessau. It encountered the

most decided opposition in the person of Harms, a pas-

tor of the city of Kiel. He was not opposed to any
movement which he thought would conduce to the

advantage of Christ's kingdom, but it was his opinion
that a return to the old Lutheran orthodoxy was more

needed than the union of the two churches. The faith

of the fathers, and not the union of Rationalistic divines,

was, in his view, the only method of deliverance,

Harms was little known outside his own province until

the publication of his ninety-five Theses in connection

with the original ninety-five nailed by Luther to the

door of the Schlosskirche in Wittenberg. He was the

son of a plain Holstein miller, and had been indoc-

trinated into the Lutheran catechism during his early

youth. His first lessons ,in Latin and Greek were re-

ceived at the hands of a Rationalistic pastor in his na
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tive town, but lie assisted Ms father in tlie mill until

lie was nineteen years of age. He then visited tlie

university of Kiel, and in due time entered upon the

pastoral work. He scorned the customary dry method
of preaching, and aimed to reach the hearts of his hear-

ers by any praiseworthy method within his power.
He made use of popular illustrations and ordinary inci-

dents. His congregations increased, not only in the

attendance of the middle and lower classes, but of the

gentry and wealthy. His earnest plainness was so

novel and unexpected that those who had long absent-

ed themselves from the sanctuary were rejoiced to

attend the ministrations of a preacher who seemed to

believe something positive and Scriptural, and who had

the boldness to say what he did believe.

This was the man who came forth on the occasion

of the anniversary of the Reformation as the champion
for a return to the spirit of the olden time. He held

that reason had totally supplanted revelation in the

pulpits, universities, and lower schools, and that, until

faith was crowned with supremacy, there was no hope
of relief The Theses exhibited great directness and

clearness of appeal, and a keen insight into the methods

of popular address. As a specimen of their style we
introduce the following extracts :

"
TTT. With the idea

of a progressing Reformation, in the manner in which

this idea is at present understood, and especially in the

manner in which we are reminded of it, Lutheranisra

will be reformed back into heathenism, and Christianity

out of the world IX. In matters of faith, reason
;
and

as regards the life, conscience, may be called the Popes
of our age. XL Conscience cannot pardon sins. XXT.

In the sixteenth century the pardon of sins cost money,

after all; in the nineteenth it may be had without
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money, for people lielp themselves to it. XXIV. In an

old hymn-book it was said,
' Two places, O man, thou

hast before thee
;

' but in modern times theyhave slain

the devil and dammed up hell. XXXII. The so-called

religion of reason is destitute either of reason or re-

ligion, or both. XLVTE. If in matters of religion, rea-

son claims to be more than a layman, it becomes a

heretic; that avoid, Titus in. 10. LXIV. Christians

should be taught that they have the right not to toler-

ate any unchristian and un-Lutheran doctrine in the

pulpits, hymn-books, and school-books. LXVIL It is

a strange claim that it must be permitted to teach a

new faith from a chair which the old faith had set up,

and from a mouth to which the old faith gives food.

LXXL Reason, turned head, goes about in the Lu-

theran church: it tears Christianity from the altar,

casts Grod's works out of the pulpit, throws dirt into

the baptismal water, receives all kinds of people as god-

fathers, hisses the priests ;
and all the people follow its

example, and have done so for a long time. And yet
it is not bound. On the contrary, this is thought to be

the genuine doctrine of Luther, and not of Carlstadt.

LXXIV. The assertion that we are more advanced and

enlightened can surely not be proved by the present

ignorance as regards true Christianity. Many thou-

sands can declare, as did once the disciples of John,
' We have not so much as heard whether there be any

Holy Ghost.' LXXV. Like a poor maid, they would
not enrich the Lutheran church by a marriage. Do not

perform it over Luther's bones ! He will thereby be
recalled to life, and then wo to you ! LXXVII. To say
that time has taken away the wall of separation be-

tween Lutherans and Reformed is not a clear speech.
LXXXIL Just as reason has prevented the Reformed
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from, nnisning tnelr clrurcn and. reducing It to xmity, so
the reception of reason into tne Unitheran cnurcn wonld
cause nothing "bnt confusion and destruction. 3COH.
Tne Evangelical Catholic clrurcn is a glorious clrurcn ;

site nolds and forms nerself preeminently "by tne Sacra-
ment. 1XCIII. Tne Evangelical Heformed cnnrcn is a
glorious cnurcn ; sne nolds and forms nerself "by tne
^W'ord of G-od, IXO-LV . HVTore glorious than eitlier is tne
Evangelical I^ntneran cnurcn ; sne nolds and forms
nerself 1t>otn "by ti.e Sacrament and tne \V ord of G-od." x

Tne appearance of tlae ^Theses of Harms created a

gi'eat sensation. .A.t a time \vnen tne Tinion of tne t-vro

cniircnes "became so desirable to many, tney seemed to
Tbe a nre"brand of destruction. ^Plainly, it -would "be

best to retinrn to tne faitn of tne Reformers, "but some
of tne most evangelical men claimed tnat tne speediest
metnod of return was ttLrougn tne XJnion. Tnere appear-
ed replies to tne CTTbe-ses from all quarters of tne conn-

try, almost every theologian of distinction assuming tne
character of tne controversialist. -A^s many as tvro
nnndred Tvorlks appeared on tne siibject, tne most of
tnem "bearing strongly against Harms. In Kiel and
Holstein, wliere ne vsras "best fcnown, tne esicitement ^vas

intense. Even clmrcnes and cln"bs ^v^ere divided, and
tlie rancor Tvent so far as to invade private families, and
create domestic divisions and neart-"bnrnings. Seldom
Has a tneologieal topic caused STLC!L a "blaze of tunrtilt.

Harms was declared guilty of neinous offenses. He was
oharged vritli Catnolicism, and reminded tnat attention.

to tne Tnill -would "be miicn "better employment tnan.

^wielding the pen. He was accused of aiming at the

protracted division of tne sects, and ministering in all

possible ways to tire devices of Satan. His "was tne fate
1 Quoted from Kalmis, JEKatory qf Gfermwn Protestantism^ pp. 224^225.
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of the partisan. He did a great work, for tlie contro-

versy arising from Ms Tlieses hastened tlie settlement

of those points which the times required should be

solved as speedily as possible. Indeed, this very dis-

cussion was a hopeful indication; for it proved that,

long and terrible as the sway of Eationalism had been,
there was still some interest felt among the people on

the themes most intimately connected with faith and

practice. It was a bright ray of the morning of reno-

vation when the mere fact of vital religion was power-
ful enough to enlist public attention.



OHAPTEE X.

BELATIOKS OF RATIONALISM AND SITPERNATUBALISM:
18101885.

THE task imposed upon the new state church taxed

its powers to their utmost tension. Much that had been
achieved was now no longer useful, for the stand-point
of parties was totally changed. The Calvinist had
written against Rationalism with one eye upon heresy
and the other upon Lutheranism. The Lutheran had

betrayed more spleen toward his Reformed brethren

than toward the disciples of Semler and Ernesti. But
when the union was effected there occurred the imme-

diate necessity of new methods of attack upon the ene-

mies of orthodoxy, and a steadfast cultivation of friendly

feelings between newly-formed Mends. As the ad-

herents of the two confessions were now united, why
might not their conjoined strength be wielded for the

overthrow of skepticism 2 What was there, then, to

prevent these great branches of the church from coming
forward in perfect unison, and dealing strong blows

against the system which had well nigh been the ruin

of them both ?

The devotees of reason saw their danger, for the

day of the union was an evil one for them. But they
did not become so alarmed as to take to flight and give

up the contest. On the other hand, they no soonei
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perceived the awakening of the German people to a

sense of patriotism and independence, than they pre-

dicted a similar disposition to return to the old faith
;

and being thus convinced of their danger, they wrote

very vigorously, and attempted to be fully prepared

for the onset. We therefore behold the anomaly of a

system which had almost run its race before arriving

at a formal exposition.

Rationalism never attained to the dignity of a dear,

and cogent elucidation until the publication of Rohr's

Letters on nationalism, and of "Wegscheider's Institutes.

It had reached the acme of its prosperity at the be-

ginning of the century, yet the former work was not

written until 1813, and the latter not until 181T.J

There was power in both these productions. The for-

mer was bold, popular, startling, and not without a

show of learning. It was intended for the masses. The

latter was a complement of the former; more heavy,

but by virtue of its weight adapted to that class of peo-

ple, everywhere abundant, who suspect either danger or

puerility in every earnest sentence. The author held

that it was the province of Protestantism to develop

Christianity and Christian theology to a pure faith of

reason. Issuing his work in the year of the Reforma-

tion jubilee, he dedicated it to the shades of Luther.

But Rohr and Wegscheider, as far as their capacity to

injure Christian faith was concerned, stood at the wrong
<!erm of the history of Rationalism. Had they written

a half century earlier their works would have been

much more injurious to the Christian Church. But the

system they would now strengthen and propagate was

beginning to decay, and it was beyond their power to

save it from ruin. They built a house for an occupant
who was too old to enjoy either the fascinating sym-
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metry of its architecture or the gorgeous splendor of its

furniture.

It was at the time of which we speak that we first

find frequent use of the terms nationalism and Super
naturalism. The more zealous friends of each school

marshaled themselves for the final struggle. The
conflict became hand to hand, and quick and direct

blows were dealt by both combatants. One of the

foremost among the champions of the old faith was

Keinhard, who declared that there was an irrepressible

difference between reason and revelation. Rationalism

and Supernaturalism ; that there was no possible point
of compromise; that they had nothing in common

;

and that either the one or the other must exercise au-

thority. Eeinhard avowed himself in favor of the un-

divided supremacy of faith, and would have reason

subordinate. The key-note of his active life and in-

spiring writings is found in his own language words

which, had he written nothing else, are sufficient to

render him memorable. " While yet a boy," said he,
" when I read the Bible I considered it the word of

God to man, and never have I ceased to hold this view;
so that now it is so holy to me and its utterances so

decisive that a single sentence which would reproach

its sanctity fills me with horror, just as an immoral

sentiment would rouse my conviction of virtue."

Tittmann entered the lists with a work directed at

the very heart of Rationalism. He charged it with

being unimprovable, and merely temporary and unsatis-

factory. His book, entitled Su/pernaturalism, Ration-

alism, and Atheism, went still further ; for it aimed to

show that if the Rationalists believe what they say, they
are nothing less than atheists. Granting their premises,

the conclusion must be that there is no God, and that
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if Grod be not tlie author of revelation, there is also no

God of nature.

But while this war of "books was going on with

great bitterness on both sides, there arose a powerful
band of mediators, who believed that no advantage
could be gained for either combatant by continuing the

strife, and that some point of union would have to be

adopted before there could be peace and prosperity.

Tzschirner differed from Reinhard in his view of the

antagonism between Rationalism and Supernaturalism.

He contended that there were features of sympathy be-

tween the two systems, and that the work of harmoniz-

ing reason and revelation was not impossible. He
therefore attempted, in the present case, what Calixtus

had formerly tried in behalf of the Calvinists and Lu-

therans. But the syncretism of Tzschirner was equally
difficult of accomplishment Hf^ conceded too much to

the Rationalists : for he would unite them and their

enemies on the ground that the aim of revelation is only
to found a moral and religious institution through the

personal agency of a Divine Ambassador ;
to strengthen

the truths of the religion of reason
;
and to bring them

so near to the consciences of men that the authority
of reason to prove the origin and contents of revelation

cannot be doubted.

But Tzschirner's influence did not consist so much
in the particular plan he would execute as in the ten-

dency toward union which he was the chief agent in

creating. There were numbers who, having read his

works on this subject, were loud in their demand for

the union of reason and revelation on some basis that

would compromise neither the value of the former nor

the sanctity of the latter. Many books appeared whose
sole theme was the possible harmonization of these ele-
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ments, which, heretofore had been deemed utterly incon-

gruous.
1

Schott's Letters on Religion and ike Faith of
the Christian Revelation was directed to the same

mark, and received great attention at the hands of both

parties. According to their author, there was no op-

position between the religion of reason and revelation,
for Christianity is the mere expression of the highest
reason. Both are derived from the same fountain,
which is Divine reason. Nor is there any real differ-

ence between the purpose of Christianity and that of

the religion of reason. Each one aims at the highest

good.
But it soon became very evident that the Rational-

ists and Supernaturalists were unable to harmonize.

The points of difference were so decided that it was
vain to expect a union. Reinhard was correct in his

opinion that one or the other would have to yield.

Just at the crisis when these two systems were attract-

ing greatest attention, Schleiermacher published his

System of Docflrmes, 1821. In this work he proved
what had not been -conceived by any writer save him-

self, that there was another road to progress. As soon

as it gained a hearing the disputants saw that their

arguments were no longer of value, that the ground
of the discussion was altogether changed, and that the

cause of faith must "

eventually triumph. The book

was a complete surprise to all parties. It was a

stroke of genius, destined alike to recast existing theol-

ogy and to create a new public sentiment for the future.

The leading ideas developed in this master-piece

of theology are Christ, Religion, and the Church. The

Rationalists had ever held that reason is the criterion

of truth, but Schleiermaeher elevates Christian con-

1
Baur, J&rcTwngeschicJite d. 19 Jaforli'wnderti, pp. 180-181.
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sciousness to tlie throne. They liad reduced religion to

a mere formal morality
; yet lie shows that religion and

morality are very different, and that the former consists

neither in knowledge or action, but in the sentiment or

feeling of the heart. Thus he develops the opinion first

published in the Discourses on Religion. He uses the

term "
piety

"
to designate religion. This piety should

become the great spring of our life and the inspiring

power of faith. There is no real inconsistency between

knowledge and piety ; they can harmonize beautifully

when carried to their loftiest extent. The religious

feeling, which judges truth, is characterized by absolute

dependence. This is not degrading to man, but his true

dignity consists in it We have different concep-

tions of God, derived, from the feeling of dependence,
which is varied according to the nature of outward cir-

cumstances. Christ must be judged by us not so much,

according to the received accounts of his life as by his

great relations to us as Redeemer and Saviour. Our
view of him must be deeper than his mere incarnation.

He was concerned in creation just so far as it was

not completed until redeemed. If we would have

communion with God we can enjoy it only through the

medium of Christ. The peculiar value of redemption
lies in its applicability to our necessity for salvation.

The very sinlessness of Christ can be in a measure in-

corporated with our humanity, and we should aim after

the mind that was in Christ We are never fully
united with Christ until we have a perfect spirit of de-

pendence. When this occurs, the soul is passing into

the glorious condition of the new birth. The church is

the depository of that spirit of Christ which every be-

liever must enjoy in order to inherit eternal life. The

church, however, is not self-existent Like the heavenly
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bodies, wliose motions are constantly maintained by
infinite power, tie church is ever dependent upon
Christ's agency for its very life. Christ is the spirit

moving in history and controlling all things for the

greatest good. The church is in some sense an organ-
ism of which Christ is the head. This fact is the cen-

tral point of theology, for without Christ onr faith is

vain.
1

Such teaching was what the times needed. The
mind required to be directed to Christ as the only

remedy for skepticism. But we must confess that, in

the midst of some of the most evangelical expositions of

divine truth, Schleiermacher gave expression to serious

doubts. He disclaimed any great authority inherent in

the Old Testament in the following style: "The Old

Testament Scriptures are indebted for their place in our

Bible partly to the appeals made to them by the New
Testament Scriptures, and partly to the historic connec-

tion of Christian worship and the Jewish synagogue,
without participating, on that account, in the normal

dignity, or inspiration, of those of the New Testament." 2

As far as the inspiration of the Old Testament is con-

cerned, there must be a distinction observed between

the law and the prophets. The law cannot be inspired,

for the spirit that could inspire it would be in conflict

with that which G-od sends into the heart by virtue of

our connection with Christ. Upon the law depend all

the subsequent historical boots; and both are, there^

fore, uninspired, according to the standard by which,

1 For summaries of ScHeiennacher's views, see Eerzog, JZneyelopadie-

Banr, JZircTiengeschichte. des 19 Jahrhunderta ; Vaughan, Essays and He-

mains; Gieseler, Kirohengeschichte, voL vi.
; Kurtz, Church History ^

vol. ii. ;

Salutes, Histoire du Rationali&me ; Farrar, History of Free Thought; and

Anberlen, Gottliche Offmbcurung, voL L
8 Die Glaubenslehre.
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we judge the New Testament. Tlie prominent portions

of the prophetic writings proceed principally from the

material spirit of the people, which is not the Christian

spirit.

It is plain that Schleiermacher's views concern*

ing the Trinity were defective. He despatches it thus :

" The church doctrine of the Trinity demands that we
should think each of the three persons equal to the

Divine Being, and vice versa; and each of the three

persons equal to the others. We are unable to do

either the one or the other, but can only conceive the

persons in a gradation ;
and in lite manner the unity

of the substance either less than the persons, or the con-

trary." He discourses eloquently of the Spirit; but,

after all, he teaches that the Holy Ghost is only the

common spirit of the Christian church as a corporate

body striving after unity. The term " common spirit,"

which he employs, he understands to be the same that

is used in worldly polity ;
that is, the common tendency

in all, who form one moral person, toward the welfare

of the whole. This beneficial sentiment is, in each, the

peculiar love to every individual The Holy Ghost is

the union of the Divine Being with human nature, ii

the form of the common spirit animating the corporate

life of the faithful. Schleiermacher did not rejed

miracles altogether as historical facts, but cast doubi

upon their character by holding that, if they did occur

it was only in conformity with a higher nature of whicl

we know nothing. His opinion concerning the doctrku

of angels was not orthodox
;
for he rejected the exist

ence of the devil, and the supposition of the fall of an

gels from heaven. Some of the most important event

in connection with Christ were discarded by "him a

unnecessary to saving faith, namely, the miraculou
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conception, the resurrection, ascension, and return of

Christ to judgment. In Ms opinion sin was hurtfulness,
not guilt.

It is astonishing that we find so much truth and
error concentrated in the same man. But Neander was
nevertheless correct in the words in which he an-

nounced Schleiennacher's death :
" "We have now lost

a man from whom will be dated henceforth a new era

in the history of theology." In reading closely eome
of his false positions, we soon meet with something so

deep and spiritually earnest that we are forgetful of the

doubt, being attracted by the greater glow of the living
truth. As life advanced he improved in his appreciar

tion of doctrine, and his latest works are hardly recog-

nizable as written by the same hand. He published
several books, of which we have made no mention, but

in all the fruits of his pen he revealed an unfailing

love of a personal Redeemer. His sermons were the

outflow of his genial nature, kindled by his stern view

of Christ's communion with his living disciples Mr.

Farrar eloquently sums up his work, though it must be

acknowledged that the present generation stands too

near the time of Schleiennacher's activity to bestow an

impartial estimate upon either the theological position

of the man or the influence resulting from "him.
" We

have seen," says this author,
" how completely he caught

the influences of his time, absorbed them and transmitted

them. If his teaching was defective in its constructive

side ;
if he did not attain the firm grasp of objective

verity which is implied in perfect doctrinal, not to say

critical, orthodoxy, he at least gave the death-blow to

the old Eationalism, which either from an empirical or

a rational point of view, proposed to gain such a philos-

ophy of religion as reduced it to morality. He rekitt-
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died spiritual apprehensions ; lie, above all, drew atten*

tion to tlie peculiar character of Christianity, as some-

thing more than the republication of natural religion,

in the same manner that the Christian consciousness

offered something more than merely moral experience.

He set forth, however imperfectly, the idea of redemp-

tion, and the personality of the Redeemer
;
and awak-

ened religious aspirations, which led his successors to a

deeper appreciation of the truth as it is in Jesus. Much
of his theology and some part of his philosophy had

only a temporary interest relatively to the times ; "but

his influence was perpetual. The faults were those of

his age ;
the excellencies were his own. Men caught

his deep love to a personal Christ without imbibing
his doctrinal opinions. His own views became more

evangelical as his life went on, and the views of his

disciples more deeply Scriptural than those of their

master. Thus the light kindled by him waxed purer
and purer. The mantle remained after the prophet's

spirit had ascended to the God that gave it."
*

De Wette was, like Schleiermacher his friend and

colleague at Berlin, a man in whom can be seen all the

marks of a transition-character. There are two sides to

his theological views, one bearing upon the old Ka-

tionalism and in sympathy with it, the other directly

tending to revive faith and religion. Even before

Schleiermacher became generally known, De Wette
had openly declared that religion can be based upon
feeling alone, and that a personal Saviour is the neces-

sary centre of Christian faith. The entire theology of

De Wette was the outgrowth of the cold, critical phi-

losophy of Kant and the more earnest and living system
of Fries. He was, therefore, a two-fold personage, and

1
Critical Hi&tory of Free Thought, p. 249.
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it is not an easy task to harmonize Ms theories. One
set of Ms opinions was based upon truth, the other on

beauty. Religion has two elements, faith and feeling ;

doctrines and aesthetics. Religion may exist aestheti-

cally, but it can only become vital in the feeling, or self-

consciousness. Religious feeling embraces three shades :

enthusiasm or inspiration, resignation, and devotion.

Every Mstory is, in a certain sense, symbolical It is

the mere reflection or copy of the human mind in its

activity. So are the appearance of Christ, Ms life, and

death, in some degree symbolical. In tMs symbolism
consists the character of the Christian revelation. Here

have appeared the eternal ideas of reason in their great-

est purity and fullness; and Rationalism is notMng
more than a philosophical view of the Christian revela-

tion of faith, or the knowledge of the relations in wMch
idea and symbol stand to each other in Christianity.

Therefore, we must judge the miraculous accounts of

the evangelists as symbols of the ideas existing in the

early history of Christianity.

De Wette reflects somewhat on the moral character

of John, perhaps without intention, when he supposes
Mm to have written late in life a time when his faith

would naturally predominate over Ms love of facts.

Strauss couples De Wette with Vater, as having

placed upon a solid foundation the mytMcal explication

of the Mstory of the Bible.
1

According to De Wette,

the narrator may intend to write Mstory, but he ob-

viously does it in a poetic way. The first three evan-

gelists betray a legendary and even a mythical charac-

ter. This explains the discrepancies in their Mstories,

and also in the discourses and doctrines of Jesus. The

miracle that took place at the baptism of Christ was a

1
Life of JesusIntroduction.
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pure mytli ;
and the resurrection and reappearance of

Christ have their existence more in the mind than in

history. With this view of the "New Testament, it is

not surprising that the Old should receive even more

rigorous usage. The larger part of the Pentateuch

was supposed to be taken from two old documents, the

Elohistic and Jehovistic, and was compiled somewhere

near the close of the legal period. The five books, pur

porting to have been written by Moses, are the Hebrew

epic, and contain no more truth than the great epic of

the Greeks. As the Iliad and Odyssey are the produc-
tion of the rhapsodists, so is the Pentateuch, with the

exception of the Decalogue, the continuous and anony-
mous work of the priesthood. Abraham and Isaac are

equally fabulous with Ulysses and Agamemnon. A
Canaanitish Homer could have invented nothing better

than the journeys of Jacob and the marriage of Kebecca.

The departure from Egypt, the forty years in the wilder-

ness, the seventy elders at the head of the tribes, and

the complaints of Aaron are each an independent myth.
The character of myths is varied in different books

;

poetic in Genesis, juridical in Exodus, priestly in

Leviticus, political in Numbers, etymological, diplo-

matical, and genealogical, but seldom historical, in Deu-

teronomy.
De Wette's theological novel, Theodore, or the

Doubter's Consecration^ 1822, was designed to banish

the doubts of the skeptic by seeking refuge in the theol-

ogy of feeling. Tholuck replied to it in his Guido
(wd Julius^ in which he proves that a deep appreciation
and acceptance of Christ by the soul is the only remedy
for infidelity. We perceive in De Wette a continual

conflict between the longings of his heart and the theo,

logical creed to which he attached himself. The lines
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written by Trim just before his death touchingly de-

clare the great failure of his life :

" I lived in times of doubt and strife,

When child-like faith was forced to yield :

I struggled to the end of life,

Alas ! I did not gain the field."

With the name of the lamented IsTeander we hail the

morning light of reviving faith. He was one of the

purest characters in the history of the modem church.

His influence was so great as to lead very many of the

young men of Germany to embrace the vital doc-

trines of Christianity. His father was a Jewish peddler,

Einanuel Mendel, and the boy was named David at

circumcision. Various forces co-operated in directing

his mind toward the Christian religion ;
of which we

might mention the philosophy of Plato, the Eomantic

School, and above all, Schleiermacher's Discourses on

Religion. When seventeen years of age he was bap-

tized and received the combined name of his sponsors,

John Augustus William Neander. In 1810 he began
to lecture in the University of Heidelberg, and in 1813,

owing to the publication of his Julian the Apostate, he

received a call to Berlin. He was there brought into the

society ofSchleiermacher, Marheineke, De Wette, Fichte,

Hegel, Hitter, Kanke and other celebrated men. It was

very significant of the new life now beginning to be

felt, that his lectures were numerously attended. Even

Schleiermacher, his co-laborer for twenty years in the

theological faculty, had a limited circle of auditors com-

pared with the throngs who went to hear Neander.

His theological views were more positive and evan-

gelical than those entertained by any of his associates.

He shared, with the most orthodox of them, the opinion
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that religion is based upon feeling. The Christian con-

sciousness was the sum of his theology,
"
By this term,'

1

said he,
"

is designated the power of the Christian faith

in the subjective life of the single individual, in the

congregation, and in the church generally ;
a power in-

dependent and ruling according to its own law, that

which, according to the word of our Lord, must first

form the leaven of every other historical development
of mankind." Neander was not a man of very strong

prejudices; yet his disapprobation of the destructive

nature of Rationalism was very decided. The reduction

of religion to intellectualism received severe rebukes at

his hand on more than one occasion.
" I shall never

cease," he declared,
"
to protest against the one-sided in-

tellectualism, that fanaticism of the understanding, which

is spreading more and more, and which threatens to

change man into an intelligent, over-wise beast. But at

the same time I must protest against that tendency which

would put a stop to the process of development of the-

ology ; which, in impatient haste, would anticipate its

aim and goal, although with an enthusiasm for that

which is raised above the change of the days, an

enthusiasm which commands all respect, and in which

the hackneyed newspaper categories of Progress and

Retrogression are out of the question."

Meander's motto,
" Pectus est, quod theologum facit,

7

unfolds his whole theological system and life-career. The

Grermans call his creed "
Pectoralism," in view of the in-

ner basis of his faith. "With him, religion amounts to

nothing without Christ. Nor must Christ be the mere

subject of study ;
the soul and its manifold affections

must embrace him. The barrenness of Judaism is done

away in him, and the emptiness of Rationalistic criti-

cism is successfully met by the fullness found in Chris-
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tianity. Sin is not merely hurtful and prejudicial, but

it induces guilt and danger. It can be pardoned only

through the death and mediation of Christ. The illus-

trations of devout service to be found in the history of

the church should serve as examples for succeeding
times. Neander spent much of the careful labor of his

life in portraying prominent characters
;

for it was his

opinion that individuals sometimes combine the fea-

tures of their times, the virtues or the vices prevalent;
and that if these individualities be clearly defined the

church is furnished with valuable lessons for centuries.

The work published when but twenty-two years of age?

Julian the Apostate, was the beginning of a series of simi-

lar monographs designed to show the importance of the

individual in history, and to point out great crises in the

religious life of man. He subsequently produced works

entitled St. Bernard, Gnosticism, St. Chrysostom^

Tertullian, History of the Apostolic Age, Life of QTirist
y

and Memorials of Christian Life. To these may be add-

ed a few practical commentaries, essays, and a Histoi*y

of Doctrines.

But the great achievement of Neander was his

General History of the Christian Religion and Church,

embracing the period from the dose of the apostolic

age to the Council of Basle in 1430. Christianity

is,
in his conception, not simply a growth or de-

velopment of man; it is a new power, a creation

of Grod, a divine gift to the world. Therefore the his-

tory of the Church of Christ is the clear exhibition of

the divine strength of Christianity ;
it is a school of

Christian experience, a voice of warning and in-

struction for all who will hear it as it echoes down

through the grand march of centuries.
1 The history of

1
History of the Chrittian BeUffionand Church. Preface toMrst Edition.
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the church, far from being tlie scholar's theme alone,

furnishes nutritious food for the practical life of all the

disciples of the Lord. If its history be permitted to

exert its due influence upon the world, we shall be-

hold a gratifying and widespread improvement in

all things that increase happiness and lead heaven-

ward.

It is quite too, late to answer the charge against

Neander's profundity. His achievements are his

best defense, and the pen of censure is fast begin-

ning to lose its bitterness. It is not time for him to be

fully appreciated at home
; for, as the beauty of the

landscape is dependent on the sun to make it apparent,

so Meander's character and labors must wait for an hon-

orable and universal recognition until new evangelical

light shall have overspread the land. A century hence

he will be loved as dearly by the German people as he

was by those weeping students who gathered around his

grave to see his face for the last time. What Krurn-

macher said on the occasion of his burial will yet be the

testimony of the church, whose history was Meander's

earthly Eden :
" One of the noblest of the noble in the

Kingdom of God, a prince in Zion, the youngest of the

church Fathers, has departed from us."

Meander's relation to his times was most important.
The various influences hitherto employed against Ra-

tionalism had proceeded as far toward its extinction as

it was possible for them to go. Philosophy and doc-

trinal theology had spent their efforts. The history of

the church having always been treated mechanically, it

was now necessary that the continued presence and ;

agency of Christ with his people should be carefully

portrayed. The progress of his church needed to be

represented as more than growth from natural causes,
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/ucli as the force of civilization and education. It was

accessary to show that a high superintending Wisdom
is directing its path, overcoming its difficulties, and

leading it through persecution and blood to ultimate

triumph. Meander rendered this important service.

He directed the vision of the theologian to a new field,

and became the father of the best church historians of

the nineteenth century. The child-like simplicity of

his character was beautiful Everything like vanity
and pretense was as foreign to him as if he dwelt on a

different planet. A recent German writer calls him a
" Protestant monk or saint, whose world was the cloister

of the inner man, out of which he worked and taught
for the good of the church."

Of his remarkable personal appearance, Dr. Schafl^

who enjoyed his friendship, says: "In his outward ap-

pearance Neander was a real curiosity, especially in the

lecture-room. Think of a man of middle size, slender

frame, homely but interesting and benevolent face, dark

and strongly Jewish complexion, deep-seated, sparkling

eyes, overshadowed by an unusually strong, bushy pair

of eyebrows, black hair flowing in uncombed profusion

over the forehead, an old-fashioned coat, a white cravat

carelessly tied, as often behind or on one side of the

neck as in front, a shabby hat set aslant, jack-boots

reaching above the knee
;
think of him thus either as

sitting at home, surrounded by books on the shelves, on

the table, on the few chairs, and all over the floor; or

as walking miter dm Linden, and in the Thiergarten of

Berlin, leaning on the arm of his sister Hannchen, or a

faithful student, his eyes shut or looking up to heaven,

talking theology in the midst of the noise and fashion

of the city, and presenting altogether a most singular

contrast to the teeming life around him* stared at,
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smiled at, wondered at, yet respectfully greeted by all

who knew him
;
or as finally standing on the rostrum,

playing with a goose-quill which his amanuensis had al-

ways to provide ; constantly crossing and recrossing his

feet, bent forward, frequently sinking his head to dis-

charge a morbid flow of spittle, and then again sud-

denly throwing it on high, especially when aroused to

polemic zeal against pantheism and dead formalism
;
at

times fairly threatening to overturn the desk, and yet all

the while pouring forth with the greatest earnestness

and enthusiasm, without any other help than that of

some illegible notes, an uninterrupted flow of learning
and thought from the deep and pure fountain of the

inner life
;
and thus with all the oddity of the outside, at

once commanding the veneration and confidence of

every hearer
; imagine all this, and you have a picture

of ISTeander, the most original phenomenon in the liter-

ary world of this nineteeth century."
1

1
Germany Its Universities, Theology^ and, IteligfAn, pp. 269-270.



CHAPTER

THE BEAOTIOtf PRODUCED BY STRAUSS' LIEE OF JESUS.
18351848.

IT is related of Apelles, that, after finishing Ms
pictures, lie was in the habit of hanging them in front

of his studio and then of concealing himself in order

to hear unseen the criticisms of the passers-by. On one

occasion, when a new picture was thus exposed to public

inspection, a shoemaker stopped before it and observed

that something was wrong about a sandal. After he
had gone Apelles saw the justice of the objection and

corrected the fault. The next day, when the shoemaker

was passing again and saw that much importance had
been attached to his opinion, he ventured to criticise a

leg, but Apelles rushed out from behind the curtain,

and, charging him with being hypercritical, told him
that for the future he would do better to keep to his

trade. The circumstance gave rise to the Roman

proverb
" Ne sutor ultra crepidam."

The day was now near at hand when the criticism

of the Scriptures, as conducted by the nationalists,

would go quite beyond the province of their authority

and the bounds of moderation. "When we read the cold,

deliberate chapters of Ammpn^Eichhorn, and Michaelis,

we unconsciously identify ourselves with their genera-

tion, and exclaim,
"
Surely there will never be a step be-
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yond this
;
the knife can have no edge for a deeper in-

cision." As Neander toiled in his study, digging up
the buried treasures of the past and enriching them
with the John-like purity of his own heart in order

that he might faithfully interpret the divine guidance
of the church, he no doubt rejoiced in the conviction

that the Rationalists had achieved their last great suc-

cess, and that the work before him and those who
believed as he did was to be henceforth more con-

structive than controversial. His co-workers were few

in number, but they had pleasing indications in many
quarters that their labors would have a triumphant
issue,

It was very evident that, though there was a general

rejection of the doctrine of inspiration in that elevated

sense which it is the glory of the American church to

entertain, there were great numbers who had become

as captivated with Schleiermacher's word, feeling, as if

it had been a harp-note from heaven. The people had

thought so little about their own hearts within the last

half century that they seemed to have forgotten their

stewardship of the treasure. The whole land had been

converted into a colossal thinking machine. And when

the German people were told by a stentorian voice that

man is emotional as well as intellectual they arose as

from a long stupefaction. So, when Schleiermacher died

in 1834, there were many who said with unfeigned

gratitude,
" He is gone, but sweet be his sleep, for he

has told us that we have heart and soul."

Three years before Schleiermacher's death the spirit

of Hegel had taken its departure. These were the two

men who, though dead, were now speaking more author-

itatively to the German mind than all others. Schlei-

ermacher was represented by men more orthodox
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than himself, who gave every assurance of leaving the

world far better than they had found it. Hegel had

taught too long and thoroughly to be without influence

after his eyes had ceased to look upon his entranced

auditors at Berlin. It was not long after his death that

his favorite theory of antagonisms had a literal fulfill-

ment in the course adopted by the adherents to his

opinions. His most ardent disciples found it difficult to

tell whathe had believed definitely, so varied are the

expressions of his views in the eighteen volumes of

his works. Even the same book was interpreted differ-

ently. His PWjoaophy of Religion was twice edited,

first in a conservative sense by Marheineke, and after-

ward in a revolutionary light by Bruno Bauer.1 Some

passages in his History of Philosophy were written in

defense of pantheism, while his later views have been

brought forth in proof of his opposition to that error.

Thus variously interpreted, and yet powerful in his hold

upon the intellectual classes of Germany, it was impossi-

ble for his disciples to live in harmony. The chief points

at issue were the personality of Grod, the immortality of

the soulf and the person of Christ Either side might be

taken and the position defended by the master's own
words.

* The result of this diversity of interpretation

was a schism. Hegel's school was divided, after the

model of the French Chambers, into three sections

the Eight, the Centre, the Left. The Right asserted

the orthodoxy of the Hegelian philosophy ;
the Centre-

held a position corresponding to their name
;
and the

Left were unmitigated Rationalists. The last group were

true to the skepticism inherited from their predecessors,

and were radicals in church and state. They rejected

1

Appleton's New Am. Cydopadia; Art. Hegel.

17
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the personality of God, a future life, and the credibility

of the Gospel narratives.

Strauss was a Left Hegelian, and his Life of Jesus

became the creed of his brethren in doubt. He was not

in perfect harmony with all their extremes, but he co-

operated with them, and gave them their chief glory.

The world has seldom seen a literary venture more

remarkable in contents or in history than this meteor

across the firmament of German theology. To say that

it was unexpected is but a faint expression of the nni

versal surprise occasioned by it The Left Hegelians
were a limited school and the current of theological

thought had been against them. Therefore, when the

Life of Jesus appeared, it was a bold thrust from an

arm thought to possess but little strength. The author,

David Frederic Strauss, was a young lecturer on the-

ology in the University of Tubingen. He had experi-

enced the several shades of opinion prevalent during
his student life. Beginning with the Romantic School,

lingering awhile with Schleiermacher, and finally passing

through the gate Beautiful of Hegel's system, he tar-

ried with that master as "lord of the hill." His stay
was not brief, like that of Bunyan's pilgrim. But satis-

fied only by making greater progress, the philosophy of

the great thinker became his Delectable Mountains,
" beautiful with woods, vineyards, fruits of all sorts,

flowers also, with springs and fountains, very delectable

to behold,"

Strauss was but twenty-eight years old when his

cold, passionless, and pungent piece of skeptical mech-

anism was presented to the world. Who would sus-

pect that quiet young man of possessing so much power
over the minds of his countrymen ? M. Quinet, speak-

ing of a visit to him, said,
" Beneath this mask of fatal-
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ism I find in Mm a young man full of candor, of sweet*

ness and modesty ;
of a spirit almost mystical, and ap-

parently saddened by the disturbance which he had oc-

casioned." His book produced a universal impression
in Europe. It was, to the moral sentiment of Christen-

dom, the earthquake shock of the nineteenth century.

Having been multiplied in cheap editions, it was read

by students in every university and gymnasium, by
passengers on the Rhine boats and in the mountain

stages, and by a great number of private families. Even

school children, imitating the example of their seniors,

spent their leisure hours in its perusal. The most ob-

scure provincial papers contained copious extracts from

it, and vied with each other in defending or opposing
its positions. Crossing the German frontier, it was pub-
lished in complete and abridged forms in all the princi-

pal languages of Europe. Even staid Scotland, unable

to escape the contagion, issued a popular edition of the

exciting work.

Nor were the views advanced by Strauss in his Life

of Jesus less extraordinary than its very flattering

reception. ^He was diametrically opposed to Me-

ander in the latter's estimate of the ideal and histor-

ical. According to Strauss the idea is the very soul of

all that is valuable in the past ;
and history is the gross

crust which envelops it. What is history in its early

stages but so many faint legends ? Happy are we if,

within them, we can discover the seed-truth. The same

neglect of the movements of history in their outward

form led Strauss into still another tendency which

proved to be in direct conflict with Meander. The

latter, as we have seen, was devoted to his theory of

the importance and power of personality in history.

But Strauss rejected it as of small moment. He attach-
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ed great importance to the issue involved, but regarded
the persons engaged in bringing it to pass as mere

machinery.
This contempt of the historical and the personal is

the key to Strauss' work. The church, when it con-

tinued faithful, had always looked to the Gospels as the

Holy Sepulchre of its faith, and was ever ready to

make a crusade against the power which woaid wrest it

from her grasp. But, amid the conflicts occasioned by
the growth of the destructive criticism, the Gospels had

received at its hands a treatment no less severe than

had been inflicted upon the history of the Old Testa-

ment. Many theories had already been propounded by
the Rationalists in order to account for them, but there

was no general harmony among these men either on

this or any subject of speculation. Wetstein, Michaelis,

and Eichhorn were agreed that the Gospels were more

human than divine, and the fate to which all the in-

spired records were consigned by those critics and their

sympathizers has its analogy in the treatment bestowed

by vultures upon the carcass of the exhausted beast that

has fallen by the wayside. But, after all, the^accounts of

the Evangelists had suffered less severely than any
other part of the Scriptures, and the injury they had

sustained was owing more to the attacks made on the

historical and prophetical portions of the Old Testa-

ment than to any immediate invasion. For the Bible is a

unity. If but one book be mutilated the whole organ-
ism is disturbed.

The contest having been hitherto connected with

other features of revelation more than with the person
of Christ, it was no part of the design of the Eational-j

ists to submit without staking a great battle upon the:

incarnation of the Messiah. Let them succeed here,
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and they can rebuild more firmly all they have lost, but
if they fail, they will only bring to a more speedy ruin

an edifice already in decay. Strauss undertook the

work
;
and having written for the learned alone, no one

was more surprised than himself at the popular success

of the Life of JTesus.

According to him, the explanation of the mysterious
accounts of Jesus of Nazareth can be' found in the

theory of the myth. Strauss held that the Holy Land
was full of notions concerning his spee'dy appearance.
The people were waiting for him

?
and were ready to

hail his incarnation with rapture. Their opinons con-

cerning him were already formed, owing to the expecta-

tions they had inherited from their fathers. Therefore,

any one who answered their views would be the Mes-

siah. There was much in both the character and life of

Christ which approached their crude notions of the

promised one. For this reason their hearts went out

toward him, and they called him "
Jesns," The world was

already prepared, and since Christ best fitted it,
he was

entitled to all the honor of being waited for and ac-

cepted. All the prophecies of his incarnation were

purely historical events. But the Jewish mind is

very visionary and prone to allegory. Consequently,

when Christ appeared among the Jews, it was not diffi-

cult to trace a resemblance between him and other

marked personages in history.

Thus Christ did not organize the Church as much as

the church created him. He existed and lived on earth,

but very different was the real Jesus from that wonder-

ful character described in the Grospels. The veritable

Messiah was born of humble parentage, was baptized

by John, collected a few disciples, inveighed against the

Pharisees and all others who placed themselves in antag-
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onism to him, and finally fell a victim to the cruelty of

his foes. Years passed by after his death, and the popu-
lar imagination went wild with reports and exaggerar

tions of the once obscure Nazarene. Great as the ideas

of the people were before Christ appeared, they were

infinitely magnified during the lapse of the thirty years

"between his death and the composition of the Gospels:

These narratives are consequently not a representation

of history, but of morbid popular fancies. The evan

gelists did not intend to deceive their readers
;

their

picturesque sketches were only designed to clothe the

ideal in the garb of the real. "Be not so unkind,"

Strauss says in effect,
rt
as to charge these poor unedu-

cated men with evil purposes. They were very unsophis-

ticated, and did not know enough to have any extended

plan of trickery. They heard wonderful stories floating;

about, just such as one meets with in all countries after

a prominent man has died
; and, as they had a little ca-

pacity for using the pen, they wrote them down to

the best of their ability. Their writings are curious

but very defective, since the authors were too unprac-
tised in literary work to perfect a master-piece. How
little they dreamed of the reverence which future gen-

erations would pay them ! Poor souls, they hardly
knew what they were doing. One caught one story,

and his friend another; and it is a nice bit of mosaic

which we find in their school-boy productions. No
wonder their defenders are unable to harmonize their

accounts. Let any four men who live among a legend-

loving people transcribe the traditions they hear from

the lips of childhood and garrulous old age, or read in

the popular romances 6f the day, and it will surprise
no one that they do not agree. How can they tell

the same things in the same way, since the sources
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of each are so different? Nor, with only myths for

warp and woof, is it at all surprising that we have noth-

ing more than Homeric exaggerations when the fanciful

fabric is once woven."

The introduction to the Life of Je$u$ consists of an

essay on the historical development of the mythical

theory. Having stated its present shape and great

ralue, it is then applied to the life of Christ in the body
of the work This is the climax of destructive criti-

ticism. Eveiything which Christ is reported by the

Evangelists to have said or done shares the natural expla-
nations of Strauss. From his very birth to his ascension,

his life is no more remarkable than that of many others

who have taken part in the public events of their times.

Beginning with the annunciation and birth of John
the Baptist, Strauss considers the apparition to Zaehsu

rias and his consequent dumbness as actual external

circumstances, susceptible of a natural interpretation.

Zacharias had a waking vision or ecstasy. Such a

thing is not common, but in the present instance, many
circumstances combined to produce an unusual state of

mind. The exciting causes were, first, the long-

cherished desire to have a posterity ; second, the exalted

vocation of administering in the Holy Place and offer-

ing up with the incense the prayers of the people to

the throne of Jehovah, which seemed to Zacharias to

foretoken the acceptance of his own prayer; and

tMrdy perhaps an exhortation from his wife as he left

his house, similar to that of Rachel to Jacob. Gen,

xxx. 1. In this highly excited state of mind, as he

prays in the dimly-lighted sanctuary, he thinks of his

most ardent wish, and expecting that now or never his

prayer shall be heard, he is prepared to discern a sign

of its acceptance in the slightest occurrence. As the
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glimmer of the lamp falls upon the ascending cloud of

incense, and shapes it into varying forms, the priest

imagines that he perceives the figure of an angel. The

apparition at first alarms him, but he soon regards it as an

assurance from God that his prayer is heard. No sooner

does a transient doubt cross his mind, than the sensi-

tively pious priest looks upon himself as sinful and

believes himself reproved by the angel. Now, either

an apoplectic seizure actually deprives him of speech,

which he receives as the just punishment of his incre-

dulity, until the excessive joy he experiences at the cir-

cumcision of his son restores the power of utterance so

that dumbness is retained as an external, physical,

though not miraculous occurrence or the proceeding is

psychologically understood
; namely, that Zacharias, in

accordance with a Jewish superstition, for a time de-

nied himself the use of the offending member. Reani-

mated in other respects by the extraordinary event, the

priest returns home to his wife, and she becomes a

second Sarah.1

The original histories are adduced, and the parallels

fully drawn between them and the gospel narratives in

order to show the mythical character of the latter.

The birth of John the Baptist is the mongrel product
of the Old Testament stories of the birth of Isaac, of

Samson, and of Samuel. Every event related by the

evangelists is so strained as to make it analogous to

other occurrences in Jewish history. The murder of!

the innocents by Herod is only a poetic plagiarism of

the cruelty of Nimrod and Pharaoh
;
the star which

guided the shepherds, a memory of the star promised
in the prophecy of Balaam; Christ explaining the

Bible when twelve years old, a gloss upon the precocity
1
Life ofJesus. Oh. I. American Edition.
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of Moses, Samuel, and Solomon; tibe increase of tlie

loaves, a union of the manna in the wilderness and the

twenty loaves with which Elisha fed the people ;
watei

changed into wine, a new version of the bitter waters

made sweet; the cross, a reminder of the brazen serpent;
the scene in the Garden of Gethsemane, the bloody
sweat and the agony on the cross, poor copies from

the Lamentations of Jeremiah; and the two thieves,

the nailed hands and feet, the pierced side, the thirst,

and the last words of Jesus, are borrowed narra-

tives from the sixty-ninth and twenty-second Psalms.1

The same mythical explanation is applied to the con-

ception and divine character of Jesus. By entertaining
such notions of him as we find in the gospels we dis-

play a superstition worthy of the dim days of pagan

legendry. In the world of mythology many great men
had extraordinary births, and were sons of the gods.
Jesus himself spoke of his heavenly origin, and called

God his Father
; besides, his title as Messiah was " Son

of God." From Matt. i. 22, it is farther evident that the

passage of Isaiah vii. 14, was referred to Jesus by the

early Christian church. In conformity with this pas-

sage the belief prevailed that Jesus, as the Messiah,

should be born of a virgin by means of divine agency.

It was therefore taken for granted that what was to be

actually did occur; and thus originated a philosophical,

dogmatical myth concerning the birth of Jesus. But ac-

cording to historical truth, Jesus was the offspring of an

ordinary marriage, between Joseph and Mary, which

maintains at once the dignity of Jesus and the respect

due to his mother. The transfiguration illustrates

both the natural and mythical methods of inter-

pretation. It is a reflection of the scene which trans-

1
Of. R&w* de* Dew Hondes. VoL 16.
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pired on Sinai at the giving of the law. The gospel
account is an Ossianic fancy. Something merely ob-

jective presented itself to the disciples, and this ex-

plains how an object was perceived by several at once.

They deceived themselves, when awake, as to what they
saw. That was natural, because they were all born

within the same circle of ideas, were in the same frame

of mind, and in the same situation. According to this

opinion, the essential fact in the scene on the mountain

is a secret interview which Jesus had concerted, and,

with a view to which, he took with him the three most

confidential of his disciples. Paulus does not venture

to determine who the two men were with whom Jesus

held this interview; Kuinol conjectures that they

were secret adherents of the same kind as Nicodenius
;

and according to Yenturini, they were Essenes, secret

allies of Jesus. Jesus prayed before these arrived, and

the disciples, not being invited to join, slept. For the

sleep noticed by Luke, though it were dreamless, is

gladly retained in this interpretation, since a delusion

appears more probable in the case of persons just awak-

ing. On hearing strange voices talking with Jesus,

they awake, and see him who probably stood on a

higher point of the mountain than they enveloped in

an unwonted brilliancy, caused by the reflection of the

dun's rays from a sheet of snow. This light falling on

Jesus is mistaken by them in the surprise of the

moment for a supernatural illumination. They per-

ceive the two men whom, for some unknown reasons,

the drowsy Peter and the rest take for Moses and Elias.

Their astonishment increases
* when they see the two

strange individuals disappear in a bright morning cloud

which descends as they are in the act of departing
and hear one of them pronounce put of the cloud the
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words,
" This is my beloved Son in whom I am well

pleased ;
hear ye Mm." Under these circumstances

they unavoidably regard this as a voice from heaven.

The resurrection of Christ is regarded by Strauss as

a psychological necessity placed upon the disciples, first

to solve the contradiction between the ultimate fate of

Jesus and their earlier opinion of him, and second to

adopt into their idea of the Messiah the characteristics

of suffering and death.
" When once the idea of a resurrection of Jesus had

been formed in this manner," says Strauss,
" the great

event could not have been allowed to happen so

simply, but must be surrounded and embellished

with all the pomp which the Jewish imagination fur-

nished. The chief ornaments which stood at command
for this purpose were angels ;

hence these must open
the grave of Jesus

; must, after he had come forth from

it, keep watch in the empty place, and deliver to the

women, who, because without doubt women had the

first visions, must be the first to go to the grave, the

tidings of what had happened. As it was Galilee where

Jesus subsequently appeared to them, the journey of

the disciples thither, which was nothing else than their

return home, somewhat hastened by fear, was derived

from the direction of an angel ; nay, Jesus himself must

already before his death, and as Matthew too zealously

adds, once more after the resurrection also, have en-

joined this journey on the disciples. But the farther

these narratives were propagated by tradition, the more

must the difference between the locality of the resurrec-

tion itself and that of the appearance of the risen one

be allowed to fall out of sight as inconvenient; and

since the locality of the death was not transferable, the

appearances were gradually placed in the same locality
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as the resurrection, in Jerusalem, which, as the more

brilliant theatre and the seat of the first Christian

church, was especially appropriate for them.'71

The ascension is claimed as a myth founded upon
the Old Testament precedents of the translation of

Enoch and the ascension of Elijah, and the pagan

apotheosis of Hercules and Romulus.

The last part of Strauss7 work is a dissertation on

the dogmatic import of the life of Jesus. Here this

merciless critic tries to prove that, though the belief of

the church concerning Christ be thus uprooted by the

theory of myths, nothing truly valuable is destroyed.

He declares it his purpose "to re-establish dogmati-

cally that which .
has been destroyed critically." He

holds that all his criticism is purely independent of

Christian faith
; for,

" The supernatural birth of Christ,

his miracles, his resurrection and ascension, remain eter-

nal truths, whatever doubts may be cast on their reality

as historical facts.
77

Thus, reliance is placed upon a

difference between the import of criticism and Christian

faith which subterfuge proved a broken reed when
the masses read this mythical interpretation of the life

of the Pounder of Christianity. In vain did Strauss say,

in the preface to his work, that it was not designed for

the laity, and that if they read
it, it must be at their

own hazard. It was published and therefore the

public had a right to demand an examination. Let him
who writes an evil thought never be deceived by the

opinion that only those will read it who cannot be in-

jured by it.
" What is writ, is writ

;

" and then it is

too late to wish it
"
worthier.

77

But the most remarkable feature of the work of

Strauss yet remains to be traced. It was a compilation,
1
Life of Jesus, 852-3.
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and nothing more. Having ransacked every skeptical
writer on the gospel history, he published their views

at length in his Life of Jesus. He did not make many
quotations. But the references at the foot of almost

every page declare plainly enough the pains he took to

put in force the incantation he had pronounced to all

skeptical sprites,

" Black spirits and white, red spirits and gray,

Mingle, mingle, mingle ; ye that mingle may."

No Rationalist escaped his notice. The English
Naturalistsreappeared with all their original pretensions.

Bolingbrbke, Voltaire, Lessing, Kant, De Maistre, and

all the representatives of skeptical thought communed
in friendly society, regardless alike of disparity in par-

ticular opinions and of difference in the time when they
flourished. On this very account M. Quinet infers the

great popularity of the enterprise. Because it was a

grouping of all heterodox doctrines of the person of

Christ, the adherents of Rationalism saw whither their

principles were leading them, and their opponents
learned more of the desperate character of their foe than

they had ever acquired from all other sources. It was

a crystallization of the imputations and insults cast

upon the gospels for more than seventy-five years.

Then, for the first time, did the votaries of error, mass

themselves. It was then, too, that the evangelical

school were first able to count the number of their

opponents.
The scene before the publication of the Life of

Jesus was quite different from the one presented sub-

sequently. Formerly the Rationalists said what they

chose about Christ, and they suffered little from their

rashness. But immediately after Strauss had issued his
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book, the attention of tlie church was profoundly at-

tracted toward the consideration of the themes therein

treated. The church seemed to say,
"
Strange, that I

have given so little attention to this great pillar of

Christian faith
;
now I see what reward I am receiving

for my neglect. The like shall never happen again.

No, I will not only quench this firebrand, but I

will hurl back upon my enemies enough destructive

missiles to reduce them to a disorganized band of home-

less fugitives." This resolution was not the work of

idle excitement, and soon to be forgotten. The replies

to the Life of Jesus constitute a theological literature.

They were very numerous, and written from as many
points of view as there had been theological schools

since the dawn of the Reformation. The first rejoinder

came from the most distinguished theologian of Wiir-

temberg, Steudel of Tubingen. He was superintendent
of the very school where Strauss was tutor, and

his work was written but a few weeks after the issue

of the first volume of the Life of Jesus. It discussed

the question whether Christ's life rested on a histori-

cal or mythical basis. The conclusion was an uncom-

promising decision in favor of the former view. Steudel

represented the old Lutheran orthodoxy.
We now meet with the name of Hengstenberg,

whom Providence designed to be an instrument of much

good to the theology of the present day. He proved
himself an unflinching hero when he dealt his first

blows from his professor's chair in Berlin. His utter*

ances soon acquired great importance wherever the

current controversies attracted attention. He was the

leader of the young orthodox school, and in his newly-
founded Evmgetical CJwrch, Gazette, he pictured Ms
times in the language of desolation. His wordb were
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worthy of the dart days of Jeremiah. Adopting the

exclamation of that prophet, he cried aloud,
tf Oh that

my head were waters, and mine eyes a fountain of tears,

that I might weep day and night for the slain of the

daughter of my people !

"
Theologians, philosophers,

and tradesmen seemed to him to be overwhelmed in

skepticism. But he had a lion's heart, and fought stead-

ily for the growth of the pure faith of the olden time.

Nor has he grown tired of the warfare. He appears to

have been born upon the battle-field, within sound of

drum and cannon. He is as much the wairior to-day

as when he entered the lists against Strauss nearly

thirty years ago. His opinion of his great antagonist

may be summed up in his own language. He says of

him that,
" He has the heart of a leviathan, which is as

hard as a stone and as firm as the nether millstone
;
he

assails the Lord's Anointed with composure and cold-

bloodedness; and not a tear of pity flows from his

eyes."

Earless and Hoffinan followed in spirited criticisms

on the Life of Jesus. Tholuck next appeared upon the

arena in his OredzdHity of the Gospel History. This
w0wfc**MMkK* ***&/ *

production was somewhat declamatory in style, but

that was no barrier to its utility* It attacked Strauss in

the weakest spot, namely, in his deductions against the

authenticity and apostolic origin of the gospels.

Thokjfik defines a miracle to be an event which appears

contrary to the course of nature, and has a religious

origin and aim. He allows that inspiration is not total

but partial, and that it is but fair to concede to his op
ponent the presence of Scriptural defects, such as mis

takes of memory, and errors in historical, chronological^

and astronomical details. We must be content to know
and feel that, in the Bible, we find a basis of inspiration
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wHcli is none the less substantial though surrounded

by intruding weeds, or fragments of stone and mortar.

But Tholuck's work is not a fair specimen of Ms writ-

ings. Besides its literary defects, the author concedes

much more to the Rationalists here than he is accus-

tomed to do in his many superior publications.

Again we meet with the revered name of Meander.

His Life of CTvrist appeared in 183Y. He published
it not only as a reply to Strauss, but as an inde-

pendent treatise upon the person of the Messiah. He
announced himself as the mediator between those bitter

partisans who, on the one side, would grant no rights

to reason, and on the other, would leave no space for

the exercise of feeling and faith. His work stands in

the same relation to criticism which Schleiermacher's

Discourses occupies to dogmas, and as the latter appears
sometimes to lean toward Eationalism, so do we find in

the former traces of concession to the destructive method

of criticism. Meander's work, despite everything which

he grants to his enemies, was the transition-agent toward

a purer comprehension of the life of Christ. While we
lament that he interprets the early life of Christ as a

fragment derived from an evangelical tradition
;
that he

believes the influence of demons in the gospel period sus-

ceptible of a psychological explanation, that the miracu-

lous feeding of the five thousand is but the multiplica-

tion and potentialization of substances already at hand,
that the feeding of the four thousand is a mistaken

account of the former, and that the changing of the

water into wine at Cana of Galilee was nothing more

than an increase of power in the water, as we find

sometimes in mineral fluids, granting these and all the

other interpretations which Neander makes on the score

of nature or myths, we must attach an importance to
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his Life of Christ second only to Ms History of the

Christian Church. One closes the reading of Ms ac-

count of the Messiah with a profound impression that

the author had a true conception of the divinity and

authority of the Founder of Christianity. We cannot

doubt his sympathy with those words of Pascal which

he quoted frequently with exquisite pleasure :
" En Jesus

Christ toutes les contradictions sont accord^es,"

TJllmann, in his treatise Historical or Mythical, will
WJIMMbuw'l,.*, , u_/

^ ,

not accept the alternative that the life of Christ is all

mytMcal or all historical. He enumerates the philo-

sophical myth, the historical myth, mythical history,

and history with traditional parts. It is to the last of

these that he assigns the gospel history. He propounds
the dilemma, whether the church has conceived a poeti-

cal Christ, or whether Christ is the real founder of the

church ? He accepts the latter, and invokes all history

in proof of his argument. Weisse, in his Gf-ospel His-

tory treated Philosophically and Critically, dwells upon
the relative claims of the four gospels. At least one of

the gospels is original and the authority for the rest.

This is Mark's
;
and it is not mythical, but Mstorical

and worthy of credence. Matthew is a compilation of

a later day ;
and Luke and John are of still less impor-^

tance. But the miracles related by Mark are purely

natural events. Christ's miraculous cures were owing
to his physical powers. His body was a strong eleo

trie battery, wMch, in Ms later life, lost its power of

healing. Else he would have saved himself from death.

His early life is unadulterated allegory.

But there were numerous writers against Strauss,

among whom may be mentioned Schweizer, Wilke,

Schaller, and Dorner. Dorner's Hi-story of the Person

of Christy 1839, was an attempt to show the totality of

18
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Christ as a universal character. Tlie human concep-

tion of species is of a world of fragments, but in Clirist

we find them completely united. All single, individual

prototypes coalesced in Mm. He is tlie World-Per-

sonality. Bruno Bauer wrote Ms Criticism of the

Synoptical Gospels in reply to Strauss, though a few

years afterward lie changed Ms ground entirely. His

position in tMs wort was as mediator between reason

and revelation. He "brought into the conflict concern-

ing Strauss' Life of Jesus an element of heated argu-

ment, and egotism, which ripened into Ms subsequent

antagonism to the supernatural school. His entrance

upon tMs field of strife may be comprehended by
Schwartz's comparison of him with Caxlstadt and

Thomas Munzer, who had lived in the exciting period
of the Reformation.

An enumeration of the titles of the works which

appeared at frequent intervals during the ten years

succeeding the issue of Strauss' Life of Jesus, indi-

cates that toward the close of this period the contro-

versy was directed more to the particular gospels than

to the life of Christ as a unit. The many theories ad-

vanced exceeded all the ordinary illustrations of literary

fecundity and extravagance in the department of theol-

ogy. There was no theologian of note who did not

take part in the contest. Pastors of obscure provincial

churches, who did not venture upon a complete life of

the Messiah, felt themselves competent either to origi-

nate a new view of one or more of the gospels, or to

elaborate a borrowed one. The excitement was intense.

There was no evidence of system in the rapid move-

ment But now that the battle is over we read the

philosophy of the whole conflict. Strauss, without any
intention on Ms part, had shown the church of the pres-
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ent century, its weakness in failing to comprehend the

importance of the evangelical history. The numerous

replies indicated a hopeful attention to the neglected

compendium of divine truth. The friends who rushed

to his aid declared by their impetuosity that their cause

would have been better served had Strauss never

penned a word about Christ. They saw their strong-
hold in ruins, and looked with tearful eyes upon the

future of their creed. The language which Strauss had

applied to his excited opponents upon the appearance
of his work became severely appropriate to his own ad-

herents, after that production had been faithfully

answered. "Their alarm/
7

said he, "was like the

screaming of frightened women on seeing one of their

cooking utensils fall upon the floor." Granting the

appositeness of the illustration, we must add that the

alarm mentioned by the critic was of brief duration
;

while that of the nationalists and their adherents is

like the long-standing despair of a circle of chemists,

whose laboratory has been entered through a door left

open by themselves, their carefully prepared combina-

tions destroyed, and all their retorts and crucibles

shattered into irreparable fragments.

After a long absence of twenty-nine years, Strauss

has again appeared as the biographer of Christ. In his

former work he wrote for the theological public, but

we are now assured that he had ever kept in mind a

purpose to do for the masses what he had achieved for

critical minds. The last fruit of his pen is his Life of
Jesus Popularly Treated, which, following close upon
the issue of M. Kenan's work, appeared in 1864, in the

form of a large octavo volume of more than six hundred

pages.
Strauss was induced t 'make his second work more
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popular than the first, because of the gross injustice

which the clergy tad meted out to him in consequence

of Ms former labors to establish tlie historical position

of Christ. The "
guild

"
of professional theologians are

interested, he avers, in maintaining their own cause
;

of course, they would not loose their hold very willingly.

The only italicized sentence in his preface is a thrust

against this class, whom time has in nowise led him to

esteem :
" He who wants to dear the parsons out of the

church must first clear miracles out of religion? The

spirit of the introduction, in which the German writer

is always expected to announce his opinions and give

the historical reasons therefor, is not materially different

from the lengthy one in his Life of Jesus. It is divided

into three parts. The first contains the important at-

tempts which have been made to write the life of Jesus

and represent it in its true light. They have all been

failures. Hess, Herder, Paulus, Schleiermacher, Hase,

Neander, Ebrard, Weisse, Ewald, Keim, and Kenan

must be content to lie in oblivion. Kenan has done

very well for a Frenchman
;
and as a work for France

his book has some merit. The second treats of the gos-

pels as sources of the life of Jesus. These accounts, not

being authentic, are not of sufficient weight to be relied

on; The third part contains certain explanations neces-

sary to a proper appreciation of the remaining portion
of the work. The following language indicates the au-

thor's unchanged opinion on the mythical character of

Christ :

" We now know for a certainty at least, what
Jesus was not and what he did not do, namely, nothing

superhuman, nothing supernatural; it will, therefore,
now be the more possible for us to so far trace out the

suggestions of the Gospels touching the human and nat-
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ITEW IiTFE OF JESUS.

The body of the book is substantially an attempt
to show that Christ, as represented by the Evangelists,
is a mythical personage. Snch a man lived

;
but his

life is not remarkable
;

it is not what they described it
;

and not very different from the common life of ordinary
men. We have first^ an historical outline of the life of

Jesus, Here Strauss makes himself, and not the Gospel

narrators, the biographer of Christ. Secondly',
we are

famished with the mythical history of Jesus in its

origin and growth. The people were expecting some

remarkable character, and they seized upon the first one

who best answered their notions. John is as bad as Ms

compeers. He is utterly untrustworthy. The only
work of the New Testament from an immediate disciple

is the Apocalypse of John. But this, too, is wholly
unhistorical. Adopting the opinion of the radical Ra-*

tionalists, Strauss holds that miracles are impossible,

and that if God were to operate against natural laws

he would be operating against himself. As a specimen
of the method of criticism adopted to divest Christ's

career of everything miraculous, we may instance

Strauss' disposition of the resurrection of Christ He
confesses that if he cannot show that this is mythologi-;

cal, his whole work has been written in vain.
Christj

did really die, but his resurrection was a vision. Hia

disciples were excited, and believed they saw
theuj

Master reappear. But it was a great mistake on their

part It was only an hallucination. Paul had his

visions ;
so did Peter and John

;
and so did Mary Mag-

dalene, who was subject to nervous disorders.
1

TKe second life of Jesus has met with a cold recep-

tion. The "
People of the Keformation," to whom it

1 New York Independent and New York Christian Advocate and Journal

1864.
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was flatteringly addressed, prefer a more substantial

theology. The tide has turned since 1835, and no man

feels the power of the new current more keenly than

David IVederic Strauss.

The Rationalists, who gained nothing in the contro-

versy concerning the first Life of Jesus by the tutor of

Tubingen, were unfortunate in their organized, sys-

tematic, and well-sustained effort to regain lost ground.

"We have reference to the labors of the Tubingen
school. Ferdinand Christian Baur was its founder.

His works are numerous, and may be divided into

two classes : doctrinal and critical. But there is con-

sistency in all, and, varied as his subjects of inves-

tigation are, they centre in a common focus. Baur

sought the solution of the agitated question in the apos-

tolic history rather than in the life of Christ. The

Christianity about which so much discussion is elicited;,

is, according to him, not a perfect and divine produc-

tion, but only a vital force in process of development.
This is the principle which underlies the multifarious

theories of the Tubingen school. In order to have a

place where to stand and eliminate the theory, the

epistles of Paul are chosen. But these are not all au-

thentic. Hence a selection must be made, and, of

course, only those must be chosen which are in harmony
with the supposition that Christianity is but a dormant

germ. Consequently, the Epistles to the Galatians, the

Romans, and the Corinthians are favorites. They are

made to dispel the darkness, and settle the question.

In them Paul exposes the fact that there were two

parties in the early church, the Pauline and the Petrine.

They struggled for supremacy, and the conflict was a

long one. Peter was a thorough Jew, and his side

predominated even after the death of the principal com
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batants. Judaism was tie cradle of Christianity ; and
the latter was only an earnest, restless, and reformatory
branch of the former. But it was not an offshoot as

yet, for Christianity was essentially Jewish all through
its first historic period. The canonical writings of the

New Testament, which constitute the chief literature

of the first two centuries, are the literary monument of

Christianity while it was yet undeveloped, and unde-

tached from Judaism. These writings are the mediating

theology of those distant days. The Petrine party was

very strong, until the middle of the second century,

when it was obliged to yield to, or rather harmonize

with, the Pauline.

Many causes contributed to bring the two factions

together. There was an absence of growth quite in-

compatible with their respective strength. Alone, they
were almost unable to brave the storm of persecution.

Finally, for the sake of security and propagation, they
laid down their weapons, and united under one banner.

From this union came the subsequent growth of Chris-

tianity. The canonical works so much revered by the

church had been written in the interest of one or the

other of the parties. Since the enmity has been de-

stroyed, their literary productions must be consid-

ered in the light of history. The church is, therefore,

much mistaken in attaching importance to the Scriptures,

for they were written for a time-serving end, and are

quite unworthy of the worth which we attach to them.

A numerous circle of disciples clustered around

JBgur? an(l they enjoyed his leadership until his recent

death. But the writings of both the master and his

school were answered by the best theologians of Ger-

many. Some of the greenest laurels worn by Thiersch,

Dorner, Lechler, Lange, Schaff, Bleek, Hase, and Bun-
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sen, were won in the contest with tlie Tubingen school
;

and their united labors constitute a compendium of

arguments which will not cease for centuries to be of

inestimable value in the controversies of the church

concerning Christ and the divine origin of Christianity.

The labors of the Tubingen school and of Strauss

are two parts of the same effort to destroy the divine

basis of Christian faith. We do not impugn the private

opinions of the contestants, but we must judge them

by their fruits. They wrote and taught against thpse

departments of truth which it is necessary to preserve

intact if we would have Christianity continue a vital

power of the soul and an aggressive principle in the

world. Objections will still be urged against the Gospel

history, but it will still be blessed by the ceaseless

oversight and unfailing -ministrations of the Holy Spirit.

Supposing the evangelical accounts to be purely hu-

man, we have even then the highest embodiment of

truth in the history of man. Herder says,
" Have the

fishermen of Galilee founded such a history ? Then

blessed be their memory that they have founded it !

"

With the conviction that the writers of the Scriptures

throughout were inspired men, and spake as they were

moved by the Holy Spirit, we have a power demand-

ed alike by the cravings of the soul and the as-

pirations of the intellect. Blessed with this senti-

ment, the individual and the church are thoroughly
furnished unto every good work.

Jfrom Germany we turn to France, The latter

country has been te tfaditional purveyor of revolu-

tionary material for the rest of the Continent. No
great popular movement west of the Rhine has been

without its influence upon the eastern side. The July
Eevolution -of 1830, which effected the overthrow of
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the Restoration represented by Charles X., set the Ger-

man masses in commotion. They were henceforth rest-

less, and ready, whenever occasion offered, to overturn

the government and establish a national constitutional

basis. The Rationalists were insurrectionary, and, the

more rapid their decline in all religious" sentiment the

more decided was their opposition to constituted au-

thorities. Strauss' Life of Jeans, great in its influence

upon theology, was equally powerful over the political

mind. Every new publication which befriended infidel-

ity was not without its support of faction and dis-

content.

In connection with the revolutionary tendency,
Rationalism assumed also a more pantheistic, and sub-

sequently a more^athe^^jEbjm^ The second important
work of Strauss, his System of Doctrine, was even more

adapted than his first to sap the foundations of faith

and social security. It was the embodiment of all the

worst features of the Hegelian philosophy. It was
frank and bold in all its statements. No man could

mistake a single utterance. In it doctrines are traced

to their genetic development, and held to be the lux-

uriant growth of the seeds of error. The truths of

Christianity are surrounded by a halo to which it is no

more entitled than the^sagag^jof .the. Northmen. The

old dogma was born of prejudice and error, hence the

modern conception of it is sheer illusion. Faith and

science are irreconcilable foes, for faith is the perversion,

and science the development of human nature. Be-

lieving and knowing, religion and philosophy, are born

antagonists, and man can make no rapid progress if he

grovel in the errors of faith. The personality of God
is not that of the individual but of the universal. The

pantheism of Spinoza is the best solution of God's
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existence
;

"
for," says Strauss,

" God is not the per-

sonal, but the infinite personifying of himself."

The oracular responses of Feuerbach1 were a step

"beyond even this skeptical usurpation. Religion is

man's conduct to himself. Man, from time immemo-

rial, has been buried in self-love, and become so far

carried away by it that his religion is now one mon-

strous hallucination. Religion springs not from his in-

tellect but from his imagination. He wishes to get to

heaven
;
he desires to be comfortable

;
therefore he be-

lieves. He will put himself to no little trouble to pro-

pitiate the favor of one whom he considers divine.

Here is the mystery of all sacrifices. They are offered

by all people from the mere inner force of abject ego-

tism. God has no absolute existence whatever. Chris-

tianity needs to be attacked historically^ Its chief ele-

ments are Judaism and paganism. That it is a collec-

tion of absurdities, corruptions, and prejudices, can be

perceived on its very face. But still man needs re-

ligion, though he can only gain it either by rejecting

Christianity altogether or purifying it from its thick

envelope of dross.

Tb^HaUe Year-jBoofafr published 1838-42, were

the prmcipSTorgaii of the new atheistic doctrines.

They commenced with the laudation of Strauss, then

passed over into the service of Feuerbach, and finally

served the cause of Bruno Baur and his fanatical ad-

herents. They were under the chief editorship of Rugej
and, being popular and youthful in style, they wielded

an unbounded influence on the dissatisfied and skeptical
classes. They broke through all the restraints of reli-

gion, and propagated the wildest perversions of Hegel's

opinions. Though short-lived, they gained an au-

thority not often enjoyed by a periodical. They were
1 In Wesen des Christenthuma, Leipsic, 1841.
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factious in the extreme, and became one of the principal

agents in effecting the Revolution of 1848. They
breathed mildew on everything stable in government
and sacred in religion. But, Samson-like, they fell amid
the rnin which they inflicted upon others.

Quite a new form of Eationalism was then pre-

sented in the popular conventions of the Protestant

Friends. These individuals held that by a return tc

the spirit of the Reformation, Germany would be en-

dowed with a new and living energy. But it must not

be the Reformation as the church would have us under-

stand it It must be an impulse and spirit, not an out-

ward attachment to form and compulsory authority.

They were popularly called Friends of Light, and em-

braced all the schools of Rationalists throughout the

land. Their convocation was the parliament of German

infidelity. Professing adherence to some of the doc-,

trines of Christianity, they so glossed them that even

the atheist could be a member without violating his

principles.

TtioirJfounder was Pastor UhHch, who, inlSrapany
with sixteen friends^eliTthe first meeting at Gnadau,
in July, 1841. The second convention met at Halle,

and was numerously attended by clergymen, professors,

and laymen of every class of society. The session at

Kothen, in 1844, was a great popular assembly. It was

addressed by Pastor Wislicenus, of Halle, whose lec-

ture was subsequently issued as a reply to his antag-

onists, under the title of Whether Scriptures or Spirit f

Not the letter, but the spirit, is the ground of true re-

ligion.
The spirit permeates humanity, and hence there

is no occasion for the observance of the law. The spirit

comes with its own law
;

it is a law in itself. The

Evangelical church stands safe only when resting upon
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freedom. The glory of the church is the absolute free-

dom of its members. The Scriptures are very good in

their way. They are a witness of the faith of the first

times, but were never intended for these cultivated

days. The church is freed from the exterior law and

elevated to the inner law of freedom.

Guericke, the church historian, called attention to

Wislicenus in the Evangetical Church Gazette. Great

surprise was manifested at once, and the sober mind of

the nation became aroused to a sense of the danger now

threatening the foundations of faith. In a short time

the Saxon decree was issued against all assemblies

which called in question the Augsburg Confession.

The following month, August, 1845, the Prussian

cabinet-order appeared, prohibiting all convocations of

the Friends of Light. Protests appeared against Wis-

licenus and his followers, which were followed by
counter-protests signed indiscriminately by all classes.

Another popular development of Rationalism oc-

curred in Konigsberg, in 1845. Pastor Rugp attacked

the Athanasian symbol in his own pulpit, whereupon
he was ejected by the consistory. He collected an in-

dependent congregation; and thus arose those Free

.Congregations, which contributed equally to the Ra-

tionalistic and revolutionary movements. Appearing
in other parts of Germany, they became a formidable

opponent of the church. "While they held that the

Scriptures were their rule of faith in the unity of God,

they threw off their authority and that of all symbols.

They adopted baptism and the Lord's Supper, and pro-
fessed allegiance to the civil power. But their influence

was against the government, and their two sacraments

were odious corruptions. Their form of baptism is

enough to determine their religious sentiment :
" I bap-
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tize thee after the manner of the old apostolic baptism,
that Jesus is the Christ

;
I anoint thy head with water

as a sign that thy soul remains pure, pure as the water

that runs down the mountain side
;
and as the water

rises to heaven and then returns to the earth, so may
you be continually mindful of your heavenly home.'

7

Their convocations were finally restricted by the civil

authority. The supreme church council issued an ex-

communicatory order against them; the police broke

up their meetings ;
and forty of the Free Congregations

were closed in Prussia alone.

The leaders of the Eevolution of 1848 were the

organizers of ^ these popular independent movements.,.

When the people had gained the upper hand of their

rulers, their very first action was to select the destroyers

of their faith as their political champions and represent-

atives. It was, therefore, a great triumph for those fana-

tical humanists to find themselves seated in the national

parliaments of Frankfort and Berlin, and, wherever the

revolution extended, to be the leaders of the excited

masses.

What could be expected from a revolution con-

ducted by such men as Wislicenus, Blum, Uhlich, Baltz-

er, Carl Schwartz and their adherents ? It was a total

failure. And when the restoration was completed in

1849, the reaction against Rationalism became so de-

cided that the leaders had reason to tremble for their

lives. The people were profoundly disgusted with a skep-

ticism which could produce no better fruits than this

one had matured. The indignation was even more in-

tense than that toward French infidelity during the su-

premacy of Napoleon over the German States. In the

latter case the people were disgusted with the efforts of

foreign skepticism, but in the former, they saw and felt
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tlie sore evils of domestic Rationalism. Religious error

had led them from peace and quiet into a dream-land.

"When the waking moment came, and the deception be-

came apparent, the surprise at the delusion was over-

whelming.
The doctrinal form of Rationalism had been arrested

by Schleiermacher and his noble band of followers. Its

exegetical prestige had been destroyed by the replies to

the Life of Jesus. And, as if to make its defeat as

humiliating as possible, the last blow was self-inflicted.

It was the Revolution of 1848, and its consequent fail-

ure, which annihilated the political strength of Ger-

man Rationalism. There is a God in history. And

though one generation may fail to perceive the bright-

ness of his presence, the following one may be favored

with the vision. No skeptic should forget that the real

philosophy of history is the march of Providence

through the ages. But the infidel is the worst reader

of history. The light shines, but he turns away from

it. Or, as Coleridge expresses it :

u The owlet Atheism,

Sailing on obscure wings across the noon,

Drops his blue-fringed lids, and shuts them close
;

And, hooting at the glorious sun in Heaven,
Cries out,

' Where is it ?
* "

mere is a deep principle underlying not only the mis-

carriage of the Revolution of 1848, but of all the popular
movements toward independence which occur at a time

when the people are involved in religious doubt. It is the

spiritual status of a nation which commonly determines

its love of law and order. A population adhering to

an evangelical interpretation of the Scriptures can

be forced to revolution only by evil and ambitious

leaders, or by persistent oppression on the part of their
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rulers. The tardy movement of the American Colonies

toward their revolt against the British Government be-

trayed a great unwillingness to inaugurate the struggle.
At the beginning, the conflict was not designed to be
a revolution but only a judicious expedient for the im-

provement of the colonial laws.1 Wise rulers, gov-

erning for the best interests of their country, have gen-

erally found that the most discontented of their sub-

jects are the most skeptical Infidelity and error

have systematically arrayed themselves against civil

authority. This infidelity does not always assume the

same type ; for, while in Germany it was a general
disbelief in the authenticity of the Scriptures, in

France it was the rejection of the existence of God and

of the immortality of the soul. Even Robespierre tes-

tified before the French National Convention of 1794,
that " the idea of a supreme Being and of the immortality
of the soul, was a continual call to justice, and that no
nation could succeed without the recognition of these

truths." A revolution in Christendom, which has its

basis in the skeptical nature of man, or in an anti-scrip-

tural idea, may succeed for a while, but it must even

tually fail
; because, like a vessel without compass, chart,

or star, it lacks the cardinal elements and safeguards of

progress and security.

1 The hesitation to become independent was very decided, even as late

as July, 1*1*15. Bancroft, History of the United, States. Vol. 8: pp. 66-6.



CHAPTER XII.

THE EYAJtfGKELIOAL SCHOOL. ITS OPINIONS AND PRESENT
PBOSPEOTS.

THERE is a group of theologians who deserve to

stand side by side with the immediate opponents of

Strauss and his disciples. We mean the Mediation or

Evangelical School. They represent the advance of

German theology from Rationalism to positive ortho*

ioxy. Beginning with able and irrefutable arguments
for the Evangelists, they have extended their discussions

bo other important branches of Scriptural defence. As
i consequence, they have built up a valuable apologetic
Literature which will occupy a prominent place in the

theology of the church.

But, in order to portray the character of the Evan-

gelical School, we shall need to dwell upon certain

nembers in particular.
1

Not least in honor and achievement is the late

Ollmann. He contributed to the Stucbien i^nd

i quarterly established by himself and Umbreit, ar.

irticle on the sinlessness of Christ, which he subsequent-

y elaborated into a volume. One of the most original

1 Por accounts of the later theologians of G-ermany, consult Sohaff,

Qermany ; Its Universities, Theology and JZeligion. Phila., 1857. Also,
Schwarz, GksMohU der 2Teuestci% Theologie, Leipzig, Dri&te Awgabe,
L864.

*
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of his productions is his Essence of Christianity^ which

placed
" him in the centre of the Mediation theology."

He holds with Schleiermacher, that Christianity is not as

much doctrine as vitality, and that it possesses the cre-

ative and organizing power of religion. Christianity is

both divine and human
;
divine in its origin and essence,

but human in its development and fulfillment "With-

out the person of Christ to stand in the very focus of

Christianity, the latter becomes void and no more than

any moral religion. We can have no proper conception
of Christianity apart from its founder, for its whole es-

sence exists in him. Christianity is Christ developing
himself in humanity. Christ is God-man in so far as he

represents in his own person the perfect unity and in-

terpenetration of the human and divine. Christianity

is that religion which neither deifies nor destroys nature.

Without considering it essential to prove the facts of

Christ's life, Ullmann showed that Christ, in the divine

character which we attach to him, was necessary to

Christianity just as the pillars are to the superincum-
bent edifice. The effect of this argument was most sal-

utary, for it was so well timed that it could not be other-

wise. There were two things to be established concern-

ing Christ. One was the verity of the Gospel accounts

of him
;
the other was Christ as a necessity for man's

faith, the world's progress, and human salvation. The

former having been treated by other hands, Ullmann un-

dertook the latter and triumphed. He is one of the

most pleasing of the German theologians. Partaking

of the warm southern temperament for he was a Ba-

varian by birth he wrote in that easy, natural, and

earnest style which renders him a popular writer not only

in his own language but when translated into foreign

tongues.
19
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We find in Dorner one of the most acute speculative

theologians produced by the later Protestant church.

His style is as complex as Ullmann's is simple. It is amu-

sing that, in one place, he even enters into a justification

of his technical and abstruse writing. Applying him-

self to dogmatic investigations, the fruit of his labor is

his Doctrine of the Person of Christ. Christianity was

the world's great want, and all the religions of the nat-

ural man could not supply its place. But Christianity

is vague unless the question be settled concerning the

person of Christ. Here is the battle-ground where

Christianity and reason must meet and decide the

great issue. Hence Dorner passes by the personal

ministry and history of Christ on earth, 'and attempts
the proper mode of construing his person. The Per-

son of Christ is, in the trials and triumphs of individ-

uals and the church, the central point of the Christian

religion. He is the perfect Lawgiver, and also the

Judge of the world. He controls the universe. Here

he communicates the forgiveness of sins and the Holy
Ghost, and in heaven, eternal felicity. The happiness
of heaven is formed by perfect fellowship with his per-

son. He has left his followers only in appearance, for,

wherever two or three are assembled in his name, there

he is in the midst of them. He is with his own always,

even to the end of the world. To know Christ in his

nearness belongs to the Christian worship ;
and this in-

stitution is appointed for the church as the highest
means for the enjoyment of his nearness.

1

According to Dorner, heathendom longed for the

apotheosis of human nature. Judaism sought the fulfill-

ment of the revelation not completed by the law, and

1 Doctrine of Person of Christ (Clark's Foreign Theological ttbrary.

vi
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strained after the love of God as the consummation of

the holy law. All these wants are met in Christ. He
is the innermost revelation of the mystery, and the full-

est condescension of God. For God has in Christ be-

come man. Here is the point of unity between God and

the world. But Christ did not appear in order to be the

Son of God, as if this were the ultimate end
;
but the

ultimate end was the glorifying of man, and therewith

of God, in and through him. He is officially God's

son.
1

Was Christ possessed of sinless perfection ? In both

a physical and ethical point of view he was not abso-

lutely complete from the first. He learned obedience.

He grew in favor, not only with men but with God.

Growth, points backward to previous deficiency, or,

what is the same thing, forward to the absolute goal
which the reality approaches only by degrees. But de-

ficiency in entire perfection is not sinfulness, for then

all real humanity and sinfulness would be identical.

Christ's temptations are explainable on this wise: he

had a real moral task, not only external to himself

but in himself, which could not be solved at the begin-

ning if he was to be like us. There was no disorder in

him, bnt there were disorder and sin without him,

which occasioned him the contests, temptations, and suf-

ferings that filled his official life. These later conflicts

were only assigned him because he remained the pure

One, and had become morally harmonious in the midst

of moral anarchy. But they were still inward and per-

sonal struggles ;
for he was to introduce the power of

his harmony and of his sufferings, in order to overcome

the disharmony in the world. He, the righteous one,

must, by suffering, take upon himself disorder and dis*

Person of GlurisL VoL 1. W> 80-81.
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harmony, must live through it and taste it, in order to

establish a power which is not only harmonious in itself,

but so potent in harmony as to take the disharmony into

itself, master it, and transform it into harmony. Christ

was perfect man in growth and progress, in his

temptations and conflicts, but without any historical

trace of a flaw or blemish in his life. He was in all

points made like us, without being necessitated to be-

come like us as sinners. For, sin is the negation of the

truly human. He laid claim to no exceptional law for

himself as a privileged individual, but subjected himself

to the universal human moral law. With this he was

satisfied, and he fulfilled it in its purity, depth, and com-

pleteness. He knew nothing of a super-moral religious

genius, and would have nothing to do with it. His reli-

gion is moral
;
his morality, religion.

1

The name with which we are most familiar is the

devout and laborious Tholuck. He generally takes

higher ground than many of the Mediation-theologians.

But he is sometimes at variance with evangelical senti-

ment. Inspiration, according to him, is not real and to-

tal, but only partial, and is to be determined in reference

to the truths necessary to salvation. While there are

many mistakes of memory, false citations, errors in his-

torical, chronological, geographical, and astronomical

detail, these need not depreciate our general estimate of

inspiration. The Scriptures have a kernel and a shell.

Upon the former there is the positive and direct impress

of the Holy Spirit ;
but upon the latter it is indirect

and relative.

In merely stating Tholuck's definitions, however, we
do not measure out justice to him. He must not be

tested by any special department of labor, but by the

1 American, Presb. <md Theolog. JBeoiew, January, 1868.
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spirit and totality of his service. In this light he is a

remarkable personage, and his work is entitled to our

highest eulogiurcu With him, Christ is not merely a

person to be apprehended by the mind, but a Saviour to

be received into the heart and henceforth to be a living

power of the soul. He must be accepted by Christian

faith, and the heart must undergo the transforming

power of his Spirit. "Without this preparation, all prog-
ress in science is but the worship of nature, and man,
at the close of life, looks back upon a path of error

and forth into a world of darkness.
" Tholuck has this characteristic," says one of his

countrymen,
" he cannot be classified

;
he belongs to no

particular theological direction, because he belongs to

all." This estimate is strictly true. He has gained Ms

greenest laurels in exegesis ;
and his commentaries on

Psalms, the Sermon on the Mount, Gospel of John, and

Epistles to the Eomans and Hebrews, have already

taken their places in the theological libraries of English
and American divines. But he has asked himself the

question, "What can I do to lessen the hold which

Rationalism has upon my country?" And he has

given the answer by his life-career. All his productions

centre in that thought, and it is not the least of his

service that he has written sketches of the old Reforma-

tion theologians, as an incentive to the restoration of

their spirit It is not easy to estimate the benefit

which his Sin and Redemption has conferred upon the

young men of Germany. The Baron von Kottwitz is

tibe real personage represented by the patriarch. Let

us hear this venerable saint as he stands upon the bor-

der of the grave and anticipates a bright future for his

loved church and country- His words are the key to

Tholuck's life, and reveal the bright hope which burned
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within him ever since the day when he was welcomed

to Halle by the hisses and threats of the Rationalists.

The aged man says: "The greater the crisis the

more needful is it to unite the wisdom of the serpent

with the simplicity of the dove. I therefore address

you as such an one who, perhaps, will soon be engaged
at the university as one of the instruments employed

by God in that important period. The work of God's

spirit is greater than either you or the majority can

estimate. A great resurrection morning has dawned.

Hundreds of youths on all sides have been awakened

by the Spirit of God. Everywhere true believers are

coming into closer union. Science herself is becoming

again the handmaid and friend of the Crucified. Civil

governments, also, though in part still hostile to this

great moral revolution from a dread of its producing

political commotions, are many of them, favorable
;
and

where they are not, the conflicting energy of the light

is so much the stronger. Many enlightened preachers

already proclaim the gospel in its power ; many who
are still in obscurity will come forward. I see the

dawn
;
the day itself I shall behold not here, but from

a higher place. You will live to witness it below.

Despise not the words of a gray-headed old man, who
would give you, with true affection, a few hints relative

to this great day.
" The more divine a power is, the more to be dep-

recated is its perversion. When those last times are

spoken of in Scripture, in which the gospel shall be

spread over the whole world, it is declared that the

truth will not only have to contend with the propor-

tionally more violent cotrnterworking of the enemy, but
also with a great measure of delusion and error within

the kingdom of light. Such is the course of things
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that every truth has its shadow
;
and the greatest truth

is attended by the greatest shadow. Above all things
take care that the tempter do not introduce his craft

into the congregation of the faithful. There will be
those for whom the simple gospel will not suffice.

When a man has experienced the forgiveness of his sins,

and has for a little while enjoyed the happiness of that

mercy, it not unfrequently appears to his evil and in-

constant heart too humiliating a condition to be con-

stantly receiving grace for grace. There is no other

radical cure for a proud, self-willed heart than every

day and every hour to repeat that act by which we
first came to Christ. Pray that you may have more of

that childlike spirit which regards the grace of your
Lord as a perennial fountain of life. Especially avoid

the error of those who seek life for the sake of light,

who would make religion a mere stepping-stone to in-

tellectual superiority. Such persons will never attain to

a vital apprehension of divine things ;
for our God is a

jealous God, and will be loved by us for his own sake.

The intellectual power, the mental enlargement arising

from converse with the great objects of faith is always
to be regarded as a secondary and supplementary
benefit to that which it is the immediate object of the

gospel to bestow. Despise not human greatness or

talent or ability of any kind, but beware lest you over-

value it. I see a time coming indeed it is already at

hand in which gifted men will lift up their voices for

the truth
;
but woe to the times in which admiration

and applause of the speaker shall be substituted foi

laying to heart the truth which he delivers ! Perhaps
in the next generation there will be no one in some

parts of Germany who will not wish to be called a

Christian. Learn to distinguish the spirits. The sum
of mv exhortations is hnmilitv and love !

"
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The most poetical and not the least penetrating of

the evangelical school is Lange, once a fanner, but now
a laborious professor at Bonn. How deeply lie lias im-

bibed the spirit of the Scriptures may be seen in the

Bible- Wor\ which Dr. Schaff is now editing for

the use of the American public. Religion, according
to Lange, is subjectively a life-emotion of the human

nature, and objectively a revelation of God. In the

former case it may be termed natural, in the latter,

revealed. The world is not a mere world, but a self-

revelation of God in its fullest import. Creation is not

simply creation, but a divine testimony. Nature is not

nature alone, but a seed of life proceeding from the

spirit and returning to the spirit. The proof of the true

human conception of God, as well as of man, is their

harmonious union in the conception of the God-man.

This is the centre of all doctrine. The world is a pro-

gressive succession, developing the divine germ. His-

tory unites itself to revelation as a second creation, ele-

vating man to continuous growth. God's providential

changes unite with the active faith of man, and they do

not constitute an isolated act of God, but a great his-

torical combination of revelations. They rise gradually
and find their completion in the God-man.

Miracles are the penetration of the absolute or new
human-divine life principle into the sphere of the old

natural human life. The revelation of the divine-human

in Christ is the absolute .miracle which manifests itself

in a succession of single miracles. A miracle is super,

natural and contrary to nature only in reference to the

old life, and, in its highest meaning, is in conformity to

a higher law. Therefore, miracles are the natural law

of all natural laws taken together. Inspiration is in

consonance with miracle; and there is a dissimilarity
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of inspiration observable in the Scriptures. Tlie Old
and New Testaments are very different, so also are the

canonical and hagiographical writings. The word of

God is contained in the Scriptures, and is there brought
into living unity and operation with the mind of man.

This union does not exclude human imperfections. But
such imperfections are of a superficial character, and in

110 wise affect the kernel and religious centre of the

Bible.
1

The two most prominent divines in the department
of dogmatical theology are Nitzsch and Twesten. The
latter was Schleiermacher's successor at Berlin. Bright

hopes were placed on hirq, but he has been a tardy au-

thor, and cloes not possess the brilliant' gifts of his great

prototype. Yet he is a clear and profound thinker,

and, with a few points of exception, thoroughly evan-

gelical. He is an ardent admirer of the old Lutheran

theology, and, like his predecessor, places religion in

feeling and dependence instead of in knowledge.
Mtzsch is also a disciple of Schleiermacher, and his

doctrinal system bears distinct traces of the master's

instructions. But it is a bold work, and has inflicted

great mischief upon the doctrinal claims of the later

Rationalists, who betook themselves to theory after

their exegesis and history had failed them. The scope

of his system is broad and clear. He commences by

assigning Christian doctrine its proper place in theo-

logical study, a definition of the general idea of Chris-

tianity, a statement of the laws by which a knowledge
of Christianity is acquired, and a history of the Chris-

tian system and its exhibition in the purest form* The

three parts constituting the substance of Nitzsch's opin-

ions, are The Good, the JBad, and Saboation. Chris*

1
Dogmatik, 1849,
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tianity is a determinate mode of man's life, and is so

determined "by conscious dependence on God, but in no

wise by knowledge, conception, action, or the will

Religion does not arise from experience and sensation,

but from an original self-consciousness. There is an

intimate connection between doctrine and practice,

truth and holiness. Redemption is not merely a resto-

ration, nor a mere perfected creation, but one through
the other. It is related to an original good, apart from

which the bad itself would have no place, opportunity
for existence, or continuance; since redemption is so

closely connected with evil. Moreover, the good in

which evil has found opportunities for manifestation

cannot be the same which caused redemption. Hence,
we safely presume the existence of an eternal God. This

being is the foundation of Christian faith and life. A
belief in the Redeemer cannot be separated from that in

the Creator. But it is through a knowledge of the Re-

deemer that the Creator, with all his work, first becomes

known in his perfect goodness and truth. The doctrine

of salvation is more closely related to the degenerated
condition of the world than to the original good, or to

the right conduct of the creature towards God. Evil

became possible with the creation of personality, though
without being necessary. But it has become so very
real that the heavenly Adam must needs come into the

world to destroy the works of the devil, which are sin

and death, and to renew the communion of the crea-

tion with the Creator. The effectuating cause of man's

permitting himself to be seduced into sin, was not any
fixed purpose or predestination of God, but man's per
feet moral freedom. He chose the evil, and hence he

inherits sin with all its dire results. Since then, sin has

become a bias and righteousness requires an effort foi
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ts performance. But man Is accessible to divine legis-

lation by being the subject of fear, shame, and punish
rnent. The church is an abiding testimony and a con

tinued means for the redemptive ministry of Christ. It

is the congregation of the sanctified.
1

From these two useful professors in Berlin we

pass southward to Heidelberg, and delay a moment
with the celebrated Rothe. In his work on the

Primitive Church he endeavors to explain the philos-

ophy of the whole ecclesiastical system. He views the

elements of the church in solution, and thence tries to

deduce general principles. He advances the view, with

Coleridge and Arnold, that the church will not be

complete until absorbed in the state. Its present sep-

arate condition is provisional, and can only last during
the time that Christianity is being developed. This

period may be of long duration, but the development
of our race is ever progressing. The church must exist

on its own basis during the interval. Human deeds of

righteousness tend toward the perfection of the church.

Then will religion permeate the world. Yet it will not

exist as something separate, but all-penetrative. It will

not be absolutely divine, but superlatively human.

Thus will the dualism of the human and divine, the

religious and the moral, be destroyed. When the day
of ecclesiastical perfection which is really civil perfec-

tion arrives, the state will perform the functions of

the church. It will exercise church discipline for the

purpose of religious and moral training. The divergence

between religious and worldly science will be abrogated,

and there will be no longer any conflict between the

worship of Grod and nature. It is plain that these

1
System of Ohri&tian Doctrine. Translated by Montgomery and Hen-

nen. Clark's Library, Edinburgh, 1849.
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views are "based upon those of Hegel, wlio said of the

state, that
"
it is the totality of moral purposes."

l

The ethical system of Rothe is one of the most

original and profound pieces of devout and reverent

speculation in the entire range of theological literature.

It has been termed " a work of art as well as of science;

and the several stones of the ethical system are reared

up here into a magnificent gothic cathedral by the skill

of a master architect." It is based on the unity and

identity of religion and morality. Here, as in the

theory of the relations of church and state, the Hegelian

philosophy is very perceptible. God's love is mani-

fested in creation, and there existed the necessity of his

creative activity in order to communicate himself to

others. Hence, God's love is not a mere attribute, but

one of the necessary conditions of his being. Creation

is a necessary act of God. God is as truly creator as

he is benevolent. There is, therefore, a correlation of

God and the world. There is no God without also the

world. God's creative activity is still continued by his

providential movements, and these are the steps of

man's development. Man's complete character is in

some measure dependent on his discipline, and sin is

the necessary ordeal or process through which he must

pass in order to arrive at the highest development.
2

Eothe has very recently published a volume of his

essays, entitled A Contribution to Dogmatic Theology.
It is occupied mostly with the consideration of the

Scriptures. The author thus states his opinion :

u The
matters I handle in this volume inevitably place me in

a most unfavorable position. The question is one ia

which I find myself in direct conflict with both the

leading parties in the theology of the present day. My
1 Die Anf&nge der ChrfotlicTien Evrche und flirer Verfassung^

5-1848.
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mode of regarding Holy Scripture runs directly counter

to modern orthodoxy. My supernaturalism and firm

belief in revelation are no less opposed to theological
liberalism. This very antagonism encourages me to

hope that I may be found to have spoken a word in

season. On the one hand, it is iny belief that the con-

sciousness of the age will never thoroughly reasbimilate

Christianity till it can take courage to believe again in

miracle and supernatural influence. I am no less firmly

convinced, on the other hand, that miracle and super-

natural influence will never find their way into the

conscious belief of Christians in the form in which

church-theology has allowed those ideas to be inocu-

lated into it. That which is passed can never be re-

called to life after history has once buried it. But
there are not a few persons who long for the reconcilia-

tion of the old and the new. These are the persons to

whom I would gladly be useful according to my small

measure." *

Rothe regards the supernatural interference of the

Deity in the stream of human history as a part of that

history. It is not enough that the divine interposition,

has incorporated itself with the traditions of the race
;

it must be fixed in a written narrative. Not only must

there be a book or writing, but that book must be of a

historical character. As the revelation did not consist

in doctrines, so the doctrine we require is not a creed

or compend of doctrines. Besides vouching the facts,

the doctrines must represent them in a vivid manner;
that

is,
the writing must be such as can stand for long

posterior generations in the place of the original revela-

tion, and place us in the immediate personal experience

of revelation. It is part of the extraordinary operation
1 Ethi*. Preface. D. 6.
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of the Deity to provide such a writing. The document

itself, as well as the facts it relates, are supernaturally

produced. What the divine influences in the world are

to its moral and human laws, the record of those influ-

ences is to ordinary narrative. The Bible is therefore

what the old Protestant theology styled it,
" The Word

of God" : but in a very different sense. It was meant

"by that phrase that the boots, as we have them, were

dictated by God in such a way that the sacred penmen
contributed nothing but the letter-marks upon the

paper. The dogma of inspiration current in the six-

teenth century is not accepted. The inspiration which

Rothe attributes to the Bible is the same by which he

explains that peculiar impression received by the pious
soul from its study of the book It is the constant ex-

perience of the evangelical Christian, that, in his Bible,

he possesses a direct means of grace. Scripture is to

Tnm an active medium of the saving work of God in his

soul, and supernatural forces move within it. The
Bible stands alone in all literature as this incarnation

of a fresh, full, life-giving religious spirit. But the pe-

culiar influence which it exercises upon minds indicates

not merely a divine element in its pages, but a whole,

complex, and sound human spirit side by side with that

divine element; the two not crossing or interfering with

each other, but forming together a unity of living truth.

The books of the Bible must be regarded as the general

product of the minds of their human authors. These

authors have had their moments of inspiration, to which

they owe much of the religious experience they have

embalmed in their writings. But inspiration was not

the normal condition of their minds, nor were their

books written during the moments of such inspiration.

Again, not every part of the Bible is an equally full and
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intense expression of this spiritual mind of the writer.

We must assume degrees of inspiration according with
the nature of the contents, and with their nearer or re-

moter bearing on the proper matter of the prophetical
utterances.

1

Passing over the names of Julius ^fuller, Ebrard,

Havernick, Hundeshagen, Umbreit, Gieseler, Qlshaus-

en, Hagenbach, and Jacobi, we pause at Schenkel and

Hengstenberg.
Schenkel has been, until lately, a recognized evangel-

ical theologian. The author of the Essence of Proteat-

antism, he took his stand as an able defender of ortho-

doxy; and there was every reason to hope that he would

be one of the chief agents in the final overthrow of Ra-

tionalism. As a proof of the high estimate placed upon
his opinions, when the Baden government and church

consistory were calling their strongest orthodox theo-

logians into the various posts of prominence, after the

Revolution of 1848, Schenkel was declared counselor,

and director of the theological seminary of Heidelberg.
From that time almost to the present his evangelical

sentiments had not been questioned. But, when his

Picture of the Character of Jesus appeared, the surprise

was great throughout Germany, It seemed incredible

that he could write a work in such direct antagonism
to all his previous views. People were unwilling to

censure it at first ;
the Rationalists rejoicing at the great

accession, and the orthodox retaining too much respect

for the author's past services to bestow harsh criticism

upon him. But a book of importance need not wait

long in Germany upon the publisher's shelf before ifc is

weighed and assigned its proper position in literature*

In clue time the critics carne forward, sifted its contents,

, July, 1863,
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and decided it to be skeptical. The theological periodi-

cals abounded in lengthy reviews of it. Schenkel

seemed as much astounded as any one else at the public

judgment. He answered the charges against his ortho-

doxy by stoutly denying that he had turned Rationalist

He held that his critics were so obtuse that they could

not understand "him
;
and that if he were accused of

heterodoxy it was their blunder and not his guilt. But

it is needless to say that Schenkel makes a poor case for

himself. His book stands against him. The miracles

of Christ receive his severe comment. They are, in his

opinion, the dark shade which has been cast upon the

bright splendor of the public activity of Jesus. It was

a matter of course that the idea of a life like that of the

Redeemer should, soon after his death, be veiled by a

multitude of tales. His disciples endeavored to repre-

sent his internal wonderful power of personal glory and

greatness by the external miraculous occuirences which

they ascribed to him. Their deeply excited imagina-
tion magnified the great hero whom they had loved and

admired. Their enthusiastic religious fancy did him

homage by ascribing to him the performance of miracles.

The gift of working miracles was merely the endow-

ment of nature. For Jesus was favored with the highest

ability and rarest moral power, by which he worked

beneficially upon sufferers and took them by surprise.

Schenkel further rejects and denies the faith in Christ's

personal and bodily resurrection from the dead, and his

continuation of life in the glory of the Father. But he

holds that Christ lives in his community, in which are

his home and temple. The living Christ is the spirit

of his community.
After the position of Schenkel's work had been

fairly decided, numerous remonstrances appeared against
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it from the orthodox theologians. One hundred and

eighteen clergymen sent in a formal protest to the con-

sistory for his removal from his important office as

director of the seminary. But the ecclesiastical council

decided in favor of his continuance in discharge of his

functions. They extenuated themselves by saying that

the free examination of the Scriptures is the privilege
of Protestant Christians, The nationalists claim the

result as one of the most signal of their recent vic-

tories.

Hengstexiberg, the strongest and most heroic of the

later opponents of Rationalism, commenced very early

in life as both author and professor. It is now more

than thirty years since he was elected professor of Old
Testament exegesis at Berlin. He was chosen to that

important position with a view to counteract the pre-

vailing Rationalism, and, if possible, to raise up a new
school of earnest evangelical men. He has not been

without success. Having never swerved from his

first avowed position, his antipathy to all Mnds of

skepticism is so sincere and active that he combats it

without any regard to moderation or consequences.

Of all the members of the Evangelical school he

takes the highest rank as controversialist, and defender

of the Old Testament He saw that it was the Old

Testament which the Rationalists had assailed most

vigorously, and that unless they were met upon their

own ground they would claim the mastery of the field.

Hence, he made the Pentateuch, Daniel, and the second

part of the prophecy of Isaiah the theme of his de-

fence 1 for it was these that the Rationalists had long

claimed as their collateral evidence. At that very time

there was almost no orthodox theologian in Germany
1
Beitrage zur Mnleitunff in das alt* T&tamente. Drei Baade, 1831-39.

20
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who had confidence enough to contend for them. But

tlie greatest apologetic achievement of Hengstenberg
was his christological work.1 Here he develops his

theory that the Messianic prophecies extend through
the entire Old Testament; that they can be traced

in Genesis
;
that they increase in clearness as the scrip-

tural history advances
;
that they become perfectly lucid

in the later prophets ;
and that they are finally fulfilled

in the Messiah himself.

But it was not by theological lectures or books that

Hengstenberg achieved his greatest triumphs over Ra
tionalism and Pantheism. Clearly perceiving the power
l)f the periodical press',Tie commenced the publication

of the Evangelical Church Gazette, which by its fear-

less spirit and marked talent, soon became the chief

theological journal of Germany. Its aim was not only
to overthrow skepticism but everything which min-

istered to its support. Its contributors have been

among the leading men of the country, among whom
we find such names as Otto von Grerlach, Professors Leo

and Huber, and Doctors Goschel, Vilmar, Stahl, Tho-

luck and Lange. The G-azette has changed its tone ac-

cording to the new demands of the times, but it has

never abated its deadly antagonism to nationalism. It

has betrayed an increasing High Church tendency, es-

pecially since 1840. The editor, true to his earnest

nature, believed that no moderate and conciliatory

spirit was capable of successfully resisting the great
enemies of the churcL The relief which he relied

upon was in fighting them with the heroic ardor of

a crusader. Hence he claimed that an elevation of

ecclesiastical power was necessary to meet the demand
;

and iiiea-efore he stands to day as the High Church
1
Chrittol&gie. Drei BSnde, 1829-35.
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jhampion of Protestant Germany. For this course lie

has received quite as many maledictions as have been

visited upon Pusey of England, but he is one of those

men who care as little for the curses of foes as for the

adulations of friends.

There have been other theological journals which

have contributed greatly to the spread of vital Christi-

anity in Germany.
1

They do not possess, on the one

hand, the popular character of many of our religious

papers, nor, on the other, do they deal so much in ab-

struse theological questions as to preclude them from

large circles of readers. They possess popular adapta-
tion without yielding to the demand for light religious

reading. Many of their contributions having been

written by far-sighted laymen, they have gained access

to minds usually occupied in the absorbing interests of

commercial and political life. The whole Protestant

church owes a debt of profound gratitude to the men
who commenced these enterprises and have zealously sus-

tained them through the social changes which have con-

vulsed Germany.
But in our estimate of renewed religious life we

must not overlook the improved condition of the in-

struction now imparted in the gymnasia and universi-

ties.
s Besides the names we have already mentioned

there are professors and instructors of all grades who
have drunk deeply of the spirit of the Gospel, and,

1 Besidesthe Evangelical Church Gazette, semi-weekly, by Hengstenberg,
established 1827, are the Studien und Sritiken, by UUmann and Umbreit,

1828; the Deutsche Zeite&riftf&r chrixtliche Wiwnschaft, &c., byNean-

der, iNitzsch, and Muller, 1850; and the Jahrbucherfur Devtscfo Theologte,

by Liebner, Dorner, and others, 1856.
a An invaluable account of the common and higher Schools of Ger-

many is famished in Horace Mann's Seventh Annual Report, published ia

the Common ScTuwl Journal of Boston, under the title of JSducation in Ufa*

rope,
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having been taught and encouraged by such men as

Hengstenberg and Tholuck, are now strengthening
themselves for future victory. Young men have passed

through their student life in Halle, Heidelberg, and

Berlin, and are now scattered throughout the land, sow-

ing the seeds of truth, and urging the people to espouse

the good cause. Others are preparing to take their places

when these are no more. The spirit of theological in-

struction has undergone such a thorough transformation

that the old Rationalism which had so long prevailed

is now taught by only a few gray-haired veterans, who,

many years ago, listened to the lectures of Wegscheider
and Gesenius. They are now bringing their days to a

close in the midst of a narrow circle of auditors who hear

from curiosity or indolence, and never expect to use their

information to any future advantage. Devotiona

services are becoming more common among the students

The Scriptures are studied with a feeling of devout rev

erence, and are no longer subjected to that profane ridi

cule which has given an unenviable fame to many oi

the Rationalists.

Much of this improved evangelical spirit observa

ble in the students of all the Protestant Universities,

for even Tubingen has been obliged to yield, is due t<

the kindly intercourse between the professors and th

students. In no country is education so much a matte

of friendship as ill Germany, The professors cultivat

social and even intimate relations with the undei

graduates, nor do they consider it beneath their dignifr

to invite them frequently to their homes, draw out thei

minds by discussing some important point, loan thet

books or periodicals, suggest subjects for essays o

books, employ their service as amanuenses, and recoa

mend them in due time for proper vacancies. Wh
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would suspect that half-bent, sallow little man, wrapped
up in his blue coat, and walking briskly a mile or two
from Halle through the wintry storm, of being the pa-
tient and devout Tholuck? But he is not alone. Be-

side him is a youthful stripling who opens his heart to

the professor, catches every word of response as if it

were a priceless diamond, and treasures each utterance

for future use. To-morrow, the same kindly teacher

will be attended by one or two other young men, whom
he is desirous to encourage, direct, and instruct.

Such intimacy does not lead to any disrespect to-

ward the professors, but rather increases the reverence

for their age and talents. The hours of profitable commu-

nion naturally become a fund of pleasant memories to

the student in his subsequent life. Knowledge thus

imparted is deeper-rooted than that conveyed in the

lecture-room, and hence, in the literary and theological

history of Protestant Germany, we find many illustra-

tions of the consistent and steady prosecution, by a

disciple, of a tendency or system which the master com-

menced but died too soon to finish. One of the prime

agents in the rise of Pietism was Spener's child-like in-

timacy with young men. They imbibed his spirit and

knowledge, and the fire burned after his departure.

As to the future, there is no room for discourage

ment. The leaven of faith has been penetrating the

entire mass of German theology, and the prospect IE

to-day brighter than ever before. The bold and con-

tinued defense of Christianity, in all its vital relations,

has accomplished great good during the entire interval

between Schleiermacher's period of activity and the

present time. The recuperation, of German Protestant

ism from the polar frigidity of skepticism to the faith

and spirit of the Gospel, is one of the most beautifu:
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and forcible of all the illustrations of the indestructible

and regenerating power of Christianity. The instruc-

tion imparted in the high-schools has long since lost its

Kationalistie puerilities. The candidates for the pastoral

office are not asked such questions as were propounded
to their fathers and predecessors. Church history,

written in clear and natural style, is no longer a collec-

tion of pointless anecdotes. Exegesis has ceased to be

a word-play, and the companion of classical annota-

tions. The sermons of the present ministry partake
of Eeinhard's earnestness and faith. Gallicisms and

technical terminology are no longer proclaimed to

the peasants, while the artisan is no more entertained

with grandiloquent descriptions of the last night of

Socrates, or with Ciceronian laudations ofthe Schoolmen. 1

The popular attendance at the public services is greatly

on the increase, and the congregations are expressing in

no doubtful terms their desire for the restoration of the

thrilling evangelical hymns of other days.
2

The masses, having tasted the word of God in its

simplicity, will not be satisfied without deep draughts
for many future years. The Protestant Church will yet
be "

fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as

an army with banners." Then will Germany be what

she was in the heroic age of the Reformation, the

instructor of the ignorant, the friend of the helpless,

the dread of Romanism, and the mother of giants. The
evil days are nearly numbered. " Good Friday is the

precursor of a joyous Easter Morning."
1
Eagenbach, ZireJwngeschichte d. 18 und 19 Jahrhunderts, Yoi. H, pp.

384-388.
8 An instance of the new tendency is seen in the recent action of the

Eeilbronn Clergy, supported by the Stuttgart Consistory. For account of

which, see Christian Work, Sept. 1863.



CHAPTER XIII.

PRACTICAL MOVEMENTS INDICATESG- 25EW UOPE.

PAUL has wittily said of the providential dis-

tribution of the earth that the land was assigned to the

French, the sea to the English, and the air to the Ger-

mans. Popular opinion is not much at variance with

this sentiment as far as the last proprietorship is con-

cerned. But Germany has been practical withal

Shade of Jean Paul! What if thy countrymen do

live in the air ; they have not therefore flown so fai

away from the gross nether earth as to lose sight of its

misery, nor become deaf to its wail of sorrow.

Gennan Protestantism has given birth to some of

the greatest charities of the present age, whether we
take into the account the number of the beneficiaries or

the faith and self-sacrifice of the founders and their suc-

cessors. Even during the period of religious indifference

there were here and there celebrated institutions de-

signed for the amelioration of the suffering classea

They contended against great opposition, but like a

few stars amid surrounding clouds, their light appear-
ed to all the greater advantage. Modern philanthro-

py has received a great impulse by the labors of

Howard and "Wilberforce. But the charitable institu

tions we speak of were in progress east of the Rhim
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years before the former commenced " Ms voyage of dis*

covery, his circumnavigation of charity, to collate dis-

tresses, to gauge wretchedness, to take dimensions of

human misery ;" or before the latter could write in 1807,

after so many labors for the extinction of the Slave

Trade,
" Oh what thanks do I owe to the Giver of all

good for bringing me in his gracious providence to this

great cause, which at length, after almost nineteen years,

labor, is successful."

Philanthropy stands in intimate relations to revived

Christian faith. Sometimes it is its forerunner, at

others its co-operator, and always its follower. When-
ever a land is morally prostrate and helpless, the minis-

try skeptical or indifferent, and the sects arrayed

against each other, if humane efforts can be discovered,

there is hope of better times. Love of the body of

man is the unfailing Baptist-herald announcing the

speedy care of his soul. The only indications of evan-

gelical faith in Germany at the closing period of the

eighteenth century were the quiet labors of such de-

voted friends of humanity as Oberlin, Hamann, Lavater,
and Claudius. And philanthropy assumed a more

stalwart form in the same ratio as religion gained

strength over the popular mind.

"We have already spoken of the celebrities of

Weimar. Students and aspirants to fame from all

parts of the Continent went thither, hoping to enjoy at

least a few conversations or perhaps a subsequent cor-

respondence with one of the ruling literary divinities.

To have a word of advice from Goethe, and to hear
Schiller read an ode in his own study was a memory
of life-long value. Among the most venturesome of this

class was John FaJk, once the humble son of a poor
wig-maker of Dantzic, but afterwards the Halle student,
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the novelist, satirist, and poet,
1 He received liigli

com-

pliments from Wieland, and was admitted into an inti-

macy with Goethe which resulted in his publication of

the latter's Conversations. He gradually gained public

favor, and his elevation to the society and attention of

the literary regency of Weimar was no ordinary testi-

monial to capacity and prospects.

By and by the sound of war was heard in that

town, and with war came its many evils. Xapoleon

having proved victorious at Jena, his legions were quar-
tered on the poor and rich through all the surrounding

country. The Duchy of Weimar, with its population of

only one hundred thousand, were required to support for

five months nine hundred thousand of the enemy's sol-

diers, and five hundred thousand horses. The air was
rent with the cries of orphans and poverty-stricken
widows. Sorrow reigned in every household, and the

town of Weimar became a prominent part of the

funeral scene. But, unaccountable as it may appear,
the resident literati were not much disturbed. Living
so near the top of Parnassus, they would not listen to

the storms below. Goethe, the acknowledged prince,
wrote as zealously as ever in his villa-garden, and it

will be a lasting stigma on his fame in his own father-

land that he chose " the moment of his country's deep-
est ruin to write an exquisite classic story."

But Falk was touched by what he saw. He could

not be contented with literary dreams while widows

were dying around him of starvation, and children

were growing up In wickedness. He remembered some

words said to him by the burgomasters of Dantzic

1
Praying and Working. By Eev. W. F. Stevenson, of Dublin, This

is by far the best scarce of information on the leading charities of Germany.
Our high appreciation of its value is indicated by the use made of its con-

tents in the preparation of our account of Falk and other humanitarians

treated in this chapter.
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when they met one day in the town hall, and an

old member arose and told him that they had concluded

to send him to the University and pay his own expen-

ses, adding at the close of his 'remarks :

" One thing

only, if a poor child should ever knock at your door,

think it is we, the dead, the old, gray-headed burgo-
masters and councilors of Dantzic, and do not turn us

away." At last the poor child was at his door. Hence-

forth Falk's life was spent in reforming criminal

youth.
" Come in,'

7

said he to the vagrants,
" come in

;

God has taken my four angels, and spared me that I

might be your father."

Falk established his Eeformatory from a pure lore

of humanity, and of Him who came to seek and save

the lost. His method was simple. The lads whom he

sought out and who came to him were desperately wicked.

No sooner were they within his institute than he treated

them as his own children. The two words so often on

his lips reveal the principle of his discipline: "Love
overcometlu" He used no harshness, and would have no

locks on his doors. He said,
" "We forge all our chains

on the heart, and scorn those that are laid on the body ;

for it is written 'If the Son shall make you free ye
shall be free indeed.'

" " His mind was hung all around

with pictures," says Mr. Stevenson, who has furnished

us with the following beautiful specimen of Falky
s

picturesque manner of teaching great truths to those

who fell under his care.

When one of the boys, on a certain evening, had
invoked this divine blessing on their supper,

"
Come,

Lord Jesus, be our guest, and bless what thou hast pro-

vided," another boy looked up and asked,
" Do tell me why the Lord Jesus never comes ? We

ask Him every day to sit with us, and he never comes."
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"Dear child," replied Father Falk, "only believe

and you may be sure he will come, for he does not

despise our invitation."
" I shall set him a seat," said the boy ;

and just

then, a knock being heard at the door, a poor ap-

prentice came for admission. He was received, and in-

vited to take the vacant chair at the table.

Then said the inquiring boy again,
u
Jesus could not

come, and so he sent this poor man in his place : is

that it?"
"
Yes, dear child, that is just it. Every piece of

bread and every drink of water that we give to the

poor, or the sick, or the prisoners, for Jesus
1

sake, we

give to Him. * Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one

of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it

unto me.' "

Falk's benefactions were of varied character. He

organized a system for the cessation of beggary in TTei-

mar
;

established a training institute, the Jokanneum,
for instructors of the youth under his charge ;

sent forth

many hundreds of the inmates of his Reformatory to

become useful members of society ;
wrote earnest re-

ligious songs which the people will sing for generations ;

died uttering the words, "God, popular, faith, short,

Christ, end
;

" and was borne to the grave by the

children whom he had blessed. His resting-place is now-

marked by words which his own pen had written:

Underneath this linden tree

Lies John Falk
;
a sinner he,

Saved by Christ's blood and mercy.

Born upon the East Sea strand,

Yet he left home, friends, and land,

Led to Weimar by God's hand.
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"When the little children round

Stand beside this grassy inonnd,

Asking, who lies underground ?

Heavenly Father, let them say,

Thou hast taken him away;
In the grave is only clay."

Other philanthropists followed in the footsteps of

Falk. "What he did for children has been succeeded by

greater humanitarian movements in behalf of the crimi-

nal youth, and abandoned and helpless adults. Theo-

dore Fliedner was pastor of a congregation of operatives

in Kaiserswerth, in 1826. Very soon after his install-

ation they were reduced almost to beggary by the bank-

ruptcy of their employers. He refused to leave them
in their distress, and devised plans for their relief. One

step led to another. He became the friend of not only
the poor of that town, but of all the adjacent country.

To become more useful at home he traveled through

foreign countries. He described his visit to London in

the following brief but characteristic words,
" I have

seen Newgate and many otherprisons?
At last he matured a settled plan. It was the

amelioration of the sick poor. The largest house in the

town being for sale, he secured its possession, and on the

13th October, 1836, opened his Deaconess Institute. The
enemies of Fliedner called it a hospital, and looked with

aversion upon it. The beginning was very unprom-

ising. But the founder never hesitated, and the close of

the first year of the history of the Institute revealed

the fact that it had received forty sick persons, and
that these were nursed by seven deaconesses. Every day
gave new strength to the enterprise; and soon there

were more of a similar character springing up in

Holland, Switzerland, France, and other countries, but
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all dependent upon the parent at Kaiserswerth for

properly trained nurses and instructors. The organiza-
tion of new institutes at a great distance, imposed se-

vere labor on Fliedner, but it was cheerfully undergone
for the sake of the great cause so dear to him. It was
to advance its interests that he came to America, and af

terwards went to Jerusalem, to superintend the estab-

lishment of branch Institutes of Deaconesses, They are

now in prosperous existence in Constantinople, Smyrna,
Alexandria, Bucharest, and Florence, not to mention

many more in the Protestant lands of the Continent

But it is in Kaiserswerth that the Deaconesses are

trained for their humanitarian life-work. Of this in

stitution Mr. Stevenson says :
"
It consists of an Hospi-

tal for men, women, and children; a Lunatic Asylum
for females

;
an Orphanage for girls ;

a Refuge for dis-

charged female convicts
;
a Magdalen Asylum ;

a Nor.

mal Seminary for governesses; an Infant School; a

Chapel ;
two shops ;

a publishing office
;

a museum
;

residence for the Deaconesses
;
and a Home for the infirm.

Besides, as the property of the Institution, there are a

home for maid-servants in Berlin; an Orphanage at

Altdorf ; the Deaconess Home at Jerusalem
;
the Semi-

nary at Smyrna; the Hospital at Alexandria; and the

Seminary at Bucharest. The number of these Christian

women is about three hundred and twenty, of whom

upwards of one hundred are at Kaiserswerth, or at

private servicer and the rest scattered over seventy-four

stations icf Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. Up-
wards of eight hundred teachers have been sent out to

educate many thousand children. The number annually

in hospital is over six hundred, and upwards of fifty

families are supplied with sick-nurses
;

in the Asylum
there are twenty-four ;

in the Orphanage, thirty ;
in the
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Infant School, fifty; in the Kefuge, twenty; in the

Seminary, fifty.
The number dependent on the Insti-

tution for daily bread is between seven and eight

hundred." *

In addition to the enterprises of Falk and Fliedner

there has recently arisen another, which, by virtue of

the character of its organization and the number of its

supporters, has not only promoted humanitarian move-

ments, but has contributed largely to the restoration

of a vigorous evangelical faith, the suppression of sec-

tarian hostility, the stability of the civil government,
and the decrease of the power of the state over the

church. We refer to the Evangelical Church Diet

which held its first session in 1848, and now occupies
a wide field of operations.

While political revolution was imminent and no

one knew when or where it would burst in violence,

and while the atheistic and socialistic views of the liv-

ing generation of skeptics were imbuing the minds of

many of the young and gifted, it became a matter of

serious concern whether or not the tide of religious and

political destruction could be stayed. The prospect
was forbidding. The state had its full burden in

watching its own vitality ;
the church was already sore

with the stripes of skepticism. The crisis was upon the

land. The work of written apologies for Christianity

had been faithfully discharged, and no one could find

fault with those heroes who had rushed to the rescue

of the evangelical and apostolic oracles. But the time

for writing books was now past, and important con-

certed practical measures were necessary to be taken,
or the day would be lost and generations might be re-

quired to repair the damage.
1
Praying and Working^ pp. 212-213.
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For a number of years the Pastoral Conferences,

composed of small circles of devoted ministers and lay-

men. Lad been in existence, and kept their attention

carefully directed to the necessities of the times. The
increased danger made the members doubly watchful.

In view of the exigency, some of the leaders arrived at

the conclusion to call a church assembly of all the lead-

ing evangelical sects, to take such action as the pecu-
liar condition of theology, religion, and politics might
require. During the first six months of the revolution-

ary year of 1848, three of these pastoral conferences

held their sessions, during which the propriety of con-

vening a general assembly was discussed- The confer-

ence at Sandhof, on the 21st June, was the occasion of

serious embarrassment. It was well nigh concluded

that the whole enterprise would prove a failure, but

Dr. Bethmann-Hollweg arose, and by a few stirring

words infused hope and zeal into every member. "
It

is the Lord, my friends," he said, "who builds the

church. Never forget this. Whether the assembly

spoken of will accomplish what we desire and hope, no

one can tell Our resolution must be an act of faith.

Like Peter, we shall have to walk on the sea
;
but we

know also that the Lord does not suffer any one to

perish who trusts in him. If we look merely upon
ourselves and upon the scattered, distracted, and weak

members of the church, we would have indeed to de-

spair. But if we raise our eyes in faith to "him who is

the Lord, we will venture it."

The conference yielded to this earnest appeal, and a

general assembly was called, to convene at Wittenberg,
in the following autumn. On the 21st of September,

the appointed day, five hundred of the leading evan-

gelical theologians and laymen of Germany were pres-
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ent, to adopt whatever measures miglit foe thought
"best to avert existing and impending evils. They met

in the same old gothic temple on whose door, three

centuries previously, Luther had nailed his ninety-five

theses. The exercises opened with prayer, and the

singing of Luther's hymn,
" Eine feste Burg ist tinser

Gott/' which has been thus translated by Carlyle :

"A safe stronghold our God is still,

A trusty shield and weapon.;
He'll help us clear from all the ill

That hath us now o'ertaken.

The ancient Prince of Hell

Hath risen with pnrpose fell
;

Strong mail of craft and power
He weareth in this hour,

On earth is not his fellow.

" "With force of arms we nothing can,

Full soon were we down-ridden
;

But for us fights the proper man,
Whom God himself hath bidden.

Ask ye, Who is this same ?

Christ Jesus is his name,
The Lord Zebaoth's Son

;

He, and no other one,

Shall conquer in the hattle.

" And were the world all devils o'er

And? watching to devour us,

We lay it not to heart so sore,

ISTot they can overpow'r us.

And let the prince of ill

Look grim as e'er he will,

He harms us not a whit,

For why ? His doom is writ

A word shall quickly slay him.

" God's word for all their craft and force,

One moment will not linger,

But spite of hell shall have its course,

*Tis written by His finger.
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And though they take onr life,

Goods, honor, children, wife,
Yet is their profit small ;

These things shall vanish all,

The Church of God remaineth."

The Church Diet, now in its first session, was in

direct contrast with the revolutionary outbreaks in

Frankfort and other cities. True and firm hearts were
within the walls of the Schlosskirche. Earnestness,

seriousness, humility, and faith were depicted on the

countenances of the members. Those men had been
steadfast in the past, and were now intent upon the

immediate and utter destruction of the worship of

reason. Doctrinal differences were laid aside and appa-

rently forgotten* Men who had been contending with

pen and paper for many years now grasped each other's

hand in friendship, and, burying their doctrinal animos-

ities, stood close together in a common effort to recon-

struct the temple of evangelical faith for the benefit

of their countrymen. The Lutheran could not be dis-

tinguished from his Reformed brother, nor the member
of the United Church from the Moravian. That de-

nominational union and fraternal intercourse which

had been foreshadowed in 1817, were now thoroughly
consummated for the first time.

Without, the heavens were dark with the portents

of impending social convulsions. The signs were un-

mistakable. The masses were intoxicated with a wild

frenzy seldom, if ever, surpassed. They were intent

upon the destruction of all constitutional authority.

JVeedom from the restraints of law and religion, the

ruling thought of the Continent during 1848, was their

sole object. It was dear that if the populace could

overthrow the governments they would not be long
21
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in putting an end to all the outward and traditional ob-

servances of religion. For the middle and lower classes

Lad not as yet become permeated by the healthful

leaven which had been introduced into the theological

circles by the apologetic antagonists of Strauss and his

compeers. The wisest statesman could not foresee one

day's deeds of that skeptical, revolutionary rabble,

which had already lost its self-control Blood had ac-

tually been shed. Barricades had been reared in the

streets of the larger cities. The universities were pour-

ing forth their hundreds of students and professors, to

take part in the conflict. The revolutionary crowds

were choosing their leaders
;
the royalist forces were

everywhere fortiiying; princes were concealing their

plate and strengthening their hiding-places. This was

the social and political scene while the five hundred

were praying, singing, counseling, and comforting each

other over the sleeping dust of Luther and Melanchthon,

In the days of the imprisoned Peter, fetters were

strong, prison doors well-barred, and the four quater
nions of soldier guards faithful

;
but all these safeguards

could not resist the force which lay in the unceasing

prayers of the church. So with the revolutionarj
movements of the people in 1848, as opposed to th<

Christian faith of the members of the Church Diet

That assembly contributed more than all other hu

man agencies to save the German states from utte

political and social ruin, and the German church fron

a longer night and a fiercer storm than any throug]
which it had passed.

The practical result of the session was an :nvit*

tion to all the Protestant churches of Germany to ol

serve the fifth of the coming November, the Sunda

following the anniversary of the Reformation, as a da
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of humiliation for past unfaithfulness and prayer for ttie

revival of true religion throughout the land. It was
resolved to form a confederation of all the German
churches adhering to the confessions of the Reforma-

tion, in order to promote denominational unity, "be

a mutual defense against Rationalism and indiffer-

ence, advance social reforms, protect the rights of the

church against the encroachments of civil authority, and

secure a more intimate fellowship with evangelical

bodies outside of Gennanv.*
The Church Diet has steadily enlarged its sphere

of operation and gathered strength and influence. Be-

sides attracting great throngs of spectators from the

surrounding states, its members have attained to the

number of two thousand on more than one occasion.

The providential prosperity which has attended its his-

tory is the best proof of the real demand for its in-

stitution and for the valuable purposes it has al-

ready served. At every session the most important

questions of the day are discussed with freedom and

always with great ability. Among other themes which

have come up for careful attention, we may mention

the relation of church and state, the sanctity of the Sab-

bath, divorce and the oath, the relations of Protestant-

ism to Romanism, all forms of skepticism, and the

inner organization of the church, such as the renew-

al of the diaconate, the possession of church estates,

,and the abrogation or retainment of ecclesiastical dis-

cipline.
1

During the first session of the Church Diet a "man

arose to speak, who indicated by his earnest manner

that he had been thinking deeply, and that the subject

of his remarks was a matter of no ordinary importance.
1
Schafi; Germany, <&?., pp. 200-212.
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It was John Henry Wichern, founder of the Hough House,

near Hamburg. He had just returned from his labori-

ous tour through the districts of Silesia, which, in addi-

tion to the demoralizing revolutionary excitement, were

stricken by famine and fever. "Whole villages were

depopulated, not enough inhabitants being left alive

to bury the dead. Grief and despair reigned every-

where. The number of orphans had grown so large that

Wichem and his few assistants, with all their experi-

ence and organizing power, were unable to remedy
their immediate wants. The scene having made a pro-

found impression upon Ms mind, he unburdened his

heart to the assembly. He described what he had wit-

nessed, pictured the evils of his people in their tru

light, and declared that tie church must either do more

Christian missionary work at home, or God's curs(

would rest upon it. He therefore called upon the Diei

to incorporate the Inner Mission into its system as i

necessary measure to improve the religious and socia

prosperity of the country. He spoke as one sent fron

God. The assembly was mastered, and the reformer7

plan adopted. In all the subsequent meetings of th

Diet, about one half of its session, or two whole days
have been occupied in the management of the Inne

Mission, and in discussions on the best means to secur

its increased effectiveness.

But "Wichern was not a stranger to the members o,

the assembly. The beneficial results of his labors a

the Bough House had already been felt throughon

Europe. An old thatched cottage, about three mile

from Hamburg, was the nucleus of his work. H
sought out wild, abandoned boys, and aimed to brin

th.em within the fold of domestic Christian influenc*

l no Contributions, but, adopting the metho
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of Miiller, of Bristol, England, prayed to God that

funds necessary for his great purpose might be forth-

coming by voluntary benefactions. An associate was
so struck with the repeated bestowal of the needed

supply that he exclaimed,
" Just look ! "We no sooner

make our purchase in faith, than the Lord stands be-

hind us with the purse to pay the bilL
r

Gradually the

Eough House was surrounded with other buildings,
while the managers and those under their care became

very numerous. The institution was no longer a local

but a national charity. It was a centre of light for the

abandoned of all lands. In 1856 there were two hun-

dred and sixty of its reformatories in existence, and tlfe

work of establishing new ones was going on rapidly in

Europe and other parts of the world.

Of the gratifying results of the training at the

Hough House, Wichern says :
" A glance round the

circle of those who were children of the House carries

us into every region of the world, even into the heart

of Australia. We find them in every grade and social

position ;
one is a clergyman, another a student of the-

ology, and a third a student of law
;
others are, or were,

teaching. We find among them ofiicers in our German

armies, agriculturists, merchants in Germany, and at

least in two other European countries, partners in hon-

orable firms. They are presidents of industrial institu-

tions, skillful landscape-gardeners, lithographists, and

xylographists ;
artisans scattered through many towns,

and wandering apprentices in every conceivable craft.

One is a sea captain, some are pilots, others sailors who
have taken one voyage after another and seen all the

seas of the world. They are colonists in America and

Australia, and both there and at home there are happy
fathers and mothers, training their children righteously,
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and building up their family life after the fashion they
have learned here. And there are men-servants and

women-servants and day laborers; and, besides those

who are better of% there are also the poorer, and such

as are burdened by care either with or without their

own fault. Besides, a considerable number have died

at home and abroad (very many, in proportion, of its

earlier girls) ;
and some of those who went out to sea

have never returned; probably many have found a

sea-grave ;
some have disappeared ;

some suddenly turn

up after long years have passed. I recall one who left

this House twenty years ago, and of whom I heard

rtothing for the last ten years, until he has now notified

himself as a well-doing master-artisan, and a happy
father, in a distant town."

The Inner Mission, of which the Rough House was
the origin, is not simply a philanthropic institution.

Wichern distinctly discards this limitation, by saying
that its object is to dowithin the sphere of Christendom

what the church is endeavoring to accomplish in heathen

lands,
" the propagation of pure evangelical faith and

the relief of physical suffering,"
1 as far as it may be

possible to reach these ends.
"
It aims at a relief of all

kinds of spiritual and temporal misery by works of faith

and charity; at a revival of nominal Christendom and a

general reform of society on the basis of the gospel and

the creed of the Reformation. It is Christian philan-

thropy and charity applied to the various deep-rooted
evils of society, as they were brought to light so fear-

folly in Germany by the revolutionary outbreaks of

1848. It comprises the care of the poor, the sick, the

captive, and prisoner, the laboring classes, the traveling

journeyman, the emigrants, the temperance movement,
1
Herzog's Seal Encydofcmlie. Art. Inner Mission.
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the efforts for tlie promotion of a better observance of

the Lord's day, and similar reforms, so greatly needed

in tlie churches of Europe."
But while the German church has been attentive to

its work at home, it has not been negligent of its duty
toward those beyond the pale of Christendom. As

long ago as the beginning of the present century there

was a missionary school organized by Janicke at Berlin.

Others have been established at brief intervals since

that time, while missionary societies under the auspices

of both the Lutheran and Reformed churches have

arisen in a number of the cities and larger towns.

One of the pioneers of the foreign mission enterprise

was Gossner, whose life, at first full of reverses and dis-

appointment, has lately come to a triumphant and bril-

liant close. He was originally a Roman Catholic priest,

but his Pietistic inclination precluded him from the

favor of his less devout brethren. He went from one

city to another, tarrying only a few years in each.

From St. Petersburg he went to Berlin, thence to Hani-

burg, and afterwards to Leipzig. While in the last

city he quietly left the Eomish fold and took orders in

the Protestant church. He became pastor of the Beth-

lehem chapel in Munich. His effective life began there,

though he was then fifty-sis years of age. His ministra-

tions were fascinating, and the people came from all

sides to hear "him preach.

On a certain occasion a few young men, who were

animated by a missionary spirit, went to him for coun-

sel. They had been turned away from the missionary

seminary as unfit for the service. He declined to en-

courage them in their viqws. Still they came in in-

creasing numbers. Finally he asked them, "What shall

I do with you ? Where shall I send you ? I don't know ;
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I can do nothing for you." Their reply was,
u
Only

pray with us : that can do no harm
;

if we can't go we
must even stay. But if it is God's work, and his holy
will that we go, he will open the door in his time."

Gossner yielded, and instructed them. But their

number enlarged so rapidly that he was compelled to

secure teachers for them. Though he was then at that

time of life when most men think of bringing their

labors to a close, he laid his plans as if he were exempt
from death for centuries. He founded his first mission

when sixty-five years of age. In 1838 he sent out

eleven missionaries to Australia. The following year
some were despatched to India

;
since which time this

zealous servant of God has established missions among
the Germans in the American Western States

;
on the

islands of the Southern seas; in Central India; on

Chatham Island near New Zealand; among the wild

Kohls at Chota Nagpore ;
on the Gold Coast

;
and in

Java, Macassar, and New Guinea. He employed no

agencies ;
was his own corresponding secretary ; super-

intended the instruction of all his missionaries; and

died at the age of eighty-five, as fall of youthful feeling

and perseverance as when a student at Augsburg. The
instructions he gave to his missionaries declare the

sources of his own success.
"
Believe," said he,

"
hope,

love, pray, bum, waken the dead! Hold fast by
prayer. Wrestle like Jacob ! Up, up, my brethren !

The Lord is coming, and to every one he will say,
1 Where hast thou left the souls of these heathen ? with

the devil ?
7

Oh, swiftly seek these souls, and enter not

without them into the presence of the Lord." Gossner's

beautiful motto, found in his diary, was, "Pereat Adam !

Vivat Jesus !

"

The missionary labors of Louis Harms, of Hermanns-
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burg, kingdom of Hanover, demand the serious atten-

tion of every friend of humanity. The small beginning
of his enterprise, the unexpected and unsolicited means

placed at his disposal, the zeal with which a plain rural

parish has devoted itself to the missionary work, and
the remarkable fruits attending every new step, prove
both the power of a single heart when imbued with a

great thought, and the sad truth that the church has

hitherto buried in a napkin some of the most valuable

talents committed to her keeping. Harms labored

among his own congregation until every family became

earnest and active in the service of God. By and by
their awakened fervor craved new avenues of usefulness.

En 1849 twelve men presented themselves to their

pastor for the missionary work. This was the beginning,
and God has so provided for every emergency that

the entire enterprise has been favored with marked

prosperity.

Missionaries having been sent out from time to time,

all previously trained under the careful superin-

:endence of Harms himself, it was at last suggested
]hat a missionary ship be built by the Hermannsburg

congregation. The timbers were soon on the stocks, the

vessel completed, and its charge on board. That boat

las since become a messenger of light to many heathen

ninds. The missionary work of Harms has cost nearly

>ne hundred and nineteen thousand crowns. It is still

n vigorous prosecution, the parish increasing every

rear both in its gifts and in its capacity to give.

Che stations established in heathen lands, especially

STew Hennajrasburg in Africa^ have been judiciously

selected, successfully conducted, and are now centres

>f truth to large areas of unevangelized territory.

The return of spiritual life to the German church is
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indicated by otter useful agencies than those imme-

diately connected with humanitarian and missionary
work. Societies for the distribution of Bibles and

cheap religious literature have been organized in Berlin,

Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, and all the larger

cities.

The Gustavus Adolphus Union was instituted for

the extension of Protestantism without regard to sec-

tarian differences. Deriving its name from the illus-

trious Swedish champion of Protestantism, who died on

the victorious plain of Llitzen, its constant object has

been to continue what he began. Its principal scene

of labor has been among the dispersed Protestants who
are living in abject poverty and wretchedness through-
out Roman Catholic countries. The Union seeks them

out, brings them to the light, and supplies their necessi-

ties. Then it bands them into a congregation, and,

whenever the laws permit, supplies them with the gos-

pel and religious literature. It goes into every open

door, contributing the renewal of religious vitality both

by forming new churches and strengthening feeble ones.

For a time it was seriously impeded by the participa-

tion of radical Rationalists
;
but they having been judi-

ciously sifted out, it has since pursued a steady career

of usefulness.

Prelate Zimmermann became superintendent in 1849,
since which time its receipts have increased and its

field of operation widened. Its twenty-second session

was held in 1865, in Dresden, Saxony. The receipts of

the previous year amounted to one hundred and ninety-

five thousand thalers, which were expended for the re-

lief of seven hundred and twenty-three churches or com-

munities. One of the late reports shows that of the-

societies benefited by its agency, one was in Portugal,
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two in Italy, one in Algiers, four in the United States,

four in Switzerland, sixteen in France, thirty-four in

Poland, fifty-six in Hungary, one hundred and nine in

the upper provinces of Austria, and the remainder in

the other German states.

These enterprises do not interfere with each other.

Every one has its own path of duty and its individual

attractions. But the amount of good effected, not only

by those we have mentioned, "but by others which are

every year taking form, is of incalculable influence upon
indifference and Rationalism. Their ministry is beauti-

ful in the extreme, for they are restoring what has been

nearly destroyed. One night, while John Huss was

awaiting martyrdom in the dungeon at Constance, he

dreamed that he had painted pictures of Christ around

the walls of his little Bethlehem oratory in Prague.

By and by he saw them all erased by the violent hands

of the angry pope and his bishops. "While in great dis-

tress at his ill fortune, he dreamed again. But this time

there entered a large number of accomplished artists,

who restored all the pictures to more than their original

beauty. Then there came a great concourse of people,

who, having surrounded the painters, cried out :
" Now

let the popes and bishops come ; they shall never efface

them more !

"

The German church is now using its artist-hand in

reproducing the long-erased images of beauty and faith.

Every believer within her own fold and throughout

Christendom should unite in the solemn protest that

no bright color shall be erased again.



CHAPTER XIV.

HOLLAJSD: THEOLOGY AND RELIGION" iFROM THE STOOD
OF DORT TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE PRESENT
CENTURY.

THE only country whose national existence and in-

dependence are due to the Reformation is Holland.

To be the first to break the triumphant power of the

Spanish army would have been glory enough for any

ordinary ambition, but no sooner was her independence
declared than she gave signs of great commercial and

intellectual activity. Her Hudsons navigated every
sea and planted the Dutch flag on shores not then

traced on any map of the world
;
her manufacturers

supplied all markets with the fruit of their labor and

ingenuity ;
her soldiers were a match for any European

force
;
her De Ruyters and Van Tromps knew how to

contend with the Blakes of England ;
her William of

Orange,whom she gave to her British neighbor, made
as good a ruler as ever lived in Whitehall

;
her scien-

tific men founded the systems which have continued in

use to the present time
;
her philosophers revolutionized

the thinking of the civilized world; her universities

were the seat of the most thorough humanistic re-

searches of the age ;
her painters founded new schools

of art, and vied with the Italian masters
; her theolo-

gians gave rise to controversies which brought all
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churches and their champions within the scene of con-

flict
;
and her pulpit orators acquired a celebrity which,

in spite of the inflexibility of the language, was second

only to that enjoyed by the most renowned preachers
of France and Great Britain.

After Holland had fallen a victim to her political

partisanship, she gradually disappeared from public
observation. Her greatness in the past would have

been well nigh forgotten if Prescott and Motley had

not recalled it. But the judgment of the world con-

cerning her, in her present state, is not more flattering

than that of the author of Hudibra*, who, in addition

to venting his spleen against the people, employs his

wit upon the irrational land, calling it,

"
A. country that draws fifty feet of water,

In which men live as in the hold of nature
;

And when the sea does in upon them break,

And drowns a province, does but spring a leak,
51

But while the political status of Holland has been

inferior and unobserved during the last century and a

half, her important theological and religious career,

covering a much longer period than that, is a theme

of deep interest to every student of the history of the

church.

Rationalism arose in Holland by means of some

agencies similar to those which had produced it in

Germany. The previous disputes and barren ministra-

tions of the clergy made the soil ready for any theologi-

cal error that might urge its claims with force. But

the repulsive technicalities of Germany were not equally

prevalent in Holland, and scholasticism refused to

affiliate with the Eefonned much longer than with the

Lutheran church.
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But "when the synod of Dort, which held its sessions

in 1618-1619, pronounced those dogmas by which the

Arminians were excluded from the Dutch church, it

established a standard of orthodoxy. In proportion as

the synod gained the favor of the people, the Bible

came into use, but more to serve the cause of polemics
than of edification. Hugo Grotius, Erasmus, and

other exegetical writers who had manifested inde-

pendence in their interpretation of the Scriptures, were

regarded with great suspicion and distrust. The door

for the entrance of scholasticism was thrown wide open.
To use the language of a writer of 'that day,

u The doc-

trines were cut after the fashions of Peter Lombard,
Thomas Aquinas, and Scotus

;
while the power of the

word of God was denied, and the language of Babel

was heard in the streets of Jerusalem." Theologians
made an idle display of learning. Imaginary distinc-

tions, definitions, and divisions became the food of the

youth in schools of every grade, and of the congrega-
tions in all the churches. The books which have come

down to us from that period are weapons against

Atheism, Deism, Socinianism, and every other heresy
that had arisen during the history of Christianity.

Whether light was created on the first day ;
whether it

was an attribute or a substance
;
whether Adam, after

the formation of Eve, was a rib the worse
; whether

the knowledge of the unconverted may be called spirit-

ual knowledge ;
these were some of the topics of la-

bored sermons. It was announced as a most gratifying
result of accurate research that the soul of a boy was
created forty days after conception, while that of a girl

required eighty.

There were exceptions to the general sterility of the

pulpit and lecture-room. Alting, professor at Groningen,
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enjoyed the sobriquet of "Biblical Theologian," because

lie made the Scriptures, and not scholasticism, the basis

of his inquiries. Students from foreign lands flocked to

his auditorium, and received the leaven of his earnest

and reverent spirit. Yet his candidates were distrusted,

and he had great trouble in defending himself against

repeated charges of heresy.

Bnt another important feature of the prevalent

theology was the conniption of ethics. The doctrines

of grace, of which the church of Holland had always
been the defender, left no room for an ethical system.
"What the unconverted man does is nothing but sin;

all are equally guilty ;
and all that we have of good is

from God. If we be disposed to ask,
" Does not this

view make men careless and impious ?
"

the answer

comes back from the Catechism,
u No

;
for it is iinpoa.

sible that those who are planted in Christ should be

without the fruits of gratitude." This opinion had a

strong tendency to isolate theology still more than

scholasticism had done, from all practical interests.

" What shall we do ?
" was an idle question, for, as a

matter of course, man could do nothing. But " what

must I be?" was the all-important and searching in-

quiry. Thus ethics glided into radical casuistry, and,

in this form,became united with the scholastic theology.

The homiletic literature of that day indicates the

unification very clearly. Besides being a tirade against

schismatics of all classes, the discourse was often a discus-

sion of grammatical principles, accompanied with a de-

scription of the spiritual condition of every hearer.

After the singing of the hymn in the middle of its de-

livery, the people adjusted themselves to hear the appli-

cation in which their cases were to be stated. There was

first, an enumeration of u heretical sinners/' divided into
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numerous groups ; second^ the "
unconverted," separated

into many subdivisions
;
and third, the many flocks of

Christians. It was in this part of the sermon that the

casuistry of the preacher had full play, and he who
could subdivide his congregation in such a way that

every auditor could not mistake his own proper position,

received great honor from his brethren. The heaver

waited until he " heard his name called," after which he

might sink back again to his dreams. Even to this day,
on leaving a Dutch church, it is a common question

among the separating members to inquire of each other*
" Have you heard the dominie call your name ?

"
They

mean by this,
" Have you heard the pastor so describe

people that you could not mistake the class to which

you belong ?
"

We have now stated the two sources from which

many of the troubles and defections of the Church

of Holland have sprung. On the one hand was

dogmatism, with its endless distinctions, begotten and

fostered by Scholasticism. On the other, practical

mysticism, cherished into strength by a disgusting sys-

tem of casuistic ethics. The reaction against those prev-

alent errors was Rationalism. They were the domes-

tic fountains of that species of error.

But there were men who, when they saw the evils

their venerated Church was suffering, threw themselves

into the breach, and contended for her deliverance.

Cocceius, the celebrated opponent of Scholasticism,

was born in Bremen, in 1603. He studied all branches

of theology ;
but having been instructed in Hebrew by

a learned Rabbi of Hamburg, he applied himself espe-

cially to the Scripture languages. In 1629 lie visited

the Dutch University of Franeker, and wrote tracts on

the Talmud, with extracts therefrom in German. He
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also composed Greek verses with great ability. Re-

turning the same year to Bremen, he there became Pro-

fessor of Sacred Philology. In 1636 he was called to

Franeker, to take the Hebrew first, and afterward the

Greek chair. Still later he taught theoloirr. His exe-
*~^ *~-*

getical works, being far in advance of any which had

appeared at that time, acquired great renown for

their author. In 1649 he was invited by the Curators

of the University of Leyden to take charge of the de-

partment of theology in that seat of learning. His

long-cherished antipathy to Scholasticism was well

known, but he pursued his course in quiet until 1658,
when he was daringly assailed.

Having developed his opinion that the Sabbath had

not been instituted in Paradise, but in the desert, and

was not therefore binding upon Christians, Cocceius

was buffeted by a host of writings, in which he was

charged with every imaginable species of skepticism.

The literature of the Cocceian controversy abounds

in as violent and harsh expressions as have disgraced

theological history at any time. Yet Cocceius was not

without ardent disciples and friends, who knew as well

how to give as to receive severe thrusts. As an illus-

tration of the method of the discussion, we mention

the title of a book written in favor of Cocceius:
" Satan's Defense of himself, on being questioned why he

had instigated some persons to distort and vilify the or-

thodox, wise, and edifying Writings of the Blessed

Professor Cocceius, <fec., &c." In this work Satan, on

being questioned whom he fears most, replies that rt no

one has done more harm to the power of darkness than

Cocceius, not even Calvin."

The States of Holland Wrote to the Synod not to

discuss the Sabbatarian question, and to forbid the com-

22
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batants from further controversy. There were other

charges brought against Cocceius, however, one of

which was his distinction between acptetg apaQTiav and

ndgtcis (xpaQTi&v, by which he held that the former

was a complete pardon, .but the latter incomplete, and

only in force under the old dispensation. He placed
the whole system of theology under the figure of a

covenant. There were two covenants, one of works,

and the other of grace. The latter had a threefold

economy : before the law
;
after the law

;
and under the

Gospel The institutions under the first economy were

symbolical of the second
;
and these again of the third.

Everything was a shadow of some higher and future

good. Forgiveness was no exception to the rule. That

of the Old Testament was
ftccpttiig preparing the way

for the complete cicptGiz of the New.
There was one point of agreement between Cocceius

and Des Cartes: their common aim of emancipation
from Scholasticism. But the former strove by revela-

tion, the latter by philosophy to secure the result.

It has been charged that Des Cartes influenced Cocceius,

since the school of that philosopher was growing into

power at the very period of the Cocceian tendencies.

But the charge is groundless. Des Cartes stood on the

ground of reason alone, while Cocceius planted himself

upon the Scriptures. Thus there was a world-wide dif-

ference between the two men at the very starting-point

of their systems ;
a difference which becomes more ap-

parent at every additional step in the study of their

sentiments.

If X/occeius was opposed when lie arrayed the Bible

against Scholasticism, Descartes might be expected to

meet with increased resistance when he used only the

weapon of philosophy*
"
Aristotle," said the theologi
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eal world of Holland,
" was a heathen, it is true, bnt

then he afterwards became soundly converted to Catho-

licism. In due time he was transformed into a most ex-

emplary Protestant. Yet this Des Cartes is a down-

right Jesuit, and a very demon let loose from the in-

fernal world. His whole system commences with doubt

and is pervaded by it. How dangerous then to our or-

thodoxy is the attack of this Catholic Arminian ! If

his assumption concerning skepticism be correct our

whole theology becomes overturned
;
for then the elect

would have ground for doubting their own salvation,

which would be opposed to the infallible doctrine of

the final perseverance of the saints. And to crown the

scene of this Des Cartes' audacity, he holds that the

earth and not the sun turns round, which, as good
father Brakel says, 'is a sure sign that the man's head

is turned.'
"

Voetius was the leader of the forces against the pre-

tentious philosophy. A book, issued anonymously by a

friend of Spinoza, applying a little more logic to the

Cartesian idea of substance, caused him to obtain addi-

tional ground. For the new school which he was com-

bating already rested under the imputation of Crypto-
Atheism. The hand of the government interfered, and

Cartesianism appeared to be extinguished. But it had

its secret admirers, especially in the academies of North-

ern France, where its adherents occupied almost every

chair of instruction. Its last representative was Euard

Andala, 1701, at whose death Newton and Leibnitz

came into power.
The place assigned to reason by Cocceius led his foes

to accuse him of Cartesianism. He made the intellect

the interpreter of Scripture in this sense
; that, since

the words of the Bible are capable of many mean-
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ings, reason must decide which are proper and which

improper, and not be forgetful to derive as much

thought as possible from the sacred text
;

"
for," said he,

"the Scripture is so rich that an able expositor will

bring more than one sense out of it." He aimed to find

Christ and his church in each biblical book
;

but he in-

terpreted every statement as allegorical, typical or pro-

phetical Keason as applied by him, became a light to

expose many sides of truth which had never been per-

ceived by the reigning dogmatism. The result of his

labors was the overthrow, in many minds, of philosoph-
ical Scholasticism, but the enthroning of biblical Scho-

lasticism in its stead. His allegorical method of expo-
sition led his followers into gross aberrations.

The Cocceians and Voetians were now the two great

theological parties which attracted to their standards

nearly every man of promise or note throughout Holland.

The former were the Progressives, the latter the Conserv-

atives, The Cocceians favored the entrance of new

ideas, and effected the junction of philosophy and the-

ology. The Voetians professed to desire a reform, but

their conduct was not in harmony with their avowal.

While they agreed with their antagonists in calling the

Bible the fountain of light and truth, they held that

the fathers of Dort and the Reformers had digested its

contents and explained its meaning in most excellent

summaries, and that "it was for us to light our candles

at those great lights of the church." They were very

properly called
"
Traditionarians," a name of which

they were proud. One of their writers said,
uWe

have caught up the last voices and words of our ances-

tors, those Fathers of whom we are now glad to call

ourselves the echo."
1

1 Owenusters.
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The Cocceians studied tlie original text, and took

leave to differ often from the authority of the trans-
*

lators. Their opponents attached great value to the

translation, and sometimes called it
u
inspired." The

former delayed not to appropriate the fruits of the latest

researches in science and criticism, in certain cases lay-

ing aside fragments of the test in favor of the sugges-

tions of the most recent editions of Cocceius. To the

Voetians this conduct was not much better than

atheism. They hurled all the curses and plagues
of the Bible against every one who whispered that

there could be a mistake in the transcription of a

word or even of a Hebrew vowel-point. The Coc-

ceian brought all his questions into the pulpit, where

he preached them in a manner more adapted to

addle the heads of his hearers than to edify their

hearts. Hebrew grammars were published for the

laity. Even women, among whom was Anna Maria

Schurmann, the adherent and friend of Voetius,

were able to read the Bible in the original tongues.

JSTor did they hesitate to take part in the angry disputes

of theologians. The Cocceians ran wild with their

principles of fanciful interpretation. Every prophecy

was, in their view, a treasury of allegorical facts yet to

come to pass, and to be heartily endorsed. The Voe-

tians prided themselves on their literalism, and named

Hugo Grotius as their master. Yet they held that

they never could swallow his abominable ArminianisrtL

The history of henneneutics in all times shows that

there is but one step from the literal to the allegorical

So with the Voetians. They indicated a disposition to

yield, and at length became more fanciful and allegorical

than their adversaries had been. They sought the in-

terior sense of the text, but would be limited by no
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roles. They spiritualized tlie entire contents of tie

Bible. He who could draw most profit and instruction

from a word was the best teacher, for a scribe nmst

bring forth from his
" heart " both new things and old.

Not reason, nor logic, but experience and feeling must

explain every word of God. The Bible literally be-

came all things to all men. The "
inner light

" was its

great interpreter. Many people despised scientific

students of the truths of revelation, calling them
"
slaves

of the letter," a term which, singularly enough, is still

in common use among the uneducated members of the

church of Holland. The Bible, taken in its real charac-

ter, was banished and an artificial volume placed in its

stead. Practical mysticism was now fairly inaugurated.
Even conventicles spread throughout the country, and

ignorant men who knew how
"
to speak to the hearts of

the people
" were infinitely preferred to any educated

minister.

The strife ran very high. While there was an

assimilation of the Voetians to the Cocceians in the

application of the allegorical principle of interpretation,

there was a moral retrogression of the latter which

greatly reduced their strength. This arose from the

defective views of Cocceius on the sanctity of the Sab-

bath. His disciples carried his unfortunate opinion far

enough to gain the favor of the worldly and immoral

classes. The freest customs and gayest fashions were

imported from France, and Cocceian ministers made it

their boast that they designed to keep up with the

times. More spiritual adherents became disaffected by
the growing impiety. Koelman, a layman, and Loden-

steyn, a clergyman, gave the alarm that the kingdom
of Christ had become secularized and corrupt. The
latter would not baptize the children of unbelievers nor
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any communion with them. De Labadie, formerly
a Jesuit but afterward a French minister, Mew the

clarion of reform. The watchword on all sides was,
u
Separate ye my people.'

1

Nothing but the stringency
of his rules and the counter-efforts of the <rovernmento

prevented the pious masses from joining the reformer.

Mystical sects, influenced by Jacob Boehme and

Spinoza, appeared here and there. Chiliastic ideas

spread abroad in proportion as men despaired of the

speedy regeneration of the church through natural in-

strumentalities. All was commotion and
disruption^

and, for a time, everything seemed to be on the down-

ward course to ruin.

But the imminence of the danger brought a speedy
and violent reaction. The persecution of the French Hu
guenots drove them across the boundary line. The Dutch

true to their traditional hospitality, received them

with open arms. The guests returned their welcome

by diffusing new spiritual life through the hospitable

country. The Cocceians laid off their worldly habits.

Days of fasting and prayer were appointed by the civil

and ecclesiastical authorities, while an increasing love

for the church, as bequeathed by the fathers, was over-

spreading the land. The attachment to what was old

and time-hpnored became a glowing enthusiasm. Sharp
distinctions between parties disappeared. Men who
had formerly been violently arrayed against each other

now expressed a disposition to unite in one common

effort to restore the church to her former purity.

Broiel, Imytegeld, Groenewegen, Lampe, and Vitringa,

representing different and opposing forces, united in a

harmonious effort to reform the heritage of Christ.

Their labors were fruitful, for the people greatly hon-

ored them and earnestly followed their good adnce.
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The theological candidate liad previously been asked

two questions, which had an important bearing upon
Ms subsequent life. One was,

u Do you fear God ?
"

Tlie other was,
" To what party do you belong ?

" The
latter inquiry was now abolished. In every university
the long-prevalent partisanship subsided. But under

the improved state of religion, a Voetian was invariably

placed in the chair of dogmatic theology, a Cocceian in

that of exegesis, and a follower of Lampe in charge of

practical theology. The pulpits were likewise supplied
with an equal number of ministers from the ruling

parties.

After 1738 the religious progress of the church of

Holland became more tardy. Attention to spiritual

life decreased, while more care was bestowed upon the

improvement of theological training. The department

receiving greatest favor was the linguistic study of the

sacred text. Professor Schultens was the first to apply
himself to the Hebrew cognate languages, especially to

the Arabic. The critical works of Mill and of Bengel
found their way, in 1707 and 1734, into the Dutch

universities. John Alberti, inaugurated professor at

Leyden in 1740, made the Arabic Ms special branch,

and in five years' time that study became so popular
that Valkenaer found it necessary to warn young men

against yielding too freely to its fascinations. The

direction of theological taste to another department of

inquiry increased the indifference to party distinctions.

Henceforth the terms Voetian and Cocceian became

more unfrequent and unimportant.
The theological tendency toward the study of the

languages of the Bible had the single unfortunate result

of increasing that puerile literalism which had appeared
in only sporadic forms during several preceding cen-
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turies. It was the element antagonistic to the allegori-
cal and spiritual interpretation of the text.

Peter Abrest, the Dutch Emesti, taught in Gron-

ingen in 1773. His work on Sacred Critwisw, as tfte

lest Safeguard of Theology, showed the value he at-

tached to a thorough grammatical and historical study
of the Scriptures. His labors were in harmony with

the long-standing literal interpretation of the text,

though he would elucidate scientifically what had pre-

viously been treated mystically. Even before the

Reformation, the Dutch theologians were preeminently
textual in their habits of study, and in subsequent

times, they built up their systematic and polemical

theology by the stress kid upon the " words ' ?

of the

inspired volume.

Nowhere was the proverb
"
Every heretic has his

letter" 1
so common and yet so true as in Holland,

The old quartos we have received from the seventeenth

and former half of the eighteenth centuries will ever

remain marvels of literalism gone mad. They were

gotten up like a geometry, with theorems and proposi-

tions, followed by a lengthy array of texts transcribed

without one word of comment. The sermons published
at that time were divided and subdivided, their appear-

ance being similar to a page of a dictionary. They
were interlarded with Latin, Greek, and Hebrew letters

and figures of various sizes, all being literal quotations

from the Bible, and proving nothing except that the

preacher had made free use of Ms Concordance. The

consequence of so much textual citation in books and

sermons was the increased popularity of theology.

The systematic works of the seventeenth century

were familiar to the masses. What was said of the

1 " Jedere Setter heeft zjn Letter/'
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theological disputes of the third century, that bakers'

and shoemakers
1

shops reechoed the words 'homoousian*

and ' Jiomoiousian
'

might be applied to the period of

which we speak. Even now, there exists in Holland

a remarkably popular acquaintance with theology,
" I have seen," says a clergyman,

" fishermen who could

pass examination for licentiate's orders at one of your
American schools, and beat the best of the candidates

in the handy use of texts and definitions."
1 The de-

scendants of the Dutch settlers in the United States

are still familiar with Brokel
;
while if you ask any

Hollander what he thinks of John a Marck's Marrow

of Divinity, he will probably indicate very soon that

he has committed nearly the whole of it to memory.
Francken's Kernel of Divinity is equally well-known

to the masses, for he belonged to the Voetian party.

He was eminently practical and ascetical. He was not

without a vein of mysticism, as may be inferred by the

title of one of his works :

" Earnest Request of the

Bridegroom Jesus Christ to the Church of Laodicea to

celebrate the Royal Marriage Feast with Him?

During the entire period, dating back to the Synod
of Dort, there was an undercurrent of Rationalism,

which, though sometimes daring to make its appear-

ance, observed in general the strictest secrecy. Carte-

sianism made it bolder for a time, and in party strug*

gles it ventured to take sides. But the keen eye which

the church ever turned toward heresy made it timid.

Yet it was a power which was only waiting for a strong

1 Extract from a letter of Rev. P. J, Hoedemaker, dated September,
1864. The correspondence of this accomplished scholar, who has been some

time in connection with the University of Utrecht and in intimate relations

with the best minds of Holland, has been invalnable to us in the prepara-
fron of the Chapters on Dntch Theology.
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ally in order to make open war upon the institutions

which the heroes of Holland had wrested from Philip
IL of Spain.

Balthazer Better,
" a man who feared neither man

nor devil,'
1

was the first Rationalist in the Dutch

church. He was a disciple of Des Cartes, and an ardent

lover of natural science, particularly of astronomy. He

published a work on Comets, in which he combated the

old notions, prevalent among his countrymen, that a

comet was always the precursor of heresies and all

manner of evils, and that it should be made the occasion

for a general call to prayer and fasting. Bayle, of Rot-

terdam, a reputed atheist, harmonized with Bekker.

Bekker separated between the sphere of reason and

that of religion. "VThenever they meet each other it

should be as Mends and co-workers. Religion has

greater dignity, but that gives it no right to disregard

the authority of reason. When the Scriptures speak
in an unnatural way of natural things, it is high
time for the operation of reason. This idea led to

the accommodation-theory, which, applied to the doc-

trine of spirits in his book, TJte World Bewitched

(1691), resulted in Better's excommunication. His

Cartesianism, which had taught him to distinguish so

rigidly between the two "substances," matter and

spirit, as to deny all action of the one upon the other,

led him to assert that spirits, whether good or bad,

have no influence upon the bodies of men. The Jews

ascribed all exertion of power to angels, through whom
God worked mediately. Jesus adapted himself to these

ideas of his times.

Bekker loved to trace all spirit-stories to some

plausible origin, and then to hold them up to the ridi-

cule of the masses. To give substantial proof of his
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disbelief in aH spiritual influence, lie parsed many
nights in graveyards, on wMcli occasions lie manifested

a sacrilegious hardihood, which, besides making him
the wonder of his time, could only be accounted for by
supposing that he kept up secret correspondence with

the devil "
For," reasoned the Dutch theologians,

"
is

not all this one of Satan's tricks to make us believe that

he does not exist, so that he may capture us unawares ?
"

On account of Bekker's acknowledged merit, the gov-
vemment took his part, and at his death, paid his salary

to his family, Voltaire said of him :
" He was a very

good man, a great enemy of the devil and of an eternal

hell ... I am persuaded that if there ever existed

a devil, and he had read Bekker's World Bewitched,

he would never have forgiven the author for having so

prodigiously insulted him." In the library at Utrecht

there are ten quarto volumes containing reviews of this

book, in which Bekker's personal appearance, said to

have been very unprepossessing, receives a goodly por-

tion of the censure. His body was believed by his

contemporaries to be a most excellent portrait of the

devil himself.

Professor Roell, of Franeker University, started from

the Cocceian principle of freedom of thought. In his

inaugural address, he announced it as his opinion, that

Scriptures cannot be interpreted in any safe way except

by the dictates of reason
;
that reason is the grand in-

strument by which we arrive at a knowledge of all

truth
;
and that it is the great authority for ,the deter-

mination of all theoretical and practical religion. This

author is best known to theologians by his ideas on the

sonship of Christ. He held that Christ could not be

a son, for then there would be a time when he came

into being from nonentity. The term " son " could not
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signify unity of essence with the Father.
" Brother n

would be a more correct word. The only sense in

which Christ could be son was as the divine ambas-

sador. These assumptions brought upon Koell the

charge that he was a Socinian and an Arniinian, TTia

principal opponent was Vitringa,

Rationalistic tendencies increased in both number
and force in proportion as the church decreased in the

geal which it had possessed at the close of the Cocceiun

and Voetian controversy by virtue of the immigration
of the exiled Huguenots of France.

Van Os, of Zwolle, attacked the accepted covenantal

theory, and the doctrine of immediate imputation. The
latter was a mere scholastic opinion, not accepted among
the doctrines of the church, but yet maintained by the

people as a requisite of orthodoxy. Having gone thus

far, Van Os proceeded to deny a form of infralapsarian-

ism, which was termed "justification from eternity."

Many prominent but bigoted minds, having long enter-

tained these ultra ideas he was endeavoring to refute,

and some having gone so far as to attempt their intro-

duction into a revised edition of the confession of faith,

Van Os was censured for heresy. But he took the first

opportunity to preach the Protestant doctrine that

every one had the right to test the church-creed by the

word of God. In the opinion of the people this course

amounted to a total renunciation of the creed, and he

was accordingly dismissed. Another dispute, which,

created attention and attracted the suspicion of the

watchful church, was on toleration. All who dared to

defend even the word, were stigmatized as unpardonable

heretics, for Voltaire had just written in its favor.

Pastor De Cock placed Tn-nfiflelf in danger of excommuni-

cation because he was so rash as to advocate it He
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was only rescued by the interference of the government,
and "by luckily publishing that he distinguished be-

tween Christian and ecclesiastical toleration.

There were controversies concerning minor points
of doctrine, but amid them all, it was very perceptible

that there was a well-organized disposition to break

through the stringent rules of order, and escape from

the control of the vigilant guardians of the church.

But whoever departed a hair's breadth from the doc-

trinal system laid down in the confession of faith was

charged with skepticism. Yan der Marck's employ-
ment of a single term cost him his professorship. But

he was afterwards restored, and died in 1800. Kleman

wrote a book, in 17^4, on the Connection between Grace

and Duty, in which he held that the right use of those

intellectual and spiritual gifts which God has imparted
to us is the condition of his farther blessings. He was

compelled to retract his heresy. Ten Broek, of Rot-

terdam, considered only the death of Christ expiatory,

while his colleagues wished the same to be said of every
act of his life. Because that rash theologian ventured

to use the word "
world," in John iii. 16, in its broadest

sense instead of circumscribing it to " the world of the

elect," he had the choice either to recant or give up
his office. The government interfered and saved him.

Bat while all these influences were at work in the

church of Holland, a still stronger current was setting

in from England. The impolitic ecclesiastical rigor be-

came an enemy to truth, and contributed powerfully to

the development of Rationalism. Never have church

and state presented a more complete contrast. The

government of Holland was the most liberal in the

world, but the ecclesiastical authorities have not besn

surpassed in bigotry during the whole history of Prot-
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estantism. Holland was tie refuge and home of the

exile of every land who could succeed in planting his

feet upon her dyke-shores. But the church of that

country was so illiberal that the use of a term in any
other than the accepted sense was a sufficient ground
of excommunication.

The intimate relations in which Holland stood to

England by the accession of "William and Mary to the

British throne afforded an opportunity for the import-

ation of English Deism. Xowhere on the Continent

was that system of skepticism so extensively propagated
as among the Dutch. The Deists took particular pains
to visit Holland, and were never prouder than when
told that their works were read by their friends across

the North Sea. On the other hand, Holland supplied

England with the best editions of the classics then

published in Europe, some of which are still unsur-

passed specimens of typography.
The works of Hobbes appeared in Amsterdam in

1668, his De Give having been issued as early as 1647.

Locke's Epistle on Toleration was translated into Dutch

in 1 689, while his Essay on the Human Understanding
was rendered not only into that language, but also into

the French. Collins and Chubb were read scarcely less

by the Hollander than by the Englishman. Locke

spent seven years in Holland, and Toland studied two

years in Leyden. Shaftesbury resided among the

Dutch during the year 1691, and made a second visit

in 1699. The adversaries of the Deists enjoyed the

same privilege, and did not hesitate to improve it

Burnet became a great favorite in Holland* Lardner,

who spent three years there, was well known to the

reading circles, for his works were translated into their

tongue. Lyttleton, Clarke, Sherlock, and Bentley re-
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ceived no less favor. Leland enjoyed a cordial intro-

duction by the pen of Professor Bonnet, wliile Tillotson

had his readers and admirers among even the boatmen
in the sluggish canals of Leyden, Rotterdam, and Am-
sterdam. But the Deists of England gained more favor

in Holland than their opponents were able to acquire.

The former were bold, while the latter were timid and

compromising. Consequently a brood of domestic

Deists sprang up, who borrowed all their capital from

their English fathers. Patot, a follower of Lord Her-

bert of Oherbury, referred to Christ by asking,
" What

do we trouble ourselves about the words of a car-

penter ?
" He wrote his Fable of the Bees, to ridicule

the doctrines of the atonement and resurrection.

But as English Deism was reinforced by the atheism

of France before the invasion of Germany by either, so

did the same copartnership take place in reference to

Holland.

The works of the French skeptics were as copiously
distributed in Holland as at home. Many of them were

issued by Dutch publishing houses. Des Sandes pub.
lished his Reflections on Great Men, in Amsterdam

;

Toussaint's Morals gained the honor of more than one

edition in the same city ;
and De Prades, who had been

condemned by the Sorbonne on account of the thesis

by which he tried to gain his baccalaureate, published
his Defense in Amsterdam in 1753. It was in this

work that he compared the miracles of Jesus to those

of JSsculapius. Hase says that it was in Holland, and

not in London, that the Sy-steme de la Nature first came

to light. Rousseau's $mile, which had been burned by
the sheriffs in France, had the largest liberty afforded

it beyond the northern frontier. The Dutch would not

be sated with Volney until they had published and

read three editions of his works.
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Voltaire was very popular throughout the country.
A number of periodicals arose, having the avowed

object of disseminating the views of himself and his

friends wherever the Dutch language was spoken. La

Sfettrie, driven from France, here found a home, Vol-

taire barely escaped the Bastille by fleeing thither,

though when he left the land which had given him

shelter, he bade it the graceful farewell :

* h Adieu canals,

ducks, and common people! I have seen nothing

among you that is worth a fig !

" But Voltaire had
cause to cherish no very pleasant feelings toward Hol-

land. Her great men had received him coldly. His
excessive vanity was never so deeply wounded as by
the sober Dutchmen. Desiring to make the acquaint-

ance of Boerhaave, the most celebrated physician in

Europe, he called upon him, stating that he a wished

to see him." Instead of becoming rapturous at the

Frenchman's compliment, the plain old Leyden burgher

coolly replied :
"
Oh, sit as long as you please, sir, and

look at me<f but excuse me if I go on with my writing/'

On offering one of his philosophical books to Professor

Gravesande, the latter returned it to Voltaire in a few

days with only this comment :
" You are a poet, sir ;

a very good poet, indeed !

"

The chief disaster resulting from the French skep-

tical writings was not so much the skeptical indoctrina-

tion of the people as the general diffusion of a light and

frivolous indifference to all religion. Through the in-

fluence of France the Dutch became enslaved to vicious

customs, taste, modes of thought, and conversation*

The etiquette of the Parisians was domesticated among
their northern imitators. The works published in

Holland were mere reproductions from the French, and

many of them were written in that language. The
28
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simplicity, truthfulness, and attacliment to old forms,

which had so long existed, gave place to a general spirit

of innovation. The reverential and determined spirit

that had enabled their forefathers to gain their inde-

pendence was no longer apparent in the children. Lib-

eral to a fault, Holland was now paying the penalty of

her excessive hospitality. Sensuality and superficial

epicureanism were at once the taste and the destruction

of many of the young minds of the country.

When the people of Holland began to awaken to

their condition, they were seized with a spirit akin to

despair. The coldness of the church, amid all the at-

tempts to destroy the "basis of her faith appeared as the

chill of death. When the learned societies offered a

prize in 1804 for the best work on The Cause and (Jure

of Religious Apathy, they could not find one to crown

with their medal. Holland, finding herself unable to

keep pace with the quick step of French recklessness

and irreligion, bethought herself of finding refuge in

Gallic politics.
" Our people," says Bronsveld,

" then

became a second-hand on the great dial of the French

nation." Old men are now living who have not forgot-

ten those days when all distinctions vanished, when
the only name heard was "burgher," and when the

skeptical and daring favorites of the people obtain-

ed seats in the national assembly. Religion was

driven from the elementary schools and also from the

universities. The chairs of philosophy and theology
were united, for it was enjoined that no doctrine

should be taught in future but natural theology and

ethics. The Sabbath was abolished.

Then came Napoleon Bonaparte. He presented his

plea, was received with open aims, and returned his

thanks by draining the country of its treasures. It was
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only when the people felt tlie physical sting of his wars,
and saw the indescribable moral dearth pervading their

country, that they resolved to go back to the old paths
and "the good way, and to abandon all deference to

French examples. On the occasion of the great jubilee
of 1863, which commemorated deliverance from the

yoke of France, there was heard throughout Holland

but one note of joy :
" Thanks be unto the Lord who

hath delivered the nation from the ruin which it had

prepared for itself and into which infidelity had

thrust it !
"



OHAPTEE XV.

HOLLAND COOTINirED: THE NEW THEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS,
AND THE GREAT CONTROVERSY NOW PENDING BETWEEN
ORTHODOXY AJJJD RATIONALISM.

THE commencement of the new era in the religion
and politics of Europe was the restoration of peace after

the battle of Waterloo. Wherever the French bayonet
had won territory to the sceptre of Napoleon, it opened
a new and unobstructed sway for the propagation of

the skepticism taught by the followers of Voltaire. But
the same blow that repulsed the armies of France

produced an equally disastrous effect upon her infidelity.

AL. sincere desire began to animate many persons living
n the subjugated countries that, with the restoration of

,heir nationality, there should also be the return of the

3ure faith of their fathers.

Holland had passed through nineteen years of hu-

niliating subjugation, and she did not possess religious vi-

,ality enough to take full advantage of the rare oppor-

tunity presented by the peace of 1814. The people
;urned from France to Germany, and thought they found
Belief in the nationalism of Semler and Paulus.

Orthodoxy was inactive. The Mennonites had be-

some so mystical that they rather aided than arrested

the incoming error. .A.11 the Socinian elements gained

strength. The discipline of the church was exercised
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with such laxity that immorality was unrebuked. The
Constitution of 1816, bj

r its reunion of church and

state, threw a great weight in the balance with Ration-

alism. William of Orange wielded a power over the

church which he dared not exercise upon any other

corporation. The Synods and Classes were driven "back

to forms, and allowed almost no freedom. Then came

the notorious Pastoral Declaration, established by the

Synod of the Hague in 1816, which no longer required
of candidates for the ministry an unqualified sub-

scription to the ancient Confessions. Their adherence

to them was to be u
in so far as

"
these formularies of

faith agree with the word of God, not " because r
they

thus agree. That little change quatenus substituted

for quid cast off all restrictions from the future

preaching of the Dutch clergy. The orthodox preach-

ers became very indignant at the official measure, and

a bitter theological controversy arose.

Previous to this outbreak, a rupture had occurred

upon the introduction of the new hymns, ordered by
the Synod of North Holland in 1796. When presented

for approval in 180T, they were violently rejected by
the orthodox, who held that the version of Psalms

which they had been singing many years was all that

was needed. Besides, there was a perceptible Rational-

ism in many of the new hymns. They were foreign to

the Dutch heart Such a one as

" Yonder will I praise the Friend,

Who here has shown me truth,
77

was not likely to elicit a response from those who de-

sired an improved religious spirit To fill up the cup of

their misfortunes, the use of the hymns was made ob-

ligatory. But they hoped that when the Prince of
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Orange came back, lie would restore the venerated

Psalms. Yet on his return he not only issued an official

recognition of the new Hymn-Book, but expressed his

warm approval of it. The congregation had no choice

left but to refuse to sing altogether, or to use but one

and the same hymn from one Sabbath to another.

THE REVIVAL AIJTD THE SECESSION. There was an un-

der-current of deep religious feeling among the masses

which was unsupported by theological education. The
lectures in the universities were similar to those delivered

by the old school of German Supernaturalists. The prev-
alent orthodoxy was moderate and equivocal at best.

Not much hope of awakening could be derived from it.

The Bible was held to be the supreme authority ;
the

historical character of its accounts was confessed
;
and

the infallibility of its communications was maintained.

Miracles, and prophetical and apostolical inspiration were

accepted. But there was a neglect of the nature of

this authority, together with a manifest indifference

to the paramount value of all the great doctrinal pos-

sessions of the church. There was no scientific defense

of the pillars of faith, and no attempt to discuss the true

ground of miracles, and their inherent accordance with

divine laws. Christian philosophy was totally ignored.

Such natural theology as had been produced by the

school of Leibnitz and Wolf, and more recentlyimproved

by the moral arguments of Kant, was the chief object of

study, and had been made obligatory since the restora-

tion of the Dutch universities in 1816. There was a

general compromise between revelation and the old

philosophy.
1

Supernaturalism was stagnant, and gave
no promise of future progress.

1 D. Ghantepie de la Saussaye. La Orise Eeligieuse en

Jhwwur* At Impression*, pp. 24-29.
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"While the church of Holland was in this deplorable

condition, God raised up a few men to be the instru-

ments of new life. They were endowed with great tal-

ents, moral heroism, and a steady purpose to elevate

every department of ecclesiastical organization. The

Holy Spirit accompanied their labors. The leaders of

the group were Bilde^k, Da Costa, Dr. Capadose,
and subsequently Groen Van Prinsterer.

The first stood at the head of the modern school of

Dutch poetry, and was one of the greatest poets ever

produced by Holland His conceptions were vivid, his

style impassioned, his diction unequaled by any of his

predecessors, and his moral life irreproachable. Having
a conservative mind, he opposed each indication of rev-

olution with every weapon at command. He was pro-

foundly learned in the classics, history, and jurispru-

dence. Apart from all his efforts for the religious

awakening of the people, he was the representative of

the old Holland nationality. An ardent despiser of

the French spirit, imparted by the fatal principles of

1789, he was equally opposed to the Eationalism of Grer-

many. He believed that if new life were kindled in

the Dutch heart, it could not be derived from without,

but by a return to the pure teachings of the fathers of

the Reformation in Holland.

Da Costa and Dr. Capadose were Jews. The

former looked upon the condition of the country from

the Israelitish standpoint developed in his larad and

ike Notions* He believed in the millennium, and saw in

it the divine cheerfulness of history, and the relief from

surrounding evils. He is well described by one of his

countrymen as
" the Israelite who raised himself above

the church of the Gentiles
;
the Israelite who testifies

against this church; the Israelite who announces the
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glory of this church." He was a popular and spirited

poet, excelling even his friend Bilderdyk in the lyrical

character of his verses. He hated Rationalism in every

form, and resisted whatever would interpose any au-

thority between the conscience of man and the word of

God* His Israelitish view made him reject the second-

ary authority of the confessions of faith, and did not

permit him to attribute anything more than a relative

value to the church of the Gentiles,
" the church before

the millennium."

Groen Van Prinsterer appeared at a time when the-

revival had taken definite shape, but he attached himself

to its interests and contributed more than any one else to

its development. He is one of those decided characters

who are mentioned by friends and enemies with great

animation. Studiously rejecting the individuality taught
him by the school of Vinet, and reticent of his personal

opinions, he has incurred the animadversions of some of

his warmest admirers. Being a man of continual litera-

ry and political activity, he has taken part in all the im-

portant movements of his times. He is the Guizot of

Holland. Though banished for a time from his seat in

the States General by the Catholics, Revolutionists, and

Rationalists, he did not intermit his labors to lead back

the masses to evangelical piety. His powerful influ-

ence has been in favor of home missions and similar

agencies. He has comprehended the revival, in all its

scope, more clearly than any one else. He says of it

that "it was neither Oalvinistic, nor Lutheran, nor

Mennonite, but Christian. It did not raise for its stand-

ard the orthodozy of Dort, but the flag of the Reforma-

tion, the word of God. And though it found the doc-

trine of salvation admirably expressed in our symbolical

books, appreciated a rule of education so conformable
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to the Holy Scriptures, and opposed the doctrines of

the church and the duty of her ministers to the usurpa-
tions of Rationalism, it never thought of accepting and

imposing the absurd and literal yoke of formularies

with an absurd and puerile ansiety. A spirit of Chris-

tian fraternity predominated over the old desires."

The direct associated result of the revival was the

Reunion of Christian Friends. It was presided over by
Groen Tan Prinsterer, and held semi-annual sessions in

Amsterdam from 1845 to 1S5JL Its monthly journal,

The Union, or Chri$ti<in Voices, was conducted by
Pastor Heldringj a warm-hearted man who has made
"himself illustrious in the annals of beneficence by his

labors for home missions, by his foundation of an asylum
for little neglected girls, and by similar charitable works.

Other pastoral associations sprang up in consequence
of the new life, but some of them failed in a few years be-

cause of the want of a common symbol of faith. Groen

Van Prinsterer hailed with joy every indication of Chris-

tian unity. He hoped that by this unity the church

might be built up in its holy faith. From 1850 to 1855

he edited The Netherlander, a political and ecclesiastical

review. It was in this periodical that he eulogized the

revivals of other countries, and ranked the leaders of

them among the greatest ornaments of history. The

labors of the French and Swiss theologians, MM. Bost,

Malan, Merle d'Aubigne, Gaussen, Grandpierre, and

Monod find in him a most appreciative admirer.1

1 Da Costa, in liis biography of BUderdyk, enumerates other partici-

pants in the revival in the Dutch Church ; among whom were the two

brothers Van Hogendorp, Nicolaas Carbasius, J. T. Bodel, STyenhuiSj

Brugmans, Elout, Ran Van Gameren, Baron Yan WassaDaer, WOlem de

dercq, the poet, and author of a work on the Influence ofSoutfam Liter**

ture on that ofHolland; Van der Kemp, author of an admirable Biogra-

phy of Maurice of Nassau ; and Kcenen, author of an historical work on

the Rcfuaees in Holland*
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The movement inaugurated by Bilderdyk, Da Costa,

and Capadose led to an important secession from the

Church of Holland- There were men who saw the ne-

cessity of revival on a large scale, but in their zeal for

Confessionalism, they went far ahead of their leaders.

Their cry was,
" Let us leave Babel, and build up a new

Church.
1' De Cock and Scholte were the first to sound

the note of secession. They were joined by such men
as Brummelkamp, Van Reeh, Gezelle, and Van Velsen.

This party rallied around the old Calvinistic symbols,

and De Cock stood in their van. As early as 1829,

when he became preacher in the little village of Ulrum,
he distinguished himself for his zealous ministry. People
came from a distance ofeighteen miles to hear his sermons.

He soon indoctrinated them so thoroughly that they
would no longer permit their children to be baptized

by
a unbelievers

" This brought him immediately into

conflict with the rules of the Church. Two pamphlets

appeared against him, which he answered in his Defense

of the True Reformed, Doctrine, and of the Tt*ue Re-

formed ; or, the Sheepcot of Christ attacked ty two

Wolves. Another pamphlet appeared with his appro-

val, in which the new hymns were called "
Sireris

Songs? The result was that he was suspended, and in

1835 excommunicated. In the same year he published
his curious book, entitled "The so-called Evangelical

Hymns, the Eyeball of the misguided and deceived

Multitude in the Synodical-Beformed Church : Yes, of

some Children of God, in their blindness, and while they
have become drunk by the wine of their whoredom,
tested, weighed, and found wanting : Yes, opposed to

all our forms and doctrines, and the word of God
; by

H. De Cock, under the Cross because of Christ"

The expulsion of De Cock attracted many new
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friends to Hs standard. At the close of 1834 a Sepa-
ration Act was devised at Ulrum, by which all his adhe-

rents dissolved connection with the Church. They were

said to number eighty thousand, but it is probable that

the estimate was an exaggeration. By request of the

Synod, the Separatists were prosecuted by the govern-

ment, who used as a pretext an article in the CodeNapo-

Uon, which forbade the assembly of more than twenty

persons for worship without the consent of the civil

authorities. They were defended by many lawyers of

the school of Bilderdyk. Foremost of the number was

Groen Van Prinsterer,
" the conscience of the Legislative

Assembly, the right arm of religion in the State, and

the defender of the principle of religion in the school."

They were .assailed by mobs who called them the u^ew

Lights."
The schism was not a success. What promised to

be a great and honorable Church, like the Free Church

of Scotland, with which it now stands connected, car-

ried with it much of the prejudice and bigotry of the

land, tt did not identify itself with scientific progress,

and paid little regard to education. Any man of piety

and utterance could become a preacher in one of its pul-

pits. It has at present a Seminary at Kampen, with a

small faculty of three professors. Its course of study

will compare favorably with that of any institution in

the United States. The young men of talent, who now

grow up in its fold, are prejudiced against its ultraism,

and stand ready at any moment to unite with some new

movement which will combine the piety of their fathers

and the scientific demands of the present day. 'ihe

radical defects of its initial steps were narrow-mind-

edness and fanaticism. The Separatists utterly ignored

the elements of good in the mother-church. They
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could have done infinitely "better service by casting all

their influence with Bilderdyk and his followers in the

Church, instead of arraying themselves against it, and

becoming an enemy from without. Some of the lead-

ers have organised colonies, which greatly weakened

the power and prestige of those who remained at home.

The emigrants came to America and settled, for the

most part, in the Western States.

THE GBOSESTGOEX SCHOOL. Each of the two tenden*

cies prevalent in the Church of Holland had its decided

defects. While one was zealous for theological training,

It was nevertheless cold, indifferent and Rationalistic.

While the other was burning with religious fervor and a

practical evangelism, it was deficient in culture, scientific

grasp, and a capacity to meet the wants of the time.

There was a call for a third party, which would unite

the best features of the two others, and develop them

into a new progressive power. Hence arose the Gronin-

gen School Its immediate origin was the attempt of

Professor Van Heusde to modernize Platonism and

adapt it to the nineteenth century. Hoistede de Groot,

Pareau, and Muurling have been its leaders. Its organ
is the periodical entitled, Truth in Love.

The characteristic of this school is, that there is

in human nature a divine element which needs develop-
ment in order to enable humanity to reach its destina-

tion. This destination is conformity to God. All re-

ligions have aimed and worked at the same problem,
but Christianity has solved it in the highest and purest
manner. Still, there is only a difference in degree
between that and other religions. This is the germ
of what the Groningens call the "

Evangelical Catholic

Theology.
7'

Conformity to God, they say, has been
reached in Jesus Christ

; but Plato, Zoroaster, and Con-
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fucius strove to attain to it. They failed because

their task was too great for the means at command.

God has fulfilled the desire of man, whom he had

prepared for salvation by sending perfection embodied

in Christ TTe may not attach ourselves to any system
or effort as absolutely true or good, nor condemn any
as utterly false. All knowledge and arts are related

to religion. They refine man and aid Mm in his eman-

cipation from whatever is sinful and sensual.

The correspondence of ideas between Hofetede de

Groot and Pareau was so intimate that they published
a joint work on dogmatic theology, which contains a

complete exposition of the principles of the Groningen
School. Jesus Christ constitutes the centre of reli-

gion. In him we see what is God, what is man, the

relations of one to the other, and how we can be so de-

livered from sin and its power as to become God's

children by faith and love. In Christ's death we find

love even for sinners, and learn that suffering is not an

evil. In his glorification we perceive the aims and re-

sults of suffering. In him is the Theanthropos, not

God and man, but God in man. There is but one

nature in Christ, the divine-human. Jesus being the

focal point of the interests of man, we must know, first,

what he is outside of us, objectively; second, how he

appears within us, subjectively. To know Christ we

need the exegetical study of that preparation of man

for Christ, which is furnished by the Old Testament

The Kew Testament is the fulfillment. The latter con-

tains the sayings of Jesus and the conclusions of the

Apostles. The writers of the Scriptures were not infal-

lible, though they did not often err. Revelation is con-

tinned in the history of the church, which is the third

principle of development. Augustine stood higher and
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went farther than Paul, Luther than Augustine. If our

development be partial and imperfect we mnst go back

and begin anew*

The Groningen School is distinguished for its ethical

system. How does Christ live in us? This is the

question it proposes to answer. There is a distinction

between the nature of man, which is divine, and his

condition, which is sinful. Sin is the point where man,

misusing his liberty, surrenders himself to his sensuous

nature, which is not sinful in itself. God educates man

by Jesus Christ in three ways ; first, by revelation of

truth
; second^ by manifestation of love

;
third, by edu-

cation of the church. The high aim of the Church ^
to lead man to a consciousness of the unity of his origin

and destiny, and to bring all to a knowledge and love

of Christ, and of God in Christ. Christ was educated

before his life on earth for the work designed for him,

and he established the church by leaving his glory and

leading a life full of love and truth. His death was the

highest manifestation of his love and truth, for by it he

showed God to man, and man to himself. His resurrec-

tion makes our hope of eternal life a certainty.

In the Groningen system there is no place for the

doctrine of the Trinity. The influence of the sacra-

ments is merely external, while Calvinism and the
"
blood-theology," are subjects of abhorrence. It would

be unjust to place the Groningens beside the German

Rationalists, though the influence of both has been
similar. The former class, like the latter, have one fatal

defect
; they consider sin a mere inconvenience. They

hold that man needs a Teacher but not a Eedeemer,
since all sinners will be eventually holy and happy.
The Groningen tendency, as related to Dutch theol-

ogy, is similar to that applied by Chaining to the
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orthodoxy of the American church. Human nature

is declared worthy of our attention and development
True humanity is pure piety. God can be found

everywhere, even in the heart of man. The philosophi-
cal theology of Schleiermacher has stamped the Gron-

ingen system with its own signet. They both proceed
from the same starting-point, not reason, but the heart

Theirs is the religion of feeling.

The Groningens have done important service to the

Dutch church. Their elevation of ethic3 to a proper

position in theological instruction has been a national

boon, while their unwavering zeal for the education of

the masses and of children will always remain a monu-

ment to their honor. While they were the first to

establish Sunday Schools in Holland, they have given a

new impulse to missions. They defend religion against

skepticism, and picture the latter in all its deformity.

But the Groningen system has almost totally failed

of its object. It did not unite the zeal of the fathers

with the science of the present day. Though opposed
to Rationalism, it is more negative than positive, and

is less distinguished for its doctrines than for its ab-

sence of them. It claims that the Church neither pos-

sesses nor needs doctrines. Therefore, it destroys the

line of demarcation between the various confessions and

that confessional Latitudinarianism, which is the direct

offspring of the destructive principles of the Rational-

ism and Liberalism of the eighteenth century.

THE SCHOOL OF LEYBE^. In no theological system

had any satisfaction been afforded to the joint feeling

of attachment to the old confessions and of a desire to

develop them in conformity with the requirements of the

age. Many rejected the Groningen school because it

depreciated the formularies of the church, and did not
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know tow to value tlieir scope or to elaborate them

for immediate usefulness. The Leyden school filled

the vacancy. Taking its origin in a disposition to

establish a connection "between the faith of the Re-

formers and our own, its aim has been to unite the old

traditions with the new opinions.

The father and expounder of the School of Leyden
is Professor Scholten, formerly of Franeker, but now

of Leyden. He is well known as the author of his-

torico-criticar introductions, and of a History of Phi

looopJty, but his reputation has been acquired mainly by
his Doctritm of tli Reformed Church, a work of great

clearness, profound erudition, and romantic interest.

As the reader peruses its fascinating pages he is bound

by a spell which he cannot easily break. The remark

of Dugald Stewart, on reading Edwards On the Will,

occurs to him with peculiar appositeness,
" There is a

fallacy somewhere, but the devil only can find it."

There is, according to Scholten, a distinction be-

tween the principles and dogmas of a Church. The
former are the norm and touch-stone of the latter. The
Reformers were not always logical in their reasonings,
and have left an unfinished task for the present

day. Man arrives at a knowledge of the truth "by
the Holy Scriptures, but they must not be under-

stood as containing the only revelation from God;
He also reveals himself to the world through the
hearts of all believers. The Bible is the source of the

original religion. There is a difference between the

Scriptures and the word of God The latter is what
God reveals in the human spirit concerning his will
and himself. The writing down of the communication
is purely human ; therefore, the Bible cannot be called
a revelation. We know, by the testimony of the
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Spirit, that God's word in the Scriptures Is truth. But

Scriptural authority must not be accepted, a liberty
which would apply to a Jewish but not to a Chris*

tian age. Jesus and the apostles did not compel men
to accept truth by a proclamation of authority, but by
an irresistible moral power. Even in times when the

liberty and individuality of faith have been lost in the

Church, there were men who did not answer the ques-

tion,
" Why do you believe ?

"
by saying,

" Because the

Church has spoken ;

" but by appealing to their interior

consciousness.

Historical criticism must be called in, Scholten far-

ther holds, to prove the certainty of the facts of revela-

tion. But the truth of the Christian religion cannot be

established on this plan. With Rousseau, Leasing, and

others, he opposes any attempt to make the best his-

torical grounds the basis of a religious conviction. The
truth of Scripture is testified by human nature itself

which, educated by Christianity, recognizes freely and

personally the truth of the gospel The natural faculty

that performs this high office is reason, not feeling.

Scripture is the touchstone of the Christianity of a con-

viction, but not of its trutk The Reformers veiy proper-

ly distinguished between a first and secondary authority,

and allowed themselves complete liberty in their search

after the origin of the books of Scripture. This was

not a dangerous experiment, for he who has once come

to know Christianity as the highest form of religion,

can never fall into a negative criticism. If the religious

contents of the Bible find their justification in the in-

terior consciousness of man, then the question arises,
u Can human reason attain to the snpersensual, or is it

limited to the sensuous experience ?
" The organ of all

natural knowledge of God is reason ;
while its fountain

24
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Is the physical, intellectual, and moral world Tlie

first Adam did not possess that knowledge of G-od

which was thoroughly enjoyed by the second. But

can man attain to the knowledge of Grod while in a

sinful condition, and while the light of his reason is

darkened ? Assuredly he may, for sin does not belong

to the essence, but to the condition of man. The Re-

formed theologians built on the acknowledgment that

Religion has her seat in the being of man, and sees in

%
the Christian the expression of the reasonable religion.

The material principle of the Reformed church is the

doctrine of God's sovereignty and free grace. The

weakness of the Reformation lay in its
inconsistency,

for it substituted the authority of the letter for that

of the Churchu

Scholten's abhorrence of authority has led him to a

denial of miracles. From this point of view he can

freely join hands with the Rationalists. In his latest

work, the Goapd of John, he takes occasion to retract

the favorable opinions formerly expressed concerning
that portion of the New Testament. He has been fear-

lessly assailed by Oosterzee, La Saussaye, Da Costa^

and other leading theologians. Unfortunately, he ex-

erts more iMuence over the young theologians of Hol-

land than any other Dutch theologian. He is ardently

supported by Knenen, the exegete, his colleague at

Leyden; and by Rauenhofl^ the ecclesiastical historian.

We close our estimate of Scholten with a word on his

opinions of Christianity in general It is neither super-
human nor supernatural It is the highest point of the

development of human nature itself, and, in this sense,
it is natural and human in the highest acceptation of

those terms. It is the mission of science to put man in
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a condition to comprehend the divine volume presented

by Christianity.
1

THE SCHOOL OF EMPIRICAL-MODERN THEOLO&Y. The
two leading representatives of this important branch

of contemporary Dutch theology are Opzoomer and

Pierson. The former, a professor in the University of

Utrecht, left the sphere of theological instruction for a

time, and took a prominent part in political debates in

order to combat the claims of the anti-revolutionary

party. He exerted little influence during the first years
of his professorship in Utrecht, but since his publica-

tion of a manual of logic, The Bead of Science, he has

had a large share in founding the school with which he

is how identified. In this work he maintains that ob-

servation is the only means of arriving at certainty, and

that everything which cannot be proved by experience

is uncertain, and has no right within the domain of

science. This is the central thought of his whole

system.
Pierson stands related to Opzoomer as Mansel does

to Sir William Hamilton. The son of religious parents,

he was at first rigidly orthodox. He is now pastor of

the Walloon Church at Rotterdam. His early writings

were touchingly beautiful and attractive, for it was in

them that he laid open his inner life. But in his later

works he assumes the air of the censor and scoffer. He
was long the personal friend of La Saussaye, but, ow-

ing to doctrinal differences, they have parted and now

pursue different paths. He is an orator of the Amer-

ican type. His opinions are elaborated in his twc

works. The Origin of the Modern Tendency, and the

1 An article by Scholten on Modern Materialism and its Cautet, may be

found in the Progress of JReliffiou* Thought in the Protestant Church of

France. London: 1861, pp. 10-48.
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Tendency and Life. In the latter treatise we learn not

merely the personal views of Pierson, but the creed

advocated "by all the adherents of the empirical-modern

theology.

The New Theology, he holds, has an indisputable

right to assume the epithet "modern," in distinction

from "
liberal." The latter term is borne by the Gron-

ingen school, which always opposes the church-creed.

The principle of reform has not been folly carried out by
the Protestants. The Protestant builds his faith on the

Bible,but on what does he build his faith, in the Bible ?

Is it not the testimony of the Holy Spirit ? He has

this support only through the Bible. Certain liberal

theologians, lite the orthodox, are extremely illogical

in their conclusions concerning the word of God. The
former will not accept of verbal inspiration, yet they
call the Bible a divine book, which, fortunately, could

be no better. Though they laugh at the story of Jonah

and the whale, they accept every word of Christ, who

quotes the story. They will not hear of present mirac-

ulous interpositions of providence, but accept some of

the miracles of the Bible. There are Catholic priests
who are affability itself, while there are orthodox Prot-

estants possessed of ultra views. In contrast with all

these classes stand the heroes of the Mod&rn Theology,
who possess the "

passion for reality," and are endowed
with the new cosmology of Galileo.

All true knowledge, argues Pierson, is self-know!-

edge. Reality comes to us in the impressions we re

ceive of it. I see, I hear
;
and whether there is a reality

outside corresponding to the impression, is a question
never asked by a reasonable man. One who has a fever

on a July day complains of cold. The bystanders deny
his right to say it is cold. Now do they obtain their
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right from a comparison of their impressions with some-

thing objective ? No. His knowledge is subjective in

this sense
;
that it arises from sources which are in him

alone, while theirs is objective, because they compare
their impressions. Error is not in the impression but

in the explanation. Man has more than sensual im-

pressions. We have a faculty which brings us into con-

tact with a spiritual .world. The religious man is by
necessity an anthropomorphist. He claims a personal

God, a Father, a Redeemer, an IdeaL We need a sharp

analysis to see the reflections of the contents of our

religious feeling. Our mind seeks a conception of Grod,

the basis of which must be the idea of the Absolute,
Infinite Being. The Scriptures must be criticised by
our reason. The first three gospels, which tell us what

Christ said and did, are not authority for us. Their

writers are unknown, in the main, and by no means

original But exact criticism may succeed in giving us

a portrait of the Prophet of Gralilee. He lived a life

according to the spirit, and proclaimed a religion such

as no one before or after him has been able to do. Is

it not enough that he has glorified humanity, and made

himself adored as king of humanity, even with a crown

of thorns upon his brow? The hearts of men have

been disclosed to him, and he has caused to well up
therefrom streams of love, which none can turn aside.

Is his name not glorious when we think that the peni-

tence of a Magdalene, and the sorrow of a Peter, are

flowers which have permanently sprung up from earth

only after that earth had been drenched by his blood

and tears ? But the Church has made a mythological

character of Christ. It has contemned the real Jesus

who stood in opposition to authority and tradition. In

his name the Church has enthroned and glorified this
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authority. It was not from a system but from a prin-

ciple tliat lie expected the regeneration of man. We
hare a safe revelation in the world about us. It is

God's work in and around ourselves. Explore it;

study yourself and man
;
but do it with such a spirit

and purpose as Christ possessed.

Asa specimen of Pierson's style, we give his portrait

of a good preacher :
" All elements are concentrated

in "him in such a way that men will, can, and must lis-

ten, for attention is as much a state as love. You can-

not command, but you may deserve it. Paint for hu-

manity, which, though despised by the formalists,

terrified by the moralists, and condemned by the Phar-

isees, is yet the image of him who spoke not of ^its

guilt, but of its sickness and sorrow; not of a judgment-

seat, but of the open arms of the Father
;
not of damna-

tion, but of regeneration. A Holland painter came from

a foreign land, and painted a Dutch landscape. But

everybody who saw it, said :
' He has been in Italy.'

So let it be said of every Christian minister,
' He has

been in Galilee, it is the color of Jesus.'
"

The opinions entertained by the defenders of the

Empirical-Modern Theology have few points of sym-

pathy with evangelical Christianity. They stand

above Rationalism, but not opposed to it. The system

attempts a purification-process of Christian faith. It

does not break with tradition and doctrine, but claim-

ing the privilege of using its own eyes, it rejects the

authority of both. It does not admit a supernatural

origin of the Scriptures, but looks with suspicion upon
many of the accounts contained therein. Taught by the

philosophy of experience that everything has a natural

source, even in the world of mind, it finds no room for

free wilL It cherishes a high regard for the individual-
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ity of man, and esteems it wrong to let the particular
be lost in the universal It discards any system of

morals wliicli does not do justice to this individuality,
Its ethics are deterministic, but not fatalistic. It holds

that the mysteries of orthodoxy are mystifications

which insult the thinking man. It claims that its

doubts are not sinful, for it says :

" I have not doubted

from a wish to doubt." But it furnishes nothing to

take the place of that which it destroys by its negative
criticism. This is its fatal weakness. With its prin-

ciple,
" no authority," it attacks the Bible, and finds it

written neither by the supposed authors nor at the

alleged dates. It destroys the sanctity of that which

has become hallowed by our inner experience. It takes

away Christ, in all his essential attributes, from the

believer.

THE ErHioAL-lBEincAL SCHOOL. We have thus far

seen, in the present state of theology in Holland,

few indications of the vigorous progress of evangelical

truth. But the Ethical-Ironical School, combining the

principal orthodox minds, stands in manly and pros-

perous opposition to all parties which possess Ear

tionalistic affinities. Chantepie de la Saussaye and

Professor Yan Oosterzee are its leaders. These men

differ on minor points, but, in general, they are harmoni-

ous co-workers against skepticism in every form. They
stand in the front rank of Dutch theologians, the former

having no superior as a thinker, and the latter none as

an orator.

La Saussaye is not a popular writer. His style is

compact and his arguments intricate. He is some-

times eloquent, however, and a close thinker takes

pleasure in reading his pages. He does not like

the term u
orthodoxy," for he thinks it too loud a
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profession* He lias been charged with Hegelian-

ism because of some expressions in his Comtnentary

on ike Hebrews. But the allegation is false, for

he only applauded Hegel and Schelling as thinkers,

without giving any sanction to their opinions. His

views are as yet but little known to the people, only
a few being willing to study his weighty thoughts.

He is thoroughly imbuing his congregation in Rotter-

dam with his own spirit, and has now many follow-

ers, who are giving his ideas to the public in an attrac-

tive form. In 1851 he had a long and serious illness,

after which he deemed it his duty to limit himself

no longer to the functions of the pastoral office, but to

raise his voice in ecclesiastical debates. In 1852 he

took part in the formation ofa society called "Seriousness

and Peace 71 andwas associated with Beets and Doedes

in the editorship of their organ bearing the same name.

The principle of the new organization consisted in the

prominence given to science and its service in theology,
in opposition to the school of Bilderdyk. It held that

the Scriptures are of divine authority; that they are

properly expressed in the confessions of the Reformed
church of Holland; and that science must be subsi-

dized for their explanation.
1

Soon after the appearance of Renan's Life of Jesus
l

the Dutch theologians were surprised by a pamphlet
entitled History or Romance, which, besides giving
an admirable criticism on the new work, defined very

clearly the points at issue, and lifted out of its poetic
frame the picture deserving more serious study. The

style was recognized as that of Professor Van Oosterzee.

Like everything coming from his pen, it was easily read

and as easily digested. It sounded the alarm, and
1 La Orise Eeligieuse en Holl<mde

} pp. 12-107.
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warned the public mind against accepting Kenan's ro-

mance as history. A few sentences in Professor Van
Oosterzee's little work reveal his position in the present
conflict with Rationalism. tt Modern Naturalism,*

1

says

he,
" can be conquered only by a Christian philosophic

belief in revelation, and by a powerful development
of modern supernaturalism To some,

nothing is easier than to lay all supernaturalism under

condemnation, especially when it is opposed only in that

form in which it appeared against the worn-out Rational-

ism of the past century, without attending to its further

development, or taking the trouble to add to Renan's

critical anathema a clear and intelligible exposition of

his own point of view. Kenan's Life of Jesus shows us

what becomes of Christianity when we regard only the

ethical-religious side of revelation, and not its supernat-

ural character. You can hope for no victory as long as

you know none but a subjective ground of faith, and do

not meet Satan, coming as an angel of light, with a per-

spicuous and powerful,
c Thus it is Written.'

w

Professor Van Oosterzee was called four years ago
to the chair of Scriptural Interpretation in the Univer-

sity of Utrecht, now the centre of evangelical theology

in Holland. He had been pastor of a church in Rot-

terdam, and his new appointment, made at the instance

of the King and his ministers, was a great triumph of

the orthodox party. He had already distinguished him-

self by his Life of Christ and CTiristdogy, in six vol-

umes, and by his exegetical labors in connection with

Lange's Bible- Work. But the oration he delivered on

his assumption of office in the University added largely

to his reputation, and obliterated any doubt which may
have existed concerning his firm attachment to the faith

of the fathers. Bearing the title, The STc&pticism which
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ie anxiously to le avoidedby the Theologians of our Day*
it discusses the character, origin, rights,- fruits, and rem-

edy of the infidelity of the present time. The cardinal

characteristic of this skepticism is, according to Professor

Van Oosterzee, a denial of the great revelation of grace

and truth in Jesus Christ, as the Son of G-od and of

man, by whom salvation is made possible to us and

to all the world. There are three fountains of the

modern infidelity; a scholastic dogmatism, which has

laid more stress on the formularies of the church than

on the Gospel itself; a wild, revolutionary spirit in

politics, not of native growth, but imported from abroad,

which only satisfied itself by the overthrow of thrones,

by the transgression of all established limits, and by its

declaration of the supreme rights of reason and will
;

and a false philosophy, with its unholy brood of Empiri-

cism, Idealism, Materialism, Rationalism, and Natural-

ism. The skepticism of the present day asserts rights
to which it has no claim whatever, for it holds that

the so-called mysteries of Christianity have no divine

basis, and that there can be nothing supernatural in rev-

elation. Neither can the labors of the skeptics pro-
duce substantial and permanent good in any department
of theology. The only way to combat them is not by re-

viewing the opinions of departed thinkers and teachers,
so much as by going directly back to the BiUe itself, and

looking at it with the aid of every new step in science.

Such a weapon is a sound system. It may be termed
the ]foangeli(^-B$lical) historicalphilosophical, Ireni-

cakpractical theology. If it be developed, all the shafts

of infidelity will fall harmless at its feet.

Immediately after the appearance of Professor Van
1 Oratio de Swpticismo, Hodiernis Theologis Oaute Vitando, qnam habuit

Joliannes Jacobus You Oosterzee Theologis Doctor : Eoterodami. 1863.
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Oosterzee's reply to Kenan, La Saussaye published his

work entitled, How must Modem Naturalism be at-

tacked ? While he opposes Naturalism, he also takes ex-

ception to the usual orthodox method of assailing it.

In this work, together 'with other treatises by the same

vigorous writer, we find the Ethical-Irenical theology
stated and defended.

The term Ethical is not, according to La Saussaye,

the same as moral, for morality, conscience, duty, and

virtue are terms which find their home in the Kantian

philosophy, and are now appropriated by the Groning-
en School. Mhical has application to the receptivi-

ties, the inner wants, and states of the heart It dif-

fers from religion just as want differs from supply.

The Christian knows that religious truth, life, and action,

are not the fruits of his subjective state of feeling, but of

revelation, and of the communication of God to his spirit.

The ethical is the natural, and the religious is the su-

pernatural state of the heart. The Ethical theologians

differ from the Supernaturalists on the following psy-

chological ground : the former believe that the super-

natural is communicated with human nature, and is so

inseparable from it that a denial of it is a rejection of

all that is most human in man. The latter hold that the

supernatural, since it is an essential part of religion, is

not necessary merely to accredit revelation, but to es-

tablish it.

While La Saussaye agrees with Van Oosterzee in ap-

plication of the term ethical, he does not hold with him

that the " Thus it is written
"

is an adequate reply to

the nationalist. Neither will his view of miracles har-

monize with that of the professor, or with Vinet and

De Pressens6, of whom he forcibly reminds us in many
of his opinions. The supernaturalistic theory, La Saus-
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saye contends, is incorrect. The Church, has paid too

much attention to the exterior features of miracles, but

far too little to their ethical import, and to the connection

between nature and spirit. Miracles can be defended

only on the ground that the power to work them is still

in the church over which Christ presides and to which

he communicates his energy. The Naturalist who op-

poses the present power of miracles can be convicted by
an appeal to his own personality ;

for he is not merely

nature, but also supernatural, free, spiritual. He feels

Mmself responsible ;
he has a conscience. Renan, in

his picture of Christ and his apostles, places salvation

on an equality with deliverance from sickness, and

makes it mere socialism. If we would rebuke the skep-

ticism of the present day we must return to first princi-

ples ;
not to the doctrines, but to the facts on which

they rest. Kevelation presupposes the ideas of God,

law, responsibility, sin and judgment. "We must recog-

nize Israel's law, though national in form, as written

on the hearts of all men. When you prove the ethical

idea in religion you show at once its necessary factor.

The life of the Church is a spiritual, supernatural, and
therefore wonderful life. It is the great standing mir-

acle which proves the truth of God. The first and all-im-

portant thing to be done by us is not to fight the natural-

ism outside of us, but that which is in us. Above all,

let the church feel and show the power of the resurrec-

tion. The true method of gaining
" the world" is by the

awakening of the Church to a consciousness of those ele-

ments of truth in her possession. The enemy we fight
is not men but a spirit, the spirit of negation, destruc-

tion, and Satan. Let us believe in that Saviour who
makes the soul at peace with God, reconciles man to the

Infinite, and leads and encourages us to attempt to ap-

propriate by our thoughts the undeveloped in our souls.
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On what then depends the future of the Church ?

We hear La Saussaye describe in eloquent words the

conditions of her success :

"
I do not hesitate to declare,"

he says,
"
that the future of a nation depends on a revi-

val, in the very bosom of the Protestant Church, of a

profound and enlightened piety, of an alliance of faith

with science, an alliance which constituted the strength
of our illustrious wise men, and to which we ought to

devote whatever greatness there is yet left us. It is

only by the payment of this price that the Netherland

Church can reconquer that place which she once occupied

among Christian people. But since she does not fill

this position, since we are afraid of majestic science, and

only employ our resources to treat of questions in de-

tail, since the stream of our piety runs through a nar-

row channel, and since science only moves in the direc-

tion of a foolish liberalism, European Protestantismmust

suffer from the unhappy vacancy that is now left in the

ranks of the Church of the Netherlands." 1

The Church of Holland is now passing through the

most important crisis in its history since the Arminian

controversy. The orthodox party is vigorous, and many

strong men are attaching themselves to it. But their

foes are vigilant and bold, and the result cannot yet be

seen. The crisis is a necessity created by the evil ele-

ments of the eighteenth century. When the mineral was

in a state of fusion in the bowels of the earth, it became

mixed with foreign and gross elements. But we cannot

now disengage the impure accessory by breaking the

mass with a hammer. If it be put into the crucible just

as it is,
the elements will separate of themselves. The

theology of Holland, like that of every other Protestant

country, is now in the crucible. The heat is intense,

1 La Orise JReligieuM en Hollande, p. 200.
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but the intensity guarantees tlie destruction of the

dross which has gathered about the truth. There are

many good men in the Church who cannot see the con-

nection and bearing of the gigantic efforts now making
for the overthrow of faith in Holland. Looking upon
them as abnormal, they become discouraged. Therefore

they have cherished a warm attachment to the doctrine

of the speedy coming of Christ. It is now a more com*

mon expression than ever before in that country,
"
Christ

cometh 1
"

Next to the philosophical and religious causes of the

present momentous crisis, stands the absence of popu-
lar thought and of Christian work. There had been

a reliance on the symbols without proper meditation

upon them, or a disposition to trace them back to

their Biblical fountain. Men believed what their

fathers had told them, or, as the French say, "Paroeque
tout le monde le disait? The teachers of the young

thought in the old routine. But the Rationalistic

theologians are driving every friend of the Church

and every firm believer in Scripture to reason for him-

self with the Bible for his basis
;
and in no country is

religion more rapidly christianizing science than in Hol-

land. Young theologians preach more earnestly than

their predecessors had done for a century. La Saus-

saye is an illustration of how an individual is influ-

encing the tendency of the theological mind. He has

never published a complete system, though his friends

are anxiously awaiting the appearance of his Psychol-

ogy. It is the man himself who has done so much
for emancipating the individual, and placing him upon
the immovable truth of the Bible.

Very recently the Church of Holland has applied her-

self to earnest, practical work Her evangelizing efforts
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will now compare favorably witli those of French Prot-

estantism. In no country have the congregations been

more attached to the clergy than in Holland, But the

intimacy has diminished the development of individual

labor and responsibility. Everything was left to the

pastor. Religion consisted in being preached to and

edified. Prayer meetings, and humanitarian and evan-

gelizing associations were unknown. But, of late, many
Sunday Schools have been organized ; religious societies

have been established; and missions have attracted

profound attention.

The first missionary society ever formed in Holland

was the Moravian Mission to Zeist, in 1732. Sixty-five

years elapsed before a second one came into being.

Not one was instituted from 179T to 1851. Since that

date twelve foreign missionary organizations have been

established, and the religious people of the country are

devoting a large portion of their means and labor to

their prosecution. So great is the popular interest in

missions that an Evangelical National Missionary Fes-

tival, held in the open air in July, 1864, attracted many
from the surrounding country to take part in the exer-

cises. It was a Christian Feast of Tabernacles. The

assembly met in a large pine wood. Carriages, horses,

and the rude vehicles of the peasantry lined all the roads

leading thither. The singing of the old Dutch Psalms

could be heard at a great distance. The assembly, num-

bering from ten to twelve thousand, gathered around

the pulpits erected in various places, where returned

missionaries and celebrated preachers from different

cities were speaking on topics adapted to the occa-

sion. The scene was deeply solemn, and highly calcu-

lated to awaken and quicken the conscience of every

hearer.
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Two Home Missions are contributing important

service to the religious and physical improvement of the

poor and neglected. One is the Society for National

Christian Education, founded five years ago, and now

under the presidency of that tireless Christian states-

man, Groen van Prinsterer. Its centre is the Hague,
but it has agents scattered throughout the country to

seek out any locality that may need a school. It has

normal schools in Rotterdam, Utrecht, Groningen, and

Nymegen. It is educating many thousands of children

who would otherwise go through life without any reli-

gious instruction. The other Home Mission, the So-

ciety for the Propagation of Christian Truth in Am-

sterdam, is more local in its character. Though very

young, it has founded sixteen Sunday Schools, attended

by two thousand children; a Christian lodging or

boarding-house at the cheapest rate for homeless fe-

males; a room where the members of the society can reg-

ularly meet to attend Bible lectures, or to hear reports

about home or foreign missions
;
an infant school

;
a

drawing-school for boys; and knitting and sewing-
schools for girls. A large popular religious library
has been formed, which is constantly increased by the

current useful literature. All of these institutions are

under careful Christian direction.
1

The leaven of Christian faith is at work. The
masses are beginning to feel its permeating and purify-

ing power. La Saussaye has despondingly said that
" what the church of Holland is now wanting is faith

in itself, in the genius which has distinguished it, in

the mission which is confided to
it, faith in its future."

She must have faith in God before she can have faith

in herself. The one leads to the other. God's strength
*
Christian Work, Sept. 1863, and July and August, 1864.
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is never perfected except in weakness. It is from with-

out that we receive new power. The disciples who
met in the upper room of the temple were visited by
an energy to which they had "been total strangers. The

Spirit came not from their own hearts, but descended

from heaven. Yet their hearts were immediately illu-

minated, and they felt the force of the promise,
" Ye shall

receive power after that the Holy Ghost is come upon

you." Real strength is not self-development alone, but

reliance on that Love and Power which, now, as long

ago, can save the burning bush from destruction.

25



CHAPTER XVI.

TOASTCE: RA.TIONAUSM IN THE PBOTESTAOT CHUBCH--
THE CRITICAL SCHOOL OF THEOLOGT.

SOME Frencli clergymen, who were sojourning in

Berlin in 18i2, asked Neander, "What ought to be done

to arouse the Protestants of France to thinking upon

theological subjects ?"
" Give yourselves no trouble on

that score," replied the professor ;

"
Theology will yet

have its good day among you. You have in France

the soil in which true theology loves to germinate and

grow I mean Christian life. This has brought you

your great theologians of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, and it is sure to do the same thing in the

nineteenth," The present century has not yet run

two-thirds of its course, and yet the prophecy has been

literally fulfilled.

The spectacle presented to-day in France is highly in-

teresting. The period of indifference has already termi-

nated. The first step toward new vitality has therefore

been taken. French theology is displaying an anima-

tion and seriousness which may well excite the notice of

the whole civilized world. The great minds are bestow-

ing upon sacred subjects an attention nowhere surpassed
in vigor and acuteness. Important religious questions
are taking their place beside political themes, and the

circle of theological readers and thinkers is constantly
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enlarging. Each class is deeply engaged in the discus-

sion of all the new phases of opinion. Every man
chooses his party, cherishes his own convictions, and

preaches them "boldly. The traveler who may make

only a brief stay in Paris will find the representatives
of all the professions spending the whole evening in

the criticism of the last books from the Liberal Party,
and of the rejoinders of their orthodox opponents.

Now, for the first time since the seventeenth century,
a state of general religious inquiry and earnestness

exists. It is not difficult to interpret this quickening
of national thought on theological questions. It means

that France will have no small share in the decision of

the great points at issue between evangelical believers

and their critical, destructive antagonists.
A half century ago the Reformed and Lutheran

churches were sunk in skeptical formalism. They were

divided into two parties, neither of which possessed

spirit enough to defend its position, or grace enough to

ask Grod for his blessing. One adhered to the cold

Supernaturalism of the eighteenth century, the other to

a system of philosophical Deism. The reduced state

of piety was largely due to the oppression suffered at

the hand-, of the state. The Eevocation of the Edict of

Nantes, which deprived Protestants of both religious

and civil liberty, occurred in October, 1685, and it was

not until 1808 that the law of the 18th Germinal once

more recognized their rights, and placed Catholicism

and Protestantism on an equal basis. The whole in-

terval was marked by a stagnation of fearful character.

At the time of the Revocation, the Reformed church

had eight hundred edifices and six hundred and forty

pastors, but when the restoration occurred it had but

one hundred and ninety churches and the same number

of pastors.
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The apostasy of the Protestants went to a fearful

extent. For example, at the very time of the infamous

worship of the Groddess of Reason, a pastor and his

elders carried their communion plate and the baptismal
vessels to the mayor, to have them melted down for the

nation. Improvement began about 1820. There were

but three Protestant chapels in Paris, and the services

were dull and unattractive. To the late Frederic

Monod belongs the imperishable honor of commencing
the renovation by means of his little Sunday school

"Never will the traces of his labors be effaced," says

M. de Pressense,
"
for te it is to whom we owe the first

farrows in the vast field which, now we rejoice to see

white unto the harvest." A domestic evangelical spirit,

embracing the most distant provinces, began to be ap-

parent in the ministrations of the clergy and in the

popular attendance at the services.

A foreign agency also contributed to the awakening.
In 1785 a Wesleyan mission was commenced in the

Norman isle of Guernsey, and in the following year
Adam Clarke was sent to Jersey. It was designed to

make the Channel Islands the beginning of French mis-

sions. Wesley predicted that they would be outposts
for evangelizing efforts all over the Continent, In a

short time Jean de Quetteville and John Angel went
over into Normandy, and preached the gospel in. many
villages. Dr. Coke, the superintendent of the Meth-

odist missions, went with the former preacher to Paris,

where they organized a shortlived mission. But the

labors of Mahy, who had been ordained by Coke, were

very successful. Large numbers came to his ministry,
and many were converted through his instrumentality.
When peace was declared after the battle of Waterloo,
three men, Toase, Kobarts, and Frankland, sailed for
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Normandy. In 181Y Charles Cook joined them. He
went from town to town, stirring up tlie sluggish con-

science of French Protestantism. He terminated Ms
arduous toils in 1858, leaving "behind Mm a French

branch of the Methodist church, which embraces one

hundred and fifty-two houses of worship, one hundred

ministers, lay and clerical, and fifteen hundred members.

Merle d'Aubign< has said of Dr. Cook that " the work
which John Wesley did in Great Britain Charles Cook
has done, though on a smaller scale, on the Continent."

His death was lamented by all the leaders of French

Protestantism. Professor G. De Felice, of Montauban,
has affirmed that, of the instruments of the French

awakening,
" Dr. Charles Cook was not the least in-

fluential."
1

The new religious interest arising from the native

and imported influences was so fatal to the prevalent

skepticism that Voltaire and his school have now but

few adherents. Skeptics of France consider that type

effete, and unworthy of their support.
" The present

disciples of Voltaire," says Pastor Fisch, "are compelled
to deny his language if they would remain true to the

spirit of their master. For, to deride Jesus Christ would

manifest an inexcusable want of respectability."

But infidelity has only changed its position. Des

Cartes, the apostle of Rationalism in France, had taught
that God was only a God-Idea, or human thought con-

tinuing itself in divine thought and in infinity. He
would make no greater admission than that God had

put the world in motion. The principles of Des Cartes,

clustering around this opinion, have never lost their

hold upon the French mind, and are now influencing it

to a remarkable degree.
1
Stevens, HfotoTy of Methodism, YoL 2, pp. 331-839.
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Cartesianism gained new power by the agency of

the Eclectic School, whose champions were Royer- Col-

lard, Maine de Biran, Cousin, and Jouffroy. Their

great achievement was the unification of the philosophi-

cal sytenis of Germany and Scotland. But the Eclectics

are now in a state of dissolution,

Positivism, as a subordinate system, is the work of

Comte alone. This, too, is every year losing its hold

upon the land of its birth. Its fundamental principle

is, that in virtue of an inner law of development of the

mind, the whole human race will gradually emancipate
itself from all religion and metaphysics, and substitute

for the worship of God that of love of humanity, or a

mundane religion. The law of development consists in

the psychological experience that all the ideas and cog-

nitions of the human mind have necessarily to pass

through the three stages of theology, metaphysics, and

positivism. It is only when it arrives at the stand-

point of absolutely positive, or mathematically exact

knowledge, that human thought attains its goal of per-

fection. The religion of mankind is divided into three

stages ; fetichism, polytheism, and monotheism. Its rep-

resentatives are Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris-

tianity. Catholicism is better suited than any other

form of religion to the perfect development of human

society. The Christian world is now in the transitory

stage of metaphysics, which, by and by, will lead to the

golden age of Positivism. This is the absolute religion,

or the worship of humanity, which needs no God or

revelation.

While Comte has so deeply impressed the think-

ing circles of France that his opiaions are still percep-
tible in the doctrines of the Liberal Party, another,

great agent has been operating upon the young, unedu-
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cated, and laboring classes. We refer to the
liglit

French novel, orfeuitteton literature. Such writers as

Sue, George Sand, and Dumas, father and son, have

published many volumes which were Issued in cheap

style, and afterward scattered profusely over the land,

These works have been extensively read, not only in

France, but in all parts of the Continent, Great Britain,

and the United States. A recent traveler has averred

that he found many persons perusing them in the read-

ing-rooms of Athens. But the public mind sometimes

needs a path by which it can effect a transition from a

skeptical to an evangelical condition. May it not be

that, as far as France is concerned, the minds of the

masses have, by this agency, been deflected to such an

extent from the infidelity of Encyclopsedism that pop-
ular evangelical literature will now find a readier en-

trance than it could otherwise have efiected ? If a

taste for reading be once created, it may be won, under

judicious management and by the aid of God's Spirit, to

a purer cause than that which first excited it. The

tendency of the works in question is indisputably

pernicious, but, if we may think they will serve as a

medium of passage for the French masses to the read-

ing and adoption of the great truths of the Gospel, let

us not be too slow to accept the consolation.

Such are some of the agencies which have been op-

erating upon the French mind. It now becomes neces-

sary to take a survey of the present theological move-

ments, and to show in what relations the Rationalistic

and evangelical thinkers stand to each other.

The Critical School of Theology is beyond all compar-

ison the greatest foe of orthodoxy in France. The Eng-
lish Rationalists exhibit but little scholarly depth, having
borrowed their principal' thoughts from Germany. The
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Dutch are too speculative to be successful at present,

and the Germans have already grown weary of their

long warfare. But the French School, claiming such

writers as Scherer, Colani, Pecaut, E6ville, Eeuss, Co-

querel, and Renan, is not to be disregarded, nor are its

arguments to be met with indifference. It is, however,

most gratifying to state that those ardent friends of the

Gospel who resist the attacks of this school manifest a

zeal, learning, and skill, quite equal to their ill-armed op-

ponents.

By virtue of that principle of centralization which has

long been in force in France, the Critical School of Theol-

ogy makes Paris the chief seat of its influence. Availing

itself of the advantage of the press, it now publishes

an organ adapted to every class of readers.1 The mem
bers of the Critical School are connected with the Prot-

estant Church, yet they claim to teach whatever views

they may see proper to entertain. They profess deep
attachment to the Church, and in their journals advise

every one to unite himself with the fold of Christ. If

the Eeformed Church, in which the most of the Ration-

alists are found, were not bound to the State by the

Concordat and Budget it is probable that it would be

divided. One branch would be the Reformed Church

of France, founded in 1559, with a clearly determined

creed, which none but a General Synod would have

power to modify. The other would be the Church of

the Future, which would proclaim the admission of no

dogmas, no liturgy, and no discipline, and would give

1 For thinking- circles, it issues the Revue de ThSologie et de PUlosopJii*

Chretienne, founded fifteen years ago by Scherer and Colani. It influences

the general public by the daily political paper, Le Temps, and the fievue

(hrmwiique. The Strasburg Revue and Paris Lien, are for the special
benefit of Protestants in general; while the Dis&iple de Jesus (JJvrist and
Ptite-Gharite are designed for children and uneducated persons.
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power to every one to preach contradictory and nega-
tive doctrines in its pulpits.

1

The association of Rationalists in Paris is called the

liberal Protestant Union. It claims that Protestantism,
as represented by the churches, has ceased to be progres-
sive and civilizing. According to its platform, there is no

religious authority but free examination
;
while hostility

to all common symbols, and to all profession of faith, is a

duty. The Union was immediately opposed. Among
other indications of the ill-favor with which it was receiv-

ed was a Remonstrance, signed by some of the most dis-

tinguished laymen of Paris. Their language in defense

of the Bible as authority for faith was unequivocal
" We

do not believe," they said,
" that righteousness is indif-

ference
;
nor do we believe that there is, or can be, a

church without a doctrine, a religious doctrine, which

unites believers and forms the bond of the Church."

The opinions of the French Critical School of The-

ology, at which the Remonstrance was aimed, may
be briefly stated.

No system is adopted. It professes none, and

studiously avoids the embarrassment consequent upon

any obligation. Colani says, "We do not present to

our readers any fixed system ;
we have none

;
we are

asldngfor one conscientiously, patiently ;
with all our

contemporaries, we are in the midst of an epoch of tran-

sition. We call around us those who, dissatisfied with

the forms of an antiquated system of dogma, and ful-

ly admitting salvation by Christ alone, desire to labor

in raising the new edifice which is to be built on the

solid basis of Him who is at once the son of man and'

the Son of Grod. . . . Not a school, not a system,

but a tendency is that which we represent. The device

1 M. De Goninek, Christian Work, April, 1863.
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on our banner is 'The True Development of Chris*

tian Thought,'
" *

It is difficult to arrive at a knowledge
of what this leader is so modest as to call only a "

ten-

dency." It claims to have the right of judgment con-

cerning all the truths of the Bible
;
holds that the Ro-

ckelle Confession is a very good monument of the faith

of the fathers, but should not now be imposed ;
that

the Bible has no more authority than the books of Plato

or Aristotle
;
that each man has a revelation in himself,

free from the imperfections of the Mosaic and Christian

revelations; that science, criticism, and examination

open the only path to truth
;
that miracles should be

discarded
;
that Protestantism has lost sight of its mis-

sion
;
and that a second Reformation, embodied in the

Church of the Future, is needed to complete the first.
2

An acknowledged leader of the liberal party has

made some statements which more nearly approach the

enunciation of a system than we have been able to

find in any other authority of French Rationalism.

M. R^ville says, "The modern Protestant theology

[Rationalism] aspires not to deny the doctrines of

the Reformation absolutely, but to preserve the truti

that is in them by filtering them through a mediun
more conformed to our science and our reason. Th*

dogmas of original sin, the trinity, the incarnation, justi

fieation by faith, future rewards, and the inspiration of

the sacred writings, may serve as examples. On the firs

of these dogmas, renouncing the idea of an original per

faction, the reality of which is contrary to reason, am
to $11 our historical analogies, modern theology woulc

insist on the evil influence which determines to evil ai

1
Progress of Eeligiw* Thought in the Protestant Church of Jfran&

pp. 8-9.
1
J^^yUse $eformte de France et la TMologie Ifouvelle, pp. 5-7.
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individual plunged in society where sin reigns, on the

necessary passage from a state of innocence to a state of

moral consciousness and struggle, on the fall which man
endures when he sinks from his higher nature to his

lower, and renounces God's will to serve his own. As
to the trinity, avoiding the scholastic and contradictory
tritheism of the old creeds, intent on vigorously pre-

serving God's essential unity, and at the same time his

conscious or personal life, this theology attaches itself

to the grand idea of the Divine Word pervading the

world, as the uttered thought, the objective revelation

of God, conceived as manifesting himself to himself in

his works. In humanity this eternal word becomes the

Holy Spirit, the light which lightens every man coming
into the world, but which shines in all its splendor in

Jesus Christ. In this series of ideas the incarnation

loses that stamp of absolute contradiction which it takes

from the orthodox idea of one and the same person,

who is at the same time God and man, finite and infinite,

localized and omnipresent, praying and prayed to, know

ing and not knowing all things, and impeccable, yet

tempted. The pure and real humanity of Christ is the

basis of the system, and the system may be summed up
in these words : The Son of Man is the Son of God.

Man is justified by faith, not as the old orthodoxy

taught, that is, because he believes that satisfaction was

given to God in his place and on his behalf, but because

he has confidence in the eternal love of God, and in his

own destination for good, as evidenced by Christ in his

life and in his death.
" The eternity of future sufferings gives place to an

idea more in conformity with sound philosophy, and the

revelation of infinite love, according to which, pain re-

sulting from sin, can have for its object only the ame-
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lioration of the sinner, and special stress is laid on the

spiritual truth that heaven and hell are much less differ-

ent places than different states of the sonl. The inspi-

ration of the Scriptures, that dogma the truth of which

consisted in the scriptural value of the Biblical books,

as giving a sure basis for faith, as supplying aliment to

piety, and elevating the heart, more and more loses

its miraculous character to approach analogous phenom-
ena drawn from religions in general, or from other

fields where the mind of man reveals itself as inspired.

The change of views, however, does not take from the

Bible its character as a truly divine book; still does it

remain in religion the Book of Books.7' x

It is unsafe to adduce the testimony of any mem-
ber of this school as an absolute standard of the theo-

logical position of all the rest. There is a wide diver-

sity of opinion among them, as any one will perceive
who has attempted the comparison. But after examin-

ing the individual opinions of^oine of these men, it will

not be difficult to form a correct judgment of their in-

tellectual position as a whole.

One of the most laborious of the number is Edmond

Scherer, formerly Professor of Theology in the Univer-

sity of Geneva, His first point of departure from or-

thodoxy was on the inspiration and authority of the

Bible. He became absorbed in German Rationalistic

criticism, and adopted its leading principles. His skep<
tical views caused such offense that he was led to re-

sign his position, when he soon commenced the pub-
lication of his views in the new Revue de TJieologie
at Strasburg. He has subsequently kept aloof from
all participation in the State Church and confined

.

*
Progress of Iktigwu* Thought in the Protestant Church of France,

pp. 89-90.
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himself mostly to writing essays. Some of them have

recently been collected into a volume, entitled Miscella-

nies of Religious Criticism!

Protestantism, according to Scherer, has a right to

free inquiry. Once give it the Bible as authority, and

you drive it back to Catholicism. This is what has al-

ready been done by Protestants, whose religion has

numbered its days. Authority has been its ruin, and
now it has no liberty. The Evangelists contradict each

other in many instances. The Apostles failed to quote
the Old Testament correctly. Their gross errors are

sufficient of themselves to overthrow all the claims of

Scripture to authority. It is not certain that the Gospel
of John is authentic; that the discourses of Jesus are

correctly reported ;
that Jesus taught his consubstanti-

ality with the Father
;
that the divinity of Christ in-

volves his omnisicence
;
that Christ had any intention

to decide questions of criticism and canonicity ;
that he

believed in the inspiration of the Old Testament
;
that

he acknowledged the divinity of the Canticles and EC-

clesiastes
;
or that, if he sanctioned the inspiration of

the Old Testament, he did the same thing concerning
the New.

The New Testament, says Scherer, is full of errata.

It contains different records of the same facts. Take as

an example the conversion of Saul, of which there are

three accounts in the Acts. The discourses of Christ

are described in different contexts ;
the same discourses

are not related in similar words
;
and there is no exact-

ness in the narratives. There are differences in the

Gospels, affecting the ideas and actions of Jesus, which

sometimes amount to positive contradictions. They

1
Progress of Religious Thought in ike Protestant Church, of France.

Biographical Notices, pp. iii.-Iv.
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exist also between the first three Gospels and that

of John. The last Evangelist gives a very different ac-

count of many points in the history of the passion and

resurrection of Christ, especially in respect to the last

Supper and the chronology of the whole passion-week

Christ announced his second coming as near at hand.

Hence he, or the Evangelists in reporting him, were

grossly in error. There are, in a word, serious objec-

tions to accepting the New Testament as authoritative
;

because we find in it the use of the Septuagint ; quota-

tions from the Old Testament in a sense not intended in

the original ;
influence of Jewish traditions

;
Rabbini-

cal arguments ; uncertainty in reports of the discourses

of Christ
;
contradictions between different accounts of

the same facts
;
errors in chronology and history ;

and

Messianic hopes and expectations not in accordance with

external events. What right have we, therefore, to ac-

cept as infallible that in which we find such an admix-

ture of error ? It is the duty of religious science to

reconcile revelation with the growing requirements of

human thought, and to smooth over the transition from

the dogma of the past to that of the future. Dogmatic

exegesis does this by separating the substance from

the form, faith from formulas, and by distinguishing
and pointing out the religious element under the tem-

porary expression which reveals it.

What then is the Bible which Scherer's exegesis pre-
sents to us ? Faith in it rests on two bases

; first, the in-

spiration and canon of Scripture ;
and second, the sub-

jects or organs of inspiration. The first is untenable and

false, for the stand-point of authority has already spoil-

ed everything in our theology. Authority determines

beforehand what we must believe, whereas reason alone

should perform that office. There is a communicated
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revelation to our own minds which should claim the

high office of authority. The Bible, in an objective

sense, is a divine book, because it contains the remem-

brance of the most important events in the religious his-

tory of the world. Judaism and Christianity are there

in their completeness. The Bible is therefore more than

a book
;

it presents us with the living personality of

those who founded Christ's Kingdom on earth. Inspi-

ration, such as we find in the Scriptures, is not confined

to them, for it is immanent wherever there is intelligence.

The spirit of the Bible is the eternal spirit of God
;
but

it is the same spirit which has inspired all good men in

past Scriptural periods, the Augustines, St. Bernards,

Arndts, and Vinets. It is a falsehood of theology against

faith to deny these men the same kind of inspiration

which we find in the Scriptures. Biblical inspiration

differs in different writers. They wrote from diverse

stand-points. The chroniclers of Scripture told all they

knew, but noli much could be expected of them. Who
would dare to speak of the inspiration of the books of

Samuel, Ruth, Kings, and Chronicles ?

But let us hear what Scherer says of the miracles of

Christ. No evangelical facts should be taken as points

of departure in testing Christianity. It is absurd to

speak of Christ's miracles as being designed for mani-

festations of his divinity. Conceding them to be prodi-

gies, they are far below those of Moses and Elijah.

Christ did not work miracles in attestation of his power.
He performed them in connection with his own words

or expressions of other persons. When he gave miracu-

lous power to his disciples, he simply did it as a means

of beneficence. Miracles, in their true sense, are op-

posed to both the Jewish and Christian notions of them.

Those of Christ are not the attestation and recommen-
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dation of his ministry ; they are acts of that ministry ;

acts which have not their value exterior to themselves
;

whose value is not in their argumentative character, but

in their own intrinsic nature. They constitute an in-

tegral part of the gospel, but nothing more. Christ's

cures are not solely the symbol, they are the counter-

part of the spiritual redemption brought by him unto

the world. The authenticity of miracles is another ques-

tion, and belongs altogether to exegesis.
1

Taking the

Scripture narrative as a whole, we greatly err in attach-

ing any authority to it. Mohammed and the false

prophets should be placed side by side with Moses and

Jesus Christ
;
for the religion of Christ is a purely hu-

man one, like that of Buddha and the Arabian prophet.
The Mosaic account of creation is evidently absurd

;
for

man was at first a monkey.
M. Larroque contends that the time has now come

for a total departure from the last pagan tradition.

Christianity has passed its alloted time, and is now in

its death-pangs. Material interests claim minute atten-

tion. All we want is the assertion of a pure, ra-

tional religion. It was a great misfortune that Marcus

Aurelius did not popularize the theism which he ex-

pressed in his writings. It would not then have been

possible for Constantine to establish the Christian reli-

gion, and the world would have been spared the ir-

ruption of the barbarians, and the many subsequent pe-
riods of darkness.

2

M. Rougemont adheres to the accommodation-

theory. It is the only method of relief in this day of

darkness. God, in revelation, has only addressed him-
1
Essays: Theological Conversations; Errata of the New Testament;

What the Bible is ; The Miracles of Okrist.
* Examen Critique des Doctrines de la, Religion Chretimne :

tion Jtetigieuse.
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self to the physical man. He communicated his spirit

not the Holy Spirit to the prophets. But that was
exterior action. The sacred volume is the historic wit-

ness of revelation, and is merely a relative necessity.
The Church has existed before the Scriptures, and could

still live if they were extinguished.
1

M. Colani is prominent both as preacher and writer.

A pastor of Strasburg being sick, he was urged to sup-

ply the pulpit for a few Sabbaths. Though he ac-

cepted with great reluctance, he was successful in pleasing
the congregation. He was chosen permanent pastor,

and has continued the functions of his office, together
with the chief editorship of the Hevue de Theologie*

His opinions are to be found in that periodical, and in

several successful volumes of sermons. He professes to

be neither satisfied with Rationalism in its destructive

sense, nor with orthodoxy. He is confessedly one of

the champions of the Critical School. Skepticism, he

contends, is perfectly legitimate. We are authorized to

doubt
;
our opinions are fallible

;
we must be prepared

to change them whenever we think we can find better

ones. The Bible is intended to reveal to us a life, not

a dogma. We find in it no effort to describe dogmas ;

no theological criticisms
;
no system of morality.

2 Re

ligious inspiration is nothing but an extraordinary kin

dling of the divine spirit inherent in human nature.

The Scripture writers are imperfect and limited by their

own intelligence. The only way to reconcile religion

and science is by history. We must study man not as

an individual or nation, but as to his human nature.

By doing this we will not take a characteristic for the

man himself. Man is, by the testimony of history, &

religious being, and history reveals his destiny.

1 Christ et aes Ttmoim. * Reoue de Thfologie. Oct. 1853.

26
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Immortality is accepted. We Lave a personal life

going into tlie infinite. Humanity develops itself by
the action of the individual genius, and tlie individ-

ual only successfully unfolds himself by not break-

ing the bond which unites "him to the general devel-

opment of his species. "We must consider the Bible

as a collection of documents, over winch criticism has

absolute rights. We must distinguish, between the

thought of Christ and that of his historians. They in-

sisted on what seemed to them miracles. Christ is in

open conflict with the principle which would make
miracles the necessary sign of a true revelation. He has

taught the world to recognize God in the regular opera-

tion of natural laws. He never lays down any dog-
matic conditions, and does not make religious character

dependent on the reception of any class of doctrines.

We must have faith in him alone, and not in his words.

To be a Christian is to participate in the general life of

the Christian church, and to take part with others in

the labor of the Christian mind.1

M. Pecaut affirms that the present position of the

French Protestant church is no longer tenable, for its

principle of doctrinal faith restrains free examination.

It is, however, in a transition-period, and there is

an indication of progress in the present interest in

great questions of theology. For the doctrines of Prot-

estantism we should substitute a pure, simple Deism
;

we should substitute philanthropism for morality. The
Bible is not entitled to authority, for it has no trace of

inspiration. There is no such thing as mediation. We
must not attach too much importance to the Messianic

ide% for this would imply a special revelation. The
1
Essay: Vtem and JAms. Sermons : What there is in the Bible; The

Simplicity tftiw Gospel
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Gospels rest on a very insecure "basis. The theses of

Paul betray a continued oscillation between the mys
tic and Jewish conceptions. As a whole, the Bible

is not divine, and we should at once discard faith in its

authoritative character. The only way by which Christ

now acts upon persons is by the force of his example
and ideas, just as Moses, Mohammed, and Socrates now
influence men. Religious faith is not necessarily faith

in Christ. He was not free from sin in a moral sense
;

he had a natural sinfulness by virtue of his humanity.
1

M. Grotz, pastor at Nismes, was once under the in-

fluence of A. Monod, but owing to the withdrawal of

Scherer from orthodoxy, he joined the Rationalists. He
holds that revelation is not peculiar to the Scriptures.

There are many kinds of revelation, and we find them

continually in history. Every manifestation of God is

a revelation. We must always examine freely and crit-

ically ;
nowhere does Christ enjoin the contrary. We

need to use our intellectual faculties and conscience.

The greatest revelation is Christ, not his doctrines, but

himself. We should always keep prophecy and mira-

cles in the background, for they are minor questions and

should occupy an humble position.
2

Of all the members of the Critical School, Renan is

the best known to the English and American public.

He has written a number of works on various topics,
8

but it is by his Life of Jesus that he has gained great-

est celebrity. God, Providence, and immortality are,

with him, dull words about which philosophy has long

played and finally interpreted in the most refined sense.

1 Le Christ et la Conscience.

3
Essay: What is Revelation*

* Studies of Religious History ; On the Origin ofLanguage; Averroa

and Ao&rroism ; History and comparative System of the Semitic languages /

Boole of Job ; JOssays on Morals and Criticism; Solomon** Song.
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There is no reason why a pappoose should "be immor-

tal. Religion is a part of man's nature, and, in return,

he is benefited and elevated by it. God's revelation is

in man's innate consciousness. There is no necessity for

miracles
;

all that we need in this life is the mere result

of the operation of natural forces. The present age is

one in which we should freely criticise whatever comes

up for acceptance ;
but it is wrong to assume the prop-

agandist. Let men have their own views
;
we have no

right to force others upon them. Man is very much at-

tached to the theories contained in the world's first re-

ligion* He has given it symbolical expression, for it is

thus that religion will always embody itself. Man
wants some way by which to tell how and what he

thinks of God.1

The Gospels were all written, Renan contends, in

the first century. The Jews were anticipating some-

body who would prove a means of their improvement.
Christ fitted the ideal, and the way was smoothed for

his success by their visions, dreams, and hopes. The
beautiful scenery of lake, valley, mountain, and river

developed his poetic temperament. Then the Old Tes-

tament made a deep impression on him, for he imagined
it was full of voices pointing him out as the great future

reformer. He was unacquainted with Hellenic culture,

and hence it was his misfortune not to know that

miracles had been wisely rejected by the schools which
had received the Greek wisdom. In course of time a

period of intoxication came upon him. He imagined
that he was to bring about a new church which he

everywhere calls the Kingdom of God. His views
were Utopian ;

he lived in a dream life, and his ideal-

ism elevated him above all other agitators. He found-
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ed a sect, and his disciples became Intoxicated with his

own dreams. But he did not sanction all their excesses:

for instance, lie did not "believe the inexact and contra-

dictory genealogies which we find in his historians.

Yet he was a thorough thaumafrurgist and sometimes

indulged a gloomy feeling of resentment. His miracles

are greatly exaggerated. He probably did some things

which, to ignorant minds, appeared prodigies, but

they were very few in number. He never rose from

the dead
;
he had never raised Lazarus. By and by,

the love of his disciples created him into a divinity,

clothed him with wonderful powers, made him greater
than he had ever pretended to be. Hence Christianity

arose. It was love like that of Mary Magdalene,
" a hallucinated woman, whose passion gave to the

world a resurrected God.1? * Kenan's position will ex-

plain all that he says of Christ. He loots at him from

the stand-point of naturalism. Christ is no mediator.

As an American writer has well said :
" From this life

of Christ no one would ever infer that there was sin in

the world and that Christ came to save sinners."

The reception of the Life of Jeaua was most hearty

throughout France. Criticism from every side was

employed "upon it. Over a hundred thousand copies

were soon sold, and translations were made into all the

European tongues. Its greatest success was in Roman
Catholic countries. In France, Italy, Austria, Belgium,
and Spain it has found a warm reception, but in the

north of Europe, Protestant Germany, and England, it

has had less success. As to the ultimate effect of the

work, Wfc have every reason to value the opinion of M.

de Pressens6, who has surveyed the whole ground, and

also written the best criticism upon Eenan that has

1
Lyfe of Jew*. American Edition.
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appeared in any country. He says :

" I am persuaded
that the results accomplished by it will be, in the

main, good ;
that it will not shake the faith of any true

believer
;
that it will produce, with many of those who

were wavering, a good reaction, which will bring them

back to a positive faith
;
and that the common sense of

the people will not fail to see that it is not thus that

history is written, and that the problem of the origin

of Christianity still remains unexplained in its grand-

eur." It is likely that an advantage will accrue to

Renan from the recent action of the Government. He

occupied the chair of Oriental Languages in the College

of France, but was deposed by the Minister of Public

Instruction. Boasting that he would still retain his

title, he continued to teach in his private house. He
lost his salary, but claimed the martyr-crown. When
last heard from, he was traveling in the countries de-

scribed in the New Testament as the scene of the labors

of the apostles. His avowed purpose is to publish an

attack upon the apostolic history.

Athanase Coquerel, jr.,
editor of the Lien, and a cele-

brated preacher, justly takes rank among the leaders

of the Critical School He has recently been the sub-

ject of an excitement of little less absorbing interest

than the sensation occasioned by Kenan. Fourteen

years ago, Martin Paschoud, one of the Rationalistic

Reformed pastors of Paris, selected him as his suffragan
or assistant. The Consistory ratified the appointment.

In' the Reformed, church the assistant pastors do
not hold their office by the same title as the titular

or regular pastors. The continuance of the former

is subject to renewal every two or three years by the

Presbyterial Council But the regular pastors, when
first nominated by the Consistory, are afterwards con-
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firmed by the Government. They cannot be removed

except by the action of the state. This is the reason

why so many Rationalistic pastors are now in fall pos-
session of prominent Protestant pulpits in France. ISTo

synod, consistory, or presbytery has power to try them
for heresy. In fact, there is no standard of doctrine by
which heresy can be tested. There being no General

Assembly, with power either to establish new standards

of doctrine or to give vitality to the old ones, the pul-

pits of the Reformed church are open to every form of

teaching that may profess to be Christian.
1

Coquerel's last renewal expired about the end of

1863, when his re-appointment became necessary. But

his decline into Rationalism had been so rapid that the

Presbyterial Council refused to renew the mandate, and

he lost his position as suffragan by a vote of twelve

against three. He subsequently published a confession

of his faith, addressed to his former catechumens, in

which the only point of real defense which he substan-

tiates is the charge of Pantheism. He strongly affirms

his belief in the personality of God. From M. Co-

(juerePs essays we can derive a correct view of his Ra-

tionalistic principles. He affirms that his opinions on

the trinity, original sin, the atonement, inspiration of

the Scriptures, and other doctrines, called fundamental,

axe not a little, but altogether different from the ortho-

lox views. He does not consider the Bible inspired,

and has therefore written a work in defense of Renan,

liis
" dear and learned friend." As for the Gospels, he

inds in them the sublimest of all histories on the one

hiand, and traces of legends on the other; doctrines and

precepts of eternal validity in one place, and stains of

the errors of the age in which the books were written,

1
McClintock, Letter of March, 1864, wNew York MethoditU
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in another. Eeason has tlie right of judging all the

tnitlis of revelation. The Confession of Faith of the

sixteenth century is a very good monument of the faith

of our fathers, but should not now be imposed. The

Apostles and Evangelists never made any claim to infal-

libility. There are two groups of views concerning
Christ in the New Testament : First^ that contained in

Paul's epistles, especially in Hebrews. Paul did not

identify Christ with God, nor did he misconceive the

humanity of Christ, and attribute preexistence to him.

Second. All the second group, consisting of the epistles

of James and Peter, the Acts, and the Apocalypse, rest

on a purely historical view. To the writers of the lat-

ter, Jesus seemed the Messiah; hence we have from

them all that is extraordinary in his history. Christ

meant in Matt. xL 27, that he had received his

knowledge from God. He did not refer to lis own
essence. Literal interpretation of Scripture does not

bring us to a knowledge of Christ. His humanity,

being all tlat is valuable in his character, contains the

mystery that belongs more or less to every individual.

His commission from God does not differ from that of

other men. That which distinguishes him from his

species was his knowledge of humanity and of the

future. He had not omniscience, nor infallibility ; noth-

ing but superior knowledge. He had his gross defects
;

for example, his belief in the power of evil spirits. Yet
Christ was not a real sinner, and he represented and
realized progress without any arrest. Thus he is the

ideal and model of humanity.
That which distinguishes Coquerel's views from

Socinianism is his Christology. Contending for the
moral purity of Christ, he holds that he was the second

Adam. But Christ was not the Son of God. He was
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so denominated just as we term a hero the Son of Mars.

"We must look at the Scriptures in the light of reason
;

then we shall behold the fabulous element. Many
parts differ in quality, while some are not authentic.

The Second Epistle of Peter, for example, was neithei

written by that apostle nor was it a product of his age.
But authority does not rest in the letter, or in the leaves

of Scripture. The divine spirit acts in the soul freely

and independently of the letter. It is high time that we
renounce the puerile, disrespectful, and contradictory

worship of the letter. The letter killeth.

The French Critical School numbers among its ad-

herents many young and talented theologians, some of

whom are already distinguished for profound learning

and literary activity. But the history of Skepticism
discloses the fact that religious error has always
attracted the young to its embrace. One half of the

triumphs of infidelity are attributable to the flattering
'

promises which it makes to those who have not lived

long enough to know that infidelity is nothing but a

colossal structure of egotism. The deluding voice says

to the young man^
" You live in a progressive age, and

why are you not progressive yourself? Your fathers

believed the old Confessions, imagined Christ to be di-

vine, and the Scriptures inspired. We do not blame

them much, for they knew no better. But, if you fol-

low in their footsteps, the world will never give you any
credit for originality ; your slow chariot will move on

in the old rut
; you will never accomplish anything ;

your generation will be in advance of you. Be a man !

The field of usefulnesss, prominence, and honor, opens

before you. Think for yourself! The Bible is a book

of the past, and you should have moie manliness and

independence than to be guided by its declarations."
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It is not surprising that the temptation to fall into

this snare is, for many, too great to be resisted. This

is true not only of many young Frenchmen, but also of

large numbers of Englishmen and Americans, who are

casting about for a permanent creed. When they yield,

they little dream of the unhappiness in store for them.

They never have the consolation derived from settled

opinions ;
life passes without a fixed faith

;
old age be-

comes miserable; and death, however much it may
appear to be a relief, is a step into darkness and

uncertainty.



CHAPTER XVII.

FRANCE CONTINUED : EVANGELICAL THEOLOGY OPPOSING
RATIONALISM.

THE influences operating against the integrity and

progress of the Protestant church of France are opposed

by vigorous agencies. From the clergy and laity men
of eminent endowments have arisen who, in ecclesiastical

councils, and through the press, have defended evan-

gelical Christianity with a spirit worthy of their Hugue-
not ancestors. Their task has been herculean. At every

point of the horizon infidelity has appeared, and sought
to gain a hearing in Paris. Romanism has crippled the

advance of truth among the masses. The priesthood

enjoy the favor of the government. But the faithful and

learned adherents to orthodoxy in all parts of the em-

pire are able to cope with their antagonists. Inspired

by such men as Vinet and Monod, they do not stand

merely on the defensive, but are constantly aggressive.

Foremost of the modern reformers of France stands

the name of M. Edmond de Pressense. He is a vigor-

ous writer, takes an active part in public religious

movements, and edits the Hevue Cfiretienne^ a theologi-

cal monthly, which, in both the ability and orthodoxy
exhibited in its contents, has no superior in the world.

Through this medium M. de Pressens6 i& able to keep

up a constant attack upon his adversaries, and to dis
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cover all their subterfuges as fast as they may appear.

We do not look to this theologian for a system, because

he publishes his views mostly as replies to the assaults

of Eationalism. Yet, by an analysis of his writings,

we shall find him entertaining such opinions as do equal

honor to his devout spirit and gigantic intellect.

M. de Pressens6 believes that it is the duty of the

Church not to create a moderate Rationalism to take

the place of the bolder system, but to engage anew in

a vigorous warfare against a school that would contest

the divine basis on which Christianity rests. Such, he

holds, is the task of the Christian philosophy of the

present day. Evangelical Protestantism is everywhere

manifesting a necessity of reorganization. And it has

need to do so. The Church of the present day is en-

gaged in an inner crisis, which, in one respect, is legiti-

mate
;
for it has the great burden of expurgation and

reconstruction upon it. The burden consists in separat-

ing the immortal truth of the gospel from human im-

perfections, and in finding in it a more complete expres-

sion. The present crisis has dangers and temptations

which, in our day, render moral and intellectual life

very difficult, and multiply shipwrecks before our eyes.

"We wish," M. de Pressens^ declares for himself

and his co-laborers,
" to serve the cause of evangelical

theology, and nothing else. We do not lift a standard

which would summon all opinions and systems without

distinction. We stand upon the position that there

is a positive revelation, which is not the most distil

guished product of human reason, but a divine work
of redemption by him whom we appeal to as the Son
of Man and the Son of God, who

' died for our sins and
rose again for our justification.' It is in the Holy
Scriptures that we find the revelation which supplies
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tie immortal wants of our conscience. Apostolical

Christianity does not come to us as the first theological

elaboration, the first system in a series. It is Chris-

tianity itself, and consequently the primitive type, from

which we ought never to wander. It is the norm and

rule of theology. Within these limits we freely admit

the liberty of thought. Variety of opinions has noth-

ing which frightens us; and we would regard uni-

formity and unanimity on secondary points as a fearfol

evil" 1

The purity of the Protestant theology of France is

an aim constantly before M. de Pressense. He holds

that, notwithstanding the diversity of its formulae, this

theology is distinguished by two features : first, it ac-

cepts the authority of the Holy Scriptures, and con-

siders them alone as containing tie normal type of

Christian thought ; second, it believes firmly in redemp-

tion, and that is in the salvation of ruined humanity

brought about by the sacrifice of the Man-God. Though
the fall of man was great, it was not absolute. Man
was ruined by apostasy, but he was not left destitute of

all higher life. He retained some vestige of his primal
nature. A sense of the divine, a religious aptitude,

and the longing to return to God, subsist in his heart.

These render his redemption possible ;
for the moral

law, which had been vindicated by tte terrible conse-

quences of the fall, is maintained in all its integrity in

the restoration of the fallen creature, A certain har-

mony was necessary between man and God in order to

salvation. Had our nature been thoroughly perverted,

no contact would have been possible. "We would

not have had the capacity to receive from God that

great gift which was the only mode of repairing the

1 Bevue Chrtiienne, Eeb., 1861.
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fall of beings created in Ms image and formed to pos-

sess Mm.1

Tliis being the condition of man, M. de Pressens6

maintains that the result of this divine teaching was to

convince him of his weakness and evoke the desire of

salvation. Therefore Christianity comes in to supply a

felt want of human nature. Here is the first point of

contact between conscience and revelation. The Cross is

not simply a testimony to the Father's love, like the

flowers at our feet, or the starry sky above our head.

It is the altar of the great sacrifice which restores man
to God and God to man. Christ is for us a Saviour as

well as a Revealer.2 There is one perfection which can

be perceived by neither the eye of the body nor by that

of the soul, unless it be revealed by a supernatural
fact We mean the mercy of God. Pardon does not

consist in the pure and simple abrogation of condemna-

tion
;
nor can it restore guilty humanity to communion

with God while the state of revolt lasts. Humanity
can only be saved by returning to God, and it will not

return to God until the divine law has been perfectly
filled by it. Christ alone is capable of completely

carrying out the divine law. The obedience must go as

far as sacrifice, for the fall of man demands it. By
coming here, Christ took upon himself the wrath of

God. He who was without sin was treated like a sin-

ner. He suffered and died, but his sufferings and death

rose to the height of a free sacrifice of love and obedi-

ence. Condemnation, thus accepted, is no longer con-

demnation. It is an act of union with God, im acte re*

pwatewr, a redemption.
The Bible, according to M. de Pressens6, is not a

1

Religions Itfrnv Qhrist, T, & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1862,
* Lf Itedmpteur, Paris, 1854.
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metaphysical geometry, but a description of the strag-

gle of Divine love with human liberty. This great Bible

history, if we consider it at the time when the Eedeem-

er accomplished our salvation, stands before us as the

most striking consecration of the moral idea. Redemp-
tion is the painfully reestablished agreement between

the human and the divine will by a mysterious sacri-

fice. It is the most perfect reciprocal penetration of

the divine and human by means of liberty. If the

moral idea be consecrated by Christ, it will lead to the

Gospel No one will become a Christian unless he has

determined to listen to his conscience, and never ques-

tion concerning moral certainty. We know of no other

corner-stone in morality or in religion. But, in order

to bring the truths of the Gospel home to the heart,

there must be religious liberty. Christianity is the re-

ligion of love, but to what could a reconciliation amount
which is not free ? It is the religion of freedom

;
and

God, in order to save us, has need of freedom.

M. de Pressens6
?
in his recent discussion on the reli-

gious bearings of the French Eevolution, proves from

an historical stand-point the absolute necessity of the

separation of Church and State. His excellent work
is entitled, The Church and the French Revolution / a

History of the Relations of Church and State from
1T89 to 1802. The motto upon the title-page, derived

jointly from Mirabeau and Cavour, will indicate the

spirit of the book :
" Remember that God is as necessary

as liberty to the French people The Free Church in

the Free State." We trust the day is distant when
M. de Pressens6 will be compelled to lay aside the pen.

He is engaged in a contest of momentous issues. That

he has violent enemies might be expected ; yet he has

also the sympathy and prayers of i^any warm support-
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ers. Hopeful and ardent, he sees indications of success

where others imagine darkness and failure. And why
not ? He has God and truth on his side.

The Evangelical School has an able defender from

the laity, the distinguished scholar and statesman, M.

Guizot. No one has taken a deeper interest in the

present controversy from its inception to the present

time than that venerable man. It had been supposed
for some time that he was meditating a reply to Kenan's

Life of Jesus. We now have, as the latest fruit of his

graceful and prolific pen, the first instalment of the

Meditations upon ike Christian Religion, a work which

will prove not only a fitting answer to his countryman's
attack on the Gospels, but will serve equally well as

an antidote to the present skeptical tendencies of French

theology.

According to M. Guizot, there is a great intellectual

and social revolution now in progress. Its character-

istics and tendencies are the scientific spirit, and the

preponderance of the democratic principle and of politi-

cal liberty. Christianity has submitted to tests and

trials, and it must pass through those of the present

day. It has surmounted all others, and so it will over-

come this. Its essence and origin would not be divine

if it did not adapt itself to all the different forms of

human institutions. Christian people must not deceive

themselves as to the nature of the present straggle, the

perils which it threatens, and the legitimate arms with
which to oppose infidelity. Skeptics attack the Chris-

tian religion with brutal fanaticism and dexterous learn-

ing. They appeal to sincere convictions, and the worst

passions. Some contest Christianity as false, others re-

ject it as too exacting and imposing excessive restraint.

Concerning the Church and its relations to the
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enemies of evangelical faith, 31. Guizot asks,
" Does it

comprehend properly and carry on suitably tlie war-

fare in which it is engaged ? Does it tend to reestab-

lish a real peace, and active harmonious relations be-

tween itself and that general society in the midst of

which it is living ? In order to answer these inquiries,

he defines the church. It is not one branch, but the

whole body of Christ on earth. Therefore, when men

deny the supernatural world, the inspiration of the

Scriptures, and the divinity of Jesus Christ, they really
assail the whole body of Christians Romanists, Prot-

estants, or Greeks. They are virtually attempting to

destroy the foundations of faith in all the belief of

Christians, whatever their particular differences of re-

ligious opinion or forms of ecclesiastical government.
All Christian churches live by faith. No form of gov-

ernment, monarchical or republican, concentrated or

diffused, suffices to maintain a church. There is no

authority so strong, and no liberty so broad, as to be

able in a religious society to dispense with the neces-

sity of faith. What is it that unites in a church if it is

not faith? Faith is the bond of souls. When the

foundations of their common faith are attacked, the

differences existing between Christian churches upon

special questions, or the diversities of their organization

or government, become secondary interests. It is from

a common peril that they have to defend themselves,

or they must be content to see dried up the common
source from which they all derive sustenance and life.

1 "

In the Meditation already published, M. Guizot dis-

cusses the essence of Christianity, creation, revelation,

inspiration of the Scriptures, God according to the

Biblical account, and Jesus according to the Gospel nar-

1 Meditations on the Msence of UJvristianity. Preface, pp. 6-10.

27
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rative. In order to complete Ms work, the author de-

signs to write three more parts. In the second, he will

examine the authenticity of the Scriptures, the primary
causes of the foundation of Christianity, the great reli-

gious crisis in the sixteenth century which divided the

Church and Europe between Roman Catholicism and

Protestantism, and finally those different anti-Christian

crises which at different periods and in different coun-

tries have set in question and imperiled Christianity

itself, but which dangers it has ever surmounted.

The third Meditation will be a survey of the present

internal and external condition of the Christian religion.

The regeneration of the Roman Catholic and Protestant

churches at the commencement of the nineteenth cen-

tury will "be exhibited. The author will then describe

the impulse imparted by the Spiritualistic Philosophy,
and the- opposition it met with in Materialism, Panthe-

ism, and Skepticism. He will conclude by exposing the

fundamental error of these systems as the avowed and

active enemies of Christianity. In the fowrtk series

there will be a characterization of the future destiny of

the Christian religion, and an indication of the course

by which it is called upon to conquer completely the

earth and then to sway it morally, M. Gruizot, having

spent his life in political excitement, now resolves to

. occupy his remaining years in aiding the cause of reli-

gion.
" I have passed," says he,

"
thirty-five years of

iny life in struggling, on a bustling arena, for the estab-

lishment of political liberty, and the maintenance of

order as established by law, I have learned, in the

labors and trials of this struggle, the real worth of
Christian faith and of Christian liberty. God permits
me, in the repose of my retreat, to consecrate to theii

what remains to me of life and of strength. It
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is the most salutary favor and the greatest honor that

I can receive from his goodness."
We may now ask, What is the fruit of the labors of

MM. de Pressens6, Guizot, and their heroic coadjutors ?

Is the spirit of French Protestantism against them, and

are the majority of the clergy yielding to the insinuat-

ing arguments of the skeptical school ? These questions
are satisfactorily answered by the recent action of the

French Protestant Conferences. The Conferences are

not composed of members formally admitted, but of

the pastors and elders who attend the spring anniver-

saries, and choose to participate in them. The General

Conference includes all denominations of Protestants
;

the special, only the ministers of the Lutheran and

Reformed churches who constitute together the Na-

tional Protestant Church. Whatever action may be

adopted by either body is a safe index of the sentiment

pervading the entire mass of French Protestantism.

In the General Conference which convened in Paris in

the spring of 1863, there was a violent debate between

the Rationalistic and Evangelical members. M. de

Pressens6 presided. Pastor Bersier made a remarkable

speech, in which he declared that true science, light,

liberty, and progress are on the side of earnest faith

in revelation, the atonement, and the other great doc-

trines of Christian truth. At the conclusion of the

discussion, the following protest was carried by an

overwhelming majority :

u The Conference, considering that the faithful may
be troubled by systems of the present day, attacking

the very basis of Christianity and the Church; that

these negations are produced in the name of science,

and given as the definitive results of the elaboration of

modern thought, protests in the name of Christian
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faith, of Christian conscience, of Cliristian experience,

of Cliristian science, against every doctrine which tends

to overturn the existence of supernatural order, of the

divine authority of the Scriptures, of the divinity of

Jesus Christ, and all that touches the very essence of

Christianity ;
such as it has been professed in all times,

by all churches, marked with the seal of religious

power and faithfulness. The Conference invites the

faithful to beware of these systems of science, a thou-

sand times contradicted by the incessant transforma-

tions of the human mind; and exhorts the different

churches to make efforts and sacrifices to favor the de-

velopment and progress of Christian science."

The Rationalists hoped that by spending a year in

the industrious promulgation of their opinions, they
would gain some official recognition or power in the

ensuing Conference. Accordingly, when the General

Conference of 1864 convened, they demanded the pas-

sage of a resolution by which ministers would be freed

from all authority, and permitted to preach any doc-

trine, no doctrine, or a denial of all Christianity, as they

might choose. The debate was very animated, and

lasted three days. But the result was all that the most

sanguine friends of orthodoxy could desire. The Con-

ference adopted the following declaration, by a large

majority :

"
Whereas, For some years, pastors and professors of

theology have expressed opinions which affect not only
the divine authority of the Holy Scriptures, but also

the most elementary doctrines of Christianity; the

Conferences declare that it is an abuse of power and a

spiritual tyranny for a minister of Jesus Christ to take

advantage of his position to propagate directly or in-

directly, ideas contrary to the fundamental doctrines of
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Christianity, such as' the authority of the Bible, the

divinity and redemption of Jesus Christ, which are con-

tained in all the Protestant liturgies."

M. Guizot, who is an elder in the Reformed church,

took a prominent part in the session of the special Con-

ference in 1864. He introduced a declaration of prin-

ciples, the character of which may be judged by the

following extract: "We have full faith, l*fc In the

supernatural power of God in the government of the

world, and especially in the establishment of the Chris-

tian religion; 2d. In the divine and supernatural in-

spiration of the Holy Books, as well as in their sover-

eign authority in religious matters
;

3d. In the eternal

divinity and miraculous birth as well as in the resur-

rection of our Lord Jesus Christ, God-man, Saviour, and

Redeemer of men. "We are convinced that these articles

of the Christian religion are also those of the Reformed

church, which has plainly acknowledged them." " Gen-

tlemen," said he, in support of his proposition,
"
I call

your attention to one important fact. Look around

you ! The attacks against the bases of Christianity are

seen everywhere, in Germany, Switzerland, Holland,

England, and France. I fear nothing, provided ag-

gression meets with resistance. ... I have entire

confidence in the cause of Christianity. But man is

God's workman
;

it is by our faith and labor that the

Christian religion must be defended. Gentlemen, we
have before us a responsible position and great duties.

We are the vanguard of all Christianity ; we have be-

hind us all the Christian communions. Let us show
ourselves equal to this great task, and firmly resolve to

accomplish it."

The debate resulted in the adoption of the declaim

tion by a vote of one hundred and forty-one against

twenty-three.
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In addition to these proofs *of the orthodoxy of

French Protestantism, there is another of different char-

acter but of not less significance. We mean the success-

ful working of the evangelizing agencies lately inaugu-

rated in France. Forty years ago, A. Monod was in the

midst of his small Sunday School in Paris. The gov-

ernment was in the hands of the Jesuits, and Protest-

antism had neither the political power nor spiritual

disposition to labor for the conversion of Komanists. As
M. Grandpierre has graphically said : "From 1810 to

1815 you could count on your five fingers those Protest-

ant French pastors who preached faithfully and zeal-

ously the true principles of Christianity."

But improvement began, and between 1820 and

1830 several important religious societies were organ-

ized in Paris. The Methodist and Free Churches vied

with the two National Protestant Churches in efforts

for the conversion of the masses. In 1830, the Free

Church possessed but one place of worship, but it now
has a complete establishment for evangelizing purposes
in almost every guartier of the great metropolis. In

the same year there were but six Protestant pastors and

five Churches; but in 1857 there were thirty-nine pastors

and fifty-one sanctuaries. Including the whole of France,
there are, under Protestant jurisdiction, about one thou-

sand pastors, from fifteen to sixteen hundred churches,
and from seventeen to eighteen hundred elementary
schools. The official census previous to 1857 gives the

total number ofProtestants in Paris as thirteen thousand
;

and seven hundred and seventy thousand throughout
the countiy. M. Grandpierre thinks these numbers are

really double
;
for in Paris alone two pastors are omit-

ted, and if they are left out what must be expected of
the members under them? During 1862 twenty new
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Protestant Churches were opened and consecrated to

the worship of G-od. Twenty-five years ago there was

but one Protestant bookstore in Paris, and it was threat-

ened from time to time with bankruptcy. Now there

are four, all of which are in a flourishing condition.

There is a Sunday School in nearly every Protestant

Church of the Empire.
Almost every year some new society is organized,

having for its avowed object the conversion of souls

and the relief of the suffering. Those now in pros-

perous existence will compare favorably with simi-

lar institutions in Great Britain and the United States.

"We mention the most prominent: The French and

Foreign Bible Society, which sold eighty-eight thou-

sand copies of the Bible in 1862; the Protestant

Bible Society; the Tract Society; the Paris Missionary

Society ;
the Primary School Society and the Protestant

Sou Society. Each of these has its well-defined field

of labor, one aiming to arouse slumbering Protest-

ants, another to seek out wandering Protestants, and

a third to educate homeless children. The Evangel-
ical Society of France, whose secretaryship M. de

Pressens6 has held for thirty years, founded during the

year 1862 nine new Churches; created six additional

centres of evangelization ;
aided twenty churches

; sup-

ported two ^Normal Schools
; organized many others

;

cultivated two of the faubourgs of Paris
;
and expended

three millions five hundred and eighty thousand francs

for the purposes of evangelization. In addition to these

societies, there are Orphan institutions, Schools, Asylums
for the unprotected, destitute, fallen, sick, and infirm;

some associations for the aid of those near at hand, and

others for those at a distance. The press has been active in

the same great cause. Weekly and monthly journals have
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"been multiplied, and carry the good news of God not

only through France but into all parts of the Continent.

The theological schools are in a flourishing condition,

and evangelical professors are everywhere in the major-

ity. Of the seven teachers at Montauban, five are out-

spoken adherents of orthodoxy. The inability of M.
Seville to be elected to a chair in that institution indi-

cates the religious status of those in authority of it.

Neander said one day to M. de Pressens6,
" This

period in which we live is indeed a critical one. It is

to be a dismal abyss or a rosy morning light. But, de-

pend upon it, it is going to be whatever we have a mind
to make it.

1' The Evangelical Protestant clergy of

France " have a mind " to do a good and permanent
work. We do not apprehend an unfavorable issue from
the present conflict, but that the prayers, proscription,
and exile of eight hundred thousand Huguenots will

yet reap their appropriate harvest, and that the Revoca-
tion of the Edict of Nantes will be avenged by the pure
faith and permanent triumphs of Protestantism.



CHAPTEE XVIII.

SWITZERLAND : ORTHODOXY E* G-ESHEVA, A2TD THE
SPECULATIVE BATIONAXISM H* ZtJBIOH.

SWITZEBLAITO has failed to retain the influence ovei

the theological thought of Europe enjoyed by her in

the days of Zwinglius and Calvin. Impressions, instead

of being given, have of late only been received. France

and Germany have contributed their respective phases

of theology, the French Cantons adopting the opinions

emanating from the former country, and the German
those from the latter. We must not therefore expect to

find a very wide difference either respecting theology
or practical religion between the Swiss and their two
influential neighbors.

When the Skepticism of Voltaire and his disciples

was penetrating the French mind the Reformed Church
of Switzerland did not long remain unaffected by it.

While that crafty man was enjoying his romantic retreat

at Ferney, he was visited and even flattered by persons
who had taken upon themselves the vows of the Chris-

tian ministry. The pastors of Geneva were regarded by
the Encyclopaedists as sympathizers and co-laborers in

overthrowing the distinctive doctrines of the Gospel.
In the early part of the nineteenth century there was
in Switzerland, as in Germany, a strife between the old

confessional faith and Rationalism. But in Germany
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Reason attacked the contents of the Scriptures, while

in Switzerland the attempt was made to reduce all re-

vealed truth to a system of natural religion. Rationalism

in the Swiss Church was Arianism and Socinianism re-

vived*1 It swept away the strong Calvinism of the old

Genevan theology. The clergy were little better than

the English Deists. D'Alembert says,
" All the reli-

gion that many of the ministers of Geneva have is a

complete Socinianism, rejecting everything called mys-

tery, and supposing that the first principle of a true

religion is to propose nothing to be received as a matter

of faith which strikes against reason." Rousseau de-

clares that those who filled the pulpits of that venerable

city had no answer to the question,
"
Is Christ divine ?

n

Theological training was neglected. The professors,

like the pastors, committed themselves to an undis-

guised system of Rationalistic Unitarianism. M. Bost,

writing in 1825, says that, "for more than thirty years
the ministers who have gone out of our schools of

theology, to serve either the churches of our own land

or those of France and other foreign countries, have not

received one single lecture on the truths which exclu-

sively belong to revelation, such as the redemption of

mankind by the death of Christ, the justification of the

Saviour by faith, the corruption of our nature, the di-

vinity of our Saviour, &c. In theology we were taught

nothing but what are called the dogmas of natural reli-

gion. The extent to which this practical incredulity
was carried is clear from the fact, elsewhere unheard of,

I suspect, in the annals of the Protestant churches,

that, excepting for a lecture in the Hebrew language,
when the Bible was used simply as a Hebrew book, and

1
Hagenbach, KirehengeacTMte d. 18. und 19. JaMundwte, vol. iL,

p. 416.
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not for anything it contained, the word of God was

never used throughout our course
;
in particular, the New-

Testament never appeared, either as a language-book or

for any other purpose ;
there was no need of the New

Testament, whatever, in order to complete our four

years' course in theology ;
in other words, that book,

especially in the original, was not at all among the

nnmber of books required in order to accomplish the

career of our studies for the sacred ministry."
*

The VSn&rable Oompagnie^ comprising the clergymen
and theological professors of Geneva, went so far, in

18 1Y, as to impose upon all candidates for ordination to

the ministry, the obligation not to preach on the two

natures of Christ, original sin, predestination, and other

received doctrines of their confession. As might be

expected, practical piety was thrown into the back-

ground. Children were not instructed in the Scriptures,

and the churches were attended by small congregations,
who were favored with no better gospel than the com-

bined opinions of Voltaire and the German Eational-

ists. There were here and there loud protests against

this apostasy. The Canton Vaud was benefited by the

labors of that excellent woman, Madame de Krudener,
who exchanged a life of Parisian gayety and affluence

for humble labors among the poor and uninstructed

Swiss. She loved to sit upon a wooden bench and

teach all who came to her the truths of the Bible and

the necessity of a regenerated heart. Her influence was

powerful in Geneva after the commencement of the

evangelical movement. Another counteracting agency
was a sect of Methodists, nicknamed the "

Momiers,"
who had gone thither from England, and were rebuking
the prevalent Eationalism by every available means. 2

1
Alexander, Switzerland <md the Swiss ChurcTws, p. 194.

8
Kurtz, Church History, vol. ii., p. 834.
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From the outset Geneva had been the centre of the

great religious decline. The Theological Academy found-

ed by Calvin had become the nursery of as injurious er-

rors as had emanated from Halle in the period of Wolfs

triumphant career. Its chairs were occupied by the very

teachers described by M. Bost, men in every respect un

worthy toprepare students for the Christian pulpit. But,

by the providence of Him who watches every juncture

with a Father's care, a new influence was brought to

bear upon the Academy, and through it upon the whole

Protestant Church of Switzerland. Robert Haldane,

having sold his large estate in Scotland, directed his

attention to the moral dearth at Geneva by endeavor-

ing to imbue the students with his own evangelical

opinions and earnest spirit. His labors were eminently

successful. Many of the young men became converted,

and for the first time had a clear conception of the

great work before them. It was through Haldane that

Merle d'Aubign6, Adolphe Monod, Malan, and others

of their school, were inspired with the spirit of the

Gospel. Switzerland can never be too grateful to God
for sending such a man at that important crisis.

The immediate issue of this awakening was the or-

ganization of the Evangelical Dissenting Church. All

who had grown dissatisfied with the formalism and

Eationalism of the National Church came to the new
fold and co-operated in the work of reformation. A
school of theology, established in Geneva, was visited

)>y students who came seeking an education that might
enable them to relieve the moral wants of the masses.

Gaussen, the author of La Theopnwstie, was one of the

professors. The new Church soon found in him its

leader. He has recently died, but his long life has been
of valuable service to the kingdom of Christ. Besides
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reviving and reorganizing the Sunday School system in

Geneva, and personally superintending the religious in-

struction of the children, for whom he wrote his inim-

itable Catechisms, he became the author of many theo-

logical works adapted to the wants of clergy and laity.

In company with a few friends, he published the popu-
lar Swiss version of the New Testament. It occasioned

him real joy when he witnessed late in life the improve-
ment of the National Church of Switzerland. But it

must be confessed that the parent has yet much to learn

and accomplish before reaching the high evangelical

status now occupied by the earnest daughter.
The name of Vinet belongs to the whole of Protest-

ant Europe, and is identified with the revival of religious

sentiment in Switzerland, Germany, Holland, and France.

His excellent writings have familiarized him to the theo-

logical readers of Great Britain and the United States*

The separation of Church and State was one of the lead-

ing aims of his life, and he eloquently contended for it

whenever occasion offered. In 1837 he accepted the invita-

tion ofthe government of his native canton to take charge
of the professorship of Theology in the Seminary in

Lausanne. Already profoundly impressed with the opin-

ions of Pascal, he admired the more evangelical portion
of Schleiermacher's theology. Combining these, he

originated the only native theological system which

Switzerland has produced since Calvin's day.
1 In all

his works he manifests profound thought and erudition.

His Homiletics and Pastoral Theology have already be-

come text-books in many theological seminaries.

The spirit now dominant at Geneva clearly indicates

the success of the late efforts toward reform. The con-

gregations have largely increased
;
various humanitarian

1
Farrar, Critical History ofFree Thought, p. 444.
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enterprises have been vigorously prosecuted ;
societies

for the circulation of religious knowledge have been

founded; and the laity have come to the assistance of

the clergy in labors for the social and moral elevation

of the masses. For a quarter of a century young men

have been judiciously trained in theology, and Switzer-

land is now supplying many prominent French pulpits

with her graduates.

The present sojourner in Geneva finds but few rem-

nants of that skeptical preaching and general religious

indifference so lamentably prevalent before the rise of

the Evangelical Dissenting Church. M. Levalois, who

is an avowed skeptic, looks upon a very different scene

from that which once so delighted Rousseau. Coming
from the source they do, his words are a valuable testi-

mony to the religious growth of the mother-city of

French Protestantism. " I now come," says this travel-

er,
"
to the essential characteristics of Geneva. Before

being literary and liberal, the Genevan is Christian. In

Geneva the free-thinking stranger is advised of Chris-

tianity. In the souls of men, instead of meeting with

no resistance, no solidity, as, for instance, among the

greater part of our Parisian Catholics, instead of find-

ing himself in the face of a creed mechanically repeated,
of a memory and not of a conscience, you feel your-
self in contact with an individual who will believe, who
can believe, who is in fall possession of the why of his

belief. Nothing in the world is to me so sacred as sin-

cerity in intelligent faith. Just as I despise certain time-

serving Catholics, who are converted because they dread

socialism, or because they dread the Empire, so much do
I respect the man who freely attaches himself to the

Gospel, devotes himself to Christ, and prays to Him.
Does this imply that I return from Geneva a Protest-
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ant ? No
;

I have not been converted, but, I repeat,

advised. I have seen Christianity working, not only in

churches, but, which is much more edifying, in indi-

viduals. Yes, I have seen it in turns the inspirer of

language, the spring of actions, the spur and the dis-

cipline, rule and support of the future, impregnating, so

to speak, the flesh and the spirit. Such a spectacle ex-

cites one to reflection. "We have been in too great
haste to exclaim, Christianity is dead ! An hour's con-

versation with two or three Genevese, suffices to con-

vince us that if Christianity is dead it is not yet
buried."

1

The course of lectures delivered in the Theological

Academy of Geneva in the winter of 1862-'63, may be

taken as an illustration of the character of the in-

struction imparted in that influential institution. M.

Secretan delivered learned lectures on " Theism." He
showed that the objections which can be raised, on the

gronnd of natural religion, against the existence and

personality of God, lose all their force on Chris-

tian ground ;
therefore Hegelianism has no base. M.

Naville, in his course on "
Spiritualism," summoned the

resources of his learning and genius to aid him in his

heroic combat with every form of current materialism.

Pastor Coulin lectured on u Christian Works." It was

an eloquent appeal for renewed Christian activity.

MM. Bungener, Bret, and Rorich lectured on "
Christian

Life
;

" M. Gaberel on the " Part taken by Geneva at the

time of the Reformation
;

" and also on the " Present

Literary and Religious state of Germany ;

" M. Archi-

nard on the "Ancient Religious Edifices of Switzer-

land;" M. Aug. Bost on the "
First Fifteen Centuries

of the History of Mankind
;

" and M. De Gasparin on
1 II Opinion Nationale, 1863,
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the "
Family Life, its Organization and Duties." In ad-

dition to these, there were lectures on detached subjects,

such as religious prejudices, the study of the Bible by

simple-hearted believers, drunkenness, the religions edu-

cation of children, the instruction of catechumens, the

dissipation of cities, and the duty of evangelization.
1

Of the German cantons, Basle has been the only

one which has successfully resisted the encroachments

of Rationalism. The University has fully recovered

from the influence of De Wette, and the professors now

stand in the front rant of evangelical thinkers. The

Mission House has been a highly useful agency.

Though not a half-century old, it has already trained

four hundred missionaries, nearly three hundred of

whom are still living and actively engaged in evangel-

izing the dark places of the earth. The people are un-

willing to permit any minister to occupy one of their

pulpits whom they have reason to suspect of skeptical

opinions. The infidel Eumpf was excluded in 1858

from the list of candidates for the ministry, and all his

subsequent efforts for restoration have failed in the

chief council. A similar occurrence took place in Berne

in 1847, upon the calling of Zeller to the theological

professorship.

We now turn to a less evangelical part of Switzer-

land. Zurich is one of the acknowledged centres of

European nationalism. Its spiritual decline has been

rapid during the last twenty-five years. In 1839,

Strauss, the author of the Life of Jesus, was invited by
the chief council to take a theological chair in the semi-

nary. But the people arising as one man against the

measure, the appointment failed, the council was over-

thrown by a popular revolution, and the city still pays
1 Christian Work, Aug., 1863.
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a pension to the disappointed aspirant But in lament-

able contrast with that event is one of more recent oc-

currence. As late as 1864, when the little town of

TJster was about to elect a pastor, the candidate declared

himself " a friend of progress and light." Some reli-

gious men, unwilling to see their children placed under

the instruction of a skeptic, took upon themselves the

task of showing in what the "progress" consisted.

They accordingly published a notice to their fellow

citizens in which they set forth the avowed opinions of

their candidate. The document asserted that he be-

lieved the Bible to be a tissue of fictions and fables
;

Jesus a sinful man like others, neither risen from the

dead, nor sitting in the glory of his Father
;
no one

can assert with positiveness a life beyond the grave;
and the opinion that we are reconciled to God by
Jesus Christ, merely a superstition and a day-dream.
The authors of the circular besought the ecclesiastical

council to deliver them and their children from the

promulgation of such doctrines, and further reminded

them that every pastor on entering upon his functions

must swear to preach faithfully the word of God, both

law and gospel, according to the fundamental prin-

ciples of the evangelical Eeformed church. The council

took no notice of the remonstrance, though the candi-

date did not deny the charges. He was elected by
eight hundred and sixty-five votes against one hundred

and forty-five. In the church, where the result was

proclaimed, the acclamations were so loud that they
" shook the windows." In the evening there was .a

serenade, accompanied by rockets and blue lights.
1

The only representative of evangelical doctrines in

the theological faculty of Zurich is a tutor, placed there

1 SemaAne BeUgieuae. Geneva: 1864.

28
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and supported by a private society. The most effective

means "by which nationalism emanates from that city is

periodical literature. The leading publications are,

The Church of the Present, and Voices of the Times.

The latter journal was commenced in 1859. Its editor,

Lang, is a frequent contributor to prominent Rational-

istic serials of Germany, particularly the Protestant

Church Gazette of Berlin. He has published, besides

other works, A System of Doctrine, and A March

through the Christian World. Professor Biedermann,
an instructor in Zurich, has embodied his skeptical

opinions in a Manual of Christian Doctrine, for the use

of the youth in Swiss colleges. Dr. Volckmar, another

theological professor of the same city, has advanced in

his numerous works on primitive Christianity, opinions

even more radical than those of Strauss or the Tubingen
School All those men are members, in good standing,
of the Eeformed church of Switzerland.1

The Rationalistic works in question are studiously

adapted to the common mind. They contain a complete

system, which we term the New Speculative Eational.

ism. It declares a strong attachment to Protestantism,

and professes to cultivate a much higher development
of Christian life than was aimed at by its German pred-
ecessor. Like the Groningen school of Holland, it lays
stress on the character of Christ. It proposes to estab-

lish a new church, which shall have a wider door for

the entrance of Protestant Christians than that opened
by the confessions. The present fold is entirely too

small; the new Rationalism would organize one of

colossal popular dimensions. " Our church," say these

teachers of Zurich,
"
is truth and morality. Whoever

1
Biggenbacli, Der Heutige Nationalisms lesonders in der Deutschen

Schiceite. Basel: 1862.
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thinks upon these things and strives for them shall find

a place in it" Their opinions are the direct result of

the Hegelian philosophy applied speculatively to the

obsolete, destructive EationaHsm of Germany.
THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. Protestantism mistakes

itself in treating the Bible as authority. Though the

Scriptures declare our relations to Grod, they should not

escape our free criticism and occasional censure. Every
man has a right to interpret them for himself, and on

his individual understanding of their contents he should

feel bound to act. No man has a right to impose his

opinion upon another, nor has any church a guarantee
for obliging its members to subscribe to a fixed creed.

All deductions from the positive statements of the

Scriptures are mere human opinions, and should only
receive the credit due to them as such. What are con

fessions but human opinions ?

CHRIST. Strauss was wrong in taking his cold view

of Jesus. There was a real historical personage whom
we properly call Jesus. Nothing is gained, but every-

thing lost by resolving all the statements of the gospels
into myths. It is through Christ that salvation is at-

tained, for Christianity is the reconciliation of Grod and"

man as revealed to us in the consciousness and life of

Christ. He is the end of the law, the second Adam,
the fulfilment of prophecy, the head of a renovated

humanity. In him we find the revelation of a new

religious principle in man, a real unity with God, a

filial adoption, freedom from natural corruption, the

pardon of sin, and victory over the world. Jesus be-

came the one man who bore in himself the fullness of

the godhead.

Important concessions to Christianity seem to be

made; nevertheless subtle Pantheism underlies their
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statements. But one of their opinions subverts every-

thing they grant to orthodoxy. Christ was not, ac-

cording to their view, the Messiah in the sense fore-

told by the prophets and preached by the apostles.

We must judge him apart from all poetry, specu-

lation, and human judgment. The Christ of the pres-

ent church is the creation of theologians, not the

character portrayed by the evangelists. Unfortu-

nately for our correct view of him, Paul speculated

entirely too much upon his nature and work. The

resurrection of Christ never took place, because there

was no necessity for it. It was a good thing for the

apostles to believe that such an event took place, for it

encouraged them. Christ never showed himself to any
one after his death, and the belief that he did appear
arose purely from the excited nerves, imaginative tem-

perament, and strong desire of his followers to see "him.

His spirit did not die with Ms body, but entered upon
another stage of existence.

Jesus did not work miracles, for he had not the

power. He was eminently a moral man, the very per-

sonification of the truly religious character. Religion be-

"came flesh in him, and he was the exemplification of love.

The salvation we find through Tiim is by virtue of his

example and inculcation of moral truths. The spirit

of Christ still exists, but it does not live in a purely

personal relation, nor does it operate as a personal
existence. His spirit and example are with us, but he
is not here himself. The good man is favored with the

influence imparted to humanity by Christ's exemplary
life, but he is nowhere actually present in the world.

GOB AOT> HIS MIRACLES. "No miracles, in the ortho-

dox sense of the term, have ever occurred. The scien-

tific examination of the Scriptures banishes them alto-
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getter. Neither are miracles possible, otherwise we
should see them every day. They would be acts of

arbitrary authority on God's part ;
and if he performed

them he would destroy the harmony and connection of

natural laws. Christianity was not introduced by
miracles. It was inaugurated, and even originated,

by underlying causes of a purely natural character.

Miracle is only a creation of the imagination, and

should be discarded as a human error.

The personality of God is freely spoken of, but

his self-consciousness, in the strictest sense, is /not al-

lowed. Hence God is really deprived by them of

all plan, aim, love, and favor. He is a spiritual being,

but he is not a spirit. He is spirit, yet not a real,

thinking, self-conscious, willing spirit. He is not a

personality or individuality. "A person," these men

appear to say,
" must have a place to stand upon, and

surely we would not say this of God ? The fact is, we

grossly misrepresent the great All-Father. We picture

him in our sensuous forms, and almost imagine him to

be like one of ourselves."

IMMOETAX.ITT. The Speculative Rationalists attach

less importance to individual immortality than their

predecessors conceded. We might infer this, however,
from the Hegelian point of view adopted by the former.

They profess adherence to Schleiermacher's dictum :

" In the midst of the finite to be one with the infinite,

and to be eternal every moment." But they adhere to

the doctrine of
"
eternal life," by which term they mean

an existence commencing and terminating with faith.

It is a life of such value that it should be called
"
eter-

nal
"

life, although it ends with our last breath in this

world. It consists in the attainment of the end of

our existence and of conquest over sin. Thus, they
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reduce the eternal life of wMcli the gospel speaks to

a mere method and duration of stay in this world.

This life, with them, exhausts life; the kingdom of

God has not an eternal, "but a present and temporal ex-

istence; there is, therefore, no new heaven and new

earth,

SEST. The fall of man did not take place. It is an

absurd superstition. Since the world is but a limited

and imperfect representation of God, sin came into it

immediately upon its origin. We err when we look at

sin apart from a correct conception of the world. Sin

has its seat in the natural weakness of man, for he is a

temporal being, and in process of necessary develop-

ment from impure naturalness to reason and freedom.

It is the condition in which man finds himself before

arriving at an idea of what he is or will be. If it be

asked,
" Why is sin in the world ?

"
the rejoinder is

made,
"
Why is not man, in the outset of his existence,

what he is destined to be, and why must he stand in

need of development \
"

Sin, in the beginning, was
natural imperfection, but it never becomes a work of

the will until man is developed. It is the melancholy
result of an awakened consciousness. But, after man
is once aroused to self-consciousness and begins his

actual, sinful life, he never becomes a lost sinner.

FAITH. The gospel is not a compendium of prin-

ciples. Its only value consists in its description of the

moral and religious character of Christ, and every one

must derive from it such opinions as seem most plaus-
ible and reasonable. But they err who excogitate from
it those severe dogmas which express only dreams of

the imagination and wishes of the religious spirit.

Faith in the gospel is not a condition of salvation. For
faith is the inner relation of the spiritual man to God,
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not the acceptance of fixed traditions. It is such a feel-

ing, emotion, and relation as can exist independently
of doctrine. Objective truth is not the measure of faith,

and the salvation of man is not conditioned "by his

theoretical opinions. The human spirit in man is the

agent of regeneration. Therefore, man, and not God, is

the author of human regeneration. Justification by
faith is produced by seeking God's favor, but Christ

has nothing at all to do with the matter,

We cannot as yet foresee the complete result of the

efforts of the New Speculative Rationalism to propagate
itself. German Switzerland will be influenced by Ger-

many, and because of the thorough improvement already

inaugurated in the latter country no general resurrec-

tion of skepticism need be feared. The evangelical

professors at Basle are eagerly watching every new

movement, and we believe they have sufficient strength
to meet every emergency. Christianity is aggressive.

Sometimes it is obliged to halt and give battle. The

carnage may last long, and the on-looking world may,
in its ignorance, decide too speedily that the day is lost.

But the victory of error is only temporary. The ark in

Dagon's housewas still the ark of God. Since good men
are a perpetual power to a people, we may reasonably

hop** that the Swiss reformers will continue to animate

the citizens of all the French and German cantons.

May the pulpits and theological chairs of Switzerland

ever be filled with men who can say what Zwinglius
uttered one New Year's Day as his first words to the

assembled multitude in the cathedral of Zurich :
" To

Christ, to Christ will I lead you, to the source of sal-

vation. His word is the only food I wish to furnish

to your hearts and lives !

"



CHAPTEE, XIX.

ENGLAND : THE SOIL PREPARED FOR THE INTRODUCTION
OF RATIONALISM.

THE religious lesson taught by the condition of

England during the eighteenth, century is this : The

inevitable moral prostration to which skepticism re-

duces a nation, and the utter incapacity of literature

to afford relief. English Deism had advantages not

possessed by the Rationalism of Germany. Some of its

champions were men of great political influence; and

in no case was there a parallel to the abandoned

Bahrdt. The Deists were steady in the pursuit of their

game, for when they struck a path they never per-

mitted themselves to be deflected. But the Ration-

alists were ever turning into some by-road and weak-

ening their energies by traversing many a fruitless

mile.

The literature of England, during the most of the

last century, presents a picture of literary ostentation.

The Deists had toiled to build up a system of natural

religion which would not only be a monument to their

genius, but serve as an impassable barrier to all such-

claims as were urged by the zealous and loud-spoken
Puritans. But early Deism lacked an indispensable
element of strength, the power of adapting itself to

the people. Its best priests could not leave the tripod,
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though many of the oracular responses were heard some
distance from the temple-doors. In time, there arose a

group of essayists and poets, who, with a similar coterie

of novelists, dictated religion, morals, politics, and lit-

erature to the country. Their influence was so great
that when they flattered the heads of government, the

latter were equally assiduous in playing the MsBcenas

to them.

The writers of the eighteenth century, viewed in a

literary sense alone, have never had their superiors in

English literature. The works of Addison, Pope, Gray,

Thomson, Goldsmith, and Johnson will continue to be

classics wherever the English language is spoken. The
British metropolis was pervaded with the atmosphere
of Parnassus. It was a time when literature was the

El Dorado of youth and old age. Those were the days
when clubs convened statedly in the neighborhood of

the Strand, and when, every night, the attics of Grub
street poured out their throngs of quill-heroes, who
were welcomed into the parlors of the nobility as cor-

dially as to their own club-houses. The last new work

engaged universal attention. Society was filled with

rumors of books commenced, half finished, plagiarized,

successful, or defunct. Literary respectability was the
"
Open Sesame "

to social rank. There has never been

a season when cultivated society was more imbued with

the mania of book-writing and criticism than existed in

England during at least three-quarters of the eighteenth

century.

"While many of the publications of that time were

prompted by Deism, French society and literature were

contributing an equal share toward poisoning the Eng-
lish mind. France and England were so intimately re-

lated to each other that the two languages were dili-
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gently studied in both, countries. If the English adven-

turer in letters had not spent a few months in Paris, and

could not read Corneille almost as readily as Spenser or

Shakspeare, he was cashiered by certain Gallicists west

of the Channel as a sorry aspirant to their coveted

favor.
1 The rise of the French spirit in England was

mainly due to Bolingbroke, who was, as much at home

in Paris as in London. He had numerous Mends and

admirers in the former metropolis, and at two different

times made it his residence. Freely imbibing the skep-

tical opinions of the court of Louis XIV., he dealt

them out unsparingly to his English readers. He
was one of the most accomplished wits who fre-

quented the salon of Madame de Croissy, and he de-

veloped his skeptical system through the medium of

the French language, in a series of letters to M. de

Pouilly.
2

Bolingbroke accused the greatest divines and phi-

losophers of leading a great part of mankind into inex-

tricable labyrinths of reasoning and speculation. Nat-

ural theology and religion, he held, had become corrupt
In view of these results of mental infirmities, he applied
himself to correct all errors. He proposed

" to distin-

guish genuine and pure theism from the profane mix-

tures of human imagination ;
and to go to the root of

that error which encourages our curiosity, sustains our

pride, fortifies our prejudices, and gives pretense to de-

lusion
;
to discover the true nature of human knowl-

edge, how far it extends, how far it is real, and where
and how it begins to be fantastical; that, the gaudy
visions of error being dispelled, men may be accustomed

1 For an excellent view of the relation of France and England in the

eighteenth century, vid. Revue des Deux Mondes, 1 Dec., 1861.
2
Schlosser, History of the Eighteenth Century, vol. L, p. 98.
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to tlie simplicity of truth."
1 The Scriptures, according

to Bolingbroke, are unworthy of our credence. They
degrade the Deity to mean and unworthy offices and

employments.
2 The New Testament consists of two

distinct gospels ;
one by Christ, the other by St. Paul,

The doctrine of future rewards and punishments is ab-

surd, and contrary to the divine attributes.
3

Chris-

tianity has been of no advantage to mankind. " The
world hath not been effectually reformed, nor any one

nation in it, by the promulgation of the gospel, even

where Christianity flourished most." 4 There is a

supreme All-Perfect Being, but he does not concern

himself with human affairs as far as individuals are

concerned. The soul is not distinct from the body, and

both terminate at death. The law of nature, being
sufficient for the purposes of our being, is all that God
has proclaimed for our guidance.

6

There were other members of the English nobil-

ity who used their influence for the introduction

of Erench infidelity, literature, morals, and fashions.

Some did not equal Bolingbroke in repudiating the

spirit of the gospel, but nearly all were willing students

at the feet of their pretentious Gallic instructors. The

house of Lady Mary "Wortley Montague, at Wickenham,
was the centre whither gravitated that large class of

acknowledged chiefs in letters represented by Steele,

Pope, and the Walpoles. They thought, spoke, and

dressed according to the French standard, which, in

respect to religion and morals, was never lower than ai

that very time. The attempt to rear a Paris on Englisl

1
Worfa, vol.

iii., p. 828. London Edition of 1754. 5 vols., quarto.
*

Ibid. p. 304. 8 Ibid. vol. v., p. 356. *
Ibid. p. 258.

6
Leland, View of Detetical Writers of England, pp. 307-308. Londoi

Edition of 1837, with Appendix and Introduction, by Brown and Edmonds
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soil was a complete success. The young were delighted

with the result; the aged had been too ill-taught in

early life to raise the voice of remonstrance. With the

exception of the Puritan opposition, the gratification was

universal
;
and that took place in religion and literature

which, had it occurred in warfare, would have kindled

a flame of national indignation in every breast : Eng.
land fell powerless, contented, and doomed into the

arms of France.

The attacks of Hume and Gibbon on the divine

origin of Christianity take rank with the mischievous

influences imparted by the elder school of Deists, and

by French taste and immorality.

Hume was a philosopher who drew his inspiration

directly from his own times. Attaching himself to the

Encyclopaedists, he played the wit in the salons of Paris.

He became fraternally intimate with Kousseau, and

brought that social dreamer back with him to England
as & mark of high appreciation of his talents. He was
a metaphysician by nature, but he erred in speculat-

ing with theology. That was the mistake of his life.

He fell into Bolingbroke's error of excessive egotism.

Standing before the superstructure of theology, he care-

fully surveyed every part of
it, and deemed no theme

too lofty for his reasonings, and no mystery beyond
the reach of his illuminating torch. He lamented the

absence of progress in the understanding of that evi-

dence which assures us of any real existence and matter
of fact. But this difficulty did not impede him from an

attempted solution. He thought himself performing a

great service when he addressed himself to the "
de-

struction of that implicit faith and credulity which is

the bane of all reasoning and free inquiry."
* He re-

1

Philosophical Essays concerning Human Understanding, p. 49. Lon-
don Edition, 1Y50.
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fused to acknowledge a Supreme Being, in the follow-

ing words :

" While we argue from the course of na-

ture, and infer a particular intelligent cause, which at

first bestowed and still preserves order in the universe,
we embrace a principle which is both uncertain and

useless, because the subject lies entirely beyond the

reach of human experience."
1

The miraculous evidences of Christianity were also

opposed by Hume. His Essay on Miracles (1H7),
consists of two parts; the former of which is an attempt
to prove that no evidence would be a sufficient ground
for believing the truth and existence of miracles. Expe-
rience is our only guide in reasoning on matters of fact;

but even this guide is far from infallible, and liable at

any moment to lead us into errors. In judging how far

a testimony is to be depended upon, we must balance the

opposite circumstances, which may create any doubt or

uncertainty. The evidence from testimony may be de-

stroyed either by the contrariety and opposition of the

testimony, or by the consideration of the nature of the

facts themselves. When the facts partake of the mar-

velous there are two opposite experiences with regard to

them, and that which is most credible is to be prefer-

red. Now the uniform experience of men is against

miracles. We should not, therefore, believe any tes-

timony concerning a miracle, unless the falsehood of

that testimony should be more miraculous than the

miracle it is designed to establish. Besides, as we
cannot know the attributes or actions of God otherwise

than by our experience^ them, we cannot be sure that

he can effect miracles
;
for they are contrary to our own

experience and the course of nature. Therefore, it is

impossible to prove miracles by any evidence.

1
Philosophical Essays^ <<?., p. 224.
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The second part of tlie Essay on Mwades is in-

tended to show that, supposing a miracle capable of

"being proved by sufficient testimony, no miraculous

event in history has ever been established on such

evidence. The witnesses of a miracle should be of

such unquestionable good sense, education, and learn-

ing, as to secure us against all delusion in themselves.

They should also be of such undoubted integrity as to

place them beyond all suspicion of design to deceive

others. Then they should be of such credit and repu-

tation in the eyes of mankind as to have a great deal to

lose if detected in any falsehood. Last of all, the facts

attested by the witnesses should be performed in sucfc

a public manner, and in so celebrated a part of the

world, as to render detection unavoidable.1

Now, according to Hume, these requisitions are not

met in the supposed witnesses of the miracles of Christ.

Consequently, we are no more obliged to believe their

accounts than the reports of miracles alleged to have

been wrought at the tomb of the Abb6 de Paris. All

must be rejected together.

Hume's History of England met with a cold recep-
tion on its first appearance. But he lived to see the

day when, as he egotistically said, "it became circu-

lated like the newspapers." Yet he wrote that work
not as an end, but as a means. Historical writing was
then the medium in which it was common to couch

theology or philosophy. Hume had a profound con-

tempt for everything Puritanic on the one hand, and
hierarchical and traditional on* the other. He would
make every trace disappear beneath his scathing pen*
He ignored the development of religious life in Eng-
land, and would subject all events which indicated a

1

LelaHd, Yiew of Deistical Writers, pp. 230-250,
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deep Christian piety and purpose, to his cold system
of philosophy. Writing with an inflexible adherence

to his theological opinions, he cast over historical events

the drapery of his own interpretation. The question
with him was not,

" What is the history of England
during the period of which I treat ?

" but " Does not

the history of England sustain my philosophy ?
" And

his own answer was,
" Yes

;
I record facts, and draw

my own conclusions. Is not that a good philosophy !

"

Gibbon was even more of a Frenchman than Hume.

Sundering his relation to Oxford in his seventeenth

year, he embarked upon a course of living and thinking

which, whatever advantage it might afford to his purse,

was not likely to aid his faith. By a sudden caprice he

became a Roman Catholic, and afterwards as uncere-

moniously denied his adopted creed. In due time he

found himself in Paris publishing a book in the French

language. He there fell in with the fashionable in-

fidelity, and so far yielded to the flattery of Helvetius

and all the frequenters of Holbach's house that he

jested at Christianity and assailed its divine character.

While residing at Lausanne, Switzerland, he culti-

vated the florid French style of composition, and ap-

plied it in his Decline and Fatt of the Homan Umpire.
That work has been severely censured, but despite its

defects, it is one of the permanent master-pieces of Eng-
lish literature. In the fifteenth and sixteenth chapters

the author gives his opinion of Christianity. He at-

tributes the progress of the Christian religion to the

zeal of the Jews, to the^doctrine of the immortality of

the soul as stated by philosophers, to the miraculous

powers claimed by the primitive church, to the virtues

of the first Christians, and to the activity of the Chris-

tians in the government of the church. He attributed
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to outward agencies what could have been effected only

by inward forces. But lie did not assume the philoso-

pher's cap, for, not being metaphysical by nature, he

never did violence to his own constitution. He has left

much less on record against Christianity than Hume,
but they must be ranked together as the last of the

family of English Deists.

Gibbon made loud professions of independence and

of an earnest desire for the enlargement of popular

liberty. But he was less attached to principle than to

expediency. At the very time the first volume of his

history appeared, in which he pays lofty tributes to

human freedom, he came into Parliament as an avowed

abettor of the ministry of George HI., in their attempts
to subjugate the American colonies. He was doubtless

well paid for his votes
;
for he was at the same time a

member of the Board of Trade, a nominal office with a

large salary.
1 A verse, attributed to Fox, expresses

the popular sentiment concerning

"
King George in a fright

Lest Gibbon shonld write

The story of England's disgrace,

Thought no way so sure,

His pen to secure,

As to give the historian a place."

la addition to these evidences of religious decay we

may add the most unwelcome of all : the moral prostra-
tion of the English Church. Instead of being "a city
set upon a hill," she was in the valley of humiliation

;

and few were the faithful -watchmen upon her walls.

The period commencing with the Restoration, and con-

tinuing down to the time of which we speak, was one

1

Sohlosser, History of the Eighteenth Century, vol. ii., p. 86-86.
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of ministerial and laic degeneracy. Bishop Burnet,

writing of his own generation, said,
" I ain now in the

seventieth year of my age, and as I cannot speak long
in the world, in any sort, I cannot hope for a more
solemn occasion than this of speaking with all due free-

dom, both to the present and to the succeeding ages.

Therefore I lay hold on it to give a free vent to those

sad thoughts that lie on my mind both day and night,
and are the subject of many secret mournings. I can-

not look on without the deepest concern, when I see the

imminent ruin hanging over this church, and, by con-

sequence, over the whole Reformation. The outward

state of things is black enough, G-od knows, but that

which heightens my fears rises chiefly from the inward

state into which we are unhappily fallen. . . . Our

ember-weeks are the burden and grief of my life. The
much greater part of those who come to be ordained

are ignorant to a degree not to be apprehended by
those who are not obliged to know it. The easiest part
of knowledge is that to which they are the greatest

strangers. Those who have read some few books, yet

never seem to have read the Scriptures. Many cannot

give even a tolerable account of the Catechism itself,

how short and plain soever. This does often tear my
heart. The case is not much better in many who, having

got into orders, come for institution, and cannot make it

appear that they have read the Scriptures, or any one

good book since they were ordained
;
so that the small

measure of knowledge upon which they get into holy

orders, not being improved, is in a way to be quite lost
;

and they think it a great hardship if told they must

know the Scriptures and the body of divinity better be-

fore they can be trusted with the care of souls."
l

1 Pastoral Care.

29
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Archbishop Seeker, who wrote at a late' period,

testifies to the same state of religious petrification :

" la

this we cannot "be mistaken, that an open and professed

disregard is become, through a variety of unhappy

causes, the distinguishing character of the present age ;

that this evil is grown to a great height in the metrop-

olis of the nation; is daily spreading through every

part of it
; and, bad in itself as any can be, must of ne-

cessity bring in others after it. Indeed it hath already

brought in such dissoluteness and contempt of princi-

ple in the higher part of the world, and such profligate

intemperance, and fearlessness of committing crimes, in

the lower, as must, if this impiety stop not, become ab-

solutely fatal. And Grod knows, far from stopping, it

receives, through the ill designs of some persons, and

the inconsiderateness of others, a continual increase.

Christianity is now ridiculed and railed at, with very
little reserve

;
and the teachers of

it,
without any at

all."
1

The Church had not the moral power or purity to

assert her own authority. She had lost the respect of

the world because she had no respect for herself. She

was therefore enervated at a time when all her power
was needed to resist the skeptical and immoral tenden-

cies of the day. But a new religious power, from an unex-

pected source, began to influence the English mind We
refer to the movement inaugurated by the Wesleys and

Whitefield, who were fellow-students in Oxford Univer-

sity. They were appaJled at the dissoluteness of the

students, the frigid preaching of the day,, and the uni-

versal religious destitution of the nation. These themes
burdened the hearts of the "Holy Club" at Oxford
from day to day, and sent them from their cloisters to

1

Works, vol. v., p. 306.
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visit prisons, preach in surrounding towns, and impart

religious truth wherever a wiling recipient could be
found. No sooner had John Wesley returned from his

missionary voyage to Georgia than there were unmis-

takable evidences of the adaptation of the new preach-

ing to the wants of the people. The masses, long
affected by a deplorable indifference to religious
truths and pious living, heard the earnest preaching
of the Methodists with profound attention and in

such large numbers that no impartial observer could

doubt the peculiar fitness of Methodism to the existing

state of society, morals, literature, and philosophy. As
a result, the number of converts multiplied. The Es-

tablished Church was aroused to activity. Dissenters

began to hope for the return of the good days of Bun-

yan and Baxter and Howe.

Isaac Taylor says of the new influence, that "
it

preserved from extinction and reanimated the lan-

guishing nonconformity of the last century, which just

at the time of the Methodist revival, was rapidly in

course to be found nowhere but in books." But the

"Wesleyan movement made little impression on the

literary circles to whom Bolingbroke, Hume, and Gib-

bon had communicated their gospel of nature. The

poets continued to sing, the essayists to write, and

the philosophers to speculate, in a world peculiarly

their own. They shut themselves quite in from the

itinerant "helpers
" of Wesley. The large class of Eng-

lish minds which stood aloof from all ecclesiastical

organizations, and failed to see any higher cause of

the revival than mere enthusiasm, were the persons

whom those writers still influenced. But it was plain

to both the masters and their disciples that their princi-

ples were in process of transition. They were there-
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fore ready for tlie reception of whatever plausible type
of skepticism might present itself for their accept-

ance.

History is tlie illustration of cause and effect. The
fountain springs up in one period, and generations often

pass "before it finds its natural outlet. The issue of the

final efforts of English Deism, of the impure French

taste, and of the works of the grosser class of literary
men Hying in the last century, is now manifested in that

spirit which welcomes the JEs>says and Reviews, and the

criticism of Colenso. It is not true that these and sim-

ilar publications have created a Eationalistic taste in

Great Britain. The taste was already in existence, and
has been struggling for satisfaction ever since the closing
decades of the eighteenth century.



CHAPTEE XX.

EffGKLAKD COimNTJED : PHILOSOPHICAL AND LITERARY RA-
TIO1TALISM.--COLERIDGE AND OARLYLE.

ALL history betrays the operation of a compensating

principle. The payment may be slow, "but there is sel-

dom total repudiation. An influence which departs
from a country and sets in upon its neighbor, trans-

forming thought, giving new shades to social life, and

instilling foreign principles into politics, is sure, in

course of time, to return from its wanderings, bearing
with it other forces with which to react upon the land

whence it originated. Thought, like the tidal wave,
visits all latitudes with its ebb and flow.

The present condition of Anglican theology is an

illustration of intellectual re-payment. Two centuries

ago England gave Deism to Germany, and the latter

country is now paying back the debt with compound in-

terest. After the Revolution of 1789, and the brilliant

ascendency of Napoleon Bonaparte, the Erench spirit

rapidly lost its hold upon the English mind. But there

immediately arose a disposition to consult Grerman the-

ology and philosophy. English students frequented
the Grerman universities, and the works of the leading
thinkers of Berlin, Heidelberg, and Halle, were on sale

in the book-stores of London. The intimate relations

of the royal family of England to Germany, together
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witt the alliance between the German States and Great

Britain for the arrest of French aims, increased the

tendency until it assumed importance and power. The

fruit was first visible in the application of German Ka-

tionalism and philosophy to English theology. When

Coleridge came from the Fatherland with a new system
of opinions, he felt as proud of Ms good fortune as

Columbus did on laying a continent at his sovereign's

feet. Ever since that profound thinker assumed a fixed

position, a reaction against orthodoxy has been pro-

gressing in the Established Church. There are reasons

why the slow but effectual introduction of German Ka-

tionalism has been taking place imperceptibly.
The, war which had agitated England, with the rest

of Europe, came to a close in 1815. Immediately after-

ward domestic politics needed adjustment.
" The dis-

abilities were swept away," says a writer,
" the House of

Commons was reconstituted, the municipalities were

reformed, slavery was abolished."
l In due time the na-

tion became adjusted to peace ;
the popular mind lost

its nervousness
;
the universities returned to their sober

thinking; and the Chjirch took a careful survey to ascer-

tain what had been lost in the recent conflict, what

gained, and what new fields lay ready for her enterprise.
But very soon fresh political combinations attracted the

attention of all classes. The revolutionary changes and

counter-changes in France were watched with eager at-

tention lest Waterloo might be avenged in some unex-

pected manner. At home, church parties were reviv-

ing the old antagonisms described by the pen of Ma-

caulay. The popular mind has thus been continually
directed toward some exciting theme. England has not

had a day of leisure during the whole of the last half-

1 National Review, Oct., 1856.
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century, when she could come to a judicious conclusion

concerning that class of her thinkers who, though they
make theology their profession, are so intensely inde-

pendent as to attach themselves to no creed or ecclesias-

tical organization. But they have been thinking all

the time, and the outgrowth of their thought is now
visible.

English Rationalism consists of three departments :

Philosophical, Literary, and Critical Rationalism. When-
ever infidelity has arisen, whether within or without

the Church, it has usually developed these forms. Phi-

losophy has furnished undevout reason with a fund of

speculative objections to revelation
;
literature has daz-

zled and bewildered the young and aH lovers of ro-

mance; and criticism has seized the deductions of

science, language, and ethnology, and by their com-

bined aid aimed at the overthrow of the historical and

inspired basis of faith. Each of these three agents is in

constant danger of arrogance and error. The first, by
a single false assumption, may lose its way ;

the second,

by making too free use of the imagination, can easily

forget when it is dealing with faith and facts
;
and the

third, by one act of over-reaching, is liable to become

puerile, fanciful, and unreliable. The philosopher, the

Utteratewr, and the exegete need to be less observant of

the surrounding world than of the purity of their own
inner life and the teachings of the Holy Spirit.

Philosophical Rationalism in England commenced

with Samuel Taylor Coleridge. A comprehensive view

of that metaphysician produces a painful impression.

Though gifted with capacity for any sphere of thought,

he did not excel in either so far as to enable us to

assign
Trim a fixed place in literature. He is known as

poet, theologian, and philosopher. But his own desire
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was that posterity might regard him as a theologian.

In addition to this indeterminateness of position, which

always seriously detracts from a great name, Coleridge

presents the unfortunate example of a man who, instead

of laboring with settled convictions, and achieving sue-

cess by virtue of their operation, seems to have only

striven after them. His indefinite status was the result

of that theological difficulty which proved his greatest

misfortune. His sentiments never partook of an evan-

gelical character until the latter part of his life. His

habits of thought had become confirmed, and it was

quite too late to counteract the influence of many views

previously expressed.

So far as we are able to collect the opinions of Cole-

ridge by fragments from his writings, we discover two

elements, which, coining from totally different sources,

and originating in different ages, harmonized in his<

mind and constituted the mass of his speculations. One
was Grecian, taking its rise in Plato and afterward

becoming assimilated to Christianity at Alexandria.

The other was German, derived directly from Kaiit, and

undergoing no improvement by its processes of trans-

formation at the hands of that philosopher's successors.
" From the Greek," says Dr. Shedd,

" he derived the

doctrine of Ideas, and folly sympathized with his

warmly-glowing and poetic utterance of philosophic
truths. From the German he derived the more strictly
scientific part of his system the fundamental distinc-

tions between the Understanding and the Keason (with
the sub-distinction of the latter into Speculative and

Practical), and between Nature and Spirit. With him
also he sympathized in that deep conviction of the ab-

solute nature and validity of the great ideas of God,
Freedom, and Immortality of the binding obligation
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of conscience and generally of the supremacy of the

Moral and Practical over the purely Speculative. In-

deed, any one who goes to the study of Kant, after

having made himself acquainted with the writings of

Coleridge, will be impressed by the spontaneous and

vital concurrence of the latter with the former the

heartiness and entireness with which the Englishman
enters into the method and system of this, in many
respects, greatest philosopher of the modern world." *

The Platonic element in the speculations of Cole-

ridge is of earlier date than the German. It was his

reliance until introduced to the captivating opinions of

the philosopher of Konigsberg. But it never wholly
left him, it was the enchantment of his life.

He had severe struggles. His conquest of the habit

of opium-eating, contracted to soothe physical suffering,

is an index of the persistent purpose of the man. At
first an ardent Unitarian, he was once about to assume

charge of a congregation at Shrewsbury. But he finally

declined the offer, by saying that,
" Active zeal for

Unitarian Christianity, not indolence or indifference,

has been the motive of my declining a local and solid

settlement as preacher of it."
2

The media through which he passed in search of

light were numerous. He seems to have gone to

Germany under the impression that lie would there

find what he had fruitlessly sought in England. No
'one will deny that the philosophy of Kant was better

than the English empirical system of the eighteenth

century, which was the besb metaphysical pabulum he

1
Introductory Msay to Coleridge's WorJss. Vol. i, pp. 21-22. Har-

per's edition.

2 Letter dated Shrewsbury, Jan. 19th, 1798, to Mr. Isaac Wood, High

St., Shrewsbury.
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had received at home. He applied himself to the assid-

uous study of Kant's disciples, but the master satisfied

him best. Nevertheless, Coleridge was not mentally

adapted to the Kantian system. He had a psychical

affinity for ScheUing. He loved him as a brother. He
was charmed with his vivid imagination, warm admira-

tion of all natural forms, and ardent, impulsive temper-

ament. Schilling's philosophy was Spinozism in poetry,

and there can be no question of Coleridge's former

adoption of some parts of the Hollander's naturalism.

But his tenacity to them, as well as his subsequent
affiliation with ScheUing, was short-lived. When he

awoke to the unmistakable stratum of Pantheism under-

lying Schelling's system, he hastily forsook it, and his

diatribes indignantly hurled against one whom he had

so enthusiastically admired are the more notable be-

cause of his former intense sympathy. Erom ScheUing
he returned once more to Kant as the thinker who had

more closely approximated the truth* His mind must

have undergone a total revolution when he could write

such words as these :
"
Spite of all the superior airs of

the Nainir-PMlosophiey I confess that in the perusal of

Kant I breathe the air of good sense and logical under

standing with the light of reason shining in it and

through it; while in the Physics of Schelling I am
amused with happy conjectures, and in his Theology
I am bewildered by positions which, in their first sense,

are transcendental (uberflwgend}, and in their literal

sense scandalous." *

Coleridge became firmly settled in theistic faith.

Occupying that as his final position, he is destined to

wield a great salutary power over English thought.
Dr, Shedd, in estimating the probable future influence

1

Biographic, IM&rcuria,* Appendix IH.
f p. 709.
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of Ms theistic system, says :
" Now as tie defender and

interpreter of this decidedly and profoundly theistic

system of philosophy, we regard the works of Coleridge
as of great and growing worth, in the present state of

the educated and thinMng world. It is not to be dis-

guised that Pantheism is the most formidable opponent
which truth has to encounter in the cultivated and

reflecting classes. "We do not here allude to the formal

reception and logical defense of the system, so much as

to that pantheistic way of thinking, which is uncon-

sciously stealing into the lighter and more imaginative

species of modern literature, and from them is passing
over into the principles and opinions of men at large.

This popularized Naturalism this Naturalism of polite

literature and of literary society is seen in the lack of

that depth and strength of tone, and that heartiness

and robustness of temper, which characterize a mind
into which the personality of God, and the responsibility

of man cut sharply, and which does not cowardly
shrink from a severe and salutary moral consciousness.

. . . The intensely theistic character of the philosophy
of Coleridge is rooted and grounded in the Personal

and the Spiritual, and not in the least in the Imper-
sonal and the Natural Drawing in the outset, as we
have remarked above, a distinct and broad line between

these two realms, it keeps them apart from each other,

by affirming a difference in essence, and steadfastly re-

sists any $nd every attempt to amalgamate them into

one sole substance. The doctrine of creation, and not

of emanation or of modification, is the doctrine by which
it constructs its theory of the Universe, and the doc-

trine of responsible self-determination, and not of irre-

sponsible natural development, is the doctrine by which

it constructs its systems of Philosophy and Keligion."
l
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The Platonic portion of the views of Coleridge is

more apparent in Ms theology than in his philosophy.

In his Confession of Faith, written November 3, 1816,

he avows his adherence to some of the prime doctrines

of revealed truth. He declares his free agency; defines

God to be a Being in whom supreme reason and a most

holy will are one with infinite power; acknowledges
man's fallen nature, that he is

" born a child of wrath
;

"

and holds Christ Jesus to be the Word which was with

God from all eternity, assumed human nature to redeem

man, and by his merits secured for us the descent of the

Holy Spirit and the impartation of his free grace. In

the Preface to the Aids to Reflection he thus states his

object in writing that work :

" To exhibit a full and

consistent scheme of the Christian Dispensation, and

more largely of all the peculiar doctrines of the Chris-

tian faith
;
and to answer all the objections to the same,

which do not originate in a corrupt will rather than an

erring judgment ;
and to do this in a manner intelli-

gible for all who, possessing the ordinary advantages
of education, do in good earnest desire to form their

religious creed in the light of their own convictions, and

to have a reason for the faith which they profess.

There are indeed mysteries, in evidence of which no

reasons can be brought. But it has been my endeavor

to show that the true solution of the problem is, that

these mysteries are reason, reason in its highest form of

selfaffirmation."
x

The distinctions and definitions of Coleridge occa-

sion the most serious difficulty in the study of his opin-
ions. His mode of statement more frequently than his

conception subjects him to the charge of Rationalism.

His life-long error of mistaking theology for meta,
1

WorJcs, vol. i., p. 116.
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physics resulted in Ms application of philosophical ter-

minology to theological questions; but mating every
reasonable allowance, we cannot doubt that he had

defective views of some of the essential truths of Chris-

tianity. He clothes reason with authority to determine

what is inspiration, by saying that there can be no reve-

lation
" ad etttra? Therefore, every man should decide

for himself the character of the Scriptures. The power
which Coleridge thus places in the hand of man is

traceable to his distinction between reason and under-

standing. He makes the latter the logical, and the

former the intuitive faculty. Even beasts possess un-

derstanding, but reason, the gift of Grod to no less crea-

ture than man, performs the functions of judgment on

supersensual matters. "Reason," says he, "is the

power of universal and necessary convictions, the source

and substance of truths above sense, and having their

evidence in themselves." x This admission to Rational-

ism has been eagerly seized by the Coleridgean school,

and elaborated in some of their writings.

Sin, according to Coleridge, is not guilt in the

orthodox sense. When Adam fell he merely turned

his back upon the sun; dwelt in the shadow; had

Grod's displeasure; was stripped of his supernatural

endowments ;
and inherited the evils of a sickly body,

and a passionate, ignorant, and uninstructed soul. His

sin left him to his nature, his posterity is heir to his

oadsfortunes, and what is every man's evil becomes all

mien's greater evil Each one has evil enough, and it is

hard for a man to live up to the rule of his own reason

and conscience.
2

Redemption is not salvation from the

surse of a broken law, and Christ did not pay a debt

1
Worto, p. 241. The fall argument is contained on pp. 241-253.

* Ibid. vol. i., pp. 269-271.
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for man, because tlie payer must have incurred the debt

himself.
1 But the fruit of Ms death is the reconciliation

of man to Grod. Man will have a future life, but it was

not the specific object of the Christian dispensation to

satisfy his understanding that he will live hereafter
;

neither is the belief of a future state or the rationality

of its belief the exclusive attribute of the Christian

religion, but a fundamental article of all religion.
2

ATI attempts to determine the exact theological

position of Coleridge from his own definitions are un-

satisfactory. We must derive his real convictions from

the spirit and not from the letter of his works. He
was devout and reverent, never prosecuting his investi-

gations from a mere love of speculation, but as a sincere

inquirer after truth. But his statements have had their

natural result in producing a large and vigorous school

of thinkers. Never bracing himself to write a philo-

sophical or theological system, but merely stating his

views in aphoristic form as in the Aids to Reflection
he scattered his thoughts as a careless sower, and left

them to germinate in the public mind. But many of

his opinions have been perverted, and speculations have

been based upon them by numerous admirers who,

proudly claiming him for authority, thrust upon the

world those sentiments which bear less the impress of

the master than the counterfeit of the weaker disciple.

A large cluster of important and familiar names ap-

pears in testimony of the deep and immediate impres-
sion produced by the opinions of Coleridge. Julius

Charles Hare, not the least worthy of the number, has
been one of the prominent agents in communicating to

the English people the principles of that thinker, who
1

Works, vol.
i., p. 808.

a
Ibid, p. 825.
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was not superior to him in moral earnestness and pro-
found reverence. When lecturing as Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge, Hare was attentively heard by John

Sterling, Maurice, and Trench. He drank deeply of

the spirit of Coleridge, of whom he was ever proud to

call himself a "pupil," and who, in connection with

Wordsworth, was the instrumentality by which he

and others "were preserved from the noxious taint of

Byron."
1

From whatever side we view Hare's life, it is full

of interest. When very young he traveled on the

Continent, and became delighted with the literature of

Germany. He informs us that, "in 1811 he saw the

mark of Luther's inkstand on the walls of the Castle

of Wartburg, and there first learned to throw inkstands

at the devil" His view of sacrifice was very superfi-

cial, and similar to that of Maurice. The Jewish offer-

ings were typical "of the slaying and offering up of the

carnal nature to God. . . . The lesson of the

cross is to draw nigh to God, not by this work or that

work, not by the sacrifice of this thing or that, but by
the entire sacrifice and resignation of their whole being
to the will of God." 2 Christ did not perform his im-

portant mission so much by his death as by his entire

life, and his sufferings were only the completion of his

task. "His great work was to be completed and made

perfect, as every truly great work must be, by suffering.

For no work can be really great unless it be against

the course of the world. ... It was by losing his

own life in every possible way by the agony in the

garden ; by the flight and denial of those whom he had

chosen out of the world to be His companions and

1 Mission of the Comforter. Note Sa.
" Sermons on the LOUD of Self-Sacrifice, and the Unify of the Church.
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friends
; by the mockery and cruelty of those whom

his goodness and purity rendered more bitter against
"hi-m

j by the frantic and murderous cries of the people,

whom he had loaded with every earthly benefit, and

whom he desired to crown with eternal blessings ;
and

by the closing sufferings on the cross that Jesus was

to gain his own life, and the everlasting life of all who
will believe in Him. All this, then, the whole wort of

the redemption of mankind, does our Lord in the text

declare to be finished.
1

Hare declares the necessity of faith to Christian

life, but he renders it more passive than active by say-

ing that it is a receptive moral endowment capable of

large development. Happy is the man wlio becomes in-

ured to the exalted
" habit of faith." Sin is more a

matter of regret than of responsibility; inspiration is a

doctrine we should not slight, but the language of the

Scriptures must not be regarded too tenaciously ;
due al-

lowance ought to be made for all verbal inaccuracies and

discrepancies ;
miracles are an adjunct to Christian evi-

dence, but their importance is greatly exaggerated, for

they are a beautiful frieze, not one of the great pillars

in the temple of our faith.

Notwithstanding these evidences of Hare's digres-
sion from orthodoxy, we cannot forget that consecration

and purity of heart revealed in some of his sermons,
and especially in the glowing pages of the Mission of
the Comforter. His ministerial life was an example of

untiring devotion, and we know not which to admire
the more, his labor of love in the rustic parish of Herst-

monceaux, or those searching rebukes of Komanism con-

tained in the charges to his clergy. Independent as

both his friends and enemies acknowledge him to have
1 Sermon on Jofm xix., 30.
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been, his misfortune was an excessive reliance upon his

own imagination and upon the opinions of those whom
be admired. Nature made him capalble of intimate

friendships, both personal and intellectual. No one

3an examine his life without loving the man, nor read

bis fervent words without concluding that the Church
aas been honored by few men of his noble type. That

self-sacrifice and sympathy of which he often spoke feel-

ngly in connection with the humiliation of Christ,

ivere the controlling principles of his heart. Let not

;he veil with which we would conceal his theological
lefects obscure, in the least, the "brightness of his res-

jplendent character and pure purposes.
No view of Hare's position can be complete without

embracing that of his brother-in-law, Maurice
;
both of

vhom were ardently sympathetic with Coleridge. But
virile the former gave a more evangelical cast to his

naster's opinions than they originally possessed, the

atter perverted them by unwarranted speculations.

Maurice is now one of the most influential of the Ra-

ionalistic teachers of England. He has not* employed

dmself, like Kingsley and others of the Broad Church,
u publishing his theological sentiments in the form of

eligious novels, but has had the commendable frank-

Less to state his opinions without circumlocution, and to

urnish us with his creed in a single volume of essays.
1

Maurice's notion of an ideal creation betrays the

aedia through which he has received it, from Cole-

idge to Neo-Platonism, and thence to Plato. The crea-

ion of herbs, flowers, beasts, birds, and fishes, as re-

orded in the first chapter of Genesis, was the bringing

1
Theological Essays. Second Edition. London, 1858. Manrice has

ublished thirty-four works. Vid. Low's English Catalogue, 1835-1862,

p. 509-610.

20
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forth of kinds and orders, such as they were according

to the mind of God, not of actual separate phenomenal

existences, such as they present themselves to the senses

of man.1 The creation of man is disposed of in the same

ideal way ;
so that we are inclined to ask the critic if

man is not, after all, only a Platonic idea ?
" What I

wish you particularly to notice," says he,
"

is that the

part of the record which speaks of man ideally, accord-

ing to his place with reference to God, is the part which

expressly belongs to the history of CREATION
;
that the

"bringing forth of man in tlvis sense, is the work of the

sixth day, . . . Extend this thought, which seems

to rise inevitably out of the story of the creation of man,
as Moses delivers it, to the seat of that universe of which

he regards man as the climax, and we are forced to the

conclusion that in the one case, as in the other, it is not

the visible,. material thing of which the historian is

speaking, but that which lies below the visible material

thing, and constitutes the substance which it shows

forth." 2

Maurice assumes also, with Neo-Platonism, that Christ

is the archetype of every human being, and that when
a man becomes pure, he is only developing the Christ

who was within him already.
" The Son was really in

Saul of Tarsus, and he only became Paul the converted

when that Son was revealed in him. . . . Christ is

in every man. . . All may call upon God as a rec-

onciled Father. Human beings are redeemed, not in

consequence of any act they have done, of any faith

they have exercised
;
their faith is to be grounded on a

foregone conclusion
;
their acts are to be the fruits of a

state they already possess."
8

1 Lectures on the Old Testament, p. 6.

a Ibid. pp. 8-6.
*
Unity of the 3Tew Testament. Introduction, pp. xxL-xxvi.
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From this premise alone the theological system of

Maurice may be accurately determined. Sin is an evil

from which we should strive to effect an escape, but it is

nothing more, neither guilt nor responsibility, only a

condition of our life and not a consequence of actual

disobedience of God's law, or the effect of his displeas-

ure. Deep below it there is a righteousness capable of

asserting its sovereignty. Job had a righteousness

within him, which led him to say,
" I know that my

Redeemer liveth." Those persons who prate about our

miserable condition as sinners,
" have a secret reserve

of belief that there is that in them which is not sin,

which is the very opposite of sin. . . . Each man
has got this sense of righteousness, whether he realizes

it distinctly or indistinctly; whether he expresses it

courageously, or keeps it to himself."
*

The nature of the atonement, Maurice holds, is a sub-

ject of misconception, and the notions of it, as they now
obtain in Christendom, darken and bewilder the mind.

What Christ has really done for us through suffering was

his matchless sympathy ;
he became our brother, and

v^as not our mediatorial substitute but a natural repre-

sentative. On this ground, a regeneration is communi-

cated to all, not by virtue of any appropriating faith,

but as a result of the sympathetic death of Christ. The

justification of humanity has been secured by his incar-

nation, and the penalty resulting from sin is a mere scar

Df the healed wound. Natural death is not the separa-

tion of soul and body, though both are affected by it

for the body which seems to die is only the corruption

resulting from our sins, and the real body does not die.

Eence, there can never be any general resurrection or

judgment.
1
Theological Essays, p. 61.
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It is astonishing that a man who unhesitatingly prop-

agated these views, could hold any office within the pale

of the Established Church
;
but Maurice enjoyed high fa-

vor a number of years before his displacement. Though

commencing life as a Unitarian and Universalist, he was

rapidly promoted by the ecclesiastical authorities. He
took no pains to conceal his theological opinions, and

yet we find him advancing in King's College, London,
from the Professorship of English Literature to that of

Ecclesiastical History, and thence to the Chair of Di-

vinity. Some time elapsed after the publication of the

Essays before Dr. Jelf, Principal of the College, even

read them, but having made himself acquainted with

their contents, a correspondence took place between him

and Maurice. The result was that the Council pro-

nounced "the opinions expressed, and the doubts indi-

cated in the Ussays, and the correspondence respecting
future punishments and the final issues of the day of

judgment, to be of dangerous tendency, and likely to

unsettle the minds of the theological students
;
and fur-

ther decide that his continuance as Professor would be

seriously detrimental to the interests of the College."
l

Maurice afterward held the office of Chaplain to Lin-

coln's Inn, but in 1860 he was appointed by the Queen
to the district church of Vere St. Marylebone.

The relations of Maurice and Kingsley are most in-

timate, for besides their leadership of the Broad

Church, they are the exponents of the so-called Chris-

tian Socialism.

Charles Kingsley has made a profound impression

upon the present thought and life of England. He
betrays his martial lineage in the vigor of his pen,
and in that unswerving purpose to counteract what, in

1 The date of this Sentence was Oct. 28th, 1853.
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iiis opinion, are serious barriers to the progress of the

age. That he should entertain sympathy with Cole-

ridge might be expected from the very cast of his

mind,'but his adoption of such a large proportion of that

thinker's sentiments may be due to his private education

under the care of Derwent Coleridge, son of the phi-

losopher. Though only forty-six years old, twenty of

which have been passed in the rectorship of Eversley,
an enumeration of his works shows him to have written

theology, philosophy, poetry, and romance. But his

publications betray unity of purpose. Instead of suf-

fering Christianity to be a dead weight upon society,

he would adapt it to the wants of the masses. He
holds that when the adaptation becomes thorough,

when, by any means, the people can be made to grasp

Christianity, the reflexive influence will be so great as

to elevate them to a point unthought of by the slug-

gish Church. But what is the Christianity which

Kingsley would incorporate into the life of society?

Upon the answer to this inquiry depends the difference

between him and evangelical theologians.

The advocates of orthodoxy maintain that Chris-

tianity is a remedial dispensation, introduced to meet an

evil which could not be counteracted by any other

agency, human or divine
;
but with Kingsley it is only

the outward exhibition of what had ever existed in a

concealed state. Man has always been one with the

Word, or Son of God, and, by virtue of the nature of

each, they are in perfect union. Christ manifested the

union first when he appeared on earth in the incarnate

state, since he came to declare to men that they were

not estranged from him, but had always been, and still

were, in harmony with him. Men are not craven enemies

of God, which error a harsh theology would make them
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believe, They are Ms friends, for Christ regarded them

complacently as such
;
and the atonement must not be

deemed the reconciliation of sinful humanity and angry

Deity, but as the first manifestation of an ever-existing

unity of the two parties. We need not pass through

the long ordeal of repentance to be placed in the rela-

tion of sons
;
because we are all by nature " members

of Christ, children of -God, and inheritors of the King-
dom of Heaven." *

The Church, according to Kingsley, is the world in

a certain aspect.
" The world," says an English writer,

in stating Kingsley's opinion, "is called the Church

when it recognizes its relation to God in Christ, and acts

accordingly. The Church is the world lifting itself up
into the sunshine

;
the world is the Church falling into

shadow and darkness. When and where the light and

life that are in the world break out into bright, or

noble, or holy word or deed, then and there the world

shows that the nature and glory of the Church live

within it Every man of the world is not only poten-

tially, but virtually a member of Christ's Church, what-

ever may, for the present, be his character or seeming.
Like the colors in shot silk, or on a dove's neck, the dif-

ference of hue and denomination depends merely upon
the degree of light, and the angle of vision. In con-

formity with this principle, Mr. Kingsley's theology al-

together secularizes the Kingdom of Christ."
2

Kingsley's views of the offices of the Holy Spirit
indicate a decided approbation of the pantheistic theory.
The third person of the Trinity operates not only upon

1 Sermons on National Subjects. First Series, p. 14. London Edition.
4 Modem Anglican Theology. By the Ber. J. H. Bigg. Second Edi-

tion. London, 1850. The student of contemporary theology will find this

work the best summary of the opinions of Coleridge and his school
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man, but through liiin upon the secular and intellectual

life of the world. Poetry, romance, and each act of

induction, are the wort of the Spirit, whose agency
secures all the material and scientific growth of the

world. Without that power, the car of progress,

whether in letters, mechanics, or ethics, must stop.

Kingsley would elevate the degraded portion of the

race until the lowest merober be made to feel the trans-

muting agency of Christianity. He was first led into

sympathy with the poor operatives in the English fac-

tories by reading Mayhew's Sketches of London Labw
and London Poor, and, in connection with Maurice, or-

ganized cooperative laboring associations as a check to

the crushing system of competitive labor. Their plans

succeeded, and many abject working men. have been

brought into a higher social and moral condition than

they had hitherto enjoyed. These humanitarian efforts

have attracted large numbers to the reception of the

tenets entertained by those putting them forth.
"
For,"

the unthinking say,
"
if the opinions of these men will

lead them to labor on this wise for the social elevation

of our fellow-beings, they must needs be correct, and if

so, worthy of our reception." But if Neo-Platonism can

make Maurices, Kingsleys, and a whole school of " Mus-

cular Christians" and "Christian Socialists," nothing
less than the pure religion of Christ can raise up
Howards, Wilberforces, and Budgetts.

The philosopher has always exerted a great power

upon those who do not philosophize. He is regarded

by many as the inhabitant of a sphere which few can

enter, and his dictates are heard as fiats of a rightful

ruler. Those who cannot understand him fully often

congratulate themselves that the few unmistakable
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grains they have gathered from Ms opinions are nuggets
of pure gold, and entitled to tlie merit of becoming the

world's currency. The philosopher is not his own in-

terpreter. There has seldom been one who knew how
to tell his thoughts to the masses. That is the province

of the popular writers who have adopted his opinions,

and know how to deal them out almost imperceptibly
in the form of poetry and fiction. One great philo-

sophical mind has sometimes dictated the literature of

generations, and, in earlier periods, of entire centuries.

This influence of philosophy on literature is fur-

nished with a new illustration at the present day;
some of the most popular and attractive writers of

Great Britain have extracted their opinions from one

or more of the later philosophers of Germany, and in-

corporated them into current poetry, romance, and his-

tory. The effect has been to furnish the people with a

literature which possesses all the weight of vital reli-

gious truth in the minds of those readers who prefer
to derive their creed from some enchanter in letters to

seeking it immediately from the Bible or its most re-

liable interpreters.

The department of literature in question inculcates

as its cardinal principle that man is unconscious of his

power, he can do what seems impossible, does not

worship his fellows enough, is purer than his clerical

leaders would have him imagine, and ought, like

certain of his predecessors, to arouse to lofty efforts,

assert his dignity and divinity, and strive to ad-

vance the world to its proper glory and perfection.
The authors of these exciting and flattering appeals do
not surround their theory with proper safeguards, nor
do they tell the world that they have served up a de-

lectable dish of Pantheism for popular deglutition.
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The case is stated clearly by one who understands the

danger of this tendency, and whose pen has already been

powerful in exposing its absurdity. "In our general

literature," says Bayne,
" the principle we have enunci-

ated undergoes modification, and, for the most part, is

by no means expressed as pantheism. We refer to that

spirit of self-assertion, which lies so deep in what may
be called the religion of literature, to that wide-spread

tendency to regard all reform of the individual man as

being an evolution of some hidden nobleness, or an

appoal to a perfect internal light or law, together with

what may be called the worship of genius, the habit of

nourishing all hope on the manifestation of the

divine, by gifted individuals. We care not how this

]ast remarkable characteristic of the time be defined;

to us its connection with pantheism, and more or less

close dependence on the teaching of that of Germany,
seem plain, but it is enough that we discern in it an

influence definably antagonistic to the spirit of Chris-

tianity."
1

The parentage of literary Rationalism in England
is attributable to Thomas Carlyle. Having

" found his

soul
"
in the philosophy of Germany, we hear him, in

1827, defending the criticism of Kant as
"
distinctly tlie

greatest intellectual achievement of the century in

which it came to light." But the opinions of Fichte

and Bichter have subsequently had more weight with

Carlyle, and he has elaborated them in many forms.

Fichte, in particular, has influenced him to adopt a

theory which gives a practical denial to the Scriptural

declarations of the fallen state of humanity. Effort

being goodness, the exterior world is only tolerable be-

cause it furnishes an arena for the contest of work
1 Christian Life, p. 14. American Edition.
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Mail will never receive any prize unless lie "bestir him

self to the exercise of Ms own omnipotence. Individual

life is all the real life possessed by this world, and it is

gifted with a spiritual wand capable of calling up
wondrous forms of beauty and worth. It matters not

so much what man works for, since his effort is the im-

portant matter. All ages have had a few true men.

The assertion of self-hood constitutes greatness; and.

Zoroaster, Cromwell, Julius Caesar, and Frederic the

Great
;
heroes of any creed or no creed, Pagan or Jew,

are the world's worthies, its great divinities. Men need

not be conscious that they are doing great deeds while

in the act, nor, when the work is accomplished, that

they have performed anything worthy a school-boy's

notice. On the other hand, worth is tested by actual

unconsciousness,
" which teaches that all self-knowledge

is a curse, and introspection a disease
;
that the true

health of a man is to have a soul without being aware

of it, to be disposed of by impulses which he never

criticises, to fling out the products of creative genius
without looking at them."

Man is the centre of the universe, which is every-

where clothed with life. His is a spiritual power

capable of effecting the great transformations needed

by his fellows. Let him be earnest, then, and evolve

the fruits of his wonderful strength. Since his mission

is work, here is Carlyle's gospel which calls him to it :

u "Work is of a religious* nature ;
all true work is sacred

;

in all true work, were it but true hand-labor, there is

something of divineness. Labor, wide as the earth, has

its summit in heaven. Sweat of the brow; and up
from that to the sweat of the brain, sweat of the heart

;

which includes all Kepler calculations, Newton medita-

tions, all sciences, all spoken epics, all acted heroisms,
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martyrdoms, Tip to that '

Agony of bloody sweat/
which all men have called divine ! "brother, if this

is not i

worship,' then I say the more pity for worship ;

for this is the noblest thing yet discovered under God's

sky," Work implies power, and power in the individ-

ual is what society needs to keep it within proper
bounds. Social life requires the will of the single mind
and hand; republicanism is therefore the dream of

fanatics, and ought not to be tolerated anywhere. Pop-
ular rights are a fiction which the strong hand ought
to dissipate at a thrust. The greatest men are the

greatest despots, and the exercise of their unlimited

authority is what entitles them to our worship. Napo-
leon HL preaches the pure gospel of politics in his

Life of Julius GCBSO/T. Absolute subjection call it

slavery, if you please is the proper state of large

bodies of helpless humanity, who are absolutely de-

pendent upon some master of iron will for guidance
and development.

Such being Carlyle's view of human rights, it is not

surprising that he has applauded the most gigantic

effort in history to establish a government upon the

system of human bondage. But all slavery will by
and by vanish like the tobacco-smoke of "Teufels-

drockh." Part of the world's best work will be the

unceasing effort for its universal and perpetual extermi-

nation ;
and posterity will honor those who labor for

this consummation as greater benefactors and workers

than all the divinities idolized by the author of Sartor

Resartus and the Life of Frederic the Grreat.

While Oarlyle's system does not appear to flatter

humanity its effect is of that character. He would

make his readers believe that they are pure, great,

and capable beings like those deified by him. The adu-
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lation "being too great for many who peruse his pages,

large numbers of readers are led into dangerous vagaries.
"
Tlie influence of Carlyle's writings," says an essayist,

" and especially of Ms Sartor Resartus, has been

primarily exerted on classes of men most exposed to

temptations of egotism and petulance, and least sub-

jected to anything above them, academics, artists, Ut-

terateurs, strong-minded women,
*

debating' youths,

Scotchmen of the phrenological grade, and Irishmen of

the young-Ireland school" * There are very many be-

side this grotesque group, who exclaim, with one of his

warmest admirers,
"
Carlyle is my religion !

" There

are others again who say gratefully what John Sterling

wrote Tnm in his last brief letter,
" Towards me it is

still more true than towards England that no man has

been and done like you."
2

The time has not yet come when men can awake

from the spell of a charmer like Carlyle. But the illu-

sion will some day be dissipated, and many of his readers

in Great Britain and America will feel deeply and al-

most despairingly that, in the original fountain of his

teaching, there was "a poison-drop which killed the

plants it was expected to nourish, and left a sterile waste

where men looked for the bloom and the opulence of a

garden of God." It behooves those who idolize him to

examine the image before which they stand. He is a

man of unquestioned boldness and some originality,

and no one of the present generation has greater power
to dazzle and bewilder the young. Happily, age brings
with it the clearing up of much of the obscurity of

youth, and on the additional light of increasing years
we depend for the illumination of many a mind ob

1 National JR&oiew, Got. 1856.
a
Life of Sterling, p. 334.
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scured by Ms sentiments. The late E. A. Vaughan, a

careful observer of the tendencies of English thought,

says :
"
It may not be flattering to Mr. Carlyle, "but we

believe it to be true that by fer the larger portion of

the best minds, whose early youth his writings have

powerfully influenced, will look back upon the period
of such subjection as the most miserably morbid period
of their life. On awaking from such delirium to the

sane and healthful realities of manful toil, they will dis-

cover the hollowness of that sneering, scowling, wailing,

declamatory, egotistical, and bombastic misanthropy,

which, in the eye of their unripe judgment, wore the

air of a philosophy so profound."
* The time will also

come when Carlyle will be revealed to all in his true

character: as the theologian preaching a pagan creed;

as the philosopher emasculating the German philosophy
which he scrupled not to borrow; as the stylist pervert-

ing the pure English of Milton and Shakspeare into

inflated, oracular Eichterisms
;
and as the arch dema-

gogue who, despising the people at heart, assigned no

bounds to his ambition to gain their hearing and cajole

them into the reception of his unmixed Pantheism.

The periodical press has been a successful agency in

the dissemination of literary Kationalisni throughout
the British Islands. Years before the recent discftssions

sprang up, the Westminster JKeview was the ablest and

most avowed of all the advocates of the "
liberal theol-

ogy
"
of the Continent. It still rules without a rival

Emboldened by the late accession of sympathizers, it

opposes orthodoxy and the Church with an arrogance

equal to that of the Universal German Libra/ry, whose

editor, Nicolai, is reported to have said :

"
My object is

merely to hold up to the laughter and contempt of the

1
Essays and EerMims^ vol. i., pp. T-8.
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public the orthodox and hypocritical clergy of the

Protestant church, and to show that they make their

own "bad cause the cause of their office and of religion,

or rather that of Almighty God himself, to show that

when they make an outcry about prevailing errors, in-

fidelity, and blasphemy, they are only speaking of their

own ignorance, hypocrisy, and love of persecution, of

the wickedness of their own hearts concealed under the

mantle of piety."
*

From its character as a quarterly publication, the

Westminster JZeview has the constant opportunity to

reply to every new work of Christian apology, and to

elaborate each new heresy of the Eationalistic thinkers.

Assuming a thoroughly negative position, it repels every

tendency toward a higher type of piety, and retards, as

far as it can, the popular acceptance of the doctrines of

Christianity. Its attacks on the sanctity of the Sab-

bath are bold, and carefully designed to affect popular
sentiment It gives its support to the fatal theories of

Sociology, a system which holds "
that so uniform are

the operations of motives upon the actions of men that

social regulations may be reduced to an exact science,

and society be organized to a perfect model" It thus

commits itself to the position that all history takes place

by force of necessity.

The Westminster Review studiously opposes the

orthodox view of inspiration, miracles, the atonement,
and the Biblical age of the world and of man. It in-

dorses the sentiments of the Tubingen school, and holds

with Baur that if we would know the truth of the

early Church, its * entire apostolic history must be recon-

structed. It is compelled to confess the recent advance
of evangelical doctrines in the German mind, but sees

1 Sebaldua Nofkcmker. Second Edition.
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only evil in the fact, and utters fcMs jeremiade :
" This

church sentiment, which Las seized upon the whole

of the noblesse in North Germany is becoming every

year the sentiment of the clergy. The theological radi-

calism of the last period is now quite a thing of the

past. The present is an epoch of restoration. Scientific

criticism has no longer any interest
;

it is,
who can be

most orthodox, and reproduce more precisely the ideas

of the sixteenth century. As the scientific and critical

school is defunct, the mediation-theology, whose busi-

ness was to compromise between the results of learning
and the principles of orthodoxy, is necessarily in a state

of decay. Its occupation is gone. This school of theo-

logians, which numbers in its ranks some of the most

respectable names in Germany, and which traces its

origin to Schleiermacher, can scarcely be said now to

make lead against the sweeping current of Pharisaical

orthodoxy. Some of its older representatives have been

withdrawn from the scene either by age or death;
others have followed the multitude, and conformed to

the reigning
*

churchrnanship.' It is the old story

enacted in the Catholic revival of the end of the six-

teenth century, and at other times before and since.

The reactionary clergy have succeeded in getting them-

selves regarded as the Swiss Guard of the throne.

They stand between Royalty and Revolution. All the

places in the gift of the crown and all the places are

in the gift of the crown are filled on party considera-

tions. Learning goes for nothing. Thus inferior men
are elevated to a platform from which they deliver their

dicta with authority, and ignorance can contradict

knowledge at an advantage. The mutual understand*

ing among the party enables them to puff each other's
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toots, and run down their opponents. Only learning

can get no hearing."
*

A number of writers have been furnished with a

creed by the literature of which we have spoken, and

are now endeavoring to teach it to the people. Their

system has many names, among which are, Positivism,

Secularism, and Socialism. Consummate shrewdness is

exhibited in its presentation to the people,
" the children

ofthis world" sustaining their old reputation for superior

wisdom. The circulating libraries abound in its books,

and the newspaper and six-penny pamphlet are used

as instruments for its wider dissemination.

The Protestant church of Great Britain has no time

for idleness, and cannot afford to waste any truth-

power while so many enemies are assailing its walls.

When the crisis shall have passed it will be seen that

not a superfluous hand was lifted in the combat. What
British and American Protestantism needs to-day is not

a class of discoverers of new truth, but that the defend-

ers of the old truth, availing themselves of every new

step of science and criticism, be chivalric in opposing
their adversaries, and watchful of the interests which
God has placed in their keeping.

1 October Number, 1868.
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ENGLAND CONTOTOED: CRITICAL KATIOSTALISM JOWETT,
THE ESSAYS AND REVIEWS, AND OOLENSO.

THE devout disciple of Christ regards the Scriptures
with profound reverence, for they contain the doctrines

which, show him his path to the pure life of heaven.

His theological opponents are not blind to this attach-

ment, nor are they ignorant of the service of the Bible

in supporting the entire Christian system. It could not

therefore be expected that, while literature and philos-

ophy were affected by Rationalism, the Scriptures
should escape with impunity. There lies a deep de-

structive purpose beneath the brief utterance of Dr.

Temple :
" The immediate work of our day is the study

of the Bible.1
" The Critical Rationalism of England

which is now attracting the attention of the civilized

world is of recent growth, but the energy with which

it has been cultivated is unsurpassed in the annals of

skepticism.
Professor Jowett's commentary on the Epistles to

TTiesaalonian^ Galatians, cmd Romcms, was published
in 1855. Soming from a highly respectable source, and

assailing the doctrines of revelation boldly, it was a

clear indication of what might be expected from the

Critical Rationalists as a class.

*
Essays <md fieoiew*. Edited, with an Introduction, by Bev. F. !L

Hedge, D. D. Boston, 1862.

31
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The doctrine of the atonement, according to this

writer, is involved in perplexities whose growth is of

more than a thousand years. Christ did not- die to ap-

pease the divine wrath, and u
sacrifice" and " atonement

"

were accommodated terms used by the apostles because

they had been reared among the Jewish offerings ai)d

were familiar with them. The great advantage we de-

rive from Christ is his life, in which we behold a perfect

harmony of nature, absolute self-renunciation, pure love,

and resignation. We know nothing of the objective

act on God's part by which he reconciled the world to

himself, the very description of it being a figure of

speech. Conversion is not in accordance with the

claims of orthodoxy, for while there were convex

sions in the early Church, there is no possibility of

establishing a harmony between them and those which

are now said to occur. The conversions of the first

Christains were marked by ecstatic and unusual phenom-

ena, whole multitudes were simultaneously affected, and

the changes wrought were permanent; but the subjects

were chiefly ignorant people, who no doubt did many
things which would have been distasteful to us as men
of education.

1

The most noteworthy work of the Critical Rational-

ists is the Essays and Reviews (1861), a volume which
consists of broad generalizations against the authority
of the Bible as a standard of faith.

L The Education of the World. By Frederic Tem-

ple, D. D. There is a radical difference between man
and inanimate nature. The latter is passive, and sub-

ject to the workings of the vast physical machinery, but
man is at no time stationary, for he develops from age
to age, and concentrates in his history the results and

1

>Commmtcvry on St. PauVa J&pistles. Noyetf Essay', pp. 222-276,
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achievements of all previous history. There is no real

difference between the capacity of men now and that of

the antediluvian world
;
the ground of disparity lies in

the time of development afforded the present generation.
Thus a child of twelve stands at present where once

stood the full-grown man.

There are three stages in the world's development :

Childhood, Youth, Maturity. Childhood requires posi-

tive rules, and is made subject to them
; youth is gov-

erned by the force of example ;
and manhood, being free

from external restraints, must be its own instructor.

"We have first rules, then examples, and last princi-

ples : the Law, the Son of Man, and the Gift of the

Spirit. The world was once a child, under tutors and

governors until the time appointed by the Father. Af-

terwards, when the fit season had arrived, the Example,
to which all ages should turn, was sent to teach men what

they ought to be
;
and the human race was left to itself

to be guided by the instruction of the Spirit within.1 The

world, before the time of Christ, was in its childhood,

when commands were given without explanation. The

pre-Christian world, being in its state of discipline and

childhood, was divided into four classes : the Roman,
the Greek, the Asiatic, and the Hebrew, each of which

contributed something toward the world's improvement
and its preparation for the age of Example. The He-

brew did the most, though his wort was of the same

class and aimed at the same result. The Roman gave an

iron will
;
the Greek, a cultivated reason and taste

;
the

Asiatic, the idea of immortality, and spiritual imagina-

tion
;
and the Hebrew, the trained conscience.

The whole period from the close of the old Testa-

ment to the termination of the New was the time of the

1
Jfrsays and Review, pp. 5-6.
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world's youth,, tlie age of examples.
1

Christ came just

at tlie right time
;

if he had waited until the present

age his incarnation would have been misplaced, and

we could not recognize his divinity j
for the faculty of

faith has turned inwards, and cannot now accept any
outward manifestations of the truth of God.2

The present age is that of independent reflection and

the supremacy of conscience the world's manhood.

Laws and examples are absolute, and should be forgot-

ten, just as we look lightly upon the things of our child-

hood. The world has arrived at its present exalted

state through a severe ordeal, but the grandeur of its

position is sufficient to make it forget its trials.
" The

spirit or conscience [which are terms for reason] comes

to fall strength and assumes the throne intended for him

in the soul As an accredited judge, invested with fall

powers, he sits in the tribunal of our inner kingdom,
decides upon the past, and legislates upon the fature,

without appeal except to himself. He decides not by
what is beautiful or noble, or soul-inspiring, but by what

is right. Gradually he frames his code of laws, revising,

adding, abrogating, as a wiser and deeper experience

gives him clearer light. He is the third great teacher

and the last" 8

In some aspects this essay is the least objectionable
in the volume. Yet it contains radical errors which many
a reader would accept without suspicion. The agency
of the Holy Spirit in revelation is ignored, and the de-

velopment through which the world has passed is con-

founded with civilization. This development is alleged to

have occured in a purely natural way, the Hebrew

type being no more a divine appointment than that of

1

J&says (md Reniem, p. 87.

Ibid, p. 39.
*
Ibid. pp. 85-36,
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the Grecian or Roman. The doctrines of Christianity
were not clearly stated in the early Church, and th<

flight of eighteen centuries has been required to Irfi

the curtain from them.1 Conscience is placed above th<

Bible, and if the statements of the Scriptures be in con

flict with
it, allowance must be made for occasional in

accuracies, interpolations, and forgeries.
2

II. BTOBEN'S BIBLICAL RESEABCHES. By Rowland

Williams, D. D. We here find the same deference paid
to conscience as in the preceding essay. If it differ from

revelation, man's own notions of right and wrong must

prevail over Scripture. Dr. Williams is contented with

arraying Bunsen's skeptical theories before the British

public without formally indorsing them himself; yet
as their reviewer, he is evidently in complete harmony
with the German author. For he carefully collects

the chevalier's extravagant speculations ; brings them

into juxtaposition; admires the spirit, boldness, and

learning which had given birth to them
;
and in no case

refutes, but looks with complacence upon nearly every

one. The impression of a candid reader of the essay

must be, that the writer indorses almost all of Bunsen's

opinions without having the courage to avow his as-

sent. Of his hero he says,
u Bunsen's enduring glory is

neither to have faltered with his conscience, nor shrunk

from the difficulties of the problem, but to have

brought a vast erudition, in the light of a Christian

conscience, to unroll tangled records
; tracing frankly the

Spirit of God elsewhere, but borrowing chiefly the tra-

ditions of his Hebrew Sanctuary."
8

1 For an able refutation of this point, M. Honghton, Rationalism in

tie Church of England, pp. 127-186.

8
Essays and Reviews, p. 54.

Ibid. p. 60.
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The absence of that reverence to be expected in all

whose vocation enjoins the frequent reading of the sub-

lime liturgy of the Chnrch of England, produces a de-

pressing influence upon any one not in sympathy with the

doctrines of Rationalism. The Evangelical theologians

are termed "The despairing school, who forbid us to

trust in God or in our own conscience, unless we kill

our souls with literalism."
a The inquiries and suc-

cesses of the German Rationalists are worthy of hearty

admiration, for they are so great that the world has sel-

dom, if ever, seen their equal. Bishops Pearson and

Butler, and Mr. Mansel are seriously at fault in their

notions of prophecy, and even Jerome is guilty of gross

puerilities. There is no reason why Bunsen may not

be right when he holds that the world must be twenty
thousand years old

;
there is no chronological element

in revelation
;
the avenger who slew the first-born, may

have been the Bedouin host
;
in the passage of the Red

Sea, the description may be interpreted with the latitude

of poetry ;
it is right to reject the perversions which

make the cursing Psalms evangelically inspired; per-

haps one passage in Zechariah and one in Isaiah may be

direct prophecies of the Messiah, and possibly a chap-
ter in Deuteronomy may foreshadow the final fall of

Jerusalem; the Messianic prophecies are mere con-

temporaneous history; and the fifty-third chapter of

Isaiah is only a description of the sufferings of Jeremiah.

Inspiration is too loftily conceived by
" the well-meaning

crowd," for whom we should manifest "
grave compas-

sion."

What is the Bible, continues the essayist, but the

written voice of the congregation, and not the written

voice of God? Why all this reverence for the sacred
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writers, since they acknowledge themselves men of like

passions with us ? Justification by faith is merely peace
of mind from trust in a righteous God, and not a fiction

of merit by transfer. Regeneration is a correspondent

giving of insight or an awakening of the forces of the

soul
; propitiation is the recovery of peace, and the atone-

ment is our sharing the Saviour's Spirit, but not his pur-
chase of us by his own blood. Throughout the Scrip-
tures we should assume in ourselves a verifying faculty,

conscience, reason, or whatever else we choose to term it.

HI. ON THE STUDY OF THE EVIDENCES OF CHRIS-

IOANITY. By Baden Powell, M. A. The author of this

essay having recently died, he has therefore incurred less

censure than he would otherwise have received. The
views here expressed, taken in connection with his more

elaborate treatise on the Order of Nature, do not place
him on the same theoretical ground with Hume and

Spinoza; but the moral effect of the present attack

upon miracles as an evidence of Christianity is not less

antagonistic than the theories of either of those authors.

Spinoza held that miracles are impossible, because it

would be derogatory to God to depart from the estab-

lished laws of the universe, and one of Hume's objec-

tions to them was their incapability of being proved
from testimony.

1

Professor Powell objects to them because they bear

no analogy to the harmony of God's dealings in the

material world
;
and insists that they are not to be cred-

ited, since they are a violation of the laws of matter or

an interruption of the course of physical causes. The

orthodox portion of the Church are laboring under the

egregious error of making them an essential doctrine,

when they are really a mere external accessory. Kea-

1

Replies to Essays and Reviews, p. 135.
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son, and not " our desires
" must come to our aid in all

examination of them. The key-note to Professor Pow-

ell's opposition is contained in the following statement :

"From the nature of our antecedent convictions, the

probability of some kind of mistake or deception some-

where, though we know not where, is greater than the

probability of the event really happening in tlie way
and from the causes assigned."

* The inductive philoso-

phy, for which great respect must be paid, is enlisted

against miracles. If we once know all about those al-

]eged and held as such, we would find them resolved

into natural phenomena, just as
" the angel at Milan was

the aerial reflection of an image on a church
;
the balls

of fire at Plausac were electrical
;
the sea-serpent was a

basking shark on a stem of sea-weed. A committee of

the French Academy of Sciences, with Lavoisier at its

head, after a grave investigation, pronounced the al-

leged fall of aerolites to be a superstitious fable.'
1 2

The two theories against the reality of miracles in

their received sense, are : first, that they are attribut-

able to natural causes
; and, second, that they may in-

volve more or less of the parabolic or mythic character.

These assumptions do away with any real admission of

miracles even on religious grounds. The animus of the

whole essay may be determined by the following
treatment of testimony and reason :

"
Testimony, affcei

all, is but a second-hand assurance
;

it is but a blind

guide; testimony can avail nothing against reason.

The essential question of miracles stands quite apart
from any consideration of testimony; the question
would remain the same, if we had the evidence of our

own senses to an alleged miracle
;
that

is, to an extra-

ys and Reviews, p. 120.
a
Ibid. p. 155.
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ordinary or inexplicable fact. It is not the mere fcwt}

but the cause or explanation of it, which is the point at

issue."
* This means far more than Spinoza, Hume, or

a^y other opponent of miracles, except the radical Ra-

tionalists of Germany, has claimed, that we must not

believe a miracle though actually witnessed.

IV. SEANCES HISTOEIQUES DE GTEITEVE THE NA-

TIONAL CHURCH. By Henry Bristow Wilson, B. D.

The Multitudinist principle, or Broad Christianity, is

advocated by the essayist with earnestness and an array
of learning. The difficulty concerning the non-attend-

ance of a large portion of the British population upon
the ordinances of the Church is met by the proposition
to abrogate subscription to all creeds and articles of

faith, and thus convert the whole nation into a Broad

Church. The youth of the land are educated into a

false and idolatrous view of the Bible. But on the

Census-Sunday of 1861, five millions and a quarter of

persons, or forty-two per cent, of the whole population,

were not present at service. Many of these people do

not believe some of the doctrines preached ; they have

thought seriously, but cannot sympathize with what

they are compelled to hear. If we break down all sub-

scription and include them in the great National Church,
wo will approach the Scriptural ideal. Unless this be

done they will fall into Dissenting hands, and die out-

side the Church of Christ. There are several proofs of

the Scriptural indorsement of Nationalism; Christ's

lament over Jerusalem declares that he had offered

Multitudinism to the inhabitants nationally, while the

three thousand souls converted on the day of Pentecost

cannot be supposed to have been individual converts,

but merely a mass of persons brought in as a body.
1
Essays and JR&oienes, p. 159.
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Some of the converts of the apostolic age did not believ<

in the resurrection, which fact implies that the earl}

Churches took collective names from the localities when

they were situated, and that doubt of the resurrectioi

should now be no bar to communion in the Nationa

Church. Even heathenism in its best form proceedec

on the Multitudinist principle, for all were included a$

believers in the faith of the times. The approval oi

reason and conscience, and not verbal adherence to hu

man interpretation of Scripture, should be the grea-

test of membership. Advice is administered by th<

essayist to the Church of which he is a clergyman, ii

this language :
" A national church may also find itself

in this position ; which, perhaps, is our own. Its minis

ters may become isolated between two other parties,

between those, on the one hand, who draw fanatical infer

ences from formularies and principles which they them

selves are not able or are unwilling to repudiate ;
anc

on the other, those who have been tempted, in iinpa

tience of old fetters, to follow free thought heedless!]

wherever it may lead them. If our own churchmei

expect to discourage and repress a fanatical Christianity

without a frank appeal to reason, and a frank criticisn

of Scripture, they will find themselves without an]

effectual arms for that combat
;
or if they attempt t<

check inquiry by the repetition of old forms and denun

ciations, they will be equally powerless, and run tin

especial risk of turning into bitterness the sincerity oi

those who should be their best allies, as friends oi

truth. They should avail themselves of the aid of al

reasonable persons for enlightening the fanatical reli

gionist, making no reserve of any seemingly harmless o

apparently serviceable superstitions of their own. Thej
endeavor to supply to the negative theo
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logian some positive elements in Christianity, on

grounds more sure to Trim than the assumption of an

objective
"
faith once delivered to the saints," which he

cannot identify with the creed of any church as yet
known to him." l

V. Ofr THE MOSAIC COSMOGOKT. By 0. W. Good-

win, M. A. The assumption is made that the Mosaic

account of creation is irreconcilable with the real crea-

tion of the earth. "We do wrong in elevating that nar-

rative above its proper position, and orthodox geologists

have grossly erred in attaching much importance to the

language of the first chapter of Genesis. There is noth-

ing poetical or figurative in the whole account
;

it con-

tains no mystical or symbolical meaning, and is a plain

statement of just so much as suited the Jewish mind.

All attempts, however, to find any consistency between

it and the present state of science are simply absurd.

The theory of Chalmers and Buckland, and afterward

that of Hugh Miller, are not tenable, for Moses was ig-

norant of what we now know, and his alleged description

is contradicted by scientific inquiry. If then it is plain

that God has not thought it needful to communicate

to the writer of the Scriptural Cosmogony the knowl-

edge revealed by modern researches, why do we not

confess it ? "We would do so if it did not conflict with

a human theory which presumes to point out how God

ought to have instructed man.2 The writer had no au-

thority for what he asserts so solemnly and unhesi-

tatingly, for he was an early speculator who stated as

facts what he only conjectured as probabilities. Yet he

seized one great truth, in which he anticipated the

"highest revelation of modern inquiry ; namely, the unity

1
Essays and Bwiews, pp. 195-196.

3 Ibid. p. 277.
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of the design of the world, and its subordination to one

sole Maker and Law-giver.
1 But no one contends that

the Mosaic view can be used as a basis of astronomical

or geological teaching ;
and we must therefore consider

the Scriptural cosmogony not as
" an authentic utter-

ance of divine knowledge, but a human utterance,

which it has pleased Providence to use in a special

way for the education of mankind." 2

VL TENDENCIES OF RELIGIOUS THOUGHT m EETG-

LAOT), 1688-1T50. By Mark Pattison, B. D. We are

surrounded with a Babel of religious creeds and theories,

and it is all-important that we should know how we
have inherited them. If we would understand our times,

we must know the productive influences of the past;

if we would thread the present mazes of religious pre-

tension, we should not neglect those immediate agencies
in their production that had their origin near the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century. These agencies are

three in number : 1. The formation and growth of that

compromise between church and state which is called

Toleration
;

2. Methodism without the Church and the

evangelical movement within it
;

3. The growth and

gradual diffusion, through* all religious thinking, of the

supremacy of reason. The theology of the Deistic age is

identical with Rationalism. That Rationalistic period of

England is divided into two parts : from 1688 to 1T50,
and from 1750 to 1830. The second age may be called

that of evidences, when the clergy continued to manu-
facture evidence as an ingenious exercise, a literature

which was avowedly professional, a study which might
seem theology without being it, and which could

awaken none of the dormant skepticism beneath the

1

Essays amd JRwiews, pp. 277-278.
9
,Ibia. p. 278.
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surface of society.
1 The defense of the Deists was per*

haps as good as the orthodox attack, Ibut they were

inquirers after truth, and being guided by reason, they
deserve all commendation. Yet they only foreshadowed

the glory of the present supremacy of reason. Deism
strove eagerly for light ;

it saw the dawn
;
the present

is the noonday. The human understanding wished to

be satisfied, and did not care to believe that of which
it could not see the substantial ground. The mind

was coming slowly to see that it had duties which it

could not devolve upon others, and that a man must

think for himself, protect his own rights, and adminis-

ter his own affairs.

Reason was never less extravagant than in this first

essay of its strength ;
for its demands were modest, and

it was easily satisfied, far too easily, we must think,

when we look at some of the reasonings which passed
as valid.

2

English Deism, a system which paralyzed the reli-

gious life and thought of the nation, has never had a

more enthusiastic eulogist than the author of this his-

torical plea for Rationalism. If the demands of the

Deists were "
modest," who shall be able to find a term

sufficiently descriptive of the claims of their present suc-

cessors ?

VII. ON THE L^TEBPBETATION' OF SCRIPTURE. By
Benjamin Jowett, M. A. Professor Jowett, as commen-

tator on St. Paul's epistles, had already so defined his

position on the science of Scriptural exegesis, that we
needed no new information to be convinced of his an-

tagonism to evangelical interpretation. The present

essay, which is the most formidable and destructive in

1
Essays and Reviews, p. 287,

1
Ibid. pp. 328-329.
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the volume, commences with a lamentation over the

prevailing differences in the exposition of the Bible.

The Germans have been far more successful in this re-

spect than the English people, the former having ar-

rived at a tolerable degree of concurrence.

The word "
inspiration

"
is a crux iheologorum, the

most of its explanations being widely divergent, and at

variance with the original signification of the ternx

We make it embrace far too much, for there is no foun-

dation for any high or supernatural views of inspiration

in either the Gospels or Epistles. There is no appearance
in those writings that their authors had any extraordi-

nary gift,
or that they were free from error or infirmity ;

St. Paul hesitated in difficult cases, and more than once

corrected himself; one of the gospel historians does not

profess to have been an eye-witness of the events describ-

ed by him; the evangelists do not agree as to the dwell-

ing-place of Christ's parents, nor concerning the circum-

stances of the crucifixion
; they differ about the woman

who anointed our Lord's feet
;
and the fdlfillrnent of the

Old Testament prophecy is not discernible in the New
Testament history. To the question, What is inspira-

tion ? there are two answers : fast, That idea of Scrip-

ture which we gather from the knowledge of it
; and,

second, that any true doctrine of inspiration must con-

form to all the ascertained facts of history or of science.

The meaning of Scripture has nothing to do with the

question of inspiration, for if the word u
inspiration

"

were to become obsolete nothing vital would be lost,

since it is but a term of yesterday. The solution of the

various difficulties in the gospels is, that the tradition

on which the first three are based was preserved orally,

and, having been slowly put together, was written in

three forms. The writers of the first three gospels were,
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therefore, not independent witnesses of tlie history it-

self. To interpret the Bible properly it must be treated

as any other book,
" in the same careful and impartial

way that we ascertain the meaning of Sophocles or

Plato. . . , Scripture, like other books, has one

meaning, which is to be gathered from itself, without

reference to the adaptations of fathers or divines, and

without regard to a priori notions about its nature and

origin. It is to be interpreted also with attention to

the character of its authors, and the prevailing state of

civilization and knowledge, with allowance for pecu-

liarities of style and language, and modes of thought
and figures of speech ; yet not without a sense, that, as

we read, there grows upon us the witness of God in the

word, anticipating in a rude and primitive age the truth

that was to be, shining more and more unto the perfect

day in the life of Christ, which again is reflected from

different points of view in the teachings of his apostles."
*

The old methods of interpretation, Jowett concludes,

must give place to this new and perfect system, for the

growing state of science, the pressing wants of man, and

his elevated reason demand it. If this liberal scheme be

inaugurated we shall have a higher idea of truth than

is supplied by the opinion of mankind in general, or by
the voice of parties in a Church.

It is interesting to notice the opinions of the evan-

gelical theologians of Germany, who have long been

accustomed to attacks upon Christianity, concerning
these English critics. "The authors of the essays,"

says Hengstenberg, "have been trained in a German

school. It is only the echo of German infidelity which

we hear from the midst of the English church. They

appear to us as parrots, with only this distinction,
1

Essays and Reviews, p. 446.
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common among parrots, that they imitate more or less

perfectly. The treatise of Temple is in its scientific

value about equal to an essay written by the pupils of

the middle classes of our colleges. . . . The essay

of Goodwin on the Mosaic cosmogony displays the

naive assurance of one who receives the modern critical

science from the second or tenth hand. The editor

[Hengstenberg] asked the now deceased Andreas

Wagner, a distinguished professor of natural sciences

at the University of Munich, to subject this treatise to

an examination from the stand-point of natural science.

The offer was accepted, and the book given to him.

But after some time it was returned with the remark,

that he must take back his promise, as the book was

beneath a]! criticism. . . . All these essays tend

toward Atheism. Their subordinate value is seen in

the inability of their authors to recognize their goal

clearly, and in their want of courage to declare this

knowledge. Only Baden Powell forms in this respect

an exception. He uses several expressions, in which

tjie grinning spectre makes his appearance almost un-

disguisedly. He speaks not only sneeringly of the

idea of a positive external revelation, which has hitherto

formed the basis of all systems of the Christian faith
;

he even raises himself against the c Architect of the

world/ whom the old English Free Thinkers and IVee

Masons had not dared to attack."
l

The Essays <md Reviews were not long in print
before the periodicals called attention to their extraordi-

nary character. Had they not been the Oxford Essays,
and written by well-known and influential men, they
would probably have created but little interest, and

passed away with the first or second edition. But
1

Shangelische Kirchemei^wng^ Vorwort, 1862.
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their origin and associations gave them weight at the

outset. The press soon began to teem with replies
written from every possible stand-point. Volumes of

all sizes, from small pamphlets to bulky octavos, were

spread abroad as an antidote to the poison. From

trustworthy statements we are assured that there have

been called forth by the Essays a/nd Heviews in Eng-
land alone nearly four hundred publications. Hardly
a newspaper, religious or secular, metropolitan or pro-

vincial, has stood aloof from the contest. Every seat

of learning has been agitated, the social classes have

been aroused, the entire nation has taken part in the

strife. Meanwhile, the High Church and Low Church

have united in the cordial condemnation of the work.

Even some of the First Broad Churchmen have written

heartily against its theology and influence.

A remarkable feature of the whole controversy is

the judicial prosecution of the essayists. Petitions nu-

merously signed were presented to the bishops, praying
that some action might be taken against them. One

protest contained the signatures of nine thousand

clergymen of the Established church
;
and the bishops,

without a single exception, took ground against the

theological bearing of the JSsstvys and Reviews. The

Convocations of Canterbury and York, which possessed

the full exercise of their legislative functions for the

first time in one hundred and fifty years, declared

against it, and pledged their influence to protect the

church from the "pernicious doctrines and heretical

tendencies of the book.
1 ' After much deliberation

and counsel, Dr. "Williams and Mr. Wilson were sum-

moned before the court of Arches, the chief ecclesias-

tical tribunal of England. Finally, June 21, 1864,

decision was pronounced that they had departed from
32
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the teachings of the Thirty-Nine Articles on the inspira-

tion of Holy Scripture, on the atonement, and on justi-

fication. They were therefore suspended for one year,

with the further penalty of costs and deprivation of

their salary. At the urgent solicitation of friends, in

addition to their own strong desire to push their de-

fense as far as possible, their case was brought before

the Privy Council, a court of which the Queen is a

member, and from which there can be no appeal. Con-

trary to the general expectation, the decision of the

Court of Arches was reversed, and the essayists in ques.

tion were restored to their functions. The reversal of

the decision of the Court of Arches is couched in the

following significant language :

" On the general ten-

dency of the book called
'

Essays and Reviews,' and

on the effort or aim of the whole essay of Dr. Williams,
or the whole essay of Mr. Wilson, we neither can, nor

do, pronounce any opinion. On the short extracts be-

fore us, our Judgment is that the charges are not

proved. Their Lordships, therefore, will humbly recom-

mend to Her Majesty that the sentences be reversed, and

the reformed articles be rejected in like manner as the

rest of the original articles
;
but inasmuch as the Appel-

lants have been obliged to come to this Court, their

Lordships think it right that they should have the costs

of this Appeal."
* This action was regarded by every

skeptical sympathizer as a great triumph, and we may
therefore expect the Rationalistic school to engage in

1
Ecclesiastical Judgmmt* of the Prvoy Council, p. 289. Edited by

Hon. G. 0. Brodrick, and the Rev. W. H. Freemantle. London, 1865. The
members of the Queen's Privy Council are as follows: Earls Granvillo and

Lonsdale
;
Duke of Buccleugh ; Marquis of Salisbury ;

Lords "Weslbury,

Brougham, Granworth, Wensleydale, St. Leonards, Ohelmsford, and
Kindsdown ; and Bight Sons. Lushington, Bruce, Wigram, Byan, Pollook|

Romilly, Turner, Oockburn, Coleridge, Erie, and Wylde.
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still more important enterprises than any to which they
have addressed themselves.

The most outspoken and violent attacks of critical

Rationalism in England are contained in the exegetical

publications of Dr. John "William Colenso, who, in

1853, was consecrated Bishop of Natal, South Eastern

Africa. He had previously issued a series of mathe-

matical works which obtained a wide circulation; but

Ms first book of scriptural criticism was the ^Epistle to

the Romans, newly Mandated and explainedfrom a Mis-

sionary Point of View. Having completed the New
Testament and several parts of the Old, he was laboring

assiduously on a translation of the Bible into the Zulu

tongue, when his former doubts concerning the unhis-

torical character of the Pentateuch revived with in-

creased force. The intelligent native who was assisting

him in his literary work asked, respecting the account

of the flood, "Is all that true?" This, with other in-

quiries propounded to him by the Zulus, led him to a

careful reexamination of the Mosaic record.

The fruit of this additional study is the Pentateuch

andHook of Joshua critically examined, in Three Pa/rts.

Appearing just at the time when the contest concerning

the Essays and Reviews was at fever-heat, the Bishop's

work added excitement to all the combatants.

Those who are intimately acquainted with the treat-

ment of the
1

Pentateuch and Book of Joshua by the

most unsparing of the German Rationalists will at

once see the resemblance between their views and those

of Colenso. His aim is to overthrow the historical

character of the early Scriptural history by exposing

the contradictions and impossibilities contained therein
;

and also to fix the real origin, age and authorship of

the so-called narratives of Moses and Joshua.
"
I have
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anivod at tlie conviction," says he,
" that the Pentateuch,

as a whole, cannot possibly have been written by Moses,
or by any one acquainted personally with the facts

which it professes to describe, and, farther, that the so-

called Mosaic narrative, by whomsoever written, and

though imparting to us, as I fully believe it does, reve-

lations of the Divine will and character, cannot be re*

garded as MstoTioaTly true. . . . My reason for no

longer receiving the Pentateuch as historically true, is

not that I find insuperable difficulties with regard to the

miracles or supernatural revelations of Almighty God
recorded in it, but solely that I cannot, as a true man,
consent any longer to shut my eyes to the absolute, pal-

pable self-contradictions of the narrative. The notion of

miraculous or supernatural interferences does not pre-

sent to my own mind the difficulties which it seems to

present to some. I could believe and receive the mira-

cles of Scripture heartily, if only they were authenti-

cated by a veracious history; though, if that is not the

case with the Pentateuch, any miracles, which rest on

such an unstable support, must necessarily fall to the

ground with it.
1

In proof of this assumption the author selects a

large number of inexplicable portions from the narra-

tives in question, and uses all the resources of his tal-

ents and learning to prove them to be the fruit of
"
error, infirmity, passion, and ignorance," Hezron and

Hanuel, he avers, were certainly born in the land of

Canaan
;
the whole assembly of Israel could not have

gathered about the door of the tabernacle
;

all Israel

could not have been heard by Moses, for they numbered

about two millions of people, according to the assumption
of the Biblical narrative. The Israelites could not have

1 Pentateuch and Book of Joshua. Part I, pp. 49, 51-52. Am. Edition.
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dwelt in tents
; they were not armed

;
the institution of

the Passover, as described in the book of Exodus, was

an impossibility, the Israelites could not take cattle

through the barren country over which they passed ;

there is an incompatibility between the supposed number

of Israel and the predominance of wild beasts in Pales-

tine; the number of the first-born is irreconcilable

with the number of male adults
;
and the number of

the priests at the exodus cannot be harmonized with

their duties, and with the provision made for them.1

These, with other difficulties chiefly of a numerical

nature, constitute the basis on which the Bishop
builds his objections to the historical character of Ex-

odus as an integral part of the Pentateuch.

In order to determine the true quality of the

Book of Genesis, he brings out the old theory that the

work had two writers, the Elohist and the Jehovist,

so called because of their separate use of a term for

Deity. The Elohist was the older, and his- narrative

was the ground-work which the Jehovist used and upon
which he constructed his own additions.2 This Elohist

account is defined to be u a series of parables, based,

as we have said, on legendary facts, though not histori-

cally true."
8 The Pentateuch existed originally not as

five books, but as one
;
and it is possible that its quin-

tuple division was made in the time of Ezra. The

writer of Chronicles was the same who wrote the books

of Ezra and Nehemiah, probably a Levite living after

the time of Nehemiah
;
the Chronicles were therefore

written only four hundred years before Christ
;
but the

Chronicler must not be relied on unless there is other

1 Pentateuch and Book of Joshua, Part L, pp. 60, 78, 81, 94, 105, 118,

138, HI, 185.
a Pentateuch and Book of Joshua. Part II., p. 60. Ibid. p. 296,
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evidence in support of his narrative. Exodus could not

have been written by Moses or any one of his contem-

poraries. It is very probable that the Pentateuch gen-

erally was composed in a later age than that of Moses

or Joshua.
1 Samuel was most likely the author of the

Elohistic legends, which he left at his death in an un-

finished state, and which naturally fell into the hands

of some one of his disciples of the School of the

Prophets, such, for instance, as Nathan or Gad. 2

Yet the writer of the Pentateuch must not be re-

proached for his errors as much as those who would at-

tribute to him infallible accuracy. He had no idea

that he was writing truth. "But," says the Bishop,
" there is not the slightest reason to suppose that the first

writer of the story in the Pentateuch ever professed to

be recording infalUble truth, or even actual, Jvistorical

truth. He wrote certainly a narrative. But what indi-

cations are there that he published it at large, even to

the people of his own time, as a record of matter-of-fact,

veracious history? Why may not Samuel, like any
other Head of an Institution, have composed this narra-

tive for the instruction and improvement of his pupils,

from which it would gradually find its way, no doubt,

more or less freely, among the people at large, without

ever pretending that it was any other than an historical

experiment) an attempt to give them some account of

the early annals of their tribes ? In later days, it is true,

this ancient work of Samuel's came to be regarded as

infallibly Divine. But was it so regarded in the writer's

days, or in the ages immediately following ? On the con-

trary, we find no sign of the Mosaic Law being ven-

erated, obeyed, or even known, in many of its mosl

1 Pentateuch and JBooJs of Joshua,, Part II, pp. 88, 84, 115,
3
Ibid. p. 160.
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remarkable features, till a much later time in his-

tory."
1

The excitement occasioned by the publication of

these views of Colenso was second only to that pro-
duced by the Essays and Reviews. There was a de-

cided disposition on the part of the ecclesiastical author*

ities to deal summarily with him, since he had been

intrusted with the Episcopal office, and sent as a mis-

sionary to the heathen. Several of the Bishops early
took ground against his destructive criticism, and re-

fused to allow him to officiate within their dioceses.

The Convocations of York and Canterbury united in

condemnation of his work. There was a difference of

opinion as to the best method of depriving him of his

episcopal authority. In the dilemma it was resolved to

appeal to him without any appearance of legal pressure ;

whereupon the Bishops of England and Ireland, with

but three exceptions, Drs. Thirlwall, Fitzgerald, and

Griffin, addressed him a letter, in which he was re-

quested to resign his office, since he must see, as well as

they, the inconsistency of holding his position as Bishop
and believing and publishing such views as were con-

tained in his exegetical works, His reply was a positive

refusal, coupled with the statement that he would soon

return to his See in Africa, there to continue the dis-

charge of his duties. The Episcopal Bench of England

failing to eject him, he was tried and condemned before

an Episcopal Synod, which assembled in Cape Town,
Southern Africa, on November 27th, 1863.

The charges against Colenso were : his denial of the

atonement; belief in man's justification without any

knowledge of Christ
;
belief in natal regeneration ;

disbe-

lief in the endlessness of future punishment ;
denial of

1 Pentateuch and Boole ofJoshua. Part IL, p. 292.
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the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures, and of the truth-

fulness of what they profess to describe as facts
;
de-

nial of the divinity of our blessed Lord ;
and depraving,

impugning, and bringing into disrepute the Book of

Common Prayer. Having been adjudged guilty, he

was deposed from his office as Bishop of Natal, and

thenceforth prohibited from the exercise of all min-

isterial functions within any part of the metropolitical

province of Cape Town. Being absent in England at

the time of the trial, Colenso was represented by Dr,

Bleek, who protested against the legality of the pro-

ceedings and the validity of the judgment, at the same

time giving notice of his intention to appeal. But the

Metropolitan of Cape Town refused to recognize any

appeal, except to the Archbishop of Canterbury, which

must be made within fifteen days from sentence. Im-

mediately after the deposition, the Dean of Natal, the

Archdeacon, the parochial clergy, and the church-

wardens of the diocese, signed a declaration, by which

they pledged themselves not to recognize Colenso any

longer as their Bishop.

Before Colenso was served with a copy of the

decree against him, he issued a letter to his diocese, in

which he denied the power claimed by the Metropoli-
tan and the other bishops of Cape Town to depose him.

He maintained that, of the nine charges brought against

him, four had already been disposed of by the late judg-
ment of the Privy Council in the case of the JE&say$ a/iid

Reviews. In the meanwhile, his friends at home collected

a fund of more than two thousand pounds to enable him
to plead his cause before the English courts. The first

proceeding in Great Britain commenced in 1863, before

the judicial committee of the Privy Council. The case

has finally been decided in Colenso's favor, the Lord
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Chancellor declaring the sentence pronounced by the

Bishop of Cape Town illegal, in the following words :

" As the question can "be decided only by the sovereign
or head of the Established Church and depositary of

appellate jurisdiction, their Lordships will humbly re-

port to Her Majesty their judgment and opinion that

the proceedings taken by the Bishop of Cape Town, and

the judgment or sentence pronounced by him against
the Bishop of Natal, are null and void."

But while this judgment of the Privy Council an-

nulled the proceedings against Colenso, it also destroyed
his Episcopal authority by pronouncing that the letters

patent of the Queen, by which he was made Bishop,

had neither been authorized by any Parliamentary
statute nor confirmed by the legislative council of

Natal. His continuance in authority, therefore, was

made dependent on the voluntary recognition of the

clergy within the diocese of Natal. But the latest in-

telligence reveals the important fact that the clergy

unanimously refuse to recognize his Episcopal author-

ity, and have asked the Bishop of Cape Town to ad-

minister the diocese until a new appointment can be

made for the See of Natal. The trustees of the Colo-

nial Bishops' fund have also declared that they will no

longer pay the salary of Colenso. He has already set

sail for Southern Africa, but on his arrival will find

himself without a clergy or a people to recognize his

jurisdiction. Dr. Pusey has written an interesting let-

ter, in which he hails the decision of the Privy Council

as an indication that the church of South Africa will

soon be as free and prosperous as the Scotch Episcopal
church and the church of the United States.

The remaining parts of the Bishop's Commentary on

thePentat&uchandltook of Jbshua'hsi've met with a tardy
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and cold reception. We accept tMs as a hopeful sign

that no great portion of the people are willing to adopt
his theological views. The first two parts, however,
created an excitement which was not confined to Chris-

tian lands. Even a Mussulman addressed a letter from

the Cape of Good Hope to a Turkish paper at Constan-

tinople, in which he gives an account of the Christians

in that colony, together with a description of their multi-

form dissensions.
" Their priests," he writes,

"
all advo-

cate different creeds
;
and as to their bishops, one Colen-

so actually writes books against his own religion." It

may be more a gratification of the vanity than flat-

tering to the piety of the late Missionary to the Zulus

to be informed that already the Buddhists of India are

making free use of his works as an invaluable aid in

their controversies with the missionaries from Christian

lands. Thus the herald of the cross of Christ in hea-

then nations must encounter not only the superstition
and prejudices of paganism, but the infidelity export-
ed from his own home, where for centuries the battles

of the truth have been fought and won.



CHAPTER XXII.

CONTINTJED : SUEYEY OP CHURCH PARTIES.

THE Clrarcli of England lias always been proud of

tlie outward form of unity. Her rigid view of the sin

of schism has induced her to submit to great elasticity

of opinion and teaching rather than incur the traditional

disgrace of open division. But on this very account

she has never been free from internal strifa In every-

thing but in name she has been for centuries not one

church, but several. Her entire history discloses two
tendencies balancing each other, and for the most

part reacting to great advantage. The Sacramentalist

party represents Romanizing tendencies, and is thor-

oughly devoted to " the sacramental services and the

offices of the church, especially as performed according
to the rubric." The Evangelical party is less formal,

is in harmony with the Articles, aims to keep up
with the accumulating religious wants of society, and

lays stress upon the practical evidences of Christian

life. Under these two standards maylbe ranked all

those schools within the pale of the Church which

have been growing into prominence since the closing

years of the eighteenth century. "We will only speak
of the most influential parties, remembering, however,
that each of them is again subdivided into various

sections.
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TEE Low CHURCH. Within a short time after the

Church of England gave signs of religious awakening
in consequence of the rise of the Wesleyan movement,
the triumph of evangelical tendencies was complete.

"In less than twenty years," says Conybeare, "the

original battle-field was won, and the enemy may be

said to have surrendered at discretion. Thenceforward,

scarcely a clergyman was to be found in England who

preached against the doctrines of the creed. The faith

of the church was restored to the level of her formu-

laries."
* The revival was so thorough that it gave rise

to a zealous class which was called by its friends the

Evangelical Party, but by its enemies the Low Church.

The Low Church had its seat at Cambridge, and

was conducted by vigorous theologians, who were

encouraged and aided by highly-respected and lead-

ing laymen. Attaching new importance to the neg-
lected doctrines, their principal themes were "the

universal necessity of conversion," "justification by
faith," and " the sole authority of Scripture as the rule

of faith." They were worthy successors of the old

Evangelical party, represented by Milner, Martyn, and

Wilberforce. Through their agency there arose in the

popular mind a dislike of ecclesiastical landmarks, the

state church fell into disrepute, the broadest catholicitv

received hearty support, and personal piety was the

acknowledged test of true religion. In 1828 Lord Rus-

sell, the leader of the Reform party, effected the abro-

gation of the Test Act, a law which required all

officers, civil and military, to receive the sacrament

according to the usage of the Established church, and
to take an oath against transubstantiation within six

months after their entrance into office. The repeal
1

Essays Ecclesiastical and Social^ pp. 62-03.
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immediately placed Dissenters and Catholics upon the

same footing witli members of tlie Established church,
and was in itself sufficient to provoke opposition on the

part of all who had not united in the evangelical move-

ment. But the antagonism became still more decided

when Parliament passed the Irish Church Property

Act, in 1833, in spite of the determined remonstrances

of the bishops. One half of the Irish bishoprics were

thereby abrogated, Parliament assuming ecclesiastical

authority. The people supported the Parliament, and
in some instances public indignation was hurled at the

bishops themselves.

The Low Church has always been on the side of

popular reform. Not forgetful of its lineal descent from

that evangelical spirit which animated Wilberforce,

Stephen, Thornton, and Buxton, in their philanthropic

labors, it has sought out the population of the fac-

tories and mines of England, and addressed itself to

the relief of their cramped and stifled inmates. It has

reorganized Eagged-Schools, and endeavored to reach

all the suffering classes of the kingdom. Neither has

it been found unmindful of the wants of the heathen

world, for no sooner did the Low Church commence

its public career than it founded the Church Mission-

ary Society, which has established over one hun-

dred and forty-eight missionary stations, sustains two

hundred and sixty-six clergymen, and includes about

twenty thousand members.1 These labors have been

abundantly successful, for besides the converted towns

on the coast of Africa, "whole districts of South-

ern India have embraced the faith; and the native

population of New Zealand (spread over a territory as

large as England) Jias been reclaimed from cannibalism

1 Christian Work, Jnne, 1868.
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and added to the church." The same party was chiefly

instrumental in establishing the British and Foreign
Bible Society, which has translated the Scriptures into

one hundred and fifty languages, and distributes over

two millions of copies annually.

The Low Church party was the first to tell England
that her population had far outgrown her places of

worship, and it accordingly devised means to remedy
the evil. Archbishop Sumner founded the first Diocesan

Church Building Society, in 1828
;
and after becoming

Bishop of Chester consecrated more than two hun-

dred new churches. Mr. Simeon of Cambridge had

previously set the example of caring for the unchurched

population by his personal labors and the outlay of his

large private fortune. His name is now lite
" ointment

poured forth
"
among the inhabitants of Bath, Clifton,

Bradford, and other places. The Pastoral Aid Society

was founded in 1836, and by its lay and clerical em-

ployees, is now ministering to the spiritual wants of over

three millions of souls. The Low Churchmen have also

established, in needy localities, Sunday Schools, Infant

Schools, Lending Libraries, Benefit Societies, Clothing

Clubs, and Circles of Scripture Readers. From the

ranks of this party have arisen devout and zealous

preachers, who, without any great natural endowments,
have given their hearts to the work of saving souls.

Hamilton Forsyth, Spencer Thornton, and Henry Fox,

-/"T\lie follower of Henry Martyn to Southern India,
a
are names which will ever adorn the history of the

Church of England.
1

At the present time the Low Church is leading the

van within the Establishment, in all those movements
which have the stamp of true piety. It is seeking

1

Conybeare, Essays Ecclesiastical and Social, pp.
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out the abandoned and homeless wretches in the

darkest sinks of London, reading the Bible to them,

clothing, finding work, and training them to self-respect.

Some of its clergy are among the most gifted and

influential in Great Britain, whether at the editor's

table, in the pulpit, or on the platform. The lofty po-

sition they have lately taken against the inroads of Ra-

tionalism entitles them to the thanks and admiration of

Christendom.

Within the Low Church there are two subdivisions.

The first is the Eecordite party, so called from its organ.
It intensifies the doctrines of the Low Church; on

justification by faith it builds its view of the worth-

lessness of morality; on conversion by grace its pre-

destinarian fatalism; and on the supremacy of Scrip-

ture its dogma of verbal inspiration. It holds strong
Biblical views on the sanctity of the Sabbath, and

both by the pulpit and the press, opposes the secu-

larization of the Lord's day. The other party is sneer-

ingly called the " Low and Slow," and corresponds with

a similar faction within the High Church which en-

joys the sobriquet of the "
High and Dry."

After the evangelical movement had folly taken

root there arose an antagonistic tendency ;
it was the

old Sacramentalist party re-asserting itself. Oxford

arrayed itself against Cambridge. The views of Laud

had always found favor in the former seat of learning,

and their adherents felt that the time had now come >'eri

their vigorous revival. They directed their opposition

equally against Parliamentary usurpation and evangeli-

cal liberalism. The centre of the counter-movement

was Oriel College, which, under Whately, Hampden,
and Thomas Arnold, was already celebrated for its new

spirit of free scientific inquiry. Keble. Pusev. Froude.
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and J. H. Newman, were here associated either as fel-

lows or students. Froude recognized the truth of the

saying of Vicentius :

"
Quod sem/per, quod ubigue, quod

db omnibus creditum e$t.
n ' He rose above his friends

as leader of the whole movement.

The Conference which convened at Hadley, was the

first organized demonstration against the evangelical

portion of the Low Church. Its initiative act was the

adoption of a catechism wLich contained the views of the

High Churchmen, and was the first issue of the celebrated

series of Tracts which gave to the new movement the

name of Tractarianism. It was published in 1833, and

the last of the series, the ninetieth, appeared seven years

afterward. Newman and Pusey were the chief waiters.

Pusey preached a sermon in 1843 which avowed, with

only slight modifications, the doctrine of transubstantia-

tion; in consequence of which he was deposed from

preaching to the university for the space of two years.

The Romish church received flattering eulogy from all

the High Churchmen or Tractarians. It was represented

by them as the embodiment of all that was grand, impos-

ing, and sound in art, poetry, or theology. When New-
man went over to its fold, Pusey said of him :

" He has

been called to labor in another part of the Lord's vine-

yard/' The High Church went so far in its opposition
to the Low that many attached to the former felt more

attracted to Eoman Catholicism than to any form of

Protestantism. Accordingly, at the close of 1846, one

hundred and fifty clergymen and distinguished laymen
had gone over to Popery.

The doctrines of the High Church may be di-

vided into two classes : the material, or justification

by sacraments
;
and the formal, or the authority of the

church.
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While it declares that we are justified by faith, it

also holds that we are judged by works. Men are con-

verted by grace, but Christians are regenerated by
baptism. The Scriptures are supreme authority, but

the u church hath authority in controversies of faith,'
1

by virtue of its apostolic descent. The watchwords

of the High Church are, therefore, judgment by works
;

baptismal regeneration; church authority; and apos-
tolical succession. Faith, it claims, does not justify us

in and of itself, but simply brings us to God, who then

justifies us by his free grace. Baptism is regeneration;
in the New Testament the new birth is always con-

nected with it
;
we are not born of faith, or of love, or

of prayer, but by water and the Spirit. All Tracta-

rians believe in the real presence of Christ, and only
differ as to the mode in which he is present. The con-

secrated elements become really the body and blood of

Christ by virtue of the consecrating word, though the

change takes place in a spiritual and inexpressible way.
Christ is a kind Saviour to those who partake of the

sacrament of the Lord's Supper worthily, but a harsh

judge to those who do it unworthily.

High Churchmen hold that the Church is a saving
institution founded by Christ, and continued by apostol-

ical succession. It is the only mediator of salvation in

Christ in so far as it is the only dispenser of the means

of grace, the only protectress and witness of the truth,

and the highest authority in matters of faith and practice.

There are three tests of the true Church : first, apostoli-

city, or the divine origin of the Church and its succession

of apostles ; wcond, catholicity, or the truth in matters

of instruction and life communicated through the suc-

cession of the apostles, the truth in matters of faith

and life as interpreted by Scripture and tradition
; and,

33
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third, autonomy, or tlie absolute independence and su-

preme authority of the Church in faith and practice.

Apostolical succession was the first dogma in ,which

all High Churchmen united. Connected with this

opinion is the idea that the priesthood is the only medi-

atorial office between Christ and the congregation.

The bishops are the spiritual sons of the apostles, and

should be respected for their office' sake
;
Christ is the

Mediator above, but his servant, the bishop, is his

image on earth.
1 The Church has authority to forgive

sins by the new birth, and to bring souls from hell to

heaven.2 Tradition must be respected not less than the

Bible itself; the Old and New Testaments are the

fountain of the doctrines, and the catholic fathers the

channel through which they flow down to us.
3 The

Bible must be explained, not by individual opinion, but

by the church
;
for the Church is its rightful interpreter.

It must be said, in justice to the High Church, that

while it attaches great weight to these views it does not

discard those really important. It does not overlook the

doctrines maintained by the majority of evangelical

Christians. The moderate members of this party, espe-

cially, do not hold them as
u the basis of their system, but

only as secondary and ornamental details. Even against
Dissenters they are not rigidly enforced. The heredi-

tary non-conformist is not excluded from salvation.

Foreign Protestants are even owned as brethren, though
a mild regret is expressed that they lack the blessing
of an authorized church goveinment. Apostolical suc-

cession is not practically made essential to the being of

a church, but rather cherished as a dignified and an-

cient pedigree, connecting our English episcopate with.

1 Tract JSTo. 10. * Sewel.
*
Pusey, Preface to 18th vol. Library of Church Father*.
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primitive antiquity, and binding the present to the past

by a chain of filial piety. In the same hands, church

authority is reduced to little more than a claim to that

deference which is due from the ignorant to the learned,
from the taught to the teacher."

*

Of the general service rendered by the High
Churchmen, the same writer says,

u Their system gives
freer scope to the feelings of reverence, awe, and beauty
than that of their opponents. They endeavor, and

often successfully, to enlist these feelings in the service

of piety. Music, painting, and architecture, they con-

secrate as the handmaids of religion. Thus they at-

tract an order of men chiefly found among the most

cultivated classes, whose hearts must be reached through
their imagination rather than their understanding. . .

In the same spirit the writers of this party have con-

tributed to the religious literature of the day many ad-

mirable works which under the guise of fiction teach

the purest Christianity, and exemplify its bearing in

every detail of common life. To the training of child-

hood especially they have rendered most valuable aid,

by thus embodying the precepts of the Gospel. But

we need not do more than allude to works so universally

known and valued as those of Miss Sewell, Mr. Adams,
and Bishop Wilberforce. Again the revival of the

High Church party has effected an important improve-
ment among the clergy. Many of these were prejudiced

by hereditary dislike against the doctrines and the per-

sons of the Evangelicals, and by this prejudice were re-

pelled from religion. But under the name of ortho-

doxy and the banner of High Church, they have wil-

lingly received truth against which, had it corne to them

in another shape, they would have closed their ears and

1
Conybeare, JSssays Ecclesiastical and Social, p. 106,
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hearts. A better spirit lias thus been breathed into

hundreds who but for this new movement would have

remained as their fathers were before them, mere Mm-
rods, Ramrods, or Fishing-rods."

*

Of all the men engaged in the Tractarian enterprise

there was no one in whose religious and personal history

a deeper public interest concentrated than in John

Henry Newman. His ardent espousal of the High
Church cause collected many friends about him at the

same time that it organized numerous enemies. But he

did not inquire concerning the number of his friends or

foes, for he valued sincerity higher than favor or opposi-

tion. His previous history was not without incident.

Thirteen years before the Tracts for the Times were

published, he had been engaged in a controversy con

cerning baptismal regeneration, in which he defended

the evangelical side.
2

Subject to various inner conflicts,

and greatly influenced by the party-spirit which ran

high, he finally entered the communion of the Roman
Catholic Church. His view of the development of

Christian doctrine is very favorable to his adopted faith.

Development can be applied to anything which has real

vital power ;
it is the key that unlocks the mystery of

all growth ; any philosophy or policy, Christianity in-

cluded, requires time for its comprehension and perfec-

tion. The highest truths of inspiration needed only the

longer time and deeper thought for their full elucida-

tion, for perfection can be reached only by trials and

sore conflicts. A philosophy or sect is purer and

stronger when its channel has grown deep and broad

by the flow of time. Its vital element needs disengage-
ment from that which is foreign and temporary, and its

1

fl&ays Ecclesiastical and Sodal, pp. 106-108.
* National Ewi&w, Oct., 1856.
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beginning is no measure of its capabilities or scope. At
first no one knows what it is or what it is worth, since

it seems in suspense which way to go ;
but notwithstand-

ing this, it strikes out and develops all its hidden world

of force. Surrounding things change, but these changes

only contribute to its development. Here below, to

live is to change, and to be perfect is to have changed
often. This is all true of Christianity; the lapse of

years, instead of injuring it, has only brought out its

power.
1

These hints furnish a specimen of the ideal robe in

which Father Newman clothes Romanism. But it will

take a stronger intellect than his to show any harmony
between his theory of development and the history of

the papacy. He has once more assumed the pen of the

controversialist. In the January number of Mawnillarts

Magazine, 1864, Kingsley, in a review of Froude's His-

tory of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, said,
" Truth for

its own sake has never been a virtue with the Eoman

clergy. Father Newman informs us that it need not be,

and; on the whole, ought not to be
;
that cunning is the

weapon which Heaven has given to the saints where-

with to withstand the brute man's force of the wicked

world, which marries and is given in marriage." The

venerable Father being thus assailed has given vent to

his indignation by a defense of his life, under the title

of Apologia Pro Vita JSua. It abounds in rare touches

of satire
;
while Kingsley, in his reply, indicates excite-

ment and bitterness.

The younger brother, Francis William Newman,
has led a sad and changeful life. It has many features

in common with Blanco White, both of whom betray

the destructive absence of a positive evangelical faith. In

1
Development of CJirittian Doctrine. Second Edition. London, 1846.
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some skeptics there is a strength of will which gives a

successful appearance to their cause in spite of all their

doubts
;
but when the will is subjected to the domina-

tion of opinion ;
when religion, whether true or false, is

not an appendage but the principle of life, the power
of mere sentiment is fully manifested. The younger
Newman is an illustration of the position in which one

is left when he throws himself into the arms of a false

creed.

He reveals his inner life in the Phases of Faith,

one of the most touching pieces of biography in the

realm of literature. While a student at Oxford, he be-

came enamored with the " Oriel heresy about Sunday."
One by one the views of the standard authorities of

the Church lost their bold upon him, and he imbibed

the opinion that the Old Testament is not really the

rule of life, according to the Pauline idea
;
infant bap-

tism is an excrescence of a post-apostolic age, and Wall's

attempt to trace it to the Apostles a decided failure
;

Episcopacy has been so contemptibly represented by

incumbents, some of whom opposed the Missionary and

Bible Societies, that it is not entitled to respect ;
and

the Church Fathers are greatly overrated, Clement

alone being respectable.

Unable to find any theological resting-place, New-

man went as a quasi-missionary to Bagdad, He re-

turned to Oxford and gave himself up to his increasing
doubts. Finally, becoming a Unitarian, the Scriptures

present new difficulties
; Christianity has been too highly

praised and flattered
;
and has had the credit of doing f

great deal which it has had no share in effecting. The

Bible has not been found able to cope with fresh evils

and Eomanism became corrupt and vicious with tha

book in the hands of the priesthood* But dissatisfied a
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Newman is with tlie present, he takes a cheerful look

upon the future. " The age is ripe," he says, "for some-

thing better, for a religion which shall combine the ten-

derness, humility, and disinterestedness which are the

glory of the present Christianity, with that activity of

intellect, untiring pursuit of truth, and strict adherence

to impartial principle which the schools of modern

science embody. When a spiritual church has its senses

exercised to discern good and evil, judges of right and

wrong by an inward power, proves all things, and holds

fast that which is good, fears no truth, but rejoices in

being corrected, intellectually as well as morally, it will

not be liable to ' be carried to and fro
'

by shifting

wind of doctrine. It will indeed have movement,

namely, a steady onwa/rd one, as the schools of science

have had since they left off to dogmatize, and ap-

proached God's world as learners
;
but it will lay aside

disputes of words, eternal vacillations, mutual ill-will

and dread of new light, and will be able, without hy-

pocrisy, to proclaim
'

peace on earth and good will to-

ward men,' even toward those who reject its beliefs

and sentiments concerning Grod and his glory."
*

THE FIRST BROAD CHTJEOH. The division of the

Broad Church into two parties has been produced by
the recent discussion. The First Broad Church corre-

sponds in the main with philosophical Rationalism. It

commenced with Coleridge, was interpreted principally

by Hare, was defended by the chaste and vigorous

pen of Arnold, and is now represented by Maurice,

Kingsley, and Stanley. It cannot be said to have a

distinct creed. Its members being attached to the

Established Church, they are distinguished peculi-

arly for their method of interpretation of the ar-

1 Phases of Faith, pp. 233, 234.' American Edition.
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tides of faith. "The Broad Church teachers give us

readings of each dogma of the Atonement and Future

Punishment." 1
They avow the main doctrines of the

G-ospel, but in such a modified sense that, they say, the

same were held virtually by all Christians in every age ;

by Loyola and Xavier, not less than by Latimer and

Kidley. They conceive the essence of Popery to con-

sist, not in points of metaphysical theology, but in the

ascription of magic virtue to outward acts. All who be-

lieve the Scriptures are, in their opinion, members of the

household of faith. Salvation does not depend upon the

ritual but upon the life
;
the fruits of the Spirit are the

sole criteria of the Spirit's presence. They give prom-
inence to the idea of the visible Church when they hold

the Church to be a Society divinely instituted for the

purpose of manifesting G-od's presence, and bearing wit.

ness to his attributes, by their reflection in its ordi-

nances and in its members. If its ideal were fully em-

bodied in its actual constitution "
it would remind us

daily of God, and work upon the habits of our life as

insensibly as the air we breathe,
2 For this end, it would

revive "
daily services, frequent communions, memorials

of our Christian calling, presented to our notice in

crosses and wayside oratories
;
commemorations to holy

men of all times and countries
; religious orders, espe-

cially of women, of different kinds and under different

rules, delivered only from the snare and sin of per-

petual vows." 8

The special defender of these views of the visible

Church, the late Dr. Thomas Arnold, of Eugby, was a

man of great industry, profound erudition, and extraor-

1 Miss Gobbe, Broken Lights, p. 63. London Edition.
*
Arnold, Sermons, vol. iv., p. 807,

*
Ibid. Introduction, p, 56.
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dinaiy power and tact in the management of youth.
His sermons, delivered to his pupils at Rugby, were

short, and usually written just before delivery in the

school-chapel on Sabbath afternoons. 1 He interested

himself in all questions of reform, education, politics,

and literature. But he is best known as one of the

leaders of the Broad Church, and in this light his

theological opinions may be considered a fair sam-

ple of the theology adopted by that party in its earlier

and purer days. With him, inspiration is not equivalent
to a communication of the divine perfections. Paul ex-

pected the world would come to an end in the genera-

tion then existing. The Scripture narratives are not

only about divine things, but are themselves divinely

framed and superintended. Inspiration does not raise

a man above his own time, nor make him, even in re-

spect to that which he utters when inspired, perfect in

goodness and wisdom
;
but it so overrules his language

that it shall contain a meaning more than his own mind

was conscious of, and thus give to it a character of di-

vinity, and a power of perpetual application.
2

According to Arnold, Christ was the sum of the

Bible, and the centre of all truth. We cannot come

to God directly ;
Christ is to us in place of Grod

;
and

he is Grod, for to hold the contrary would be idola-

try. Christ suffered for the Church, not only as a

man may suffer for man by being involved in evils

through the fault of another, and by his example

awakening in others a spirit of like patience and self-

devotion, but in a higher and more complete sense, as

Jan. 1858. An excellent summary of the opin-

ions of Dr. Arnold.
*

Stanley, Life <md Correspondence ofArnold. American Edition, p.

186.
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suffering for them, the just for the unjust, that they, for

his sake, should be regarded by God as innocent. In a

deep sense of moral evil, more, perhaps, than in any-

thing else, a saving knowledge of God abides. Sin

must not be lightly considered. Christ's death shows

it to be an exceeding evil; and the actions of whole

days and weeks, passed as they are by too many in

utter carelessness, are nothing but one mass of sin
;
and

no one thing in them has been sanctified by the thought
of God or of Christ,

The penalty of sin, according to Arnold, is one of

the revelations of Scripture which men are least inclined

to hear. It will be true of every one of us, that, unless

we turn to Christ, it had been better that we were never

born. If we fail of the grace of God there is reserved

for us an indescribable misery. Conversion is the de-

velopment of Christian life. It is growth. We must

be changed during the three score and ten years of our

life, not in the twinkling of an eye, but through a long

period of prayer and watchfulness, laboring slowly and

with difficulty to get rid of our evil nature.
1

By con-

stant repentance and faith we ripen for heaven. Justifi-

cation by faith is a reliance on what God has done

for us
;
faith in Christ is not only faith in his having

died for us, but in him as our present Saviour by his

life. It is throwing ourselves upon him in all things,
as our Redeemer, Saviour, Head, of whom we are mem-

bers, and desire our life only for Him. Our dependence
in Christ is not once only, but perpetual.

Arnold attached paramount importance to a proper

understanding of the Church and its relations to the

State. He held that the work of a Christian Church
and State is absolutely one and the same, and that the

1

Interpretation of Scripture, p. 493.
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full development of the former in its perfect form as

the Kingdom of God, will be an effectual means for

the removal of all evil and the promotion of good.
There can be no perfect Church or State without their

blending into one.1 The Church, during her imperfect

state, is deficient in power; the State, in the like condi-

tion is deficient in knowledge ;
one judges amiss of man's

highest happiness, the other discerns it truly, but has

not the .power on a large scale to attain it. But when
blended into one, the power and knowledge become

happily united
;
the Church has become sovereign, and

the State has become Christian.
2 The Church has its

living and redeemed members
;

it may have those who
are craving to be admitted within its shelter, being
convinced that Grod is in it of a truth

;
but beyond

these, he who is not with it is against it.
3

In intimate connection with Arnold stands the name

of his friend and biographer, Arthur P. Stanley, Dean

of Westminster, for some years a writer of celebrity in

England. Two late volumes on -the Eastern and Jew-

ish CJuwrckes have given him a standing occupied by
few theologians in the old or the new world. His style

is gorgeous and enchanting, and his Rationalistic ten-

dencies so subdued and covert that few would suspect
him of sympathy with the Broad Church theology of

the last ten years' growth. In his work on Sinai and

Palestine he aimed to delineate the outward events of

the Old and New Testament in such a way that they
should come home with a new power to those who,

by long familiarity, had almost ceased to regard them

as historical truth
;
and so to bring out their inward

1
Stanley, Life and Correspondence, pp. 341, 867.

a
Fragment on the Ohurch, p. 226.

1
Chri&tiam, Life^ its Course, <&>., p. 358.
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spirit that the more complete realization of their out-

ward form should not degrade but exalt the faith of

which they are the vehicle. But in subsequent works,

Dean Stanley has clearly departed from an evangelical

position, and we now find him in open sympathy with

the Broad Church. This tendency was foreshadowed in

his History of the Jewish Church. He describes mir-

acles as one who prefers to omit, rather than state,

his real objections to their reception. He seems to be-

lieve in Israel as an inspired people, more than in the

Old Testament as a plenarily inspired book. He allows

searching criticism into the Hebrew text, and does not

seem disturbed by evidences of errors, contradictions,

and phantasy. He does not know whether the Israel-

ites were in Egypt two hundred and fifteen, four hun-

dred and thirty, or one thousand years, thus leaving
an important question unsettled. Neither does he de-

cide, with or against Colenso, whether the number of

armed Israelites who left Egypt was six hundred or six

hundred thousand men. He implies that monothe-

ism was unknown before Abraham, and that the name
Jehovah was not known to Abraham, Isaac, or Jacob.

He cannot tell how the Israelites were supported in

their journeyings ;
and ascribes the priesthood to an

Egyptian origin. If we only admit the above arith-

metical errors, and give up the Mosaic authorship of

the Pentateuch, he thinks we should remove at one

stroke some of the main difficulties of the Mosaic nar-

rative.
1

But Stanley has exposed his Broad Church sympa-
thies more in a late review article than in any formal

volume,2
It is a discussion of the judicial proceedings

Theological Review, July, 1868.
a
Edinburgh Rwiew, July, 1864.
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in connection with two authors of the Essa/ys and Re-

views. His theme permits a wide range, and he there-

fore dwells at length upon the whole question of min-

isterial teaching. He considers the final acquittal of

the essayists one of the most gratifying events of the

day. According to him, the questions raised by the

work are, with few exceptions, of a kind altogether be-

side and beyond the range over which the formularies

of the Church extend. No passage in any of the five

clerical essayists contradicts any of the formularies of
/ <j

the Church in a degree at all comparable to the direct

collision which exists between the High Church party
and the Articles, or the Low Church party and the

Prayer-Book ;
on the points debated in the Essays and

Reviews the Articles and Prayer-Book are alike silent.

Stanley rejoices that of the thirty-two charges presented

against Mr. Wilson and Dr. Williams all were dismissed

but five, and that for these " there was no heavier pen-

alty than a year's suspension." He is in ecstacy that the

judgment in the case of these two men has established

the legal position of those who have always claimed the

right of free inquiry and latitude of opinion equally for

themselves and for both the other sections of the

Church. By the issue of the litigation, he claims that

great victories have been won, that henceforth ample
freedom is left to all detailed criticism of the Sacred

Text, so long as the canonicity of no canonical book is

denied, and that the questions whether there be " one

Isaiah or two, two Zechariahs or three, who wrote the

Epistle to the Hebrews, and who wrote the Pentateuch,

whether Job and Josiah be historical or parabolical,

whether the Fifty-third Chapter of Isaiah or the Second

Psalm be directly or indirectly prophetic, what are the

precise limits of the natv ral and practical, what is the
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weight of internal and external evidence, whether the

Apocalypse refers to the Emperor Nero or to the Pope
of Rome

;
are to be settled according to the individual

opinion of every clergyman of the Established Church."

Stanley sneers at the Declaration of the Oxford Com-

mittee sent to every Clergyman of England and Ire-

land,
" with an adjuration, for the love of God and

out of duty to the souls of men, to sign it." That

Declaration was a protest against the acquittal of the

Essayists; and Stanley rejoices over the fact, that,

though
"
every influence was used to get signatures to

it, and was so concealed as to enlist the support of

High and Low Church parties," the result was the sig-

nature of only one third of the London clergy, nine

Professors at Oxford and one at Cambridge, eight out

of the thirty English deans, two of the Head Mas-

ters of the Public Schools, and only six out of the

fifty clerical contributors to Smith's Dictionary of the

Bible ; that more than one half of the rural clergy

stood altogether aloof from the document
;
and that

when it was presented at Lambeth only four of the

twenty-eight Bishops loaned their countenance to its

formal reception. Stanley looks into the future and

sees permanent blessings bestowed upon the country by
the "

timely decision of the highest Court of Appeal
*

that it has "no jurisdiction or authority to settle mat
ters of faith, or to determine what ought in any partio
ular to be the doctrine of the Church of England, since

its duty extends only to the consideration of that

which is by law established to be the doctrine of the

Church of England, upon the true and legal construc-

tion of her Articles and formularies." He is also pleased
that the Supreme Court of Appeal has refused to pledge
itself and the Chxuch to any popular theory of the mode
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of justification or of tlie future punishment of tlie wick-

ed
;
and that it now stands declared that it is no doc-

trine of the Church of England that "every part of the

Bible is inspired, or is the word of God." The Dean
also looks with complacency upon what he declares

to be a fact, and which we are startled to hear; that

"the belief in endless punishment is altogether fluctuat-

ing, or else expresses itself in forms wholly untenable

. . . that the doctrine of endless torments, if held,

is not practically taught by the vast majority of the

Clergymen of England"
The First Broad Church will not accept entirely the

theology contained in .the Essays cmd Iteviews, and

complains ofthem that they are " almost entirely nega-

tive
; hinting at faults in the prevalent religious opin-

ions of the day, but not investigating them
; indicating

dislike to certain obligations which are imposed upon

clergymen, but not stating or considering what those

obligations are
; leaving an impression upon devout

Christians that something in their faith is untenable

when they want to find in it what is tenable
; suggest-

ing that earnest infidels in this day have much to

urge in behalf of their doubts and difficulties
;
never

fairly asking what they have to urge, what are their

doubts and difficulties."
l

On the other hand, the First Broad Church will not

unite in the organized opposition to that work, because

the denunciations and appeals
" took an almost entirely

negative form
; they contradicted and slandered objec-

tions; they were not assertions of a belief; they led

Christians away from the Bible, from the creeds

which they confess to certain notions about the

creeds, from practice to disputation. They met no real

1 Miss Oobbe, Broken Lights, p. 63. London Edition.
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doubts in the minds of unbelievers
; they only called

for the suppression of all doubts. They confounded the

opinions of the day with the faith once delivered to the

saints. They tended to make anonymous journalists the

law-givers of the Church. They tended to discourage

clergymen from expressing manfully what is in their

hearts, lest they should incur the charge of being un-

faithful to their vows. They tended to hinder all se-

rious and honest co-operation between men who are not

bound together in a sectarian agreement, lest they
should make themselves responsible for opinions differ-

ent from their own." *
Thus, while the First Broad

Church occupies a neutral ground in the controversy

now rending the whole structure of English theology,

its moral force is all against Evangelical Christianity,

and in favor of the usurpations of Rationalism.

But the theology maintained by the First Broad

Church is little above that contained in the IZssays
and Reviews and similar Rationalistic publications.

With them, the Scriptures are better than any other

books of antiquity because they contain the most of

God's will, not because they alone contain his will.
" These books,'

1

says a writer,
" have been filtered out,

as it were, under his guidance, from many others which,
in ages gone by, claimed a place beside them, and are

now forgotten, while these have stood for thousands of

years, and are not likely io be set aside now." 2

They
are indifferent as to their date, authorship, or contents.
" Men may satisfy themselves,

" the same writer con-

tinues,
"
perhaps if I have time to give to the study,

they may satisfy me that the Pentateuch was the

work of twenty men
;

that Baruch wrote a part of

1 Tractsfor Priests and People. Preface, pp. 8-5. Alia. Edition,
*
Hughes, in Tractsfor Priests and People, p. 28.
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Isaiah; that David did not write the Psalms, or the

evangelists the gospels; that there are interpolations
here and there in the original ;

that there are numerous

and serious errors in our translation. What is all this

to me ? What do I care who wrote them, what is the

date of them, what this or that passage ought to be ?

They have told me what I wanted to know. Burn

every copy in the world to-morrow, you don't and can't

take that knowledge from me, or any man." l

The Mosaic cosmogony is not a matter of great con-

sequence, but on a par with other cosmogonies, none of

which are of any intrinsic value.
" If all cosmogonies

were to disappear to-morrow," says Thomas Hughes,
" I should be none the poorer." The various difficulties

of Scripture are not of sufficient moment to occupy
much time or pains. Let the people be made to under-

stand the liberal interpretations of what the cultivated

teachers have to say, and that will be enough ,to meet

the world's wants. Perhaps it is with secret admiration

of Bunsen's Bfl)le- Work, the greatest exegetical triumph
of Rationalism, that Kingsley asks :

" Who shall write

us a people's commentary of the Bible ?
"

Redemption is accepted in the Coleridgean sense.

It is a term which does not express a Scriptural fad;,

but is borrowed from earthly transactions. Christ's

work in our behalf is of no special value in itself, its

known effects being all that make it of moment to the

human family.
2 We should look at the results and not

at the cause. The sacrifice which Christ made was one

of obedience to his Father's will
;

it does not free us

and elevate us above the curse of a broken law, for, in

a certain sense, the law has never been broken to the

*
*
Hughes, in Tractsfor Priests and People, p. 87.

3
Garden, Tractsfor Priests and People, p. 133,
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extent that the evangelicals claim, nor does eternal

punishment harmonize with, enlightened and liberal

notions of Divine mercy. Miracles are in danger of

being worshiped by the friends of revelation. They
have the misfortune of an improper term; wonders

would be a far better word. Why not accept them

in the domain of faith, since we meet with them in

science ?
x Miracles of this kind,

"
wonders," are wil-

lingly conceded, for they are not suspensions or viola-

tions of the order of nature, but natural phenomena,
whose laws we may not understand. The miracles of

the New Testament are purely natural
;
but the people

did not comprehend the laws which gave them birth,

and hence they magnified them. " Where the people

believed," says Mr. Davies,
"
rightly or wrongly, in evil

spirits and sorcery, in malignant and disorderly influ-

ences proceeding from the spiritual world, there the

powers of the true kingdom, the powers of order and

freedom and beneficence, were put forth in acts which

appealed directly to the minds of the ignorant and

superstitious, and which proclaimed an authority

stronger than that of demons. The common multitudes

of Judea were of the class which thus required to be

treated ]ike spoiled and frightened children." 2

THE SECOITO BKOAD CHUBOH. This party maintains

the avowed Rationalism of Jowett, the JSsaaya <md He*

views, and Colenso. Miss Cobbe, in defining the points
of difference between it and the First Broad Church,

says of the latter,
"
It holds that the doctrines of the

Bible and the church can be perfectly harmonized with
the results of modern thought by a new but legitimate

exegesis of the Bible and interpretation of church

1
Davies, Tractsfor Priests <md People, p. 16T.

a
Ibid. p. 167.
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formulae. The Second Broad Church seems prepared
to admit that in many cases they can only "be harmon-

ized by the sacrifice of biblical infallibility. The First

Broad Church has recourse, to harmonize them, to va-

rious logical processes, but principally to the one de-

scribed in the last chapter, of diverting the student, at

all difficult points, from criticism to edification. The
Second Broad Church uses no ambiguity, but franMy
avows that when the Bible contradicts science, the

Bible must be in error. The First Broad Church main-

tains that the inspiration of the Bible differs in Tdnd as

well as in degree from that of other books. The Second

Broad Church appears to hold that it differs in degree
but not in kind. This last is the crucial point of the

differences of the two parties, and of one of the most

important controversies of modern times."
* The First

Broad Church has made antagonism to the doctrine of

endless punishment one of its great specialties, while

the Second Broad Church has made its most violent

assaults upon the evangelical view of the inspiration of

the Scriptures. The position of the latter is not fully

defined. We may suppose, however, that in due time

its apologists will assume an organized form, and per-

haps produce their systematic theology.

We regret that the general opposition on the part
of the clergy to the theology of the Essa/ys and JBeviews,

on the first appearance of that work, has not been sus-

tained. The Broad Church has therefore acquired

many new adherents within the last two years. It is

impossible to classify all the parties according to their

exact numerical strength, and their approximate pro-

portions, in round numbers, must answer our purpose.

The clergy of the Church of England, exclusive of the

1 Broken Lights, pp. T8-H.
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Irisli, amount at present to about twenty thousand, at

home and abroad.
1

Making allowance for two thousand

peasant clergy in the mountain districts, and mission-

aries in foreign lands, the remaining eighteen thousand

may be classified as follows :

C Normal Type, Anglican, .... 3,600

High Church. J Exaggerated Type, Tractarian, . . . 1,000

I Stagnant Type, High and Dry, , . . 2,500

C Normal Type, Evangelical, .... 3,500

LowOhurch. J Exaggerated Type, Kecordite, . . . 2,600

( Stagnant Type, Low and Slow, ... 700

r Normal Type, Theoretical and Anti-Theoretical, 3,100

Broad Church. 5 Exaggerated Type, Extreme Bationalists,. . . 800

f Stagnant Type, TOO

Twelve years ago the twenty-eight Bishops and Arch-

bishops of England stood thus : thirteen belonged to the

High Church, ten to the Broad Church, and five to the

Low Church, A distribution made at the present time

would be much more favorable to the second party.
2

It is a remakable feature of the activity of theologi-

cal opinion in England that the same division of par-

ties which exists in the Established Church also obtains

1

Appleton's American Cyclopaedia. Art. Church of England. Though
the writer of this article says nothing of the Irish clergy, he has not in-

cluded them, of course
; having no doubt used the Clergy list of England

and the colonies alone.
1 We have based our division of the English clergy upon the calcula-

tion of the late W. J Oonybeare, a Fellow in the University of Cambridge,
and joint author with J. S. Howson, of Life and Epistles of /St. Paul.

(Essays Ecclesiastical and Social, pp. 15T-158.) His figures applied to the

year 1858, but we have included the subsequent increase of the clorgy, and

distributed the additional members according to the best information at

command. If it be objected that we have classed too large a portion in

,the Broad Church, we reply, that if Dean Stanley's intimations concerning
the absence of orthodox faith in the English clergy be well founded, we
have fallen far short of attributing to that body a sufficient number of

members. See his article in Edinburgh Review, July, 1864,
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in other religious bodies. We do not speak of the Dis-

senting Churches, all of which have their shades of sen-

timent, but of the smaller and less influential or-

ganizations. The Jews, Eoman Catholics, Quakers, and

Unitarians have each their old and new schools,

the former adhering to the old and established stand-

ards, the latter striving to harmonize with modern

science and free inquiry. The Jews have their Mosaic,

Talmudic, and Phillipsohnic groups, the last taking its

name from its leader, and corresponding with the First

Broad Church within the pale of Christianity.
1 The

Rationalistic party in the Roman Catholic Church is now

aiming to harmonize Popery and the philosophy of the

nineteenth century. It has no distinctive name, but

numbers many adherents. The Quakers, besides possess-

ing a strongly conservative wing, have their advocates

of the " Inner Light," who are pushing this destructive

doctrine "to the full consequences developed by the

Second Broad Church party in the National Church."

The Unitarians are divided into the staid disciples of

Priestley and Belsham, and the New School, who stand

on the same ground with Theodore Parker in the United

States. These are cordial admirers of the Essays arid

JReviews, and would rejoice to see the land overspread
with radical Rationalism.

*
Phillipsohn, Author of the Religious Idea in Judaism, Itlam, and

Christianity. Translated by Miss Ann Goldschmidt,



CHAPTEK XXIII.

THE OTITEI) STATES : THE UNITAKIAK OHTIROH THE
*

OTOVERSALISTS.

THE aspect of novelty in the religious and theologi-

cal history of the United States, is unparalleled in the

history of any European nation, and is traceable in part
to the peculiarities of our political origin and career.

The founders of our government were wise students of

the philosophy of history, and it was their opinion that

many of the misfortunes which had befallen the coun-

tries of the Old World, were produced by the improper
association of temporal and spiritual authority. They
therefore made provision for the permanent separation
of Church and State. Their design, however, was accom-

plished only by degrees. Previous to the Revolution,
but two States, Rhode Island and Pennsylvania, permit-
ted religious toleration. It was declared in Maryland
in 1T76, and in 1786-89 was carried out in Virginia.
The general government took the matter in hand in

1791
; and, in that year, an amendment to the Constitu-

tion of the United States was adopted, which prohibited

Congress in future from "
passing any law establishing

religion, or prohibiting its free exercise."
1

It would seem that our forefathers were almost

gifted with prophetic vision when they incorporated this

statute with those other laws, which have contributed*

1
Smith, Hfotory of the Church of Christ in Chronological Table*, p, H.
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so much to our prosperity. It would not have been in

harmony with their spirit, if,
while constituting an inde-

pendent government, they had made the Church de-

pendent.

The principle of the union of church and state pre-

supposes a greater degree of social purity than has

existed in any nation. Moreover, the Church is thereby
led to assume an authority to which she has no claim

and which Christ never intended her to possess. Mil-

ton, whose clear and practical views of civil and eccle-

siastical relations were only equaled by his lofty poetic

conceptions of man's moral nature and history, says :

" When the church, without temporal support, is able

to do her great works upon the enforced obedience of

man, it argues a divinity about her. But when she

thinks to credit and better her spiritual efficacy, and to

win herself respect and dread by strutting
in the false

vizard of worldly authority, it is evident that God is

not there, but that her apostolic virtue is departed from

her, and has left her key-cold ;
which she perceiving, as

in a decayed nature, seeks to the outward fermentations

and chafings of worldly help and external flourishes, to

fetch, if it be possible, some motion into her extreme

parts, or to hatch a counterfeit life with the crafty and

artificial heat of jurisdiction. But it is observable that

so long as the church, in true imitation of Christ, can

be content to ride upon an ass, carrying herself and her

government along in a mean and simple guise, she may
be as she is a Lion of the tribe of Judah

;
and in her

humility aH men, with loud hosannas, will confess her

greatness. But when, despising the mighty operation

of the Spirit by the weak things of this world, she

thinks to make herself bigger and more considerably

by using the way of civil force and jurisdiction, as she
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sits upon this Lion she changes into an ass, and instead

of hosannas, every man pelts her with stones and dirt."
l

The peculiarities which have characterized the his-

tory of the American church are well defined, and of

the greatest value in all estimates of the theological

status of the popular mind. They are grouped by
Professor Smith in the following concise terms: "-First.

It is not the history of the conversion of a new people,

but of the transplantation of old races, already Chris-

tianized, to a new theatre, comparatively untrameled

by institutions and traditions. Second. Independence
of the civil power. Third. The voluntary principle

applied to the support of religious institutions. JFourtli.

Moral and ecclesiastical, but not civil power, the means

of retaining the members of any communion, Fifth

Development of the Christian system in its practical

and moral aspects, rather than in its theoretical and

theological
*

Siwik. Stricter discipline in the churches

than is practicable where church and state are one. Sev-

enth. Increase of the churches, to a considerable extent,

through revivals of religion, rather than by the natural

growth of the children in an establishment. JSighth.

Excessive multiplication of sects; and divisions on

questions of moral reform."
2

When we consider the intimate relations between

France and this country during the first stage of ouu

national existence, it becomes a matter of surprise that

French infidelity did not acquire greater influence over

our people. It was not wholly without powei', and the

first twenty-five years of our history witnessed greater

religious disasters than have appeared at any subse

quent time. Still it may be said with truth that skep
1 The Eeason of Church Government against Prelacy. Oh. II.
8
History of the Church of Ohrist, <&., p. 74.
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tical tendencies have never gained a permanent position

in tlie United States, though, our immunity from their

sway has not been the result of indifference toward the

great movements of Europe. The American has never

been a cold observer of the hemisphere from which his

forefathers came. We appropriate the treasures of the

Old World, and love to call them our own. We are as

proud of the martyrology and literature of England as

if Latimer and Ridley had died for their faith on Boston

Common, or Shakspeare and Milton had lived on the

banks of the Hudson. The early legislation of our

government having left the individual conscience to the

exercise of its own convictions, each citizen has been

more interested in whatever religious opinions might

appear from European sources.

What then has been the reception in America of

that system of skepticism which has produced ravages
on the Continent, and now forbodes evil in our English
mother-land ? Is Rationalising likely to run its destruc-

tive cycle in the United States? Has the American

church no antidote for the great theological errors of

the present age ?

The denomination most intimately associated with

Rationalistic tendencies is the Unitarian Church. Bos-

ton is its centre, and New England "the principal sphere
of its existence.

The Venerable Stoddard, of Northampton, Massa-

chusetts, became convinced that the custom of exclud-

ing unregenerate persons from the sacrament of the

Lord's Supper was sinful
;
and in 1708 published a ser-

mon declaring his views on that subject. He held that

the participation of unregenerate people in the commun-

ion was highly beneficial to them
;
and that it was in

fact a means by which they might become regenerated.
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He defended Ms .belief so zealously that he soon had

the pleasure of seeing many followers gathering albotit

him. The doctrine was termed the Half-Way Cove-

nant System, and was adopted in the church at North-

ampton. Jonathan Edwards succeeded Stoddard, who
was his grandfather ; and, a few years after the great

revival in which the former took an active part, he

adopted the opinion that the Half-Way Covenant was

injurious. Edwards refused to practise it, and in his

Treatise on the Qualifications for Full Communion, he

declared the necessity of regeneration. He was ac-

cordingly dismissed from, his church.

This was the germ of American Unitarianism.

Stoddard's adherents clung to their loose view of com-

munion, while the friends of Edwards, being more

spiritual, and many of them the fruits of the White-

fleldian revival, sustained the orthodox construction

with energy. The Half-Way Covenant in due time

called a party into existence, which " avoided all soli-

citude concerning their own spiritual condition or that

of others
;
were repugnant to the revival spirit ;

must

have a system of doctrines which could contain nothing
to alarm the fears or disturb the repose of the members
of the party. The doctrines of apostasy, dependence on

grace for salvation, necessity of atonement, and special

influence of the Holy Spirit, were all thought to be

alarming doctrines. They were therefore laid aside

silently and without controversy. Men were suffered

to forget that the Son of God, and the Spirit, have any-,

thing to do with man's salvation."
x

King's Chapel, Boston, was the first Episcopal
church of New England. Its rector leaving with the

British troops upon their evacuation of the town, Eev,
1

Baird, JReligion in America, pp.
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James Ereeman was chosen in April, 1783, to occupy the

vacant position. The services of the church were con-

ducted after the Episcopal form, the Book of Common

Prayer being still used. Mr. Freeman's views under-

went a change, and he delivered a course of doctrinal

sermons in which he indicated decided Unitarian pro-

clivities. Accordingly he introduced a revised liturgy,

corresponding with Dr. Samuel Clarke's Revision of the

IMwrgy of the Church of England, from which the doc-

trines of the Trinity and of the divinity of Christ were

excluded. The congregation addressed a letter to

Bishop Provost, of New York, in which inquiry was

made,
" whether ordination of Eev. Mr. Freeman can be

obtained on terms agreeable to him and to the proprie-

tors of this church." The bishop proposed to refer the

question to the next general convention. But the con-

gregation, disliking such hesitation, determined to ordain

their rector themselves. Accordingly, on November

18th, 1787, the senior warden laid his hand on Mr.

FreemanV head, and pronounced the declaration of

ordination. The people responded
" Amen

;

" and thus

was effected the first ordination of a Unitarian minister

in the United States.
1

Wide circulation had already been given to Emlyn's

Inquiry into the Scri/pture Acoownt of J'esus Christ,

which, in IT5 6, had been republished in Boston from the

^nglish edition. Before the close of the century the

doctrines peculiar to Unitarianism became widely dis-

sejninated in that city and in other portions of the State.

Belsham issued in London, 1812, his Memoir of Lind-

$ey, which contained startling disclosures of the doings
of the Unitarians in America. Belsham's informants

1 Unitarianism in its Actual Condition. Edited by Eev. J. B. Beard,
D.D, ) pp. 1-4. London, 184=6.
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were leading Unitarians of Boston, among whom was Dr.

Freeman, whose letters covered a period of sixteen years,

from 1796 to 1812. He communicated all the secret

movements, growth, and dimensions of the party. Only
a few copies of Belsham's work came to America, and

they were hidden, lest any of the orthodox might see

them. Finally, Dr. Morse obtained one, and soon pub-
lished a pamphlet revealing its astounding contents. It

now came to light, for the first time, that Unitarianisrn

was a strong party ;
that every Congregational church

in Boston, except the Park Street and Old South, had

become Unitarian; and that there were seventy-five

churches in other parts of New England which had

adopted the same views. The Unitarians were now corn-

pelled to come out of their hiding-place, and the ortho-

dox watched their movements with intense interest.

The zeal of the adherents of Unitarianism, however,
did not diminish by exposure, and a very important
event occurred, which indicated that their labors were

successful. Dr. Ware, an avowed anti-Trinitarian, was

chosen to the professorship of theology in Harvard

College, in place of the deceased Dr. Tappan. The

appointment created a profound excitement among the

orthodox clergy, who were indignant at the procedure.
But remonstrance was useless. Unitarianism was tri-

umphantly domiciled at Cambridge, and many who

designed preaching its tenets became attendants upon
the lectures of Professors Ware and Andrews Norton.

As a probable consequence of the great change in

Harvard, the Andover Theological Seminary was estab-

lished,
1 an institution which, from its origin to the

present time, has shed a beneficent lustre upon the

1

Sprague, Annals of the American, Unitarian Pulpit. Historical In"

troehtction, p. xii.
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entire country. Its students have never ceased to be

ornaments to the American pulpit, while some of the

number, proving themselves worthy successors of Carey,

Marshinan, Coke, and Ward, have labored in heathen

lands with apostolic zeal

The celebrated controversy between Drs. Channing
and Worcester, occasioned by a pamphlet which ap-

peared in Boston in 1815, under the title of American

Unitwrianism, led to the withdrawal of the Unitarians

from the orthodox, and their formation into a distinct

organization. Pursuing an aggressive policy, they or-

ganized congregations in various parts of New Eng-

land, and in the cities of Philadelphia, Baltimore, Wash-

ington, and Charleston. This was the heroic age of the

Unitarian church of America.

Channing became immediately the leader of the new
sect. He represents the best type of Unitarianism.

Pure in life, ardent in his attachments, and heroic in

spirit, he was well adapted to advance the cause which

he had espoused. He had no taste for controversy, but

the circumstances connected with the prevalent theology
made such a deep impression on his mind that he felt it

his duty to aid in the revival of what he deemed a

more liberal faith. Not indorsing the extreme Uni-

tarianism of Priestley and Belsham, he took a middle

ground between it and New England Calvinism. He
was attentively heard in his church at Boston, and was

listened to by large audiences wherever he preached or

lectured.

His writings embrace a variety of topics, the chief

of which, apart from religious themes proper, are slar

very, temperance, education, and war. Within a few

years his views have attracted increased attention in

Europe. In France, MM. Laboulaye, de K6musat, and
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Renan have discussed tliem at length. Of his mental

transitions, an admiring writer says: "From Kant's

doctrine of the reason he derived deeper reverence for

the essential powers of man
; by Schelling's intimations

of the Divine Life, everywhere manifested, he was made

more devoutly conscious of the universal agency of God
;

and he was especially delighted with the heroic stoicism

of Fichte and his assertion of the grandeur of the hu-

man will. But for his greatest pleasure and best dis-

cipline he was now indebted to Wordsworth, whom he

esteemed next to Shakspeare, and whose '
Jffcccur&ion'

came to him lite a revelation. With Wordsworth's

mingled piety and heroism, humanity and earnest aspira-

tion, with his all-vivifying imagination, recognizing

greatness under lowliest disguises, and spreading sweet

sanctions around every charity of social life, and with

his longings to see reverence, loyalty, courtesy, and con

tentment established on the earth, he most closely sym

pathized. From this time he began to engage more

actively in political and philanthropic movements." *

Channing believed that orthodoxy was incalculably

mischievous in its estimate of Deity and of human de-

pravity.
"
God, we are told," says he,

" must not be

limited; nor are his rights to be restrained by any

rights in his creatures. These are made to minister to

their Maker's glory, not to glorify themselves. They
wholly depend on him, and have no power which they
can call their own. His sovereignty, awful and omnip-

otent, is not to be kept in check, or turned from its

purposes, by any claims of his subjects. Man's place is

the dust The entire prostration of his faculties is the

true homage he is to offer to God. He is not to exalt

1

Appleton's American Cyclopaedia. Art. Wm. Mlery Ohwfoing. W.
L. Symonds, Esq., is the author of this biography.
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Ms reason or his sense of right against the decrees of

the Almighty. He has but one lesson to learn, that he

is nothing, that God is All in All. Such is the com-

mon language of theology."
l

Against these views he asserts man's free agency
and moral dignity. His creed is the greatness of Human
Nature

;
such greatness as is seen in the "

intellectual

energy which discerns absolute, universal truth in the

idea of God, in freedom of will and moral power, in dis-

interestedness and self-sacrifice, in the boundlessness of

love, in aspirations after perfection, in desires and affec-

tions which time and space cannot confine, and the

world cannot fill. The soul, viewed in these lights,

should fill us with awe. It is an immortal germ, which

may be said to contain now within itself what endless

ages are to unfold. It is truly an image of the infinity

of God, and no words can do justice to its grandeur."
2

Instead of looking without for a basis of religion, we
must commence at home, within ourselves.

" We must

start in religion from our own souls, for in them is the

fountain of all divine truth. An outward revelation is

only possible and intelligible on the ground of concep-
tions and principles previously furnished by the soul.

Here is our primitive teacher and light. Let us not

disparage it. There are, indeed, philosophical schools

of the present day, which tell us that we are to start in

all our speculations from the Absolute, the Infinite.

But we rise to these conceptions from the contempla-
tion of our own nature

;
and even if it were not so, of

what avail would be the notion of an Absolute, Infinite

existence, an Uncaused Unity, if stripped of all those

intellectual and moral attributes which we learn only

1
Works, Introductory It&marfa, p. viii.

a Ibid. p. vi.
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from our own souls? What but a vague shadow, a

sounding name, is the metaphysical Deity, the substance

without modes, the being without properties, the naked

Unity which performs such a part in some of our philo-

sophical systems. The only God whom our thoughts
can rest on and our hearts can cling to, and our con-

sciences can recognize is the God whose image dwells

in our own souls. The grand ideas of Power, Reason,

Wisdom, Love, Rectitude, Holiness, Blessedness, that

is, of aR God's attributes, come from within, from the

action of our own spiritual nature. Many indeed think

that they learn God from marks of design and skill in

the outward world
;
but our ideas of design and skill,

of a determining cause, of an end or purpose, are de-

rived from consciousness, from our own souls. Thus the

soul is the spring of our knowledge of God." *

The creed of the Unitarians must be studied as one

would take soundings at sea. The measurement of one

place is no guarantee of the depth in another. What
was believed twenty years ago, may not be endorsed by
the leaders of to-day. One writer of their fold says :

" Unitarianism fe loose, vague, general, indeterminate in

its elements and formularies." 2 When George Putnam
installed Mr. Fosdick over the Hollis Street Church, he

said with commendable candor, "There is no other

Christian body of which it is so impossible to tell wliere

it begins and where it ends. We have no recognized

principles by which any man who chooses to be a Chris-

tian disciple, and desires to be numbered with us, what-

ever he believes or denies, can be excluded."

But Unitarianism has ever remained true to a few

points. One of them is antagonism to orthodoxy. It

1
Wbrfa, Introductory J&emarfa, pp. xviii-xix.

Ellis, Half Ovntwry of Unitarianim, p. 84.
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was an old cry of the German skeptics,
"
Away with

orthodoxy. It fetters us to forms and creeds, makes

us blind devotees to system, converts us into bigots, and

dwarfs reason into an invisible pigmy." Yet we fre-

quently meet with language of similar import in the

present day. If we did not know its authorship we

could easily tell the ecclesiastical fountain whence it

flows.
" The implications of false and shallow reasoning,"

says an American Unitarian divine,
"
partial observation,

intellectual grouping, moral obliquity, spiritual igno-

rance, in short, of puerility and superstition involved in

a large part of the appeals, the preaching, the cant terms,

the popular dogmas, the current conversation of Chris-

tendom, are discouraging evidences how backward is

the religious thought of our day, as compared with its

general thought ;
how little harmony there is between

our schools and our churches, our thinkers and our re-

ligious guides, our political and national institutions

and our popular theology. It is not Christianity the

rational, thorough, all-embracing Gospel of Christ,

which throws its blessed sanctities over and around our

whole humanity, which owns and consecrates our whole

nature and our whole ]ife which is thus taught. It is

a system which is narrower than Judaism, and compared
with which Romanism is a princely and magnificent

theology. I say advisedly, that if Protestantism en-

dorses the vulgar notions of a God-cursed world, a fall-

en race, a commercial atonement, a doomed and hell-

devoted humanity, a mysterious conversion, a Church

which is a sort of a life-boat hanging round a wreck

that may carry off a few women and selfishly-affrighted

men, leaving the bolder, braver, larger portion to go
down with the ship ;

if this be the sum and substance

of religion, if these notions be the grounds of the late

35
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religious excitement and the doctrines which gave it

power,
1 then it is not so true to human nature, its wants

and woes, its various and manifold tastes, talents, and

faculties, as the old Catholic system, and that, instead

of trembling at the growth and prospects of Romanism

in this country, we should more reasonably rejoice in its

triumphs, as the worthier occupant of the confidence

and affection of the people. But this narrow system,

with all its arrogant claims to be the only Evangelical

faith, is not Protestantism
; or, rather, is not mere Prot-

estantism."
2

But the indeterminateness of Unitarian theology does

not warrant us in passing over its tenets, as stated by
writers held in good repute in that Church. It would

be unfair, however, to claim that these are doctrines to

which each must inflexibly adhere. The Unitarians

neither exact nor desire conformity to authority; in

fact they have no authority. Eeason is left to place its

own construction upon the truths of revelation. What,
then, is the general Unitarian sentiment on those sub-

jects whose essential importance is acknowledged by all

Evangelical Churches ?

LSTSBJEATIOK AKD THE ScBiPTUKES, Charming and

Dewey have held loftier views of the Bible and its divine

origin than their less devout brethren. The latter has

said that,
" The matter is divine, the miracles real, the

promises glorious, the threatenings fearful
; enough that

all is gloriously and fearfully true to the divine will,

true to human nature, true to its wants, anxieties, sor-

rows, sins, salvation, and destinies; enough that the

seal ,of a divine and miraculous communication is set

upon that holy Book." 3 But reverence for the Scrip
1 These words refer to the great Kevival in the winter of 185T-68.
*
Bellow*, Restatements of Christian Doctrine, p. 164^165.

8
Controversial Sermons, ISTo, 1,
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tures is rapidly on the decline among the Unitarians,
the direct result of the influence of the German and

English Rationalists. They call all believers in ortho-

dox opinions,
"
Bibliolaters." They spurn the thought

of an infallible Bible. " No wonder," they say,
" that

the Bibliolaters quail before the iconoclasm of Bishop

Colenso, and, in their rage, call alond for his excision

fi*om the Church; for, if a single one of the diffi-

culties he accumulates can be proved a reality, the

whole edifice of their faith topples to its fall

We believe that safety and sense can alone be found in

our theory, which regards Scripture as credible though

human, as inspired not in its form, but in its substance,

of various and, in many cases, of unknown authorship,

and representing different stages of culture. We cannot

accept all its documents as of co-ordinate authority;

nor in every one of its statements can we recognize a

product of inspiration. We do not conceive ourselves

bound, therefore, to defend the geology of Moses, or to

admire the conduct of the Israelites in the extermination

of the Canaanites; or to infuse a recondite spiritual

meaning into the amatory descriptions and appeals of

the Song of Solomon." 1

GOD AITD CHRIST. God is the Universal Father. It

must be forgotten that he is king; his paternal charac-

ter alone must be borne in mind. He is a God of one

person, not of three, and the doctrine of the Trinity is

nowhere hinted at in the Bible, but is of Platonic ori-

gin. The Christian Fathers did not contend that it was

contained therein. The view of three persons in one

God is
"
self-contradictory, opposed to all right reason,

positively absurd."
2 Christ is inferior and subordinate

1
Orr, Uhitarianism in the Present Time, pp. 54, 58, 59.

*
Farley, Unitarimiwn Dejfaed, p. 24,
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to God. He is God in the same sense as the angels,

Moses, Samuel, the Kings and Judges of Israel. They
were gods in one respect, the word of God was spo-

ken to them. Christ is the chief one "to whom the

word of God came." * In the New Testament, Christ is

uniformly kept distinct from the Father, and the at-

tributes which he possessed, wisdom, knowledge, and

power, were endowments from God.

THE HOLY GHOST. The Holy Ghost is not a person,

but is merely sent from the Father, or proceeds from

him. The apparent presence of the Holy Ghost in

Christ's farewell discourse is only a personification re-

sulting from the peculiar nature of the Greek language,
and the necessity of its syntax. Not being a person,

the Holy Ghost cannot be God, and is, therefore, not

self-existent, underived, and unoriginated. "Wherever

it is described as a person it is only the writer's striking
form of speech ;

it is solely personification, just as we
often find the case with the Law, Wisdom, Scripture,

Sin, and Charity.
2

HUMAIS' DEPRAVTTT. The Unitarians have no place
in their creed for man's natural sinfulness. It is, they

say, a doctrinal innovation, having been propagated by
Augustine in the fifth century. That God should

create men who are naturally sinners is inconsistent

with his parental character.
" The doctrine is itHelf re-

pulsive. The human mind revolts at it. If God our

Creator has implanted within us a natural sense of

right and wrong, that sense arraigns MB character and
conduct in creating us thus corrupt."

8 There IB no R\ich

thing, the Unitarians contend, as the fall of man,

1
Farley, Unitarianim Defined, p. 26*

a
Ibid. pp. 122,128, 186.

Ibid. pp. 156,157.
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Adam was what we are.
" Had lie not sinned," one of

their writers affirms,
" our race would have continued

perfect and happy without the necessity for progress,

or the need of any of those educational and recupera-

tive processes to which Providence has resorted. Let

those who can believe this ! Let those also who can, call

the unfallen Adam and Eve satisfactory patterns and

types of our complete humanity. Imagine a world of

Adams and Eves, living in a garden, on spontaneous

fruits, ignorant of the distinction between good and

evil, and without any capacity of moral change or im-

provement I Can any amount of credulity enable an

enlightened and candid. mind of the present day to

think this world originally made to be occupied by
such a race

;
that unfallen Adams and Eves could ever

have developed its resources, or their own powers, and

capacities of moral and spiritual happiness ? Can any

subtlety perceive a true distinction between their con-

dition and that of the innocent but feeble islanders of

some few spots in the Pacific ?
a Can any degree of

superstition regard a state of unfallen holiness, which

allowed our first parents to succumb in the midst of

perfect bliss, and under God's own direct care and instruc-

tions, before the first temptation, as superior to our

present moral condition ? If Adam fell, the race rose

by his fall
;
he fell up, and nothing happier for our final

fortunes ever occurred than when the innocents of the

garden learned their shame, and fled into the hardships
and experiences of a disciplinary and growing human-

ity. . . The radical vice of the popular way of

thinking about moral evil lies in the supposition that

. . . , a state of spotless innocencyis better than a

1 Will the Beverend author be kind enough to inform the public of the

name and exact locality of these innocent islanders ?
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state of moral exposure and moral struggle ;
and that

aU our humanity is not entitled to use development and

play, in its grand career of being. On the other hand,

the true theory of humanity presents us with a race

brought into this world for its education, starting with

moral and intellectual infancy, and liable to all the mis-

takes, weaknesses, and follies, which an ungrown and in

experienced nature begets."
l There is far more virtue

in the world than there is vice. We grossly mistake when

we make notoriously vicious characters the type of hu-

manity at large.
" Man by nature, as born and brought

into this world, is innocent, pure ; guiltless because sin-

less
;
fitted for just that religion which Christ reveajed

to operate successfully and gloriously upon ;
not indeed

holy, but capable of becoming so."

THE ATOSTEMEETT. The orthodox view of the atone-

ment is denied by the Unitarians. Sacrifices are of

human origin, those of the Mosaic religion being solely

ritual, and symbolical acts of faith and worship.
Christ's death did not appease the wrath of God in any

sense, nor is anything said in the Scriptures concerning
Christ's sufferings as causing or exciting the grace
or mercy of God. It is not stated that God is rec-

onciled to us, but we to him. Christ suffered as an

example. A writer already quoted says :

"
Especially

were the anguish and patience of Ids final sufforingN and

his awful death upon the cross appointed' and powerful
means of affecting the mind of man." 2 Another author

affirms :

"
Christ saves us, so far as hin Bufferings and

death are concerned, through their moral influence and

power upon man
;
the great appeal which they make

being not to God, but to the sinner's conscience and

1
Bellows, Restatements of Christian Doctrine^ pp. 228-280,

WorTcsofK Ware, jr., vol.iv.'p. 01.
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heart
;
thus aiding in the great work of bringing him

into reconciliation with or reconciling him to his Father

in heaven. . . . Eeconciliation is accomplished by
Christ

; by all that he was and is
;

all that he taught,

did, and is doing ;
and by all that he suffered for our

sake. Not by one but by all of these are we saved."
*

Christ's sacrifice was not made to God, for he did not

need to be propitiated or rendered merciful, but simply
with reference to man alone, for his good ;

God's jus-

tice needed no pacification.
" There can be no greater

or more blinding heresy than that which would teach

that Christ's sufferings, or any sufferings in behalf of

virtue and human sins and sorrows, are strictly substi-

tutional, or literally vicarious. The old theologies, per-

plexed and darkened with metaphysics and scholastic

logic the fruit of academic pride and the love of eccle-

siastical dominion labored to prove and to teach that

Christ, in his short agony upon the cross, really suffered

the pains of sin and bore the actual sum of all the an-

guish from remorse and guilt due to myriads of sinners,

through the ages of eternity. . . . Our sense of

justice and goodness so far as God himself is concerned,

is vastly more shocked by the proper penalties of sin

being placed upon the innocent than had they been left

upon the guilty, where they belong. . , . The truth

is, literal substitution of moral penalties is a thing abso-

lutely impossible ! Vicarious punishment, in its tech-

nical and theological sense, is forbidden by the very
laws of our nature and moral constitution."

2

KEG-ENEEATION. This is a universal want, but it is

entirely consistent with the purity of human nature.

The natural birth gives no moral character
;

it is to be

1
Farley, Uhit&rianism Defined^ pp. 208-210.

a
Bellows, Restatements of Christian Doctrine, pp. 306,30T.
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?

ormed, and when formed, is called the " new "birth."

This is all that Christ meant when he said to Nico-

lemus,
"
Except a man be "born again he cannot see the

kingdom of Grod," Kegeneration must not, therefore, be

sonsidered a consequence of human depravity, bat a

result of human purity. It is the development of that

which is already good within us.

FUTURE PUNISHMENT. The Unitarians of America

bave, for the most part, adopted the Eestitutional

theories of Hartley and Priestley. Mr. Ballou claims
" tie whole body of Unitarians as Universalists." Pun-

ishment may be inflicted after death, but it will be teni

porary.
" The punishments of hell are disciplinarian

and do not forbid the hope of remission and relief."
l

The best method of determining the present spirit

of Unitarianism is to observe the reception which it

gives to the Rationalism that has grown up luxuriant-

ly of late in England. The welcome has been most

3ordiaL A Unitarian clergyman has become the Ameri-

can editor of the ISssaya and Reviews;
2 and hails the

appearance of such a book as representing a new and

better era in modern theology. He holds that the real
"
life of Anglican theology is now represented by such

men as Powell and Williams and Maurice and Jowett

and Stanley ;

" that the Broad Church is the only one

which fully embodies true progress and conservatism

that Rationalism is the only alternative of Romanism
;

and that, as a matter of course, the former should bo

adopted. He expresses the hope that the spirit of na-

tionalistic criticism,
" which is now leavening the Church

Df England, may find abundant entrance into all the

churches of our land/' and that the JShsays and He*

1

Orr, Uhitwianism in the Present Time, p. 8*

F. H. Hedge, D.D.
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views,
"
its genuine product, may contribute somewhat

thereto."
*

The quarterly organ of the Unitarians, The Christian

Mcaminer, has passed an encomium on the same ex-

ponent of English Rationalism, in which it manifests no

tempered gladness at skepticism within the pale of the

church. It says, with undisguised satisfaction, that
"
either these seven essayists must have been in very

close and intimate confidential relations as friends or

fellow-students, and have held many precious confer-

ences together in which they were mutually each other's

confessors
; or, there must be quite a large number of

very able and very heretical sinners in the Church of

England, within easy hail of each other, and so thick in

some neighorhoods that it is the readiest thing in the

world to pick out a set of them who,
* without concert

or comparison,' will contribute all the parts of a fresh
and unhackneyed system of opinion"

One of the most direct and outspoken of all the

organized attacks of American nationalism upon evan-

gelical Christianity occurred at the first public an-

niversary of the Young Men's Christian Union, of New
York. Its importance was due to the diversity of un-

evangelical bodies there represented, and to the celebrity

of several of the speakers. Unitarianism, Sweden-

borgianism, and Universalism mingled in happy fra-

ternity. The speakers were Drs. Osgood, Bellows,

Sawyer, and Chapin; Rev. Messrs. Barrett, Peters,

Mayo, Higginson, Miel, Blanchard, and Frothingham ;

and Richard Warren and Horace Greeley, Esquires.

The Union seems to have been designed as a counter-

poise to the large and flourishing Young Men's Christian

Association, which is comprised of earnest and active

Es$ay& and Reviews, Introduction to Boston Edition.
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members of all orthodox denominations. The platform

of the former may be determined from the following sig<

nificant language: "The Anniversary of the Young
Men's Christian Union was the first instance in which

so many of the leading minds in the various branches

of the liberal and progressive portion of the Christian

church have met on one common platform, for the pur-

pose of discussing the practical bearings of that higher

type of Christianity which refuses to be limited by any

dogma, or fettered by any creed."
* One of the speakers,

in explaining the relations of the Union to the church,

said :

" We maintain, then, that we are in the church,

cure the church not a part of it, but the whole church,

having m us the heart and soul of orthodoxy itself,

the essence of all that gave life to its creed, the utmost

significance and vital force of what it taught and still

teaches, in what we conceive to be a stuttering and

stammering way, in a cumbrous and outworn language,
with a circuitous and wearisome phraseology; but

meaning really what we mean, and doing for men essen-

tially what we are doing. All that we claim is a better

statement of the old and changeless truth, a disembar-

rassed account of the ever true and identical ntory.

. . We have not separated ourselves from the

brethren [orthodox]; we hold them in our enclosure;

we are always ready to receive them, to welcome them.

We are not expecting they will receive us, on account

of their providential position. We have an intellectual

perception of what the times demand and what the

future is to be. We can see clearer than they. We
can see why they are wrong ; they cannot sec why we
are right but they will presently. . , . The actual

presence of God in the world, in all his love and mercy,
1
Religious Aspects of the Age. Preface, p. 3.
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supplying our deficiencies, helping our infirmities, con-

secrating and transforming matter, giving sanctity and

beauty to life- -this is what the renewing of the old

faith offers to humanity.
"The indistinct perception of this faith and the

divine craving to see it clearly, and bring it to the sight

of others, has led to the existence and organization of

the Liberal churches, and indirectly to the formation

of the Young Men's Christian Union. Faith in man as

the child of God, his word and residence, authorizing
the freest use of thought, the profoundest respect for

individual convictions, the firmest confidence in progress
and in the triumph of truth

; inspiring good will, hu-

mane affections, philanthropic activity, and personal

holiness; faith in God as the Father of man man's

universal Saviour and inspirer man's merit consists

wholly in being his child and the pupil of his grace in

nature, life, the church, and the unseen world these

are the permanent articles of Christian faith, which is

not so much faith in Christ, as Christ's faith."
*

It is difficult 4o conceive how the most of the speak-

ers at the anniversary in question could have better

served the interests of a bold and unmitigated system
of Rationalism. The great evil of the day is declared

to be dogmatism, against which every true friend of

progress must deal his most destructive blows. Liberal

minds must break loose from the fetters of authority,

and give play to their own infallible reason. The Prot-

estant evangelical church is placed upon the same foot-

ing with Komanism
;
both of which organizations un-

church all who do not conform to their creed.
" The

truth is," says a speaker,
"
this Protestant evangelical

church is in the same chronic delusion as its enemy, the

Koman Catholic church; it can propose no plan of
1
Bellows, in JReUffi&ua Aspects qf the Age, pp. 109-111.
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Christian union which will include the Christians of

the country. Its only idea of union is the conspiracy

of a few sects to take the kingdom of heaven by vio-

lence; monopolize its honors in this world and the

world to come
;
and either compel the rest of mankind

to come into its arrangement, or be turned into ever-

lasting perdition a proceeding which the American

people, with due respect to the undeniable rights of

this church, begs leave respectfully to decline, and fur-

ther to intimate, that it is not at all alarmed about the

eternal consequences of a refusal to accede to the pre-

tensions of an ecclesiasticism that assumes to be God's

vicegerent to the United States of America." l

Great fault is found with the doctrines of the plenary

inspiration of the Scriptures, and the efficacy of Christ's

blood for man's salvation. God is in man
;
and man's

moral instincts, intellectual mould, and spiritual senses

axe infinitely wiser than we conceive them to be. They
axe infallible in what they say of God, and are the best

criteria of truth. How much the world has been given

up to the worship of the Bible !

" The Bibles will be

left here to burn in the general conflagration with the

other temporary representations of the Word of God,
which is ,the eternal Reason, the foundation of our

being." This Reason is the " elder Scripture of God,
the soul, the inspired child of the heavenly and eter-

nal Father." The answer is given to the question,

Why does orthodoxy believe in the efficacy of Chrint's

blood to save the souls of men ?
"
It is because man

distrusts his reason, and invents the infallible church,
and then the infallible Scriptures, to supply hiH neces-

sity of anchorage. He cannot think the God of the

universe can be willing to save such a miserable Binner,

Mayo, in JKeUgious Aspects of theAge, pp. 68,,69,
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and lie invents a God of the church, who will He does

not believe anything men can do will entitle them to

heaven, or that human lives can make them acceptable

in the sight of God." l

From the preceding statements it will not be sur-

prising to find some of the speakers apologizing for out-

right infidelity.
" Mr. President," says one,

"
you, in

the judgment of very many, are an infidel. The mem-

bers of this Christian association occupy what is re-

garded an infidel position. And that very admirable

constitution, which I have read to-day, if presented at a

council of churches, commonly reputed orthodox, would

be considered, doubtless, the platform of an infidel asso-

ciation. . . . Infidels, in all generations of the

church, have been progressive in every direction
;
the

believers in the present and the future
;
the people who

had confidence in the improvability of man, and the

perennial inspirations of God
;
the men and women who

were persuaded that all the spheres of wisdom and ex-

cellence were opened to human powers, and that man
was welcomed to all the treasure they contain. . . .

They are a thoughtful, earnest, hopeful people, bent on

finding the truth, and doing their duty."
2 Such in-

fidels as these are claimed to have blessed the worlcL

All liberal minds ought to catch their spirit and ad-

minister every possible blessing to struggling humanity.
But there is a species of narrow-minded infidelity which

must be shunned
;
and it is the only kind of which we

need to forebode any evil.
" The only infidelity to be

feared," says Mr. Frothingham,
" the only real infidelity

which is a sin in the sight of God, is a disbelief in the

primary faculties of the human soul
;
disbelief in the

1
Bellows, in Religious Aspects of the Age, pp, 102,108.

a
Frothingham, Ibid, pp, 121126.
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capability of man's reason to discriminate between truth,

and error in all departments of knowledge, sacred or

profane ;
disbelief in the heart's instinctive power to

distinguish good from evil
;
disallowance of the claims

of conscience to pass a verdict upon matters of right

and wrong, whenever and wherever brought up. They
are the infidels who are untrue to the light they have

;

who deny the plenary inspiration of that elder Scripture

written by the finger of God upon the human heart
;

who overlay their reason with heaps of antiquated tradi-

tions; who bid their conscience stand dumb before

appalling iniquities in obedience to the ill-read letter of

an ancient record
; who, in the interest of power, wealth,

worldliness, not seldom of unrighteousness and inhu-

manity, plead for a Tract society, a Bible, or a church
;

who compass sea and land to make a proselyte, and

when he is made, are quite indifferent as to his being a

practical Christian
;
who collect vast sums of money

annually for the ostensible purpose of saving men's

souls, practically to the. effect of keeping their souls in

subjection and blindness. As I road the New Testa-

ment, I find that Jesus charged infidelity upon none

but such as these; the people who made religion a

cloak for pride, selfishness, and cruelty ;
the oounpicu-

ously saintly people, who could spare an hour to pray
at a street corner, but had not a minute for a dying
fellow-man lying in his blood in a lonely pass. lu the

judgment of these, Jesus was the prince of unbelievers.

Punctilious adherence to the letter, practical disbelief

in the spirit this is infidelity."
*

The most important event in the history of the

American Unitarian Church was the National Convention

which met in New York, April 5th, 1865, and was pre-
1
JReligious Aspects of the Age} pp. 181-182.
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sided over by Governer Andrew, of Massachusetts.

Six hundred ministers and laymen, representatives of

one hundred and ninety churches, were in attendance.

The debates indicated wide diversity of sentiment, but

there was no open rupture. The sessions were per-

vaded by a spirit of devoted loyalty to the civil govern-

ment, liberality toward all Christian bodies, and zeal in

organizing educational and missionary agencies through-
out the country. An annual National Conference of

Unitarian Churches was appointed for the future. The

Convention was unable to arrive at a common system of

belief. The following declaration of faith was presented

by A. A. Low, Esq. :

"
Whereas, Associate and efficient action can only be

expected of those who agree in certain leading doctrinal

statements or positions, Resolved, That without intend-

ing any intolerance of individual opinion, it is the right

and duty of this convention to claim of all who take

part in its proceedings, an assent to the fundamental

doctrines hitherto held by the Unitarian body by reason

of which it has acquired its standing in the Christian

world, and asserts it lineage in the Christian Church
;

and, to this end, this convention declares as essentially

belonging to the Unitarian faith: 1st. Belief in the

Holy Scriptures as containing a revelation from God to

man and, as deduced therefrom, 3d. Belief in one

God, the Father
;
3d. Belief in one Lord Jesus Christ,

our Saviour, the Son of God, and his specially ap-

pointed Messenger and Representative to our race,

gifted with supernatural power, "approved of God by
miracles and signs and wonders which God did by him,"
and thus, by divine authority, commanding the devout

and reverential faith of all who claim the Christian

name
;
4th. Belief in the Holy Ghost, the Comforter

;
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5th. Belief in the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection

of the dead, and life everlasting."

These resolutions were at first laid on the table, but

afterward referred to a special cominitee. The refusal of

the Convention to adopt them indicates very clearly the

unwillingness of a large portion of the Unitarian clergy

of the United States to occupy an evangelical position.
1

Closely allied to the Unitarians in spirit and in doc-

trine are the Universalists, who date the beginning of

1 American Unitarianism is numerically decreasing. The moat favor-

able estimate of its membership (Schem, Ecclesiastical Year-Boo^ p. 78),

is thirty thousand. From Dr. Sprague's Annals of the American ffni-

tanan Pulpit, pp. xx.-xxi., we derive the following statistical account of

its present strength :

There are in the United States about 263 Societies, of which Massa-

chusetts has 164, and the city of Boston 21
;
Maine has 16, Now Hump-

shire 15, Vermont 3, Rhode Island 3, Connecticut 2, Few York 13, New
Jersey 1, Pennsylvania 5, Maryland 2, Ohio 5

7
Illinois 11, Wisconsin 2, and

Missouri, Kentucky, Minnesota, South Carolina, Louisiana, California, and

the District of Columbia, each one. There are about 345 ministers. There

are two theological schools, one at Cambridge, founded 1816
;
the other at

Meadville, Pa
;

first opened in 1844, and incorporated in 1846. The Pe-

riodicals are, The Christian Examiner, tri-monthly, Boston
;
The "Monthly

Beligious Magazine and Independent Journal, Boston
;
The Sunday School

Gazette, semi-monthly, Boston; The Christian Register, weekly, Uonton;
and the Christian Inquirer, weekly, Now York. The mitwionnry mul

charitable societies are, the American Unitarian Association, foundod in

1825, and incorporated in 1847; tho Unitarian Association of LUo Bt.nte of

Hew York; Annual Conference of Western Unitarian Ohurclios; tho Bun-

day School Society, instituted in 1827, and reorganized in, 1851
;

the So-

ciety for promoting Christian Knowledge, Piety, and Charity, incorporated
in 1805

;
the Massachusetts Evangelical Missionary Society, inHlitutod in

1807; the Society for Promoting Theological Education, organized in JBltf,

and incorporated in 1831
;
tho Society for the Koliof of Aged nml DenUtuto

Clergymen, formed in 1848, and incorporated in 1850; tho Ministerial

Conference
;
the Association of Ministers at 1-irgo in Now England, formed

in 1850; the Benevolent Fraternity of Churches of Boston, orgaui/od in

1834$ and incorporated in 1839
;
the Children's MIBHIOU to tho Children.

of the Destitute, Boston, 1849
;
the Young Men's Olirmtiim Union, Boston,

organized in 1851, and incorporated in 1852
;
the Boston Port Society,

incorporated in. 1829
;
and the Seamen's Aid Society of Boston, formed in

1882.
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their strength in the United States from the arrival of

the Kev. John Murray, in 1770. They unite with the

Unitarians in rejecting the triune character of God, and

hold that their view of the divine unity is as old as the

giving of the law on Sinai. The doctrine of the Trinity
is nowhere stated in the Scriptures, for God would then

have given us a religion enveloped in mystery, which

procedure he has studiously avoided. The Trinitarian

view entertained by the orthodox is not only a self-

contradiction, but would be a violation of the harmony
and order everywhere perceptible in nature.1

Christ is next to God in excellence
;
he is

" God
manifest in the flesh

;

"
that is, God has given him more

of his glory than any other creature has enjoyed.

Christ was simply sent by God to do a certain work,
and served only as a delegate when he spoke and acted

as one having authority.
3 The Holy Spirit exerts an

influence upon the heart by purely natural methods.

The new birth is therefore merely the result of ordinary
means for human improvement.

The most important article of the Universalist creed

is the final salvation of all men. The goodness of God
is infinite, and therefore he will save all his rational

creatures through Christ, his Son and Ambassador.

Man suffers in this world the natural consequences of

his wayward conduct
;
but when the penalty is once

inflicted, there is no need of vengeance. The chief end

of suffering in the present life is man's improvement
and restoration to perfect happiness. Pain ordained

for its own sake, and perpetuated to all eternity, would

be a proof of infinite malignity. By virtue of God's

oenevolence, man's suffering has a beneficent element,

1

"Williamson, Exposition and Defense of Unwersalism, pp. 11-18.

Skinner, Uhiversalism Illustrated and Defended^ pp. 51-56.

36
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and must therefore "be temporary and result in good.
1

"When Christ conies to raise the dead, he will relieve

from misery all the sons of men, give them a new life,

and take them to himself.
2

The adherents of TJniversalism insist upon philan-

thropy and the "brotherhood of man. They hold that

orthodox theology fosters harsh notions of God's

character, fills the mind with superstition, and is the

source of some of the most flagrant evils of the present

age.
" We regret," says one of their writers,

" that the

acknowledged faith and opinions have done no more to

elevate the affections, and improve the condition of

man. They have utterly failed to correct the heart or

the life. They have disturbed his present peace, and

darkened his prospects for the future. Thounands of

the young and innocent have been induced to relinquish
whatever is most beautiful in life to give up all that

renders religion attractive and divine, for a miserable

superstition, which, like the Upas, fills the veiy atmos-

phere with death. I ani reminded that this dark theol-

ogy, like a great idol, has been rolling its ponderous
cax over the world for ages I follow its desolating

track, by the wreck of noble minds by the fcuuiul

wail of the lost spirit, and the crushed hopes and affec-

tions of those I love ! Oh ! when I look at thin pio

ture, drawn with the pencil of reality, in all its deep
shadows and startling colors, the brain is oppimsod arid

the heart is sick; and while I would stifle the inquiry,
it finds an utterance : In the name of reason, of hu-

manity and heaven, is there no hope for man? " 3

1

Appleton's American Gyclop&dia, Art. Unwersalisfo.
3
Williamson, Exposition and Defense of Unwermlwn, pp. 140-11)5.

*
Brittan, Unwersalism as an Idea, pp, 12,13. Wo got tlio following

statistics concerning the present conditioa of the UniverHaliBtw at) a denom-
ination from their Register of 1862: 23 State Conventions ; 87 Local As-
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This declamatorylament overthe theology of the evan-

gelical Christian church is a repetition of an old skepti-

cal charge. It is the expression of a spirit similar to that

which animated the German Rationalists, prompted the

criticism of Colenso and of the Essays and Seviews,

and is now ready to welcome any effort that may
promise a revolution of the popular religious sentiment

in Great Britain and the American Republic. Ortho-

doxy is unhesitatingly pronounced a public curse. In

reply, we would request our skeptical opponents to re-

member the historical record of their principles, as seen

in the social convulsions of Germany, in the immorality
and revolutions of France, and in the religious indiffer-

ence and prostration of England in the eighteenth cen-

tury. We would remind them, further, that orthodox

theology has here been in the ascendant, and that in no

land are public morals purer, the laws more just, human-

itarian enterprises better supported, material inter-

ests more progressive, or education better fostered than

in the United States. The American Church laments that

her faith has not been stronger and her zeal more fer-

vent, but her history, with all its dark pages of hesitar

tion and inefficiency, is the answer which she returns

to the accusations of her Rationalistic opponents.

Meanwhile, she proposes to continue her labor for hu-

man salvation, by the promulgation of her present sys-

tem of theology, nor will she consider her mission ac-

complished until the gospel of Christ has been preached
-to every creature.

sociations; 1,279 Societies and 998 Churches; 724 Preachers
;
8 Acade-

mies
;
3 Colleges ;

17 Periodicals. St. Lawrence University, N. Y. has a

Library of 5,000 vols
;
and Tuft's College, Mass., which opened in 1854,

one of 10,000 volumes. The Unitarians excel the Universalists in humani-

tarian efforts, but the latter surpass the former in periodical literature.



CHAPTER XXIV.

THE TOOTED STATES CONTINUED : THEODOKE PARJO3R
AND HIS SCHOOL.

THE early Unitarian Church of America was ardent

in its attachment to the doctrine of miracles. An article

which appeared in the Christian Mcamww less than

forty years ago, provoked great opposition because of

its severe strictures on this branch of Christian evidence.

The writer held that miracles, even if proved to have

occurred, can establish nothing in favor of a religion

which has not already stood the test of experience ;
and

that the doctrines of Christianity must first be determined

reasonable before we are compelled to believe that

miracles were wrought in attestation of them. The
elder school of Unitarians denounced his statements as

open infidelity. A violent controversy ensued, but no

schism took place. Theodore Parker stood at the hoad

of the radical movement, and afterward labored unre-

mittingly to disseminate his theological opinions. In

him American Rationalism finds its complete personifi-

cation. He represents the application of German infk

delity to the Unitarianism of New England.
This celebrated advocate of temperance and freedom

was prompted by a deep and unselfish love of his race.

He was descended from a soldier of the Revolutionary

army, and inherited that indomitable will, strong patri*
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otic impulses, and native talents, which Lad character-

ized his ancestry for several generations. His mental

qualities were of a lofty type. He was a linguist who,
in correctness of speech and facility of acquisition, had
few equals on this side of the Atlantic. His eloquence
was stirring and popular, while his pen was facile and

fruitful. Commencing to preach in "West Koxbury, Mas-

sachusetts, the unusual character of his pulpit ministra-

tions attracted public attention. On being invited to

Boston, he assumed the pastoral relation over a newly-
formed church, the Twenty-Eighth Congregational So-

ciety. In addition to his sermons, he lectured in all

parts of the Northern States, and found time to write

regularly for periodicals, compose original worts, and

mate translations of German authors with whom, his

own theological opinions were in sympathy.

Though often in feeble health, he seldom allowed

physical languor to intermit his work When threat-

ened with consumption he was induced to spend some

time at Santa Cruz, whence he sailed for Italy. He
died at Florence in the spring of 1860, not having com-

pleted his fiftieth year, and after a pastorate of only
fourteen years at the Melodeon. He had often ex-

pressed a desire in earlier life that, lite Goethe and

Channing, he might not be deterred from labor by the

prospect of immediate death. Shortly before his de-

cease he addressed to his congregation in Boston a

lengthy letter containing his experience as a minister.

He now lies in the little cemetery outside the walls of

Florence
;
his tombstone, at his own request, simply re-

cording his name and the dates of his birth and death.

He bequeathed his library, containing over thirteen

thousand volumes, to the Free Library of Boston,

Our chief concern is with Mr. Parter as a theologian.
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He was a stranger to moderation in every form. Hav-

ing conceived certain skeptical views, lie knew no terms

strong enough to condemn tlie whole evangelical scheme.

His chief defects of style are abruptness and occasional

vulgarity, which no man more regretted than their au-

thor in his calmer hours. But there can be no apology
for his dealing with serious subjects in that vein of sar-

casm which reminds us of the grossness of the coarser

brood of infidels. An English critic, noticing this de-

fect, says :
" His vigor of style was deformed by a pow-

er of sarcasm, which often invested the most sacred

subjects with caricature and vulgarity; a boundless

malignity against supposed errors, ... He equals

Paine in vulgarity and Voltaire in sarcasm.'
1 1

Parker felt that a bold course must be taken or

orthodoxy could not be made to yield its position. His

biographer informs us that when he was less than neven

years of age
" he fell out with the doctrines of eternal

damnation and a wrathful Grod."
2 In later life, when

striving to find the sources of what he considered the

evils of the popular theology, ho fixed upon two com-

mon idols :

" the Bible, which is only a record of men's

words and works ; and Jesus of JSTassareth, a man who

only lived divinely some centuries ago. The pojmlar

religion is wrong in that it telk man he is an outcast,

that he is but a spurious issue of the devil, muwt not pruy
in his own name, is only sure of one thing and that is

damnation. Man is declared to be immortal, but it IB

such immortality as proves a curse inatead of a blowing.
In fact this whole orthodox theology rents on a lie."

8

His positive faith is comprehended in his own terra,

1

Farrar, Critical History oftfree TlwuyU, p. 824
*
Weiss, Life md Correspondence of Theodore Parker, vol. I, p, 80.

1 Disburse on Matters Pertaining to Religion^ pp. 5, 0.
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"the Absolute Keligion." God has created man with an

intuitive religious element, the strongest and deepest in

human nature, indestructible, and existing everywhere.
Its legitimate action is to produce reverence, and ascends

into trust, hope, and love, or descends into doubt, fear,

and hate. Keligion is not confined to one age, or peo-

ple, or sect. It is the same thing in each man,
" not a

similar thing "but the same thing." Three forms of re-

ligion have existed, and each in turn has ruled the mind,

Fetichism, Polytheism, and Monotheism. The first

can be distinctly traced in the mythical stories of Genesis,

the second in pagan nations, and the third in these later

times. jNTow, it is a very small matter in which one of

these forms man has worshiped or may still worship.

If he worship at all, he adores the true God,
" the only

God, whether he ca]l on Brahma, Jehovah, Pan, or

Lord, or by no name at all. . . . Many a swarthy

Indian, who bowed to wood and stone
; many a grim-

faced Calmuck, who worships the great God of

storms
; many a Grecian peasant, who did homage to

Phoebus-Apollo when the sun rose or went down
; yes,

many a savage, his hand smeared all over with human

sacrifice, shall come from the east and the west, and sit

down in the kingdom of God, with Moses and Zoroaster,

with Socrates and Jesus, while men who called daily

on the only living^God, who paid their tribute and

bowed at the name of Christ, shall be cast out because

they did no more." x

Christianity, with Parker, is not the absolute religion,

because a better may be developed. The great differ-

ence between it and other religions is : first, in the

point whence it sets out, other religions starting from

something external and limited, but Christianity from
1 Discowne on Matters Pertaining to Religion, p. 111.
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tie spirit of God in tie soul of man speaking through

reason, conscience, and the religious sentiment
; second,

it is not a system but a method of religion and life
;

and, third, its eminently practical nature. The Deity
adored by many people is a pure fabrication, for super*

stition projects its own divinity, which of course will

be after its own impure mould. Men call the phantom

God, Moloch, or Jehovah, and then attempt to please

the capricious being whom they have conjured up. The

true idea of God is his infinite presence in each point of

space ;
this immanence in matter is the basis of his in-

fluence; this imposition of a law is the measure of

God's relation to matter
;
and the action of the law is

therefore mechanical, not voluntary or self-conscious.

The Bible, according to the same method of argu-

mentation, is as much a human book as the Prinoi/pia
of Newton. Some things in it are true, but no reason-

able man can accept others. It is full of contradictions
;

"
there are poems which men take as histories

; prophe-
cies which have not been and never will be fulfilled

;

stories of miracles that never happened ;
stories which

make God a man of war, cruel, rapacious, revengeful,

hateful, and not to be trusted. We find amatory gongH,
selfish proverbs, skeptical discourses, and the most awful

imprecations human fancy ever clothed in speech," The
minds of the writers of the Old

Tesjpnont
wore not de-

cided in favor of the exclusive existence of Jehovah
,

and all the early books betray more of a polytheistic

belief than we find in the prophets. The legendary
and mythical writings of the Hebrews prove unmistak-

ably that man was first created in the lowest savage
life

;
that his religion was the rudest worship of nature

;

and that his morality was that of the cannibal. All

the civilized races have risen through various forms of
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developing faith before reaching refinement and true

religion. We do not know who are the writers of most

of the Scriptural books. Their records are at variance

with science. The account of Jehovah's determination

that the carcasses of Israel should fall in the wilderness

because of disobedience, is a "
savage story of some

oriental who attributed a blood-thirsty character to his

God, and made a deity in his own image, and it is a

striking remnant of barbarism that has passed away,
not destitute of dramatic interest

;
not without its mel-

ancholy moral." *

The prophets are claimed to have written nothing
in general above the reach of human faculties. The
whole of the Old Testament is only a phantom of super-

stition to scare us in our sleep.
2 The statements of

the evangelists have a very low degree of historical

credibility. Miracles are not impossible, because God
is omnipotent ;

but our main difficulty is, that we can-

not believe the accounts descriptive of them. The tes-

timony and not the miracle is at fault. Inspiration is

not at all peculiar to the Scriptures. All nations have

had their inspiration; this is a natural result of the

perfection of God, for he does not change ;
and the laws

of mind are like himself, unchangeable. Inspiration,

being similar to vision, must be everywhere the same

thing in kind however much it differs in degree.

The quantity of our inspiration depends upon the use

we make of our faculties. He who has the most wis-

dom, goodness, religion, and truth is the most inspired.

This inspiration reveals itself in various forms, modified

by country, character, education, peculiarity. Minos

and Moses were inspired to make laws
; David, Pindar,

1 Discourse on Matters Pertaining to Religion, pp. 838, 4.

9 Ibid. p. 850.
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Plato, John the Baptist, Gerson, Luther, Boehme,

Ifenelon, and Fox were all inspired men. Tlie sacra-

ments of the Church were never designed to be perma-
nent. In illustration of them, Parker sacrilegiously

quotes,

"Behold the child, by nature's kindly law,

Pleased with a rattle, tickled with a straw
;

Some livelier plaything gives his youth delight,

A little louder, but as empty quite.'*

The Christian Church is held to be a purely human

mechanism, and the great defect of Protestantism is its

limit of the power of private inspiration. God still in-

spires men as much as ever, and is immanent in spirit as

in space. This doctrine, which is Spiritualism,
"
relies

on no church, tradition, or Scripture, as the last grand
and infallible rule

;
it counts these things teachers, if

they teach, not masters
; helps, if they help us, not au-

thorities. It relies on the Divine presence in the soul

of man; the eternal word of God, which is truth, as it

speaks through the faculties he has given. It believes

God is near the soul as matter to the sense
;
thinks the

canon of revelation not yet closed, nor God exluuwted*

It sees him in Nature's perfect work
;
hears him hi all

true Scripture, Jewish or Phoenician
; stoops at the same

fountain with Moses and Jesus, and is filled with living
water. It calls God, Father, not King ; Christ, brother,
not Bedeemer

; Religion, nature. It loves and trusts,

but does not fear. It sees in Jesus a man living man-

like, highly gifted, and living with blameless and beau*

tiful fidelity to God, stepping thousands of years before

the race of man
;
the profoundest religious geniun God

has raised up ;
whose words and works help us to form

and develop the native idea of a complete religious

man. But he lived for himself; died for himself;
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worked out his own salvation, and we must do the same,
for one man cannot live for another more than he can
eat or sleep for him. It is not the personal Christ but
the spirit of Wisdom, Holiness, Love that creates the

well-being of man
;
a life at one with God. The di-

vine incarnation is in all mankind." *

Such is the faith avowed and enforced by Theodore

Parker. It goes but little beyond a belief in God's ex-

istence and general participation in human life. It is

sometimes difficult to distinguish his views of Deity
from Pantheism

;
but on more than one occasion be ex-

pressed his total dissent from the peculiarity of the He-

gelian system. He holds that all we see about us and

feel within us testifies of God. Neither speculative
nor practical atheism can produce good in the world

;

we must believe in God's existence, else we have no

power whatever to explain the harmony in nature, prov-
idence in individual and national life, existence and im-

mortality of the soul, and the suffering to which we fall

heir.
2 But Theism clears up every difficulty, and sheds

its light upon all departments of human life. This

alone can overthrow the popular orthodox theology and

enthrone the religion of the Absolute, or true Spiritual-

ism in its stead.

It is a question of grave importance how far the

skepticism of TJnitarianism, Universalism, and Pantheism

lias been influential upon the American Church, and how

great is the number of those who have become more or

less tinctured with the nationalism of the last five years'

importation. Parker claimed that the liberal or Ration-

alistic thinkers were largely on the increase
;
but he also

informs us that the translation by himself of De Wettds

1 Discourse on Matters Pertainmg to Religion^ pp. 477, 478.

1 Sermons of Theism, Atheism, and Popular Theology^ pp. 51-65.
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Introduction to the Old Testament, not only proved a

financial failure, but that it has had " no recognition nor

welcome in America
;
that it has never had a friendly

word said for it in any American journal."
T

Skepticism

has been proclaimed principally by public lectures, and,

in this form, has made little pretension to logical, exeget-

ical, or metaphysical power. Youths have manifested a

decided taste for the works of Oarlyle, Emerson, and

Parker, while the Phases of Faith is one of the most

thumb-worn of all the volumes of our circulating libra-

ries. Yet American Rationalism still lacks consistency

and system.

The history pf Eationalism proves that the evil

is of slow and insidious growth. The young are most

susceptible of its influence. The Sunday Schools of

the various evangelical Churches are usually supplied

with large libraries of religious books. But many
works of pernicious tendency have been known to find

a place upon shelves designed for better service.

A recent juvenile publication of skeptical character

has probably been read by many children whose par-
ents had taught them that all Scripture is given by
inspiration of God.2 This neat and attractive little

volume is worthy of the disciples of Paulus and Semler.

It is an advocate, under the most fascinating garb, of

the very Rationalism which now threatens the American

Church. The author claims that the patriarchal history
is made up of little scraps of poetry ;

the fall of otir

first parents was their seeing a dark veil one clay in

their wandering, and they, in consequence thereof,
went out of the pleasant place where they bad been

dwelling ;
the deluge was simply a metaphorical de*

1

Weiss, Ufe cmd Correspondence of Theodore Porter, vol.
i., p. 402.

*
Stories of the Patriarch by Eev, 0. B, Frothinprham* Boston, 1864.
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scription of the increase of evil among men
;
the ark

was only a mystical vessel typifying faith, truth, and

other correctives of sorrow and sin
;

" there never was a

single man Noah, who put all those creatures into a boat

and saved himself;" no sacrifice appeared to Abraham
when about to offer Isaac, but "

his lifted arm seems to

be seized as by the hand of an angel ;

" the crossing of

the Red Sea by Israel, and the destruction of Pharoah

and his host, were the natural results of tide and

storm
;
the bitter waters were sweetened by a friend-

ly weed that grew close at hand; the speaking of

Balaam's ass was only thfs twirling of his long ears and

loud braying ;
and the walls of Jericho fell merely by

the natural force of loud, fearless, and honest speaking,

just as West India Slavery tumbled down by the

agency of the noble voices that thundered, trumpet-like,

in righteous indignation against it.

While speaking of Mr. Frothingham's juvenile work,
we do not forget that he has lately sounded the alarm of
" Liberal Christianity

"
for those who have passed the

age of childhood. Many of his Unitarian brethren will

hardly agree with his radical Rationalism. Belonging to

the extreme Left Wing, he holds that it is the province

of liberal Christians to slough off the absurd doctrines

now prevalent,
" not to remould the age, to recast it,

to regenerate it, to cross it or struggle with it, but to

penetrate its meaning, enter into its temper, sympathize
with its hopes, blend with its endeavors. The life of

the time appoints the creed of the time, and modifies

the establishment of the time. The great mark of our

generation is a deep faith in the soul's power to take

care of itself, and a desire that it may exercise that

power to the utmost. Away with fears ! Away with

despairs ! Away with devils ! Away with perdition I
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Away with doom ! Protestantism has the poison in its

heart. From our own liberal theology, the elements of

unnaturalism, preternaturalism, supernaturalism, have

disappeared almost as completely as they have from the

systems of science. The grand achievement of Chris-

tianity was the emancipation of human nature from its

terrible Jewish thraldom. Its revelation seems to have

been, that men could judge for themselves what is

right, could please Grod by being true to themselves,

could find the blessed life by returning to the simplicity

of little children, and could bring in the kingdom of

heaven by yielding to the solicitations of kindness, Man

greater than the Sabbath
;
man greater than the tem-

ple ;
man greater than the priesthood or the law. The

religion was a consecration of Nature
;
the abolishment

of the old oppressive hierarchies, and a cordial invitor

tion to the heart to make a religion for itself. Just so

far as it was in the deepest and purest sense * natural
'

religion, just so far as it emancipated the moral forces

of humanity, was it quick and quickening. . . .

Human nature, under liberty, will vindicate itself art a

divine creation. The freer it is, the more harmonious,

orderly, balanced, and beautiful it k . . . Nature^

seers, running their eye along the line of the moral law,
catch vistas in the future brighter than tliotfo thai now
are fading from the Old Testament page ;

and "Nature's

prophets, putting their ear to the ground, hoar the mur-

mur of nobler revelations than were ever given to the

old oracles now moving their stiffened lips in death,

Humanity's heresiarchs are lordlier than inhumanity's

priests. The soul's image-breaking is diviner than the

prelate's worship. Knowledge distances faith. Human
solidity more than makes good the Catholic's Commu-
nion. The revelation of universal law makes the belief
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in miracle seem atheistical
;
and the irresistible grace of

the spirit that lives, and moves, and discloses its being
in humanity, sweeps past the dispensations of Catholic

and Protestant Christendom, as the eagle distances the

dove" 1

We would not utter a syllable of needless alarm
;

but is it not time that the American Church take

note of the efforts by which the Eationalists of every

grade are striving to take away the cardinal truths of

the Christian revelation? Their predecessors in Eu-

rope sought to make children ashamed of the old truths

by casting sarcasm on the strong faith and evangelical

piety of the forefathers. They then aimed to show

that the Church and theology are altogether behind

the age, and that science and art are advancing with

a rapidity which must leave all dogmatism and au-

thority far behind. They afterward examined the

Scriptures by the light of Reason alone, and, by this

idea, deluded multitudes of the young and inexperi-

enced into the darkness and doubt which were never

removed.

This last effort may be the next one to which Ameri-

can Rationalism will address itself. The Church in this

country has partaken of the pride awakened by our

unexampled national prosperity; and many of her

noblest sons had well-nigh come to the conclusion, be-

fore the outbreak of the late civil war, that she must

inevitably prosper, simply because of the remarkable

temporal blessings which God had lavishly given.

But without faith nothing can be accomplished, and

three decades may be sufficient to so change the whole

Sermon on the N&uo Religion of Nature, before the Alnmni of the

Cambridge Divinity School. Published in the Jfri&nd of Progress^ Novem-

ber, 1864.
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aspect of our religious life that the Church may be-

come thoroughly Rationalistic; her sanctuaries fre-

quented, and her posts of honor occupied, "by the wor-

shipers of Eeason. The fidelity of the past will not

be able to meet the emergency of the present. The
Church in the wilderness was not permitted to lay up
manna in advance.

Our civilization is undergoing a complete revolution,

The field is newly ploughed by the events of the last

few years, and it becomes the Church to scatter the

seeds of truth with an unsparing hand. If this land

is to be blessed with pure faith, as in past years, a

faith strong enough to repel every blow of Skepticism,
to the Church, as an instrument, and not to our natural

growth, shall be attributed this popular prosperity* If

we would secure for future years an uncorruptocl faith,

the enaction of pure laws, the introduction of the Gospel
into every social class, an increased enthusiasm in mis-

sionary labors, the intense union of 'all parts of our

country, and the united progress of piety and theologi-
cal science, the duty of the present hour must be dis-

charged.



CHAPTER XX7.
ESTDIBEOT SERVICE OF SKEPTICISM PRESENT OUTLOOK.

TITE most important successes of man are born of

bis severest trials and most persistent struggles. Some-

times principles have required the combats of centuries

before they become the possession of a heroic people.
The value of the prae may in most canes be accurately
estimated by the length of time and the outlay of eftbrt

expended for its attainment. " Men of easy faith," says a

wise observer of human deeds,
" and sanguine hope, have

sometimes, after one great commotion and change, joy-

ously assured themselves that this would suffice. The

grand evil is removed
;
we shall now happily and fast

advance with a clear scone before us. But aftar a

while, to thoir surprise and dismay, another commotion

and dismay has perhaps carried the whole affair buck,

apparently, to the same state as before. Itecollect the

history of the Reformation in this land
; begun by

Ilonry VIIL, established, it was gladly assumed, by his

BOIL Hut that youth dies, and then we have the instant

return of Popory, in all its triumph, fury, and revenge.
After a while Queen Mary departs, and all pious souls

oxult in liberation and Protestantism. But then again,

in Elizabeth's time, there comes a half-papist, severe

spiritual tyranny. Later down, after the overthrow of

the tyrant Charles, there arose for the first time, a pros-
37
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pect of real religious liberty. But his son resumes the

throne, and all such liberty was abolished, aud so con-

tinued long ;
and another revolution was required that

religious faith and worship might be free."
l

But when the English Reformation did come it was

worth all its cost. The Church would not barter it to-

day for the commercial value of continents, no, not if

she were told that the refusal would cost her whole cen-

turies of poverty and sorrow, many more martyrdoms,
and a second home in the catacombs.

The various conflicts with infidelity have been scarce-

ly less terrible than the determined efforts made for the

preservation of the faith of the Gospel against tho per-

secutions of the Roman Emperors and the popes of tho

inquisitorial period. For there are two kinds of Huifor-

ing in defense of truth
;
that manifested by endurance

of the body when physical pain is inflicted, and that

which the mind undergoes when plausible error makes

its fascinating appeal. And he who can resist tho pre-

tenses of infidelity and remain pure amid the general
waste of faith, has moral power enough to attest his

love of truth by dying in its behalf. God takes note

of all offerings which we bring, whether it be a lace-

rated body in an age of persecution, or a, sorely-tried

but yet purely-kept conscience in a period of devastating

irreligion, The same benignant Father who welcomed
the sacrifice of the unblemished heifer was ready to re-

ceive the humbler offering of a pair of turtle doves.

One of the general principles on which wo based tho

present historical inquiry, was tho undesigned, but real

service rendered the cause of truth and tho Church by
skepticism. It is yet too soon to prove tho validity of

this position in reference to the present manifestations

1 John Foster, JSroadirwad Lectures^ vol. 5., p* 800,
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of Rationalism in England and the United States. They
are yet incomplete, and not until a system of doubt

Las completed its cycle, are we enabled to determine

the evil which it has inflicted and the general benefit

which it has indirectly accomplished. When we look,

therefore, at the developed types of error which have

aiisen and made their impress on the public mind, we
are forced to the conclusion that, as Grod holds truth

in his hand and makes it minister to the good of his

cause, HO does he possess complete control of error, and

sometimes causes its wildest vagaries to contribute to the

advancement of those interests which they were design-

ed to subvert The promoters of the evil are none the

loss responsible, though their works terminated in an

unexpected issue.
a
lt must needs be that offenses come

;

but woo to that man by whom the offense cometh."

This principle of (rod's moral government has long
boon denied a recognition. The purely literary historian

has here been in advance of the student of religious

events, for he has conceded and defended the principle

when tracing the career of military chieftains, who aimed

solely at the conquest of nations and the increase of

temporal power* He has shown how the devastations

of an Alexander, a Hannibal, and a Napoleon have

boon the unexpected instruments of great popular 1)1 ess-

ings. Kcclosi*istical historians have frequently regard-

ed all skeptical tendencies as evil in all their conae*

quoncoB; but it is a far more exalted view of God's

ceaseless care of the interests of his Church, to consider

him t& the All-powerful and All-loving, causing even
** the wrath of man to praise him."

A glance at the various department** of theology
which have received most attention within the last half

century, will prove that Rationalism has been the un-
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designed means of contributing to their advancement.

The faith of the public teacher determines the faith and

practice of the masses
;
and those who are the commis-

sioned expounders of truth for the people have to day

a more substantial basis of theological literature, than

their predecessors possessed before Rationalism appeared

in Germany. As some of the grandest cathedrals of

Europe, originally built by the Roman Catholics, and

designed by them for the perpetual dissemination of the

doctrines of Popery, are now the shrines of Protestant

worship, so have those weapons which were shaped for

fierce assaults upon inspiration been wielded in its de-

fense. "Rationalism was not to be simply ignored,"

says Schaff,
" but in the hand of that Providence which

allows nothing to take place in vain, must servo the

purpose of bringing to a new form the old, which, in

its contracted sphere that of mere understanding it

had profanely demolished. By this means n freer ac-

tivity and fuller development were secured, and that

want which lies at the root of all Rationalism, was sup-

plied; namely, that religious truth shall not bo con-

fronted with the subjective spirit in the form of mere

outward authority, but, iu an inward way, become fully

reconciled to it in the form of conviction and certainty/
u

The Rationalists at one time deemed the criticism

of the Scriptures their strongest fortress. This is evi-

dent from their numerous works on the authenticity of

the Biblical books, and on the text itself They perused
the Church Fathers for corroborative opinions, applied
themselves to the oriental languages with a zeal worthy
of a better purpose, traveled through countries men-

tioned in the Bible in order to study local customs and

popular traditions, and searched the testimony of both
1 What & Chunh Ifatory f p. 15.
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ancient and modern writers with, an enthusiasm seldom

surpassed. Their purpose was, to maintain the human
character of the Bible. Now what do we behold?

Those researches have been employed by evangelical

critics for a higher end, and are powerful auxiliaries

in the defense of the divine authority of the Scrip-

tures. The Hebrew learning of Gesenius, for example,
is the most available instrument in the hands of the

orthodox theologian in his study of the Old Testament.

The most critical and accurate of the Rationalists have,

in almost every case, told us some truth which the pro-

fessed friends of revelation had not posseted, and which

the Church might have been compelled to week for

centuries without success.

Church history was crude and ill-written before the

Rationalists expended their toil and learning upon. it.

They investigated the fountains
;
made the storm-beaten

monuments, old coins, and medals disclose their long-

kept secrets; and threaded the labyrinths of secwlar

history, written in almost every European language, in

order that nothing serviceable to their cause might be

lost Aa an illustration of the impetus imparted to thin

sphere of theological science, wo may state that between

the years 1839 and 1841, there were published iu Ger-

many over five hundred works on church history alone/

"Almost every theologian of any name," says ScliofF,
" has

devoted a portion at least of his strength to Homo depart-

ment of church history. Besides this, however, it is

found to receive the homage of all other departments,

Exegesis, Introduction, Ethics, Practical Theology, etc.,

in this respect : that for any work to bo complete it is

felt necessary that it should, in the way of introduction,

present a history of the subject with which it is em-

1
Winer, Handbuohdir ThwlogMm ffww/wcA^, IHiltf JIMS*.
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ployed, and have also due regard to views different from

its own. Let any one look into any of the later com-

mentaries by Bleek, Harless, Tholuck, Steiger, Ilengsten-

berg, Fritzsche, and Ruckert; or into the dogmatic
works of Twesten, Nitzsch, Hase, and the monograph
of Julius Miiller on sin, and he will soon learn how

entirely the whole present theology is pervaded with

historical material from beginning to end." l

In the conception of church history as a science,

the nationalists also displayed a wisdom which had

ever been wanting.
"
Rationalism," says Scluiff again,

" has been of undeniable service to church history. In

the first place, it exercised the boldest criticism, placing

many things in a new light, and opening the way for a

more free and unprejudiced judgment. Then ngain it

assisted in bringing out the true conception of history

itself, though rather in a mere negative way. Almost

all previous historians, Protestant as well as Catholic,

had looked upon the history of Jwre#Uw us essentially

motion and change, while they had regarded the church

doctrine as something once for all Bottled and un-

changeable ;
a view which cannot possibly Htand the

test of impai*tial inquiry. For though OhriHtinnity it-

self, the saving truth of God, is always the name, and

needs no change, yet this can by no moans be affirmed

of the apprehension of this truth by the human mind

in the different ages of the Church, an is at once Nufli-

ciently evident from the great difference between Oath-

oHcism and Protestantism
;
and within the latter, from

the distinctions of Lutheraniwm, ZwingliaiUHiu, and Cal-

vinism. But ^Rationalism now discovered fluctuation,

motion, change, in the Church, as well an in the noctn
;

thus taking the first step towards the idea of organic

What is Ohuroh History f p. IT*
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development, on wMcli the latest German historiog-

raphy is founded.'
1 1 We deem this testimony in favor

of our position as of no ordinary value, coming as it

does from one so intimately acquainted with the issues

involved, and yet in no sympathy with the skepticism
of any age.

The Rationalistic divines have also Ibeeu the indirect

means of a better estimate of the life of Christ. The

replies to the work of Strauss present, as we have he-

fore intimated, the most complete portrait of the career

of the Messiah ever drawn by uninspired authority.

The symmetry, scope, power, and sympathy which re-

vealed themselves through his entire ministry are so

described by Noander, and those iu harmony with him,
that their representation of the Messiah must over per-

form an invaluable service in theological literature.

Had the attack never Loon made wo would not now

enjoy the benefit resulting from the counter-blow.
" These replies," says Schwarz,

" constitute an impor-
tant literature of themselves, in which scarcely any the-

ological name of importance is absent, and in which

many obscure pastors from all parts of Germany have

brought the firo-buckct of their knowledge in order to

extinguish, the flame that threatened to consume them

and their village-churches together with the historical

basis of Christianity. , , . Concerning the theo*

logical discussion originated by Strauss, our attention

is turned toward those works which undertake to an-

swer specifically the critical questions under considera-

tion. His celebrated work was the signal for a totally

new gospel criticism. A wucxmskm of works appeared
at but brief intervals that discussed in a far more thor-

ough method than Strausn had dono those important

of the Apostolic Ohurc^ p* HO,
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questions concerning the relations of tlie gospels to each

other, their signification, age, and authenticity."
l

So, too, has the criticism of the apostolic age by the

Tubingen school aroused the friends of evangelical

Christianity to inquire into the same period, and soe

whether their own ground was really defensible. It

was a fortunate day for them when their attention was

directed thither. For the church enjoys thereby a muoh

clearer conception of all those great movements that had

their origin in the time of the apostles, of the relations

in which those men stood to the Divine Founder, of the

gradual dissemination of the gospel, of the general eon*

dition of the infant church, and of its interpretation of

the doctrines promulgated by Christ, than could have

been acquired by all the ordinary methods of investiga-

tion.

Taking the past as a present instructor, we iear no

permanent evil results from the recent popular Livcw of

Jesus by Eenan and Strauss. Thene men have written

for the masses, and their appeal in to the plain mind.

They would portray Christ in sucli a light that oven

the least intelligent mind might be brought into living

sympathy with his humanity. Now, when their view

of him shall have been faithfully answered by present*

ing his divine character to the common understanding,
who will say that the present generation of Christ

7

*

skeptical biographers have written in vain? Tliono

authors, having seen the necessity of a popular tux-

derstanding of Christ, describe him t\& a man like

ourselves. They have written from a wrong stand-

point, but if their labors can suggest to evangelical

theologians the immediate necessity of a popular view
of Christ as our Redeemer, we will not believe that

1
Geschichte der Neu&ten Theologie. Second Edition, pp, 1013, 162,
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their labors, though exerted for a different purpose,
arc without good fruits. The people need to peroeive

clearly the character of Christ not to look upon him

as far off, but near at hand, not to regard him as the

cold, indifferent observer of our conduct, but as that

Friend who, being our Elder Brother, enters into sym

pathy with the humblest of his followers, and suffers

not a sparrow to fall without his notice.

We are confirmed in our opinion of the ultimate

advantages from Kenan's representation of Christ by
the testimony of M. de Preswensd This diwtiuguished

theologian was recently returning from the Holy Laud,
whither he hud gone

" to week to lay hold of the holy
likeness of Christ that ho might present it to his coun-

trymen," when he stopped at Altenbtirg to attend the

session of the Evangelical Church Diet of Germany.

Kptwiking of the indirect service of Kenan, lie used the

following earnest language :
" I too wish to expose to

you the advantages of the recent attacks against our

faith, for, in my eyes, they by far outweigh the inoon*

veuicnooH and the perils* Without doubt, this falsifica-

tion of the holy type winch we adore may well deceive

the public mind, for it Ml into a community of religious

ignorance, into a country in which modem Catholicism.

I mean to nay Italian, or rather "Roman Catholicism,

which has but too much prevailed over that of our

Pascals and our Bossuets had more and more reduced

religion to a servile submiHsion towards the Papacy and

superstitious worship of the deified creature, thus pro-

venting the direct intercourse of the soul with the gos-

pel and with him who fills the gospel. And then, M,

Kenan's book at bottom flattered all the bad contem-

poraneous instincts; it made the apotheosis of that

melancholy and voluptuous skepticism which coven* up
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with a certain distinction and a certain charm the most

positive materialism; it flattered our languid wills,

substituted the worship of the beautiful for the worship
of the holy, and authorized, by the false ideal which it

presents to us, a factitious religious sentiment, which

demands no sacrifice, no manly act, covers up the cross

under flowers, and at last only gives back to humanity
its old idol, newly carved and painted. This idol is no

other than humanity itself. This mixture of atheism

and sensibility was particularly dangerous, because it

met preexistent tendencies, and colored them with a

fallacious poesy. The art of the historian, or rather of

the romance-writer [Renan], consisted in his hiding the

entire absence of all belief under graceful metaphors
and an unctuous style, just as the brilliant snow of iho

Alps covers up the abyss and deprives the traveler of

the salutary horror which would save him. You sou,

my friends, I do not diminish the perils of a book

which has had in its two editions a sale of two hundred

thousand copies. And yet, I persist in believing that

the advantages are greater than its disadvantages.
77

Neither do we apprehend any ultimate disaster

from the Skeptical Scientific School. Darwin, ttm-.klo,

and others have striven diligently to impress upon the

public mind the opinion that there is an antagonism be-

tween science and revelation, and that it it* of nuh
character as to render Christianity a nseleHS appondago
to human society.

Now, in order to counteract the influence of their

sentiments, the evangelical theologian ahoul<l take no

partial or prejudicial views of science, or of its wuKwsity
for the defense of Scriptural truth. The courno adopted
by the Roman Catholic Church in reference to tlio dis-

coveries of some of the noblest of her SOUB was suicidal
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When Galileo was forced to recant his theory of the

earth's revolution, the advance of papacy was arrested*

To all outward appearance there is au incompatibility

between the claims of geology and the Mosaic cosmog-

ony. Shall we say that geology is false, and the six

days of the Mosaic narrative must be understood in

theii literal seijse ? This presents the dilemma either

to reject geology as a spurious science, or to discard

revelation. We will not accept such an alternative, and

rather say,
"
Geology is a noble science, but it is yet mi

infant. When it reaches its majority we shall see a har-

mony, inexpressibly beautiful and proportionate, be-

tween its discoveries and the inspired word of God."

We must not charge the error** of scientific skeptics

to the department of inquiry in winch they labor. The

perversions and errors of science, and not science itself,

are at enmity with revelation. Mr. Darwin's theory of

development scorns to be in- outright opposition to the

Scriptural account of the animal creation. But there is

no occasion of alarm at what he has said, for neither he

nor all who think with him can invalidate the truths of

Scripture. Wo should despise no theory that aims at

our better comprehension of groat truths
;
for the day

will come when science, in its mature glory and strength,

shall cast its human lustre on all the pages of divine

truth.

The truo way, to moet tho writings of Bkeptics in the

Church is by calm roplioK to their charges, and by im-

mediate ceeloNiaHtieal discipline. Every word or act that

savors of tyranny or undue exaction creates friends for

them, and when for them, for their opinions alno. More

general remarks in roply to their attacks will accomplish

nothing. Little advantage would be gained if every

preacher in Great Britain and America wore only to
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say, "Bishop Colenso is in error." But it will be a

public benefit if lie be treated with personal kindness of

expression as a brother-man, Ms arguments examined,

and their obnoxious fallacy proved. The Church should

deal toward the foes of her own household witli the

greatest possible caution, else the reaction will be of

lasting evil. IsTeander taught a lesson for all coining

time when a royal edict was about to appear forbidding

the entrance of Strauss' Life of Jems within the Prus-

sian dominion. He violently opposed it, and gave it as

his opinion, that
" the work of Strauss, though not pro-

found, was written with much talent, and that through-

out, science predominated over and extinguished .senti-

ment. That, in truth, the writer appeared to be guided

by singular good faith, but that his mythical system
did nevertheless undermine Christianity ;

and that if ib

spread, it might be feared that it might destroy Chris-

tian faith
; but, yet, that it would be a great mistake

to interdict the work
; since, when once interdicted, it

could not be refuted, and by such a nieamiro it would

acquire an undue importance."
But whatever precautions are taken in dealing with

skepticism, it is essential that the spirit of unity per-
vade all evangelical denominations. During the Penin-

sular War, the Duke of Wellington, observing that one
of his officers of artillery was serving a gun with re-

markable precision against a body of men postal in a

wood to the left, rode up to the subaltern, and said :

u Well aimed, captain ;
but no more, they arc our own.

99th !

" A similar mistake haw sometimes been, com-
mitted by ecclesiastical organizations, winch, instead

of aiming at the common enemy, have expended too

much valuable time and energy in efforts to defend their

individual creeds* A more intense harmony of all the
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friends of orthodoxy is a condition of permanent
success. The theological crisis of to-day may be fol-

lowed by others more severe. But the Faith of the

Church teaches the invaluable lesson that Grod designs,

by the ordeal of the earthly crucible, to prepare her for

higher honor and perfect service. She does not desire

a premature termination of the season of proof,

*' From darkness hero, and weariness,

We ask not full repose,

Only bo Thou at hand.

The wanderer seok his native bowor,
And wo will look and lon# for Thoe,

And thank Thoo for each trying hour,

Wishing, not struggling, to be free."
*

1

Keble, Christian Year.
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ence to only two" doctrines: the Trinity und Kuture Puninhtuoufc.

BAZBB, A.Our God a Conauiniu^ Fire, London, 1804.

BABOLAY, J, Socinianiam and Irvin^inm Reful.< kd. London, 1845.

BAEMNQ, J. Eeviow of Trinitarianwni. London, 1847*

BAIJLOW, J. W, Eternal Puniahmont and KU^rnul Death. London, 1804,

BABBBT, B. P. Letters on tho Divine Trinity. Now York, 1800.- Christ the Interpreter of Scripture. London, IHGfi.

BEABD, J. B, Historic and Artistic IllufltrutionH of the Trinity. London-
1864.- Umtarianism in its Actual Oondition. London, I84&- Reasons why I am a Unitarian. London, 1HOO.

BELLOWS, H. . Phi Beta Kaj>pa Oration, IH&t.

Until tho rniddlo of tho year I860, Ihi* author wa th i>rtpii>Rl writer for tho
,
Now Yorfc.

it
BBLSHAM, T.Oalm Inquiry into Script. Doctrine concerning tho Pimc&

of Christ.

BKOOKS, E. G. Universalism a Practical Power. New York,
BBOTHBBS7

GoKTltOVEtlflY ON UNWAWAN OPINtOKfl. I/>nd0n,

BTJBJSTAP, G. W. Unitarian!8m. Botoii, 1855.-
Trinity. Boston, 1845.- Evidences. Boston, 1865.

OABPBNTBB, L. Examinatioja of the Charges against Unitarians. Bristol,
1820*
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,
"W". E. Complete Works, 6 vols. Boston, 184-1-46.

,
W". II. Memoir of W. E. Ohanning. 3 vols

?
1843.

,
I). W. Man all Immortal. Cincinnati, 1864.

COTJTE, J. Essays on Sociuiauism. London, 1850.

IteiBosr, II. M. Review of Unitarian Views. Louisville, Ky., 1855.

DEWKY, 0. Discourses ;
Gontrov. TheoL, etc. 6 vols. 1846-47-63.

DEXTER, 11. M. Verdict of Reason on the question of the Impenitent
Dead. Boston, 1805.

DISNEY, J. '"Remarks on Tomlino's Charge. London, 1812.

-- Sermons. 4 vols. London, 1T93-1818.

ELLM, G. E. Half Century of the Unitarian Controversy. Boston, 1867.

*, F. A. Umtarianism Defined. Boston, 1860.

,
W. II. Jesus and his Biographers. Boston, 1838.

History of Jesus. Boston, 1850.-Veil Partly Lifted. 1864.

Tho author zepudiatos the atpnomont. "Tho doctrine of the Atonement," says ho,
ct which IH oupoclaily chonahod an tho diHtini?uiahing Idua of OhriHtiamty. irt ouly n form of
the radical ciroi fiom winch fulno roligion IJUH wprunc; over nlnoo tho won<I bo^n j

tbo error,

namely, of HUppotring that hiunati miilt IH to bo oxphttod, not by ohniiKn ol olitimnicu, \)iit by
oflViingrtuml H.IOI ifloeH." Tho HJioriHw of Olnint "

IH tho vrorld-old orroi, thinly <IIni?utne'<i,

oulmlnutlng
1 in its mont moimtiouH form. Even If U, were now, It IHIH no pluco iLinon^ the

t(*achhiffH of rJVHUH. llo novor tauiflit thlH noranyof itH tWHoniatod dojjrmftH. JNot a word
of hln Divert them tho HllKlitont ooloi of authority," l*p, 4, 0. Huoh lanurua^ts o,onuH with an
ill grace froin ono wlio attaokw K. Uonan. floo Chapter on Ohrint^ "ohildHkoncaa,''

Wlit'rolii, wo auk, Irt tho Fronolunan worno than tlio Phlladolphlnii ?

W", L. Trinitarian S( krmons to a Unitarian Congregation. Hoston,
1H(JO.

K. Priiioipal Dootrinos of Christianity Defended against the Errors
of Nooiriiftmsm, Now York.

HOVBY, A Htatoof Impenitent Dead. Boston, 1859.

Houses, 0. Jb\ Debt and Grace. Boston, I80T.- Human JDostiny ;
a Critique of UmvornaliBrn. Boston, 1861,

JOB tin? ABHOX. Roasonfl for Abandoning Trinitarian Doctrines. Lon-
don, 1841.

JOKTRH, T. Immunnol
; or, Scriptuml viown of JUBUH Ohrint, Lond., 1850.

,
T, Unitarian Exposition of the New Tostamont. Now York.

,
W.-Tko Popular Views of Immortality, "KverlaHtirig Punishment,
and tlio Htuto of Separate Houlrt, brought to tho Tost of Horipturo.

London, 1806.

W. J. Roilcsctionfl on TTnitarianism, London, 1885.

KOIILMAN, A. Complete Refutation of UuitiirianiHia. Washington, 1821.

0. W. Tho Inspiration of Scripture and Eternal Punishment. Low-

don, 1864.

R. W. Immortality of the Sonl, and Final Condition of the
wicked. New York, 'JBtfO,

Ono ot tlio boHt firgiiinont in &vov of Eternal Pttniiihmont,

,
N Complete Works. IT vols- London, 1W~57.

LBTTEB ON NAXUIW AND PUPATION OF FcrTtiEB PONISHMKNT, London,
1835.

LXNDSBT, T. Apology. London,

London, 1WO.
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A. True and Falo Uoliprion; in VkrlrtMii JHwtyfa- OenuinenosH of the UoHpdn, Jl vok Boston, 1851-M4.- Traots concerning Ohrifltianity. Cambridge,- Internal EvidorioeH. Boston, 18fi(J.- Statement of Reasons. Boston, 1650,

OBK. Unitarianism in tho Prenent Timo. Bortton t

OsaooD, H, OhriHtian Biography. New York, 1851.- The Coming Church and it (Uorgy. JH5H.

PALFBKY, J. G. EridoncoH of OhrlHtlawity. Bonton,

PBABODY, A, P. Oliristian Doctrine. Bonton, IH44.--
Christianity the Religion of Nature. Boston,

POWBK, J. JL -Exposition of Univcmilmm. Now Y<irk,

,
R. Dissortationn on Provld, (Jhristlnnifcy. London,
Borraons on Christian Doctrine. London, 1 7N7.

J Dofonsoft of Uniturfattiflm, 2 vols, Ixmd<m
t

n^^y *o*te
t oouittlt

,
G. Tho Eternity of Future Pttniahtmwt, Umlon,
,
W. An Kssay on Future Punishment, rxoruioi^

-SnoET EB^SOKS OB BKWKF IK T DIVIKITV or OHBIMV.

SOPJCB, E. Doctrine of the Trinity prore<l from Horfptttre. Uuiltm.

SPBAGHTS, W. B. Annds of the American Unit Pulpit New York,
T, M. Exegetical nsay on Future PunMhment Ix>ndon,

, Theology of Onivorsaliflm, Boston, 1802.
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WABE, W. Lettters to Trinitarians and Oalvinists. Boston, 1820.
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WHATELY, A. Scriptural Revelation respecting Future State. Lond., 1858.

WHITMAN, B. Friendly Letters to a Universalist. Boston, 1850.

WnrrTEMOJiB, T. History of Universalism. New Ed. Vol. I. Boston.
1860.

WILLIAMSON, H. Exposition and Defense of Universalism. New York,
1840.

WILSON, J. 'Scripture Proofs of Unitarianism. Boston,

WOODS, L. Letters to Unitarians, and Beply to Dr. Ware. New York.

WORCESTER, N.~-Review of Teatimoniea, etc., iu Bible flews. Boston, 1810,

Address to Trinitarian Clergy. Boston, 1814*

YATES. Vindication of UuUarianism, 4th Ed. London, 1850.
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MONTHLY KBLraxotre AfAaAziNB, Bostoru
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For full bibliographical accounts of the controversy hotwoau the

theologians of Now England and the Unitariana, during tho pmsont con-

tury ;
and of the discussion on the Person of ChriMt provoked by the

speculations of Horace Bushncll, consult llagcnbach, History of Moc-

trinea, Smith's Ed, New York, 1802.
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ABB

ABREST, PETEB, his oxogetical
labors, 345.

Ago, present, declared Rationalistic

by Leoky, 23.

America, relations between France

and, 530.
American Church, peculiarities of,

5)JO. Influenced by Hkeptical de-

nominatioiiH, 571. Duty of tho

American Oliuroh to guard againnt

infidelity, 575.
American civilization, undergoing a

change, 570.

Andrea, John Valentino; poverty
and early difficulties, 53. His
eacire on the Ohurch, 5JK Kxcite-

mont produced by it, 54. Service
rendered by it, 54% Quotation
from Aiulroft's OhrtatiuiiopoliK, 01,

Batiro on the degenerate preach-
ing of his time, 71-73.

ApoHf.oliQal HuaooHiion, a doctrine of

the High Ohurch, 514.

Arndt, John; hit* service to the

Ohurch ;
work on True (fJtriHti-

ttnihj ; motives loading him to

write, 40. Reception of hi work
by the people, 50. Arndt'a calm

Bpirit, 50. lie waB charged with

mysticism, CO. Oppoflition to him,
61. Popularity of his book, 51.

Arnold Gottfried, the hintorian of

Pietism, IB, Hi* hfotory of
Ckurthe* <md Jfwettc*,

Ofci . ( Jhargod
with HeparatiHin, 98.^

He con-

tended for the unification of Mys-
ticism und Pietism, 9tt.

Arnold, Thorn aft, his Sermons, {$21.

His opiuioiiH, 621~52.
Atonexncnt, Unitarian opinion of,

560, 051,

BEK
Auberlen on mission of Pietism, tes-

timony of, 86-88.

Augsburg Confession, 38,

August, Karl. Ilia cure to secure
the society of diHtingnished lite-

rary men around hits court, 169,
m.

BAIIRDT,
hifl deceit and blasphe-

my, 139. HIM workw, 140. His
condition when at (Siosnen, 140.
His rapid decline, 141. lie on-

gaged in numerouH eatorprines,
141. Became an inn-keeper at

Halle, 142, His wretched death,
142. ITo was tho climax of French
skepticism in Germany, L42.

Bawedow. An innovation in Gorman
education, 184. II IH publications
in favor of a now wystern, 184.

Hifl visionary piarm, 185. Popular
indorsement of bin impracticable
plans, 185. His final fall, 180,
187.

Baumgarton, tho connecting link be-
tween Pietfofti and RationaliHtn,
111. lie succeeded Wolf at Hallo,
111. Hit* extmiMivtt acquirement**,

lit, 112. He favored the introduc-
tion of KngliHh Detain, 11T.

Baur F. (3., his works divided into

two chiHHOB, 278. II IH views of
the early church, 278-280.

Becker, tho 'extreme nationalism
contained in his juvenile publioa-
lionn, 100-192.

Bekker, Balth-issor, a dindplo of Doa
Cartes, U47. llw Workl IkwitfiM*
847. II IH excommunication, and
pornonal appearance, i)47, 348.
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BEL

Bellows, against orthodoxy, 545, 546.

Opposes original sin, 548-550.

Belsham, his work on American

Unitananism, 589, 5iO.

Bengel, his purpose to lead the

people to a better understanding
of the Bible, 101. Kahnis 7

appre-
ciation of Bengel, 101.

Bethraan-Hollwog, influence on the

Church Diet, 1)19.

Bilderdyk, at the head of the modern
school of Dutch poetry, 359.

Boehme, Jacob, shoemaker at Gor-

litz, his pure purpOHes, 40; his

mysterious life, 47 ;
method of com-

position, 47
; description by him-

self of his seasons of ecstasy, 48
;

his Aurora, 48
;
last words, 49.

Boliugbroko, introducing the French

spirit into England in the Eight-
eenth Century, 442. His prin-

ciples, 442, 443.

Broad Church, has lately acquired

great influence, 531. First Hroad
Church corresponds with Philo-

sophical Rationalism, 510. KB

tenets, 520, 529, 530. Second
Broad Church is thoroughly 'Ra-

tionalistic, 580. Points of diil'er-

ence from the First Broad Church,
,

581.

Bunsen, his Biblical Researches re-

roYiewed in Msays and
486-487.

S, George, as a theolo-

\J gian, 40
; professor at IlelniBteclt,

41
; travels, and literary stylo, 41

;

impression made upon his mind by
prevailing controversies, 41; MB ar-

dont desire to nnite conflicting olu-

monts, 41
;
MB sorrow at the abuHO

of preaching, 41, 42
; advice on

preaching, 42; his Ohief Points

of the Ghrittfiian Reli(/ion, 48; ac-

cusations against him, 44 ;
MB fruit-

loss labors, 44. Testimony on. neg-
lect of children, 04, 05.

Oampo's influence upon the youth of

Germany, 188, Hw works, 188,

Capado^e, an agont in tho revival in

the Dutch Church, 359.

Oarlylfc, Thomas, parent of Literary
Rationalism in England, 473, De-
rived his system from tho G-orman

ooo

philosophers, 473. Opinions, 473-
470. His miluvn oo upon tho young,
47-

p
>, 47<>. Vidons influence of his

sentiments, 477.

Ohanning, W, Elleiy, loader of Amer-
ican Unitariariisin, 5-H . His works,
541. Mental transitions, ."i-lSS. Ho-

pudiation of orthodoxy, 542. Ilia

opinions, 543, 5-W.

Glmntopie do la HauHsuye, one of tho

loaders of tho Ktliical- Ironical

School iu the Dutch Church, IJ75*

Pronohert in Rotterdam, 370. As-

sisted in forming Horioty <
talkv

(l

SorioiiHiioHH and Peace, Ii70. ilia

work on niod(Tn inutorinliHin, :j79.
His opinionfl, !J7i), IJHO. Hm view
of the future of the (Jhnreh, ?JHt).

Oliaritios of Prot^Htnnt (iennany,
31 L They do not intorfro with

each other, 8JJL OharitioH of

Kronen ProtOHtant'wrn, -IxiH.

Ohrint, opinionB <^f (Icnnan Hntion-
niiHtrt on perwm of, aM-iJI7. liifo

of Ohrwt daseriho<l l>y mutiorouH

replies to BtrauBH, 274, SJ75.

Christianity, Theo. Parkor'H viow of,

507, 508.

Ohubh, his three principIcH, 115, 110.

Church and Htate, union of, prwwp-
pontw great purity, 5!t5.

'Ohuroh, ufHliatioiiM ol* IlnlionaliHrn

with the (German, S, 27. Tho
church huH yet to \*unquisli thor*

oughly tho nttaokH upon hir faith,
35. Condition of tho Ucrtmm
(Jhuroh when Rations linni \VUH at

it height, 11)7* Kwoiwt ruction
oftlioehumh by Krtnioric William

III, 20,1WU.
Church hifltory, improved imliwtly
by the lahorn of tho UatioualitA
5K1-5HIJ,

Church of England, two part'un in,

507. Tabular vtow <yf the olortry
of the TCMtablwhttd i^hnroh^ f!iiJ,

OliiHHow in (Jennnny, immorality of

bighor, 77, W.
Olorgy, immorality of German, to

HovonteonMi (umtury, 7ft, W, 7n t/m^.
The olorgy wor tho ngtmtn of

flpiritual Uoolenwiouin Germany, 7ft.

Ooooolim Oontrovoniy, HtMriiturtt of,

087. Tho exrititmeut

by tho conflict, B4&
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000
Oocceians and Voetians, the leading I

parties in the Dutch Ohurch, 340.

Principles of each, 340. Ooccoians
studied the Scriptures, but differed

from the text, 341.

Oocoeius, opponent of Scholasticism
in the Duich Church, 380. Studies
and early writings, 336, 337. Pro-
fessor in Leydeu University, 337.

His opinion on the Sabbath, 337.

Disciples, 337. Charges against

Oocceius, 337, 338, Agreement
between him and Descartes, 338.

Colani, one of principal theologians
of French Critical School. Ills

opinions, 401, 402,

Colen so, Bishop John William, re-

semblance between him and woIiT,

107, 108. His work on the Penta-
teuch and Book of Joshua, 490.

HIH oritioimnB, 499-503. Excite-

ment occasioned by his work, 503,

Judicial proceeding against Oolou-

so, 503-505. Literature) of the

controversy ocoatuoiu'd by him,
000-002, Appendix, QoloMHo'H re-

turn to (Southern Africa without
a people or a clergy, 505. Testi-

mony of a Mussulman against him,
4

505.

Ooleridtfo, opinions of, 455~4C2, Ilia

stru#i;tcs, 457* Definitions and
tltotinetionfl of Coleridge, 460, 401.

IliK school, 462.

CompcriHationH of history, 453.

Oompowtion, method of literary, in

Germany in 17th century, 67.

C Joint o, ft 90.

Conferences, French Protestant, their

roocnt action in favor of orthodoxy,
419-421.

OonfwHHionH, union of Lutheran and

Reformed, 231.

Controversy, Antinomian, Adiaplio-

ritttic, Hynorgwtio, Ofliandrio, Oryp-
to-OnlviniHtio, 89. Synorottatio

controversy, 40,

Ooquercl, A,, Jr., editor of the Lun,
406. Retail of the ProHbytorial
Council to rcHippoint him a suf-

fragan in a Protestant pulpit in

Park 408. HiH opiriiotm, 407, 408.

His chrtofcoloffy, 408, 409.

OourtK, licoutioiifmoHB of Gorman,
during the Thirty Years' war, 78,

DOG
79. Extravagance on matrimonial
and baptismal occasions, 79, 80.

DA OOSTA, an agent in the re-

vival in the Dutch Church, 859.

De Cock, loader of the secession from
the Dutch Ohurch, 302. Kesulta

of his expulsion by ecclesiastical

authority, 803.

Deism, English, defined by Lechler,
113. The principle on which it

started, 113. Its superiority to

the Deism of "France, 113. Its

origin duo to prominence given to

nature by Lord Bacon, 3 14. Gor-
man opposition to English Deisrn,
1 14- Kapid progress of Deism in

Germany, 117. Foreign infidelity
hastened by the quibbles of ortho-

dox theologians, J25. English
"Deism influencing the Dutch

Ohurch, 350-352. Did not poawoss

advantages equal
to those of Gor-

rnau Kutionalism, 440.

l)oim, French, cooperating with

Engliah Deism, toward the over-

throw of orthodoxy in Germany,
122.

Deists, English, tranfllationw of thoir

works into the German Language,
117. Translations into Dutch, 351,
352.

Do ProsHonsrt prophesies good results

from Kcnun'fi
Lif^ of JCMM, 406.

Leader of evangelical theologians
in the French ( Jlmrch, 411. Edits
tho Rovuo Ohr6tienno, 411. His

opinions, 412-415. Opposes tho
union of Ohurch mid State, 415.

Konmrkn on tho bonoiicial ronultH

of Konan'H Lifa qfJfaMs, 5H5, 580.

oscartoft, apOHt-le of French Itation-

aliHtu, 388, 3H9, 880.

Do Wotto, twofold chaniotor of his

opinion*), 240, 247. II i opinion
of John, the Evangelist, 247.

View of tho Scripturos, 248, His

theological novel, 248,

Dintor, a skoptionl writer for chil-

dren, 1BJI, 1DO.

Dogmatism, one of tbo elements of

tho dt^genoruoy of tlio Dutch

Church, MO.
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DOR

Dorner, his complex style, 290. His

work on the Person of Christ, 290

-292. Conception of Christianity,

290.

Doubt, religious, and innovation,

must he estimated by four consid-

erations, 32.

Kahnis' testimony
LJ concerning him, 138, 189.

Education in Germany, defects of, 184.

Edwards, Jonathan, successor of

Stoddard, at IsTorthampton, 528.

Einlyn, his Sciipture account of Jesus

Christ, 531).

Ernph ical-Modern School in the

Dutch Church, 371. It has few

points of sympathy with evangeli-
cal Ohribtianity, 374 ltd princi-

ples, 374, 375.

English Chinch in the eighteenth
century, low state of, 449-452.
Condition of English Church at

tho Peace of 18 Ifi, 404.

English literature in the eighteenth
century, character ol, 440, 441.

Bnllinnt writers, 441. English
literature influenced hy the, French

spirit, 441

Epicureanism prevalent in Germany
before the Thirty Years' War, 7B.

Ernoflli, the olaasic scholar of hia

day, 125, 127.

Essays and Xtmewa, theology of,

482-495. Opinions of evangelical
German theologians on the &#
mid IttiHww, 495, 490. Public,u-

tioiin called forth by that work,
407, Appendif. Judicial proceed-

ings agahwt the wtthor of tho AV
*//* and to&Mw, 497, 498. Lit-

erature arising from the publica-
tion of the f$wty* and AVv^mv,
603. Ayiitoulfa.

Ethical- Ironical School in the Dutch

Church, 375. Its leaders, 875.

EthicH in the Dutch Church, corrup-
tion of, 385.

Evangelical Church Diet of Germany,
318. Occasion of Ita organization,

818, 319, First morion, 330-3SS8.

Practical rewilr of the first notion,
322, 323. Enlargement of opera-
tions, 828.

Evangelical Church Gazotto, 101,
102.

Evangelical Dissenting (<hurch of

Switzerland, rise of, 42 H.

Evangelical French School, 411. Led

by E. De PreHHOiwf1

,
411, I lofVmiwl

by Gum>t, 410. Kruits of ilio la-

bors of tho evangelical French

theologian^, 410. Thoir HUCCI>S

evident in the recent notion o the

Protestant. Coiiforencos, 4li) 4iJL

Evangelizing agencies in Fnintse,

4^2-424.

FALK,
at Woimm\ I3, I. lie

wagutf'euUul l>5 tlie havoc (f Na-

polcon's urniy, JJ1JI. I^lnhlisdcd

a Kd'ornwlory lor chihhvn, 1)11.

11JH variouH lHiHfuc(ion>, JU.\

Farmr, his <les<
k

ription of the \Vollluu

philosophy, 110, 111.

Feuerbach, his ra<li(,al Skepticlwin,
282.

Fichte, relation to Knnt, t0. 11 JH

flyatem, HJU. Hin AiMrfwc* to the

German rcoplt\ mid iuilucnce <f

that work, 222, iiillJ.

Flieduer, e-stahlishod a DcaconcM In

stitutc, '110. Its iniliK^nco in othc-r

countries, ,'MO, !U7.

Korniulu (Jinconl'uu, Jii),
.JO.

France, adoption of Kn^linh Ihvmn
by, U7. Irrcliginn in Kratuuulu*

ring the reign of LOUIH XIV., 1 IT,

11H.

Francke, AugtwtuH Uonnunn, tosti-

Ttiony on
no^ji-ct

of Hcriptuml
BtudicH, (10. His ti-tupernH*nt, M,
Puriiy <f IIIH PUI*IKW\ Wt. Hit* a''-

<wunt of ins convci'Mimu 04, Pis

pulpit luiuiK.rntuniH in Halle-, tlo.

HIH /fttrtHluttiiHi tit 1h<> Old TtH'tt,

anil

MftM f TJuvfaffiMl tihH
II i fouixfcd the Orphan HOUH at

llalle, 1)5. The gradual wtiiliti-h*

m(nt, of tlnt hmtjtution, W>, ,'H,

Condition of tho Orphan Hotm**
after Fra'-cke'ft (K'atli, SMK uts t

Thtio!o'ical hwtrwtmn by Kranck^
and hirt wwliutoM, 5rt.

"

I*rIili

power of tho
()rj)han tloums U7, M.

Francken, Ja'w J&rwl of
346,
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FEE
Frederic the Great, withdrew the

royal patronage from Halle, 100,
101. lie was captivated by Vol-

taire, 120. His systematic attempt
to destroy orthodoxy in his king-

dom, 122. He made no secret of

his skepticism, 123. Final regret
of his religious course, on seeing
the evil effects of infidelity upon
his people, 123, 124.

Free Congregations, rise and influ-

ence of, 284.

Freeman, Rev. James, Pastor of

King's Chapel, Boston, 539. In-

stallation as the first Unitarian
minister in America, 539.

French Church, Protestant, 387,

Skeptical formalism of French
Protestantism in the beginning of

tho nineteenth century, 387, 388.

Opposition to tho French Protes-

tant Ohuroh, 411.

French Critical School of Theology,
801, #02. Opinions, 393, 304.

French Literature iu Europe, preva-
lence of, SIM.

FroiK'h BkopticH upon the Church of

Holland, influence of, 352,

Frouch Theology, animation of, 8HO.

Frofchhighani, 0, J*., his juvonilo

work, 672, 57ft. Lecture on Lib-

oral Christianity, 578-575.
Future Punishment, oppOBitiori of

Unitarians to, 852, 583.

P AUSSETST, leader of the
Eyangel-

VT ionl DisHonting Church, of Swit-

zerland, 428, 42i).

Geneva, improvement of religious

spirit in, 430, 481.

Gerhard, John, porBOnal qualities,
and rapid attainments, 61. Quo-
tation from his exogotical treatise,

fi*.

Gorman Theology, affiliated to Phi-

losophy, 155.

Germany, tho country whore Ration-

alism hdfl oxcrtod itw chief influ-

ence, 8. Condition of Protontant

Germany at tho commencement
ofthe nineteenth century, 220-222.

Gibbon, oapriooH of, 447. Work on
the Romun Empire, 447, 448. Des-

titution of political character 448*

HAL

God, opinion of German mtional-
ists concerning, 199, 200. Idea
of God essential to success of

civil government, 287. Unitarian

opinion of G-od, 547, 648.

Goethe at Weiinar, 179, His attach-

ment to Roman Catholicism, 1&8.

Influence of his writings on the-

ology, 183.

Goodwin, C. "W., on the Mosaic Cos-

mogony, in Essays and JR&omo*.
His opinions, 491, 492.

Goasnor, his unsettled life, 827.
Providential guidance to Protes-

tantism, and to missionary labors,

327, 828.

GrioBbaoh
;
he aimed to establish a

Byntcm of natural religion, 137, 138.

Groeu Van Prinstoror, his influence

in fa\or of home missions, 860.

Edited The Netherlander, 361.

Defended the Seeotwoniets from
the Dutch Church, 303.

Groningon School. Its origin, organ,
and principal tenets, 304, 305.

DiHtiupniflhod for itn ethical sys-

tem, 360. No place- for the Trini-

ty in tho Groningen Theology,
300. Service of tho Groningens,
307. Their failure to reach their

object, 867.

GrotuiH, forerunner of Ernesti, J27,

334, 341.

Grotz, his opinions, 408*

Guerioko, oollod attention to tlie op-
erations of the u Prionds of Light,"
284.

Guizot, hit* deep interest in recent
Krenc kh Theology, 416. His lte

important work on the Christian

Keligion, 41 6-41 J).

Gustuvus Adolphnft Union, its meth-
od of operation, 830. Its nine-

teenth Hewaion, 880. KesuItH. 830.

HALF-WAY Covenant^ 588.

Hallo, TTnivermty of; occasion of its

establishment, 93. Its faculty, and
the work before it, 03. The new
generation of profcBHOffl in Halle,

09, 100. Edict of Fred. Wil. L,
that till theolopaiiB must study in<

that University, 100.
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HAM
Hamann, inability of, and his coad-

jutors to resist Rationalism in Ger-

many, 196.

Hare, Julius Charles, disciple of

Coleridge, '462. His life full of

incident, 463. View of Sacrifice,

463. Other opinions, 404, 4G5.

Earless, an opponent of Strauss, 271 .

Harms, opposition of Olaus, to union

of German Churches, 231, Itis

95 Theses, 232-235. The excite-

ment occasioned by the publica-
tion of that work, 235, 236,

Harms, Louis, small beginning of

his missionary enterprise, 328,
329. Final success, 329, 830.

Hegel, his relation to philosophy,
164. His philosophy reducible to

a system of nature, 164. Ills

system, 165. fulfilment of his

theory of antagonisms, 257. The
three branches of his school, 25T,
258.

Hengstenberg,his Evangelical Church
Gazette established to oppose the

prevalent Rationalism, 270, 271.

He takes highest rank in tho Evan-

gelical School as a controversial-

ist, and expositor of the Old Tes-

tament, 805. Opposition to Pan-

theism, 306.
Contributors

to IUH

journal, 306. His opinion of tho

JBfaays and IfoaiwM, 406.

Herbert, Lord, of Cherbury ; his re-

flections on tho publication of bin

Trtictatud de Veritate, 114, HIM
view of education, 114.

Herder, adaptation to his times, 171.

His creed, 172. Ilia interest in

the pootio features of the Bihlc,

172, 173. TJi<? kind of love which
he cherished toward tho Bible,
174. View of tho port-ton of

Christ, 174, Opinion of tho OOH-

'pels, 175. Hertford great Rorvieo
to tho Church, 176. Ilia view of
the pastorate, 170. Character of
his preaching, 177, 178.

tion to the Ttantian
178.

High Church in Kngland, rise of,
511. site Conference at lladloy,
612. Doctrines of the High
Ohuroh, 512-515. General sor-
vice of tho High Church, 516,

IWfl

Hobbes; his estimate of religion, 114,
115. His works translated into

Dutch, 851.

Hofstcdo do Groot, in conjunction
with Parcau, published a \\ ork on

dogmatic, theology, #115. Principles

taught therein, tt<>5, Mitt.

Holland, former importance of, !W2,
333, Kise of Kationaliwn in Hol-

land, 83*), Theological publica-
tions in Holland, JM4. Popular

'acquaintance with theology hi Hol-

land, 84-0.- Church of, nwdo lo\v pro-

gross in the eighteenth century,
844. Influenced by English Doiwn,
350. Atleotod by Fronch Skep-
ticism, 352. Introduction of wvw
hymn-book into tho Dutch

ChurchoH, 357, 358. Dutch
Church now in an important
crisiH, 381. OUUHOM of tho crinis,

381, 382* Dutch Ohurch applying
itself to praotAcal work, ttK2, 3H5.

Holy (3 host, Unitarian opinion of,
648.

Homilotic literature of the Dutch
Church, 3!tt.

llutfuenoln of France wero roiMnvcA
into Holland, and exerted a bene-
ficial iofluenco on ilu> Dutch

Church, 3-13.

IlninttniHtH, ArLstotelian, of wtvoti-

toonth oontury, (J.

Hume, partook of tho prevalent
French wpirit, -I-M. His orror

t

on Afirarity 44*>, *M6

ory <t Hffitnt,
-

tfy -M*
<IoHtruction of <<<nmm, IO!L

dhurliw rivaluci each other in,

adflplinn tlmir hymn-lxjokH to IU-
timmliHtio. opintotiH, MM.

Ki'MiH, pro-
the l<Y<mhINDIKFEltKNOB,<lucod in llollund

Bpirit, 3f>3, ft4,

Infidelity pronentH a
harmonioiw history, *2, InHdolitv

MyHtomatically opjoned to civil

order nnd authority, SJH7*

Inaor Miaiou of German l*rolot

antifttu, 320, H27.

Inspiration, opinion of Gorman Ha*
ttonaliU ou^ 20U, su^l. Amcri-
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can Unitarian opinion on inspi-

ration, 546, 547.

Instruction in Germany, improved
character of religious, SOT, 808.

JA0015I,
the opponent of the Kan-

tian philosophy, 162, 103. Sor-

vieo to evangelical religion, 169.

Journals in Germany, theological,

806, 307, and note. Rationalistic

Journals, Appendix, 509. Ration-

alistic Journals in France, Appen-
dix, 5 1)8.

Jowott, his commentaries, 481. His
view of the Atonement, 482.

Writes in JKxsay* and J&onitiw on
the interpretation of Scripture,
408. Ilia opinions, 404, 495.

KANT,
MB superiority to other

thinkers of his time, 15(5. His
acr.ount of his pious mother, 150.

Ills system published bt a student,

IHppoI, 157. His Uritique of lh(re

Itotmn^ 1/57. That work popular-
ised by ShnlBo, 158. Opponents
of the Kantian system, 168.

Kant's statement concerning the

limits of reason, 150, (3choral

character of Kant's criticism, 150,
101. Kant's siiorico on the po^i-
tive truths of Christianity, 161,

Moral effect of the Kantinn sys-

tem, 102. Thinkers succeeding
Kant, 105. Thoir Borvico, 100.

King's Chapel, Boston, became Uni-

tarian, tf&B, 589.

Kingsley, Charles, on the English
mind, influence of, 468. II is nu-

merous works, 401). His opin-

ions, 400-471. Controversy with
Father Newman, 517,

Kloman, work on connection be-

twwn grnoe and duty, 350.

Klopstock innocently commenced tho

alteration of the Gorman hymns,
104.

LANGE,
his view of tho Church,

200, 897.

Larroqtto, mombor of tho

Critical Bohool, 400.

Lechler, his definition of English
Deism, 113.

Leibnitz, the author of the Wolfian

philosophy, 103. His Theodicy-,

103. Philosophy of 'Leibnitz con-
fined to the learner!, 104.

Leo the Tenth, skepticism of
7
118.

Leasing, his ohject in publishing the

Wolfenbiritel Fragment^ 152. His

opinions in partial harmony, at

least, with that work, 153 He
found fault with his age, 155.

Lesson taught by condition of Eng-
land in the eighteenth century, 440.

LeVusser, his account of French ir-

religion during the reign of Louis

XIV
;
117.

Lo>den School of Theologians, 307.

Its origin, 308.

Liberal Catholic School of "France.

Its founders, 409. Groat influence

find high position of its members,
410.

Liberal Protestant Union, tho or-

gani^ation of French nationalists,
03.

Liberation, beneficial effects of Gor-

man, 228, 224-.

Literary Rationalism in England,
owes its origin to Ourlylo, 478,

Literature, theological, dofootive

character of, in former part of
seventeenth century, 05, 00.

Locke, his works translated into

Dutch, 351,

Low Church, in England, 508. Its

seat at Cambridge, /S()8. Conduct-
ed by vigorous minds, 508. Al-

ways on tho side of popular re-

form, 500. Missionary labors, fiOO,

510. Its work at homo, 610.

Present statue, 510, 511,

MANDEVIIXE,
his ntylo oom-

plimontod by Maoaulay, 116.

Maurice, diHoiplo of Ooloridge, 465.

Ideal view of creation, 405, 400.

Holds that Christ i tho nrehctype
of ovo?y human being, 4C6. Mia

system, 407. His pormfosion to

oiliciato in tho Established Church,
4GS.

Mediation-Theologians of Germany,
2W8.
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MEL
Con-

fession, 38.

Milton, on pride of the Church, and

ecclesiastical authority, 535, 530.

Miracles, the Rationalists deny the

possibility of, 24. Opinion of

German nationalists concerning
miracles, 20T, 211. Miracles,
Hume on, 445, 446,

Missions in the Dutch Church, 383,
384.

Monod, A., the pioneer of the refor-

mation of the French Protestant

Church, 422.

Montague, house of Lady Mary
Wortley, the center of a large lit-

erary group, 443.

Mosheim, his opposition to the in-

troduction of English Deism, 117.

Mtller and Scriver as illustrations

of improved literary style, before

the rise of Pietism, 83, 84.

Music in the German Churches made
to conform to Rationalism, 105.

Decline of congregational singing,
195.

VIEATOEK, first of Mediation Tho-
1 1 ologians. llis youth, and early

publications, 240. Theological

views, 249, 250. The chief char-

acteristic of his theology, 2/30.

Various writings, 25L Conception
of Church history, 251, 252. Val-
uable service to evangelical theol-

ogy, 252. Relation to hin timon, 252.

Personal appearance, 25tf, 254.

Life of Qlvrist) in reply to Strain,
272, 278.

Newman, F. W. his life rosoinblOH

Blanco White's, 517. HIM l>hm
of Faitl^ 518. Became a Mission-

ary, 618, His opinions, 518, 5U).

Mcolai, his Universal German Li-

brary, 1 A 7. Object of that journal
to oppone all orthodox publication^
147. ItB groat influence, 147, 148*
Berlin affected by it, 148.

Norton, Andrews, profoswor in Har-
vard University, 540.

OPZQOMER,
profoasor at Utrooht,

871. His manual of logic, 871.

rnc

Orthodoxy, inactivity of, in the
Church of Holland, 350.

PARKER,
Theodore, *w a reformer,

6(W. IVmmal history, ofi/). \\\

radicalism, 51)0. ULs theological

opinion^ fi(W-57l.

Pattiaou, JM., writ OH in 7iW// and
Jtwi&M onTeMdoueiert of UelitfioiiH

Thought in Kngland, MHK-1750;
402.

Paul, Jean, called attention to nerns-

sity of parental training of chil-

dren, 1ft7.

PauluB, attempt, of, to prove Luther
a Rationalist, 1J 1 .

Pooaut, lioldH that Deinni should bo
ftubslituted for tho clootrinew of

ProtostantiHtJi, 40ii. HIM opinions,

4()2, 403.

Periodical skeptical press of Kngluml,
477.

Po&tnlozzi't) InborB for tho aineltom-
tion of orphans, 1MB. Urn ideal of
a Hchool, Iftft,

PhiloHophy ol* tho ]>orio(i unlerior to

riHO of Piotinm, Ht>, 8,'J. Services of

flpeculntivo philoHuphy in ui<l of

roli^i<m, 107.

Philosophorn do not connnunicnto

<liroe-tly with tho people, .|Yl, -lVi2.

PierHon, his relation to Opxoonter,
#71. II in opinioimoottiuiiKMl in two
works, H71, H72. Hm expomtion
of tho " Now Theology,

1 '

7a. H
holdn tlitit reanou nnmt determine
what m revelntiori, 7H. SjnH-
nwn of rierHorrn Htylo, *W*

PiotiHin, u^encioH learlittfx to fine of,

55. Objeetlon brought n^iinttfc

PiotiMm, Hfi. What Pidistn pro-
poHed to do, Hf>. It WUM contituiuN

od with iMYHtk'Iiwi, HH I'ieti.-ni

comine.nct!(l upon thu prinelplo
that the Olinreh wa oorrnpt, HH.

Tho motuiH proponed hy [
k

i(t<htn to

improve the ('hnrnli HH, HU. Se-
cret of tho fall of PtotlKm. ina,

Mintako of I.utherunmni in failing
to adopt it in tltodhurch, I OS, Ite-

latlon of PioliHiii to tho German
I*roteHtant Ohuroh, 1 02*

charged with literary btir*

101.
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Positivism, the work ofOompte alone,
39U.

Powell, Baden, on the study of evi-

dences of Christianity, iu Emcuy*
and Rtwicws, 487. His opinions,
487-48!).

Preaching, defective, in Germany in

seventeenth century, 69, TO.

Privy Council of England, 498,
910 la.

Profe-sorB and students, intimacy be-

tween Q-erman, 309.

Prophecy, opinion of German Ra-
tionalists concerning, 211-214.

Protestantism, concessions of, to the
civil magistrate, 37

Protestant Friends, 283.

Pulpit of Holland, low state of

preaching in the, 834.

RATIONALISM,
danger of failing

to appreciate magnitude of, 1.

Necessity of immediate defence

against infidelity, 2, Rationalism
not an unmixed evil in its results,

4. The term Ifationtiltini not of

recent origin, 0. Rationalists -in

England in 1040 ;
6. Rationalism

(tofiruul
j>y Huokort, 7, noto\ by

WogHch oider in Institutions Dog-
f^ws8-ll; byStU(Uin,Jl, 12;

by Professor 11 aim, 12, Jfl; by
Hugh James Roao, 18-10; by A,

McCaul, 10-U); by M.tfaintes, 19-

21; byLeeky, 22, 28. Rational-

ists acknowledge justicio of the de-

finltipns of their opponents, 24.

""Several kinds of Rationalists, 24-
20. Peculiar advantages of Ra-
tionalism over other forms of Bkcp-
tic'wm, 26. Rationalists dp not

dinoard the Bible, but claim to

give ft proper interpretation, 27.

HiirowdnesH of Rationalism in itn

initial steps, 80. Motives of the

early RatiotialiHts, 81. Rationalism

measured by four things, 82-85,

Rationalism acknowledges no hal-

lowed ground, 08. Spirit of Ra-

tionalism, bitter, 34. Complete-
ness of destructive work of Ra-

tionalism, JJfS. The term Ration-

alivn camo into UHO it) early part
of ninotcouth century, 289. Itii-

3SETJ

tionalism, injured by its excessive

demands, 235-256. Rationalism

assumed a revolutionary andatheii-

tic form after the publication of

Strauss' Life of Jew*. 281.. S Hise

of Rationalism iu Holland, 333.

Undercurrent of Rationalism in

Dutch Church, extending back to

Synod of Dort, 346 Rationalism
in French Protestant Church, 391

-409; in Switzerland, 4U2-439;
iu England, 455. Three forms of

Rationtdisrn in England, 455. In-

direct service of Rationalism, 679
-086. Philosophical Rationalism
in England commenced with Cole-

ridge, 455. Literature of Rational-

iain, 590-000, Appendix.
Rationalists among the English Jews,
Roman Catholics, Quakers, and

"Unitarians, 533.

Rationalists, German, had no com-
mon system, 198. Reason there-

for, 198. The principal parts of

their system, 200-2 IB, Results of

thoir opinions, 218, 219.

Recordite party iu the Low Ohuroh.
511.

Reformation endangered by contro-

versies, 45.

Reformed Church, purity and pro-
gross of, in seventeenth century,
70.

Reformer**, difference between, and

Rationalists, JJ 1
,
32. Faults of the

immediate successors of the Re-

formers, 87. Disputes of the Re-
formers, 38.

Regeneration, Unitarian opinion of,

551,552.
Roinheird avowed himsolf in favor

of subordination of rea-sou to faith,
280.

Religion, opinion of Gorman Ra*
tiounls oa, 199,

Ronan, hit* greatest celebrity duo to

his Life of t/taw, 403. His opin-

ions, 408, 404. Reception of Ids

Life, of JMUA, 405. Results of that

publication declared by I)e t'ren-

sons6 to bo boneilcial, 400. Litora*

turo arising from Rotuin'n Life of
Aww#, 500-508, Appmdix

u Reunion of Christian Frionds in

Holland," rosulfc of revival in the
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Dutch church, 861. MonthlyJour-
nal of the organization, 061.

BeVille, his exposition of the so-

called Liberal Theology, 394r-306.

Revival in the Dutch church, 358.

Revue de Thologie, organ of French
Critical School, 306. Edited by
Scherer, 396.

Boell, Professor, declared the neces-

sity of reason for a proper inter-

pretation of the Scriptures, 348,
340.

Bohr, his Bricfe uler den Rational-

ist)ws, 84. Principles contained

therein, 2tt8, 231).

Botho, ethical system, 800. His re-

cent work on Dogmatic Theology,
300. Principles taught therein,
301-303.

Kougamont, hia opinions, 400, 401.

Rousseau, his description of French

skepticism during the reign of
LOTUS XV; lift. The proposition
which ho sought to etabUh, 121.

The key to his owed, m. Kin

popularity in Germany, 186.

Bupp, Pastor, attacked the Athana-
sian symbol, 284.

OABBATII, negloot of, in Germany,

Solniy, description of Noaudcr'g

appearance, 253, 254. Declares

the inctiroct service of Uationalirtm,

580, 582, 583.

Scheming, IUB natural philosophy,
104. His opposite and parallel

sciences, 104.

Schenkel, elevation by Uadon gov-
ernment, 383, His late nkuptioal

book, Picture of ike (J/nww1w of
Jeaw, 803. PrinciploH taught

therein, 304.
t

Clerical prottwt

against his continuance m authori-

ty, 8015.

Scherer, member of the Fronoh
Critical School* Departure from

orthodoxy, 80(1 His view of Pro-

testantism, 807. Opinion of the

Hew Testament, 897, 898. The
Bible, according to his oxegosta,

898, 899, Ills low estimate of
Christ's Miracles, 399, 400

SUM
Schiller at \Veimar, 178, 179. Ilia

prayer on Sabbath morning, 17t\
180. An admiror of Paganism,
181. Knihodu'N tho Kantian phi-

losophy in vorno, 1

V
2,

8chloiorniach<'r,oarly training of,234.

liogiduuoo in (Vrlin a (iliaplaiu,

224. Hlrt philosophy dimmed from

Jticobi, Wl. Hirt trtwiniw^ 225,
220. TurptvHo of that work, iii!5,

220. lS(ihloieriiiaclior
1

H oonooptioi)
of roli^ion, 220, S8a7, Ills -IA>w<-

228, 22S). His fyxtem of

f^ 241. Principles (might

therein, 24l-24lt. Tlu^ groat sor*

vico of thai, work, 2-1U, 2M. In-

formation concern ing Srhh'ivr-

inadier, 2-1 ;J, /a;/<-. Hirt d^iVrt-

iva view of tho Trinity, 2*t 1. (ton-

oral chara< kter of hm ilu*ology v

245, 240. 1 IU Hc-hooK iXfttt, ii57.

oholaBdiciHUi, one of tho olcnicnta

of tlio <ltguora(
i

y of tho Ihitoh

Ohuroh, n;*r.

holton, loiuulor of thw

Hohool, JtOH. HIH dmtiurtion

twoou tho prinoipli'H nrnl <logttMUi

.of a ohtiri'h, 'i(tH. II i vunv of

hiHtoricul oriMoihin, ^iOil.
Makoii

human nature t.ho vvifiuwH of truth

<yf rovolatiou, Ji5U. 1 K'foct iv<^ viow
of sin, anddonial ofinirarlos, JJ7(.

Hohott, conttMul"<l for tho union of

Hoawm and Rvola' iun, ii 11 .

Moliuurntatui, Anna Maria, took paii
in tlitt Oo<'<U'iau controvorny, il-Jl.

Science, JiocoHMt.y of a propi*r vii*vv
.

ol', 580. 5K7 J^o atit'igouKm
tweeu hoiotiand Uovolation, fH7*

^tudy of, nt^ioctorl
*

(Jormany in Hovuntoonth
6H. Opinion of (Soniiau

iHtHOormoniinirorodihility of Scrip-

turoH, iioa-iiuO. The liutioniuiHt-H

of importance of the

from tho Church of Hol-

land, JiOiJ, ItH fatluro, HOtt.

Somler, hitfoarly training, IU8, Dif-

ficulty concerning want i>f undor-

standing oftho number of fch BihlJ-

oal bookH, 129, llin oolobratiod ao-

commodation-tboory. 1'JO, Hiftflii**

tinctiou between tn< lo<.jtl and
temporary content* of tliu Kcrip-
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tares, 130, 131. His moderate affili-

ation with the English Deists, 181.

His repudiationofthe French Skep-
ticaC School, 131. His opinion

concerning the world's independ-
ence of the Bible, 132. He gained
his greatest triumph against the

history and doctrinal authority of

j.c church, 132. The beauty and

jurity of MB private life, 1JJ3, 184.

fiis domestic life, 134. Death of

his daughter, 135, 13C. Sender's
mental defects, 136. His imitators,
137. Fatal results of Semlor's

doctrines, 146, 147.

Seriousness and Peace, society called,
370.

Shaftowbury, Lord, cultivated the ac-

quaintance of the loaders of skepti-
cism in Franco mid England, 110.

His violent hostility to Christianity,
110. HIB Qlumwtwintiux, 115,

Sin, Unitarian opinion of, 54-8-550.

Mkuptuusm, thci result of coldness,

formalism, and controversy in the

Church, 4. Development of skep-
ticism south and west of Germany,
112, 113. Skepticism received the

support of the educated and re-

finod German circles during latter

part of the eighteenth century, 148.

Historical record of skepticism, 06JJ.

Skeptics, spirit of kindness toward.

387, r>8H.

Hmith, John Pyo, Ills statement con-

cerning the inferior character of

replies to the Knglish I)oits, 117.

Speculative nationalism in Zurich,
Periodicals favoring,434. Opinions
of the Speculative Rationalists

concerning the Scriptures and

Christ, 4MM87; iminorliiliiy, 4JJ7,

4JW;Hin, 488; faith, 4tf8, >m.

Spener, Philip Jacob, his testimony
on neglect of children, 68, 04. Jlis

University life, and pastoral laborn,

89, 00. IHs labors in behalf of

children, 00, The (ktfat/toJ'fatoti*,

90, ttl. Hpenor's Pin, Dnidcria, 91.

His childlike nature, 91, 02. His

literary activity, 92. Bitterness of

his enemies after his death, 92,
93.

Rpinofta, 108, 281.

fctoanley, Dean of Westminster, his

works, 523. Rationalistic conces-

sions in his Jewish Church, 524.

His late article in the Westminster

JReoicw, 524., 625.

Stevenson, description of Fliednor's

Deaconess Institute, 317, 318. Sy-
nod of Dort, 334.

Stoddard, Venerable, did not believe

iu excluding unregenerate persons
from the Lord's Cupper, 537.

Strauss, his Life of Jesus the out-

growth of long-standing doubt,
29. Strauss a Left-Hegelian, 258.

Popular reception of his Life of
Jesus, 260. Extraordinary charac-

ter of the contents of that work,
259, 260. Strauss hnd an errone-

ous view of history, 260. lie con-

tended that Christ was a mythical
personage, 20L-203. Doctrines
contained in the Life ofjewn, 263-
270. Replies to that work, 273,
274. His late work, Lift* of Jems

Popularly 7 !

W4frv/, designed for

the laity, 276. Contents of that

work, 270, 277. Strauss' tfysfam

of Ihflfritw, an embodiment of

Hegelian philosophy, 281. Re-

jection from professorship in 2(1-

rioh, 432, 483.

Success dependent on strenuous ef-

fort, 577, r>7&

Supornaturalism. This term came
into frequent use in early part of
nineteenth century, 280.

Switzerland, (Iodine in political in-

fluence, 426. Low state of Swiss
Protestant Church when Voltaire
was at Kcrner, 425, 426.

author of JMucatien of
JL th WorttL) in /&aittf/8 and Reviews,
4B2. His opinionH, 4H2-486.

Tendency, history of a mischiev-

ous, best means of resistance, $.

Theologians in early part of seven-
teenth century, 67.

Theological taste, increase of, ow-

ing to the propagation of Somler's
destructive criticism, 144.

Theological training in Geneva, neg-
lect of, 426, M. Host's testimony,
426, 427. Present elevated state

of instruction, 481, 402.
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Theology, Dutch, literalism of, 846.^

Theology, union "between, and phi-

losophy, 35, 36. The iniineiwo of

theology as a science, in Gvrmany,
14G. Improvement Ln contempo-
raneous German theology, 300,
310.

Thirty Years' War ; principles in-

volved and pavUcH participating,
56, DoKporation and dovacation

of Thirty Yoare' War, 57. Neg-
lect of pastoral work, 57. Groat'

loasea in population and wealth,

68. Religious effect, 00. Nc#loe,t
of youth, 02. NocoHHity of a pop-
ular reawakening at tho oloao of

Thirty Yeara1

War, 80, 81.

Tholuck, reply to I)e Wetted novel,
248. Reply to Straus*' Ljft^if
Jexm, 27 1. View of nmpiruUon,
202. Tholuck cannot bo oMtinia-

tcd by merely Htating IUH delini-

tion, 292, 203. Ho cannot ho

clasHiiied, 203. II i various writ-

ings, 293. Quotation from hin

work on ffin, and Redemption,
203-205.

ThomaHitifl, an eminent
jurist,

08.

IIo gave his miliumco to Pietism,
00 lie defended the PietiwlH from
tho stand-point of HtatomuuiHhip,
00. Cultivated tho German spirit,
and delivered lectnroH in the Ger-
man language, 09,

Tilly, his cruelty in warfare, 88,
09.

Tindal, his OliviAtfanity a* Old * tha

World, ropltoHto, HO.
Tittmann oppoHed Rationalism, 230,

240.

Toland, replies to his Ohrktiiini&y
not My*t6ri<w*j 110.

Tflllnor; hift attempt to harmonixo
the old Gorman tnoology with the

WolffianpliiloHophy, 112. II in point
of difference from Wolff, 1 1 2. lite

twofold conception of Scripture,
112. His opinion of Inspiration,

201, 202.

Traotarianiflm, 511-516.
Tracts for the Times, 618,

Tubingen School, 280.
Tzschirner contended for the harmo-

aization of reason and revelation,
SM.O. His influence, 240.

vor,

UIIUOII,
PaHtor, foundor of

Kriondn of Liglit, &s:i,

Ulhmiun, reply t.<> StmiisK, 27^. Ilia

Jdtwcuoo of ( 'hrwtinmty, iiisi) r ( )pin-

thiiou of (Jorinnn OliurcUcs, !2JiI
t

2;i2. Tank imp(>H<i upon tlui new
Hmto dhun'h, iiJtT.

irnitariaut'ontrovcfHy bet \vcvu Ohuu**

iiin^ and Worcerttt^r, Ml.
ITnitariMiiM, their imlullmfo <rm'l,

fi'M-, Their general opinicnin, MIJ
552, National convent ion in New
York, 551), Win,

irrnt.arianumi, opposed to wtliodnxy,
544, M5. Tahlo nhowin^ its preH-
ont wtnte, fit\(), uotc, Lit^rnlfiin* of

Unituriiuiism,

UtiiU l
<l BtatoH, ilunvh of, Ml. Sep-

aration of Uhure.h and Hlati* by
the f(MUi<lepH of the r< h

pultliti, AJit.

Unity of Mvangelical CmtpeheH,

ttOHHtiry to ovor<'(HiM^

588, 5S!I,

UniverHalKtH in AmericiuAno. (Vt*<l

of Uio
UijiviTrtiilmtu, fU, r02.

Tabl Hliowia? thir pr*'rtent ron-

diLion, /HJiJ, fMIH, unfc,

of

Xtiiivorttiti(, immorality in German,
in Heveutotmth

VAN OOHTKH'/EK, IIJH w<rk in

reply fco KwwnV IJfrtifJitu^ a7t.

Qtiottitinn friu it, 877. Profrnsor
in lltreoltt, 8T. Ui W(rKH, 7,
JJ77.

, teKtimony of

SJ
4

20. Opinion <m Oarlylo, 477.
Vonemhlo (*cmif>HKnie of Otwevn

prohibited mitiiHtoriul

from proaflltiiitf on

waiifCdlifuil ciotriiu*H, '

Vinot, IUH work, and HyHtum <>f ti-

Voltaire, rolatlotwof, with I

110. Voltaire in Kt>Klnml % lib
Favorable rocoptitm by tbo K-
glifth court, 11

,
ISO, K(uti*ptUm

*t the court of Frederic i4io Great,
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120, 121. Disagreement between
Voltaire and Frederic, 121. Re-
turn of the former to France, 121.

Residence in Ferney, 121. His
destitution of religious principles,
121. Popularity in Holland, 858.

Gold treatment by Boerliaave, 357.

flattered by the Genevan pastors,
425.

WARE,
an Anti-Trinitarian, cho-

sen professor in Harvard Uni-

versity, 540.

Waterloo, battle of, commencement
of a new era in the religion and

politics of Europe, 350.

Weimar, celebrities of, 109, 170.

Wonloyan Missions in the Channel
Island* and France, 888, rt89.

WestinmHler Review, 477, 47H. Its

lament over present elevated pow-
tion ofGorman

Protpstaufciwii,
470.

Westphalia, peace of, its fruitH, 59,

WofiHlom, foriTuniutr of EniuHti, 127*

Wichorn, John Henry, address bofore

the Church Diot at its first session,
#24. His Rough 1 louse near llarn-

bnrg, 884. Results of training at

that Institution, 325, 326.

Williams, Rowland, one of the wri-

ters in l$mvy* and j&widtw, 485.

His opinions, 485-487.

Wilson, II. B., discuswos tho ques-
tion of tho National Ohuroh in

Assays and Jfoviewt, 480. His

opinions, 489-491.

WiHlicerms, his skeptical work, 283,

Wolff, hia demonstrative philosophy,
108. Hi* good intentions, 104.

His description of his mental pro-
gress, 104. Division of his philos-

ophy into theoretical and practi-
cal Apartments, 105. His opinion
of what a revelation should con-

tain, 105, 106. He aimed to im-

press his principles upon tho mas-

ses, 106. His system destructive

to Pietism, 107. His eventful Jife,

107, 108. Excitement produced
by public discourse on Morals
of Confucius, 108. His deposition
and banishment, 108. Recalled by
Frederic the' Great, 108. His re-

ception at Halle, 108, 109. The
popular reception of tho Wolffian

system, 109. Relation of Wolff's

philoHOphy to German theology in

eighteenth century, 110. Tho
Wolilmn School, 111.

Wolibnbiittcl Fragments, 140. Their

origin, 149, 150. Principles con-
tained in them, 150, 151. Opposi-
tion to that work, 101.

WolloHton, Iiis creed, and popularity
of his works, 115.

"VEAR-BOOKS, Hallo, an organ1 of Atheism, 282, 283.

Young Men's Christian Union of
New York, 55S-558.

Youth, multiplicity of publications
for German, 1 89, Toaohors of the

young became Rationalists, 189,

190.

f/HRTOir, the present seat of SwfoiU Rationalism, 432.










